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P R E F A C E
The 11th Regional Consultation on Solar Physics was held 
in Debrecen, Hungary, from 12 to 16 September 1983, under the 
joint sponsorship of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and its 
Debrecen Academy Committee, and organized by the Debrecen 
Heliophysical Observatory according to an agreement of the KAPG 
organization. (The KAPG acronym is the abbreviation for a joint 
committee of the Academies of Sciences of some socialist coun­
tries for multilateral investigations on interdisciplinary 
problems of "Planetary Geophysics".) The Consultation was or­
ganized within the framework of KAPG Project 4.
The 11th Regional Consultation on Solar Physics should be 
regarded as a member of the series of "Consultations", initiated 
by Czechoslovakian and Polish solar astronomers, which includes 
the regional solar meetings as follows:
No. Year Place Country
1st 1961 Tatranská Lomnica Czechoslovakia
2nd 1962 Kalatowki Poland
3rd 1964 Tatranská Lomnica Czechoslovakia
4 th 1966 Sopot Poland
5 th 1968 Potsdam GDR
6 th 1971 Gyula Hungary
7th 1973 Stary Smokovec Czechoslovakia
8th 1976 Irkutsk USSR
9th 1978 Wroclaw Poland
10th 1980 Potsdam GDR
The 5th and from the 8th onwards were all formally
Consultations. The majority of the papers presented at these 
meetings have generally been collectively published by the 
organizers of the Consultations in one of their own publica­
tions .
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The principal topics of the 11th Consultation were:
I. Results relating to the Solar Maximum Year Programs (SMY) 
in Socialist Countries,
II. Results of Investigations on Mass Motions and Magnetic 
Fields in Solar Active Regions.
All papers presented during the 11th Consultation, both 
the oral and poster contributions, which were submitted to the 
editors by the deadline can be found in the present volume of 
Consultation Proceedings, irrespective of whether the editors 
agreed with all the views expressed or not. Authors and titles 
of those papers that are not included in this issue may be 
found at the end of the volume where some additional informa­
tion on other sessions of the Consultation are given.
The Consultation was held at the headquarters of the 
Debrecen Academy Committee; both the sessions as well as 
a poster exhibition took place there.
The Local Organizing Committee consisted of L.Dezső 
(chairman), Lidia Gesztelyi, B.Kálmán, Ágnes Kovács and 
Mrs.Katalin Sári (treasurer).
L.Dezső j B.Kálmán
An additional note
The Editors feel it necessary to remark the following. 
Authors generally declared in writing in Consultation 
Participation Form that their contributed "paper (s) has not 
yet been published" elsewhere.
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SOME TRENDS IN MODERN SOLAR PHYSICS
V. N. O B R I D K O
IZMIRAN,Troitsk
Abstract:
Discussed are the main three trends in modem solar physics
i.e., the study of solar plasmas as a set of discrete struc­
tural elements in time and space, the study of global organ­
ization of solar activity, and the closer relationships be­
tween solar and stellar investigations.
0 HEKOTOPbIX COBPEMEHHbIX TEHflEHIJMflX B C0J1HEMH0H 0M3MKE
B . H .  OBPMflKO
H3MMPAH , TponL(H
Aócmjxoan:
AHajiu3upyKmcn mpu ocHoemie mendenuuu e coepeMenHoü coAHennoü 
$ru3UKe: u3yuenue cojweuHoü nna3Jm Kan naóopa ducKpemmx e 
npocmpancmee u epeMenu cmpyKmypnvix ojienenmoe, usyuenue zno - 
óajibnoű op?.aHU3au,uu coAueuHoü aKmuenocmu u oőveduHeHue coa-  
neum x u 3ee3ÖHUx uccAedoeanuü.
*
First of all, I must apologize for the specific character of this re­
port. Unlike the reports you will be listening to and discussing in the 
following five days, this one is not the result of a particular piece of 
scientific research, but rather of some reflections on the main tendencies 
that have developed in solar physics. During a preliminary discussion of 
the program of this Consultation, I shared my ideas with Prof.M.Kopecky, 
the leader of our Project, who found them interesting enough to be set 
forth in the form of an opening lecture. Further consideration of the pro­
gram and acquaintance with the papers submitted, both oral and poster, 
reinforced this still more, since all of them are, in some way or other, 
associated with the three main tendencies which I am going to talk about.
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1. The discretization of time and space distribution 
of physical properties and phenomena
As shown by numerous recent observations, diffuse prop- 
erties and phenomena on the Sun are quite rare. As a typical 
example, let us consider the sunspot. It is known to occur as a 
result of complicated interaction of different mechanisms: cir­
culation and oscillatory convection, magnetic field, radiative 
transfer, MHD-waves, etc. The relative contribution of these 
mechanisms is different in distinct layers of the sunspot. It 
could be expected that the features with diffuse boundaries 
having a wide scope of dimensions, brightness and magnetic field 
values could be observed. In fact, the objects on the Sun,how­
ever, being sometimes very complicated in shape, always have 
quite definite boundaries; the sunspot brightness is practi­
cally independent of any other parameters, except the phase of 
the solar cycle; the magnetic field values lie within a narrow 
range, and the sunspot size distribution indicates the existen­
ce of certain stable states in which the sunspot dimensions are 
close to the dimensions of supergranules. The features with dif­
fuse boundaries and characteristics not corresponding to the 
stable states are rather numerous, but short-lived and they 
either decay quickly, or change into sunspots with standard 
characteristics.
The same applies to many other features. The entire surface 
of the Sun consists of granules, mesogranules, supergranules 
and giant granules. The magnetic field is concentrated in ropes 
containing up to 99$ magnetic flux. The whole corona, both over 
the active and undisturbed regions, consists of loops which may 
be followed to distances very great from the Sun.
The analysis of time sequences also indicates a great dif­
ference from uniform noise distributions. 5-minute and 160-min­
ute oscillations are well pronounced, characteristic oscillation 
periods in sunspots are 3 minutes in the chromosphere and 20-40 
minutes in the corona over an active region.
The height variation of temperature in the solar atmosphere 
also infers the existence of steady states - the plateaus cor-
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responding to lO^K, 2.5*10‘*K and 106K. These are extended height 
regions with small temperature variations separated by compara­
tively thin transition zones.
These discrete phenomena (both spatial and temporal) seem 
to be characteristic energy states, the transition between them 
is accompanied by energy release or absorption.
The origin of irregularities in solar plasmas is still not 
clear. Synergetics - a new developing science dealing with self- 
-organization of complex non-linear systems is very promising 
in this respect.
The fact that irregularity is a fundamental property of 
solar plasmas and that all processes on the Sun lead to the oc­
currence of irregular stable states or transitions between them 
is of great methodical importance. Many authors are still pro­
ceeding from the a priori concept of uniform matter. It would 
be more convenient to take irregularity into account right away 
when discussing any mechanism, or at least to determine its 
importance in the given problem.
2. Global organization and interdependence of 
solar phenomena
The statement about close correlation between solar phe­
nomena may seem rather commonplace and in any case not new. In 
practice, however, when studying one or other object or phenom­
enon, we usually abstract from its relation to global processes. 
Recent observations have shown that this correlation is much 
closer than was supposed before. For instance, it is very dif­
ficult now to discriminate between active and undisturbed re­
gions. In fact, the active region is the place for higher con­
centration of the same magnetic flux ropes which determine the 
structure of undisturbed regions. The coronal heating is due 
to transformation of superpotential magnetic field energy into 
thermal energy and this mechanism is the same both in active 
and undisturbed regions. Moreover, as is now clear, the only 
difference between energy release processes in non-stationary 
flare-like events and in stationary corona consists in their 
velocity. Thus, the flare is a regular stage in the evolution
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of the active region and is necessary for the release of extra 
energy.
On the other hand, many phenomena that have so far been 
considered characteristic of undisturbed regions, e.g., granu­
lation of different kinds, are observed (though in a somewhat 
modified form) in active regions and sunspots.
Sunspots are one of the most important components of an 
active region and their physics cannot be understood without 
knowing the physics of the latter.
The time scale of this stage is several rotations of the Sun.
The next stage in the organization of solar phenomena is 
the complex of activity. It transpired that even the active re­
gions spaced about a solar radius are connected with each other. 
This relationship was first inferred from the nonrandom distribu 
tion of active regions. It turned out that the active regions 
with abnormal occurrence of some Zürich classes are concen­
trated in the vicinity of large proton groups. Proton flares 
are rare in isolated active regions. Series of correlated flares 
may often be observed in the groups situated far from each other 
but forming part of one and the same complex of activity. And 
finally, direct observations on Skylab have revealed the exist­
ence of very long arches and loops that connect distant active 
regions sometimes situated in different hemispheres.
The interaction of active regions is undoubtedly determined 
by a magnetic field, most likely by a subphotospheric one. As 
seen from the analysis of large-scale magnetograms, the complex 
is formed by active regions that belong to a single magnetic 
field system.
The time scale of this stage is in the order of 1-2 years.
The next stage of organization is active longitudes and 
their interaction with background fields and the general field 
of the Sun. The phenomenon of active longitudes has been known 
for the last 20 years; when the works by V.Búmba and R.Howard 
appeared, this phenomenon was associated with so called magnet­
ic field streams that extend from one hemisphere to another and 
rotate as a solid body. This is where one can observe the
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largest active regions and the most powerful complexes of activ­
ity in which proton events occur. They influence the distribu­
tion of the magnetic field far beyond the Sun and produce the 
IMF sector structure. It allows us to study the Sun by analyzing 
the characteristics of the heliosphere, which may, thus, be 
considered as the outer atmosphere of the Sun. The sector struc­
ture is due to interaction between local fields and the general 
field of the Sun, whose origin is not clear yet.
The time scale of this stage is in the order of a solar 
cycle.
Though the description of the latter stage of matter organ­
ization lies beyond the scope of our Consultation, we have 
however to mention it, not merely to make the picture complete. 
The fact is (and this should be taken into account) that we are 
not dealing with three independent hierarchical stages, but 
rather with a single system of matter organization. It becomes 
more and more clear that the properties of elements at the 
lower hierarchical stage are connected with situation at the 
hogher stage.
This may be confirmed by three effects discovered recently 
with different degree of reliability: the variation of sunspot 
brightness with the solar cycle; the correlation between the 
total solar irradiance and solar activity data; and the corre­
lation of neutrino flux with Wolf numbers. These results suggest 
that solar activity is associated not only with the processes 
in the solar atmosphere, but also with deeper layers, including 
probably the core of the Sun.
3. Solar-stellar astrophysics
In addition to the above stated, we should mention an­
other important tendency which developed in recent years. This 
is the revival of solar-stellar astrophysics. For a long time, 
these two branches of astrophysics developed independently. 
Stellar physics was based on observations so much inferior in 
informativeness to the usual solar observations that the appli­
cation of any fine effects of solar physics was impossible. For 
the same reason, solar physicists did not see how they could
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benefit from comparison with stellar astrophysics. Now the 
situation has changed drastically, in particular as far as 
stellar chromospheres and coronas are concerned. For the first 
time, astrophysicists are able to use the procedure applied in 
other fields of physics, i.e., to study in detail one or other 
phenomenon and then to verify the general character of estab­
lished regularities. Now we could say, paraphrasing Kipling's 
words: "What can they know of the Sun who only the Sun know". 
Listed below are some of the most important results of solar- 
-stellar astrophysics, relevant to the topic of this Consulta­
tion.
1. Starspots have been discovered in many stellar atmos­
pheres of later types than the Sun. They have a relative 
brightness of the same order as sunspots and a magnetic field 
of 2000-4000 G. But there is also a difference: some of the 
starspots occupy up to 40$ (in the corona up to 70%) of the 
surface of the star.
2. A large number of stars were found to have activity 
cycles close to the solar cycle of 5-10 years.
3. The intensity of coronal X-ray emission proved to be 
proportional to the square equatorial rotation velocity of the 
star. This important result could not have been discovered by 
solar physics alone.
4. The coronal heating can not be explained by sound 
waves. MHD-waves and dissipation of current sheets should be 
involved.
To my mind, the above three tendencies, i.e., the study 
of solar plasmas as a set of discrete structural elements in 
time and space, the study of the global organization of solar 
activity, and the closer relationships between solar and stel­
lar investigations, will predominate during the next 10-15 
years.
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KPATKME HTOrH HCCJIEflOBAHHH BCIMHEK B IIEPHOfl rCM
B.E. C T E n A I l O B ,  B.B. K A C H H C K H f l
CHÖMSMkIP.MpHyTCH
Aócmpgjan:
flan KparrtKuü 0630p npedeapumesibHMx pe3ynbrnamoe 
uccAadoeaHuű, ucnoAbsoeaemux naósnodeHUH eo epeMA 
MexdyHapodnoü npoapanMW Fod Cosineunoao MaxcuMyMa.
A SHORT REVIEW OF THE INVESTIGATIONS OF 
SOLAR FLARES IN THE SMY
V.E. STEPANOV, V.V.KASINSKIJ
S i b l Z M I R , I r k u t s k
Abstract:
A short review of the preliminary results of investi­
gations carried out using the data of the observations 
obtained during the international project Solar 
Maximum Year is given.
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'Jto HOBoro nojiyueHO b no3 HaHHH Bcnume^Horo npouecca 
B nepHOfl BfcjnojiHeHHH Me*,uyHapo,uHoß nporpaMMtj róna MaKCHMyMa 
CojiHua?
KaK H3BeCTHO , 3MHCCHH B peHTTeHe nOHBJIHeTCH B pe3yjIbTaTe
T0PM03 HOrO H3JiyueHHH 3HeprHUHiJMH 3JieKTpOHaMH HJTH BCJieflCTBHe7TepMHMecKoro pa3orpeBa njia3Mu uo TeMnepaTyptj >10 K. 
noHBjieHHe Tanoß b h c o k o B TeMnepaTypu bo BcnumiKax c SMHCCHefi 
X-JiyMeH HBJIHeTCH OCHOBHUM (JiaKTOpOM. 3MHCCHH B JIHHHHX BOBOpOna 
H flpyrwx sjieMeTHOB xojiouhoíí njia3Mfci HBjineTCH cjiencTBHeM bucokoíí 
TeMnepaTypH.
rjiaBHOfi tasoii pa3BHTHH BCnfcäÜIKH HBJlHeTCH HMnyJIbCHaH $a3a, 
Kor.ua noHBJiHeTCH »cecTKni peHTreH h MHKpoBOJiHOBoe H3JiyueHHe. 
JKeCTKHß peHTreH B HMnyjIbCHOß <J)a3e 3aBHCHT OT njIOTHOCTH H 
cnexTpa sHeprHHHbix sjigktpohob . TopM03Hoe H3nyieHHe noHBJiHeTCH, 
Korua sjieKTpoHu c SHeprHHMH 10-100 xeB ( b o c h o b h o m >30 xeB) 
{1} norjiomawTCH b nnoTHoß njia3Me. A MHKpoBOJiHOBoe H3JiyueHHe 
33BHCHT OT HanpHJKeHHOCTH MarHHTHOrO nOJIH H TaKJte OT CneKTpa 
SHeprHHHfcjx 3JieKTpoHOB, c 3HeprHHMH npeHMymecTBeHHO >100 xeB.
HaöjnoAeHHH Ha SMM h paflHOTenecKone VLA {2} noKasann, h t o 
»ecTKHil peHTreH c b b t h t c h  b Topuax BcnumeuHoit neTUH, a m h k p o - 
BOJiHOBoe H3JiyHeHHe, npenMyniecTBeHHo b  BeptiiHHax neTejib.
B HeKOTOpHX BCnKniieHHbJX neTJIHX MHKpOBOJIHOBaH 3MHCCHH HMena 
aCHMT.leTpHHHyiO <J)OpMy( UTO BHflHMO CBH3aHO C aCHMMeTHHHHOa 
KOHueTpauHefi MarHHTHoro nojin b neTJie. 3 t o  npocTpaHCTBeHHoe 
pa3fleJieHHe usyx Bt>icoK03HeprHUHbix HBJieHHü, nponcxouninHx o u h o - 
BpeMeHHO B npeuenax t o h h o c t h  <J>HKcauHH m o m g h t o b  BpeMeHH BecbMa 
Ba>KHo.HaöjnofleHHH Ha nnoHCKOM cnyTHHKe "Th h o t o p h " nouTBepuHJiH 
HaöjnoHeHHH Ha SMM o cBeueHHH scecTKoro peHTreHa b Topuax 
BcnbimeHHofl neTJiu. B nocjieuyroiiiHx c t ü h h h x  pa3BHTHH BcnmaKH 
MHKpoBOJiHOBoe H3JiyHeHne, no-BHHHMOMy, HMeei TenjioByio npnpouy.
yneHbix TpeBOJKHJi Bonpoc - OTKyua 6epeTCH BemecTBO ot 
BcnuniKH, Korna b o BpeMH SToro npouecca Haöjnonajiocb BunaueHHe 
BemecTBa b xpoMoc<J>epy (s to »e HBJieHHe Ha6uK>uaeTCH h  b axTHBHbix 
oöJiacTHx) . Eine 3auonro uo npoBeneHHü nporpaMMU TCM HeßnepTOM 
{3} b 1968 rofly Sana bbiubh Hy t a rnnoTe3a 06 "HCnapeHHH" 
xpoMOC<S>epHoro BemecTBa.
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HcnapeHHe aenecTBa xpoMOC$epu 3aperHCTpHpoBaji Ak to h h flp. {4}
bo B cnuniK e 7 Man 1980 rofla. MaKCHMyM MHTKoro peHTreHa H acTynH Ji
cnycTH 30 ceKyHH nocjie MaKCHMyMa K e c T K o r o  peHTreHa. OflHOBpe-
MeHHO B OßCepBaTOpHH CaKpaMeHTO-IlHK perHCTpHpOBajIHCb KOHTypH
jihhhh Ha b flByx y3jiax BcnbmiKH. népén nepBuM BcnjiecKOM
scecTKoro peHTreHa oßJiacTH noKa3UBajiH flBHiteHHH nax BBepx, Tax
h BHH3 co CKopocTHMH < 5 k m /c . HenocpeflCTBeHHo nocjie nepBoro
BcnjiecKa atecTKoro peHTreHa b TeneHne HecKOJibKHX MHHyT
HaUjiioflajiCH noflieM BemecTBa co c k o p o c t h m h r o  20 k m /c . nocjie
3Toro B c n jie c K a  xax noffteM Tax h onycxaHHe ra3a c tbkhmh *e
CKOPOCTHMH. KpOMe TOTO B MäKCHMyMe BCHJieCKa, B pe30HaHCH0fto
jihhhh Fe XXV (A=1.85 A) h b m h t k o m peHTreHe 3aperncTpHpoBaHo 
jjBH»ceHHe BBepx HarpeToro xpoMocJepHoro BemecTBa {5,6}. Ho b u m  
pe3yjiBTaTOM hbjihbtch Tarae noHBjieHHe "rojiyöoro" xoMnoHeHTa 
3TOÜ jihhhh, sto cBHfleTejibCTBOBajio o noflbeMe BemecTBa CO CKO— 
pocTbio 400 k m/c . PacHeTtj noKa3UBawT, h to HcnapeHHe 
XpOMOC<J>epU JJOCTaBJIHeT flOCTaTOHHO MaCCH flJIH OÖbHCHeHHH MepfcJ 
s m h c c h h bo BcnKnuKe. HarpeB xpoMoccfepu h ee HcnapeHHe MoryT 
6HTb BH3BaHU SHepTHHHHMH SJieKTpOHaMH , TenjIOnpOBOflHOCTbK), 
BOJIHaMH AjIb$BeHa, esaTHeM HJIH CBH3aHH C SJieKTpOflHHaMHHeCKHMH 
npopeccaMH {1}. Bhjjhmo nepBue p a  npouecca nrpaiOT npeoßjia- 
jiaiomyio pojib .
Bo BcntauKax 21 Man, 27 h kh h 1980 r. h 2 anpejin 1981 r.
3aperHCTpHpoBaHU ropa^ne h c t o h h h k h b o cnuuiKax (y3Jiu BcnbimeK) ,
b KOToptjx Ha6jiKflajiocb H3JiyneHHe xaK c acecTKHM Tax h c MsrKHM
TenjioBUM cneKTpoM. TeMnepaTypa b s t h x HCTOHHHKax npeBumajia 
73.10 K. M3o6pajKeHHH, nojiyneHHoe Ha Xh h o t o p h noKa3ajiH, hto 
OHH KOMnaKTHH. UTÓ MbI 3HaeM O BTOpOfl CTyneHH yCKOpeHHH BO 
BCntmiKaX? PaHee O HajIHHHH BHCOKOHOHH3HpOBaHHUX HaCTHU, OT 
BCrrhJUieK MU 3HajIH TOJIbKO H3 H3MepeHHß B6JIH3H OPÖHTU 3eMJIH. 
XyHflxay3eH {7} npeflnojiojKHJi, h t o o hh ycKopnioTCH b cojihchhom 
BeTpe Ha OpoHTe ymapHoß bojihh b MejKpjiaHeTHOM npocTpaHCTBe, a, 
cjieflOBai’eJibHO, sto CTajjHH ycKopeHHH flOJDKHa 3HaHHTejibHo 
3ana3flUBaTb ot BpeMeHH npoTeKaHHH HMnyjibCHOß $a3u. B nepBue 
MecHuu Me)imyHapoflHo0 nporpaMMu He 6ujio 3aperncTpHpoBaHO 
BTOpoil CTyneHH ycKopeHHH aacTHu. 3aieM b o 3hhkjih 6oJiee MoiUHue
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BCnUUIKH H ÖHJJO 3aperHCTpHpOBaHO eOJlBUlOe 'IHCJIO Ha6jIK)fleHHB B Y 
- H3Jiy^eHHH {8,9}. 3th aaHHbie noKa3ajiH, hto jihhhh smhcchh 
Y~H3Jiy^ieHHH reHepHpywTCH b TeneHHe HecxonbXHX cexyHa b 
HMnyjiBCHOít $a3e BcntmixH. Bail h ap.{10} Hainnn Majioe 3ana3atJBa- 
HHe Meatay HMnynbCHOil <J>a3o0 (sHepraa snexTpoHOB <100 Keß) h 
nOHBJieHHeM npOTOHOB H BJieKTpOHOB BUCOKOÜ SHeprHH . CjieflOBaTejlb- 
HO, B HMnyjIbCHOß (J>a3e BO3HHKai0T yflapHbie BOnbHH H MeXaHH3M 
ycKopeHHH nepBoft CTyneHH HH*eKTHpyeT nacTHUbi, xoTopue b k o - 
poHe ycKopHWTCH flo BacoKHX 3HeprH0 na OpoHTax yaapHux bojih 
{II}.
Tenepb o Mano h 3 y h e h h hx hbjighhhx . KeßH h ap.{12} o6pa6o- 
TajiH flaHHue "cTepeo" Ha6nwaeHHi4 BcnuniXH c asyx cnyTHHXOB, 
HaXOflHBIUHXCH COOTBeTCTBeHHO Ha OKOJI03eMHOH H aanbHefi OpSHTaX 
Eojiee MBTKHH cneKTp peHTreHa 3aperncTpHpoBaH npH HaßnioaeHHH 
Ha jiHMße h KecTKHft peHTreH Ha nacxe ConHaa, s t o CBHaeTenbCTBO- 
Bano o Majioü reHepauHH atecTxoro H3JiyneHHH (ypoBeHb k o p o h h) , 
xax MH yKa3biBajiH Bbmie. OaHaxo, nocneaywmHe HaSjnofleHHH c flByMs 
npH6opaMH an« atecTKoro peHTreHa ( ISEE-3 h IlHOHep) {13} «ajiH 
aonoxiHHTenbHbae naHHHe o npocTpaHCTBeHHOM npoTnateHHH h c t o h h h x o b 
atecTxoro cnexTpa. 3th h a őnioas hhh Taxate noaTBepataeHta cny t h h k o m 
Xh h o t o p h , KOTopuit oöHapyatHJi h c t o h h h k HeTennoBoß smh cc h h H a a  
BcnbmiKoa Ha BHCOTe >50000 km {1}. HMexiTCH HOBHe HccneaoBaHHH, 
noaTBepaHBuiHe OTxpbiTHe MaHaeJibiuTaMa C.J1. h ero rpynna,
HTO HBJieHHe Bcnbmiex MoateT npoHBHTtcs b xopoHe 6e3 yaacTHH 
xoJioflHoB aTMOC$epbi ConHaa. Ha SMM 3aperacTpHpoBaHa HeoObiHaflHaH 
nocneflOBaTejibHOCTb BcnmiieaHo-nofloeHHx HBJieHHß. PerynnpHan 
cepHH HBJieHHö reHepnpyeT atecTxuii, m h t k h S peHTreH h ynbTpa$HoneT 
npHMepHO b Taxoa ate nponopuHH, xax b o  Bcnbnnxax, h o 6e3 b m h c c h h  
h Ha {15}. 3 t o CBHfleTejibCTByeT o pa3BHTHH nna3MeHHOfi HeycTofbm- 
BOCTH B MarHHTHHX nOJIHX XOpOHfcJ C ObhJHHHMH MeX3HH3MaMH , yCXOpe- 
HHeM aacTHU, HarpeBOM, HcnapeHHeM h TenjionpoBOflHOCTtio, xoTopae 
MoryT HMeTb MecTO h 6e3 3HanHTenbHoro BOBJieneHHH xpoMoc<J>epH. 
3th HBJieHHH Hpe3BbIHa0HO BajKHbl B CBeTe OßlSCHeHHH nOflnHTKH 
cojiHeHHoro BeTpa ao öonbiuHX cxopocTeii, b 3p h b o b  npoTyÖepaHueB, 
nmaHHH BHeprneft xopoHajibHux TpaH3HeHTOB, a Taxate B03M0atH0 
Bbicoxofl TeMnepaTypu xopoHa. CpaBHHTejibHO Mano H3yneHHbiMH HBnn-
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BTCH KOpOHajlbHue TpaH3HeHTU. OTKpHTHe XOpOHaflb HUX TpaH3HeHTOB 
Shjio cflejiaHO Ha npnöopax "Cxaftnaea" , a aaieM nonyneHhi naHHue 
Ha cnyTHHKax SMM, P-78 h c 3eMjra Ha K-xopoHOMeTpe. O hh Haßjiw- 
flaioTCH B 6ejiOM cBeTe, a Taxxce b oTflenbHHx j i h h h h x, npnneM b 
OflHOM H TOM )Ke TpaH3HeHTe CBeTHTCH J1HHHH Fe XIV H JIHHHH Ha.
Max KyHH {16} no MaTepnanaM "Cxaii.na6a" Cflenan 0630p hbjishhíí. 
O c h o b Hue Tana TpaH3HeHTOB - s t o flBHKyiuHecH paciimpmomiiecH neura 
HJiH oßnaxa pasjiHHHOß 4opmhi. CpeflHHH cxopocTb BcnHimeHHHx TpaH— 
3neHTOB 775 m /c , a oöteKTOB, CBH3äHHux c npoTyöepaHnaMH - 
330 k m /c . 3 t h 06pa30BaHHH asaraioTca ycxopeHHO, b cpeflHeM flo
3 12 R@. KaHeTHaecKaa SHepraa nopanxa 10 spr. OflHaxo, BarHep h 
AP. {17} 7-ro anpejiH 1980 r. Haßjnoflajra orpoMHHß neTeJibHHB 
TpaH3HeHT c HepaflHajibHUM flBHJKeHHeM. flBMcyiuHRcH pajjHOHCToaHHK 
IV rana 6bui jioKajiH30BaH oaeHb 6jih3k o  k jioxajra3aflHH TpaH3aeHTa. 
KOMŐHHHpOBaHHe OnTHHeCKHX H panoaCTpOHOMHaeCKHX flaHHHX n03B0- 
jrajio oueHHTb MexaHHaecKyio h MarHHTHyio sHepraa. nojiyneH ome- 
jiOMjraiomHß pe3yjibTaT: MexaHaaecKaa SHepraa TpaHaaeHTa 6ojiee aeM 
Ha nopaflOK 6ojibiue noJiHoß sHepraa H3JiyneHHH BcnbimKH, a ero Mar- 
HHTHaa 3Hepraa eiqe ßonbiiie. HBjieHnn TpaH3HGHTOB npoHCXoflHT no- 
BOJibHo aacTo - b cpeflHeM I TpaH3HenT noHBjraeTCH b TeaeHHe 2 oflHeß H nOHBJIHKJTCH B HIHpOXOM flHana30He reflHOIIIHpOT - OT 5 flO 80 .
B npoexTe TCM, npoBOflHBiueMCH b CCCP c 1 OKTaöpa 1979 r. 
no 1 oKTaöpa 1981 r., npHHsjra yaacrae 18 oßcepBaTopHß cojiHen- 
Horo npo$HJiH h 3 $H3aaecKHx HHcraiyia: MHCTHTyT KOCMHaecKHX 
HCCfleflOBaHHft , 0H3HfleCKHft HHCTHTyT AH H HayflHO-HCCneflOBaTejlbCXHfí 
HHCTHTyT paflHO(J)H3HKH (r. FopbKHß).
H3MeHeHHe KOHTypOB (J>OTOC<I>epHbIX MarHHTOSVBCBHTejIbHHX BO 
BcnbniiKax H3yateHO AjmxaeBofl h np. {18}. KacHHcxHil B . B . {19} pac- 
cMa'TpHBaeT HaxonneHHe MarHHTHOß SHepraa b MOfleaa 'telTpanbHoro 
BOJioxHa". Ha ocHOBaHHH HaßnxifleHHß Ha nojiapHMeTpe HeOeflbeB B.JI. 
{20} noxa3an, aTO nepefl HMnynbCHOß <J>a30ft HHorna HagraonaeTCH 
JiHHeßHaH noflHpH3aflHH b paflHOH3JiyaeHHH. Ko ö p h h u m M.M. h flp.
{21} oßHapyaceHO B03pacTaHHe KÜK nyflbcaflHß pajaoH3JiyaeHHa nepefl 
moihhkimh BcntniixaMH, a EbiCTpoBHM h np. {22,23} noxa3aHa CBH3b
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Me)Kfly flOJironepHOflH'iecKHMH <J>aioKTycI>aHHMH paaHOH3ayaeHHH CojiHua 
H MarHHTHoro noan 3eMJiH nepea npoTOHhhmh BcnhmiKaMH. CeBepHHM
A. E. h ap. {24} flaH 0630p MeToaoB nporH03a BcnunieK, EypoBUM
B. A. h ap. {25}, ABflwmHHHM h ap. {26} npHMeHeHH MeTOflH pacno-
3H3BaHHH 06pa30B flJIH np0rH03a BCnbOIUeK C HCn0ab30BaHHSM 16 
napaMeTpoB.
0co6eHHOCTbK) Ha6raofleHHii b 1979/80 r. 6nao ycTaHOBJieHHe 
(Ornpb M.E.Í27}) Toro <J>aKTa, h t o BcnbrnieaHaa aKTHBHOCTb Ha BceM 
flHCKe COJIHUa npOHBJIHeTCH B BHfle CepHß, B03 HHKaKJIIlHX B pa3HHHHHX 
aKTHBHHX obnacTHX HJiH CHMnaTHHecKHX h roMOJiorHHecKHX BcnbimeK 
b oTflejibHHx KOMnjieKcax (Hornná E.A. h ap. {28} h roaoBKo A.A. 
{29}). B CBH3H C 3THM, BOnpOCy O npOCTpaHCTBeHHOBpeMeHHbJX 
3aKOHOMepHOCTHX BcnnmeK 6bino nocBameHo OTHoomeJibHO 6oabmoe 
HHCJio paöOT. H3 158 BcntameK, npoHcxoaHBiuHX b asyx B3anMO- 
aeHcTBywiaHX 6aH3Kopacnoao»eHHbix aKTHBHHX oöaacTHX HR 16341 , 
16344, b OKTHÖpe 1979 r. 40% 6hjio h h 6o oaHOBpeMeHHHMH, ah 6o 
CHMnaTHHecKHMH (Hhikob B.H. h ap. {30}).B paöoTe B.A. HomnH h 
ap. {28} 6Hna npocaeaceHa sbojiiouhh chjibho pacTHHyToro no timpoTe 
h aoaroTe, 20°x24°, KOMnaexca H3 Tpex rpynn b t g h g h h s aeTnpex 
KappHHTTOHOBCKHX OÖOpOTOB . Il0Ka3aHO, HTO 16% BcnbimeK H3 150 
npOHCXOflHJIH OaHOBpeMeHHO, a 62% np0H30IIiaH C Heo6oabIHHMH HHTSp— 
Bajiam 1-20 MHHyT b pa3aHHhhx aacTHx KOMiuieKca. 3to no3Boanao 
cOopMyanpoBaTb KOHn,enu,Hio, coraacHo KOTopoíl b KOMnaexce 6oabmofl 
IIIHpOTHO-aOarOTHOß npOTHJKGHHOCTbIO C HCHO BHpa^CeHHOft nOa<J>OTOC~ 
OepHOii MarHHTHOß CBH3bio eoabiime BcnbmiKH MaaoBepoHTHH h BHaeae- 
HHe 3HeprHH aeKOHueHTpHpyeTCH no 6oabmoR naoman« b BHae cjia6ux 
CHMnaimecKHx h roMoaorHaecKHx Bcnnmen. BajKHuil Bonpoc o cayaanx 
roMoaorHHecKHX BcnbimeK b aapax n m e H  {25,27} h 29 Maa 1980 r. 
6bia paccMOTpeH b paöoTe H. C. IiIaaoBoa h ap.{31}, b k o t o p oH 
noKaaaHO, i t o  HierpaabHan no BpeMeHH(2 a)3HeprHH Boaopoanofi 
3MHCCHH b HHx cooTBeicTByeT b cnHniKBM 6aaaa 2. OeHOMeH BcnHmea-
3 0
hoH 3MHCCHH -10 spr b HHCTO npoaoJiBHOM noae njneH yxa3HBaeT 
Ha Heo6xoaHMOCTb noHCKa h c t o h h h ka BHepran, oTaHiHoro ot t o k o - 
bhx caoeB, a meHHO b noaOoTocOepHHX caoax, OTKyaa, no MHeHHio
3.H. MorajieBCKoro {32}, MoryT BHxoanTb ayrH yeaHHeHHax Hean- 
HeilHHX B03MymeHHii - Mrfl—coaHTOHH. C 3THM TecHO CBHsaH Bonpoc
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o MarHHTHnx TpaH3HeHTax, o6Hapy>KeHHbix r.3npHHUM {33}. AHajiH3 
cneKTpa conHenHoil BcntniiKH 26 hkwih 1981 r. co 3HaHHTenbHo8 
3MHCCHe0 B J1HHHHX MeTajlJIOB nOKa3ajI, HTO "MarHHTHfcae TpaH3H0HTfcj" 
HMeioT HpKOCTHyM, a He MarHHTHyw npHpony {34}.KpoMe Toro 
MarHHTHtae TpaHSHeH TB B03HHKanH B nepHOflH 6nH3KHe K MaKCHMyMy 
BCribHllKH H nOSTOMy He MOryT 6HTB HCTOHHHKaMH B03HHKH0BeHHfl 
BCnUUlKH. POMOJIOrHHHOCb H CHHXpOHHOCTb BCnbUIieK Ha ßOJlBLÜOM 
paccTOHHHH (Mail 1980 r.) 20° 6buia OTMeneHa A.A. Tojiobko h up. 
{29}. Ab t o p u HamnH, h to "cepHH" CHMnaTHnecKHx BcnumeK npnxofl- 
HTCH Ha MOMeTHbi BHHOCa MarHHTHOrO nOTOKa N-nOJIHpHOCTH H 
BhjpaBHHBaHHe HHCöajiaHca noioxa "jiHflep-XBOCTOBHie riHTHa" . OTMe- 
'ieHH CHHxpoHHfcje KOJieöaHHH N h S-noToxa b cnoxoilHue nepHOflH.
B.E. CTenaHOBHM h np. {35} ycTaHOBJieH pnn hobhx (JiaKTOB, hmskiuhx 
3Ha^eHHe nnn Monenea Bnaiiex: oßHapysteHu HejiHHeRHue KOJieöaHHH 
b y3Jiax BcnfcnneK Bcex KOMnoHeHT cnopocTeil, aMnnHTyna h lacTOTa 
KOTOpux B03pacTawT K MaKCHMyMy BcntmiKH c nepHOflaMH 480-180 c. 
IlpeflnojiaraeTCH HanHHHHe H3MeHeHHii HanpaBJieHHH aneKTpHnecKHx 
TOKOB bo Bcnfcome'HHoil neme.
Bo BpeMH BCnbUlIKH H3MeHH10TCH CTpyKTypfcJ KOHTypOB XpOMOC$ep- 
Hfcjx jihhhR. 3to HBjieHne H3yneHO b cepHH paöoT E .A. Oxca {36}, 
B.r. EaHHHa h np. {37}, KoBajib A . H. h np. {38}, i t o no3BOJiHJio 
pa3pa6oTaTb MeTOfl flnarHOCTHKH napaMeTpoB nna3MH no sOOeKTy 
IilTapKa B Typ6yjieHTHfcjx aneKTpHnecKHx nonnx c oueHKofl ypoBHH KaK 
BHCOKOHaCTOTHOÖ Tax H HH3KOHaCTOTHO0 nJia3MeHHOR TypÖyjieHTH OCTH. 
no  nOJIHpH3aUHH H3MepeHHH BCnaiieK H 3MHCCHOHHUX BUŐPOCOB A . H .  
BaöHHKiM h ap. {39} oßHapyjKeHO npHcyxcTBHe HeTennoBoro h c t o h h h- 
Ka. B cepHH paöOT 3.H. EapaxoBCKoro {40}, JI. H. KyponKH h np. 
{41,42} nocTpoeHu MonejiH BcnhniieK nnn oöbHCHeHHH h h t6h c h b h o c t h 
h noJiyniHpHHu őajiBMepoBCKHX h h h h ü .
HccjieflOBaHHH lll.B. AxMeflOBa h np. {43} Ha cneKTpanbHO- 
noHHpH3au,HOHHOM panHO-KOMnnexce PATAH-600 29 anpejiH - 10 Man 
1979 r. B HHana30He 2-4 cm noKa3ajiH, h t o h c t o h h h k c o c t o h t H3 
HByx chjibho noJiHpH30BaHHbix fleiajieü b nsiTHe h umpoKOß cjiaSoil 
nojiHpH3auHeil Mewny nnTHaMH. none H = 30 rc Ha BucoTe 50000 k m . 
HaönwneHHH BcnnecKOB pannOH3nyneHHH b aBrycie h Honßpe 1979 r. 
b caHTHMeTpoBOM h MeTpoBOM HHana30Hax noKa3ajiH, h to 3a 20-30
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MHHyT nepefl BcnuuiKaMH HaßjiiOflaeTCH 3aMeTHoe ocjiaßJieHHe tuyMOBUx 
6ypfa, HTO MOJKHO cBHsara c pe3yjiBTaTOM M.P. KyHfly {44} 06 ycH- 
jieHHH H ynopHflO^eHHH MarHHTHoro norm népé« BcnKmiKaMH. CjiojkhhB 
MHoroKOMnoHeHTHtji! xapaKTep mhkpobojihobhx BcmiecKOB cBHjxe- 
TejiBCTByeT o xpiHTejibh om (jiecHTKH MHHyT) xapaKTepe BBwejieHHH 
sHeprHH bo BcnbmiKax b flHcxpeTHoß OopMe {45}.K aHajiorHHHOMy bh- 
BOfly o BpeMeHH SHeprosufleJieHHH nopHflKa 50 m h h npmmiH aBTopu 
B.H. HlUKOB h flp. {46}. IIpHHeM, paflHOHCTOHHHK OOpMHpOBajICH npH 
nocTOHHCTBe CTpyKTypu MarHHTHoro no-nn. Caiynaß, Korna BcnmiiKa 
(29 MapTa 1980 r.) coH:eTaJia »cecTKoe h 3HaHHTexibHoe sHeproBHfle- 
jieHHe (peHTreH, paxiHOHSJiy^ieHHe) 6e3 reHepauHH yjjapHHx bojih h 
BußpocoB njia3Mbi, HccjieflOBaH b paßoTe B.H. Eo po bh k h jjp. {47}. 
npefljio>KeHa flByxKOMnoHeHTHas Mojjejib HCTO'iHHKa b BHfle cjiaßonojiH- 
pH30BaHH0ft njia3MbJ B 3aMKHyTO0 apxe nOJlH H HCTOHHHKa C CHJIbHOß 
noJiHpH3auHefi b paßoHe «nep riHTeH. CneKTpajibHan iuiothoctb panno- 
H3JiyHeHHH Ha $OHe pacna.ua nnTeH nccneuoBajiacb C. H. EojiUHpeBHM 
h flp. {48} Ha EI1P (nyjiKOBo) .
M.M. Ko Sp h h u m  h flp. {49} paccMOTpeHa Mouejib AO c t o k ob h m 
CJIOeM. PHU TOHKOCTpyKTypHbIX 06pa30BaHHil B S-KOMnOHeHTe MOryT 
ÖfcJTb OÖbHCHeHH B paMKaX STOß MOfleJlH .
IlpHopHTeT h nepeflOBue HayuHHe nnen coBeTCKHX TeoperaxoB 
HarnjiH OTpajKeHHe b nepnou nonroTOBKH npoexTa TCM ßjiarauapH pa- 
6oTaM C.H. CfcjpoBaTCKoro h ero iukojiu. B TeueHHe TCM b th KOHuen- 
u,HH noJiyHHJiH eme ßoJibmee pa3BHTHe. B paßoTe {50} Co m o b B.B. 
paccMaTpHBaji pacnpocTpaHeHHe b KopoHy h o b o t o MarHHTHoro noun 
pa3BHBaiOIHeíiCH OÖJtaCTH H HTO B3aHMOfle8CBHe co CTapuMH Kopo- 
HajibHuMH nojiHMH npHBOflHT b MarHHTHOMy nepecoeflHHeHHB H K nOHB- 
jieHHK) njioTHux KopoHajibHbix neTeJib c SHeproBHfleneHHeM, pa3puBOM 
CTpyKTypH noJiH h noHBjieHHeM TpaH3HeHTa. BncTpan peajiH3au,HH 
SHeprHH B TOKOBOM CJlOe npHBOflHT K yUapHOß BOJIHe H PHfly 3$$eKTOB 
b HeoflHopoflHofi aTMOcOepe. PaccMOTpeHO HBJieHHe "HcnapeHHH xpo- 
Moc$epbi". KoHfleHcauHOHHafí MOfla TemnoBoß HeycToiflHBOCTH t o k o b o- 
ro cJiOH m o h o t HrpaTb pojib Tpnrrepa bo BcnbmiKax. PaőOTa JI.B. 
BpyimiHHCKoro h «p. {51} 6buia nocBsmeHa KyMyjiHiiHH BHeprHH b 
OKpeCTHOCTH HyjieBOfi JIHHHH nOJIH, CTaÖHJIH3 aUHH pa3pbIBHOß HeyCTOß- 
HHBOCTH H TOKOBHM CJIOHM B CflBHrOBHX TeUeHHH njia3MH. IIpOJIBJieHHH
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TypöyjieHTHoro IilTapK-scJxJjeKTa b pa3JiHMHMx Moneunx BcntmieK c h c - 
nojib3oBaHHeM cneKTpocKonH<iecKoro MeTOfla paccMOTpsHH B.n. 
MaKCHMOBtäM H flp. {52} H E.A. Ok c o m {53}. Kax yxa3HBajiocb paHee, 
pa3Hoo6pa3ne rBcnrauex, rnyßHHHbie h roMonomnecxiie BcntmiKH b qnpax 
nHTeH He ncxjnonaiOT h h b x  TeopeTHHecxnx oőiacHeHHit 3HeproBbmejie- 
HHH. IIOKa3aHa Jl.A. IlycTKiJibHHKOM {54} pojib b neperpese TypöyjieHT- 
Horo cjioh 6ecctojikHOBHTejibHofi bojihh "3aMemeHHH" , o6ecneHHBaw- 
meft ypOBeHb HOHHO-3ByKOBOH Typ6yjieHTHOCTH . B .  B .  EyJiaHOBHM 
{55,56} paccMOTpeHo ycxopeHne 3apHJKeHHHX aacTHu b oxpecTHOCTH 
HyjieBOÜ JIHHHH MaPHHTHOrO nOJIH B HMnyJIbCHHX SJieXTpHeCKHX nOJIHX 
npH pa3ptJBe t o k o b o t o cjioh. BhinoJiHeH uhkji paSOT r . E .  KonapoBbiM 
h Hp. {57}, H. r .  KonapoBbiM {58} no HHTepnpeTauHH oSoraiaeHHH 
3He coJiHenHux Bh c t p h x  nacTHU,. npefljiaraeTCH Monejib BcnbmiKH 60- 
raTOß 3He. OSorameHne 3He npHoexoflHT BCJieflCTBHe B036y>imeHHH 
HOHHO-3ByKOBO0 Typ6yjieHTHOCTH .
A . B .  C T e n a H O B b iM  h  np. { 5 9 }  n o x a 3 a H a  C B H 3 b  n y j i b c a i i H f i  B c n j i e c K O B  
I V .  T n n a  c S H e p m H H M H  n p o T O H a M n . M o n y j iH U H H  H 3 J iy n e H H H  B 0 3 H H K a e T  
n p n  H H K e K U H H  n p o T O H O B  b o B c n b n u e n H y io  n e T j i K ) .  P a 3 B H T a a  M O f le j i b  m o - 
* e T  o ö e c n e n H T b  n p o m o 3  n o x a 3 a T e j i H  c n e K T p a  h  n o T O K O B  n p o T O H O B  
y 3 e M J in .  P a 3 p a 6 o T a H  n j i3M e h h b iA  M e x a H H 3 M  H 3 J iy n e H H H  B c n b m ie H H b ix  
n e T e j i b  {  6 0 }  .
r .  B a x M a . H ,  K .  n j u i i o r ,  A .  r o (J ) M a H  { 2 8 }  y n a c T B O B a j i H  b ß o j i b n i o ß  
K O M n j ie K C H O ß  p a ß O T e  ( 1 8  a B T o p o B ) b p a M K a x  n p o r p a M M b i  C E P Q - r C M  c 
2 3  n o  2 9  M a n  1 9 8 0  r .  H a  o c H O B e  M a r H H T H u x  K a p T ,  n o j i y n e H H b i x  b
D .H C 3 0  ( r f l P ) . n o  3 T H M  K a p T a M  6 b u i  n p o H 3 B e « e H  p a c n e T  n o u n  b x p o M O C -  
$ e p e  h K o p o H e  b n o T e m o ia n b H C M  h U e c c H J io B O M  n p n ö J iH J K e H H H  (3a 2 7  
M a n ) . O S p a m a e T  H a  c e 6 n  B H H M a H H e  C M e m e H H e  p a c a e T H a x  $ o x y c o B  
n o i e H u n a j i b H o r o  n o u n  O T H O c u T e n b H O  H e K O T o p a x  K p y n H u x  n a i e H .  C o -  
n o c T a B J i e H n e  M a r H H T o r p a M M  c T a x o r p a M M a M H ,  n o j i y n e H H t J M H  n o  Ha b 
H 3 M H P A H , n o K a 3 a n o ,  h t o  y n a c T X H  r p a H H u , b i  p a 3 f l e n a  H a n p a B J ie H H ß  
H o n n j i e p o B C K H x  c x o p o c T e ß  n e a c a T  b 6jih3h H e ö T p a j i b H o f t  j i hh h h, n o n i H  
n a p a j i J i e n b H O  n o c n e f l H e ß .
B  paßOTe J I .  fleece, B .  KaJiMaH, J I .  Konnam { 6 2 }  (BeHrpnn) Ha 
ocHOBe 6oJibmoro MaTepnana HCCJienoBajiHCb Tpn roMonornnecKHe 
BcnbmiKH 5 ,  7  h  9  o k t h ö p h  1 9 7 9  r. , npoH3iueflmHe b  pe3ynbTaTe h h -  
HaMHiecKoro B3aHMOneßCTBHH CTapfcjx h  HOBHX rpynn naieH. Ilpn
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o6pa6oTKe Hcnojib30BaHtj MarmiTorpaMMH HpKyTCKa h MayHT Bhjicoh, 
nojiy'íeHHue b paMKax TCM no oßMeHy vepe3 Mim. PaccMOTpeHa Mop- 
(JjonorHH h KHHeMaTHKa rpynn nHTeH. OnpeflejieHu c k o p o c t h y3JiOB 
BcnbnaeK, noxoflHiiiHe no 10 km/c . OiMeveH h o b h ö (J>aKT: b to BpeMH 
xax jieHTu Bcnumex b ttenoM flBHKyTCH b HanpaBjieHHH, nepneHflH- 
KyjIHpHOM HX flJIHHe, pHfl HHflHBHflyajlBHUX y3J!OB flBHrajIHCb BflOJlb 
BQnoKOH nByjieHTo^Hux BcnhimeK.
B paöoTe A. KoBav, H. Haflb, P. ByKOBHHCKHB {63} paccMOT- 
peHa sbojhouhh MaftcKoro KOMnjiexca 1980 r. (SERF) Ha ocHOBe 256 
$OTorejiHorpaMM b 6ejioM cBeTe h 492 Ho-c h h m k o b . BnepBue H3MepeHhi 
TO'iHHe nojioJKeHHH HeßTpajibHoro BOJioKHa (H„=0) Ha npoTH*eHHH 
Been 3BOJIMUHH rpynntj. CorjiacHO OOTorennorpaMMaM y3en 6ojibuioH 
BcnbmiKH 28 Man coBnaji c TeM MecTOM jiHnepa 21469, rfle 26 Man 
6fcuiH OTMe^eHH nepBue npH3HaxH HOBoro BcnjiHBawmero MarHHTHoro 
noToxa.
SpynTHBHHíi npoTyöepaHeu, TecHO CBH3aHHbifi c HBJieHHeM k o- 
poHaubHoro TpaH3HeHia, HaOjiioflajiCH B. Pya3HKOM h B. Bpuihhkom 
{64} (oöcepBaTopHH XBap, lOrocjiaBHH) 18 aBrycTa 1980 r.
OueHeHfcj c k o p o c t h noflieMa, cocTaBHBixiHe ot 20 k m /c no 140 k m /c 
Ha no3iiHeil CTaflHH. CTaflHH pe3Koro ycKopeHun npoTy6epaHu,a Ha- 
nanacb cnycTs oahh nae c Havana MejpieHHoro noflieMa. ycKopeHHe 
coCTaBHJio 0.6 - 0.8g©. MHTepeCHO, h to 20 aBrycia, T.e. cnycTH 
2 cyTOK, Han toH ace caMoß HeüTpajibHoíi jiHHHeií MarHHTHoro nojiH 
oöpa30Bajiocb HOBoe bojiokho (Ha flHCKe) . flaHH oiishkh 3HeprHH 
spynuHH. Macca M“3-1015 r. Rpn cpenHefi c k o p o c t h nonieMa 50 k m /c 
3TO flaeT E(KHHeTHHecKyw)«4•1028spr. HaHBHcmaH c ko p o c t b spyn- 
UHH cooTBeTCTByeT CflepTKHBawmeMy MarHHTHOMy nojno~20-30 Te.
B. PoMnojibTOM, H. UIhjih, JI. ray3e h np. noHTBepwiaeTcs 
TeCHaS CBH3b npOTyÖepaHUeB C KOpOHaJIbHHMH TpaH3HGHTaMH H 
ynapHfcjMH BOJiHaMH b MeíKnnaHeTHOM npocTpaHCTBe. 4>. KpwrepoM {65} 
COBM0CTHO C COTpyflHHKaMH H3MHPAH npOBOflHJiaCb KOJIHHeCTBeHHaH 
flHarHOCTHKa„ npoTOHHux BcntjmeK b 1979 r. ITpoaHHJiH3HpoBaHo 16 
BcnumeK, 6 H3 k o t o p u x npeflCTaBJiHJiH coöoíi "b o c t o h h u g " c o 6u t h h . 
B03paCTaHHH nOTOKa npOTOHOB B 3THX COßfcJTHHX He HaßJHOflajIOCb ,
'ito CBHfleTejibCTByeT o CHJibHOM renHCHonroTHOM ocjiaßjieHHH vacTHU,. 
HeoßHHHbie BcnbmiKH HaejnonajiHCb bo BTopoft nojiOBHHe aBrycTa 1979 r.
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f l n a r H O C T H K a  H a  o c H O B o e  p a ,n H O H 3 J iy H :e H H H  y K a 3 H B a e T  H a  n p o T O H H o c T b  
3 T H X  C O 6 t J T H ß . 0 f lH a K O  p a O T e T H b je  X a p ä K T e p H C T H K H  C y i l^ e C T B S H H O  O T J M H a -  
k ) T c h  ó t  H a 6 j i K ) f l a e M H x . 3 t o  m o j k h o  o S b h c h h t b  h a j iH ^ í h g m  H a  B H c x e  H a  
60J IB H10M  f lO J i r o T H O M  p a c c x o H H H H  ( £ - 7 0 ° )  H B y x  o ß j i a c T e i i  M e  M a t h  
1 6 2 2 4  h  2 3 9 ,  c b h 3 a h h m x  o 6 i h h m  M a r H H T H U M  n o x r e M ,  b  k o t o p o m  H M e j i  
M e d o  a a x B a i  h  c y m e c T B e H H o e  n e p e p a c n p e n e n e H H e  n p o i o H O B .
B  p a 6 o T e  X  A y p a c c a ,  A .  E e M e  h  A .  K p w r e p a  { 6 6 }  a H a j i H 3 H p o -  
B a j iH C b  in y M O B u e  6 y p n ,  S - K O M n o H e H T a  h  p a f l H O B c n j i e c K H  3a  2 2 - 2 9  
M a n  1 9  8 0  r .  X a p a K T e p H o ß  n e p T o f t  m y M O B u x  6 y p b ,  C B H 3 a H H u x  c  M a i i c -
K H M  K O M IIJ ie K C O M  6 b U ia  O T  H O C H  T  © J IB  H O  B H C O K a H  H H T e H C H B H O C T b  B  C a H -  
T H M e T p o B O M  H H a n a 3 0 H e .  T a x o e  n o B e n e H H e  e n e x T p a  t h ö h ^ h o  b j i h  
r p y n n  6 e 3  n p o T O H H u x  B c n b r n ie x .  H m h  c o c T a B J ie H  T a i o a e  c i i h c o k  
B c n j i e c K O B  I V  T H n a  3a  B e c b  n e p H O f l  T C M  ( B c e r o  2 7  c o ö m t h í í ) .  l l p n -  
B e j i e H a  h H ^ o p M a i iH H  o  K p y r o B o i l  n o j iH p H 3 a u ; H H  H a  H 3 6 p a H H u x  n a c T O T a x .
B  p a ß o T e  P .  B p o M ö o m a ,  E .  S K H M e u ;  i i  u p .  ( n o j i b m a )  ,  O ß p H f lK O
B .  ( C C C P )  ,  <t>. O w p c T e H ö e p r  h f l p .  ( r f l P ) { 6 7 )  f l a H a  p a t o n a n  M O f le j i b  
c o J i H e H H u x  n f l T e H  Ha p a 3 H t a x  B M C O T a x  n o  n a H H H M  p e H T r e H O B c x o r o  y $  
h  p a f l H O f l H n a 3 0 H O B .  O H a  n o f lM T o a c H J ia  p e 3 y j i b T a T B i  « H C K y c c H H  b o  
B p o i y i a B e  ( 1 9 7 9  r . )  n o  T e M e  " B p o u j i a B C K a n  p a ß o n a n  M o j j e j i b "  ß a n b iu o -  
r o  n a T H a .  K p o M e  M O f le j iH  naiHa n p H B O f lH T C H  T a x a e  M O f le n b  O a i c e j i a ,  
e r o  O K p y a c e H H H  h H e B O 3 M y m e H H o 0  i> O T O c $ e p H .  y x a s a H H a a  M o a e j i b  
oöiacHaei p H f l  H O B K ix  $ a K T O B ,  n o j x y v e H H b i x  b x o f l e  T C M .  C p e f l H  h h x:
1 .  H a n p H X c e H H O C T b  M a r H H T H o r o  n o j i n  - 1 3 0 0  T e  n p H  T - 1 0 5 
( C  I V  J iH H H H ,  n o  H a ö J H O ű e H H H M  U V S P  H a  6 o p x y  S M M ) h  n o n e  6 0 0 - 9 0 0  
P c  n p H  T ~ 1 0 6 K  ( V L A  H a  6  c m ,  J l s H r  K . P . ) .  y x a 3 a H H a a  " B p o u J i a B C K a n  
M O f le J iB  n a T H a "  H e n o c p e j j c T B e H H o  n p M e H H M a  h j i h  p a c a e T O B  S - K O M n o -  
H e H T H  p a f lH O H 3 J iy H e H H H  .
B  H M J ie  1 9 8 2 .  r .  6 h j i  n p o B e s e H  c o B e T C K O —a M e p H K a H C K H ő  
3 K c n e p H M e h t  n o  H H H i jH a T H B e  r e j i b $ p e 0 x a  ( C C C P )  h  H a H r a  ( C IH A )  , 
u e j i b i o  k  K O T o p o r o  H B J iH J ia c b  H C c e j i O B a H H e  o h h h x  h  T e x  ace a K T H B H H X  
o ß j i a c T e ü .
T a K H M  o 6 p a 3 0 M ,  b  H a c T o n m e e  B p e M H  m h  3 H a e M ,  h t o  p e a n H 3 a -  
U H H  s H e p r H H  n p o H c x o j i H T  b  n e  t  e j i B  h h x  c a c i e M a x ,  B u a c H H e i c a  p o j i b  
K O M n j i e K c a  A O .  O f l H a x o  H a M  c o B e p m e H H O  H e H 3 B e c rre H  M e x a H H 3 M  H a x o n -  
j i e H H H  3  H e p r H H ,  x o T H  n p o u e c c  H a x o n a e H a a  M a c  c m  H 3 B e c T e H .  B  C IH A  
n j i a H H p y e T C H  b  2 2 .  U H K J ie  c o j i H e v H o a  a K T H B H O C T H  H c c n e f l O B a H H e  n p o -
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ueccoB B KopoHe. PsHireHOBCKHft TejiecKon 6yneT HMeit pa3peine-
HH8 0 V 2 .
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PROPER MOTIONS OBSERVED IN ACTIVE REGIONS
V. B Ú M B A  
Astron.Inst..Ondfejov
Abstract:
We summarize our results obtained from the observations of proper 
motions visible during the growth of local magnetic fields of ac­
tive regions and during the formation and further development of 
their sunspot groups. We not only stress that this process is a 
part of the dynamics of the solar background field evolution, but 
we also examine separately the motions and shape changes observ­
able during the whole active region's field life-time, as well as 
several types of motions and form changes during the interactions 
and collisions of sunspots both between themselves as well as with 
the photosphere. The low efficiency of magnetic forces during the 
studied processes and, in contrast, the importance of hydrodynamic 
forces is demonstrated. The feedback action of the moving photo­
sphere on the shape of magnetic field distribution and on the sun­
spot forms is shown too. Problems of physical interpretation of the 
data presented are discussed. The importance of further observations, 
in the first place of the velocity fields, is underlined.
COECTBEHHblE flBWKEHMfl HAEJlIOflAEMblE B AKTMBHbIX OEJIACTflX
B. EYMEA
Ac T p O H . M h C T . ,OHflpweMOB
Aócmpaxm:
Pe3tmupyiomcM pe3yAbmarm>i noAyueHnue U3 naÓAKdenuü coócmeennux deu -  
otcenuű, eudumix kok e meuenue poema Aoxcuibnnx Maenumnvix noAeű a x -  
muemtx oónacmeű, max u e meuenue fopMupoeamm u daAbneűiueso pa3- 
eumun ux apynn coAneunux nnmen. noduepxueaemcn ne moAbxo mom tßaxm, 
umo 3mu npoueccu neAHKmcA cocmaeAHnyeü uacmbio dunaMuxu pa3eumuH 
coAHeuHux cßoHoeux noAeű. OmdeAbHo paccMampueanmcA deuxenun u U3Me- 
Henun cßopMM, eudume e meuenue eceü x u 3 h u Maanumnoao noAH axmuenoű 
oÓAacmu, paeno xax u necKOAbxo munoe deuxenuű u U3Menenuü cßopMU e 
npouecce 83auModeűcmeuű u cmoAXHoeenuü coAHeunnx mimen xax  Meotcdy 
coóoű, max u c tfomoctfepoü. fíeMoncmpupyemcA xax moaor oftfexmuenocmb 
maanumnux c u a  e meuenue U3yuaem x npoueccoe, max u, naoóopom, óoAbiuoe 
3nauenue audpodunoMuuecKux c u a öah omux npoueccoe.TJoxa3tieaemcA 06- 
pamnoe eAunnue deuxyuieücA (fiomocißepu na fo p m i pacnpedeAenux Aoxanb- 
noao waanumnoao nonn u na fopsm coAHeunwx mimen. bJucxyrmpyrnicn 
npoÓAemi cex3anm e c unmepnpemauueü npedcmaeAennvix dannvix. Oöpaiup- 
emcA enimanue na neoóxoduMocmb noAyuenwi daAbneümux naÓAtodameAbnttx 
dannvix, xaeanuuxen npexäe eceao noAeü exopoemeü e axtnuenux oÓAacmnx.
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1. Introduction
The importance of knowledge about the distribution of mo­
tions in an active region for understanding its magnetic field 
and activity development is obvious {2},{36},{37},{35}.In this 
paper we should like to summarize our results concerning the 
observations of proper motions visible during the growth of 
active region's magnetic field and during the formation and 
further development of its group of sunspots; the main reasons 
are still very rare observational data concerning the radial 
motions in active regions. This summary should be used as one 
of the first steps for future, more general study of the role 
of motions and their physical consequences for the process of 
a local magnetic field evolution.
At the beginning of this paper I would once again like to 
stress that the development of an individual local magnetic 
field or of an active region is, in the frame of the solar 
background magnetic field, a global quality of the entire sys­
tem of solar magnetic fields {17 } , {27},{28},{11} ,{12},{14 }, {15}. 
This must be true in the case of the velocity fields too, and 
the more so since the process of the new magnetic flux forma­
tion is bound to the evolutionary dynamics of the gulfs formed 
from the curved boundaries of the background magnetic field 
sector structure influenced by differential rotation {11}, {12}, 
{14},{15}, simultaneously it is carried out by the whole hier­
archy of the convectional elements {7},{8},{9},{13},{1}.The 
actual situation in an active region development depends at 
the same time, of course, on the stage of the complex activity 
development in which it occurs. The evolutionary phase of this 
complex of activity is closely related to the situation in the 
mutual interaction of magnetic active longitudes, and their 
evolutionary stages {19},{31},{30 },{10},{17 } .
If we now want to study the observable proper motions 
accompanying the local magnetic field development, we have not 
only to follow the displacements and form changes of all the 
local systems of magnetic fields on our magnetic maps, but 
also the shifts and form transformations of individual sunspots
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of various types - the.local concentrations of field lines of 
the system - on our photographs of active region's sunspot 
groups. We have also to consider the feedback action of the 
solar atmosphere moving or flowing around the active region 
as a whole as well as around its individual sunspots and the 
mutual interaction of the growing local field with the convec- 
tional, mostly supergranular network.
2. Motions and shape changes observed during a local 
magnetic field development
During the formation of a new active region's magnetic 
field several types of forces play different roles. The fact 
that the newly developed field pattern follows the outlines of 
the preexisting supergranular network indicates the simulta­
neous influence of convection on the process (Fig.1){20},{11},
{26},{27 } , {28 }. In the course of the very fast, first evol­
utionary stage of the active region's field formation it seems 
that the magnetic forces become dominant in the process, al­
though their subordination to the convectional network remains 
- the progression of the growing field is guided by the inter- 
supergranular space. Unfortunately, only few observations in­
dicating large and fast changing radial motions, visible during 
this phase of local field evolution above all in the magneti­
cally singular "center of activity", are to be found scattered 
in the literature {44 }, {42 } , {41} . When the continuous mutual 
interaction of the growing magnetic field, with the convec­
tional network cells, displayed through the dynamics of indi­
vidual cell growth and forming transformations in which parts 
of cell peripheries of a higher scale order change 'their forms 
due to the disappearance of the old and appearance of the new 
convectional elements of a lower scale order {18 },{5},{6},the 
shifted front of magnetic field boundary reaches them, showing 
the mutual interdependence of both factors, namely of the 
magnetic field and convection. The close interrelation of both 
factors is also supported by the "quantization" of magnetic 
fluxes and distances in sunspot groups given by the sizes of 
convectional elements of different scale orders {4},{29},{32} (Fig.2).
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Fig.l. The Ondrejov Observatory magnetic map from 23 May,1979 (7:15 to 9:30 OT) 
demonstrating the formation of a new positive polarity, indicated 
by A and B and C, (full lines) in an old negative polarity super- 
granular network.
Fig. 2. Examples of drawings of sunspot dimensional types with indicated 
intervals of diameter values. The most frequent sizes are those 
with the unshortened diameter of the whole spot (umbra plus penumbra) 
of around 20000 km, 27000 km, 36000 km, 46000 km and 57000 km.
The compositon of greater spots from smaller types can often be 
observed.
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During all phases of a local magnetic field development,
i.e. also during its disintegration, we may observe a constant 
increase in the area occupied by the field as well as a conti­
nuous shift in its boundary at a constant velocity of about 
50 m/sec in the photosphere (Fig.3){19},{20},t14} and of about 
100 m/sec in the chromosphere, if observed in ionized Calcium 
line K, and about 200 m/sec in the Hydrogen line Ha {19>,{20}, 
{14}. It goes without saying that in the chromosphere it is 
difficult to follow this boundary motion during the postmaxi­
mum evolutionary stage of the active region. This displacement 
of the magnetic field boundary indicating enlargment of space 
influenced by its magnetic field lines shows some characteris­
tics of wave front propagation.
Another mode of magnetic field motions is represented by 
the morphological changes of the entire form of the active 
region's field during its development. Very often, at the be­
ginning of a local magnetic field formation we observe its 
triangular form - two triangles are in close contact with their 
peaks - caused by the appearance and action of a "magnetic 
center" (Fig.4){11},{26},{24}. This triangular form of an ac­
tive region's new magnetic field pattern is usually repeated 
in the chromospheric emission distribution {20}. Beginning with 
their development these two triangles are continuously trans­
formed into two halves of an ellipse in such a way that the 
elliptical form of the whole active region is reached during 
the field's maximum stage of evolution. After that we observe 
the development of long field branches seeping out from this 
ellipse, at the ends of which, when they meet, a new secondary 
active region is often formed {27},{28},{29}. This transform­
ation of the triangular into the elliptical shape seems to be 
related to the spiralling of both leading and following spots 
in the group during their premaximum stages in opposite direc­
tions {23},{24},as will be mentioned later. The influence of 
supergranular patterns in the field distribution, especially 
during the long branches formation, is still easily observable.
If we investigate the shapes of local magnetic field dis-
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Fig.3. The growth of the area of the active region's (McMath No 13736) mag­
netic field in heliogr.long L (to the left) and in heliogr.lat. cp 
(to the right).
Fig.4. Ondfejov Obs. photoelectric magnetic map of an August 1974 (CMP 14.6;
<p=9.5°) active rgn.,compared with an Ondfejov photograph of the same 
sunspot group, taken on the same day (7:42:24 UT).The linear scales 
of both pictures are the same. Two triangles of opposite polarity mag­
netic fields are in close contact forming a "magnetic center".
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tribution carefully in their leading as well as following parts 
during its individual evolutionary stages, we may find the 
retro-influence of the moving photosphere flowing round it.
Since in its second stage we see the action of the differential 
rotation detemining its shape, we notice the first indications 
of an arrowhead form in both the leading as well as in the fol­
lowing portions, the extension and opening of which seems to 
depend on heliographic latitude. The observations demonstrating 
that the patterns of the following field differ slightly from 
those of the leading field, as though this difference were 
caused by the fact that the following field occurs in the "wake" 
of the leading field, indicate the possible influence of dy­
namic forces in the photosphere {14},{ 15 },{16}. Similar results 
of dynamic forces action are observed during the fast motion of 
newly formed sunspots through the granular field, as will be 
mentioned later in more detail {22}. These forces probably act 
as a result of the solar material streaming round the obstacle 
of the system of the local magnetic field and active region's 
plasma re-influencing the system.The process may be caused by 
different depths of individual fields and their concentrations, 
above all by a deeper rooted field of the leading spot. The 
role of these dynamic forces and of differential rotation seems 
to increase slightly with the ageing of active regions and with 
the shallowing of their magnetic fields.
3. Motions observed during the sunspot formations
0The process of the formation of a protoumbra of the main 
leading and following spots in the group of several "quantized" 
nuclei having a diameter of about 3"-5", recognizable in the 
umbra during practically the whole life-time of the spot, is 
very characteristic {34},{23},{24},{25 } ,{41},{43}.The nuclei 
of what is practically the same area join to form the proto­
umbra (Fig.5). During this process of joining, they move ver­
tically in the leading portion in studied groups in the coun­
terclockwise direction (Figs.6 and 7). The number of individual 
joining nuclei varies from a few to several. In one case, in 
which the penumbra did not develop at all {23}, we had only
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one nucleus and some rudimentary spots or pores, in another 
case {24}, there were six or seven nuclei. In all cases the 
nuclei rotated in the leading part counterclockwise round the 
main one, which became the darkest one with the highest field 
intensity value, wrapping or slipping round it {23 } , {24},{25 } . 
The process looks as if the impacts of individual more shallow 
nuclei coming from the "magnetic center" and joining the main 
darkest and deepest nucleus carry along impulses and deliver 
them to the whole system of nuclei to cause its vortical motion 
round the main nucleus. Action of the Coriolis force has also 
to be considered. The idea of impulses transfer is supported 
by observation of later change of the rotational direction of 
the main leading spot and of the direction of pieces of umbra 
outflowing from it into the opposite one - which means clock­
wise. This situation was obsérved during the post-maximum 
stage of the group development {25}.
The rotational motions observed during the formation of 
both leading and following main spots act in our observational 
material in opposite directions: counterclockwise in the leader 
and clockwise in the follower (Figs.5 and 7). In this way, the 
developed spiral forms of small spots and nuclei distribution 
probably lead to the successive transformation of active re­
gion's field shape from its early triangular to the later 
elliptical form - as already mentioned.
The well-known divergence of the leading and following 
spots during the first evolutionary stages of the group de­
velopment {44} and later reduction of their distance as well 
as other observed regularities in sunspot proper motions {3} 
have also to be taken into account during attempts to interpret 
the observed proper spot motions. The changes in spot configur­
ation in the group under the influence of large-scale photo- 
spheric streams visible, for example, as a distortion of their 
originally elliptical distribution into flattened irregular 
features {29} have to be considered too (Fig.8).
During the process of penumbra formation no real proper 
motions of penumbral details seem to be observed. Instead of
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Fig. 5. A series of photographs of the same sunspot group as in Fig.4 obtained 
during August 16 and 17, 1974.The umbral nuclei join to form the 
protoumbra and they move vortically in both portions of the group: 
in the leading portion in the counterclockwise direction and clockwise 
in the following portion. The process of gradual penumbra formation 
may be followed as well as the characteristic mode of small spots 
and pores development and motion.
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Fig. 6. A series of photographs of the leading spot of the same sunspot 
group as in Fig.4 and 5 during August 16 and 17, 1974.
The fo r m a t io n  o f  th e  p ro to u m b ra  and i t s  r o t a t io n  may c l e a r l y  
be s e e n .
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Fig. 7. A series of photographs of a small sunspot group from August 197A 
(L = 357° ,(p = -11°). The rotation of the leading spot as well as the 
process of its desintegration may be followed. The "point of insta­
bility" in its southern corner is also visible.
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Fig. 8. Relative motions of spot nuclei in large sunspot group from
June 1963. The elliptical feature is probably influenced by some 
large-scale photospheric organized motion acting on its SW region 
(see the arrow).
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them we see a slow, continuous reorganization of area of granu­
lar field around the main spot protoumbra in strong dependence 
on the magnetic field topology taking place gradually around 
the umbra in its parts surrounded by opposite polarity (Figs.5 
and 4). The process may stop or be reversed for a while and 
then continue again. As a basic step which may run in both 
directions we observe the formation of a row of bright photo- 
spheric granules which is transformed into a bright penumbral 
fibril, separated from other fibrils by aligned intergranular 
space, or, vice-versa, we may observe disintegration of this 
row into a field of irregularly distributed photospheric gran­
ules {4},{24},{25}.
The disappearance of sunspots seems to be characterized 
by two modes of the process {23},{24 },{25}. One is usually 
connected with very small pores or pieces of dark elongated 
and curved intergranular material which often escapes in the 
form of a narrow rope from the disintegrating spot in a "Point 
of instability" at the spot's rim (Fig.7). It is represented 
mainly by migration and the increase of distances between the 
individual dark knots of the rope, i.e. by the divergence of 
dark material and the loss of contrast of its individual dark 
knots. The second one seems to have the form of an invasion of 
bright granular grains into the dark, more stable remnants of 
the umbra - this time already without penumbra. The possible 
reversal of the process sometimes visible as the evacuation or 
repeated reduction of contrast of the new invading granular 
grains at the periphery of the rest of spot seems to be quite 
remarkable. Both modes of spot disintegration may act on the 
same spot. The transformation of strips of the photosphere 
into the spot light-bridges and vice-versa has already been 
described several times {22}.
4. Motions in colliding sunspot groups
Another type of proper motions of sunspots has recently 
been investigated: {22},{14}.We studied the influence of col­
lisions of large magnetic systems formed from parts of large 
active regions (August 1972 and June-July 1974 proton-flare
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regions), including several field line concentrations in the 
form of large sunspot umbrae. The result of this research seems 
to be highly interesting: during this collision of large mag­
netic blocks we do not observe the consequences of interaction 
of large magnetic forces, but rather the dynamic or hydrody­
namic effects caused by magnetically almost neutral sunspot 
systems floating in the photosphere. It looks as though the 
striking blocks or spot systems had a certain degree of elas­
ticity and also during the motion of kinetic energy and inertia 
much greater than the magnetic forces. The colliding systems 
temporarily join together to produce very complicated struc­
tures, but as soon as the dynamic forces causing their inter­
action disappear, the complicated magnetic patterns quickly 
disintegrate again.
In the case of sunspots'of the same polarity impacting 
the striking spot, if large enough, may not only press several 
other spots together, create several light-bridges in between 
their umbrae, but it is also able to push forward several 
smaller spots in front of itself, change the amount and direc­
tion of motion of another spot, flatten itself if it hits an 
obstacle, etc. In the case of a collision of spots of unlike 
polarities we observed a tangential collision resulting in the 
inclination and stretching of magnetic lines of force inter­
connecting the striking umbrae visible as penumbral fibrils 
of the penumbra-like light-bridge closed in between them.
During the direct collisions both countermoving spots stop 
each other or the pushing spot slides around the obstacle. One 
exceptional strike seems to result in "magnetic annihilation" 
of colliding umbrae of opposite polarities - both umbrae dis­
appeared. And we may speculate about the conversion of energy 
of this process into the white-light flare which almost 
occurred simultaneously.
5. The backward action of the photosphere
on the form of fast moving spots
Seyeral times we have described the characteristic mode 
of small spots and pores development and motion {8},{9},{21},
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{23},{24},{25}: dark bands of variously strengthened and 
darkened intergranular space gradually surround and then over­
flow parts of the granular field forcing its individual gran­
ules to darken - with the exception of their middle parts. As 
a result, they broaden, form elongated, differently curved dark 
features which finally roll up to constitute the "quantized"
(3" -5" in diameter),almost round, small umbrae (Fig.5). During 
this process, they continue to penetrate between the stems of 
individual granules, successively reducing the brightness of 
their centra, or on the contrary, they evacuate the area, 
leaving the emerging granular field without any observable 
trace of the preceeding invasion, both as far as the granular 
organization, structure and the brightness distribution are 
concerned {40},{21}. These small systems of cooler plasma and 
magnetic lines of force imbedded in it behave like bunches of 
rubber tubes keeping their dark cool material isolated from 
their surrounding.
The form of these small dark umbrae - when shifted fast 
enough through the photosphere - seems to depend on the vel­
ocity and direction of their motion {22}. Already in the course 
of their establishment, it is possible to estimate from ob­
servations the direction of their motion. The influence of 
motion is even more visible on completed single nuclei, because 
their round form is transformed into a drop shape, the head 
of which seems to penetrate more easily into the granular 
field. In the photosphere it is sometimes possible to see, in 
front of the head of the drop, the formation of a sharp front 
of more compressed photospheric granules opposing the nucleus 
motion. The front part of the drop is also darker as the field 
is more concentrated in this part. On the other side, the 
drop's tail is considerably less dark going directly into the 
pieces of small umbrae, rudimentary penumbra and intergranular 
space, sometimes distributed in such a way that we may see the 
indications of the existence of turbulent whirls developing 
in the "wake" behind the umbra moving through the granular 
field.
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6. How best to interpret the observed phenomena?
For the interpretation of all observed motions, but in the 
first place of proper motions in active regions, the majority 
of authors apply the conception of emerging flux tubes of mag­
netic field lines and magnetic forces only. Parker {36},{37} 
demonstrated theoretically that for the solution of certain 
motions and for explanation of development of large umbrae 
from smaller nuclei the aerodynamic or hydrodynamic interaction 
among different magnetic features also has to be taken into 
account. Of course, this action is again connected with the 
emergence of the flux tubes, this explains the mutual hydro- 
dynamic attraction of the rising flux tube - two rising tubes 
attract each other, as a consequence of the wake of the leading 
tube when one is moving behind the other, and as a consequence 
of the Bernoulli effect when they are rising side by side {36}.
Recently, Unno et al.{41} using complex modern French 
and Japanese observational data, have tried to bring their ob­
servations into agreement with the ideas of Parker quoted. 
Although they demonstrated the consistency of observations 
with the hydrodynamic interpretation, they claim that the ob­
servations provide supporting evidence for the aerodynamic 
interactions, but not the proof. Moreover, they come to the 
same conclusion as we did {26},{11},{14}: The photosphere is 
not just a passive layer through which magnetic tubes come out 
from the convection zone into the chromosphere and the corona, 
but it is an active layer, where the magnetic field is reformed. 
There are other results to be considered in relation to this. 
For example, Sakurai and Levine {39} admit that the agitation 
by the flux emergence and by convective motion in the upper 
photosphere will drag field lines and induce an excess mag­
netic field.
We think that our summarized observations of proper mo­
tions give clear evidence that the hydrodynamic forces, which 
must not be always necessarily connected with emerging flux- 
tubes, play a much more important role in the local magnetic 
field and their sunspots evolution and motions than it has so
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far been accepted and that their influence is greater than the 
action of magnetic forces. In our best quality observations we 
did not find any confirmation, or even any indication of a pro­
cess morphologically resembling a flux tube emergence or its 
consequences. It is really hard to explain the observed motions 
as well as other phenomena by this convectional model only. We, 
therefore, also believe that the observed photospheric magnetic 
fields are not passive objects of variously acting forces and 
motions only, but rather that they more often actively respond 
to the processes, trying to change them and that they not only 
weaken due to these processes, but in many cases they strengthen, 
or even new local magnetic fields are generated. Probably this 
"local" generation of new magnetic flux is bound to the magnetic 
field singularity in a "center of magnetic activity" due to 
large and changing radial motions interacting with sheared mag­
netic field, influenced by differential rotation, vortical mo­
tions, streams flowing in the photosphere and other physical 
processes we still have to study more systematically and care­
fully. Motions in all layers of the solar atmosphere mutually 
interconnected not only through the field lines but also 
through several types of matter progression have to be con­
sidered too.
We still have another argument in favour of a "local 
dynamo", although it is not directly related to the topics dis­
cussed in this paper. It is the very difficult explanation with 
the use of the conventional model of emerging flux-tubes only 
of the simultaneous development of several active regions not 
only on both (eastern and western) sides, i.e. their leading 
on one side and their following parts on the other side, of 
one "unipolar" sector of the background field but also belong­
ing to different solar hemispheres and even to different cycles 
of activity, not recalling the dynamics of new flux appearance, 
connected with the specific distortion of sector boundaries 
and the necessary presence of old magnetic fields {26},{11},{14}.
The observational data concerning the "floating" of solar 
magnetic fields in the photosphere are also very difficult to
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interpret. Although we have to take the penetration of their 
field lines into the upper layers of the solar atmosphere into 
account and therefore the various modes of mutual coupling of 
the atmosphere's different layers interconnected in this way, 
the fact that the changes of umbral forms, their light-bridges 
and other structural details during the motion and collision 
of sunspots take place withour any time delay,immediately after 
the collision, leads us again to the conclusion of the relative 
shallowness of the studied processes and relatively small thick­
ness of the layer in which the observed activity plays the main 
role. We are also led to the same conclusion about the shal­
lowness by observations of behaviours of small quantized pieces 
of umbra, the embryos of future components of larger umbrae, 
both during their formation, and during their specific mode of 
motion through the granular fields.
Since it seems that it is, as yet, practically impossible 
to interpret physically all the observed phenomena mentioned 
completely with the use of present theoretical conceptions, 
let us summarize our results in the following form: we may 
classify the observed motions following the forces causing them 
- if we know them - and in the future we have to try to obtain 
even more detailed and complex observational results enabling 
us to find finally, a physical explanation for their major 
part.
The concentration of magnetic field lines into the con- 
vectional intercellular space, accepted by many theoreticians 
(for example,{35},{38}) also results most probably in the 
closest relation of the new magnetic flux appearance to the 
network of convectional elements. We see this relation not 
only in the faster displacement of new as well as old fields 
in the intercellular space as though in a conductor, in the 
bulging out of their field lines into the chromosphere in such 
a way that they join the supergranular peripheries, but also 
in the large stability of fields and of the phenomena connected 
with them as soon as they are bound to the whole set of con­
vectional elements: sunspots filling in just one or more
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supergranular cells {4},{32}, regular organization of individual 
sunspots depending on the supergranular network in a standard 
sunspot group and the quantized areas and distances of sunspots 
{29}, etc. The process of penumbra formation is closely related 
to the network {6}. Even the embryos'of future components of 
umbral nuclei in all their evolutionary stages occupy the area 
of a given number of photospheric granules, having 3" - 5" in 
diameter. During the dissipation of large spots, the "point of 
instability" through which the greatest part of dark umbral ma­
terial is seeping out from the spot into the intercellular 
space is again related to the morphology of the convectional 
network. This close relation of unstable magnetic fields to the 
convectional intercellular space and of stable field configur­
ations to the insides of cells may be one of the reasons for 
the relatively small effectiveness of magnetic forces of fields 
bound to the network. Some magnetic field energy must be con­
sumed during the orientation of fine structure elements in 
all layers of the solar atmosphere. Thus the only magnetic 
force the influence of which we observe, with the exception of 
the above mentioned cases, is the estimated and continuously 
acting trend for the simplification of complex fields into 
bipolar ones as well as with motions connected to this process, 
moreover, changes of group axis orientations and forms of 
entire magnetic patterns.
The main type of forces of which the action seems to us 
not only to be the best realized but also to play the principal 
role in the observed proper motions is represented by the hy­
drodynamic forces, which until now have seldom been considered 
for the interpretation of processes visible in active regions.
We may briefly summarize their manifestation once more: pro­
cesses during the interaction and collision of spots (elasti­
city, kinetic energy, inertia), vortical motions during the 
joining of smaller nuclei to form the main umbrae (probable 
transfer of impulses), influence of photospheric streams 
(changes of form of spot organization in the group), possible 
divergence and later reduction of distances of leading and
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following spots, divergence of small spots during their dis­
appearance, feedback action of streaming photosphere on the 
shape of entire local fields, interaction of moving umbrae 
with the surrounding granular fields (front ahead, drop-shape, 
wake), etc.
The only conclusion we can draw in this summary is that 
we still need more systematic and complex observations of the 
most simple processes visible during the most common active 
regions development, but before all we must pay more attention 
to better measurements of their velocity fields.
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Abstract:
The results of simultaneous optical and radio observations of the 
solar flares on November 9 and 10, 1979 are presented. It was 
revealed that the both flares had a number of common features both 
in optical and in radio ranges: location of the flares in the same 
place of active region, the similar configuration of the flare 
ribbons, rather hard spectrum of impulsive microwave bursts, the 
unusual fine structure of type V radio burst on November 9 and 
of type II radio burst on November 10 in the form of narrow band 
elements. Such fine structure of radio emission is supposed to be 
connected with the existence of an orderly system of large scale 
loops in the corona.
The differences between these flares consisted in its dynamics.
The flare on November 9 had a relatively quiet evolution, while 
the flare on November 10 was accompanied by a two-component mass 
ejection. This ejection was followed by two shock waves in the 
corona which resulted in the generation of type II radio burst.
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The purpose of this paper is an analysis of the features 
of optical and radio emission from two flares on November 9 
(~06:02 UT) and 10 (~ 06:42 UT) 1979, which took place in active 
region HR 16413. The analysis is based on the observations 
carried out with a big Ha coronagraph of the Astrophysical 
Institute of the Academy of Science of Kaz.SSR and with 
IZMIRAN's radiometers (204, 3000 MHz) and spectrographs in 
frequency ranges of 45-90, 130-180 MHz. With such cooperation 
it proved possible to compare the optical characteristics of 
the flares and its evolutions with time profiles, dynamic and 
frequency spectra and the unusual fine structure of the radio 
bursts. Information on propagation of coronal disturbances 
from these flares, as well as some data on a structure of the 
corona above the active region is obtained.
Flare of November 9
According to Solar Geophysical Data this flare began as one 
of importance IN with maximum at 05:48 UT and then almost con­
tinuously turned into flare of importance 1B/M6 with maximum 
at 06:02 UT. From the very beginning the flare developed as a 
two ribboned one (Fig.l). At radio waves the first flare maxi­
mum was accompanied by a group of type III bursts and type V 
burst with overall duration of about 3 min as well as by re­
latively weak microwave burst with a peak flux density 
F-38 s.f.u. at f~9 GHz.
The following stage of the flare evolution was character­
ized by the formation and development of new flare knots of 
S-polarity near the border of the penumbra of the leading spot. 
The main dynamic processes of this stage in optics were: 
a) penetration of the S-polarity flare ribbon into the penumbra 
of the leading spot (06:00:35 - 06:04:05 UT); b) propagation 
of the emission along a neutral line and formation of a thin 
arc-like continuation of the S-polarity ribbon. At centimetre 
range the flare maximum had a form of intensive impulsive 
burst whose frequency spectrum was rather hard with maximum 
at /-17 GHz (Fig.2).
At metre waves, complex type III and V bursts were ob-
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05:45:55 UT 06:00:35 UT 06:04:30 UT
06:07:55 UT 06:14:00 UT
Fig.1. Photospheric picture of the active region and evolution of the 
Ha-flare of November 9, 1979.
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Fig.2. Time profile and frequency spectrum of the radio burst of 
November 9, 1979.
Fig.3. Dynamic spectrum of the radio burst of November 9, 1979.
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served at this time (Fig.3). An important peculiarity of dy­
namic spectrum of the type V burst was the presence of a sys­
tem of numerous narrow-band (A/-1-2 MHz) elements with a dur­
ation of up to some tenths of a second. The frequency drift of 
the majority of these elements was in general small or absent. 
At 06:05:30 - 06:06 UT one can also see a faint manifestation 
of a type II burst in the range of 130-175 MHz.
Flare of November 10
In this event three centres of enhanced brightness in Ha 
were observed during the preflare stage, one of them being 
connected with a newly appeared region of /7-polarity (Fig.4).
With the beginning of the flare of 2B/1X importance at 
06:31 UT the emission knots sharply increased its brightness 
and the process of formation of the flare ribbons continued 
up to 06:37 UT. The sought /7-polarity knot did not change its 
size practically, and was localized in the same place as in 
the flare of November 9. Its configuration and localization 
did not change during all the flare either, and this knot was 
a centre around which the following events developed. The 
flare S-polarity ribbon had a strongly curved S-like shape and 
surrounded both /7-polarity regions.
A strong explosion in the west part of the flare at 
06:41:30 UT was accompanied by a powerful mass ejection and 
by a fast (less than 5 min) disruption of the west flare knot. 
This phenomenon began with an ejection of a faint shining 
diffuse cloud having a velocity 7-3000 km s~1 in the sky plane, 
as well as with an expansion of the flare S-polarity knots 
into the penumbra of the leader soot (7-100 km s_1) and the 
west /7-polarity knot expansion in the direction of the diffuse 
cloud (7-300 km s_1). It should be noted that the east flare 
border was stable and coincided with the light bridge between 
the two small spots.
At 06:42:10 UT the details of the second component of 
mass ejection with a velocity 7-1500 km s^1 became visible.
It is essential that both ejection components developed ap­
proximately in the same direction (to the south-west from the
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06:42:20 UT 06:42:35 UT 06:44:18 UT 06:59:30 UT
Fig. 4.
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mquENcr , tiHz
Fig. 5. Time profile and frequency spectrum of the radio burst of 
November 10, 1979.
Fig. 4. Photospheric picture of the active region and development of
the Ha-flare of November 10, 1979. The diffuse cloud at 06:42:00 UT 
marked by the arrow is the first visible component of the ejection. 
Evolution of the second main component of ejection can be seen 
beginning from 06:42:20 UT.
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flare) and propagated in a relatively narrow cone -40°..
Impulsive microwave burst accompanying this flare was more 
powerful than one in the flare of November 9, and its fre­
quency spectrum had a U-like shape with a minimum at /=950 MHz, 
and the increasing of flux density to high frequencies up to 
f ~ n  GHz (Fig. 5) .
At metre range of the dynamic spectrum a type II burst 
predominated. It consisted of a number bands with a duration 
above 20 min. The bands in interval 06:43 - 06:49 UT are har- 
monical type II bursts with band splitting. A distinctive 
peculiarity of this event is the presence of a new variety of 
the type II burst fine structure, visible as bright discrete 
strips analogous to the elements of the fine structure in the 
type V burst of November 9 (see {1}). The strips have an in­
stantaneous bandwidth A/~l MHz and overall duration of up to 
30-40 s. The shape of single strips is various: arch-like, 
without drift or with small negative frequency drift. Simul­
taneously more than 10 strips can be observed.
Analysis and discussion
The data described above show that the flares of Novem­
ber 9 and 10, 1979 have a number of common and very interesting 
features. In particular both flares had analogous structure 
in Ha with the S-like form of the emission elements. Besides, 
both flares took place in the same part of the active region 
in the direct neighbourhood of the large leading spot. The 
close localization of ffa-emission sites to spots corresponds 
to the hard frequency spectra of the microwave bursts observed 
in both cases (see { 2}).
The most important differences between the flares under 
consideration (besides the intensity) consist in their dy­
namics. In the Noyember 9 flare visible ejection was not ob­
served. In this event the most of the flare energy was real­
ized in the form of accelerated particles. Accordingly, the 
type III and V bursts predominated. The fragmentary type II 
burst was most probably initiated by faint explosive (non 
piston) shock wave, whose origin may be connected with the
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-Fig. 6. Dynamic spectrum of the radio burst of November 10, 1979.
f,MHz
Fig. 7. Schematic dynamic spectrum of the type II burst of November 10,1979 
(top) and "altitude-time" diagram showing the trajectories of two 
shock waves (bottom). Solid section on the time axis corresponds to 
the increasing phase of the microwave burst, the arrow marks the 
moment of the two-component ejection.
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penetration of the Ha emission into the penumbra of the leading 
spot.
On the other hand, the main dynamic process in the Novem­
ber 10 flare was the powerful high velocity two-component 
ejection. The generation of the complex and long type II burst 
was initiated by this ejection. Using the 2 x Newkirk model 
for electron density distribution and observed burst structure 
(bands A + B, E are the fundamental, bands C + D, F are the 
harmonic) the trajectories of the corresponding disturbances 
on the "altitude - time" plane can be calculated. This diagram 
shows that in this event two shock waves with the velocities 
along the density gradient ~2200 and 600 km s~1 have been 
initiated during the flash phase of the flare (Fig.7). It seems 
that each of these shock waves corresponded to one or two com­
ponents of the ejection observed in optics.
As far as the fine structure of the metre»wave bursts is 
concerned it should be noted that the analogous structure in 
a form of discrete narrow band elements has been observed in 
the bursts of a different nature - in the November 9 type V 
burst and in the November 10 type II burst. That means that 
the origin of such a structure was not caused by the peculiar­
ities of the generation mechanism of these bursts but by the 
specific physical conditions above the active region. The 
assumption of the ordered large scale structures of loop-like 
type that exist in the corona is the most natural. Then an 
injection of accelerated electrons in a number of such loops, 
following formation of radio emission sources near its tops in 
accordance with the model proposed by Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev 
{4}, can show up the discrete emission strips on the dynamic 
spectrum of the type V burst. Because the band width &/ of 
every strip in frame of such a model is deteminated by the 
scatter of the electron density in the loop top, the observed 
values A_f~l—2 MHz give an estimation for a transverse scale 
of the loop Ar ~ 5-108- 109 cm.
The interpretation in frames of this scheme of the fine 
structure in the November 10 Type II burst is reduced to a
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propagation of a shock wave through the system of the thin 
loops mentioned above. It is only necessary that the condition 
of the radio emission generation (Mach number M should exceed 
a critical value Mcr) should be satisfied inside these loops 
alone. Estimations of Mach number by the observed values of 
band splitting give M ~ 1.2 - 1.1 and M ~ 1.4 - 1.2 for perpen­
dicular and parallel shock waves, respectively. These values 
are very close to the critical ones Mcr ~ 1.1 - 1.15 . It fol­
lows that radio emission will be generated inside loops if a 
ratio H/Ni (where H is a magnetic field strength, N is an elec­
tron density) is at least 10% less compared to the space be­
tween the loops. One possible version for this is the higher 
density of the loops as regards the surrounding corona.
In dependence on the mutual orientation of the shock 
front and loop, the generation of the strips with different 
frequency drift, including the strips with direct drift, with­
out drift or of arch-like shape, can occur. The observed dur­
ation of the elements without visible drift x ~ 20-30 s and 
the shock wave velocity V^ ,~ 2200 km s~1 allow the estimation 
of an extent for a typical loop near its top 1 ~ 6*109 cm to 
be obtained.
Thus the analysis of two flares, which are different in 
intensity but look alike in many respects, points to the con­
clusion that physical conditions in the chromosphere and the 
corona above the given active region were unchanged for at 
least twenty four hours. These identical conditions resulted 
in the analogous configuration of the flares in optics and in 
the specific fine structure of the metre radio bursts. 
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SMM FLAT CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER DATA ANALYSIS OF 
7 APRIL 1980 FLARE
B. S Y L W E S T E R ,  J. S Y L W E S T E R  
Space Res.Center,Wrociaw
J. J A K I M I E C  
Astron.Observatory,Wroclaw 
R. M E W E, R.D. B E N T L E Y
Space Res.Lab..Utrecht Mullard Space Sei.Lab..Dorking
Abstract:
We have analysed, soft X-ray -images of the 1B/M4 flare of 7 April 
1980 (start at 00:50 UT) recorded by Flat Crystal Spectrometer 
aboard Solar Maximum Mission satellite. The X-ray flare consisted 
of two patches about 1 arcmin apart. Comparison with magnetograms 
and white light images indicates that the two soft X-ray patches 
originate from two different loops or systems of loops. Systematic 
displacements of the brightest points of the patches are clearly 
seen during the flare development. For two selected resolution 
elements of the X-ray pictures (one element in each patch) detailed 
differential emission measure analysis has been carried out and time 
evolution of the mean electron density and thermal energy content 
has been investigated.
AHAJ1M3 HABJTIOflEHHfi BCnblUJKM M3 7 AriPEJlfl 1 98 0  T 
nOPyiEHHbIX KPMCTAJ1J1MMECKMM CÍ1EKTP0METP0M M3 BOPTA SMM
B. CMJlbBECTEP, f l .  CMJlbBECTEP, f l .  flKMMEU,
L(KH, Bpop^aB AcTpoH . 06c . , Bpop^aB
P . M EBE, P . f l .  BEHTJ1EM
H o c m  ./laő . , YTpexT Ma/uiapfl K o c m  . /laő . .flopHHHr
Aócmpam:
B padomé npoeeden anaru3 penmaenoecKux U3o6pcocenuü coAnennoü ecnmuKu 
óa/ina 1B/M4 Komopan npou30ima 7 anpeAB 1980 a okoao 00:50 UT. 3mu 
u3o6paxeHiLR 6vum noAyuenn c naMouibto cnercmpoAiempa c nnocKUM KpucrrajinoM 
noMeiyeHHOSO na 6opmy cnymnuKa SMM. PenmaenoecKoe u3o6paxenue eenmum  
cocmoum U3 deyx ofisiacmeű3 naxodsmfuxcx na paccmoxnuu 1 Munymu dyau 
dpya om dpyaa. Cpaenenue smux u3 o6paxenuű c MaanumoapamaMU u c h u m- 
komu fom oefepu e desiOM ceeme noKa3tneaem, umo Kcacdax u3AyHaiayaH 06 -  . 
Aacmb eo3HUKaem e omdeAbnoű cucmene nemejib„ Bo epem  ecnmuxu nadAio- 
daemcA nepeMeuienue nenmpoe penmaenoecKoao U3AyuenuH. fíerruAbnuű o hoau3 
du$$epeHituaAbHOű Mepu smuccuu 6ma npoeeden ő a a deyx u36pannvix 3Ae- 
Menmoe u3o6paxenuA pa3Mepajm 15"-xl5".PaccMampueaAucb matace epeMennue 
U3MenenuA SAeKmpon nod nnomHocmu u  mennoeoü 3nepauu nnaam  e omux 
3AeMenmax. 0
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The analysed solar flare on 7 April 1980 at 00:50 UT was 
classified as M4 in soft X-rays and as IB in Ha radiation. It 
was of long duration (start at 00:48 UT, maximum phase at 
01:10 UT, the end at 01:50 UT according Solar-Geophysical Data, 1980) 
and occurred in the magnetically complex AR 2372 located near 
the center of the solar disc.
This flare was extensively observed by means of the in­
struments placed aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite 
(SMM). In the present paper we will analyse in detail the data 
obtained by means of Flat Crystal Spectrometer (FCS) instru­
ment. For the description of this instrument see Acton et al. 
{1}. The flare, as seen in the soft X-ray FCS images, consists 
of one or two patches depending on the temperature range and/or 
the time of the observations. In Fig.l the isophotes of the 
flare at 00:57 UT in channels 1, 5 and 7 are shown respectively. 
The emission is extended in EW direction in the lower tempera­
ture lines (OVIII, SXV), and only one patch is seen in the 
hottest temperatures (FeXXV image). Overlying the X-ray images 
with the magnetogram indicates that the X-ray structure are 
originally placed over the neutral line of the photospheric 
magnetic field. Comparing this with white light images we 
infer that the emission of the two patches may originate from 
the tops of two systems of loops overlying the complicated 
neutral line. During the development of the flare both soft 
X-ray patches change their positions. The mean velocities cor­
responding to these displacements are 5 and 10 km s-1 for the 
brighter and the fainter patch respectively. At present it is 
not clear whether the observed displacements of the X-ray 
emission are connected with a real motion of the plasma. It 
is possible that these displacements represent either the 
motion of a triggering agent (which switches on the subsequent 
loops in the arcade) or the energy flow. To distinguish be­
tween these mechanisms it is important to analyse the changes 
of the differential emission measure and the energy content 
for each element (pixel) of the image. As an example, in the 
present paper, we have performed a multi-temperature analysis
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for two pixels (A and B) which were the brightest in each of 
the X-ray patches at 01:11 UT.
It is very convenient to describe the analysis of the 
temperature structure of the plasma in terms of the differen­
tial emission measure distributions cp(T) as a function of the 
temperatures T:
cp(T)dT = NgdV (1)
Here Ne is the electron density, V is the emitting volume. The 
distribution cp(T) we will call the model of the emitting re­
gion. cp(T) were calculated in the temperature range 2-30 106 K 
using the iterative procedure (see {7},{8}) and the fluxes in 
6 FCS channels as input data. In Fig.2 and 3 examples of the 
models calculated for pixels A and B for various moments are 
presented. The scale on the vertical axis is logarithmic. The 
numbers indicate times when the nearby bars correspond to 
logcp(T) = 42. From the figures the evolutionary changes are 
seen, as well as the differences between the models for pixels 
A and B. It is seen that during the whole evolution őf the 
flare the temperature distribution of the plasma has two com­
ponents in both pixels. The mean temperatures of the low (Z) 
and high {h) temperature components change with the time in a 
different way for pixels A and B. The mean temperatures are 
somewhat lower for pixel B than for pixel A. From the models 
one can calculate the values of the emission measure in the 
temperature intervals from 2*106K to Tmin and from Tmin to
30•106K as: r
2 = cp(T ) dT (2)
where Tmin correspond to the temperature of the local minimum 
of (p(T). The changes of the calculated emission measure in 
pixel B are smaller than in pixel A.
Assuming that Ne is a mean plasma density within the 
emitting volume one can obtain from Eq.(l):
3k j cp(T) T dT = 3k { Ng T dV = E.jh Ne (3)
T V
where k is Boltzmann constant and Etll is the thermal energy
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Fvg.l, The is o p h o te s  o f  t h e  images o b t a i n e d  a t  0057 UT b y  FCS i n s t r u m e n t  
i n  t h e  0 V I I I  l i n e  ( T ~ 2 . 5 * 1 0 6K ) , t h e  S XV (T  ~ 1 5 . 5 • 106K ) , and 
i n  t h e  Fe XXV l i n e  ( T ~  3 0 * 1 0 6K ) .  The is o p h o te s  coorespond t o  l e v e l s
o f  3 a ,  6 a ,  1 2 a ........... w h ere  l a  i s  t h e  r . m . s .  f l u c t u a t i o n  o f  t h e
b a c k g ro u n d  l e v e l .
Fig.2. C a l c u l a t e d  m ode ls  o f  th e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e m is s io n  m easure  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
f o r  p i x e l  A. The c a l c u l a t i o n s  w e r e  p e r fo rm e d  i n  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  
r a n g e  2 * 105K -  3 0 * 1 0 6K f o r  s e v e r a l  t im e s  c o r r e s p o n d in g  to  t h e  r i s e ,  
maximum, and d e c a y  phase o f  t h e  e v e n t .  The v e r t i c a l  s c a l e  i s  
l o g a r i t h m i c ,  and t h e  numbers i n d i c a t e  t im e s  when t h e  n e a r  by  b a r s  
c o r r e s p o n d  to  l o g c p ( T ) = 4 2 .
Fig.3. Same as i n  F i g . 2 b u t  f o r  p i x e l  B.
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T A B L E  1
The mean electron densities 
for both components of pixels A and B
Time
UT
_  A  
(Ne>7
CRT
(Ne>/:
3
_  B 
(Ne>7
cm~
(Ne>^
-3
00:49 6 . 3 - 1 0 10 6 . 5 - 1 0 10 3 . 0 - 1 0 10 2 . 0 - 1 0 10
00:97 1 . 0 - 1 0 11 1.4-1011 3 . 5 - 1 0 10 2 . 5 • 1 0 10
01:06 1 . 6 • 10 11 1.3*10 1 1 4.6 • 10 10 3 . 5 - 1 0 10
01:20 1.2 - 1 0 11 8 . 7 - 1 0 10 4 . 8 - 1 0 10 3 . 5 - 1 0 10
01:29 9 . 9 - 1 0 10 4 . 4 • 1 0 10 4 . 5 » 1 0 10 1 . 5 - 1 0 10
T A B L E  2
The thermal energy contents 
for both components of both pixels
Time
UT
A
( Eth>z. (E t h ) ^  
ergs
B
(Eth h
ergs
<Eth>ft
0 0 :4 9 4 . 1 * 1028 1 . 4 - 1 0 29 6 . 1 * 1028 1 . 5 - 1 0 29
0 0 :5 7 7 . 0 - 1 0 28 2 . 8 *  1 029 6 . 9 * 1028 1 . 4 - 1 0 29
0 1 :0 6 1 . 0 - 1 0 29 2 . 3 * 1 0 29 1 . 0 - 1 0 29 1 . 8 * 1029
0 1 : 2 0
00CMoCMCO 1 . 4 - 1029 9 . 8 - 1 0 28 1 . 4 - 1 0 29
0 1 :2 9 6 . 0 - 1 0 28 8 . 0 - 1 0 28 8 . 7 - 1 0 28 5 . 2 * 1028
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content of the plasma investigated. The left-hand part of 
Eq.(3) can be calculated directly from the distributions cp(T) 
for the low and high temperature components independently. 
Consequently we have the products Etll Ne . In order to extract 
the values of the thermal energy content alone one should have 
appropriate estimates of the mean electron density Ne of the 
emitting plasma. It can be derived from the emission measure
5e = (?)” (4,
if the volumes V of the segments of the loops contained within
pixels A and B are known. These volumes have been estimated
2as V = d xs (s = 15" corresponds to the size of the FCS pixel 
and d being the estimates of the loop width). For the loop 
width d we have included the FWHM value of the intensity pro­
files across the loops (corrected for the instrumental FWHM) 
in the calculations. The OVIII and MgXI images were used in 
order to estimate the values of d for the lower temperature 
plasma component and the SXV images for the higher temperature 
component. The resulting mean electron densities Ne and the 
values of thermal energy content Eth for low (Z) and high (h) 
temperature plasma components in pixels A and B are given in 
Table 1 and 2 for different times during the flare. It is 
seen from Table 1 that the estimated mean electron densities 
Ne change by factor 2-3 for pixel A, and less than 2 for pixel 
B, and that the density in pixel A is about three times higher 
than in pixel B.
It is worth noting that the values of Ne should be con­
sidered as the lower estimate for the plasma density, because 
the filling factor may be smaller than unity. Therefore the 
corresponding values of E,-^  represent upper estimates of the 
thermal energy content.
The obtained results are in good agreement with the 
earlier estimates of these quantities derived in other ways 
for the flares as a whole. (See {3},{5},{2},{4}.)
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THE PHOTOSPHERIC DOPPLER SHIFT OBSERVED 
IN HALE ARs 16862 AND 16863 (MAY 22 AND 23, 1980)
A. A N T A L O V Á
Astron.Inst.,Tatranska Lomnica
Abstract:
The detail spatial structure analysis (1.2 x 2.0 arcseconds) of the 
four Meudon photoelectric charts of the photospheric Doppler shift 
(magneto-sensitive line Fel 630.25 nm) was done for Hale ARs 16862 
and 16863 on May 22 and 23, 1980. It was found that at the very 
beginning of the appearance of the new sunspots, temporary (lasting 
only a few hours), small dimensional, upward, photospheric motions, 
with an amplitude larger than 900 m s~1 were observed. The result 
is valid for small new sunspots, which appeared in the penumbras 
of the large spots (16863p and 16862f). The umbra of the 16863p 
spot had complex velocity and structural patterns from May 21 to 23.
<t>0T0C<t>EPHblE TYMEBblE CKOPOCTM HAEJlIOflAEMblE B AKTMBHbIX 0EJ1ACT8X 
XE0J1A 1 6 8 6 2  M 1 6 8 6 3  (C 2 2  AO 23  MAfl 1 9 8 0  r . )
A. AHTa/ioBa
AcTpoH . Mhct . , TaTpaHCKa /IcmHMpa
Aócmpanjn:
flemcuibHviű npocmpancmeeHHUű ühoau3 (1 .2 * 2 .0  dyaoeux cexynd) 
uenwipex fomosAenrnpuHecKux rcapm $omoc$epHUX siyueeux CKopocmeü 
(MzaHemo-nyecmeumeAbHoű auhuu neümpanbHoao xeAe3a 630.25 hm)
6ua cdeAan öah anmuemix oóAacmeü Xeüna 16862 u 16863 c 22 
do 23 moh 1980 a.
Buao Haüdeno,  umo c caMoao nauona eo3HUKhoeeHust uoeux coAHeuHtix 
nsmen, e meuenuu HecKOAbKux uacoe, eoaMoxno naÓAiodamb na moaqm 
yuacmKe nnouiadu, ifiomocifiepHMe dew/cemm Keepxy, c aMnnumydoü 
óoAbute U&M 900 m c~1. Pe3yAbmam 6ua noxyuen änn ManenbKux nsmen, 
Komopue 603HUKAU e noAymenu öoAbiuux nsmen (16863e u 16862c . )  
Tenb eedyuieao nsrnna 16863 umbao c 21 do 23 moa caoxhmü 
cmpyrartypHMü u CKopocmnoü xapanmep.
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1. Introduction
The photospheric velocity field can be divided into the 
umbral, penumbral and near-spots velocity patterns. During the 
evolution of the active regions, horizontal motions are pre­
dominantly observed in the photosphere. Observations of the 
umbral line shifts with an absolute wavelength reference{3},{1} 
show no vertical motions in umbrae, exceeding 25 m s-1. The 
best resolved umbral photospheric motions are ymbral oscilla­
tions with a period from 3 to 5 minutes and an amplitude of 
speed 100-500 m s-1 {4}.
The penumbra is the site of the most pronounced photo­
spheric velocity feature "Evershed effect". Since it is im­
possible to review the evolution of this topic here, I will 
simply point out the current situation as based on the review 
by Beckers {4}. In the lower levels of the penumbra, along the 
dark penumbral filaments, the matter flows, nearly horizontally, 
out of the penumbra towards the surrounding photosphere with 
average velocities approaching a few kilometers per second.
In the great majority of cases, the observations of the vel­
ocity concerned the regular large spots, which naturally belong 
to a late phase of susnpot development.
Some indications of the higher radial velocity values in 
the photosphere, namely in small and young sunspots were shown 
on the spectrographic measurements {8},{9},{12}.
2. The photospheric Doppler shift measurements
The Doppler shifts of the photospheric magneto-sensitive 
line Fe I 630.25 nm were measured with the new photoelectric 
magnetograph operating in Meudon Observatory since April 1980. 
Using the Newton-Gregory telescope (equivalent focal length 
23 m), two reticon diode arrays, microcomputer TEXAS 990/4 and 
IBM 3740 "floppy disk", the maps of the radial velocity with 
the space resolution of 1.2 x 2.0 arcseconds can be obtained 
for AR in approximately six minutes {19}. The measurements of 
the Doppler shifts of line 630.25 nm were done in Hale ARs 
16862 and 16863 for May 22, 1980 at 10:25, 14:41, 15:10 UT and 
May 23, 1980 at 08:21 UT.
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3. The characterization of the AR 16862 and 16863
As is well known, the Hale ARs 16862, 16863 and 16864 
(NOAA-SESC 2466, 2469, 2470) were selected during SMY as an 
FBS target of the second interval from 22 to 29 May 1980. 
Gaizauskas {11} has completed the data on the flare activity 
and global development in this complex of the three sunspot 
groups. The characteristics of this complex were studied in 
many articles (see {15}). In fact, the large flare activity 
occurred in this complex on May 28 and 29. The most attractive 
flare location was outside the western edge of the penumbra of 
the leading spot AR 16864, where new sunspots appeared. In 
this article attention is only concentrated on May 22 and 23, 
when Doppler shifts of the spots 16863p and 16862/ were 
measured.
S p o t  16863p . The large umbra of the preceding spot, 
Hale 16863 (NOAA-SESC 2466), was the preferred location of the 
umbral flares throughout the entire FBS Interval ({2}, Tab.3). 
On days May 21-23 the umbra of 16863p was characterized by a 
fast increase in the area and also by changes in the mutual 
orientation of the main parts of the umbra{2}. Ioshpa et al.{14} 
found that the preceding spot of Hale AR 16863 on May 21 had 
an umbra of a fragmentary origin and consisted of 7 components 
of the same negative magnetic polarity (S), divided by faint 
bridges. On May 22-23, umbra 16863p became more compact. This 
complex structure of the umbra 16863p is probably related to 
the remarkably large occurrence of the umbral flares ( the 
largest IB umbral flare was observed on May 25, 05:54 UT).
S p o t  16862/. The following spot of AR 16862 (NOAA- 
SESC 2469) had positive magnetic polarity and its umbra had a 
drop-like shape. On May 22 the new small sunspots were observed 
on the south-western edge of the penumbra of 16862/ spot.
4. Analysis of the Doppler shift maps
This article does not attempt to present the complete 
quantitative analysis of the Doppler shifts obtained during 
May 22 and 23 in Hale ARs 16862 and 16863. This will be pub­
lished in the another article submitted to Bull.Astron.Inst.
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Fig. la. Fig. lb.
Fig.la. The photospheric images of the following spot McM 16862/ and the 
leader of McM 16863p, observed on May 21,1980 at 16:40:25 UT.
Fig.lb. The same spots as on Fig.la, observed on May 22,1980 at 05:04:25 UT.
All white light (Fig.la-Fig.5a) photospheric observations were taken 
in the Heliophysical Observatory Debrecen (Tab.l).
Fig.2a. White light observation of the spots 16862/ and 16863p on May 22,1980 
at 10:30:16 UT. Note the new small spot, labeled by letter A, 
located on the southern edge of the penumbra 16862/. Spot A was 
not observed at 05:04 UT; it was seen as a faint spot at 08:50:55 UT 
(Tokyo).
Fig.2b. The part of the Meudon Doppler shift map for 16862/ spot measured 
on May 22,1980 at 10:25:18 UT. The dashed line shows the neutral 
line Vl = 0. The dashed-point line shows the region with (toward 
the observer) larger than 400 m s_1 and cross-hatched region has Vt 
larger than 800 m s_1. The full line shows the region with downward 
V£ larger than 400 m s-1 and diagonally hatched region has V£ larger 
than 800 m s~1. The site of the new spot is labeled by the letter A. 
The contours of umbra and penumbra are shown by a broader full line.
Fig.2c. The part of the Meudon Doppler shift map for the 16863p spot.
The meaning of the lines is the same as in Fig.2b. The large areas 
in the penumbra 16863p with larger than 800 m s-1 response to 
"the Evershed effect". Note the complex velocity pattern in the 
umbra of 16863p.
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Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b.
Fig. 2a.
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Fig. Sb.
Fig. Sa. The photospheric situation 
on May 22 at 14:50:47 UT.
The spot labeled A became larger.
On the north-eastern side of umbra 
16863p new spots, labeled B, are 
observed. These spots were not seen 
at 10:30 UT in Debrecen photographs.
Fig. 3b. The part of the Meudon Doppler 
shift map for spot 16862f, 
taken on May 22 at 14:41:15 UT.
The area with v£ larger than 800 m s -1 
related to new spot A, increased in 
value as compared to Fig.2b.
Fig. 3a.
Fig.3a. The part of the Meudon Doppler shift map taken on May 22,1980
at 14:41:15 UT for spot 16863p. Note that in the eastern part of 
the penumbra 16863p, where downward Evershed effect is expected, 
there is observed upward velocity region, labeled B.
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Fig. 4c.
Fig. 4b.
Fig. 4a. The photospheric white light 
observations on May 22 at 
15:10:37 UT. Difference if compare 
to Fig.3a, is occurrence of the 
second spot in the location labeled A.
Fig.4b. The part of the Meudon Doppler 
shift map for 16862/, ob­
served on May 22,1980, at 15:10:10UT. 
Note the separation of two upward 
velocity areas, labeled by letter A 
and related to two spots in Fig.4a.
Fig. 4c. The 16863p part of the Meudon Doppler shift map, for May 22, 
at 15:10:10 UT. The high upward is observed in the site B.
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Fig. 5a. The photospheric situation 
on May 23 at 08:20:57 UT.
A new spot on the SE edge of the 
penumbra 16863p is labeled by letter 
C, the spot was already seen at 
06:00 UT in Debrecen.
Fig. 5b. The 16862/ part of the
Meudon Doppler shift map, 
taken on May 23,1980 at 08:21:20 UT. 
Note the absence of the high ampli­
tude upward velocity pattern.
Fig.5c. The 16863p part of the Meudon Doppler shift map, observed
on May 23, 1980, at 08:21:20 UT. The high upward VL is observed 
in the sites B and C.
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Czeohosl. The focus in this article will be directed the en­
largement of the vertical upward component of the velocity 
vector in different parts of the umbrae 16863p and 16862/ and 
its relationship to the evolutionary properties in these sun­
spot groups.
The major observational problem, from this point of view, 
is to have good simultaneous photospheric white light and 
radial velocity observations. The sequence of the white light 
photospheric observations from May 21, 16:00 UT to May 23,
17:27 UT contains 19 white light observations, mainly from the 
Heliophysical Observatory Debrecen (10), Tokyo Astronomical 
Observatory (5), Ottawa River Observatory (2) and Skalnaté 
Pleso Observatory (2). Part of this white light sequence is 
given together with the data of the Meudon Doppler shift 
measurements in Table 1. From available temporal resolution 
of the observations, it is only possible to analyze sufficient­
ly slowly-passing events, which continue for some hours.
The right-handed system of rectangular axes, where the 
xy-plane tangent to the solar surface, with the x-axis pointing 
in the direction of solar rotation, the y-axis tangent to a 
meridian to the Sun's north pole and z-axis pointing radially 
outwards, gives the opportunity to calculate the u, v, w com­
ponents of the photospheric velocity V along these axes. When 
the heliographic coordinates of the sunspot are known, then 
the measured sight-line or longitudinal component V of the 
velocity vector V can be calculated using the formula
(1) VL - V ( sin i|j cos cp sin a+ cos iJj cos a )
where a is angular heliographic distance of the spot from the 
centre of solar disk, iJj is angle measured between direction of 
the velocity vector V and the z-axis directed normally to the 
solar surface, cp is angle in xy-plane measured between Sun's 
euqator parallel x (from the W to the N) to the horizontal 
component of the velocity vector V. From the equation (1) for 
the longitudinal component VL it is possible by the least 
squares method to find rectangular components u, v, w of the 
velocity {18},{16},{17},{20 } .
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T A B L E 1
White light (WL) and Doppler shift (DS) photospheric observations
Date WL
UT
DS
UT
Location 
16862/ 16863p
1980
May 22 08:51 T
10:20 D 10:25 M S08 E41 S12 E46
10:30 D
14:51 D 14:41 M S08 E39 S12 E44
15:11 D 15:10 M
May 23 04:34 SP
06:00 D
08:21 D 08:21 M S08 E30 S12 E34
D - Heliophysical Observatory, Debrecen 
M - L'Observatoire de Paris, Meudon 
OR- Ottawa River Observatory 
SP- Skalnaté Pleso Observatory 
T - Tokyo Astronomical Observatory
T A B L E  2
Upward vertical component of velocity P+ (m s_1) of the new spots
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Date
UT
A A B C  
eastern western 
spot spot
1980
May
22 10:25 1360
14:41 1300 1170 1550
15:10 1430 1170 1550
23 08:21 1220 990
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In this article the analysis is only concentrated on the 
clear deviations of the expected behaviour of the "Evershed 
effect" in the penumbrae of the large spots. On May 22 and 23 
the measured spots (see Table 1) are localized on the eastern 
side of the central meridian, in a position very favourable 
(45°) for measurement of the "Evershed effect".
For a simple model of the "Evershed effect" {6} it has
been demonstrated on the basis of the observations of the
photospheric lines that regular changes in the both radial
velocities in the direction towards the observer (F+) and fromr
the observer (Fr) as the function of the angular distance of 
the spot from the solar disk center follow the relations
(2) a2v sina Vr ~ t)(sina+ cos a ) where v = 1 km s_1.
These expected zones of V+r and V~ in the photospheric pen­
umbra of the large spots {7},{8},{13} are clearly seen on 
Meudon maps for spots 16864p and 16863p.
5. Results
1. From the analysis of the photospheric Doppler shifts in the 
umbra of 16863p spot it follows that upward V+ and downward 
V component areas with amplitude larger than 1100 m s-1 
during May 22,1980 changed. The percentual distribution of 
the areas normalized to the area of the whole umbra as the 
unity were as follows
Date V+ larger than V larger than
1100 m s~1 1100 m s“1
May 22, 10:25 UT 8.2% 11.4%
14:41 12.0 11.8
15:10 9.4 37.5
This large difference in the umbral downward motion at 
15:10 UT is very interesting from the point of view of the 
occurrence of the subflare, observed in AR 16863 at 14:48 UT. 
With the connection of the complex umbral structure of the 
16863p spot, I am reminded of the result of Seehafer et al.'s 
article (Proceedings of this Consultation), that the force 
free model was not suitable for this spot.
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2. As is demonstrated in Figs.2a-5c, at the SE edge of .the 
penumbra of 16862/ spot, the appearance of the new small 
spot was observed on May 22 at 08:50 UT. Photospheric upward 
motion with maximal amplitude 1400 m s~1 is seen
from the Doppler shift measured at 10:25 UT (Table 2). The 
narrow connection of the upward motion and the appearance 
of the new spot is emphasized by the fact that when the 
second spot (Figs.4a and 4b, labeled by letter A) appeared, 
the double structure was also clearly seen on the Doppler 
shift measurement (Fig.4b).
3. The new spots, which occurred in the penumbra of 16863p, 
labeled by letters B and C in Figs.3a, 3c, 4a, 4c, 5a, 5c 
show the same correlation with upward motion as in point 2 
(see Table 2).
4. The observed photospheric upward motions were only connected 
with the early phase of the appearance of the spots. As in 
all cases, upward component only of the velocity was ob­
served, it is very unlikely that oscillatory motion is 
observed.
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SUNSPOT PROPER MOTIONS 
IN THE WESTERN PART OF HALE REGION 16864 
(MAY 25-29, 1980)
I. N A G Y
Heliophysical Observatory,Debrecen
COBCTBEHHblE flBWKEHMfl COJIHEMHblX MflTEH 
B 3AnAflH0H 9ACTM AKTHBHOt) 0EJ1ACTM XERJ1 No 16864 
(25 -  29 MAfl, I 98O T)
H. HAflb
f e/iMoit)M3.06c. »HebpepeH
In Hale region 16864, on 26 May a new activity started 
close NW to the large old main p spot of Mount Wilson group 
No 21469 and two days later a series of important flares oc­
curred there. Earlier on the basis of 14 white-light photo­
heliograms a short note has been published {1} on the spot de­
velopments and motions of this small but active flare region. 
Some of our preliminary results have already been quoted in 
a review paper by V.Gaizauskas {2}. Since then I have studied 
once again the spot motions of this interesting flare region 
in more detail using 128 heliograms, taken with the 6" photo­
heliograph at our observing station in Gyula.
Exact position measurements by means of an Ascorecord 
measuring instrument were made on the available photographic 
material of observations on which the solar diameter is about 
10 cm. All umbrae and pores marked in Figs.l and 2 were measured 
and their heliographic coordinates (B,L) determined (as usually
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we do it in Debrecen,cf. e.g.{3}).
During May 25-29 the large p spot (Fig.l) moved in the 
Carrington coordinate network only 0.2° to E and 0.1° to S, 
with the average velocity of 0.03 km s-1. Therefore all vel­
ocities, along solar parallels and meridians, relative to this 
large stable nucleus of umbra (j) of the main p spot of Mt.W. 
group 21469 are calculated (i.e. in the Figs. L-Lj and B-BI 
data are given)..
Fig.l. The main p spot of sunspot group Mt.W. No 12469 on May 25, 1980 
(at 8:18 UT)
Fig. 2. The region of new spot emergence close to the NW limb of penumbra 
of the large spot shown in Fig.l, during a period of 4 days.
In the drawings only those spots are marked which could be identified 
and followed with absolute certainty for a reasonable period on 
successive heliograms.(Wherever possible the same designations are 
used as in {1}. This Figure supersedes Fig.2 in {1}.)
f I
i.
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Fig.2.
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Fig. 3. Heliographie coordinates
relative to umbra I versus 
time of the f polarity spots 5,(5*) 
and 6.
(Here the magnetic polarity is N, 
i.e. +)
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Fig.4. Heliographic coordinates
relative to umbra I versus 
time of the p polarity spots 4, 7, 
and 8.
(Here the magnetic polarity is S, 
i.e. -)
May 28.0 29.0 UT
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Fig.5. Heliographie Co­
ordinates rela­
tive to umbra I versus 
time of the p polarity 
spots 1 and 3.
(Here the magnetic 
polarity is S, i.e. -)
L-L I
27.0
0.0 --
May 26.0
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T A B L E  1
Average velocities over 2 days, concerning the motion of two umbrae, 
within the penumbra of the old p spot Mt.W. No 16864, 
and that of spot 9 of N polarity (cf.Fig.6).
May 25 26 27 28
Umbra km s-1 km s 1 km s 1
III 0.05 0.04 0.03
IV 0.05 0.06 0.13
9 0.14 0.09L
n 1_61 100 58
T A B L E  2
Velocities of daily motion of the small S polarity spots 
of the new spot group.
May
Spot
28
km s-1
toward n 29
km s-1
toward n
4 0.24 N 8 0.29 SW 7
7a 0.18 W 9 I
7 0.20 SW 8 1 0.06 W 7
8 0.20 SW 8
T A B L E  3
Velocities of spot motion within the common penumbra of new formation,
May 27 
(5:11-16:11 UT)
28
(7:32-14:59 UT)
29
(6:22-14:41 UT)
on May 28-29.
S p o
polar­
ity
t
no
dB
dt áL 
dt
(n)
km km s-1
dB
dt dL 
dt
(n)
km s 1 km s 1
dB
dt dL 
dt
(n)
km s-1 km s~ 1
S
i
i*
+0.16
+0.06
(44)
+0.20
-0.06
(9)
+0.07
-0.17
(5)
+0.21
-0.21
(6)
Detached parts 
of the 
old p spot
N
5
6
+0.01
+0.11
(50)
+0.04
+0.08
(8)
-0.02
-0.07
(6)
Spots of the 
new group
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F-Lg. 7. The typical trajectories of the average principal spot motions NW
to umbra I in the period 25 - 29 May. (+ shows the center of gravity 
of umbra I. The zero point of the heliographic coordinate network 
is at +.)
Next to each trajectory the large number shows the designation of 
the spot according to Fig.2, while the days of observation are given 
by small numbers.
(This Fig. supersedes Fig.3. in {1}, and Fig.18 in {2}.)
Fig. 6. Positions of umbrae II-V and that of spot 9 relative to the large 
stable nucleus of umbra I (+) in the period May 25 - 28.
(The differences in heliographic coordinates are shown.)
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Examining the Figs.3-6 it is possible to follow the rough 
outline of the whole rapid development in the photospheric 
level of the solar active region in question. The first pores 
of the new spot group NW to the old p spot were first observed 
at 6:01 UT on 26 May (5a, etc. in Fig.2). This time these pores 
did not show any special motion but later on and the following 
day some new umbrae appeared, a new umbra Í6.) was born between 
umbrae 1 and 5 overnight May 27- 28.
The most important development was during the morning of 
May 28. Umbra 1 had a large motion already on May 27 and on 
the 28th it was moving close to umbra 6, of opposite polarity, 
forming a 5-configuration. Before the important series of 
homologous flares the velocity of approach of umbra 1 and 
umbra 6 was 0.21 km s-1.Around the end of our observations 
(14:59 UT) the distance between these umbrae were only about 
3*10 3 km.
The spot velocities given in Tables 1-3 were determined 
by linear fits and also their standard deviations were cal­
culated if the number of observations were high enough, i.e. 
in Table 1 and in the first column of Table 3. In all these 
cases the value of the standard deviations is 0.01 km s-1.
The error of all other velocities given may be estimated 
+0.03 km s-1.(n - is the number of observations used for the 
velocity calculation in Tables 1-3.)
Fig.7 summarize the most important spot motions which 
were undoubtedly precursors of the great flare event of
May 28, 1980.
Thanks are due to Prof.L.Dezső for suggesting this work 
and for his help.
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POSSIBLE MAGNETIC RECONNECTION 
IN THE SOLAR ACTIVITY COMPLEX OF MAY 1980
N. S E E H A F E R
”Einsteinturm"Solar Obs..Potsdam
Abairgot:
Flare observations in the activity complex HR 16862, 16863, 
16864 at the end of May 1980 are compared with the structure 
of force-free magnetic fields calculated from photospheric 
magnetograph measurements. The calculations suggest that a 
series of homologous flares connected with a S-con figuration 
in the NW of the leading spot of HR 16864 is caused by a mag­
netic neutral sheet. A second series of homologous flares, 
observed in the umbra of the leading spot of 16863 and in the 
trailing spot of 16862, seems to be produced by magnetic 
restructuring due to non-evolutionarity of the field.
B03M0)XH0E MA rHU T H O E  riEPECOEflMHEHME 
B C0J1HEMH0M AKTUBHOM K0MÍ1J1EKCE MAfl 1980 T.
H. 3EEXA<&EP
C o / l H . O d c . ^ H H W T e M H T y p l V . r i O T C f l a M
A ó c m p a K m :
HaÓAKdenuH ecmmeu e KomiaeKce amuenux oÓAacmeű HR 16862, 
16863, 16864 e Konu,e m o h  1980 a. cpaemuiucb co cmpyKmypoű 
óeccuAoevix Maammmtx noAeű, onpedeAenmx U3 fomocfepmix Maa- 
HumoapacßuuecTCux usMepenuü. Pe3yAt>mami evmucAenuű yKa3ueatan 
na cyuiecmeoeanue Maanumnoao HeümpoAbHoao caoa, Komopviű npi/uunsiA 
cepuK aoMOAoauumx ecntmex cefi3am>ie c &-KOH&uaypau,ueü e ceeepo- 
3anade Audepa apynmi 16864. TlpwiUHoü emopoű cepuu aoMOAoauumtix 
ecnmueK naÓAiodaeMtte e xdpe Audepa apynmi 16863 u e xeocmoeoM 
nnmne apynmi 16862 eepoxmno xeAHemcn u3MeHenue cmpyKmypu 
MaanumHoao nonn ecnedcmeue He-aeoAiouMOHapnocmu Maanumnoao noAH.
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1. Introduction
It is generally assumed that the energy released in a so­
lar flare is stored in the magnetic field of the active region 
prior to the flare onset. The conversion of the magnetic energy 
into heat and directed particle energy is accomplished by mag­
netic reconnection in most models. Such models have been de­
veloped with reconnection at neutral current sheets between op­
positely directed magnetic fields which are convected toward 
each other {13},{5} or inside loop structures {18}.
Now the mere fact that magnetic energy is dissipated does 
not imply that regions with finite electrical conductivity must 
be present. Mass motions can be explained by the action of 
Lorenz forces, heating by adiabatic compression, and the accel­
eration of charged particles by inductive electric fields due 
to rapidly changing magnetic fields.
There is, however, some indirect theoretical evidence that 
the slow passive evolution of the active region magnetic field 
can lead to situations in which reconnection necessarily de­
velops. Because of the dominance of the magnetic pressure over 
the gas pressure an equilibrium magnetic field must be force- 
free. Two-dimensional studies of series of force-free equilib­
ria show the occurrence of critical points at which different 
solution branches with different topological properties merge 
and/or beyond which equilibrium solutions do not exist {10},{8}, 
{1},{14},{6}. One may take the view that a flare is triggered 
when a magnetic configuration which evolves quasi-statically 
in response to changing photospheric boundary conditions 
reaches such a critical point. During the transition from one 
equilibrium configuration to another with different topology 
reconnection will occur.
The present study compares flare observations in the ac­
tivity complex HR 16862, 16863, 16864 at the end of May 1980 
with the structure of three-dimensional force-free magnetic 
fields calculated from photospheric magnetograms. The calcu­
lations suggest that a series of strong homologous flares con­
nected with a delta configuration in HR 16864 is caused by a
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magnetic neutral sheet. A series of homologous umbral flares 
in HR 16862 and 16863 seems to be produced by magnetic re­
structuring due to non-evolutionarity of the above described 
type.
2. Observations
The complex HR 16862, 16863, 16864 was one of the targets 
of the FBS program of the Solar Maximum Year and is very well 
studied {2},{3},{7},{12},{11},{4},{17}. This consists of three 
bipolar active regions (Fig.l). Flare activity was observed at 
many places. Two of these are considered here:
a) In the N-W of the large leading spot of HR 16864 a small 
positive magnetic feature surrounded by negative magnetic 
fields is situated (Fig.l). It began to emerge on 26 May and 
formed a delta configuration on 27 May. On 28 and 29 May a 
series of highly localized homologous flares erupted here. 
The main Ha flaring was over the delta and over the penumbra 
of the main spot.
b) Between 25 and 29 May a series of homologous flares in the 
umbra of the (negative) leading spot of HR 16863 was ob­
served, with synchronous flaring in the (positive) trailing 
spot of HR 16862. The two flare sites were connected by arch 
filament systems.
3. Calculated three-dimensional magnetic structure
Using the method of Seehafer {15}, three-dimensional
force-free magnetic fields with constant a (of the equation 
V x B = cxB ) have been calculated with the magnetogram of Fig.l 
as boundary data. Fig.2 shows lines of force calculated for 
three values of the parameter a. Comparison with Ha photogranhs 
indicates that a is positive and its absolute value between
0.005 and 0.01 arcsec'1 (Figs.2b and 2c). The three bipolar 
regions are magnetically connected with each other.
The vertical scaling of the field is given in Fig. 3; the 
magnetic energy content of the region in dependence on the 
parameter a (with the vertical field component fixed at the 
photosphere) in Fig.4.
, At the places of the two series of homologous flares the
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field calculations yield interesting results:
a) Fig.5 shows field lines starting from a relatively fine mesh 
of foot points in rectangular photospheric area containing 
the positive island in the N-W of the leading spot of 16864 
together with somewhat of its negative surrounding. There
is a clear difference between the eastern and the western 
parts of the quasi-circular zero line. In contrast to the 
eastern part, the western part is not bridged by field lines. 
Except for some very short field lines crossing the northern 
boundary, all field lines starting from inside the island 
run east to the main spot. Field lines starting from foot 
points west of the island run to the western boundary of the 
active region. That is, at the western boundary of the island 
a magnetic neutral sheet is situated.
b) In Figs.2a and 2b a system of field lines is visible con­
necting the negative polarity of HR 16863 with the positive 
polarity of HR 16862. It corresponds to the arch filament 
system connecting the flare places in the umbra of the leader 
of HR 16863 with those in the trailing spot of HR 16862. Now 
look for these field lines in Fig.2c, where field lines for 
a larger value of a are displayed. The field topology has 
drastically changed. Now most of the considered field lines 
are high reading and run from the umbra of HR 16863 to far 
distant points in the eastern part of the region.
4. Discussion
The region west of the delta is relatively field-free. This 
seems to be one of the reasons why nearly all flux from the po­
sitive island is connected to the main snot in the E (but not 
the only reason; for the positive feature in the S-W of HR 16863 
a corresponding field structure was not found!). The field 
structure encountered here for the delta is in good agreement 
with the observation that in delta configurations consisting 
of a parent spot and a satellite spot the satellite has prac­
tically no penumhra at its outer boundary {9}. It may be that 
the flare productivity of such delta configurations is generally 
due to the presence of neutral sheets at the penumbra-free
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W
Fig.l. Photoelectric longitudinal magnetogram obtained at the solar ob­
servatory Einsteinturm in Potsdam on 27 May 1980, with a resolution 
of 6.1" in the N-S and 4.0" in the E-W direction. Contour levels 
are 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, and 2560 G. Solid contours 
refer to positive fields, dashed to negative. HR 16862 is the 
bipolar region in the N-E part. 16863 that in the central part, 
and 16864 that in the S-E part. Large spots were situated in 
the negative polarity 16862, the positive polarity of 16862, 
the negative polarity of 16863, and the negative polarity of 16864. 
In these four spots the magnetic field measurements have been 
corrected for stray light (7% in the spot centres).
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Fig.2a - 2a. Overview of the lines of force above the region- of Fig.l 
for three values of the parameter a.
Fig. 2. Height dependence of the maximum field strength (of a given height
level) for the potential field and a non-potential force-free field.
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Fig.4. Dependence of the magnetic energy content of the region on the 
parameter a .The unrealistically steep increase as
a2 a^ax=7r2 (Lx2 + L~2) , Lx and Ly denoting the extents 
of the magnetogram in both directions, is due to the boundary con­
ditions of the used solution.
i? M A Y  I960 ot •O O I a rC M C -'
Fig.5. Field lines starting from an rectangular area containing the 
positive isle in the N-W of the large leading spot of 16864 
in its interior. At the western part of the boundary of this 
isle a neutral sheet is situated.
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outer boundary of the satellites.
For an active region of July 1973, Seehafer and Staude {16} 
found a similar example (no delta configuration) with a magnet­
ic neutral sheet producing chromospheric activity. In that case 
motions were observed pressing opposite fluxes together at the 
neutral sheet. Also in the present case motions were obviously 
present: New flux was emerging at the delta. Furthermore, the 
differential rotation of the Sun will lead to shearing motions 
at the sheet (complexes with strong fields undergo rigid rota­
tional motions).
The parameter a of the force-free field is a measure of 
the extractable magnetic energy (Fig.4). When energy is fed in­
to the field due to photospheric motions, a increase. In the 
case of the loop system connecting the leading spot of HR 16863 
with the trailing spot of HR 16862 this increase is connected 
with changes in the magnetic field topology which are impossible 
under the frozen-in condition. It may be that (non-force-free) 
singular current sheets develop enabling the topological change 
in the overall magnetic structure. It seems more probably, how­
ever, that the considered development does not take place and 
that eruptive processes set in instead.
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TIME VARIATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EMISSION MEASURE 
OF HOT FLARE PLASMA
J. J A K I M I E C ,  R. M E W E ,  J. S C H R I J V E R ,
Astron.Observatory,Wroclaw Space Res.LabUtrecht
J. S Y L W E S T E R ,  B. S Y L W E S T E R
Space Res.Center,Wroclaw
Abstract:
We have investigated details of the time evolution of the flare 
differential emission measure (VEM) distribution in the temperetuve 
range 10-50 MK using high-resolution X-ray spectra recorded by the 
Bent Crystal Spectrometer aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite. 
We have found that for big flares the local maximum in the DEM dis­
tribution is systematically broader during the phase of flare in­
crease than during the phase of decay. We have shown that this sys­
tematic effect is a result of development of a hot "wing" of the 
DEM local maximum during flare increase and its disappearance 
during flare decay. It turned out to be convenient to display the 
DEM evolution in a two-temperature diagram, T^ vs. T2, where Ti and 
T2 are the values of the electron temperature calculated from the 
line ratio in the Fe XXV and Ca XIX spectrum, respectively.
BPEMEHHblE BAPMALIMH flMOOEPEHUMA/lbHOH MEPbl 3MHCCHM 
rOPBHEfl BCnbllUEMHOR n/1A3Mbl
f l .  flKMMEU P . MEBE, f l . WPMftBEP,
AcTpcH.Odc. ,BpoM/iaB HocM./lad. ,YTpexT 
f l .  CMJlbBECTEP, B. CMJlbBECTEP
UHH, Bpop/iaB
Aócmpafan:
MemajibHO uccnedoeano epePieHHoe noeedenue pacnpedeAemm dufcfiepeHUuajib- 
Hoű Mepm oMuccuu UM3 eo ecrmuircax e meMnepamypnoM duana3one 10-50-lO^K 
na ocHoeanuu ancuiu3a peHmeenoecKux cnemrpoe ewcoKoeo pa3pemenuH, 
noAyneHHUx na cnymnune SMM npu noMouju cnejanpanempa c U3oanyrmm Kpuc- 
mcuiAOM. Haűdeno, umo d/m óoapiuux ecntmeK luupuna MaKcuMywa pacnpede- 
AenuH oómu h o óoAouie öah 0a3ti napacmanusi, ueM öah gasu 3amyxauun 
ecmuiKu. noKa3ano, umo smom offexm nennemcA CAedcmeueM pa3eumun en- 
coKomeMnepamypHoeo "xpoAa" MaxcuMyMa pacnpedeAenuji 7JVG so epenn 
HapacmamiH u eso ucue3HoeenuH eo epewi fa3u 3amyxanuR. Tlonasano, umo 
HasAHÖHoe npedcmaeAenue 06 u3Menehuu pacnpedeAemm /JMD eo epenn 
ecmnuKU daem deyxMepnaH duaapama, na Komopoü ongedeAennue MOMewm 
pa3eumuH ecnawKu xapoKmepu3yKmcH mennepamypoMU Ti u T2, säe ?•, u T 2 -  
SAetcmpoHHUe meMnepamypu, euuucAeHHUe no omnoiuenum uumencuenocmeU ca- 
meAAumoe k pe3onaHCH0ü a u h u u e cneTarrpax FeXXV u CaXIX coomeemcmeeHHO.
J.JAKIMIEC ET AL. Publ.Debrecen Obs.
Investigations of X-ray and EUV flare spectra clearly show 
that the hot flare plasma (1< T (mk)< 100) is not isothermal,i.e. 
that there is some temperature distribution of the plasma. It 
is convenient to describe the distribution in terms of the dif­
ferential emission measure (DEM) <p(T)
d fN* dV
<p(T) = — 1------  (1)
dT
Previous calculations of the hot flare plasma ÖEM (cf.{2)) 
showed that a local maximum in the temperature range T > 10 m k  
is a characteristic feature of flare DEM distributions. The 
spectra taken with the Bent Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) of the 
X-ray Polychromator on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satel­
lite (see {1}) provide a unique opportunity to investigate ex­
tensively the time evolution of this local maximum for various 
flares. Such a detailed investigation of the time development 
of the DEM is very important for a better understanding of the 
flare thermodynamics and specifying the mechanisms of flare 
heating.
We have calculated the DEM distributions by means of an 
iterative procedure worked out by Withbroe {6} and adapted to 
the hot flare plasma analysis by Sylwester {3} and Sylwester 
et al. {4}. Usually we have used 150 iteration steps, but some 
calculations have been performed with a larger number of steps 
to test the convergence of the procedure for the data set used 
here.
For the analysis we have used a set of spectral lines, 
which was chosen earlier as a group of lines suitable for flare 
diagnostics with the BCS (see {5}). Analysis of the emission 
functions of lines in Table 1 and calculated DEM distributions 
shows that this set allows the reliable determination of the 
DEM values in the temperature range between 10 - 50 m k . The 
integration time of the BCS spectra has been taken between 
10 and 60 s depending on the flare intensity.
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T A B L E  1
The specification of lines used in DEM calculations
No A [Ü] Ion trans. Excitation
1 1.8509 Fe XXV w
2 1.8610 Fe XXIV q
3 1.8662 Fe XXIV j
4 1.8729-47 Fe XXIII
E 
IE 
DR 
DR 
DR 
' E 
DR 
IE
N.B. Here E means direct elec­
tron impact excitation,
DR - excitation by the 
dielectronic recombination 
and IE - innershell ex­
citation by electron im­
pact. Note that the lines 
may contain some contribu­
tion from higher (n>3) 
lithium-like DR satellite 
lines.
5 1.8831-38 Fe XXII
6 3,1769 Ca XIX w
7 3.2057 Ca XVIII k
8 3.2000 Ca XVIII q
We have found the following characteristic features of the 
DEM evolution:
1) The maximum of the DEM distribution for a given flare shifts 
towards higher temperatures during the flare growth and 
towards lower temperatures during decay of the flare. This 
is connected with the well-known fact of increase and sub­
sequent decrease of the mean plasma temperature during the 
flare development.
2) The widths of the DEM distributions are systematically larger 
during the flare growth than during its decay. This means 
that the dispersion of the temperatures is larger during the 
flare growth than during flare decay (around the same mean tem­
perature) . This effect is the principal new result of the 
present investigation. It is illustrated in Fig.l.
It is most probable that the broadening of the DEM distributions 
during the flare growth result from strong plasma heating dur­
ing this phase and we hope that this effect will help the 
understanding of the mechanism of flare heating.
To investigate the effects more comprehensively we have 
tried to find parameters which would be suitable to describe 
quantitatively such details of the DEM evolution. Standard 
"isothermal" temperatures T ^ as determined from the intensity 
ratios of two pairs of iron and calcium lines, turned out to 
be appropriate for this purpose. The temperatures,
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(i=l for Fe and i=2 for Ca), were calculated from the ratios 
of the intensity of an appropriate dielectronic ' satellite line 
(line j in the Fe spectrum and line k in the Ca spectrum) to 
the intensity of the resonance line. The temperatures are 
connected with the DEM distribution, cp(T), in a rather compli­
cated wav. i.e.:
where fd(T) and fr (T) are the emission functions (see {4}) of 
the dielectronic satellite and the resonance line, respectively. 
Nevertheless, our empirical investigation showed that the para­
meters are very convenient for our purposes. Moreover, is 
a very sensitive indicator of the development of the high tem­
perature wing in the DEM distribution.
The parameters T., and T2 are very useful in presenting the 
DEM evolution for a given flare in a Tt, T2 - diagram. For ex­
ample, in Fig.2, such a diagram is shown for the large XI/IB 
flare of 14 July 1980. The part ABCD of the curve in this Fi­
gure corresponds to the flare growth. We see that the differ­
ences between the temperatures T1 and T2 are large during this 
phase of the flare development which means the broad DEM dis­
tribution. Phase DF corresponds to a slow cooling of the hot 
flare plasma. The whole DEM distribution slowly shifts to lower 
temperatures and the distribution becomes narrow (the differ­
ences between T-t and T2 are smaller now) . We may call this 
phase "quasi-isothermal phase".
It is very interesting that all ( ~ 10) flares hitherto in­
vestigated by us evolve along the same sequence in our diagram 
during their decay phase. Moreover, smaller flares develop 
along this sequence during their increase (from left to right 
in our diagram), showing only short-term "spikes" towards higher 
values of T-, during impulsive hard X-ray bursts. This strongly 
suggests that a flare evolves along the "quasi-isothermal" se­
quence, if only a basic mechanism of the flare heating having 
small efficiency and long duration is working (e.g.Joule heating).
(2 )
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Fig.l. Fig.2.
Fig.l. The comparison of DEM distributions during the flare growth (C) 
and of the flare decay (E).
Fig. 2. Time evolution of the flare of 14 July in Tj, T2 diagram 
(the explanations are given in the text).
Our differential emission measure calculations allow the 
exhaustive investigation of the evolution of the energy content 
in the hot flare plasma. This will be done in another paper.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVITY IN HALE REGION 17098 
(28 AUGUST - 8 SEPTEMBER 1980)
L. G E S Z T E L Y I ,  L. K O N D Á S
Heliophysical Observatory,Debrecen
Abstract:
Proper motions and some respects of chromospheric activities of 
a relatively simple large sunspot group were studied on the basis 
of full-disc white light photoheliograms and Ha filtergrams. The 
large sunspot group consisted of two, subsequently developing 
groups. In the course of their development, the umbrae of the two 
groups collided with each other, three times a S-configuration 
developed by convergent motions of opposite polarity umbrae of the 
two groups of different age coming together into a common penumbra. 
In spite of this complexity, the observed chromospheric activity 
was relatively low.
PA3BMTME AKTMBHOCTM B 0EJ1ACTM XEKJ1 No 17098
(28 ABrycTA  - 8 cehtbeph 1980 r . )
Jl. TECTEM, /1. KOHflAUI
f e / iMO< t> M3 .0 6c .  , f l e ß p e p e H
Aocmpaxm:
CoócmeeHHue deuxenua u Hetcomopue npoaeAenua xpaMoccßepuuecKoü axmue- 
Hocmu omHOCumejibHO npocmoü, óoAbuioü spynnu  n m e n  6wm  ucanedoeaun  
na ocHoee tfiomoseAuospajw 6&a o s o ceema u noAHoao ducua, a maxxe Ha- 
tfuabmpospaMM. BoAbwaa spyrm a nnmeH cocmosma U3 deyx, nocAedoeameAb- 
Ho pa3eueaiaifuxcA spynn. B meuenue ux pa36um ua, menu o ó eux  spynn  
cmoAKueoAucb dpys c dpysoM, mpu pa3a pa3eueaA acb S -xon tfusypauua  
nymeM npuÓAUxatoufuxca dewcenuü meneti npomueonoAoxHoü noAapHOcmu strue 
d e yx  spynn pa3AUUHoü cmaduu, coóupaacb e oőiuyto noAymenb. Bonpe?<u 
3moű KOMnneKmHocmbto, HaÓAtodenHaa xpoM O cfepuuecKaa atanuenocmb óvuia 
omHocumeAbHo HU3Ka.
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Observations and measurements
During the period of 28 August - 8 September, 1980, 280 
full-disc photoheliograms were taken at the observing station 
of the Debrecen Heliophysical Observatory in Gyula. From this 
material 250 observations were used for the measurements (with 
the altitude of the Sun above the horizont 15°), the numbers 
of the daily observations and observing intervals are given in 
Table 1. The majority of the observations was obtained by
L.Győri, the rest by Mrs.Zs.Lengyel and S.Rostás.
For the identification of the sunspots in the process of 
their development we used some full-disc observations and 35 mm 
frames of the group taken at Debrecen by B.Kálmán.
The Ha filtergrams used were obtained in Debrecen. The ob­
servations were taken by Gy.Csepura, O.Gerlei, B.Kálmán and
L.Kondás. The method of observations and reduction of measure­
ments are the same as described by L.Dezső et al.{2}. The in­
tervals of daily Ha observations are given in Table 1.
The history of the sunspot group
In the Hale Region 17098 two bipolar groups developed sub­
sequently with a difference of some days. When the region ro­
tated onto the disc, the first spotgroup was at the end of the 
first stage of its development and the preceding polarity um­
brae (la, lb) were moving westward (Figs.1,2). But for the 
next day (29 Aug.) a new bipolar spotgroup appeared very near 
to the other one. We mark this new group with numbers larger 
than ten, the odd numbers mark preceding, the even numbers fol­
lowing polarity umbrae, as in the case of the older group.
The preceding (N) polarity umbrae of the new group emerged 
so near to the main f (S) polarity umbra (2) of the older group 
that they were in common penumbra, thus forming the first 6-con­
figuration in the sunspot group. But because of the different 
directions of their motions (Fig.l) umbra 2 separated from the 
common penumbra by 1 September.
The new group showed very fast development, its preceding 
polarity spots (11,12,15,17,19) were moving forward (W) with 
high velocity (v = 0.2 km s-1), and by 1 September they had
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overtaken the older group; 1 and 11 were in common penumbra.
The following (S) polarity umbrae of the older group (4,6,8) 
first collided with the new magnetic centre, when they were 
pushed by the fast moving new umbrae (11 and 19), so this col­
lision resulted in a fast westward movement starting 30 August. 
(This case is like the case of the fast moving leading 
umbra on July 1974,marked by number 8 in the paper of Á.Kovács 
{5} which pushed several smaller spots in front of it {1}). 
Finally this smaller S polarity umbrae got jammed in between 
the large N polarity umbrae of the older and younger group 
(second 6-configuration) and died out. One subflare, accompanied 
by a surge rooted in these spots, was observed in Debrecen 
(Fig.3).
By 2 September umbrae 11 and 19 had overtaken umbra 1. As 
a result of their collision, 'umbra 1 had changed the direction 
of its motion from eastward to westward, and the velocity of 
umbrae 11 and 19 suddenly decelerated. Similar biliard-ball 
like collisions of umbrae of different age activities was de­
scribed by B.Kálmán {4}, the behaviour of umbra 50 in Figs.1,2 
of his paper.
On 2 September, in the middle part of the group, (as is 
usual in regular sunspot group development) numerous new pores 
and spots formed. During 3 September two newly emerged umbrae 
(21a and 21b) were moving westward (v=0.37 km s_1) on 4 Sep­
tember we saw them in common penumbra with umbra 2: (the 3rd) 
6-configuration developed in the center of the large group 
(Fig.l). On 5 September this opposite polarity spot pair showed 
a sea-horse like asymmetric penumbra. By 6 September this pen­
umbra connection was broken between these spots. This case 
could be a new example for the tangential collision {1}. In 
spite of 6-configuration we did not observe considerable ac­
tivity in this part of the group, which confirms H.Künzel1 s > {6} 
result: 6-configuration formed after the end of the development 
of the spot group have no influence on the activity of the 
group.
By 6 September an interesting spiral-arm like structure
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28 Aug. 
11:50 UT
2 9 Aug. 
11:31 UT
30 Aug. 
10:20 UT
31 Aug. 
12:57 UT
1 Sept. 
6:03 UT
Fig.la. Development of the sunspot group in the period 28 Aug. - 1 Sept.
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2 Sept. 
13:44 UT
3 Sept. 
9:59 UT
4 Sept. 
7:30 UT
5 Sept. 
12:25 UT
6 Sept. 
8:59 UT
Fig.lb. Development of the sunspot group in the period 2 - 6  Sept.
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Fig.2. Trajectories of the main spots, 28 Aug. - 7 Sept.
The small numbers indicate the dates, larger ones the denotations of umbrae 
(cf. Figs.la and lb).
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1 Sept. 
13:12:31 UT 
Ha + 0.5 A
1 Sept. 
13:14: 24 UT 
Ha + 1.0 A
Fig. 3. A subflare with surge between the two main leader spots.
The small f  polarity umbra 4 was decreasing during the day.
Fig.4. Displacement of the pores, 
i.e. deformation of the 
"spiral arm" like structure 
during 6 Sept.
(morning (•), evening (o)).
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07:33:16 UT
07:43:08 UT
07:52:03 UT
Fig.5a. Birth of a pore (photographs taken in white light).
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07:49:22 UT 
Ha-1 A
07:53:54 UT 
Ha +1 A
08:18:37 UT 
Ha + 1 A
08:31:52 UT 
Ha - 1 A
Fig.5b. The activation of a filament accompanied by the birth of the pore.
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T A B L E  1
The material of observations
1980 white-light
UT
obs. number of 
plates
Ha obs 
UT
number of 
quintets
Aug. 28 5 40- 15 34 26
29 6 00- 15 04 31
30 5 42 12 22 11
31 12 56 - 13 58 4
Sept. 1 5 57 13 35 8 13 12 13 46 7
2 11 19 - 14 37 11 12 04 16 25 5
3 6 17 15 55 44 5 19 16 20 61
4 6 09 - 15 51 47 5 06 16 08 98
5 6 00 15 35 44 5 28 12 24 49
6 6 36 15 05 14
7 5 55 14 05 10
appeared around the main S polarity spot. During the day the 
individual umbrae and pores of this spiral arm did not follow 
spiral-pattern movement, but moved off from umbra 12, almost 
radially (Fig.4), and by the next morning the spiral structure 
was broken.
The sunspot group in the Hale region 17098 rotated out 
from the disc on 8 September as a simple, old bipolar one.
Note on a filament activation
On 3 September in the north part of the region the birth 
of a pore was observed (Figs.5a and 5b), accompanied by fila­
ment activation. During this event we have quintets of Ha fil- 
tergrams (Ha±l A, Ha±0.5 Á, Ha centre) and full-disc white 
light heliograms every 5 and 10 minutes,respectively. On the 
basis of this observations we can say that the pores were 
faintly observable after 7 UT, but faded out at 7:39:56 UT.
This time there was no pore in the photosphere. But in the next 
picture at 7:43:08 UT faint pore was once again seen, by 
7:52:03 UT the pore became visible. The nearby filament acti­
vation was observed for the first time at 7:53:54 UT, when in 
the Ha+1 A frame the filament appeared conspicuously,unvisible 
until this time. Very near to the new-born pore a knot ap­
peared on the filament (pore's position L = 300.79°, B = +14.07°; 
knot's position L = 300.70°, B = +13.93°) showing that the pore 
really influenced the filament. The observed time-delay be­
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tween the observation of the birth of the pore and start of 
filament activation is 645 sec. If we suppose that the height 
at the filament was of the order of 10 000 km above photo­
sphere, the velocity of perturbation is fifteen to fifty times 
larger, than given by Bruzek and Búmba and Howard {8}.
This case is like the case of 22 June 1980 when in the Hale 
region 16918 a ZB flare started after the birth of a pair of 
pores in the vicinity of a filament, and the first brightening 
of the flare was above one of these new-born pores {7},{3}.
Conclusion
The development of this large semi-complex sunspot group 
shows a counter-example to the rule, that high chromospheric 
activity, large flares usually happen when 6-configuration 
forms in a sunspot group. In this case a 6-configuration oc­
curred three times, but in áll of these cases the sunspot 
proper motions broke it, and these divergent motions could be 
the reason for the low flare-activity.
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LOCATION OF SOURCES OF SOLAR NOISE STORMS 
RELATIVE TO THE STRUCTURE OF EXTRAPOLATED CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
P. A M B R O 2 
Astron.Inst.,OndFejov
Abstract:
A comparison is made of the positions of sources of solar radio 
noise storms, observed at 169 MHz, with the structure of the lines 
of force of the extrapolated coronal magnetic field in a current- 
free approximation. The typical position of the permanent radio 
source was found at the top of the coronal arch connecting the 
active region with the opposite polarity of the background mag­
netic field in its immediate vicinity. No direct relation was 
found between the flare activity in the active region and the pre­
sence of the radio source. A hypothesis is presented concerning 
the relation between the occurrence of noise storm sources and 
the process of evolutionary reconnection of the coronal magnetic 
fie Id.
t
nOJIOJKEHHE MCTOM HM KOB COFIHEMHbIX QJYMOBblX B Y P b  O TH O C H TEJlbH O  
C T P Y K T Y P b l B K C T P A n O J W O B A H H b IX  KOPOHAJlbHblX M A rH M T H b lX  n O /lE K
n .  AMBP01K
A c T p O H . M H C T . , OHf lpweHOB
Abcmpaxm:
rtpoeedeno cpaenenue noAcacenuu. ucmounuKoe conneunvix wynoeux 6ypb, 
Haójvndaeiuuxcx na uacmome 169 Mau, co cmpyKmypoü cucmem cuAoemx 
auhuü KoponoAbHoao Maanumnoao nonn, pacuumaHHOü e nomenuuoAbnoM 
npuóAuxeHuu. Buao Haüdeno,umo doAaoxueyufuü ucmounuK uiyMoemx 6ypb 
HaxodumcH na eepmune KopoHcuibHoü apxu. Qua coedunaem oóAacmb 
U36utma Maanumnozo nomoxa odnoü noAxpHocmu e axmuenoM uenmpe c 
foHoetm waaHummm nonen npomueonoAOXHOü noAApnocmu e eso 
oKpecmHocmu. He oóHapyxeno npswoü C8A3u ecnvnueuHoü aKmuenocmu 
e axmuenux oÓAacmnx c npucymcmeueM uccAedoeannux paduoucmoHHUKoe. 
IlpedAaaaemcA aunomesa o cymecmeoeanuu cex3u Mexdy noASAenueM 
ucmounuKoe luyMoeux 6ypb u npoueccoM nepecmpoüKU xoponaAbHUx 
MazHumHux noAeü.
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1. Introduction
The special observation interval included ih the "Coordi­
nated Observations of Type I Bursts Noise Storms" in the post- 
SMY phase, May 17-24,1981, is exceptional in that the position 
of a permanent radio source could be determined daily in the 
course of eight observation days. The results of positional 
observations made by the radioheliograph in Nancay on a fre­
quency of 169 MHz were made available by Mercier and presented 
summarily by Aurass et al.{l}. The objective of the project was 
to make use of these positional observations and to compare the 
positions of the individual radio sources with the structure 
of the magnetic lines of force, calculated for actual and cor­
responding times by numerical extrapolation of the results of 
observations of the photospheric magnetic field. The actual 
calculation is based on the solution presented by Sakurai and 
Uchida {3}, using a computer program written by the present 
author for the EC 1040 computer of the Astronomical Institute 
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences in Ondfejov. A more 
detailed report on the program is being prepared for publica­
tion in the Bull.Astron.Inst.Czech.
2. Calculation of the magnetic field lines
To compute the model configurations of magnetic lines of 
force in the solar corona, we have used the daily observations 
of the longitudinal component of photospheric magnetic fields 
made at the Mt.Wilson Observatory. On the basis of the daily 
maps of May 12, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22 and 23, 1981, the synoptic 
map for Carrington rotation No.1708 was constructed in the 
usual way for heliographic longitudes ranging from 0° to 190° 
and heliographic latitudes ranging from -50° to +50°. This map 
was used to determine the positions, dimensions and intensities 
of the magnetic field for 338 circular solenoids, giving the 
best description of the distribution of the observed intensities 
of the magnetic field and, simultaneously, optimally satisfying 
the requirements of the modelling and extrapolation technique.
As regards computations of this type, we know that the 
way in which the origins of the magnetic lines of force are
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generated has a decisive effect on determining the character 
of the computed line-of-force configurations; It can be guar­
anteed that the origins of the lines of force will be generated 
in regions of the solar surface where measurable magnetic field 
are present. Drawing on experience in comparing similar com­
putations with available pictures of the solar corona, made in 
the soft UV radiation range, the author is of the opinion that 
the computed line-of-force configurations, particularly in 
places where their divergence is small, are very close to co­
ronal formations which actually exist as densified plasmatic 
coronal archs. The density and temperature profiles across and 
along the arch greatly depend on the geometric shape of these 
formations, the intensity and degree of divergence of the mag­
netic field, as well as on the thermodynamic properties of 
their anchoring on the solar surface.
Assume that the coronal arches represent magnetic flux 
tubes and, once established, they are stable relative to the 
slow evolution of magnetic fields at the level of the photo­
sphere. Changes in the magnetic flux distribution at the level 
of the photosphere may be a combined process of vertical field 
divergence from the lower subphotospheric layers, but also the 
result of horizontal convective motion of plasma which may be 
responsible for the redistribution of the magnetic flux. From 
this point of view, we consider the continuous evolution of 
the magnetic field in the corona as normal and natural devel­
opment. For example, the generation of a new island of the 
opposite polarity, or the generation of a new active region 
will cause substantial changes in the structure of the coronal 
magnetic field which can be characterized by relatively slow, 
principal reconnections of the whole configuration. On the 
other hand, very rapid processes are also observed here, which 
are connected with the generation of magnetohydrodynamic insta­
bilities associated with flares or with the activation of 
eruptive prominences.
The calculated configurations of magnetic lines of force 
are based on the assumption of an integral effect of all given
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return-flux sources on the overall distribution of the magnetic 
potential in the space above the spherical surface of the 
photosphere on which the boundary conditions are defined. All 
the computed configurations are current-free and are based on 
the distribution of boundary conditions obtained by the synoptic 
method, i.e. gradually over a 12-day period. The computation 
has been conducted simultaneously for a substantial part of the 
solar surface with a single set of input data. Consequently,the 
computation does not take into account short-term evolutionary 
changes in the course of the interval involved. For these rea­
sons, the computations do not include the contributions of the 
magnetic flux from the individual sunspots in the active centres.
The situation in the distribution of the magnetic lines 
of force shown in Figs, la - lh, therefore, is based on a single 
definition and single computation of the configuration. The 
figures represent an orientation of the extrapolated configur­
ation of the coronal magnetic field and solar disk which cor­
responds to the actual orientation of the solar disk relative 
to the observer at the time the positions of the radio sources 
were determined.
3. Comparison of the calculations and observations
In the first stage of the project, the positions of the 
separate detected radio sources on frequency 169 MHz were ana­
lyzed relative to the appropriately oriented configurations of 
the coronal magnetic field in the interval between May 17 and 
24, 1981. The positions of the radio sources in the northern 
hemisphere are related primarily to the extensive active region 
Hale No.17644. In the southern hemisphere, where all the radio 
sources observed after May 20, 1981 were located, their dis­
tribution was divided mainly between active regions Hale 
No.17652 and 17653.
Among all the observed radio sources, we looked for 
sources which we could assume to belong, with the highest prob­
ability, to a single permanent radio source. It was found that 
only one radio source satisfied this condition sufficiently.
Special emphasis in the literature on noise storms is
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being put on the question of typical location of the radio 
source relative to the structure of the corona and,particularly, 
relative to its magnetic field. Fig.2 shows all the radio 
sources observed by Mercier during the whole interval schemati­
cally as dotted clouds in a projection which positions the 
most probable location of the permanent source of the noise 
storm close to the solar disk centre. The compilation was made 
using the relations between the observed position of radio 
sources and lines of force for every day as indicated by 
Figs.la-lh. The problem was to render the typical noise storm 
source an agglomeration of many individual positions derived 
from partial observations.
The found permanent noise storm source can be located in 
a single arch-like formation originating in active region Hale 
No.17653 towards the south-west. The position of this structure 
and the most probable mean position of the permanent radio 
source correspond very well with each other and, therefore, the 
probable distance of the source from the solar centre p can be 
estimated from the known height of the points computed on the 
lines of force. By analysing the geometry of the points of 
intersection of the lines of sight to the same source on sev­
eral days, we were able to determine the following statistical 
mean values of all three heliographic coordinates of the source:
L = 125.6° ± 2.5°
B = -25.6° ± 1.4° 
p =(1.332 ± 0.075) Rß
In the course of this analysis, it was found that the 
measured positions of the permanent source did not correspond 
to a single stationary source. As evidenced by the probable 
errors of the results of the measurement given above and also 
by the scatter of the superimposed sources in Fig.2, the per­
manent source is confined to a single concrete magnetic con­
figuration; however, within it its position varies within small 
intervals in all three coordinates. This, together with the 
analysis of the distribution of the photospheric magnetic field
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in the region studied (Fig.3), where structural changes were 
observed, is considered to be an argument in favour of the 
opinion that substantial evolutionary restructuring of the 
coronal magnetic field takes place in the region where the per­
manent radio source is observed.
The positions of all 35 radio sources, observed during the 
pertinent interval and referred to the solar disk, constituted 
the initial data for the following statistical analysis.
The first question concerned the location of sources rela­
tive to any arch-like structure of the line-of-force configur­
ation. By comparing the position of the source directly, rela­
tive to the distribution of the lines of f o r c e  f o r  t h e  c o r r e -  _  
sponding orientation of the solar disk, it was posilble to de- 
termine quite unambiguously that 25, i.e. 71.1?, of all ob­
served sources were located at the top of the line-of-force 
arch. Of the remaining 10 sources 4, i.e. 11.6$, were projected 
on to the arm of the arch and 6, i.e. 17.1$, on to the foot of 
the arch. However, it should be emphasized that the foot of the 
arch, for example, is, in a number of cases, the seat of the 
active centre where the configuration of lines of force is very 
compact and, consequently, is not reflected in our extrapola­
tion model at all. One may, therefore, very well assume that 
the percentage representation of sources which coincide with 
the top of the loop arch is even larger and, therefore, that 
this location is statistically dominant.
Another question is the relation of the position of the 
noise storm source to the active region and the type of arch­
like structures in the corona. An absolute majority of 28 ob­
served sources, i.e. 80$ of all observed cases, is located on 
the arch-like structures which start in the well developed 
centres and connect them with the ambient background magnetic 
field of opposite polarity. Not a single radio source is lo­
cated on the lines of force which connect the separate active 
centres. Seven sources, i.e. 20$, are located outside these 
characteristic formations. Only in four cases, i.e. 11.6$, are 
the sources projected on to the position of the active centre.
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SUMMARY FIGURE
Fig. 3. Evolution of the structure of the photospheric magnetic field at an 
intensity level of 5 gauss for particular region transformed into 
the rectangular heliographic net. The full line indicates (+) polar­
ity, the dashed line (-) polarity. The summary figure on the r.h.s. 
at the bottom shows the structure of magnetic regions from which the 
initial data for extrapolating lines of force were derived; the con­
nection of the line-of-force arch is shown schematically. The positions 
of the permanent radio source, derived from Fig.2 (hatched) and from 
the statistical determination of its position (full cross) are also 
given.
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MAY 1901
Fig. 4. Summation curves of the flare mdey F for the individual active 
regions observed on the solar disk in the interval of May 17 to 
24, 1981.
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The determined permanent radio source satisfies both of 
the statistical conclusions reached above and is located on the 
line-of-force arch which connects the positive polarity of the 
magnetic field of Hale region No.17653, positioned at L =113.7°,
B =-21.3°, with the region of negative polarity of the background 
magnetic field, positioned at L = 140.3°, B = -36.6°.
4. Discussion
A. Photospheric magnetic field evolution
Using the daily Mt.Wilson observations, charts of the dis­
tribution of the magnetic field intensity at the level of the 
photosphere has been constructed in Fig.3; it reflects the in­
tensity level of 5 gauss so that the positive polarity is shown 
by the full line and the negative by the dashed line. The de­
picted region covers the whole magnetic system which has most 
probably taken part in forming the noise storm source. By com­
paring the situation in the polarity distribution between May 
17 and 23, 1981, we can see that certain changes occurred in 
the distribution of the magnetic field in the very bipolar mag­
netic region coupled with active region Hale No.17653, as well 
as in the space where the opposite foot of the line-of-force 
arch is located. Whereas the magnetic fields in active region 
17653 displayect a simple configuration with the S (-) polarity 
as leading and N (+) polarity as following at the beginning of 
the studied interval, the map of May 17 already shows that the 
following polarity in its southern part is moving very con­
spicuously to the west, surrounding the S polarity, and as of 
May 21 has moved in front of the ragion of leading polarity.
The data for extrapolating the lines of force in this re­
gion were compiled from magnetic observations made on May 17 
and 21, 1981. The extrapolation calculation clearly indicates 
that the connection of the magnetic lines of force inside ac­
tive region No.17653 is so close that, on the scale we are 
using, the lines of force could not be plotted at all. This 
means that the bipolar system itself does not reach up very 
high into the corona and apparently has no more substantial 
significance for our deliberations. On the other hand, the
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connection of the positive polarity in the eastern oart of the 
active region with the negative polarity located at L = 140.3°,
B = -36.6°, does reach up into the corona quite distinctly and, 
with regard to the computed configuration, runs out to a dis­
tance p = 1.25 - 1.30 Rq from the solar centre which correspond 
to 175-200 thousand km above the solar surface. This distance 
agrees very well with the level of the corresponding critical 
plasma frequency for 169 MHz. As in the interval from May 14 
to 17, 1981, conspicuous qualitative changes occurred in the 
morphology of the field distribution in the neighbourhood of 
active region Hale No. 17653, so equally marked changes occurred 
in the sector of heliographic longitudes between 125° and 150° 
on May 21-23, 1981. The dominantly distributed negative polar­
ity is interspersed by small islands of positive polarity which 
cause the region of negative polarity to disintegrate. As a re­
sult of horizontal displacements of the regions with opposite 
polarities, beginning with May 23, 1981, at position L = 140°,
B = -22° we can observe the interaction of the two opposite 
polarities and, at the same time, the emergence of the active 
region and sunspot group denoted Hale No.17666.
In connection with this very rapid change in distribution 
of the photospheric magnetic fields, one may also expect dra­
matic changes in the force conditions in the upper and middle 
corona,which will probably be reflected in changes of magnetic 
connections and, consequently, also in the structure of lines 
of force above the region in question. One may, therefore, 
assume that the space above the region being studied, in which 
the permanent noise storm source was observed, was a place of 
principal restructuring of the corona, its magnetic field, the 
distribution of the plasma density and, possibly, of the cur­
rent density during the time of observation.
B. Flare activity
From the point of view of chromospheric activity, active 
region Hale No.17653 displayed very few morphological changes 
and very few flares. On the other hand, the newly created re­
gion 17666, in which the flare activity was very lively, ap­
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peared and began to produce flares only on May 23, 1981 when 
the permanent source was already above the western limb of the 
Sun.
For the purpose of analysing the relation between the ob­
served radio sources and flare activity of nearly all regions 
simultaneously present on the disk during the observation inter­
val, summation curves of the flare index F were constructed 
using Kfivsky's method {2}. For completeness the very ample 
flare activity of active region Hale No.17644 in the northern 
hemisphere was also included. Since in principle the slope of 
the summation curve increases with the energy produced by the 
flare per unit time, we can claim that the onset of flare ac­
tivity in the newly created region Hale No.17666 is quite 
compatible with the trend in the development of region No.17644 
As regards the other two regions, 17652 and 17653, we can say 
that they displayed very little flare activity with the excep­
tion of the flare of May 21, 1981 of importance IF.Nevertheless 
the permanent radio source was indeed observed in the immediate 
vicinity of region No.17653 during the whole interval involved.
5. Conclusion
We may conclude, therefore, that radio noise storm sources 
observed on 169 MHz, usually occur at the tops of coronal archs 
which connect the active centres with the surrounding magnetic 
regions of the background magnetic field.At 169 MHz the height 
of the source corresponds to the height of the critical fre­
quency at a level of about 200 thousand km above the photo­
sphere. The presence of the permanent source is most probably 
associated with the macroscopic restructuring of the corona, 
its magnetic field, distribution of plasma density and current 
density. This involves restructuring of an evolutionary nature 
which takes place continuously over a number of hours or even 
days. We assume that this is so because we have observed di­
rectly the evolutionary changes in the distribution of the 
measured magnetic fields at the photosphere level and, at the 
same time, also small changes in the position of the "perma­
nent" radio sources in the region of the corona. The flare
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activity did not affect the existence of noise storm sources 
conspicuously as can be seen from the behaviour of the summa­
tion curves of the flare index. As far as any connection has 
been outlined, this was only done in the sense that the changes 
in the corona and flare situation in the chromosphere are the 
consequence of a single evolutionary process at the level of 
the photosphere and below it. Moreover, the effects resulting 
in noise storms are apparently due to quasi-stationary devel­
opment, whereas flare manifestations represent the catastrophic 
consequences of sudden destabilization.
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THE RADIO BURSTS OF 13 AND 16 MAY 1981 AND ASSOCIATED EVENTS 
IN THE RADIO BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION ABOVE AN ACTIVITY COMPLEX
V.F. M E L'N I K O v) V.P. N E F E D ' J E V?
T.s. p o d s t r i g a í h ? V.S. P R O K U D I N A * 
N.N. P O T A P O V ?  G.Ya. S M 0 L' K O V x
+ NIRFI,Gorkij
* SibIZMIR,Irkutsk
* Shternberg Astron.InstMoscow
A b s t r a c t :
A  comparison is m a d e  o f  the radio bursts o f  13 a n d  16 May 1981, 
o b s e r v e d  at cen t i m e t r i c  and decim e t r i c  radio wavelengths, wit h  
chromospheric flares. It is shown that the f e a t u r e s  in the r a d i o  
emission spec t r u m  a n d  in the bursts p o l arization are related to 
those in the sp a t i a l  development o f  flare r i bbons a n d  arches.
BCF1J1ECKM PAflM0M3JiyMEHMfl 13 M 16 MAS 1 9 8 1  í \  M COfiyTCTBYlOmME 
MM BBJIEHMfl B PACflPEflEJlEHMM PAflMOflPKOCTM HAfl AKTMBHbIM KOMÍIÍIEKCOM
B .O .  MEJlbHMKOB* B . n .  HE<l>EflbEB? T . C .  ÍIO flC T P M rA M ?
B . C .  n P O K yflM H A ?  H . H .  nOTAFlOB? T . f l .  C M 0JlbK 0B x
+ H M P c t M , T o p H M m
* Cn6M3MMP, PIpHyTCH
* fAMLU, MocKBa
AócmpaKm:
npoeedeuo conocmaesieHue ecnnecuoe paduou3AyuenuH 13 u 16 moh 1981 e 
Haójvodaeiuuxcjt Ha eoymax caumuMempoeoao u deuyMempoeoeo duana3onoe 
paduoeaAH, c xpoMocfepHtmu ecnmuKOMu. iloKasano, umo ocoőeHHocmu 
e cneianpe paduou3/iyuemif{ u e noAsipu3auuu ecnnecKoe cexsanu c 
ocoóeHHocmmu e npocmpancmeeHHOM pa3eumuu ecnvnueuHux nenm u apox.
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On 13 and 16 May 1981 large flares developed in Active 
Complex 3106/3112 on the Sun. This report presents the results 
of an investigation of these flares, as observed at centimetric 
and decimetric wavelengths. We have used in this study the ob­
servations from NIRFI (9100, 2950, 950, and 650 MHz), from 
SibIZMIR (5770 MHz) and from IZMIRAN (204 MHz). In addition, 
we analyzed the optical observations of these flares from the 
High-Mountain Expedition of the Sternberg Astronomical Insti­
tute (Alma-Ata) and from Debrecen Observatory (Hungary).
The radio bursts of 13 and 16 May 1981 (see Fig.l and 2) 
are marked by their association with powerful chromospheric 
3B class flares. At the moment of maximum the radio emission 
fluxes at 3.3 cm wavelength were very high, namely 4000 s.f.u; 
for the 13 may burst and 2000 s.f.u; for the event of 16 May. 
While the time profiles at cm wavelength are in general similar 
there are differences in the fine structure during the maximum 
phase of flares. The time profile of the radio burst of 16 May 
was very strongly modulated during that period. In contrast, the 
time profile of the 13 May event is very smooth. It is evident 
from Figs.l and 2 that there are considerable differences in 
the decimetric emission of the flares.
The activity at metric wavelengths was also quite differ­
ent. During the flare of 13 May, beginning at 3:50 UT only iso­
lated series of III type bursts with low intensity were ob­
served. At the time of the 16 May flare the events at metric 
wavelengths were considerably more powerful. From 8:12 to 
11:05 UT a IV type emission was observed. In the period from 
8:24 to 8:40 UT there was an intense II type burst. Thus the 
radio bursts related to the large flare arising in the same 
sunspot complex differ somewhat in the manner of development 
which is believed to be caused by 1) changes in the magnetic 
field topology in the active complex, which could have occurred 
from 13 to 16 May; 2) differences in the temporal evolution of 
the flare. Comparison of flare observations at radio and op­
tical wavelengths can help to clarify to which chromospheric 
phenomena the aforementioned features of the bursts are related
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A detailed analysis of the changes in the active complex which 
occurred in the period 13 - 16 May, was made by Banin (l), who 
pointed out that the general distribution of the active complex 
magnetic field had largely been preserved. According to an ana­
lysis of the flare evolution carried out by Banin et al. {2}, 
along with some typical features inherent in both flares (two- 
ribbon structure and the location of flares near the same snot) 
there were noticeable differences, which are related to the 
character of the development of chromospheric flares and to 
the loop structure. We have less detailed chromospheric obser­
vational data on the 13 May flare than on the 16 May flare. 
Nevertheless, these data are sufficient to make conclusion 
about the changes in the flares. The evolution of the flare is 
smooth without any rapid changes in the flare area. No rapid 
appearance and development of separate kernels in the flare 
was observed. The time profile of the centimetric burst was 
also very smooth. For the flare of 16 May we have rather de­
tailed observations in the Ha-line (in the center and in the 
wings of the line). We have used them to compare some features 
of the development of the flare and the burst. Fig.3 presents 
sketches of the stages of flare development at times when its 
spatial structure underwent dramatic changes. Before 8:20 UT 
the flare developed smoothly. The ribbons increased both in 
area and brightness. The cm burst changed smoothly as well. 
Between 8:21 and 8:27 UT a noticeable restructuring of the 
flare in the northern half of the ff-polarity ribbon occurred 
(see Fig.3). At the same time an appreciable enhancement of 
the radio flux at 3.3, 5.2 and 10 cm wavelengths was observed. 
From that time till 8:33 UT the ribbon configuration remained 
virtually unchanged. The radio flux showed only minor fluctu­
ations. A comparison of the Ha-films taken at 8:33 UT and 
8:36 UT revealed a violent spreading of the emission toward 
the leading spot of ff-polarity. It is evident from the Ha-fil- 
tergrams obtained at 8:36 UT that the emitting region reached 
the sunspot umbra. It was at that time that the most violent 
enhancement of the burst occurred and the shape of the spectrum
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altered so that a rise towards 3 cm wavelength was observed. 
Besides, the time profile was greatly jagged at 3- cm wavelength. 
Moreover, the fluctuations decreased with increasing wave­
length, becoming weak towards 10 cm wavelength. From this it 
follows that additional sources of the radio emission respon­
sible for the temporal fluctuations at 3 cm wavelength have a 
rather steep spectrum, falling down towards 10 cm wavelength.
The burst of 16 May was also observed in the polarization 
at 5.2 cm wavelength. Prior to the start of an intensive deve­
lopment of the burst, individual peaks on time profiles I and 
V were well-correlated. The similarity between the time pro­
files breaks down during the most intensive development of the 
flare. An example of a burst recorded at its maximum is given 
in Fig.4. It is quite evident that the changes in the total 
intensity and polarization are anti-correlated. This indicates 
that the observed emission of the burst includes contributions 
from separate sources with the opposite sense of polarization, 
resulting in the bipolarity of the burst structure.
The aforegoing analysis of the flares suggests some as­
sumptions about the spatial structure of the generation region 
of cm bursts. For the flare of 16 May two sources are distin­
guishable in this region. The principal source is quasi-sta- 
tionary and is physically and spatially connected with the 
evolution of a two-ribbon structure, with its emission inten­
sity varying smoothly. The maximum of its emission corresponds 
to the maximum phase of development of a chromospheric flare.
If we assume that the angular size of the source is comparable 
with the size of the region of Hct-emission, then during the 
maximum phase the brightness temperature is of order 2-108 K. 
The emission spectrum at 3-10 cm wavelengths is nearly smooth.
Another source has a different nature. It is connected 
with a rapid change in the flare near the leading spot. Its 
emission is concentrated in the short wavelength part of the 
spectrum and it has a much smaller angular size.
As mentioned previously, the post-maximum phase of the 
16 May event was marked by a strong increase in the decimetric
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Fig.3. Stages of development of the 16 May flare.
Fig.4. Time profile of a burst at the time of maximum.
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Fig.5. Stages of development of the arch system of 16 May.
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and metric bursts but this was much less pronounced in the 
flare of 13 May.
A most striking feature of the optical emission in the 
post-maximum phase of the 16 May flare was the emergence and 
rapid formation of a loop system, accompanied by a gradual 
fading of the emission and by a diminution of the flare rib­
bon's area (see Fig.5). The Ha-filtergrams obtained within 
9:02 - 9:12 UT show a well-discernible loop system oriented 
along a neutral line of the longitudinal magnetic field, H||=0. 
The footpoints of these arches are rooted in the emitting 
flare ribbons of N- and 5-polarity, with a characteristic size 
of 30-50 • 106 m.
A loop structure was observed in the absorption in the 
red wing of the Ha-line, showing a displacement from the line 
center, AX = +0.75 * + l i .  Such a displacement is indicative of 
a motion with the velocity 30*45 km s^1 along the arches down­
wards to the surface. The foots of the loop system in the 
form of narrow dark filaments near the neutral magnetic line, 
H||= 0, were revealed in the Ha-filtergrams shortly after the 
cm burst maximum. As the loop system evolved, it gradually 
stretched along the neutral line towards the leading spot of 
the active region, reaching it at 10:14 UT. At the center of
the active complex the process of development of the loop
system was completed by 9:30 U T . From that time on it did not 
alter its appearance, with the only exception of a slight 
change in the fine structure. As a steady-state structure the
arcade was seen in the wing of the Ha line till 10:40 UT. In
the radio range the cm burst maximum was followed by a con­
siderable change in spectral characteristics of the radio 
emission, coincident in time with the formation of a loop 
structure. This largely applies to a major enhancement of the 
declmetric component of the emission. A series of abrupt rises 
and falls of the intensity resembling individual radio bursts 
was observed at these wavelengths to occur at 10-15 min inter­
vals. At 8:39 UT the radio emission spectrum became U-shaped, 
with maxima in the cm and dm range, a typical feature of pro­
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ton events. By 8:45 the spectrum became W-shaped, with an addi­
tional maximum at the frequency 1 GHz. After 9:04 the spectral 
maximum was sharply displaced toward lower frequencies in the 
dm range (Fig.6). The post-maximum phase of the 13 May flare 
was accompanied by a development of loop systems. But these 
arches were of opposite polarities. Unlike the 16 May arches, 
these were also observed in the emission. The footpoints of the 
13 May arches were rooted in N and S polarity sunspots whereas 
those of 16 May rested against the flare ribbons.
The dm radio emission in the 13 May flare differed from 
the dm radio emission on 16 May in a substantially lower in­
tensity. It is known that dm radio emission sources are located 
at the tops of magnetic field loops. The differences in the 
development of dm bursts indicate that the physical conditions 
differed greatly in the magnetic field loops of 13 and 16 May. 
These differences may be relevant both to the height of the 
loop tops and to the density of material and temperature within 
them. The dissimilar character of the development of the 13 and 
16 May bursts at dm wavelengths is explainable by assuming that 
the magnetic field loops in the 16 May flare were higher and 
hotter and the density was lower than in the 16 May flare loops.
In the framework of the above assumption, the less intense 
development of the burst at dm wavelengths in the 13 May flare 
might be associated with a stronger absorption of radio waves 
in a cool and dense plasma of the arches. In particular, ab­
sorption becomes essential if for the arches of 13 May we as­
sume that the temperature Te~l05 K and the density i/e~1012 cm-3. 
Precisely such conditions at loop tops were reported by Banin 
{1} for the flare of 13 May.
The absorption becomes poorly observable at the tempera­
ture Te~l07K and density tfe~l010í 1011 cm-3. It is likely that 
precisely such conditions existed at magnetic field loop tops 
in the 16 May flare.
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OOTOCOEPHHE CJIOH BCIMUEK 14 H 15 MAH 1981 T.
B KOMIUIEKCE AP 3106 + 3112
K.B. A J I H K A E B A
PAG,Khbb
H.H. K O H f l P A M O B A ,  II.H. n O JI y n A H , T.H. P E fl K> K
AcTpoH.06c.Hry,HHeB
ACcmpaxm:
npueedenu pe3ysibtnami cneKmpanbHux cßomospatfiuuecKux naó/mdeHuü a+arrue- 
H020 KOMn/ieKca AP 3106+3112 14 u 15 moh 1981 s. M3yuem 3a.KOHOMep- 
Hocmu u3MeneHuű npofuneü pxda tfipaymofepoeux auhuű e nponecce 
ecnmueK pa3Hmx óa/uioe. Bunenenu KOAeóanusi ecex napaMempoe npofuuieü 
amux auhuü, ux ocAaCxenue u yucupenue eÓAU3U MaxcimyMoe ecnmueK. 
Cdexamn ouenmu fu3uuecKux xapa+cmepucmuK cpedu.
PHOTOSPHERIC LAYERS OF FLARES FOR MAY 14, 15, 1981 
IN AR 3106+3112
K.V. ALIKAEVA 
Acad.Astron.Obs. .Kiev 
N.N. KONDRASHOVA, P.N. POLUPAN, T.I. REDYUK
Univ.Obs.,Kiev
Abstract:
The results are given of spectral photographic observations of ac­
tive complex AR 3106+3112 for May 14, 15, 1981. The regularities 
are studied in profile variations of seven Fraunhofer lines forming 
at photospheric heights of 160-500 km during flares of various im­
portance. Profile characteristics (depth, width, equivalent width) 
are found to oscillate at about 20 min periods. Rear flare maxima, 
the lines are weakened and broadened. Before flares, the behaviour 
of sensitive to magnetic field lines and of insensitive ones is 
different. Evaluations of medium physical parameters indicate that 
the greatest temperature variations (up to 400 K) take place in 
the vicinity of flare maxima, gas pressure grows by 15%. During 
flares, the amplitude of general velocity field increases by 20-50%. 
According to radial velocity calculations, the matter motion may os­
cillate, velocity changes both in quantity and sign. The velocity 
values are largest at heights of 220-240 km, where upward motion 
prevails.
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CneKTpajiBHfcie $oTorpa<J>HnecKHe HaSmoneHHn KOMnnenca 
3106+3112 npoBOHHJiHCb Ha TopH30HTajiHOM cojiHenh ó m  TejiecKone 
AU,y-5 TAO AH YCCP. OflHOBpeMeHHo c noMombK KHHOKaMepu nenanncb 
CHHMKH Ha-$HJibTporpaMM HaSnwnaeMofl oßjiacTH. Ha p h c . 1 npeflCTaB- 
jieH BHfl BToro KOMnnenca 14 h 15 Man 19 81 r. 14 Man HaSnsoneHHn 
oxBaTHBajiH BcnnmiKy Sanna 3b (HananbHan CTanH.n nponymeHa) h 
BcnbmiKy Ganna lf. 15 Man 6onee aKTHBHbiM 6bin npyroß $noKKyn ax- 
THBHoft oßnacTH, B K o t o p o m  3a BpeMH HaSnioneHHß npoH3omnH nne 
cyßBcnbnüKH h  BcnbmiKa Sanna ln. flaHHbie o BcnbmiKax, B3srae H3 
Solar Geophysical Data, npHBeneHbi b TaSn. I.
flnn H3yneHHH BbiSpaHU ceMb <J>payrHo<J>epoBHx nHHHß utene3a, 
THTaHa h xpoMa b oönacTH XX5210—5250 8 c pa3h h m h  neHTpantHtMH 
H HTeHCHB HOCTHMHH pa3nHHHOß HyBCTBHTenb HOCTbK) K H3MeHeHHHM $H3H- 
necKHx ynnoBHß cpenn.B paccMOTpeHHe b xnioneh h  xax h h h h h  , He nyBCTBH— 
TenbHbie h h h  Mano nyBCTBHTenbnne k MarHHTHOMy nonio (XX5223,
5222 Ä) , Tax h nHHHH, HMeiociHe Sonbrnne <J>aKTopH JlaHne (TaSn.II) . 
reoMeTpnnecKHe b h c o t h  h oSpa30BaHnn ueHTpoB nHHHß BbinncneHH 
b paMKax Monenn XonBerepa-Mionnep. OSnacTb oSpa30BaHHn s t h x  
nHHHß oxBaxbiBaeT npoTnxceHHyw no BucoTe nacTb $oTooi>epbT o t 160 no 
500 k m  BbEue ypoBHH t 5000~^‘ B ^hcji° paccMaTpHBaeMHX nHHHß 
BxoflHT nHHHH, Hcnonb3yeMbie npn H3MepeHHHX MarHHTHHX noneS c 
noMommo MarHHTorpa$a (XX5250 h 5253 &) . To h h o t c b  MarHHTorpaÓH- 
leCKHX H3MepeHHit CymeCTBeHHO 3aBHCHT OT nyBCTBHTenbHOCTH nHHHß 
K H3MeH6HHHM <J)H3HHeCKHX yCnOBHß B 3KTHBHO0 OSnaCTH . BbinH npOBe- 
neHH pacneTbi npo$Hnefi s t h x  jihhhü nnn Monenefi aTMOctfepbi Conmia, 
OTnHnawmHxcn TeMnepaTypofl (b npejjenax ±800 K) nnn nnoTHOCTbw 
(b 0.6 - 1.6 pa3) o t Monenn cnoKoßHoß OoTocftepH. 33b h c h m o c t h  
napaMeTpoB npo$Hneß nHHHfl o t TeMnepaTyptj h nnoTHOCTH npencTaB- 
neHbi Ha pnc. 2. no o c h  opnHHaT o m o x e H H  H3MeHeHHn ueHTpanbHbix
^A0_dH<J> A^A0_a H^<6
rnySHH 6d0 -----------— h nonyniHpHH 6AX./2=--------------------, a no o c hdH0 &AH0
abcuHcc - pa3HOCTb TeMnepaTyp b aKTHBHOß h HeB03MymeHH0ß <J>o t o - 
c$epe h OTHoineHHe cooTBeTCTByiomHx nnoTHOCTeß. Kan b h h h o  h 3 
3TOrO pHCyHKa, OSe nHHHH B OfiHHaKOBOß Mepe 'lyBCTBHTejIBHH KaK 
k TeMnepaiype, Tax h nnoTHOCTH, npnneM h x  neHTpanbHbie rnySHHH 
npaKTHnecKH He 3b b h c h t  o t  H3MeHeHHH nnoTHOCTH nnn "nnoTHnx1 
Moneneß. nonyniHpHHbi s t h x  nHHHß He 33Bh c h t  o t TeMnepaTypH, h o
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Puc.l. 3apncoBKa c Ha-<J)Mj7bTporpaMMbi aKTMBHoro KOMnneKca AR 3106+3112
14 n 15 Man 1981 r.: ■ - BcnbiuiKu, rpaHupa (tuioKKynoB, ft - Bo/ioKHa.
CTpejiKa yKa3biBaeT no/iowem-ie mejiki cneKTporpaiJia.
TJKTTH*
PA0/PH i
«
Puc.2„ H3MeHeHMB peHTpa/ibHoPi my6nHbi (a) m no/iywHpuHbi (6) j im h m m  AA 5250 m 
5253 Ä B 3aBncnMOCTM OT oteMnepaTypu (x) m n/iOTHOCTM (•).
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33BHCHT OT FUIOHTOCTH : fíJlH MOflejiefl C nOBbmieHHOfl njTOTHOCTBIO npnö- 
JIH3HTeJIbHO OflHHaKOBO, a flJIH MOüejieß C nOHHKCeHHOfi njIOTHOCTBK) JTH- 
h h h  A5253 Ä ßojiee HyBCTBHTeJibHa. T b k h m  oßpa30M, Hcnojib30BaHHe 
j i h h h h A5253 K BMecTO A5250 X b MarHHiorpaifHiecKHx HaßjnoneHHHX 
MarHHTHHX noneß b $aKeJiax h  BcnumKax He flaioT BHHrpbmia b t o h h o c -
TH .
fljiH aHajiH3a HaßjiioflaeMbjx H3MeHeHHfl b jihhhhx paccMOTpeHH 
OTKJlOHeHHH IjeHTpajlb HHX TJiyßHH 6do, nOJTyWHpHH 6AA1/2 H SKBHBaJieHT- 
HHX IUHpHH ŐW OT COOTBeTCTByiOIHHX 3 HaHeHHß B HeB03MyiHeHH0fi (J>OTO- 
cOepe. 3 t h otkj i o h s hh h xapaKTepH3ywT H3MeHeHHH (J>H3HHecKHx ycjio- 
BH0 $OTOc$epHHX cjioeB Ha TtaHHbix reoMeTpHHecKHx BHCOTax. OßinHe 
saKOHOMepHocTH H3MeHeHHfi npoOHJieil jihhhS b npouecce BcntniiKH 
TaxoBbi:
1. Bce napaMeTpu npoOmieft b o  BpeMH BcmanieK noflBep»eHH KOJießaHH- 
HM, npeBbnuawinHM oiiiHßKy H3MepeHH0, nepHOfl KOjreöaHHft cocTaBJiseT 
15-30 M H H y T .
2. Bce JiHHHH ocjiaßjieHbi h yiunpeHn, o c o ß e H H O  b 6jih3h Ma x c H M y M O B  
BcnbmieK. OcjiaßjieHHe T e M  ßojibwe, n e M  rjiyßwe j i h h h h  o6pa3yeTCH.
3. Pa3JIHHHe nOBefleHHH HyBCTBHTejIbHHX H MajlO HyBCTBHTejlbHBIX K 
M a r H H T H O M y  nojiio j i h h hH npoHBJineTCH b  ocjiaßjieHHH (npn6jiH3HTejibHo 
Ha 10 %) MarHHTOHyBCTBHTeJibHbix j i h h h ü  nepen BcnHiiiKaMH h  KpaiKO- 
B p e M e H H O M  ycHJieHHH h x  B HanajibHoß CTa j H H  BcnbiineK.
T a x o e  n o B egeHHe j i h h hH m o j k h o oß b H C H H T b  yBeJinneHHeM T e m e p a -  
T ypu h  njiOTHOCTH B npeflMaKCHMajibHofi <J>a3e BcnbmieK h  h x  yMeHbine- 
HneM b cTaflHH c n a n a , a TaK*e KOJießaHHHMH noun KpynHOMacmTaßHbix 
HBHJKeHHR H M a r H H T H O T O  IIOJIH. B03M05KH0, 3 TH KOJießaHHH HBJIHIOTCH
npoHBjieHHeM B03fleßcTBHH Ha <J>OToc$epy yaapHHX b o j i h , p a c n p o c T p a H -  
Hwm n x c H  H3 BbniiejiexcainHX HpycoB aTMOcOepbi {1}.
Majiue H3MeHeHHfl U,eHTpajIbHbIX TJiyÖHH JIHHHÍÍ B SaBHCHMOCTH OT 
TeMnepaTypH h ra30Boro AaBJieHHH cpejatj onHCHBaioTCH öopMyjiaMH, 
npHBefleHHHMH b paöoTe BajiajiHH h OSp h h k o  {2}. üpHMeHHH 3t h <J>op-
MyjTbl K HeCKOJlbKHM JIHHHHM, 06pa3yK)mHMCH np a K T H H e C K H  Ha OflHOß 
BKicoTe, MOJKHo oijeHHTb KaK T e M n e p a T y p y , Tax h  HaBJieHHe. Bo H3ße- 
M H H e  OÜIHdOK 3a M e T  BJTHHHHH M a r H H T H O T O  ÜOJIH HCrl0JIb30BaJIHCb 
j i h h h h , Majio HyBCTBHTeJibHbie k H e M y . Ha pHC. 3 npencTaBJieHbi 
JjaHHbie O $H3HHeCKHX yCJlOBHHX Ha BbICOTe 170-180 K M  flJIH BCTTbUlJKH
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Samia 3b 14.05.81 h hjih BcntJniKH 6ajina In 15.05.81. M ojkho OTMe- 
THTb h o bojibho 3HauHTejibHbie KOJiebaHHH $H3HHecKHX napaMeTpoB Ha 
npoTHJKeHHH BcnumeK. HaHbojituiee h 3MeHeHne TeMnepaTypa (h o  200 K 
b o BcntoniKe 3b h h o  400 K b o BcnuniKe In) HabmonaeTCu okojio MaK- 
CHMyMOB COOTBeTCTByiOIUHX BCnbUIieK . OTKJTOHeHHH flaBJieHHÍl OT HX 3Ha- 
HeHHíl B HeB03MymeHH0it OoTocOepe nocTHraioT b OTflejiBHbie MOMeHTH 
15%. 3HaHHTejiBHKie BpeMeHHbie KOJiebaHHu naBjieHHH xopoiao xoppejiH- 
pyioT c xoflOM jiyueBbix cxopocTefl Ha paccMaTpHBaeMbix BbicoTax.
JlyyeBue c k o p o c t h  6hjih onpeneneHH Ha BbicoTax 130-260 k m . 
MaKCHManbHbie 3HaueHHH CKopocTeil nocTHraioT + 2.5 k m /c (omnbKa b 
onpeneJieHHH c k o p o c t h  cocTaBJiaeT +0.25 k m /c ). B o h h o H h Toil we 
obnacTH Ha naHHofl BHCOTe c TeneHHeM BpeMeHH HBH*eHHe MO»teT h o - 
c h t b Kone6aTeHbHbiil xapaKTep, T.e. nonteM CMeHaeTCH onycKaHHeM 
BemecTBa h HaobopoT. nepHonw KOJie6aHHü b cpeflHeM cocTaBjia»T 
okojio 20 MHiiyT. OnHaKo ecTb ph h  b h c o t  (220-240 k m ) , rne b s t o  
>Ke BpGMH b TeaeHHe 3-4 aacoB HabjnonaeTCH OHHOHanpaBJieHHoe h b h - 
)KeHHe, a HMeHHo, noflteM BemecTBa. AbcojiroTHtie SHaaeHHH CKopocTeil 
3flecb HaHboHBiiiHe. Ha p h c . 4 npencTaBneH x o h  JiyueBbix CKopocTeil 
Ha Tpex pa3JiHHHHx BHCOTax b Tex *:e BcnuuiKax, u t o  h Ha p h c . 3.
Kan ynoMHHajiocb Bbirne (p h c . 3) , jiyaeBaa CKopocTb KoppeJiHpyeT c 
HaBJieHHeM. OTMeueHa h KoppenuuHH c nojiyuiHpHHaMH h h h h h .
no nojiyiUHpHHaM cnabux jihhhü AX5222 h 5223 X 6bina BHUHCJieHa 
aMnjiHTyna obmero noun CKopocTeil b 3Kt h b h o m  KOMnneKce Ha BHCOTe 
okojio 150 k m  (p h c . 5) . 3HaieHHH aMnjiHTynbi nona CKopocTeil h h x  
H3MeHSHHH b o BpeMeHH, nonyueHHue no obeuM j i h h h h m, b ueaoM xo- 
poiuo cornacyiOTCH M e w  cobofl, >i t o CBHfleiejibCTByeT o HebonumoM 
b h h h h h h  Ha jiHHHK) A5223 R MarHHTHoro nojin h , b o x m o j k h o, o Majmx 
H3MeHeHHHX HanpHJKeHHOCTH MarHHTHoro nOJIH B npouecce pa3BHTHH 
oßjiacTH Ha naHHOM ypoBHe $OTOc$epbi. CKopocTb HeTennoBbix HBH»e- 
h h H Ha ypoBHe <J)OTOc$epH b b k t h b hoíI oßnaciH b cpeflHeM Ha 20 % 
npeBbnnaeT c k o p o c t h  b HeB03MymeHHoii OoToccfepe. B mocihoü BcnbiiiKe 
14.05.81 h nocne Hee HabjiionaioTCH pe3KHe KOJiebaHHH aMnHHTynbi 
noHH CKopocTeil.
TaKHM o6pa30M, b npouecce sbojuouhh h k t h b Horo KOMnjieKca Ha 
Bcex ypoBHHX $OToc$epbi ot obriacxH TeMnepaiypHoro m h HHMyMa h o  Han- 
MeHbllieil H3 paCCMOTpeHHHX H3MH BbJCOT (130 k m ) npOHCXOflHT pa3JTHUHOrO
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0800 0830 0000 0830 UT 0730 0600 0830 UT
«
Puc.S. Xofl pa3HOCTe(í TeMnepaTyp M OTHOuieHMÍÍ naaneHMM b  aktu b ho m o6nacTM 
M HeB03MymeHH0Ü <l)OTOC0epe, a Tatoxe xofl nyueßbix CKopoCTeű bo BpeMa 
flByx B c n b im e K : 14.05.81 (a) m 15.05.81 ( 6 ) .
T A E JI H LI A 1
flaHHbie o BcnbimKax 14 u 15 Man 1981 rofla
flaTa Haua.no
UT
MaxcnMyM
UT
KoHeii
UT
KoopflnHaTbi
cp XÓ O
Bann
14.05.81 0808 0848 0923 +20 -32 3b
14.05.81 1000 - 1050 +21 -36 I f
15.05.81 0741 0801 0824 + 12 -24 In
15.05.81 1026 1042 1100 + 1 1 -22 s f
15.05.81 1206 1211 1222 + 1 1 -21 sn
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0800 0830 0900 0930 UT 0730 0800 0830 UT
Puc.4„ Jly^eBbie c k o p o c t m Ha pa3Hbix BbicoTax bo BpeM« scnbiweK pa3Hbix 6a.n.noB.
/4 OS gi
Puc.5* M3MeHeHHH bo BpeMeHH aMnnMTyflbi nonn CKopocTeü b KOMnnexce 
AR 3106+3112 Ha BbicoTe h=150 k m .
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T A E J1 M 11 A 2
CnucoK ncno/ib3yeMbix j im h m m , u x  xapaKTepucTUKu 
m BbicoTbi o6pa30BaHun
X
Ä
O neM eH T
U e H T p a n b H a s
myöMMHa
h
KM
EP
3 B
<t>^ KTop JlaHfle
5210.392 Ti I O.808 506 0.05 5/4 -5/5
5250.216 Fe I 0.772 435 0.12 3 ’
5247.574 Cr I 0.760 409 0.96 5/2
5253.468 Fe I 0.700 314 3.28 ' 3/2
5223.190 Fe I 0.350 180 3.63 1/2 -0/0
5222.685 Ti I 0.222 176 2.08 0-0
5211.535 Ti II 0.380 166 2.59 8/7 -8/7
pofla H3MGHeHHH <J>H3HHeCKHX yCJIOBHÍl . OÖHapyjKeHbl KOJießaHHH <J)H3HMeC- 
KHx napaMeTpoB cpenn Ha Bcex BHCOTax $oToc$epbi b o BpeMH BcribnneK. 
HHTepeCHfclM H TpeßyiOIUHM nOHTBepHmeHHH $aKTOM HBJIHeTCH KOPpeJIHUHH 
H3MeHeHHÜ BO BpeMSHH flaBJieHHH H JiyHeBHX CKOpOCTeß. BbI3blBaeT HH- 
Tepec Taxate h  aHOMaJibHoe noBeneHHe jiyneBbix cxopocTefi Ha b h c o t ax 
220-240 k m . HsMeHeHHH aMruiHTyroa oßiqero norm cKopocTeil Ha BHCOTe 
150 KM B npouecce pa3BHTHH aKTHBHOft OÖJiaCTH B UejIOM HeBeJIHKH ,
OHH MaK CHMajTb Hbl BO BpeMH MOIHHOÍ1 BCnbUUKH 6aJlJia 3b. Pa3JIHHHe nOBe- 
aeHHH CHJIbHO H MajlO HyBCTBHTejIbHbIX K MaTHHTHOMy nOJIM JlHHHft ne- 
pe« BCITbElIK3MH CBHfleTejIbCTByeT , nO-BHflHMOMy, O flOBOJIBHO Ba)KHO0 
POJIH MaFHHTHOrO nOJIH B BepXHHX CJIOHX 0OTOC4>epbI flJIH C03flaHHH 
npeflBcnbHiieHHoít CHTyau,HH.
J l M T e p a T y p a
(1) A/iTbiHueB.A.T. ,6aHHH,B.r. ,KyKjiMH,r.B. ,Tomo30b ,B.M. , CoAHeuHVie ecrmwKU.,  
c.133, Hayxa, MocKBa 1982
{2} B a fla jlH H .O .r. ,06pH flKO ,B.H . , □ BapHaL(HHX HHTeHCMBH0CT8H $OTOC(J)epHb]X /1HHMH 
H HenpepbiBHoro cneHTpa npn na/ibix M3MeHeHHRX <j)M3HRecKMX napaMeTpoB, 
AcrrrpoH.M. 52. 561, 1975
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THE RADIO EMISSION AND 
DURING THE PERIOD
ACTIVE REGION DEVELOPMENT 
OF MAY 1 5 - 2 5 ,  1981
H. A U R A S  S, A. B Ö H M E ,  A. K R Ü G E R
ZISTR mi), Berlin CGOR)
Abstract:
The activity of May 21, 1981 is described and special attention is 
given to the m-wave enhancement. This particular burst activity 
is dominated by a three step strong and broad band continuum rise 
(step I: 10:45 UT; step II: 11:51 UT; step III: 12:38 UT). Step I 
and III behave like noise storm onsets. The corresponding soft 
X-ray event, the missing short-cm activity, and the evidence of 
type IV-like dm structures long before the start of an observed 
flare (confirmed for step III, only) lead to the conclusion that 
the centre of the disturbance must be at greater heights in the 
corona.
PAflMO 3MMCCH8 H PA3BHTM E AKTHBHbIX OEJIACTEPi 
B nEPM Ofl 1 5 - 2 5  MAfl  1981 r .
X .  A Y P A C , A .  BEME,  A .  KPIOrEP
[4MC34J mi), Bep/IHH crff1)
Aócmpanjn:
TloKa3aHO pa36umue coAHeunoü amuenocmu e MempoeoM duana3one. 
OcoóeHHO 06cyxdam.cn yee/iuuenue KOHmuHyym. 21-oao Man 1981 a. 
Haónndajiocb waaoeoe pa36umue (nepeviű waa 10:45 YT, emopoű waa 
11:51 YT, mpermü waa 12:38 YT). Kernemen, umo waa I u waa III 
6u a u yeenuHenun muria uiyMoeux 6ypv. Hexomopue 0dKrrm (cen3aHHoe 
nenenue Mnanoao peumaenoecmao U3siyueHun, omcymcmeue amnuenocmu 
e duana3one KpamKux m u k p o b o a h , HaŐAwdenue nenenun k o k  e ecnnecuax 
muna IV e deuunempoeoM duana3one yxe do Hauana peaucmpupyeMoü 
ecnmuKu) noddepomeawm npednosioxenue, umo ucmoHHUK nenenun Moxem 
6umb pa3noAoocen e 6oAt>iuux eucomax Koponu.
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The activity within the interval can be classified as fol­
lows (see Fig.l and {1}):
1. The variable noise storm activity during whole the interval.
2. A type IV burst on May 16, starting 8:30 UT, followed by a 
type IV mB burst at 11:40 UT, lasting till May 17.
3. A dm burst on May 18, 08:00-09:20 UT.
4. A strong noise storm enhancement on May 21, mixed with some 
kind of type IV activity, which very slowly decays during 
May 22 and was perhaps masking the "background" noise storm.
Some further facts must be noted:
a) The activity is essentially connected with the active re­
gions of Hale number 17644 and 17653, having a high resp. 
very low S-component efficiency.
b) There was a low flare activity.
c) Mercier's 169 MHz radioheliograph data {1} reveal a very 
complicated source structure past May 18, 1981. There are 
several equally polarized noise storm sources, sometimes 
positioned far away from active regions.
The May 21, 1981 event is characterized by some special pecu­
liarities :
1. According to Solar-Geophysieal Data, the m-wave enhancement ‘is 
associated in time with a rather strong soft X-ray outburst, 
starting near 11 UT and lasting until 16 UT. An analogy with 
the X-ray - noise storm correspondence as described in {2} 
is possible. The unusual absence of short-cm (and optical 
flare) emission leads to the conclusion that the centre of 
the disturbance must be at greater hights in the corona.
2. The m-wave continuum emission grows in three steps. No flare 
is reported which corresponds with step I or step II (visual 
flare patrol, only).
a) Step I (Fig.2) : The continuum rise starts at 234 MHz at
10:45 UT, then a burst component activation follows 10:50 UT 
at 113 MHz, and 11:10 UT at 64 MHz. A small gradual rise 
and fall burst begins at 3 GHz at 11:10 UT, and later at 
2 GHz and at 1.47 GHz.
The m-wave continuum enhancement proceeds, starting 11:20 UT
186
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at 113 MHz and near 11:35 UT at 64 MHz;
b) Step II (Fig.2): This step starts over the 234 MHz - 30 MHz 
range within a 1 min interval at 11:51 UT. In particular, 
the steep intensity development at 64 MHz is a rare effect. 
Mercier's 169 MHz data reveal a slowly moving source, orig­
inating away from the former noise storm sources and domi­
nating the activity at 12 UT and later. Fig.3 illustrates 
the situation. A slow source movement was already reported 
for noise storm enhancements and type IV mB bursts {3},{4}, 
and is not quite unusual.
c) Step III: After a short relaxation, the m-wave enhancement
continues in the following manner: 12:38 UT at 234 MHz
12:42 UT at 113 MHz 
12:43 UT at 64 MHz 
13:00 UT at 40 MHz 
13:05 UT at 300 MHz
Following Solar-Geophysical Bata Prompt Reports, a subflare 
was observed in the region 17653 starting 12:45 UT and being 
well correlated with a small superposed peak of the 1.47 GHz 
emission. A peculiar behaviour was observed in the dm range 
between step II and step III, see Fig.4. Two peaks of right 
handed polarized emission were observed at 778 MHz without 
remarkable and correlated effects at the adjacent observing 
frequencies. Strong decimetric burst components of bandwidths 
smaller than about 500 MHz are not in principal unusual in this 
spectral range, as indicated by former observations {5} and 
theoretically discussed by Kuipers {6}. These emissions are 
evidently not directly related to the impulsive or explosive 
flare phases, as is typically the case, and may be considered 
as an indication for a highly inhomogeneous source structure. 
This is further supported by the observation of an irregular 
intermediate drift burst pattern in the 640 - 800 MHz range 
during the 12:23-12:28 UT interval (Karlicky, private communi­
cation), which definitely occurred before step III, causing 
flare.
The described continuum evolution is of special interest 
in the frame of Böhme's{7} extensive statistical work, basing
187
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Fig.2. The noise storm enhancement on May 21, 1981.
The arrows mark the starting times given in the text.
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Fig. 3. The situation near active region 17653.
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on 6 HHI single frequency records, including the onset behav­
iour of all the rise + I type noise storms (following the 
HHI Solar Data classification) during the 20th activity cycle 
from 1964-1976 (about 140 events). Böhme has divided the en­
semble into the subgroups "flare related" and " non-flare re­
lated" noise storms, significantly differing in the onset be­
haviour and the covered spectral range. Step I of the May 21, 
1981 event discussed fits the mean pattern of a non-flare re­
lated noise storm well, step III belongs to the subclass flare 
related noise storm onset.
Step II onset is a remarkable effect because of no flare 
correlation was observed and the fast, broadband continuum rise. 
Fig.5 gives some continuum intensity spectra drawn from the 
HHI single frequency records. The spectra 12:15 UT, 12:25 UT 
and 12:40 UT characterize the enhancement and the break fol­
lowing the step II onset. The spectral gap near 113 MHz, to­
gether with the highly polarized emission at 40 MHz are rare 
and unusual phenomena. In our experience {8} past step III 
the high polarization degree at 113 MHz and 40 MHz together 
with the observed spectral shape favours the assumption, that 
the event is a very broad band noise storm or type IV mB burst. 
In {9} enhanced emission is reported from 2 MHz - 540 MHz 
spectrograph observations on May 21 and May 22, 1981.
On the whole the May 21,1981 event is surely not a typical 
type IV burst. It belongs to a small class of events showing 
very low cm-wave and very high m-wave emission. Another example 
of this kind was the August 28, 1966 12 UT burst.
R e f e r e n c e s
{1} Aurass,H., Bohme,A., Fomichev,V.V., Kruger,A., Mercier,C., Tlamicha,A., 
Urpo,S., to be published in 4th CESRA Workshop,2. 1982
{2} Lantos,P., Kerdraon,A., Rapley,G.G., Bentley,R.A,, Astron.Astrophys.101. 
33, 1981
{3} Clavelier,B., Jarry.M.F., Pick,M. , Ann.d’Astrophys. 31. 5, 523, 1968
{4} Kerdraon,A., Mercier,C., to be published in 4th CESRA Workshop3l. 1982
{5} Krüger,A., Fürstenberg,F., Fricke,K., HHI Suppl.Ser. Solar Data,2. Nr.5. 
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{6} Kuijpers.J., Solar Phys.36. 157, 1974 
{7} Böhme,A., submitted to Solar Phys. 1983 
{8} Böhme,A., submitted to Solar Phys. 1983
{9} Pinter,S., Grigoreva,V.P., to be published in 4th CESRA Workshop,2.1982
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PECULIARITIES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF FLARE ON MAY 16, 1981 
AS OBSERVED IN OPTICAL, X-RAYS AND RADIO WAVES
V.N. I S H K O V, A.K. M A R K E E V, V.V. F O M I C H E V ,  
G.P. C H E R N O V ,  I.M. C H E R T 0 K
IZMIRAN,Troitsk
O.B. L I K I N ,  N.F. P I S A R E N K O
Inst.Space ResMoscow 
B. V A L N Í C E K ,  M. K A R L I C K Y ,
A. T L A M I C H A ,  F. F Á R N Í K
Astron.Inst. .OndFejov 
B. K Á L M A N
Heliophys.Obs..Debrecen
Abstract:
On the basis of X-ray, visual and radio observations of the large 
flare of 16 May 1981 the conclusion may be drairn that a large 
flare is a long duration energy release process, and can be inter­
preted as a sum of smaller flares throughout the active region.
0C0BEHH0CTM PA3BHTHA BCflbllllKW 16 MAR 1981 r . 
no HABJ1BAEHMRM B PEHTrEHOBCKOM,  OnTMMECKOM M PAAMOflMAnA30HAX 
B . H .  HIJJK0B, A .K .M A P K E E B ,  B .B .  0OMMMEB, T.n. HEPHOB, M .M . 9E P T0K
M3MHPAH,TpoMUH
O. B.  AMKMH, H.<t>.nHCAPEHKO
M K M ,MocHBa
B. BAAHMMEK, M. KAPAMUKHfl,  A. TAAMHXA, 0 .  0APHMK
ACTpOH . M h CT . .OHflpHteMOB 
B .  K A A M A H
re^no0H3.O6c.,Ae6peqeH
AöcmpaKm:
Ha ocnoee peHmaenoecKux, onmmecKux u paduonaÓAtodeHuü óoAbiuoű 
xpoMocfepnoű ecnmuKU 16 mom 1981 a. moxho cdenamb eueod, umo 
óoAbwaH ecrmuiKa npedcmaejinem coőoű nponecc oHepaoeude/ienuH 
óoAbuoü dAumesibHocmu, u Moxem 6umb oOwcnena kok cyMMa Menbucux 
ecramex e ajmuenoű oÓAacmu„
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The results of the analysis of the flare of May 16, 1981, 
the last one out of series of the large flares connected with 
passage of the complex active region HR 17644 are given in this 
report. This flare" was observed during the International Post 
SMY program and XII STIP interval. The analysis is based on the 
observations in optical, X-rays and radio regions. The optical 
(Ha) observations were made with a coronagraph through 0.5 Á 
bandpass Halle Ha filter at Debrecen Observatory and with a 
tower solar telescope at IZMIRAN. X-rays measurements in the 
range 2-360 keV have been obtained by the Czechoslovak photo­
meter aboard the Prognor-8 satellite. The radio observations 
were carried out at two observatories: Ondrejov (the dynamic 
radio spectra in the frequency band 150-1000 MHz and the in­
tensity-time profiles at the fixed frequencies 260, 536 and 
890 MHz) and IZMIRAN (the dynamic spectra in the frequency 
range 45-236 MHz and the intensity-time profiles at the fixed 
frequencies 204 and 3000 MHz). The analysis of the whole ob­
servational data set allows the following peculiarities of the 
flare development to be picked out:
1. The flare of May 16, 1981 is an example of long duration 
energy release process which in the course of its develop­
ment covered the extended area in HR 17644. The energy re­
lease processes took place in different sites of the flare 
region and had different manifestations at optical. X-rays 
and radio waves.
2. Development of the flare in Ha occurred in two stages: the 
low energy stage when the flare developed at an area be­
tween the spot groups and was practically spotless (before 
08:20 UT), and the main stage when the flare developed in 
the spot group and the flare knots arose or penetrated the 
spot penumbra (Figs.1,2).
3. Localization and evolution of the flare knots indicate that 
two connection systems between the different regions in 
this spot group (between the regions I and II, as well as
I and III in Fig.2) existed. This connection was probably 
realized through loop like structures which became visible
194
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during the post maximum phase of the flare as an arch sys­
tem.
4. During the pre-maximum stage of the flare the correlation 
was observed between the relatively sharp variations in the 
rate of increase in soft X-rays (2-8 keV) and the brighten- 
ings of the existing spaced Ha knots and in the arising of 
the new ones (the parts 1,2 and 3 on the intensity-time pro­
file of X-rays in Fig.3 correspond to the brightenings of 
regions II, I and II in Fig.2, respectively).
5. A close time correspondance between the arising of the dif­
ferent peaks in hard X-rays (20-80 ke'V) and microwave 
emission and the brightenings of the different Ha knots 
(Figs.1,2,3) exists.
6. During the evolution of the flare the considerable vari­
ations in the frequency spectrum of microwave emission were 
observed. The maximum of spectrum moved to the short wave 
part of cm-region when Ha emission had approached the sun­
spots (08:25 and 08:38 UT); meanwhile, during the initial 
spotless phase of the flare and the decay stage the maximum 
of spectrum was situated at dm-waves (Fig.4, the variation 
of fmax is shown in Fig.3b). However, any significant vari­
ations in power index of accelerated electrons were not ob­
served in the limits of measurement accuracy (Fig.3b, lower 
part).
7. Development of the flare was accompanied by the arising of 
two shock waves which issued at different times (08:14-08:15 OT 
and 08:20-08:21 UT, Fig.5) from the different flare sites. 
Propagation of these shocks in the corona resulted in gen­
eration of two type II radio bursts (08:19:12-08:31:00 UT 
and 08:30:35-08:43:30 UT, Fig.6).
8. Dynamic spectrum of the second type II radio burst had an 
unusual, fine structure in the form of numerous short-lived 
elements with the bandwidth to 10 MHz, negative frequency 
drift 5-30 MHz s^1 and life time at fixed frequency 0.1 s 
(08:36:10-08:38:00 UT and 08:41:20-08:43:30 UT, Fig.6).
This fine structure is believed to belong to the second
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Fig. la.
Fig.lb.
Fig. lo.
Fig. Id.
1981 May 16 
Ha + 1 Ä 
filtergrams
07:34:01 UT
07:58:23 UT
08:01:26 UT
08:12:53 UT
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Fig.le.
Fig. If.
Fig. lg.
Fig.lh.
1981 May 16 
Ha + 1 Ä 
filtergrams
08:20:35 UT
08:26:01 OT
08:39:46 UT
10:05:21 UT
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harmonic band and to be connected with propagation of the 
shock waves through the inhomogeneities with the scale of 
107-108 cm.
9. The beginning of the wide band pulsations with a time scale 
of seconds in type IV radio burst at dm-waVes (08:24:30 UT) 
and at m-waves (08:41:30 UT) correlate with the development 
and the brightening of Ha knots in penumbra of the sunspots 
(Figs.6,7). This fact indicates that pulsations appear when 
the flare processes affect the magnetic loops with footpoints 
situated in the umbra or penumbra of sunspots.
10. During the post maximum phase of the flare the different 
fine structure at dm-waves and m-waves (zebra pattern, pul­
sations, fiber bursts, absorptions) were observed in the 
dynamic spectrum of type IV burst (Fig.8). The appearance 
of zebra pattern (09:11 UT and 09:42 UT) followed the 
brightenings of tops of the arch flare system.
The results of the complex analysis of the flare on May 16, 
1981 given above allow the conclusion to be drawn that a big 
solar flare with a complicated space-time structure is to be 
considered as a totality of a number of less intensive flares 
occuring at different moments in time and in different parts 
of active regions. In this case the sequence of an energy re­
lease process can be accompanied by X-rays and radio bursts 
with different characteristics (in particular, by radio bursts 
with different frequency spectra and fine structures), and by 
a generation of more than one shock wave with their own tra­
jectories .
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PROPER MOTIONS IN HALE REGION 17644 (MAY 1981) 
AND THE MAY 16 FLARE
B. k á l m A n , i . n a g y
Heliophysical Observatory,Debrecen
Abstract:
Proper motions of sunspot umbrae in the Hale region 17644 are 
given for the period 13-19 May 1981, and some peculiarities of 
the 16 May flare are discussed.
COBCbBEHHblE flBMlKEHMfl B OBRACTM X3RJ1 No 17644 (MAR 1981) 
R BCnblUJKA 16 MAfl 
B. KAilMAH, M. HAflb
fe/iHO(t)M3.06c. .UeöpeueH
Aócmparan:
ffanmcH coócmeeHHue deiacemin conneurntx nsmen e axmueHoü oónacmu 
Xoüa Ho 17644 djiH nepuoda 13-19 m an 1981 soda, u oócyocdanmcji 
Hexomopbie ocoóeHHocmu ecnuwcu 16 m o h .
Hale region 17644 was a very complex active region, con­
sisting of at least two bipolar groups with an irregular clus­
ter of spots between them. Due to its complexity it produced 
several large flares {1},{2}, among them the 3B flare of 16 May 
1981. The detailed description of this flare in X-rays, Ha and 
radio bands has been published elsewhere, together with data 
on the flare-ribbon dynamics {3}.
On the basis of more than 140 full-disk photoheliograms, 
made in the Debrecen Observatory and its Gyula observing sta­
tion, the heliographic coordinates and proper motions of the 
more significant spots in Hale region 17644 were determined in 
the period 13-19 May 1981, including the large 3B flare of 
May 16.
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In the analysis the Ha observations of the 16 May flare 
were also used, made by the large 53-cm coronagraph of the 
Debrecen Observatory through a 0.5 Á passband Halle filter.
The white-light observations were made by L.Győri (Gyula) and
L.Kondás (Debrecen), the ones in Ha by O.Gerbei and one of 
us (I.N.).
The evolution of the region during the disk passage is 
shown in the accompanying photographs (Fig.l),.a series of 
rectified drawings in Carrington coordinates is also given for 
the measured period (Fig.2). From the measured points average 
positions were determined for 0.2d, 0.4d , 0.6d and 0.8d UT 
each day, these averages are shown in the Figs.3,4. The date 
is shown on the trajectories of the spots, at the beginning 
and the end.
The most interesting results are the following:
Around the main zero line, where the large flare of May 16 
occurred, the spots of different polarity move differently, 
and parallel to the zero line (spots 7, 8,A,D,E) . Meanwhile 
spot C moves perpendicularly to the zero line, pushing it 
northward.
Adjacent spots 3,4,5, 6 move in a very similar way, al­
though they do not exist at the same time.
Spot A after the large flare, which occurred nearby, dras­
tically diminishes in size, and begins to move rapidly north­
wards .
A strange, similar and simultaneous change occurs in the 
character of the motion of spots 10,G,F at 16-17 May, they 
began to move in the direction of the (past) large flare.
In this complex the convergence and coalescence of spots 
of the same magnetic polarity {4} was observed again (spot 2 
and an another small spot reaches the leader spot 1 and they 
coalesce). But another type of the interaction is also observed. 
In the middle of the group spot 14 emerges on 15 May, with a 
characteristic westward motion of the p polarity. It collides 
with the older spot 9, and rebounds, pushing the old spot 
southwards (see Fig.4). This type of interaction has already
208
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Fig.l. The evolution of Hale Rgn 17644, 11-22 May 1981.
F i g . 2. Rectified d r a w i n g s  in C a r r i n g t o n  coordinates of Region 17644
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Fjg.3. Trajectories of sunspot umbrae in Hale Rgn. 17644 between 13-19 May 1981. The positions for 0^2,0^4,
0.6 and 0?8 UT for each day are given. Numbers denote preceding (N), letters - following (S) magnetic pola- 
The dates of the first and last day of observation are shown by  small numbers at the beginning and at 
the end of each trajectory.
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17 May 1981,07:10:19
Fig.4. Trajectories of colliding spots 9 and 14 (top) and a photo g r a p h  of 
the group on 17 May 1981 (bottom)
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Fig.5. T h e  movement of the flare ribbons in the flare of 16 May 1981. The 
arrow p o i n t s  to the small sunspot, surrounded by the "curl" (cf. F i g . 6)
been observed in interactions of "old" and "new" activity {5}. 
From coordinate measurements of the flare ribbons (see Fig. ) 
it became clear that the short-lived "curl" feature of the NE 
flare ribbon {3} formed around a small sunspot (arrow in 
Figs.5,6) in the first minutes of the flare.
Finally, the authors wish to thank Miss Agnes Dobai, stu­
dent of astronomy in Eötvös University, Budapest,for valuable 
help in measuring and computing the heliographic coordinates 
of the spots. The computations were performed partially on the 
POP 11/40 computer of the ATOMKI (Nuclear Research Institute), 
Debrecen.
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Fig.6. The evolution of the "curl" feature on the NE flare ribbon (arrow)
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H3MEHEHHE nPOOHJIEH Ha K H0 B nPOIlECCE BCnUHIKH 16 MAH 1981 T.
K.B. A J I H K A E B A ,  H.O. H H K y J1 H H ,
rAO.HHBB rAHLLI, PlacHBa
n.H. no, n y  n a h
AcTpoH.06c.Kry,KneB
VARIATION OF Ha AND Hg PROFILES DURING MAY 16, 1981 FLARE
K.V. ALIKAEVA, I.F. NIKULIN,
Acad.Astron.ObsK i e v  Shternberg Astron.InstMoscow
P.N. POLUPAN 
Univ.Obs..Kiev
Abstract:
Using Ha-filtergrams, the development of active complex 
3106+3112 for May 16, 1981 including a strong two-ribbon flare 
is traced. Variations of Ha and Ho line profiles in the course 
of this flare development are followed. At beginning of the 
flare the profile shape in the two flare knots is conditioned 
by the matter rise, while in the vicinity of the brightness 
maximum and during the fading phase downward motions prevail.
The comparisons of the observed Ha profiles with the theor­
etical ones, computed for various model flares at the assumption 
on Gaussian distributed macroscopic motions, indicate that as 
the flare brightness grows up to maximum, the electron density 
at the transition layer/chromosphere boundary increases several 
times, velocities diminish, and the boundary itself descends.
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no Ha-$HJibTporpaMMaM npocne*eHO pa3BHrae aKTHBHoro komit- 
jieKca 3106 + 3112 16 Maa 1981 r. c 06 h o 10 Mac.BceMHpHoro 
BpeMSHH (p h c 1). K 16 Man b o c t o h h oE nacTH KOMnneKca cOopMHpo- 
BajICH HOBHß KOHbU,eo6pa3HHia $JIOKKyjl B (p h c . la). B 0750 UT B HeM 
B03 HHKJia BCnHIUKa. nO-BHflHMOMy, 3Ta BCnbnUKa HHHUHHpOBaJia MOIIiHyiO 
BcnbnüKy 6anna 3B, KOTopaa Hananacb b 0800 UT b 6jih3h nareH Ha 
MecTe, rne 14 Man TaK*e Ha6.niofla.nacb MoinHan BcnmuKa. OflHOBpe- 
MBHHO npoH30iuno noapaaHHe OTflaibHHX (JüioKKynbHHX y3flOB k loro- 
-BOCTOKy OT aKTHBHOß OÖJiaCTH . 3tO HaTajIKHBaeT Ha MblCflb 06 o6meM 
npoBOflHpyromeM areHTe, pacnpocTpaHmomeMcn ot nepßoü BcnuniKH.
PasBHTHß BcnbniiKH 3B inno CKaflKaMH. B 0825 UT nananocb pas- 
fleneHHe y3JioB no o6e c t o p o h h ot HeíTpanbHoS jthhhh. Oh hh y3en 
(B) TpaHcOopMHpoBaJiCH k 0832 UT b MontHyio BcntameflHyio neHTy, 
orneaMiuyio XBOCTOBoe nsiTHO. B 0835 y3en A b c b o w onepeflb b h t h - 
rHBajicfl b HanpaBneHHH nsiTHa nHflepa, KOToporo h o c t h t b 0837 UT.
06e neHTH BcnbniiKH nyjibCHpoBanH no h p k o c t h h o 0846 UT , flocTnr- 
HyB MaKCHMyMa nnomaflH b 0842 UT (p h c . 16). nocne BToro neHTH 
npononxcanH pasflBHraTbca, Tepnn apnocTb h nnomaflb.
CneKTpanbHbie HaöniofleHHH STOß öonbiiioß BcnnniKH npoBOflHJiHCb 
B TAO AH yCCP B KaeBe h Ha CTaHflHH TAHIl] B AnMa-ATe. CneKTpH 
b oßnacTH Ha nonyneHH c HHTepBanoM BpeMeHH 1-3 m h h h oxBaraBa- 
k)t Bce CTaflHH pa3BKTHH oöeHx BcnHiueK. CneKTpH B oönacTH Ha h 
H h K Ca II nonyneHH b 6jth3h MaxCHMyMa BcnHWKH 3B. IleHTpanbHan 
HHTGHCHBHOCTb Ha HOCTHTaeT 3HaMeHHH 1,3 OT HHTeHCHBHOCTH 
HenpepHBHoro cneKTpa. npo$HflH o6enx BOflopoflHux jihhhü, xax npa- 
BHJio, acHMMeTpHHHHe, HMeiOT npoBan HHTeHCHBHOCTH b ueHTpe jihhhh. 
B HananbHOß $a3e HaönioflaeTCH c h h h h acHMMeTpaa, eonbman npoTH- 
xteHHOCTb KptjjibeB, npnneM b oTfleflbHue MOMeHTH npeo6naflaeT CHHee 
Kpnno. B6HH3H MaKCHMyMa h nocne Hero KpHflbH MeHee nporaeHHae, 
a KpacHoe Kpuno CHcreMaTHMecKH öojibiae CHHero.
fljiH flByx y3noB moihhoK BcnmiiKH A h B paccMOTpeHH ueHTpajib 
Hue HHTeHCHBHOCTH, nOnOJKeHHe H KOHTpaCT CHHero H KpaCHOrO 
nHKOB Ha B pa3nHMHHe MOMeHTH BpeMeHH. KOHTpaCTOM MH H33bIBaeM 
OTHomeHHe h h t 6h c h b h o c t h  naxa k ueHTpanbHoß h h t 6h c h b h o c t h  jihhhh 
(p h c . 2) .
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HapacTaHHe HHTeHCHBHOCTH Ha npoHcxonHT ho 0840-0846 UT 
CKa^KaMH, h t o noflTBepTOaeTCH ifHJibTporpaMMaMH. Xofl ueHTpajibHofl 
HHTeHCHBHOCTH 5TBHO npOTHBOITOJIOJKeH XOJiy KOHTpaCTOB TIHKOB . C  yBe~ 
JIHHeHHeM ueHTpajIBHOfi HHTeHCHBHOCTH KOHTpaCT yMeHbmaeTCH.
B HanajibHoft cj>a3e BcnbmiKH b o6o hx y3Jiax chhhí! tihk HHTeHCHB— 
Hee KpacHoro. B y3Jie A xpacHufi tihk Hanaji npeoßJianaTb, HanHHasi 
c 0818 UT, a b y3Jie B - HaHHHan c 084 2 UT. CoBepmeHHo Tax xce 
MeHHeTCH H nojiojKeHHe iihkob othochtcjibho HecMemeHHoro ueHTpa 
jiHHHH, h noaTOMy Ha rpa$HKe He tiphbohhtch. B Hanane BcntniiKH 
CHHHfi nHK cMemen öojibuie, nem  KpacHHß, a saTeM xapTHHa MeHHeTCH 
Ha npoTHBonojiojKHyw. Tanne ocoöeHHocTH npo(J>HJieß Ha mojkho o6b5ic- 
HHTb cJieflyiomHM oöpa30M: 1. B HanajibHoß Oase BcnnmiKH npoHCxoflHT 
noflteM BemecTBa OBHOBpeMeHHO b o ö o h x y3Jiax. B y3Jie A HaHHHasr 
c 0818, a b y3Jie B c 0824 UT npeo6Jia,uaioT HHCxoimiUHe flBHKeHHH.
Ho Ha-4>HJibTporpaMMaM, chhthim b AJiMa-ATe, xopoiuo b h b h o , h t o sth 
jteHTbi, pacnojiojKeHHue no pa3Hbie c t o p o h h o t HeßTpajibHoro BOJioKHa, 
COeflHHHIOTCH CHCTeMOfi TOHKHX flyr. ÜO-BHflHMOMy, B6JIH3H M3KCHMyMa 
h b (J>a3e 3aTyxaHH5i BcnuniKH BemecTBO CTenaeT ot BepniHH neTenb 
b xpoMoctfepy. 2. YMeHbmeHHe KOHTpaCT a ö h k o b npn B03pacTaHnH 
U.eHTpajIbHO0 HHTeHCHBHOCTH MOXCeT ÖUTb CBHSaHO C 3aMbIBai0mHM 
HeücTBHeM TypöyjieHTHOCTH. XapaKTep npoifHneß yna3biBaeT Ha BecbMa 
cjioxcHbiß xapaxTep MaKpocKonHHecKHx flBHaceHHü b oöjracTH CBeneHHH 
Ha H HenOCTOHHOCTBO OyHKUHH HCTOHHHKa BflOJIb JiyHa 3peHH5I. Bee 
3 TO flOJPKHO yHHTblBaTbCH npH XTOCTpOeHHH MOfleneß BCntűmeK.
Mu CpaB HHJTH Ha6jIÍ0fleHHbie npoOHJIH Ha C B35TTHMH H3 jiHTepaTy— 
pbl TeOpeTHHeCKHMH , OCHOBaHHtJMH Ha pa3HfcJX MOflejTHX BCnbOUeK.
UeTbipe SMnHpHHecKHe Monenn flHHxa {1} pa3JiHHai0TC5i b h c o t oB h 
SJieKTpoHHOfl nnoTHOCTbio Ha rpaHHue nepexoflHHß cjioß/xpoMoc<I>epa. 
Moflejib, Hcnojib3 0BaHHa5i b paöoTe KsHOHJina h ATesi {2}, yqnTHBaeT 
pacnpenejieHHe nnoTHOCTH h TeMnepaTyptj c b u c o t o ü , o6ycjioBneHHoe 
pacnpocTpaH5iiomeßcH ynapHoß bojihoR c hhcjiom Maxa ot 5 «o 15. 
CooTBeTCTByioinHe s t h m  MOflejiHM TeopeTenecKHe npo$HJTH aaioT npoBan 
HHTeHCHBHOCTH B U,eHTpe Ha, OflHaKO OH CJ1HIUKOM BejIHK . Ecjih yieCTb 
MaxpocKonHHecKHe ,HBH>KeHHiT, t o yaaeTCH TeopeTHnecxne npoOHJtH 
npH6jiH3HTb K Ha6jnoflaeMbiM. Mh  paccHHTajiH OTH Bcex MOfleneß npo- 
$hjih c yneTOM MaKpocKonnecKHX exopodefl ot 10 no 100 k m /c c
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Puc.l. 3 a p n c o B K M  a K T U B H o r o  K O M n j i e K c a  3 1 0 6 + 3 1 1 2  1 6 . 0 5 . 1 9 8 1 :
а) HaMa/ibHan CTaflHH BcnbiwKM 3B
б )  b 6 j i m 3 H  MaKCMMyMa 3 T O Ü  BcnbiwKM
Puc.2. k l3 M eH eH H e p e H T p a n b H O i i  MHTeHCMBHOCTM H K O H T p a C T a  npl KOB J1MHMH Ha 
B npopecce p a 3 B M T H s  flByx y3+iOB BcnbiwKM 3B:
H H TeH C M B H O C Tb  p e m p a  Ha (  —  o  —  ) ,  C M H e r o  n u K a  (------y.------- • )  ,
KpacHoro nuKa ( • • • )
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Puc.3. CpaBHeHne HaßjiiOflaeMOro npoQu/ifl Ha c T e p oTHMecKMM (MOflenb 
flHHxa No 3, V y a = 40 k m  c ~ 1)
K.V.ÄLIKAEVA ET AL. Publ.Debrecen Obs.
rayccoBHM pacnpenejieHneM (pnc.3). H3 cpaBHeHHH c HaöjnoneHHHMH 
cjienyeT: 1. Moflejit K3H<J>HJi«a-ATeH He naeT corjiacHH c HaßjiKwe- 
H H H M H ,  T.K. npHBOflHT K  OHeHb SOJIbllIHM 3 Ha^eHHHM HHTeHCHBHOCTH 
nHKOB H  ßOJIblÜOMy paCCTOHHHK) MejKfly nHKaMH . OflHaKO Ka^eCTBeHHO 
OHa OÖBBCHÍieT aCHMMeTpHK) JIHHHH H pa3JIHHHyK> HHTeHCHBHOCTb CHHeTO 
h KpacHoro nHKOB. 2. MojjejiH flHHxa npHBOjjHT k HenjioxoMy corna- 
CHW C HaßjTIOneHHHMH B UeHTpajIbHOft HaCTH npO(J>HJI5I Ha, HO He 
OßbHCHHIOT npOTHMCeHHHX KpblJIbeB H aCHMMBTpHW JIHHHH (pHC. 3) .
3. Ha pa3HHX BTanax pasBHTHH BcnumKH 3B cjienyeT npHBJieKaTb 
pa3Hbie MoaejiH flHHxa. B TaöJiHue npHBeneHH naHHHe o $H3Hn:ecKHX 
ycJiOBHHX Ha rpaHHue nepexoflHoro cjioji no MoneJiHM flHHxa h Vya 
KaK BHflHO H3 Hee, B6JIH3H MaKCHMyMa HHTeHCHBHOCTH Ha rpaHHUa 
nepexoflHoro cjioh onycnaeTCH, njioTHocTb CTaHOBHTCH Bume, 
a Vya flaxce yMeHbiiiaioTCH.
<t>M3MHecKne ycnoBMs Ha rpaHvme nepexoflHoro cjioh bo BcrtbiwKe 3B
BpeMH Moflenb riepexoAHbiii cnoM V
ViaHkiHxa BbICOTa T n,e x 10~12
UT KM K CM-3 KM C-1
0829 1 1312 8300 4.6 73
0833 2 1189 8300 9.8 85
0834 2 1189 8300 9.8 63
0842 3 1073 8300 18.0 40
0844 2 1189 8300 9.8 40
0845 2 1189 8300 9.8 45
J l M T e p a T y p a
{1} Dinh.Q.V., Spectral analysis of solar flares II, Publ.Astron.Soa. 
Japan, 32, 515, 1980
{2} Canfield,R.C., Athay,R.G., Theoretical chromospheric flare spectra 
Solar Phys., 34, 193, 1974
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OOHOBBJE MArHHTHblE nOJlH H COJIHE^HAH AKTHBHOCTb
H.H. C T E Ü A H H H
HpAD,HayMHbm
AócmpaKm:
Ha ocnoee KOAunecmeeHHoao u3yuenuH Há-Kapm KpynHOMacwmaóHax 
cßouoeux MazHimmx noneü na CoAHU,e u utuporrmoao pacnpedaneHun 
coAHeuHoü aramenocmu 3a noAmopa uwc/ia noKa3ano, umo pacoesmume 
noAH xeocmoemx uacmeü arnnuenux oŐAacmeü ne onpedeAJuan cßonoeue 
noARc Mx eKAad ne ompaxaemcx na eenunune rmouip.du, 3anuMaeMoű 
noAeM coomeemcmeymieao 3Haxa.
OnpedeAennue panee e {5} KOAunecmeenmie xapaKmepucmwm cmpyrcmyp 
tfioHoewx noAsü nodmeepacdarom npednoAcacenue o man, umo fcpyrmo- 
MacumaÓHue fonoeue Maanumnue noAR na CoAHu,e RSAHiancA ompaxenueM 
KoneeTOiuu mpembeao npyca c Koneemniemmu SAeMenmaMu nopnöna 
paduyca Coahu/2 ( <,0.5 R& ).
BACKGROUND MAGNETIC FIELDS AND ACTIVITY OF THE SUN
N.N. STEPANYAN
Crimean Astrophys.Obs.,Nauchnyj
Abstract:
Having quantitatively investigated the Ha-charts of the large- 
scale background magnetic fields and latitude distribution of 
the activity on the Sun for one and a half solar cycles, we showed 
that the scattered magnetic fields of the following polarity do 
not define the background magnetic field. Their contribution is 
negligible on the area occupied by the magnetic field of a cor­
responding sign.
Quantitative characteristics of the background field structures, 
obtained earlier, confirm the hypothesis that the large-scale 
background magnetic fields on the Sun are actually the reflection 
of convection with elements of an order of solar radius ( <0.5 R&).
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Xopomo H3BeCTeH TaKOft HaÖJTIOHaTejIbHHfi $aKT KaK MHrpaHHH 
paccenHHHx MarHHTHHx nojieít x b o c t o b h x nacTeíi aKTUBHHX oöjiacTeít 
K noJiwcaM. no t g o p h h BeBKOKa {1} bth paccenHHHe norm aKTHBHKX 
oöJiacTeíí h co3HaioT $OHOBoe none CoJiHua. CMeHa 3Hana nonnpHoro 
nOJlH npOHCXOflHT H3-33 BHXOfla 3THX nOJieít B nOJIHp Hbie OÖJiaCTH,
B {2} aBTopa aHajiormiHHM o6pa30M HHTepnpeTHpoBajin Ha6jnoneHHfl c 
MarHHTorpaJoM oScepBaTopHH MayHT Bhjicoh .
CoMHeHHe b cnpaBefljiHBocTH 3Toro nojioxceHHH BnepBbie 6hjio 
BHCKa3aHo A. B. CeBepHHM b {3, 4}, rge oh yKa3aJi Ha cyigecTBeH- 
Hbie TpyflHOCTH TaKOTO OÖBHCHeHníI .
HaMH npennpHHHTa nonbiTKa noxasaTB n o  $o h o b h g MarHHTHbie 
non« - caMOCTOHTejiBHoe HBJieHHe, h pacceHHHbie noJiH 3k t h b h h x  o6- 
nacTeíí He H3MeHH»T 3aMet h m m o6pa30M nnomant, 3aHHTyra <J>o h o b h m 
noneM Toro hjth h h o t o 3Haxa.
npH H3y<ieHHH $OHOBbix nonefi no Ha - KapTaM b {5} HaMH önna 
BBeneHa BenHHHHa A+ - hojih nnoinann 10 rpanycHoíi iiihpothoíí 3ohh 
CojiHita, 3aHHTan (+) noneM b o b h o m oöopoTe.
H3MeHeHHe A+ c üihpotoíI h BpeMeHeM nnn nepnona h o h ö p b 1964 
- neKaßpb 19 80 m h  npeflCTaBHJiH b Buse rpatJWKa, no och aöciiHOc k o- 
Toporo oTKJianbiBajiocb BpeMH, a no och opflHHaT - umpoTa. B raeroe, 
cooTBeTCTBywmeß innpoTHOMy HHTepBany cp^  h k-My oöopoTy, noMema- 
jTOCB cooTBeTCTByiomee hx 3HaneHHe A+ .
B aHajiorHHh óm BHfle ökoth npeacTaBneHbi naHHbie o conHenHoíí 
aKTHBHOCTH 3a TOT JKe nepHOfl. XapaKTepHCTHKOfí COJIHeHHOH aKTHB- 
HOCTH cnyxcHJia cyMMapHas moűihoctb Bcex OnoKKynoB, HaönionaBiiiHxcfl 
b iiihpothoíí 30He cp^ B TeneHHe k-ro oöopoTa (Mik) . non moiuhoctbio 
oflHoro $jioKKyjia m h noHHMaeM npoH3BenenHe erő nnomann (Bbipa*eH- 
h oB b M.fl.n.) Ha h p k o c t b (b oTHocHTejibHbix enHHHuax) . 06e ara 
BejIHHHHbl 6b!JIH B3HTH H3 {6}.
rpa$HKH A*k h M^k , coaepKainHe aaHHbie 3a Kaxcnbiß oöopoT, 
6buiH ocpeflHeHH bő Bcex niHpoTHbix 30Hax no n m n  oöopoTaM. TTony- 
neHHHft TaKHM o6pa30M ycpeflHeHHbiB rpaőHK nnn moihhocth cbnoKKynoB 
npeacTaBJieH Ha p h c . 1. OönacTH c pa3Hoíí hitphxobkoB cooTBeTCTBy- 
K)T pa3 JTHHHbIM 3 H3HeHHHM M  (o603HaHeHHH B HHKHefl HaCTH pHC . 1) .
Ha rpa$HKe xopomo BHneH t p h b h ajibhhiB 3$<J>eKT yMeHbmeHHH rnnpora 
30Hbl nflTH006pa30BaHHH C pa3BHTHeM UHKJia.
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flaHHtae o Oo h o b h x  iiojihx (A+k ) npeacTaBJieHbi b HecxojiBxo h h o m  
BHfle. fljia Kaimoro odopoTa HaxoflHJiacb innpoTa, Ha xoTopoß A+ HMe- 
jia MaxCHMajibHoe 3HaaeHHe. nojiyaeHHBie t b k h m  odpa30M t o í k h  ana 
COCeflHHX OdOpOTOB COeHHHHJIHCb njiaBHOft CnjlOmHOft JIHHHeft. 3 t h jih- 
h h h  Taxice npeflCTaBJieHbi Ha p n c .  1. CnnomHue jihhhh o t h o c h t c h  k 
MaxcHMyMaM A+ , T.e. npeodJiaflaHHK) ( + ) noJiapHOCTH, nyHKTHpHue k 
MaxcHMyMy (-) nojiapHocra. ToJimHHa jihhhh rpydo cooTBeTCTByeT 
BbicoTe MaxcHMyMa.
B {5} MH paccMaTpHBajiH 3Ty xapTHHy pacnpeaeJieHHa "bojih" 
nojiH npeHMymecTBeHHoil noJiapHOCTH, npHBOflamero x cMeHe 3Haxa 
noJinpHHX noJieK. CeSaac odpaTHM BHHMaHHe Ha CBasb pacnpocTpaHe- 
HHH "BOJIH" C aKTHBHOCTbK).
B p a c c M a T p H B a e M O M  h b m h  X X  n n x j ie  b  N -  n o j iy c f te p e  n o j ia p H o c iB  
x b o c t o b k k  a a c T e f i  a x T H B H u x  o d J ia c T e f l  d b u ia  n o J io K H T e J ib H o ii. B S - n o -  
j i y c $ e p e  -  o T p n u a T e j ib H o ß . E c j ih  6 h  $O H O B H e n o n a  h b j ih j ih c b  p a c c e a H -  
HHMH nOJIHMH XBOCTOBbIX H a C T e ft  aX TH B H bIX  O d jia C T e »  , OT 3 0 H  C M a X C H -  
M ajIB H H M  3 H a ^ e H H e M  MOmHOCTH $JTOXXyjlOB M p a C n p O C T p a H H J IH C B  6bl X 
n o jix ic a M  " b o j ih h " ( + ) n o n a  b  N -  n o j iy c O e p e  h  {--) n o n a  b  S -  n o -  
jiyc<J>epe. Ha caM O M  a e j ie  T a x o ß  3 a x o H O M e p H o c T H  He b h a h o .
Tax b N - nojiycOepe b 1969 r. npn pocTe 3k t h b h o c t h  o t 
cooTBeTCTByramHX niHpoT pacnpocTpaHHJiHCb x N - nojixicy "BOJiHa" (-) 
nona, a caMaa MomHaa BOJiHa (+) nojiH, npHBeBmaa x oxoHaaTejiBHofl 
CMeHe 3Haxa noJiapHoro nojiH, HaaanacB b S - nojiycOepe h  ropa3Ho 
paHbrne MaxcHMyMa M .
B S - noJiycOepe "BOJiHa" (-) no n a , npHBeamaa x CMeHe 3Haxa 
noJTHpHoro nona, Haaajia pacnpocTpaHHTbca b o  BpeMS MaxcHMajiBHofi 
aXTHBHOCTH COJIHIja, X TOMy 5Ke C HH3XHX IIlHpOT .
flaHHKie O CfOHOBHX nOJIHX H MOIUHOCTH *JIOXXyjIOB dfcJJIH CpaBHe- 
HbJ Tax*e XOJIH^eCTBeHHO.
3HaaeHHa A+ h M ana nocjieaoBaTejibHHX odopoTOB b xajxaoft 10- 
rpaaycHoß 30He mojkho paccMaTpHBaTB xax oTaejiBHbie BpeMeHHbie pa- 
HBI H M £ • HaMH dbOTH nOCTpOeHH XpOCCKOppejIHUHOHHbie OyHXUHH
^  Hp a 3 jiH H H bix  x o M d H H a u H ö  n a p  3 T H X  p a a o B  x a x  T H n a  A+ c^  -  A + cr ^
M . -  M . , T a x  h  A +  • - M ..cpi cpj cpi cpj
f ln a  $O H O B bix n o j ie ß  A +  b c o c e f lH H X  i ű h p o t h h x  3 0 H a x  x o s ö ^ H iiH e H T
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Puc.Z. KpoccKoppenmtkiOHHbie íiyhklihm moiuhoctm 0noKKypoB b coceflHnx
UJHpOTHbIX 30HaX ( r ipM 95 npOUeHTHOM ypOBHe 3HaMM M OCTH KOpper iHUHOHHafl
CBH3b nMeeTCH npn.R>0.2 {19}).
Puc.l. H3MeHeHMe co BpeMeHeM iumpothoto pacnpefleneHufi aKTHBHocm
(uiTpuxoBKa pa3HOÍÍ nnoTHOCTu) M npeoßjiaflaHMB no/ia (+) nopapHocTH 
(cn/ioiuHbie j w h m h )  m (-) no/iapHOCTu (nyHKTMp).
Puc.Z. KpoccKoppejifmMOHHbie <t)yHKijnM A (flopa nnomaflM 10 rpanycHoíí 30Hbi, 
3aHHTaa (+) nojieM) b  coceflHMX WMpoTHbix 3cmax. (npn 95 npoueHTHOM 
ypOBHe 3 H3MMMOCTH KOPpe/lflpHOHHaa CBH3b HMeeTca npn R>0.2 {19}).
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KpOCCKOppejIHUHH R (A+cpi , A+Cpi+^0 ) HBJTHeTCH 3 HaAHMbTM (R>0,2) AAH 
uiHpoT Bume 20° b o6eHX nonyc§epax (pnc. 2). IlpHqeM MaxcHMyM 
KpOCCKOppeJl'm.HOHHOil KPHBOÍ1 CflBHHyT OTHOCHTSJIBHO AT=0 Ha~3 0 6 0 - 
poTa. 3Hax cMemeHHH CBHAeTenbCTyeT o pacnpocTpaHeHHH "bojih" 
(foHOBHX nonefi k noJiocaM co c k o p o c t b w  ~3° 3a oßopoT h a h ~15 M/ceK.
KpoccKoppeJiHUHOHHHe xpHBbie fljiH - M(p^+ io npeflCTaBJieHH
Ha PHC. 3. Ha HHX MH BHAHM CABHTH MAKCHMyMOB Ha AT ~20 o ö o p o t o b . 
3Hax cflBHra CBHAeTenbCTByeT o nepeMemeHHH axTHBHocTH k SKBaTopy. 
Ck o p o c t b  CMemeHHH ~3 M/ceK. 3t o 3HaneHHe cornacyeTCH c  TeM, a t o  
MOJKHO OnpeflejlHTb no AaHHbIM 3a HeCKOAbKO UHKJIOB H3 {7}.
ÍTO xacaeTCH KpoccKoppejinuHH THna A+^í - , t o hh b o a -
HOM BapnaHTe (pi ( cpj K03<J)<J>HUHeHT KOppejIHUHH He AOCTHrajl 3HaHeHHH 
0,2 h h npH xaKOM CABHre AT. 3 t o CBHfleTeJibCTByeT o t ó m , a t o  3Ha- 
THMO0 KOppejIHUHH MejKfly <J)OHOBbIMH nOJIHMH H MOHHOCTbM (JmOKKyjIOB 
b coceflHHx, Sojiee OTaaneHHux hjih Tex »e caMbix iühpothhx 30Hax 
HeT.
OTCKJfla MOJKHO CflejiaTb BbIBOfl, HTO paCCeHHHHe nOJIH XBOCTOBOft 
noJiHpHOCTH He onpenejiHioT nojinocTbio (JiOHOBHe nojm . Hx BKJiaA He 
OTpaMcaeTCH Ha BenHAHHe njioinasH, 3 AHHMaeMOft noJieM naHHoro 3Haxa.
B JiHTepaType He pa3 CTpenanocb npennojioxeHHe, a t o  Ha Cojih- 
u e  M O M T  npHCyTCTBOBaTb KOHBeKUHH Tpex HpyCOB (c m ., HanpHMep, 
{8}) . OTpajKeHHeM nepBHx AByx spycoB b (J O T O c ife p e  hbjthktch rpa- 
HyjiHUHH H cyneprpaHyjimiHH. Ko h b c k u h h  TpeTero npyca MoryT c o o t - 
BeTCTBOBäTb KpynHOMaCIHTa6HUe CTpyKTypH $OHOBbIX MarHHTHblX nonefi.
n o  B o n p o c y  o  HanHAHH T p e T b e r o  n p y c a  KOHBeKUHH c pa3M epoM  
H H e e x , cpaBHHM c  paA H ycoM  C o jiH u a ,  e m e  HeT e j jH H o ro  MHeHHH h 
yöeflHTejibHbix CBHfleTeJibCTB " 3 a "  h  " npo T H B " T a x o r o  npeflnojioJKeHHH.
PaHee h b m h Sh a h  onpenejieHH no Ha-xapTaM KonHnecTBeHHbie xa- 
paKTepHCTHKH CTpyKTyp OoHOBbix nonefi {5}. A h m c h h o , 6bmo HafineHO, 
a t o  cpeflHHe pa3Mepta CTpyKTyp L=300000 k m - 3.1010 c m c k o p o c t h  
h x  HBHJKeHHh U o t 5 no 50 M/ceK ([ 0 .5T 5 ] • 103 c m  • ceK- 1) , pacnpene- 
jieHHe no BpeMeHH jkh3h h t HMeeT 3 m á k CHMyMa Ha 3, 7 h 10 o6opo- 
Tax ([0,64-1.4t 2] • l07ceK).
E cjih npeAnojioMTb a t o  $OHOBbie nojm - OTpameHHe 3-ro spyca 
KOHBeKUHH, TO nOAyUeHHbie H3MH 3 HaueHHH L, U H T AAH CTpyKTyp 
OOHOBHX nojiefl AOJDKHH yAOBJieTBOpHTb HeKOTOpHM COOTHOmeHHHM
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{8, CTp. 20}, BbjTeKaromHM H3 npeucTaBJieHHH o TypUyneHTHofl k oh- 
BeKUHH {9, 10}.
Bo-nepBHX, u t o ö h 6h t b HaöjiiOflaeMofi, KOHBeKUHH uoJDKHa 6biTb 
KBa3HCTauHOHapHofl, T.e. Typ6yjieHTHoe uhcjio PeftHonbuca R-j_ 
aojDKHO HaxoflHTBCH B npenexrax 10-M00.
Rlt = ULV-1 (1)
m e  U - CKopocTB o c h o b h o t o MacuiTaSa, L - ero pa3Mep, - 
TypSyjreHTHaH b h 3k o c t b , onpeuenneMaH MeJiKOMaciüTaöHHMH b h x p h m h , 
CO3flai0IHHMH 3$$eKTHBHOe TpeHHe HJ1H KpyrlHOMaCUITaŐHHX KOHBeKTHB- 
HblX flBHSteHHft .
B e jiH 'iH H a  vt win B e p x H e r o  rp a H y j iH U H O H H o ro  n p y c a  ~l0n- 1012 
H H e c K O J itK O  6 o J ib m e , 1013 , bo b t o p o m a p y c e .  n p e u n o j i a r a e T C H , ^to 
b n p e f l e j ia x  K O H B eK TH B H oft 30h h vt M e H n e T C H  H e  cjihiiikom ohjibho.
H3 HaniHx flaHHHx m h MosceM no $opMyne (1) oueHHTb non-
CTaBHB R-, = 10*100; L = 3*1010 cm h U = (0,5*5) 103 CM-cex'1 .
fljiH vt noJiyHHM BejiHHHHy 0,5‘1012 *1,5-1013, u t o He npoTHBO- 
peHHT npHBeaeHHHM Búmé 3HaueHHHM, T.e. cyneprpaHyuHUHH MOKeT 
onpenejiHTb v-t flJia KOHBeKUHH Tperaero npyca.
KpOMe Toro, ÄHH KOHBeKTHBHHX HUeeK XapäKTepHOe BpeMH )KH3- 
HH T uojbkho 6h t b nopsflKa L/U. B HaiueM cnyuae t=L/U= (0.6*2) 107 
cex = 3*10 oSopoTaM CojiHua.
3th *e HHCJia nonyueHH HaMH HenocpejjcTBeHHo H3 HaUJimeHHii. 
3th COOTHOIIjeHHH MOryT CJlyXCHTb KOJIHHeCTBeHHbIM nOflTBepXfleHHeM 
npeflCTaBjieHHH o t o m , h to KpynHOMaciiiTa6Hue OoHOBbie MarHHTHne 
nOJIH HBJIHfOTCH npOHBJieHHeM KOHBeKUHH TpeTberO Hpyca C KOHBeKTHB- 
HbiMH 3JieMeHTaMH, cpaBHHMbiMH no pa3Mepy c paunycoM CojiHua 
(<0,5R©).
Bume m h noKa3aJTH, h to MarHHTHbie noun bkthbhbix oöJiacTeft 
cymecTBeHHo He OTpaasawTCH Ha pacnpeueJieHHH <J>o h o b h x nojieß no 
noBepxHocTH CojiHua.
OcTaHOBHMCH KpaTKO Ha o6paTHo0 npoöJieMe - bjihhhhh Kpynno- 
MaciiiTaöHHx nojieft Ha pacnpeueneHHH 3kthbhbix oßjiacTeft.
Xopomo H3BeCTeH <J>aKT B03HHKH0BeHHH HOBHX aKTHBHHX oßjrac- 
Teil Ha CTHKax oyneprpaHyji. Hm c h h o  b b t h x MecTax npoHCxouHT 
KOHUeHTpaUHH nOJIH, T.K. CHJIOBHe JIHHHH H TpyÖKH MarHHTHoro noun
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"crpeöaioTCH" k rpaHHuaM palinajiBhejmh flBHSceHHHMH BeinecTBa b cy- 
neprpaHyne. Henio nofloöHoe moscho OHHflaTb h b CTpyKTypax xpyn- 
HOMacinTaöHfcax noneft.
MHorne aBTopu HCCjieuoBajiH HepaBHOMepHOCTb pacnpeaeJieHHH 
aKTHBHocTH no flHCxy CoJiHua. Ebojio HaBneHo, í t o  cymecTByeT Hexo- 
Topaa KOHueHTpauHH rpynn nHTeH k axTHBHHM uonroTaM {11, 12}, 
rpaHHuaM cexpoTOB MescnnaHeTHoro noun {12, 13} k craxaM raraHTC- 
XHX rpaHyji {14}.
Ho bo Bcex nono6Hux HccjieuoBaHHHX nonyueHo, í t o Taxas 
XOHIieHTpaUHÍI npOHBJTHeTCH TOJTBXO Ä7IH MOEIHHX aXTHBHHX UeHTpOB CO 
CHOSCHOft MarHHTHOÍl CTpyXTypOfl , CHJIbHbJMH HJTH TipOTOHHHMH BCnblMXa- 
MH. yeM cjiaöee axTHBHtie oSnacTH, TeM MeHbine xoHueHTpauHH h x  
b "ocoöbix Tosxax" noBepxHocTH CoJiHua. B {15}, HanpHNiep, 6bino 
noxa3ano, s t o npn paccMoTpeHKH Bcex rpynn nHTeH (BxjnouaH y«H- 
nojinpHbie) He Ha6nK>uaeTCH h x  xoHueHTpauHH x axTHBHHM uojiroTaM 
h rpaHHuaM cexTopoB.
Ha 3TOM OCHOB3HHH MOSCHO CflejiaTb BHBOfl, UTÓ MeCTO B03HHX- 
HOBeHHH aXTHBHHX OßjiaCTeft He 3aBHCHT OT XpynHOMaCIÜTaÖHHX CTpyX- 
Typ. Ho t o t ypoBeHb pasBHTHs, xoToporo naHHas oßnacTb flocrar- 
HeT, 3 3BHCHT OT MeCTa ee B03HHXH0BeHHH.
YnoMHHyTbie Bbine rnraHTcxHe rpaHyjiH - onncaHHbie b {16} 
xpynHOMacuiTaöHbie CTpyxTypH comiesHoa axTHBHOCTH b 30Hax nsTHo- 
06pa30BaHHH. ÜO-BHflHMOMy, Ha 3THX IIIHpOT3X CTpyXTypU $OHOBHX 
xpynHOMacraTaöHHX noneK coBnauaioT c raraHTCXHMH rpaHynaMH,
üpoexiiHH rpaHHii cexTopoB MescnnaHeTHoro nonn Ha noBepxHoc- 
TH CoJiHua Taxsce coBnauaeT c rpaHHuaMH xpynHax CTpyxTyp Oo h o b u x  
noneft.
B {17} 6hjio noxaaaHO, s t o  cymecTByeT TecHas xoppennuHOH- 
Has CBH3B Mesmy (Jjohobhm noJieM h o Oiohm MarHHTHbiM nojieM CojiHita 
xax 3Be3flH. 06mee MarHHTHoe none CoJiHua, b cbohj ouepeub onpe- 
lieJineT CTpyxTypy MescnnaHeTHoro nojiH {18}.
TaXHM 06pa30M, BHBOfl O CBH3H ypOBHH MaXCHMajlbHOm pa3BHTHH 
axTHBHOH o6nacTH c rpaHHuaMH cexTopoB h mraHTCXHx rpaHyn mosc- 
HO OTHeCTH X rpaHHUaMH CeKTOpOB H  rHTaHTCXHX rpaHyn MOSCHO 
OTHecTH x rpaHHiiaM crpyxTyp xpynHOMacmTaöHKix Oo h o b h x  noneíí.
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B 3aKjiioheHHe nepenncjiMM b h b o h e i ,  noJiyneHHbie h b im h  b  pe3yjib- 
Taie KOJiHHecTBeHHoro H3yieHHH Ha-napT KpynHOMaciiiTa6HHx $ o h o b h x  
M a r H H T H b i x  noneit h  m n p o T H o r o  pacnpenejreHHH 3 k t h b h o c t h  3a  nanrropa 
U H K J i a .
1. CTpyKTypu KpynHOMacniTaöHux O o h o b h x  MarHHTHbix nonefí 
HBjiHMTCH n p o H B jiG H n e M  KOHBeKUHH TpeTiero n p y c a  c pa3MepoM' jrceeiy 
cpaBHHMbiM  c p a n n y c o M  C o jiH u a  (?0,5R©).
2. CMeHa 3 H a x a  noJinpHux nonefi npoHCxoiiHT nyTeM pacnpocTpa- 
HeHHH K nojiiocaM " b o j t h "  noun. Tarae " b o j i h h "  pacnpocTpaHHioTCH ot 
npH3KBaTOpHajIbHbIX 30H  CO CKOpOCTBK) -15 M/C€K. HaYajIO 3 T H X  "BOnH" 
He cBaaaHo no ninpoTe h  BpeMeHH c c o j i h & h h o í í  aKTUBHocTtio. Pacce- 
HHHHe MarHHTHbie nOJIH XBOCTOBMX TaCTeii aKTHBHbIX OÖJiaCTefl He 
HaioT 3aMeTHoro BKJiana b  s t h  " b o j i h b i "  .
3. AKTHBHbie OßjiaCTH BOSHHKaiOT H03aBHCHMO OT pacnojioiKeHHH 
KpynHOMacmTaßHbix CTpyKTyp, paBHOMepHo Ha Bcex nojiroTax. Ho 
MaK CHMajTB HO flOCTH}KHMHii HMH ypOBeHb pa3 BHTHfl OKa3HBaGTCH BbUlie 
b 6jih3h rpaHHii KpynHOMacuiTaöHbix CTpyKTyp.
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H3MEHEHHE MArHHTHbK nOJIEfl COJIHEUHbK IIHTEH B CBH3H CO BCIMlIKAMH
A . H . K 0 B A J1 b, H.H. C T E I I A H H H
H p A O , H a y n  h u m
VARIATIONS IN THE MAGNETIC FIELDS OF SUNSPOTS RELATED TO FLARES 
A.N. KOVAL', N.N. STEPANYAN
Crimean Astrophys.Obs.,Nauchnyj
A b s t r a c t : *2
The spectrograms o f  s u n s p o t s  obtained a t  the tower telescope - BST-2 
o f  the C r i m e a n  observatory wit h  polari z a t i o n  analizer have been 
examined. We have m e a s u r e d  the magnetic fields o f  sunspots by 
Zeeman-splitting o f  e i g h t  spectral lines originating at different 
depths in  the solar a t m o s p h e r e  (from 60 km  to 1200 km).
The consideration o f  the observational da t a  obta i n e d  wi t h  1 h time 
resolution showed, that:
1) In suns p o t s  there are s e veral kinds o f  magnetic f i e l d  distribu­
tion a c c o r d i n g  to height, b u t  mostly the ma x i m u m  magnetic f i e l d  
strength occurs at a h e i g h t  o f  400-600 km.
2) The appearance o f  the f lare coincides w i t h  an increase o f  m a g ­
netic f i e l d  in the a d j a c e n t  sunspots. A f t e r  the e n d  o f  the flare 
the f i e l d  d e c reases. The m a x i m u m  change in the f i e l d  occurs at 
heights h=400-600 km.
2) The a v e r a g e d  rates o f  sunspot magn e t i c  f i e l d  variations for 
h=400-600 km  level befo r e  (or during) the flare, after the flare 
and in the absence o f  the flare are 256+75, -224±64 a n d  -48+22 G .fc-J 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
The d e t a i l e d  study o f  the magnetic f i e l d  o f  two sunspot groups 
during the flares, o f  i mportance IB a n d  2N a n d  wit h  time resolution 
1-7 min, permits us to conclude, that:
1) The m o s t  p r onounced f i e l d  variations take place in the umbrae 
which are located on b o t h  sides o f  the line o f  polarities reversal 
a n d  their magnetic fields evolve in opposite directions: one p olar­
ity i n c reases while the o t h e r  decreases.
2) The displacement o f  the neutral line occur r e d  during the flare. 
Its value var i e d  with the height o f  s o l a r  a t m o s p h e r e . It may be 
i n t e rpreted as a change in  the force tubes inclination duri n g  the 
flare.
2) The relationships b e t w e e n  the strenghts o f  f i e l d  change, which 
were d e t e r m i n e d  by lines, o riginated at  the same depth b u t  w i t h  
different temperature s e n s i t i v i t i e s .
4) By Zeeman-splitting o f  the metal e m i s s i o n  lines, the magnetic 
field is the same or eve n  stronger than that d e rived by the 
a bsorption lines in the s u n s p o t  below the emission.
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PaHee HaMH 6hjio H3y>ieHO H3MeHeHHS MarHHTHax nojieK naTeH 
Ha flByx ypoBHHX b aTMOc$epe CojiHua b c b h3h c pa3BHTHeM aKMB- 
HHX oöJiacTeft: noHBJieHneM h poct om naTeH, B0 3 HHKHOBeHHeM ycoB h 
BblÖpOCOB H BCntmeaHOÉ aKTHBHOCTBIO {1}. CTaTHCTHHeCKH 6biJio nony- 
aeHO, h to nepen Bcnbnuxoft b nHTHax, 6jih3khx k MecTy B03HHKH0Be- 
HHH BcmaniKH, pa3HOCTb AH = Hßepx - H h h k . pacTeT, a nocne 
BcnumKH yMeHBinaeTCH h CTaHOBHTca OTpHnaTenbHofl, a 3äTeM npHHH- 
MaeT npe>KHee 3HaaeHne. H3MeneHHH MarHHT hhx nojieft 6ojiee 3Haw- 
TeJibHbi Ha BepxHGM ypoBHe. riHTHa, HajieKHe ot Bcnbnuxn, He noxa- 
3HBaWT T3KHX H3MeHeHHft.
Tax xax b {1} H3MepeHHH MarHHTh h i x  nojieíi nareH npoBOAHJiHCb 
2-4 pa3a b fleHb h  t o j i b x o  b flByx j i h h h h x ,  m h  peiiiHJiH nponoxDKHTb 
Haaarae HCCJienoBaHHH c  S o j i b i ü h m  pa3pemeHneM n o  BbicoTe h  n o  Bpe- 
MeHH .
1 . Ha6jnonaTejibHbifi MaTepaaii
fljiH H3MepeHHa MarHHTHbix nojieíi SbiJiH BHöpaHbi 8 jiHHHft, o6pa- 
3yromHXCH Ha pa3Hofl rjiyöHHe b aTMOCjepe CojiHua (ot 60 no 1200 
k m ), a Taxjte c pa3Hofi nyB CTBHTejibhoctbio k TeMnepaiype. Cnncox 
JIHHHÍ1 H HX XapaXTepHCTHKH npHBefleHH B Taßjl. 1 (X~ HJIHHa BOJIHbl,
sjreMeHT,  gX2 - BejiHHHHa MarHHTHoro pacmenjieHHH , 1^ -  h h t  e h  ch b— 
HOCTb JIHHHH B HeB03MylHeHH0fi (JjOTOClJiepe , I - HHTeHCHBHOCTb 
jihhhh B naTHe, h - BHCOTa o6pa30BaHHH jihhhh). Bhc ot h o6pa30Ba- 
HHH jihhhH b naTHe onpeneJieHbi no {2}.
HaöJHoneHHH npoBOflHJiHCb Ha 6aineHHOM TeJiecxone ECT-2 KptiMC- 
koB acTpo$H3HHecKoil obcepBaiopHH. CneKTporpaMMH naTeH c npHMe- 
HeHHeM nojiHpH3an;HOHHoit onTHKH noyneHH b aeTBepTOM nopanxe 
nHtJxJjpaKUHOHHoro cnexTporpaOa c HHcnepcHeil 0,37 A/m m . OflHOBpe- 
MeHHo Ha njiacTHHxe (nneHxe) nojiyyajicn ynacTox ajihh bojih 
X6102 X - X6153 X.
M h  aHajiH3npyeM HaSjnonaTenbHHßi MaTepnaJib nonyneHHuíí, Haan- 
Haa c 19 72 r. 0co6eHHO nonpoöHHe HaSjnoneHHH MarHHTHbix nojiefi 
BunoJTHeHH HJ1H 6oJibinoro xoMnnexca naTeH, HaßJiKfflaBiiierocH b Mae- 
—HioHe 1980 r. no nporpaMMe rCM. IIoJiHpH3an;HOHHHe cnexiporpaMMbi 
Bcex naTeH xoMnnexca nojrynajiHCb c HHTepBajioM oxono 1 naca b 
TeaeHHe 8-10 nacoB eaceflHeBHO. JleTOM 1981 r. npoBeneHta Haßjifone- 
HHH MarHHTHHx nones naTeH bo speMa Bcnauex. CneKTporpaMMH
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nojiyyajiHCb c HHTepBajioM 1-7 MHHyT Ha itpothjkshhhh BcePr Bcntrara.
2. HsMepeHHH H pe3yjibTaTtj
CpeflHHH KBanpaTHíHas oiuHöKa onHoro H3MepeHHH MarHHTHoro 
noun HMeeT 3HaneHHe ot 50 no 100 rc b 33Bhchmocth ot peaKocra 
jiHHHH cooTHomeHHH ee rny6HHbi h nojiyuiHpHHbi h b eJiHHH h h MarHHT­
Horo paciqenjieHHH.
fljIH BCeX H3yHeHHHX nHTeH no flaHHHM hjih Bcex bocbmh jihhhö 
őhUTH nocTpoeHtj rpa<J)HKH, noKa3HBaioinHe xoh HanpHscGHHOCTH MarHHT­
Horo nOJIH C BUCOTOa. 3TOT XOfl nOJIH C BBICOTOtt OKa3ajICH pa3HbIM 
nna pa3HHx nHTeH. Ha pnc. 1 npencTaBjieHH THnHHHbie npnMepbi pac- 
npefleJieHHH HanpHreHHocra MarHHTHoro nOJIH c bhcotoíí. B Hccjieno- 
BaHHHX H3MH nHTHax HanBonee aacTO BCTpenaiomHMCH HBJineTCH pac- 
npenejieHHe nojin c MaKCHMajibHoft HanpHHceHHocTbio Ha bhcotax 
400-600 k m .
PaccMOTpHM cooTHomeHHe MarHHTHbix nojieft, H3MepeHHHx no jih- 
h h h m, pa36hthm nonapHO Ha cjienyromHe rpynntä: 1) JIhhhh o6pa3ywT- 
CH H a npHMepHO oflHoß BucoTe h HMeioT oOTHaKOByio TeMnepaTyHpHyro 
HyBCTBHTejIbHOCTb (jiHHHH 6,8); 2) JiHHHH O6pa3yi0TCH Ha pa3HHX
BucoTax, ho hx TeMnepaTypHas nycBTBHTejibHOCTb oflHHaKOBa (jihhhh 
2,6); 3) JIhhhh o6pa3yioTCH Ha ohhoíí BtacoTe, ho HMewT pa3Hyio 
TeMnepaTypHyw 'lyBCTBHTeJiBHocTB (jihhhh 2,4).
Ha pnc. 2 npeflCTaBjieHbi nonapHbie cooTHomeHHH MarHHTHbix 
nojiefi nHTeH, nojiyneHHbie H3 HSMepeHHft a m  jihhhíí. H 3 rpa$HKOB 
BHflHo, h t o : 1) H3MepeHHbie no jihhhhm 6 h 8 MarHHTHae noun npaK- 
THiecKH oHHHaKOBbi; 2)0npertejieHHKie no jihhhh 2 MarHHTHae nojin 
B oc ho bho m Bbnue Ha ~500 rc. neM no jihhhh 6 äjih nHTeH c jiio6hm h 
HanpnseHHOCTfiMH. 3to CBHfleTejibCTByeT o HanßoJiee HacToß BCTpe— 
naeMocTH pacnpeuejieHHH nojin b nHTHax c MaxCHMyMOM Ha BucoTe 
400-600 k m ; 3) H3MepeHHbie no jihhhhm 2 h 4 MarHHTHue nojin b 
nHTHax c HanpHsceHHocTbw <3000 rc pa3JiHHai0TCH, b o c h o b h o m, He 
CHJIbHO. npH H>3000 rc nOHBJIHeTCH 3 HaHHTeJIbHOe HHCJIO nHTeH, B 
KOTopbix nojie, H3MepeHHoe no jihhhh 4, 6oJiee nyBCTBHTejibHoíi k 
TeMnepaType, cymecTBeHHo 6ojibuie, neM no jihhhh 2. K sTOMy 
rpa$HKy m h BepHeMCH no3flHee.
Mt o6h  yMeHblUHTb BJIHHHHe OÜIHÖOK B OnpeflejieHHH BHCOT 06pa30- 
BaHHH JIHHHfi npH H3yHeHHH H3MeHeHHÍl MarHHTHHX nOJieít nHTeH CO
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Puc.l. r ip M M e p b i H a n 6 o / ie e  M a c T o  B C T p e M a io m e ro c B  p a c n p e A e n e H u n  M a rH M T H o ro
flOJlfl C BbICOTOÍÍ B M3y MeHHbIX flflTHaX.
Puc.2o rionapHbie cooTHOiueHMFi MarHMTHbix nonen naTeH, M3MepeHHbix no pa3HbiM
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H10JrC
Puc.3. K3MeHeHne co BpeMeneM MarHMTHoro non« nnTeH Ha Tpex ypoBHnx b
KoMnjneKce rpynn nrueH 2^.05.80 r. n ero conocTaBneHMe co scnbrnmaMM. 
To HKH - HHWHHÍÍ ypOBeHb, KpeCTbl - CpeAHklii, Kpy)KKH - BepXHHÍÍ.
MoMeHTbi BCnbimeK OTMeneHbi CTpemaMH Ha ocn a6cuncc. rionomeHHfi y3AOB 
BcnbiuieK HaHeceHbi ujtpmxobkoíí Ha 3apncoBKax rpynn nnTeH. l|n0paMH 
o6o3HaHeHbi HCcneflyeMbte Bflpa nsTeH. 3HaMOK P c AHippoíí o6o3HaMaeT 
HOMep Hflpa, K KOTOpOMy OTHOCHTCB M3MepeHMB.
Puc.4. To me, hto Ha puc.3, ho Ann KOMnnexca 27.05.80 r.
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BpeMeHeM, m h pa3neiiHM HaniH jihhhh Ha t ph rpynnM b 3aBHCHMOCTH 
OT BHCOTbl HX 06pa30BaHHH: HH5KHHÖ ypoBeHb (h = 6 0 “ 30 0  KM), CpeflHHß 
ypoBeHb (h = 4 0 0 -6 3 0  k m ) h BepxHHfl ypoBeHb (h = 1 2 0 0  k m ) . IIojih 
H3MepHJIHCb no BCeM JIHHHHM, 3aTeM 6pajtacb CpeflHHH HanpHKeHHOCTB 
MarHHTHoro nonn no jihhhhm naHHofl rpynnbi. HanpjDKeHHOCTb noun Ha 
HHxtHeM ypoBHe onpeneJiHJiacb no yeTtipeM jihhhhm ( 3 . 5 , 6 , 8) , Ha cpen- 
HeM - no TpeM jihhhhm ( 2 , 4 , 7 )  h Ha BepxHeM - no onHofl.
MsMepeHHH MarHHTHoro nojin co BpeMeHeM Ha s t h x Tpex ypoBHnx 
6buiH conocTaBjieHKi co BcnuiiiKaMH. Ha pnc. 3 -6  npencTaBJieHbi pe3yjib- 
T a m  H3MepeHHfi h u h HecKOJibKHX rpynn nnieH. MoMeHra BcnbimeK 
HaHeceHH CTpejiKaMH Ha o ch aöciiHcc. B BepxHefl iacra pHcyHKa naHH 
3apHCOBKH nsTeH h uHOpaMH oTMeneHbi HCCJienyeMbie pa3pesu, a 
TaKjice HaHeceHH nonoKeHHS BcnumeK no HaöJiioneHHHM Ha Kr-1 h Kr-2.
H3 aHajiH3a H3yreHHoro MaTepnana m o k h o  cnenaTB b h b o h :
BcnbiiiiKH coBnaflawT no BpeMeHn c p o c t o m non« 6jiH3Jiex<amHx nHTeH. 
^ame Bcero m b k CHMaiibhhiA p o c t noun npoHCxoBHT Ha cpenweM ypoBHe. 
nocne BcnmiiKH none yMeHbinaeTCH. IlHTHa b toü xte rpynne, ynaneH- 
Hue ót BcnbmiKH, hhh nnTHa coceflHHx rpynn b sto BpeMH He noxa- 
3biBawT H3MeHeHHß nonn, hjih H3MeHeHHH HMeioT npyrofi xapaKTep.
OueHHM pea jlbH O C Tb H3MeHeHHfi MarHHTHHX n o jie ß  B CBH3H co  
BCnbHlIKaMH H HX OTJIHHHe OT 3BOJIK3IIHOHHHIX H3MeHeHH0 MarHHTHHX nO~ 
jie H  n sT e H . flJiH B c e x  Hamnx HaönwneHHfi m h  onpece jiH J iH  c k o p o c t b  
H3MeHeHHH M arH H T H oro  n o u n  AH r c / n a c  n e p e n  BcnmiiKaMH ( bo  BpeMH 
B cnb im eK ), n o c n e  h h x  h h jih  n e p n o n o B  6e 3  BcnbimeK. Ha p n c .  7 p e -  
3 y jib T a T H  TaKHx onpeae jieH H H  npencT aB neH b i b BHfle rH C T o rpaM M , Ha 
KOToporo OTjicweHO HHCJio c jiy n a e B  ( b n p o u e H T a x ) h jih  Ka>Knoro 3 H a n e - 
HHH AH HJIH 3THX TpeX HHTepBajIOB Ha HHJKHeM, CpeflHeM H BepxHeM 
ypoBHHX b aTM occfepe C o H H iia . B T a ß n . 2 npHBeneHH cpenH H e 3 H a n e - 
HHH AH r c / n a c .  Kax b h h h o  H3 p h c .7  h T a 6 n .  2 , b n e p n o f l BcnbimeK 
HaßnioflaeTCH p o c t  n o u n  c o  cpe nH ea  C K opocTbw  HecKOJibKO c o t  r a y c c  
b i a c ,  a n o c n e  BcnuuiKH yMeHbiueHHe n o r a  npoH cxoH H T c o  C KopocTbw 
T o ro  nee n o p H flK a . H aH öo jib iiiH e H3MeHeHHH n p o H c x o n s T  Ha cpeflHeM  
y p o B H e . HaHőOHbiuaH BHCnepcHH 3HaneHH il H HaöniOflaeTCH h jih  n e p n o -  
HOB n e p e n  Bcnbm iKoft. B n e p n o n  6e3 B cm m ieK  c k o p o c t b  H3MeHeHHH 
noJiH OKOJio -  50  r c / n a c ,  n o  cooT B eT C T B yeT  HaftneHHOfi B {1 4 )c p e n ~  
Heíl CKOPOCTH H 3 Me H e HH H nOJIH B nH TH aX. OTpHUaTejIbHOe 3 HaneHHe ,
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B03M05KH0, OÖtHCHHGTCH yxyffllieHHeM Ka<ieCTBa H306pa5KeHHil , npHBO- 
HHUIHM K $HKTHBHHM yMeHbllieHHHM IIOJIH OT yTpa K nOJiyflHW (ÖOJIblllHH- 
CTBo HaöJiiojieHHíí npoBOHHJiocb B nepByio nojiOBHHy h h h ) .
TaKHM 06pa30M, H3 Taßjl. 2 BHflHO , HTO H3MeHeHHS MaTHHTHHX 
noneB b nepnofl BcntmiKH h nocjie Hee cymecTBeHHo npeBocxoflHT 
H3MeH6HHH b cnoKoBHuil nepnofl pasBHTHH rpyniM nHTeH.
AHaJiH3 HaioHX HaöJiiofleHHíí Taiotce noKa3aji, h t o  3HaHHTe.nbHbie 
H3MeHeHra MarHHTHHx noJieK nsTeH npoHCxoflHT b Te^eHae HeSoJibuiHx 
HHTepBaJioB BpeMGHH, nopsflKa ^aca h MeHBiiie. IlosTOMy cjieflyeT eine 
6oJiee yjiyyuiHTb BpeMeHHoe pa3pemeHHe, h t o 6h . noxiyHHTb 6oxiee 
noflpoSHyio xapTHHy H3MeHeHHfl MarHHTHoro nous b c b h 3h  c o Bcnum- 
KaMH.
3. Pe3yjibTaTtj H3MepeHHft MarHZTHax no-neft 
nHTeH c BHCOKHM BpeMeHHHM paspemeHHeM 
b o  BpeMH BcntjmeK.
JleTOM 1981 r. m h  npoBejiH pnfl HaöJiWHeHHß MarHHTHbix nojieil 
nHTeH b o BpeMH BcnbnueK c BpeMeHHHM pa3pemeHHeM 1-7 MHHyT. Hjih 
flByx BcnnmeK nonyneHH HaßjiwneHHH c caMoro Havana h o h h  6hjih 
H3yTeHH HaMH b nepByw onepeflb.
A .  B c n m u x a  6 a n n a  1 B  2 3 .  VII. 1 9 8 1  s „ Bcnunixa Hanajiacb 
b 7h I0m UT, floCTHrjia MaxCHMyMa b 7h 20m , 3aKOHHHJiacb b 8h 15m . 
HaßjiKfleHHH MarHHTHbix nojieß nHTeH HanaTbi nepe3 10 MHHyT nocjie 
Havana BcnnniKH.
Pe3yjibTaTH H3MepeHHil MarHHTHHx nonefl nHTeH b o  BpeMH Bcnbmi- 
KH npencTaBjieHH Ha pnc. 8. B BepxHeft Macra pncyHKa npHBejieHa 
3apHCOBKa rpynnH nHTeH, OTMeMeHn HCCJieflyeMHe Hflpa, i h t p h x o b k oB 
HaHeceHo nononceHHe y3JioB BcnnmiKH. HanSonee nprae y3JiH BcnbmiKH 
6buiH pacnonoMceHbj b 6jih3h pa3pe3a 2. Be3 neTajibHoro cpaBHeHHH 
c pa3BHTHeM BcntniiKH Mbi noxa He 6yneM paccMaTpHsaTb KOJießaHHH 
MarHHTHoro nonn, KOTopae xopomo b h h h h  b HexoTopax HHpax, a 
paCCMPTpHM KapTHHy H3MeHeHHH MarHHTHoro nOJIH B nejIOM.
Hflpa 1 H 2 HMeJTH N nOJIHpHOCTb, Hflpa 3 H 4 S-pOJIHpHOCTb .
B nape 1 TOJibKO fljiH jiHHHfl, o6pa3yiomHXCH Ha cpeflHeM ypoBHe, 
HaöJiKflaeTCH Heöojibmoß pocT nona b TeneHHe BcnnuiKH. HaH6oJibiiiHe 
H3MeHeHHH MarHHTHoro nOJIH npOHCXOHHJIH B Hflpe 2 , BÖJ1H3H KOTOpOrO 
HaxoflHJiCH caMHH h p k h H y3eji BcnbmiKH: none pacTeT Ha Bcex ypoBHHX,
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Puc.5. To we, MTO Ha pnc.3, h o flna 27.06.80 r.
Puc.6. To *e, MTO Ha pnc.3, h o a/ih 2.08.72 r.
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T  A  G  J1 M  LI A  1
NoNo
n/n
X OneMeHT gl2 In h
KM
1 6102.72 Ca I ■P* o 1 o 9 25 1200
2 6108.15 Ni I 40.4 6 8 400
3 6111.05 Ni I 46.6 2 0 60
4 6119.54 V I 41.6 1 8 400
5 6128.99 Ni I 56.5 1 2 120
6 6136.99 Fe I 75.3 3 4 200
7 6141.72 Ba II 41.4 7 12 630
8 6151.63 Fe I 69.2 4 6 290
T  A  E  J1 M  L[ A  2 T  A  E  J1 H  U  A  3
M o m  e H T BpeMn H H HypOBeHb nepefl nocxie 6e3 6137 6138 6142
BCnblUJKOM BCnblllJKH BCnblUJKM UT r r r
r Mac 1 r Mac 1 r Mac 1 6:28 2100 2200 2200
HmíkhmCí 165 ± i*9 -198±39 -38  + 15 6:29 3000 3100 _
CpeflHMkt 356 ± 75 -324+64 -48 ± 23
BepXHHki 2 9 I ± 5 6 -340161 -40 ± 19
n * p tg  ftcn w w ko ű noc/ie bcnwuku 6*1 Bcnwiuek
-500 0 500 1000
Puc. 7. PacnpeAejieHne ckopoctm n3MeHeHnn MarHMTHoro noun naieH nepefl
BcnbiuiKaMM, noc/ie BcnumeK m 6e3 h h x  flna Tpex ypoBHeCi b aTMOCiJjepe 
Co/iHua. A - h m w h m í í , B - cpeflHHíí, C - BepxHMM ypoBHU.
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HO HaHÖOJlblIIHÍi POCT. nOJIH BHHBJlHeTCH no J1HHHHM 2 , 4 H 7 . B Bflpe 
3 npoHCXoflHT yMeHbmeHHe noJiH, KOTopoe TaK*e 6onee BHpaxceHO b 
h h h h h x  4 h 7. B Hflpe 3 HanpaseHHocTb MarHHTHoro nOJIH b o  BpeMH 
BcntnuKH npaKTKMecKH He H3MeHHeTCH: cna6oe yMeHbmeHHe nojin b
JIHHHHX 5, 6, 8.
TaKHM 06pa30M, HaHÖOJIblIIHe H3MeHeHHH nOJIH npOHCXOflHJIH B 
Hflpax, pacnojiojKeHHHX b 6jih3h jihhhh pa3jieJia nonnpHOCTeß (Hflpa 
2 h 3) , npH 3TOM none N nojinpHocTH ycHJiHBaJiocb, a none S nojiap- 
h o c t h  yMeHbmajiocb 3 t h H3MeHeHHH nojin cooTBeTCTByioT pe3yjibTaTaM, 
nojiyneHHbiM b { 3 } .
OflHOß H3 0 C0 6 eHH0CTetl snpa 4 HBJIHeTCH OrpOMHaH pa3HOCTb 
HanpH)KeHHOCTefi MarHHTHoro nojin, onp^aeneHHoro no jihhhhm 4 h 2, 
flocTHraioman 1700 rc. B npyrnx nnpax 3Toß rpynnti pa3HocTb 
AH = Ht*— H 2 6fc.iJia OKOJio 300-1000 rc. 3<J><I>exT yBejiHneHHH pa3HOCTH 
AH b nHTHax, Ha KOTopux pacnonarajiacb s m h c c h h  Bcnbnnex, HaßJiio- 
najiCH HaMH hjih pHfla BcnbimeK. Tax, 27. V I .  80 r .  b cnoxoßHHß 
nepHon pa3BHTHH rpynnM nnreH npn HaőJiwfleHHHX c 5h no 15h UT 
(inecTb H3MepeHHfi MarHHTHbix nojieß) AH = Hit-H2 H3MeHHJiacb o t 300 
HO 500 rc., a b o  BpeMH BcnbnnxH 1 B nocTHrjia 3HaneHHß 1000-1200rc.
Bfcjme Mbi yxce roBopnjiH, h t o  b nHTHax c  HanpjDKeHHOCTbK nojin 
ßo jibm e 3000  r c  jihhhh 4 , 6onee nyBCTBHTejibHan x TeMnepaType, 
name noxa3tjBaeT 6ojiee Bbicoxoe 3HaneHHe HanpfpseHHOCTH nojin p n c .  
2 . Ha 3t o m  nee p n c .  2 xpecTHxaMH HaHeceHH H3MepeHHH MarHHTHbix 
nojieß nHTeH, o t h o c h i u h x c h x MOMeHTaM Bcnbimex. npaxTHnecxH Bee 
OHH HaXOflHTCH B  OÖJiaCTH H ^ > H 2 .
Tax xax jihhhh 4 ycHJiHBaeTCH b nsTHe, T.e. o6pa3yeTCH b 
6oJiee xojioHHbix sneMeHTax, t o  p o c t  noun b  Heß no cpaBHeHHio c 
jiH H neß  2 cBHfleTejibCTByeT o pocTe MarHHTHoro noToxa o t  xojiohhhx 
3JieMeHTOB. Taxoß p o c t  MoiKeT npoHcxoHHTb sa cneT yBejiHneHHH 
OTHOCHTejlBHOrO HHCJia XOJIOHHHX 3JieMeHTOB HJIH 3a CneT nOBbimeHHH 
B HHX MarHHTHoro nOJIH.
B . Bcnmurca óclaacl 2 1 2 . V 11 1 ,19 81  a .  B 5 h 30m Hanaji npnaTb 
Onoxxyn, b 6 h 2 0 m - 6 h 30m Bcnnuixa h ocTHrna MaxcHMajibHoß h p x o c t h  
h b 7h npaxTHnecxH saxoHHHJiacb. H3MepeHHH Marh h t h h x  nonefl rerreH 
HanaTH b 5h 45m . Hanöojiee npxnß y3en BcnbniixH 6h h  pacnononceH 
MeiKfly HHpaMH 4 h 5 (c m . p h c  . 9) , a b m o m c h t  MaxCHMyMa h p x o c t h
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3MHCCHH HaCTHHHO SajTHBajia Hitpo 4. Hflpo 4 SUJIO N nOJIHpHOCTH, 
Hiipo 5 -  S nOJIHpHOCTH. B npoMeiKyTKe Mexmy nnpaMH 4 h 5 n o n e  
em e «B a  p a 3 a  MeHHJio 3HaK: k Hflpy 4 npHMHKajio n o n e  S nonnpH ocTH  
(p  4. a ) ,  3aTeM inno n o n e  N nonnpH ocT H . To ecT b  caMHit h p k h 8 y 3 e n  
BcnKmiKH p a c n o n a r a n c n  b oßnacT H  c oneH b cjiokhoä CTpyKTypoft M ar- 
HHTHoro nnoH .
HccnenoBanHCb n3MeHeHns Marh u t h o ro nonn b o BpeMH BcnbmiKH 
b Hflpax 1, 4, 5 h  b oßnacTH S nonnpHocTH, npHMHKaBtiiefi k nnpy 
4 (p 4. a). B Hflpe 1 nponcxoDHJiH HeBonbnme h 3m s h g h h h  nonn, Han- 
6onee saMerHbie b nHHHHX 1 h 7: HeöonbuiQe naneHHe HanpsaceHHOCTH 
nonn k MOMeHTy m s k cHMyMa BcnbmiKH h BoccTaHOBneHne k npe»HeMy 
3HaneHHio. B nape 5 saMGTHHX H3MeHeHn0 nonn He nponcxoanno. 
HaH6onbniHe H3MeHeHHH nonn 6ujih b nape 4 h b oßnacTH npHMHKaB- 
rnefi k HeMy S nonnpHocTH. B nape 4 b o BpeMH BcnbmiKH none yMenb- 
maeTCH b o b c g x  nHHHHx, a k KOHiiy BcnbmiKH HanHHaeT BoccTaHaBnH- 
BaTbCH. B npHMbjKaBiiieft oßnacTH S nonnpHocTH (p 4. a) none pacTeT 
Ha Bcex ypoBHHX (c m .p h c .9).
KpoMe pocTa nona S -nonnpHocTH b o  BpeMH BcnbmiKH npoHCxonn- 
no CMemeHHe HyneBofi h h h h h  Me>Kny nnpoM 4 h p 4a. UpHneM s t o  
cMemeHHe b cneKTpanbHax nHHHHx 2 h 6 (h x  m o k h o  o t h g c t h  b cpen- 
h g m  k BucoTe 300 k m ) oTnHnanocb o t CMemeHHH b o t h h h x  1 h 7 
(o6pa3ywmHXCH b cpeflHGM Ha BHCOTe 1000 k m ) .
Ii3MeHGHHe paccTOHHHH HyTOBoB nHHHH o t  ueHTpa Hnpa 4 Ha 
3THX ypoBHHX noKaaaHo Ha pnc.10. Taxoft b h a  k p h b h x  m o k h o  HHTep- 
npeTHpoBaTb xaK H3MeHeHne HaKnoHa Tpy6oK chjiobhx nHHHil nonn 
BO BpeMH BCnbHlIKH. CxeMaTHHeCKH 3TO nOKa3aHO Ha pHC . 11.
Hcnonb30BaHHe cneKTpanbHHX nHHHft, o6pa3yK)iHHXCH Ha pa3Hbix 
BHCOTax, no3BonneT HaM npocneflHTb KapTHHy cflBHra HyneBoit nu- 
HHH MarHHTHoro nonn b nnocKOCTH, npoxonnmeft nepe3 menb cpeK- 
TporpaOa (nHHHH 0B Ha pHc.ll) h nyn 3peHHH (0A Ha pHC.ll). B 
nnocKOCTH <í>OTOc<í>epbi, nepneHHHKynnpHOíl 0 A B , ycnoBHo H3o6paxceHO 
nHTHo c HflpoM 4 h HyneBoft nHHHeft (nyHKTHp), nepeceKarameft menb 
cneKTporpaifa b Tonne C. JIh h h h  Cflj , Cfl2 h C fl3 - ceneHHH noBep- 
XHOCTH HyjieBoro MarHHTHoro nonn c nnocxocTbio 0AB b nocneflOBa- 
TenbHbie MOMeHTH BpeMeHH (5h50m , 6h20m , 6h 30m ) . K KOHny BcnbinKH 
(7hlOm )3Ta nHHHH npH6nH3Hnacb k Cflj.
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Puc.8. M 3M eH eH M fl M a rH M T H b ix  n o n e ií  b  r p y n n e  n a T e H  b o  a p e M B  B cn b iw K u  6 a n n a  
1B 2 3 - 0 7 - 8 1  r. B C K o 6 K a x  -  H O M e p a  n n H n í1 ,  n o  k o t o p w m  o n p e n e n a n o c b  
n o n e  ( c o r n a C H O  T a ß n n i je  1 ) .
Puc.10. H 3 M e H e H n e  co B peM eH eM  n o n o m e H H a  r p a H u p u  p a 3 f le n a  n o n a p H O C T e ii o t h o -  
c m e j i b H o  u e H T p a  a f lp a  4 1 2 . 0 8 . 8 1  r .  T o ^ k m  -  n o n o w e H n e  r p a t - im ib i
b  n u H n a x  6 . 8 ,  K p y w x a  -  n n H n a x  1 . 7 .
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Puc.9. M3MeHeHne MarHUTHoro nopa b  appe 4 n o ß j ia c T M  S nopapHOCTM (p 4a) 
b o  BpeMH BcnbiujKM Gappa 2N 12.08.81 r.
Puc.ll. CxeMaTMPecKoe M3o6paweHne cpBara Hypesofi pmhmm MarHMTHoro nopa 
B npocKOCTM, npoxopameü pepe3 mepb cneKTporpa<])a m pyp 3peHwa. 
3apuTbm oBap - appo 4, 3awTpnxoBaHHbiti OBap - 3Mnccna BcnbiujKM.
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OueHKH CKOpOCTH flBHJKeHHH JIHHHH pa3flejia nOJIHpHOCTef! flJlH
BfcJCOT OKOJIO 1000 KM flaiOT B eJ IH H H H y ~10 K M /c e K .
B 6h 28m- 6h 30m b6hji3h s f lp a  4 p n n  jihhhA M e T a J u io B  B H fle H  bo o3MHCCHH. B JTHHHHX Fel 16136,6 A h 16137,7 A, a TaKy<e b jihhhh 
Ba II 16141,7 X 3MHCCHH aobojiho cHJibHan h BHflHa Ha űByx cocefl- 
HHX noJiocKax nojiHpH3aiiHOHHoli cneKTporpaMMH. 3to naeT b o 3mojk- 
hoctb onpeflejiHTb HanpHJKeHHOCTB h 3HaK MarHHTHoro noun b MecTe 
CBeneHHH MeTajuioB bo BcnBniiKe. Pe3yjiBTaTH H3MepeHHfl npencTaBjie- 
HH B TaÖJIHUe 3, H3 KOTOpOH BHflHO, HTO HanpHJKeHHOCTB MaTHHTHOrO 
noun b MecTe cBeneHHH MeTannoB Taxas jKe, hjih najKe HecKOJiBKO 
BBrnie, seM onpenejieHHas no jihhhhm norjioneHHs b nsine. OcHOBHas 
sacTB 3MHCCHH pacnonarajiacB Ha HyneBoß jihhhh h b oßjiacra S non 
HpHOCTH. IlOJie B OßjiaCTH 3MHCCHH TBKJKe HMeeT S nOJIHpHOCTB .
TaKHM o6pa30M, HadJHoneHHH Maphuthbix nonefi nsTeH bo BpeMs 
BcnBnueK c  b m c o k h m BpeMeHHBiM h npocTpaHCTBeHHBiM pa3pemeHHeM Ha 
HecKOJiBKHX ypoBHHx aTMOCtfepBi CojiHua noflTBepTOaioT h sacTusho 
flOnOJIHHIOT KapTHHy H3MeHeHH0 , npOHCXOflHinHX B aKTHBHOfi OdjiaCTH 
B CBH3H CO B CnBUlIK 3MH {4,5}.
CyiqecTBeHHBie H3MeneHHH npoHCxoflHT b MarHHTHtsx nojinx nsTeH 
MeHseTCs BejiHHHHa nona, pacnpenejieHHe erő c b h c o t o ö , HaKJioH 
TpydoK nojiH, c o o t Home HHe ropnnefi h xoJioflHofi KOMnoHeHTH b nsTHe
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CHANGES IN THE LARGE-SCALE CURRENT SYSTEMS 
IN THE COURSE OF THE EVOLUTION OF AN ACTIVE REGION
S.I. G O P A S Y U K , B. K Á L M Á N ,  V . A . R O M A N O V
Crimean Astrophys.Obs., 
Nauchnyj
Heliophys.Obs., 
Debrecen
State University 
Krasnoyarsk
A b s t r a c t :
The evolution o f  the magnetic f i e l d  structure i n  sunspot g r o u p  
SD 207/1969 (MtW. 17310) was s t u d i e d  between 8-1 4  June 1969 u s i n g  
a n ovel method: the azimuths o f  the observed transversal m a g n e t i c  
f i e l d  component w e r e  compared w i t h  the azimuths o f  the Ht o f  a  
po t e n t i a l  field c o m p u t e d  from the distribution o f  the observed 
longitudinal component. Furthermore the verti c a l  electric c u rrent 
density was c o m p u t e d  from M a x w e l l ' s  equations. On  the resulting 
charts the differences in azimuths a n d  the s t r o n g  currents w i t h  
densities up to 20 000 A/k m2 h a v e  a  strong cor r e l a t i o n  with the 
activity in the g r o u p  (spot transformations a n d  evolution, p r o p e r  
motions) a n d  with f lare activity. This meth o d  m a y  be useful f o r  
operative flare forecasting f r o m  magnetic f i e l d  measurements.
3BOJUOUM3 KPynHOMACIUTAEHbIX TOKOBbIX CTPyKTYP  
3A BPEMfl PA3BMTMfl AKTMBHOR OERACTM
c.H. ronACiOK E.KAJ1MAH B.A. POMAHOB
HpAO T e/inopMS.Obc. f oc.YHnBepcMTeT
Adcmpaxm:
HayHhum flebpepeH HpaoHonpcK
B  paóome usyuena ocoakmur nazHumnozo noAR zpynn nmen C./J. 207/1969 
(MtW. 17310) c 8 no 14 u k m r  1969 z no  noeoMy Memody: a3UMyrmt 
Haó/mdaeMoeo nonepeunozo KoimoHenma MZZHumnozo nosin cpaenueaAucb 
c a3UMymoMu Ht, euuucAeHHOMu U3 nomennuoAbnozo pacnpedeAenun no 
HaÓAtodaeMOMy npodoAbHOMy KOMnoHenmy. JlaAee 6ttna euvucAena YiAom- 
Hocmb eepmuKonbHux mouoe U3 ypaenenuű MaKceeAAa. H a  nonyuennux 
Kapmax óoAbwue ormcAonenun muMymoe u  cuAbHue morcu do 20000 A / k m 2 
xopoiuo KoppeAupym c aKmueHocmbm e zpynne (npeo6pa3oeaHUR u 
3 6 oakju,u h  nnmen, codcmeennue deuxenun), u co ecnuiueunoU awnueHocmbio. 
J/aHHUű Memod Mcacem 6mmb ucnoAb3oean Bar npozH03upoeanue ecnmweK 
U3 MazHimmux U3Mepenuü.
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1. Introduction
The search for the laws of evolution of solar active re­
gions is important for understanding the basic physics of solar 
activity. The main direction in these investigations was and 
is the study of the evolution of magnetic fields in the solar 
atmosphere, and analysis of the physical processes caused by 
these changes {1},{4},{7}.
This paper is the continuation of a series of analysis of 
the structure of the magnetic field in active region No 207 
(Solneahnye Dannye) or McMath No 10135, Mt. Wilson No 17310. The 
measurements of the magnetic field were made by the vector- 
magnetograph of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory with 
simultaneous registration of all three components of the H 
vector in the X 5250 A Fe I spectral line, in all phases of 
evolution of the sunspot group between 8-14 June 1969. The 
detailed description of the observations and the reduction of 
the material is described in {4},{6}.
On the basis of these magnetic measurements, using both 
photoheliograms from the Debrecen Heliophysical Observatory, 
and magnetic spectroheliograms from Meudon Observatory, a de­
tailed study of the connection between penumbral structure 'and 
magnetic field vector was made {6}, the proper motions of the 
umbrae and the penumbral structure were compared with the 
structure of the magnetic field {4}, and the connection between 
the evolution of the group and its magnetic field changes and 
vertical electric currents was investigated {5}. However, some 
problems remained open after these papers:
1) In {5} the vertical current density j was computed 
using the following expression:
i.e. by numerical differentiation of tangential components 
Hx, Hy. But in numerical differentiation, the errors in 
measurements of Hx, Hy, may significantly influence the accu­
racy of the result (the relative error of jz may be signifi­
cantly greater than that of Hx, Hz).
y (l.i)
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2) Even the process of numerical differentiation has some 
inherent inaccuracy (in the course of the measurement one read­
ing was taken every 3.4", and the distance between scans was 
6.7").
3) The tangential component may have two directions, dif­
fering by 180°. In {4} this ambiguity was resolved by intuition 
using superposition of charts of longitudinal and tangential 
components. This method may be erroneous in the case of com­
plicated field geometry.
4) The computed distribution of j allows us to distin­
guish between positive and negative current areas, and makes 
it possible to derive the average rotational component along 
the boundaries. It is difficult to say on the basis of only 
these data, how strongly the currents influence the magnetic 
field, i.e. how far the magnetic field is from a potential one. 
From the physical point of view this non-potentiality can char­
acterize the activity of the group.
5) Numerical differentiation gives jz in the depth of 
formation of the A 5250 Ä Fe I line. No information can be 
gained about currents above this level (e.g. in the chromo­
sphere, corona).
If, in addition to the aforementioned points, we consider 
the real complexity of currents flowing in the solar atmosphere, 
it becomes clear why {5} reaches a conclusion about insignifi­
cant changes in the principal large-scale current structure 
during the observations. In reality, as will be shown later, 
the redistribution of current structure occurs very inten­
sively. But to show this we need a special reduction of the 
observations, which will be described now.
In this paper we investigate, how close the magnetic 
field of the given active region (AR hereinafter) is to a 
potential field, which was computed for each observation from 
the distribution of the vertical field component H z . Such 
computations allow us to decide at which time of observations 
the magnetic field was near potential, and at which time 
strongly non-potential. A more detailed analysis is also poss-
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ible: From the charts of the magnetic field, places of near 
potential field can be determined and also other places, where 
the real measured field disagrees strongly with the computed 
potential field. If these places of disagreement are sure (the 
magnitude of the disagreement is greater than the measurement 
errors of the magnetic field, and there are many points of 
measurement in these areas), then we can say that in these dis­
turbed areas, or in the vicinity of them, strong currents are 
flowing. In such a way we can follow the evolution of current 
systems in the AR during the time of observations.
As in our case we can derive the existence of currents 
above the level of the measurement of magnetic fields (e.g. in 
the chromosphere and corona), we can follow the correlation be­
tween redistribution of current structure and flare activity 
in the group.
All computations of potential magnetic fields were per­
formed by one of us (V.A.R.) on the ES-1033 computer of the 
Computing Center of the Krasnoyarsk Filial of the Siberian 
Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences, for the plots a 
"Digigraf" plotter was used.
2. Mathematical formulation of the problem. Analysis of 
the potentiality of observed solar magnetic fields
The magnetic field of the AR is computed in a Cartesian 
coordinate system, in a semi-infinite volume, the lower bound­
ary of this is the plane, where the distribution of Hz is 
given. As the currents, causing this field, are below this 
level, we can write the Maxwell equations:
rot H = 0 (2.1)
div H = 0 (2.2)
On the lower boundary we give a boundary condition for the 
normal component:
Hn|G = Hz (2.3)
Naturally the solution must vanish in the infinity:
H - 0 if R - » (2.4)
From equations (1.2) and (1.4) we can derive
H^z dG = 0 (2.5)
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This system of (2.1-2.3) with conditions (2.4,2.5) is a Neumann 
boundary problem for the Laplace equation in a semi-infinite 
volume. A unique solution for this system exists {2}.
For real magnetograms condition (2.5) is not true because 
of measurement errors and lack of information from the whole 
AR of the distribution of Hz. In this case we can get an ap­
proximate solution for a finite volume. Problems connected with 
the mathematical foundations for solving this system by Fourier 
series, with the accuracy of the solution, and with the imple­
mentation of a simple algorithm for small computers were studied 
and published separately {3}.
The distribution of Hz in the model is identical on the 
lower boundary plane with the measurements, but as regards the 
tangential components, these are generally different. Comparing 
these distributions, we can determine how far the observed dis­
tribution of the magnetic fields is from a potential one. Such 
a comparison is possible because the registration of longitudi­
nal and transversal components of the magnetic field proceeds 
separately {7}, and in the computations the tangential compo­
nents are not involved.
Disagreements between observed and computed tangential 
components are caused by currents, flowing above the level of 
formation of the spectral line, in which the magnetic fields 
were measured, i.e. in our case the X 5250 Fe I line. In {8} 
the necessity for taking currents flowing below and above the 
formation level of the spectral line used for magnetic measure­
ments separately into account was discussed for the first time. 
In this paper we do not want to reconstruct the spatial struc­
ture of these currents, only delineate those areas where such 
currents flow above the level of line formation (i.e. this is 
a partial solution for a more general problem, outlined in {8}).
For comparison of observed and computed magnetic fields 
we must know the accuracy of potential field calculations and 
magnetic field measurements. For this purpose we analyse these 
problems on the example of the measurements and calculations of 
one day, this allows us to show the data for other days more 
concisely. 253
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Fig.l. a) isogausses of Hz (measured) for 8 June 1969, b) isogausses of mea­
sured H , c) isogausses of computed H , d) discrepancy between b&c,(%) .
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Fig.2. a) 
ponent of
b)
ponent of
c)
isogausses of the absolute value of the tangential com- 
the measured magnetic field for 8 June 1969, 
isogausses of the absolute value of the tangential com- 
the magnetic field, computed from the potential model, 
the discrepancy between a & b in %
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In Fig.la the chart of distribution of Hz is shown for 
8 June 1969. The potential fields are computed on the bases of 
such charts. The magnetic flux of northern polarity in this 
chart is 31% higher than that of southern polarity. This im­
balance of magnetic fluxes remains similar for the other days, 
and leads to the non-fulfillment of condition (2.5) . Notwith­
standing this, the measurements of the longitudinal component 
of the magnetic fields are very accurate, having a sensitivity 
of about 10 G {7}. This is very important because this accu­
racy determines the accuracy of the potential model (the 
errors of computation do not exceed 3-4%, except in very rare 
cases {3}).
In Figs.lb,c,d: a) the distribution of the absolute value 
of the magnetic field |H| from observations, b) the same from 
the computed potential model on the same level and c) the dis­
agreement between the two above charts in percents are shown:
A = 1 ~ H™e-s 1 x 100 % (2.6)1 H pot I
The contour lines are drawn at 50% and 100% disagreement level, 
in this chart disagreements of more than 100% were not found.
In practice we have good agreement between measured and com­
puted field in the whole AR, except at the borders of the 
chart (this will be discussed later).. This good agreement is 
due to the fact that the component Hz, which is used in com­
puting IH I, is identical in the measurements and in the com­
puted field. Therefore |H| is not a good parameter for the 
analysis, and will not be used further.
In the upper right corner of Fig.l a scale is drawn, 
showing the linear extent of the charts, as this is the same 
for all the charts, it is shown only once.
In Fig.2 in the same manner as in Fig.lb,c,d, the abso­
lute values of the tangential component of the magnetic field 
IHtI are shown. The discrepancies in these charts are signifi­
cantly more, and greater. Let us see the differences at the 
borders of the charts. These are caused by two factors:
1) by the 31% imbalance of magnetic fluxes and the cor-
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responding inaccuracy of the potential model. This factor is 
not serious because an imbalance of 30% causes large differ­
ences only on the 2-3 rows of the computing grid points at the 
very edge of the chart, and its influence is negligible in the 
inner parts {3}.
2) by the low sensitivity of the magnetograph to the 
transversal field (100 G {7}). This is the principal factor.
On the border areas, the computed magnetic field component has 
a value of the order of 200 G, and the accuracy of the measure­
ments is 100 G. This leads to the fact that the contour line 
of 50% discrepancy practically coincides with the 100 G iso­
gauss line in the observations. This is also the cause of the 
differences at the border of the IHI chart in Fig.Id. Differ­
ences in the central parts of the charts are classified as 
real, and treated separately.
In Fig.3 a) a drawing of the AR for 8 June 1969, solid 
line delineates umbrae, dashed line - penumbrae, b) chart of 
the differences of the azimuths in the potential model and in 
the measurements are shown. The contour lines are drawn at 
the 45° and 80° level, i.e. significantly higher than the ac­
curacy of the measurement of this parameter. The ambiguity of 
the azimuths in the observations is resolved so that the angle 
between the computed and observed azimuths is always taken it 
less, or equal to 90°. This method is not in contradiction 
with methods of {4}, and,what is important, it generates the 
least differences between the potential model and the reality, 
thus maximally assuring the reality of the differences for 
this parameter.
In Fig.3c, the chart of vertical current density jz is 
given, computed by formula (1.1) by numerical differentiation, 
the same way as in {5}. This result is purely from observations, 
only azimuths are taken from the potential model. For deriving 
the accuracy of the numerical differentiation by formula (1.1) 
we computed the distribution of jz for the potential model for 
all the days of observation. In all of the cases the value of 
current density did not exceed 3000 A km-2, at the same time
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Fig.3. a) the drawing of the sunspot g r o u p  for 8 June 1969, full 
line - u m b r a  , dashed line - penumbra,
b) the differences of azimuths of the observed a n d  computed 
tangential component of the magnetic field. Full line - 45° diffe­
rence, b l a c k  area - more tha n  80° d i f f e r e n c e ..Cross - flare site.
c) vertical electric current densities, computed from Maxwell 
equations. Full line - j = 10 0 0 0 A / k m 2 , b l a c k  areas - jz greater than 
20 0C0 A/'km2 .
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F i g . 4. a) azimuths of the m e a s u r e d  tangential magnetic field for 8 June 1969,
b) azimuths of the t a n g e n t i a l  field fro m  the potential model,
c) azimuths of the m e a s u r e d  tangential field, omitting points with 
Ht less, than 100 gauss.
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in some places current densities of 10 000 A km-2 and 20 000 A km-2 
were computed (Fig.3) from observations. The differences of 
azimuths in the potential model and in the observations are 
due to currents flowing above the level of magnetic measure­
ments. The charts of the distribution of j show the in- and 
outflow of these currents in the studied volume. It is natural 
to suppose that the currents are strongest around the source 
regions, so the charts of 3b and 3c should be similar. But 
strong currents with densities 10 000 - 20 000 A km-2 do not 
disturb significantly the magnetic fields, (e.g. in the case 
of strong magnetic field, as in the leader spot) in all cases. 
On the contrary, in the areas of weak magnetic fields, weak 
currents can already cause large disturbances, but we cannot 
study these because of the inaccuracy of computations by for­
mula (1.1).
So the charts of vertical current density jz and charts 
of differences between observed and computed from the potential 
field azimuths are complementary. Furthermore, the latter are 
more reliable, as the measurements of the azimuths is more ac­
curate. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis these charts of 
azimuth differences will be used to study the potentiality 'of 
the magnetic field of the AR.
In all the charts in this paper the scale is the same, and 
the same area of the solar surface is shown for charts of one 
and the same day. This facilitates the comparison of different 
disturbances in different charts, and the comparison of current 
inflow and outflow areas with sunspots. In Fig.4b the chart 
of azimuths of Ht is shown; it is computed from the potential 
model. In Fig.4a we have the chart of observed azimuths of Ht, 
from this chart the one in Fig.4c was derived, where azimuths 
for points with |HI 100 G are not shown, as they are chaotic 
because of measurement errors. The azimuth difference chart of 
Fig.3b was derived from comparison of Figs.4b&c.
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3. Evolution of the large-scale current system of the 
sunspot group, its connection with the proper motion 
of spots and flare activity centres
In the following we will use the symbols and results of 
papers {4}, {5}, and especially the results of {5}.
On 8 June 1969 (Fig.3) the sunspot group is a typical 
bipolar one, with separate preceding and following parts, the 
following part is not very large. In the preceding part we can 
follow the motion of umbrae 2,3 to the large leader umbra 1, 
and there were large changes in the shape of umbra and penum­
bra of the leader spot (Fig.5 for 9 Jüne 1969) . In these places 
the largest currents of the day flowed, but they did not dis­
turb the tangential component: the difference between the azi­
muths of the potential and observed field is not very large.
The most interesting evolution took place in the central 
and eastern parts of the group, where the following part began 
to form. In these areas the currents were weaker, but they 
strongly deformed the magnetic field. In this place we observed 
the converging motion of umbrae b i & bz (on the next day there 
was a single umbra i 12) and the motion of umbra b3 to these.
In that area we might observe strong currents, large differ­
ences in azimuths and a subflare was observed.
Solar flares were observed on the coronagraph KG-1 of the 
Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, from these observations we 
derived the place and time of flares. As usual, the time of 
observation of magnetic fields and observations on the corona- 
graph coincided, which makes this series of observations es­
pecially interesting.
Proper motions of umbrae a-,, az, a 3, e-y, ez, e3 were 
registered on this day, also the decay of umbra c, which ended 
on 9 June 1969. On all these places there are distinct differ­
ences in the azimuths of Ht.
On 9 June 1969 two measurements of the magnetic field 
were made, with a time difference of lh 20m . In Figs.5,6 the 
results of analysis of these data are shown.
From Ha observations on this day an activation of the
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0
Fig . 5. The same, as Fig.3, for the 
first measurement of 9 June 1969
Fi g . 7. The same, as Fig . 3, for the 
m e a s urement of 10 June 1969
o
0
Fig . 6. The same, as F i g . 3, for the 
second measurement of 9 June 1969.
F i g . 8. The same, as F i g . 3, for the 
mea s u r e m e n t  of 11 J u n e  1969
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F i g . 9. The same, as F i g . 3, for the 
m e a s u r e m e n t  of 12 June 1969
F i g . 11. The same, as F i g . 3, for the F i g . 12. The same, as F i g . 3, for the 
second m e a s urement of 13 June 1969 measurement of 14 June 1969
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first measurement of 13 June 1969
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central part of the group began. On the magnetic charts we could 
see the increase of the magnetic field, umbrae 1 & 2 merged com­
pletely (two subflares observed in this place) umbra a decays 
finally (on 10 June it is completely invisible) - on this place 
a subflare also occurred. Active proper motion of spots ai, a2, 
a.3, e-\, e 2 j  e 3 were connected with differences in azimuths of 
Ht and enlargement of current areas. Fig.5 shows the coinci­
dence of two subflares and a current filament with current den­
sity 20 000 A km-2. Connection of flares with strong currents 
was already found in {9}.
There was an activation in the preceding part of the group. 
The areas of currents near the leader spot, to the north and 
south of it greatly enlarged. To the south an importance 1 
flare was observed (large cross in Figs.5,6), to the north a 
small island of following magnetic polarity began to form, the 
disturbances from this field are markedly visible in the chart 
of azimuths.
On 10 June 1969 there was the maximum of activity in this 
group. Its appearance was strongly changed: practically all the 
umbrae were within a common penumbra. The areas with strong 
currents enlarged further, and occupied practically the whole 
central part of the AR, excluding only spots a 1, a2; these had 
disappeared by the following day.
The preceding part of the group was the most active. To 
the north of the leader spot a new umbra (6) was formed, to the 
east umbra 2 actively develops, in the vicinity of which an 
importance 1 flare was observed. It is worth mentioning the 
very compact form of the area with large differences between 
the observed and computed azimuths of Ht. In practice it coin­
cides with the area of the common penumbra. This peculiarity of 
Fig.7 will be discussed later.
11 June 1969 was the first day of the decay of the group 
(Fig.8). Very large activity in proper motions of the umbrae 
in the group was observed. The structure of the group simplified 
quickly. Umbra 2 coalesced with the leader one, and the umbrae 
of group a almost disappeared.
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The areas of large difference in azimuths of Ht greatly 
enlarged. They expanded far from the area of the penumbra, and 
their distribution was qualitatively different from the one in 
the phase of growth of the group (Figs.7,8). During the phase 
of growth of the AR the magnetic field increased mainly in its 
central part: the strongest currents flowed there and the 
greatest disturbances in magnetic field and sunspot proper mo­
tions were there. Therefore, the greatest azimuth differences 
were also observed in the central part of the group.
During the phase of decay, there is a basically different 
situation. The magnetic field already occupied a large volume 
of the solar atmosphere. The decay of such a configuration is 
impossible without decay on the edges, moreover, in the begin­
ning of the decay it occurs most intensively in the periphery, 
gradually spreading to the centre the areas with large, up to 
80° and more differences in azimuths of Ht, measured and com­
puted from the potential model, and the places of flares in 
Fig.8 deserve attention). This process remained qualitatively 
the same on the following days too (Figs.9-12).
From 12 to 14 June 1969 (on 13 June there were two ob­
servations of the magnetic field) the process of decay was 
complicated by an increase of the magnetic field on the south­
ern part of the group and on the norther side of the leader 
spot. The latter caused great differences in the magnetic 
field of the AR from the potential one, and some subflares on 
that place.
14 June 1969 was the last day of observations of this AR. 
The process of decay was going on. Generally, the activity of 
the group diminished noticeably (cf.Figs.8 and 12). The areas 
with great differences in azimuths of Ht, and accordingly with 
large currents, shrank markedly. There remained a faint flare 
activity on the northern border of the leader spot.
4. Conclusions
The results of our computations has shown the whole com­
plexity of the physical processes going on in the active region 
during the process of its evolution. The changes in the struc-
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ture of the spots and in the magnetic field were accompanied 
by the formation of large-scale current systems, flowing in the 
areas of the most intensive transformations. The flare-active 
centres coincided well with places of large difference of the 
magnetic field of the AR from the potential one. The electric 
currents, causing the difference of the magnetic field from a 
potential field, flowed higher than the level of formation of 
the spectral line used for magnetic field measurements (in our 
case the X 5250 Ä Fe I), i.e. in the upper photosphere and 
chromosphere. During the observations the structure of large- 
scale currents changes significantly, in accordance with changes 
in the structure of sunspots and the dynamics of the group.
Even small disturbances can be detected by this method, which 
are accompanied by subflares. This method can be used for 
operative forecasting of solar flares,, for its use it is suf­
ficient to have data of distribution of Hz and structure of 
azimuths of Ht. It does not require much computing time.
Finally the authors wish to thank Prof.V.S.Sokolov and members of the 
Krasnoyarsk Computing Centre of the USSR Acad.Sci., V.V.Denisenko for con­
stant attention and help, and M.B.Ogir’ (Crimean Astrophys.Obs.) for making 
the observational material on the coronagraph KG-1 accessible.
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THE STUDY OF THE DYNAMIC PROCESS OF UMBRAL FLASHES
R.B. T E P L I T S K A Y A ,  I.P. T U R O V A ,  G.V. K U K L I N
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
Abstract:
A detailed analysis has been made of Umbral Flashes in two sun­
spots. The results are: 1) The dynamic process of UF operates 
throughout the entire layer of formation of the H and K Call line 
central reversals. 2) The shape of the H and K line profile de­
pends upon the position of a sunspot on the solar disk. 3) The 
parameters of the oscillatory process, viz. the amplitude and 
the phase relations, are also dependent on the sunspot's position. 
4) An attempt to interpret the results under items 1) through 3) 
leads us to conclude cm intrinsic relationship among the UF phe­
nomenon, fine structure elements of the umbra at the photospheric 
level, and the rope-like configuration of the sunspot magnetic 
field.
MCCJlEflOBAHHE flMHAMHMECKOEO nPOUECCA "BCnbllUKM B TEHM'
P.E. TEflJlMUKAfl, M.n. TYPOBA, T.B. KYKJ1MH
CHbMSMHP.MpKyTCH
Aócmpajav:
Bunosmen nodpoóHuű anaAU3 "ecnmueK e menu" e deyx numnox. Flonyuem 
cnedyi-JMue pepyAbmaimi. 1) /JuHOMuuectcuű npouecc "ecnuuacu e menu" 
("UF") oxearmeaem ecm moAUíuny ca o h o6pa3oeanuH uewnpoAbHux 
oópauienuű a u h u ü  h ű k  Call. 2) 0opm Konmypoe a u h u ű  h ű k  3aeucum 
om noAoxenuH nwma na ducne Coahu/x . 3) IJapaMempu KoXeóameAbHoao 
npou,ecca - aMnnumydu, <fa3oet>ie coomnoiueHun - marace 3aeucím om noAO- 
xeHUH nsmna. 4) TlonumKa utmepnpemupoeamb pe3yAbmarm l)-3) npueodum 
k  3a7owueHwo o podcmee xpoMocfepnozo HeAenun UF c SAeMewmaMU 
moHKoü cmpywnypti menu na cßomoccßepHOM ypoene u co xzymoeoű k o h - 
fuzypauueü MasHumnozo noAH nnmen.
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The emergence of interest in the dynamic process of Umbral 
Flashes (hereinafter referred to as UF) in sunspots has been 
stimulated for several reasons. Among these we may note the 
following.
I) it is the most powerful and easiest-to-study quasi-peri­
odical process occurring in the chromosphere of a sunspot umbra,
i.e. in conditions where the plasma dynamics is governed by the 
magnetic field. Hence, analysis of UF properties must show what 
the peculiarities of wave propagation and resonance are in the 
solar atmosphere in the presence of a strong magnetic field.
II) As with other modes of solar oscillations, the trig­
gering mechanism for UF lies underneath the visible solar sur­
face. Therefore, a study of UF may shed light on the state of 
deeper layers of the sunspot; it is a typical problem in solar 
"seismology".
Ill) UF are associated with the transport of a certain 
amount of mechanical energy, i.e. they should be taken into 
account when examining the energy deficit in sunspots.
Although there exists an extensive literature dealing with 
UF (see, e.g., a review by Moore {6}), observations of UF in 
their classical form are scarce. The "true" UF represent a 
phenomenon of a strong brightening of emission reversals of 
the H and K Ca II lines (as well as a brightening in the 
infra-red triplet lines){1},{13}; evidence for an increase in 
the Ha line intensity is very rare {6}. Meanwhile, velocity 
fluctuations seen in Ha were often referred to UF. In addition 
to the references just cited, UF were studied by Kneer et al.{3}, 
Zhugzhda and Makarov {14} and Lites et al.{5}. In the present 
paper we will consider the following questions relevant to the 
above general problems.
a) What are the differences between the oscillation para­
meters of the chromosphere of different type of sunspot? We 
are principally concerned with phase relations between Doppler 
shift and brightness in the H and K Ca II lines.
b) How does the sunspot's position on the solar disk in­
fluence the observable characteristics of the UF process?
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c) How do the H and K line profiles in different phases 
of the UF process and the line profiles in the maximum phase 
with different positions of a sunspot on the disk, behave?
1. Spatial and temporal characteristics
In connection with the aforementioned problems, a detailed 
spectrophotometric study was made of the H and K lines in the 
umbrae of two sunspots. The first one was observed at the centre 
and at the limb of the disk (u = 0.y6 and 0.60), and the second 
one was observed only at the limb (u = 0.60). Hereinafter they 
are referred to as sunspots No 2 and No 1 respectively. The 
groups, including these sunspots, differed in the rate of their 
evolution in magnetic structure and in the degree of flare ac­
tivity. A more complicated configuration of magnetic field and 
a higher activity are inherent in susnpot No 1 (a bipolar group 
of D class). Sunspot No 2 is a unipolar one, of J class. Visual 
inspection of spectrograms reveals discernible changes of the 
type of weak UF in sunspot No 1. During the four days available 
for observations sunspot No 2 was characterized by strong UF. 
The observation conditions and data reduction are identical 
for both sunspots. The sequences of spectrograms covered time 
intervals of 20-23 minutes, with pictures taken every 40 sec­
onds. As wavelength standards we used photospheric lines in 
two "quiescent" areas surrounding the sunspot while the inten­
sities were referenced to those in H and K line centers, also 
measured there.
Photometric recording of the two sunspots was carried out 
by a number of scans, spaced by 1" or 2" apart along the di­
rection of the spectrograph slit. The results presented below 
are relevant only to the scans within the umbra.
Fig.l shows a typical case of time variation of the K 
line profile at one of the points of the sunspot No 2 umbra 
(disk centre) . Following the goal of qualitative definition 
of the profiles, we determined the parameters indicated in 
Fig.2. These are: Imax (or r max = (Imax - Imax)/Imax , where Imax 
is the time-averaged I max ), AA max and aA^.
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Fig.1. Fig.2.
Fig.l. The tim e  se q u e n ce  o f  K  l i n e  p r o f i l e s  in  th e  m id d le  o f  th e  su nsp ot 
No 2 umbra ( d is k  c e n t r e ) .
The i n t e n s i t y  s c a le  is  a r b i t r a r y .
Fig. 2 . The K  line profile at the time 
The parameters Im a x, AXm a x  and 
analysis w a s  completed.
o f  maximum b r ig h tn e s s .
a r e  shown f o r  w h ic h  a s p e c t r a l
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Fig.3. The f iv e - m in u t e  o s c i l l a t i o n s  in  a q u ie t  r e g io n ,  as  deduced from  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  D o p p le r  s h i f t s  o f  th e  r e fe r e n c e  l i n e s .  The f ig u r e  
d e m o n s tra te s  th e  r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  d e te r m in a t io n  o f  l i n e - o f - s i g h t  
v e l o c i t i e s .
Fig. 4. The t im e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  th e  in t e n s i t y  I max a t  th e  to p  o f  th e  K  l i n e  
e m is s io n  peak in  two a d ja c e n t  u m b ra l p a r t s .  The a r ro w s  in d ic a te  
th e  moments when th e  v a lu e s  o f  I max a t e  o p p o s ite  i n  p h a s e .
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The reliability of measurement of the parameters listed 
above is illustrated in Fig.3 and 4. Fig.3 shows km s-1-scaled 
plots of differential Doppler shifts of the reference lines in 
two areas of the quiet region; their variation reflects the 
presence of five-minute oscillations (with a period of 275 s 
and a r.m.s. amplitude of 266 m s~1). Fig.4 presents Imax, as 
measured in two adjacent scans, spaced by 2" apart. The arrows 
indicate the times when brightness fluctuations were almost 
opposite in phase. The figure gives convincing evidence that 
the close proximity of very bright regions (UF maxima) does not 
make too a large contribution of scattered light which could 
distort the picture of the process involved in neighbouring 
areas.
In searching for a periodicity we applied the method of 
correlational periodogramanalysis {4}, which offers some nu­
merical advantages over the classical spectral analysis of 
time series. Correloperiodograms (CPG) virtually yield the 
same results as do the power spectra (Fig. 5) . Figs.6 and 7 
show the CPGs for three parameters in the middle of sunspot 
No 2 umbra (disk centre) and the CPGs for the parameter rmax 
in the same sunspot, when it was far from the centre.
Periods T. Figs.6 and 7 present a striking feature of 
"monochromaticity" of the UF process. It consists not only in 
the fact that most power is concentrated in one peak only but 
also in the fact that in some areas of the umbra all the para­
meters fluctuate with the same period. It should be noted, 
however, that the parameter in sunspots with u = 0.6 is
small and its behaviour is not sensitive to CPG-analysis.
Despite the overall closeness of period for different 
parameters at the same point of the umbra, there are spatial 
changes in the periods as we pass from one point to the other.
The values of periods obtained all distinguish themselves 
by fairly good reliability, namely the peak identified on CPG 
correspond to a confidence level higher than 0.99.
Amplitudes. R.m.s. amplitudes (symbol ~) of the parameter 
AXroax in sunspots at the disk limb are smaller than ones
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within the sunspot at the disk centre. If the value of k\max 
are interpreted as a result of an upward motion of the gas, 
then they must diminish as cosd towards the limb. Such is not 
the case, however: AAmax reduced to the disk centre, are greater 
as might be expected with a purely vertical upward motion.
R.m.s. amplitudes illustrate the intensity of the UF pro­
cess insufficiently clearly. Maximum amplitudes are more rep­
resentative. Thus, the greatest blue shifts at the disk centre 
and at the limb in sunspot No 2 correspond to velocities of 
7.0 and 6.4 km s-1 while the strongest enhancements of inten­
sity as compared to the intensity in the minimum phase, cor­
respond to 4.75 and 2.56.
Phases. The phase difference between fluctuations of velo­
city and brightness is important for the identification of the 
wave mode. We are faced here with an unexpected phenomenon. 
Sunspot No 2 at the disk centre yields a phase difference be­
tween blue shift and intensity of 0.19 T. This result agrees 
well with Fig.7 from a paper by Beckers and Tallant {1}. Such 
a phase difference, close to a quarter of a period, is charac­
teristic of standing waves. However, both observations at the 
limb give a nearly zero phase difference, inherent in propa­
gating waves.
At the centre of the disk the displacements AAmax and 
AAjj fluctuate nearly coherently and their amplitudes differ 
little from each other. One gets the impression that the 
greater part of the chromosphere oscillates as a whole. As for 
the limb, the situation is quite different. As mentioned pre­
viously, AXi^  <íAAraax, so it is not possible to determine the 
phase difference.
Visual inspection of spectrograms reveals quite well that 
not a single but several UF are projected onto the slit. This 
is also demonstrated by Fig.4. In order to determine the number 
of UF systems located along the slit length used, it is con­
venient to utilize the phase curves (Fig.8). Thr figure shows 
four areas of sunspot No 2 at the limb. In scans 4 and 5 the 
phases show a nearly parallel change. It is natural to believe
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PS W
6 T'S
P'
Fig.5. The c o m p a ris o n  o f  th e  two
m ethods o f  s p e c t r a l  a n a ly s is .
The c o rr e lo p e r io d o g ra m s  (CPG) and
th e  pow er s p e c tru m , c a lc u la t e d  f o r
th e  same d a ta  s e r i e s ,  ( r  ) a r emax
show n.
Fig.6. The c o rr e lo p e r io d o g ra m s  f o r  th r e e
p a ra m e te rs  in  th e  m id d le  o f  s u n sp o t 
No 2 umbra (d is k  c e n t r e ) .
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Fig. 7. The c o rr e lo p e r io d o g ra m  f o r  th e  
p a ra m e te r  rmax in  th e  um bra o f  
th e  same s u n s p o t No 2 ( a t  l im b )  
The 0 .9 9  s ig n i f ic a n c e  l e v e l  i s  
l a b e l l e d .
.2-
130 140 130 I B 0 170 110 /80 Tj
Fig.8. Exam ples o f  phase c u rv e s
cp(T) (s u n s p o t No 2 , a t  th e  
l i m b ) . A re a  numbers a r e  
shown n e a r  th e  c u rv e s .
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Fig.9. T y p ic a l  H  and K  Ca I I  l i n e  p r o f i l e s  a t  minimum and maximum 
b r ig h tn e s s  v a r i a t i o n .  Sunspot No 1 — a t  th e  l im b ;  su nsp ot 
No 2 -  a t  th e  d is k  c e n t r e .
Fig.10. The u m b ra l s p e c tru m  a t  th e  moment o f  UF maximum (K l i n e ) . 
A re d  " t a i l "  i s  d i s c e r n i b le .
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T A B L E  1
R e s u lts  o f  s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a ly s is  o f  o s c i l l a t i o n s
i n  th e  No 1 and No 2 su n sp o t chrom osphere
S un spo t No 1 No 2
p = 0 .6 0 y = 0 .6 0 y = 0 .9 6
P e r io d s (T ) s 150 -  200 150 -  180 170 -  190
A n a x  ( V1 = 1) km s_ 1 3 .2 2 .4 1 .9
aV  (u  = l ) km s~ 1 0 0 1 .6 5
A
r max 0 .1 4 0 .2 0 0 .3 0
A(p(r max> “ ^m ax^ 0 .0 1 0 .0 2 0 .1 9
Acp( AAma x > AXi )
'i. - -
0
ph ase  d i f f e r e n c e s a r e  Acp a r e  g iv e n i n  f r a c t io n s o f T .
6*2
OB server
Fig.lla. Fig.lib.
Fig.lla. The scheme o f  a lu m in o u s  c h ro m o s p h e ric  a r c h , on w h ic h  
O stap e n ko  { 8 }  based h is  c a lc u l a t io n s .
Fig.lib. The c a lc u la t e d  n o rm a liz e d  p r o f i l e s  o f  th e  e m is s io n  l i n e  { 8 } .
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that these scans are covered by a common system of UF. The 
phase curves of scans 6 and 7 are similar but there is no com­
plete confidence in their commonality. In places where the 
identification of a UF system is reliably done, a "phase vel­
ocity" projected onto the slit direction can be measured. It 
is rather large, of 100-150 km s_1, which exceeds the velocity 
of horizontal migration of UF towards the penumbra, as obtained 
by Beckers and Tallant {1} and Wittman {13}.
Table 1 summarizes the results of a statistical analysis 
of oscillations in the chromosphere of sunspots No 1 and No 2.
This table demonstrates that the differences between the 
parameters of the oscillations are mostly due to the location 
of a sunspot on hte solar disk and, to a lesser extent, they 
are associated with individual properties of sunspots. The 
sunspot's moving away from the disk centre leads to a decrease 
in the amplitude of brightness fluctuations, to a change in 
the phase relation between Doppler shifts and intensity and 
to a reduction of AAi,-shift. Moreover, there arise signatures 
of a presence of horizontal components of the gas velocity.
2. Peculiarities of H and K line profiles 
in Umbral Flashes
To discuss the physical conditions in the umbra in dif­
ferent phases of UF it is useful to examine the corresponding 
features of the H and K line profiles. First, one may use such 
an important diagnostic tool as the intensity ratio IK /IH .
The first attempt was made by Firstova {2}, who compared 
the line profiles at maximum activity in the area of UF and 
in an adjacent area of the umbra. We have repeated the measure­
ments, using a considerably more extensive data set and ex­
amining the profiles not in different areas but in one and the 
same, at moments corresponding to different phases however.
In determining IK^/IH  ^ any possible alteration in the 
photometric system over as long as 30 Ä between the centres 
of the two lines, should be taken into account, which is 
achieved by some precautions being taken when calibrating the 
measurements. Our choise of the calibration method failed to
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yield absolute values for the sought-for ratios. However, it 
permits their reliable comparison at different phases. It has 
become clear that the ratios Ik 3/Ir 3 at moments of minimum and 
mximum intensity are the same. Since it is known that on aver­
age the ratio of central intensities for the umbra gets rahter 
close to unity (~ 1.2), one may conclude that irrespective of 
the oscillation phase the umbral chromosphere is an optically 
thick medium.
When the phases of the UF process are known for the mo­
ments the spectrograms were taken, it is then easy to combine 
the line profiles according to close values of the phase and 
to determine typical average profiles. Fig.9 shows such pro­
files for sunspot No 1 (p. = 0.6) and sunspot No 2 (y. = 0.96).
It is evident that for the phases cp = 0 and cp = 0.5 T the pro­
files are dissimilar all along the central reversals. Conse­
quently, the UF process presumably involves the whole thickness 
of the atmosphere, where emission peaks are formed.
A most striking feature of the H and K Ca II line profiles 
at moments close to maximum brightness moments, is their blue 
asymmetry. However, even a visual inspection of spectrograms 
reveals time-coincident weak brightenings, also seen in the 
red wing. At the centre of the disk they appear as a diffuse 
red "tail", extending from the bright point in the blue wing.
On an average profile it looks like a small deformation of the 
smooth variation of intensity. The deformation is more pro­
nounced on original spectra against the background of the sur­
rounding unperturbed umbra (Fig.10). At the limb the red 
brightening manifests itself in an intensification of the 
double-peaked shape of the line profile.
The presence of red brightening at moments of UF maximum 
occurs as a rule, rather than an exception. We have looked 
through a further 27 temporal sequences of spectrograms, with 
a reliably traceable behaviour of UF. In 20 cases red brighte­
nings are well-defined but in seven cases we have no unambigu­
ous identification. In this case there is no relationship of 
doubtful cases with some location or other of the sunspot on
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the disk. Thus, the presence of blue asymmetry at various dis­
tances from the disk centre gives evidence for the not purely 
vertical motion of the gas while red brightenings, also inde­
pendent of sunspot location, suggest that conversely directed 
flows of material take part in the formation of the line.
3. Umbral flashes and the fine structure of the umbra
It is necessary to find a type of motion, at which the 
line profiles and the parameters of oscillations behave as 
described above. A similar asymmetry of the emission lines was 
detected by Ostapenko {8}, who calculated the line profiles 
emitted by an arch of a dense material located in the chromo­
sphere. Emission elements travel from the top of the arch on 
both sides down towards its photospheric foot-points (Fig.11a). 
The size of the arch is such that it covers the entire spectro­
graph slit. Fig.lib reproduces Ostapenko's figure, showing 
normalized profiles emitted by the whole of the arch for the 
case when the emission intensity has a maximum at its top 
(solid curves indicate the case when the emission from the 
rear part of the arch does not experience absorption, and 
dashed curves show the case when the emission from the front 
branch only is observable; time profiles correspond to an 
intermediate variant). The agreement between the shape of the 
profiles and our observations is violated because at the disk 
centre the line is totally shifted towards the red. However, 
in order to get a fuller qualitative analogy, it is sufficient 
to assume that there is an additional purely vertical upward 
motion of the arch.
In the frame of a traditional model of the umbra with a 
homogeneous magnetic field, motions of such a type are not 
possible. However, the idea of a rope structure of the sunspot 
field,proposed by Severny {11}, has led to the concept of a 
two-stage structure of the umbra, i.e. a field enclosed within 
narrow, isolated tubes below the visible surface and a homo­
geneous field above it {7},{9},{10}. Such a model was applied 
to explain the fine structure of the umbral photosphere. Thus, 
Fig.12 reproduces Fig.l from a review by Spruit {12}, showing
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the configuration of the magnetic field. The arrows schemati­
cally outline the ways in which convection is realized. One is 
of circulation type, very deep within the columns without field, 
and the other is oscillatory convection in subphotospheric 
layers of flux tubes. Parker {10} showed that in columns without 
field residing beneath the visible surface, an oscillatory con­
vection takes place too. The concomitant upward injections of 
a hot gas may be responsible for phenomena of granules and 
umbral dots at the photospheric level of the sunspot.
Spruit {12} made the assumption that Umbral Flashes also 
arise due to a "punching of a hole" in the magnetic field, 
similar to bright points in the umbra. We feel that the present 
observations support this hypothesis. The right part of Fig.12 
is a schematic representation of the magnetic field and of the 
velocity field in the places of ejection. Such an interpreta­
tion of the origin of UF is capable of explaining qualitatively 
the following facts.
1. Complex form of emission lines - pseudo-arch in the 
umbral chromosphere with a rise of material at its top and 
with a quasi-horizontal spreading along magnetic "walls".
2. Bright emission - nonlinear effects connected with a 
large velocity amplitude in places of gas out-break.
3. "Monochromaticity" of oscillations and the phase 
relation between velocity and brightness, observable at the 
disk centre - capture of waves by the chromospheric cavity; 
a source of waves is provided by oscillatory convection im­
mediately beneath the photosphere. The phase relation, as seen 
at the limb, - the concomitant transverse motion of material 
along curved field lines.
4. The behaviour of the parameter AXjj at different points 
of the disk - a result of the variation of the line profile 
shapes with different u.
5. The increased intensity of the total emission reversal 
at UF maximum - a result of the heated gas' coming from below.
This simple interpretation of UF phenomenae encounters, 
however, some difficulties, of which the UF size is the main
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flash'
Fig.12. A schematic configuration of the magnetic field and velocity 
field in the rope model of the sunspot's magnetic field. The 
left part of the figure is taken from a review by Spruit {12) . 
Usual convection ( Í 7) occurs between tubes of force, and os­
cillatory convection ( ) occors within tubes of force.
Oscillatory convection also develops at the subphotospheric 
layers of the columns without field {10}. The isotherm 
T = 4500 K is shown, illustrating the formation of line struc­
ture, i.e. spot granulation and umbral dots. The right hand 
part of the figure shows the supposed structure of the mag­
netic field and velocity field in areas where the gas penetrates 
into the chromosphere. A pseudo-arch is produced. At its top 
the gas is welling up, while on the sides it spreads quasi- 
horizontally along the field lines.
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one. According to Beckers and Tallant {1}, an Umbral Flash is, 
on average, 2200 km in diameter, greatly exceeding a mean dia­
meter of an umbral dot. Such dimensions of the field-free col­
umn cast some doubts on the possibility of oscillatory convec­
tion. In addition, an image of so large a feature cannot en­
tirely be covered by the spectrograph slit (the working width 
of the slit utilized by us corresponds to 460 km on the Sun). 
Finally, the scheme in Fig.12 suggests a largely transverse 
magnetic field for UF, whereas Beckers and Tallant {1} detected 
and measured a longitudinal field, typical of the umbra. A way 
out of the above difficulties lies in the fact that UF is com­
posed of several knots; a fragmentation of UF with the time and 
a consolidation of the knots were directly observed by Beckers 
and Tallant. Admitting this possibility, we proceed from the 
analogy with umbral light bridges, resolvable into a conglomer­
ation of umbral dots and which, as opined by Obridko {7} and 
Parker {10}, may share a common origin with them.
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STUDIES OF KINEMATIC ELEMENTS 
IN TWO MULTICENTER SUNSPOT GROUPS
Z.B. K O R O B O V A  
Astron.Inst..Tashkent
Abstract:
Some features of kinematic elements IKE) in two multicenter sun­
spot groups were studied using Tashkent full-disc white light 
heliograms. KE and morphological elements do not reveal any re­
lationship. A KE coincides with a unipolar or multipolar spot 
or with part of a spot. It may also contain an extended stream 
including several spots. Relation of KE to large-scale photo- 
spheric magnetic fields is less clear. The line of polarity 
reversal is in most cases, the dividing line between two adjacent 
KE. At the same time, a KE can contain spots of both polarities. 
Sunspot trajectories in the leading polarity regions show the 
best similarity. Interactions of KE are greatly influenced by 
the meridional drift.
MCCJlEflOBAHME KMHEMATMMECKMX 3J1EMEHT0B 
B flBYX MHOrOUEHTPOBbIX rPYnnAX COJlHEHHblX riflTEH
3.B. K0P0E0BA
AcTpoH . Mhct . .TaaiKBHT
Aócmpaxm:
M3yuena c6M3b KuneMamuuecKux oneMenmoe (K3) c Mopfosiosueü u 
KpynHOMaamaÓHUM MaaHUmmm nosieM deyx npotnfacentmx apynn cormeu- 
Hux mimen. EloKasano, umo K3 He cen3aHm c Moptf>ojioeuHecKUMu ore- 
MenmaMU zpynrm nnrnen. Hem odno3nauHoao coomeemcmeun nexcdy H3 u 
KpynHOMacwmaömm Maanummm nosieri awmenoU oósiacmu. K3 Moaym 
coenadamtj c omdenbrnmu nnmnaim, cocmaejinmb uacmb nnmna unu 
oxearrmeamb necKo/ibKo mimen, pacnonoxennux e oósiacnwx pa3Hoű no- 
MpHocmu„ HauóoAbiuaR odnopodHocmb docmueaemcn e K3, ».axodmtuxcfi 
e oónacmu eedyuieü no/mpnocmu. ílpu 83auModeűcmeuu H3 cymecmeennyw 
poAb uzpaem MepuduonajibHaji uMpHynnuun.
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Active regions McM 16239 (August 1979) and HR 17644 (May 
1981) are known to have complex magnetic structure and large 
extension on longitude. Both regions obviously evolved from the 
merging of several close bipolar systems. In this note the pro­
perties of kinematic elements (KE) in the sunspot groups of 
these AR are studied by analysing the trajectories of the sun­
spot proper motions. Some earlier papers {1},{2},{3},{4} have 
also dealt with the same problem.
The full-disc white light heliograms were obtained in 
Tashkent using the photoheliograph AFR-3 with the diameter of 
the Sun's image of 74 mm. The positions of the umbrae were de­
termined by means of an UIM-23 coordinate measuring instrument. 
The Carrington coordinates were calculated with Iskra-124.
Sunspot motions in the groups are shown in Figs.l and 2. 
The denotations of umbrae at the trajectories as well as at the 
relevant umbrae contours inserted were made with large numbers. 
The small numbers indicate the dates of the first and the last 
observation. The KE are marked with Latin letters.
McM 16239 (1979). The group was studied in the period of 
August 23-29. It was born in the invisible hemisphere and de­
veloped rapidly. It appeared on the east limb as a large group 
consisting of three main spots each of 6-configuration. The 
leading and following spots remained during the whole passage 
across the disc, while the central spot disappeared on the disc
Turning to the KE in Fig.l one can see that kinematic ele­
ments do not coincide with morphological ones. Most of the 
umbrae in all the spots moved westward forming a common stream 
along a parallel (KE-A). The trajectories were the most similar 
and motion was the most rapid in the leading part of the stream 
mean speed being 150 m s -1. It is important to add that KE-A 
contained regions of both polarities. Umbrae 13, 14, 18, 19,20 
of the following polarity moved in the same way and did not 
disturb the homogeneity of the stream.
Every large spot contained an island of the following 
polarity with rotational motion (KE-B, KE-C, KE-D). During 
August 24-26 umbrae 1, 2 of KE-B and umbrae S, 4, 5 of KE-A
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embedded in a common penumbra moved in opposite directions.
KE-C and KE-D disappeared by August 28. It is interesting 
that umbra 6 in KE-C showed a slow movement like the other 
umbrae of this KE, but after the latter had disappeared, umbra 
6 rapidly increased its velocity and exhibited a trajectory si­
milar to the umbrae of the adjacent KE-A.
Analysing the umbral trajectories in the group the rela­
tionship between umbral motion and the line of polarity rever­
sal position studied in {5} can be seen. Umbrae of KE-A located 
near the stable part of the line move along it. Umbra 5 turned 
towards the equator after approaching *the zero line which runs 
in the meridional direction west of the group. KE-C and KE-D, 
occupying the gulfs of the following polarity, showed rota­
tional motion.
HR 17644 (1981). The group was studied in the period of 
May 13-21. The group was located where the three groups of the 
former rotation were but no spot of these two rotations could 
be identified. The group HR 17644 seems to be the coalescence 
of remnants of the April groups and the spots born on the in­
visible hemisphere. During the period studied the central mul­
tipolar part of the group underwent a slow disintegration and 
decay.
Contrary to the previous case, this group shows some cor­
respondence between kinematic and morphological elements (see 
Fig.2). KE-C containing the leading spot with satellites moved 
westward along the line of polarity reversal, the trajectories 
showing good similarity. After the disappearance of the satel­
lites the speed of the leading umbra 1 increased to 200 m s-1.
KE-L containing a large multicenter spot of following 
polarity revealed irregular trajectories. Umbra 7 drifted 
slightly equatorward. Umbrae 6, 8 showed an anticlockwise ro­
tation. Umbrae 9, 10, 22 moved westward along the line of polar 
ity reversal. All the umbrae except 22 were rotated onto the 
visible disc, so the date of their emergence is unknown. Taking 
into account the conclusions made in {5} it can be supposed 
that umbrae with different trends of motion differ in their age
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Fig.l. Sunspot p ro p e r  m o tio n s  in  McM 16239 on A ugust 2 3 -2 9 ,  1979  
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Fig.2. Sunspot p ro p e r  m o tio n s  in  HR 17644 on May 1 3 -2 1 ,  1981 
(no  o b s e r v a t io n s  on May 1 7 ) .
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In fact, only in the May rotation did the polarity reversal 
line reach the position shown in Fig.2. In April' here there was 
a deep gulf of the following polarity to the region of the pre­
ceding one. So the rotational motion of the old umbrae seems 
due to their emergence near the curved zero line, while new 
umbrae show more straight trajectories.
KE-M contained a multipolar spot with clockwise rotation.
In KE-N umbrae 14, 15 and 19 of both polarities moved east­
ward. This motion, non-typical in a bipolar configuration, 
seems due to repulsion of KE-N from KE-M. The positions of two 
stable satellites 14a and 14b of the umbra 14 made the reveal- 
ation of the anticlockwise rotation of the whole spot possible.
Conslusion
1. Kinematic and morphological elements do not reveal any 
relationship. A KE coincides with an unipolar or multipolar 
spot or with a part of a spot. It may also be an extended stream 
including several spots.
2. Relations of KE to large-scale photospheric magnetic 
fields is less clear. The line of polarity reversal is mostly 
the dividing line between two adjacent KE. At the same time a 
KE can contain spots of both polarities.
3. Sunspot trajectories of KE in leading polarity regions 
show good similarity, especially at the western part of the 
group near the leader spots. KE exhibit rotational motion in 
the following polarity regions, irregular trajectories domi­
nating over regular vortices.
4. Interactions of KE are greatly influenced by the mer­
idional drift. In the vicinity of latitude 16° where the drift 
has the least speed {6}, KE repulsing from KE-M moved nearly 
along a parallel. On the latitudes of 5-8° the closing part of 
KE-A, carried by the latitudinal drift did not interact with 
KE-D embedded in the same penumbra. Adjacent KE move indepen­
dently if they are separated with a stable line of polarity 
reversal oriented along a parallel.
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PHASE-COHERENCE OF CHROMOSPHERIC OSCILLATIONS 
WITHIN AN ACTIVITY COMPLEX AND DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN A FILAMENT 
DURING THE FLARES ON 6 OCTOBER 1979
V.E. M E R K U L E N K O ,  L.E. P A L A M A R C H U K ,
V.I. P O L Y A K O V
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
CMH<t>A3H0CTb K0J1EEAHMK XP0M0C<t>EPbl
B nPEflEJlAX KOMiUlEKCA AKTMBHOCTM H flMHAMMMECKME nPOUECCbl B B0J10KHE 
BO BPEMfl BCriblUiEK 6 OKTBEPfl 1979 l \
B .E .  H E P K y/lE H K O , J 1 .3 . nAJlAMAPMYK, B .M . ilOJlflKOB
CmSHSMHP,M p k y t c h
Abstract:
On 6 October 1979 at the Sayan Observatory a birefringent filter 
in the Hg line was used to observe an activity complex, consisting 
of two groups, SD 461 and SD 462. During the observational period 
from 5:16 to 8:26 UT the activity complex produced 6 flares. 
Filtergrams in the wings of the Hß±0.2 Ä line were used to 
construct 40 maps of line-of-sight velocity and brightness field. 
The analysis of the maps showed that coherent variations of the 
velocity are related not only to the filament with a near-by 
chromosphere but also to a considerable part of the neighbouring 
active region. The observed oscillatory process seems to be a 
reflection of the impulsive emergence of a magnetic field from 
subphotospheric layers. Maximum darkening of the filament under 
investigation occurs simultaneously with the maximum downward vel­
ocity of the gas. Along the filament there was a rotation oriented 
in the opposite direction, and in the phase of the erupted part 
of the filament there was a reversal of the rotation. The start 
of flares that occurred sequentially in the activity complex, 
is particularly associated with abrupt changes of line-of-sight 
velocities and was accompanied by short-time outbursts of magnetic 
field rise.
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1. Introduction
As is known, a flaring filament gives rise to a variety 
of phenomena that are presumably associated with a restruc­
turing of the active region magnetic field. These are the rapid 
darkening, expansion or upward motion, disintegration into sev­
eral parts, transition to emission, ejection of a part of the 
filament, and total disappearance {21}. Particular emphasis is 
being placed on the eruption stage of the filament. Filament 
oscillations should be recognized as an important feature of 
their dynamics. Prior to a limb flare in a loop prominence, 
Malvill and Schindler {10} observed radial and torsional oscil­
lations of a period of 75 min and an amplitude of 1-2 km s_1. 
Flare-productive regions provide evidence for oscillations of 
suddenly activated filaments over periods between 5 and 40 min 
{17},{18}. A description of a flare-produced "winking" filament, 
as observed in the wing of the Ha line, is given by Hyder {5}. 
The oscillations observable in a filament, are most probably 
related to those covering the entire active region. Tanaka {25} 
found that flares occur 10-40 min after five-minute oscillations 
become coherent in areas of a linear size of about 1.2*105km.
Apart from oscillations, rotation is observable in a fila­
ment. According to Rust {20}, a simplification of the filament 
structure after a flare is suggestive of its "untwisting". A 
great deal of evidence for rotation in eruptive prominences is 
reported by Rompolt {19}.
Questions concerning the oscillations in the active region 
as well as filament rotation deserve particular attention in 
connection with the problem of flare energy accumulation. Ac­
cording to the calculations of Mullan {13}, during 20 minutes 
of coherent oscillations, which are dealt with by Tanaka {25}, 
the chromosphere is capable of accumulating energy in the order 
of 1034 erg. The wave nature of the production of flares was 
discussed by Osterbrock {15}, Piddington {16} and Mogilevskij 
{12}. The flare is regarded as a product of the energy release 
in discrete portions from subphotospheric layers in some places 
near the neutral line or as a consequence of a sudden enhance-
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ment of the Alfven wave flux emanating from subphotospheric 
layers where magnetic flux tubes undergo a pre-twisting. The 
presence of a gradient of angular rotation velocity along the 
filament must give rise to a longitudinal current and, there­
fore, to the development of a helical instability. According 
to a model suggested by Hirayama {4} such instability gives 
rise to an uplifting of the filament, below which a neutral 
layer, that determines the appearance of a flare, is formed.
Thus, the question of coherent oscillations over a large 
area in the active region before a flare and the spectrum of 
these oscillations as well as the dynaihic behaviour of the 
flaring filament require further study. It should be noted 
that when considering so complex and contradictory a phenomenon 
as the flare, it is important to derive information about large- 
scale motion of a plasma at least at a chromospheric layer over 
a long time interval spanning consecutive stages of preparation 
and formation of a flare. To some extent, this problem will be 
solved in the present paper.
2. The sequence of dynamical processes related to 
the flares of 6 October 1979
With the aid of a birefringent filter in the line Ha ±0.2 Ä 
an out-eclipse coronagraph observed an activity complex, com­
posed of two groups, SD 461 (cp=24°, X = -40°) and SD 462 (cp=16°, 
X = -50°). The observing time was from 5:16 to 8:26 UT.
Fig.l is a sketch of the activity complex groups and of 
the location of the main flare knots (dotted lines), dark fila­
ments and well-discernible fibrilles. It is seen that there 
are fibrilles that interconnect the complex groups. One aggre­
gation of fibrilles, <S>^ , connects the leader of SD 461 to plage 
areas near the filament in front of the leader of SD 462, while 
the other one, <b2, links the follower of SD 461 to the leader 
of SD 462. A faster motion of SD 462 on the disk, reported by 
Dezső et al. {2}, might have led to a characteristic curvature 
of the second aggregation of fibrilles as well as to a "raking- 
up" of the field in front of the leader of S D  462. The then 
produced enhancement of the magnetic field gradient near the
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Fig.l. A sketch of a sunspot group of SD 461 and SD 462 and the main 
flare knots on 6 October 1979.
Fig.2. Light curves of the series of the 6 October 1979 flares.
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Fig. 3. Chart of longitudinal 
magnetic field near 
filament.
Fig. 4. Birefringent filter transmission band 
in the Hß line.
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neutral line might be important for the flare to appear. A de­
scription of flares from this complex, as observed in the Ha­
line, is given by Ishkov and Obashev {6} and Bhatnagar et al.{l} 
and results of VLA radio observations can be found in {3}.
A sequence of flare production in the complex is indicated 
by light curves in Fig.2 for the time interval under investi­
gation. Inclined lines are drawn for purposes of easing a dis­
tinction of flares, belonging to SD 461 and SD 462. The start 
of the observations coincided with the decay phase of flare I 
in SD 462. At 6:15 UT flare II originated in SD 461 and had a 
maximum at 6:30 UT. During its decay phase subflare III occurs 
in the follower of SD 462 and flare IV of 2N class in front of 
the leader of the same group. At 6:55 UT subflare V occurs in 
SD 461 and the double-peaked brightness of this flare is co­
incident in time with that of flare IV. During the decay phase 
of flare IV at 7:35 UT, flare VI of IB class occurs in SD 461. 
This latter was considered in detail by Stepanov et al. {23}.
An area 64"xli2" was photometered. Since 7:02 UT the photo- 
metered area was enlarged to 64"xl96". A dash line in Fig.l 
outlines the boundaries of the area photometered.
Fig.3 presents a magnetic field chart for the area 64"xii2" 
(Fig.l), obtained using a processed magnetogram taken with the 
SibIZMIR panoramic magnetograph. Solid lines denote it/-polarity 
while dotted lines indicate S-polarity. A contour of a filament 
appears shaded for the time of its maximum brightness at 5:54UT. 
Heavy dashed are drawn along the polarity separation line. The 
magnetogram was obtained at 2:07 UT, i.e. about 3 hr before the 
beginning of the observations.
A calculation of the velocity and brightness fields was 
performed using filtergrams in the wings of Hß ± 0.2 Ä. The 
birefringent filter centered on Ha has a bandpass of 0.09 Ä.
A bandpass profile is shown in Fig.4. A displacement of the 
band within ±1.5 A does not give rise to any noticeable 
"ghosts" the fact that secures line-of-sight velocity measure­
ments, devoid of instrumental errors. The spatial resolution 
was initially 1.5"-2" but it degraded to 3"-4" toward the end
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of the observations. The microphotometer slit covered an area 
of 2"x2". The charts of brightness and line-of-sight velocity 
were obtained for 40 nonequidistant instances for the entire 
period of observations. The calculation technique is detailed 
by Stepanov et al.{23}.
Now, we shall examine the sequence of the main moments of 
development of the events using a series of line-of-sight vel­
ocity maps (Figs.5a-i). The regions of upward motion of the 
gas are shaded on the maps. Solid lines correspond to the fol­
lowing velocities of upward motion V = 0; -1; -2; -4; -6; -8; 
and -10 km s_1. Dotted lines indicate downward velocities 
V = 2; 4; 6; and 8 km s-1. Heavy dashes delineate areas of 
downward motion with k>10 km s-1. Dots outline the filament 
and the other darkest areas taken from the brightness map for 
the given moment of observation. It should be borne in mind 
that spatial scales along the axes do not coincide and they 
are indicated on the map for time 5:16 UT.
Time 5:16 UT (start of observations). The entire area 
exhibits a downward motion of the gas with the velocity of 
2-4 km s-1. The comparison with the magnetic field chart shows 
that areas of upward motion of the gas generally lie on the 
neutral line of the magnetic field or nearby.
Time 5:54 UT. The gas downward motion intensified abrupt­
ly throughout the area. The filament reaches a maximum of 
darkening.
Time 6:55 UT. There is an increase of the area of the 
portions occupied by the rising gas as well as of the values 
of upward velocities. The areas of an upwardly moving gas are 
located preferentially on the outer boundary of the filament 
with respect to the sunspot. A region of gas upward motion is 
discernible in the part of the filament, henceforth referred 
to as the segment (region C in Fig.l).
Time 6:53 UT. Again, there is a preferential downward 
motion of the gas. Against the downward motion a segment is 
observable with the upward velocity in excess of 10 km s~1. 
Apparently, this moment should be regarded as a start of erup­
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tion in the segment.
Time 6:59 UT. Over the greater part of the area under 
study there is a- sharp increase of the gas rise velocity.Crosses 
indicate ribbon flares. The ribbon intensity attains a continu­
ous spectrum level and, therefore, the velocities there were 
not determined.
Time 7:02 UT. Almost throughout the area the gas upward 
motion changed abruptly to downward. It is interesting that the 
edges of flare ribbons are bordered by areas of both upward and 
downward gas, with the downward velocities, on occasions, ex­
ceeding 10 km s-1.
Time 7:15 UT. There is an intensification of upward motion 
in the middle part of the filament as well as in several places 
at the edges of flare ribbons. In the remaining area the gas 
moves preferentially downward with the velocity of 1-2 km s~1.
Time 7:33 UT. Along the filament, a weak upwardly moving 
gas persists. Outside the filament, a slow downward motion 
continues.
Time 7:35 UT. There is an abrupt increase in the upward 
velocity of the gas along the filament which is possibly asso­
ciated with a flare onset in the neighbouring group SD 461.
Later on, the area under consideration presents itself as 
a stable picture of a preferential downward motion of the gas. 
Upward motion continues along the filament only.
3. Coherence of velocity oscillations
within an activity complex and relation to flares
The above description of dynamic processes provides evi­
dence for line-of-sight velocity oscillations, covering a sig­
nificant area. We now demonstrate the presence of coherence of 
the oscillations in the filament, on a chromospheric area in 
front of the leader of SD 462 and in the follower part of the 
group of SD 461. With this end in mind, we shall perform pre­
liminarily a sliding smoothing of the velocity values inside 
the filament. After that, we shall determine average velocities 
within and outside the filament for positive (downward motion) 
and negative (upward motion) values separately. Fig.6 is useful
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Fig.5a - 5i. Maps of line-of-sight velocities in the filament and
its vicinities for the moments 5:16, 5:54, 6:35, 6:53, 
6:59, 7:02, 7:15, 7:33 and 7:35 UT.
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Fig. 5b.
Fig.5a.
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Fig.Sf.
Fig. 5g.
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Fig. 5h.
Fig.5i.
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for getting an idea of the time variation of these quantities. 
Vertical bars on the time axis indicate the moments for which 
line-of-sight velocity maps were drawn. Curves b correspond to 
upward velocities and curves c correspond to downward velocities. 
Solid lines indicate average upward and downward velocities in 
the filament; dashed curves indicate those outside the filament. 
Starting from the moment 7:02 UT when the area photometered was 
enlarged, it was possible to obtain similar curves for the fol­
lower part of SD 461. The average upward velocity for this area 
is represented by curve a and, accordingly, the downward vel­
ocity is indicated by curve d.
An examination of the curves in Fig.6 permits us to make 
the following conclusion. Throughout the observing interval 
coherent changes of both the up- and downward velocities of the 
gas take place over a significant area of the activity complex. 
Particularly high downward velocities are observed between 
5:40 UT and 6:20 UT when flares were lacking in the complex.
The arrows on the time axis in Fig.6 indicate the moments of 
flare brightness maxima. It should be noticed that the series 
of flares followed a decrease in the downward velocity and an 
increase in the upward velocity. Moreover, the flare onset was 
accompanied by particularly abrupt velocity "splashes".
Thus, the behaviour of line-of-sight velocities as well 
as the flare activity prove to be associated with some oscil­
latory process, coherently operating over the greater part of 
the activity complex.
These oscillations may be interpreted from the point of 
view that the observed changes of the line-of-sight velocity 
imply disturbances propagating from subphotospheric layers 
along magnetic flux tubes. Let us give some arguments in favour 
of this supposition.
1) For a magnetic field strength of 2 gauss and a density_ 1 1+p ~ 10 g cm-2 in fibrilles that interconnect the groups of 
SD 461 and SD 462 7 , the Alfven velocity must be VA ~ 5*lOBcm s-1.
The groups are about 200" apart and thereof ore,the time required 
for disturbances to propagate through the chromosphere would
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be “ 50 rain. However, according to Figs.5 and 6, for example 
at 7:03 UT, disturbances in the form of an abrupt downward mo­
tion occur simultaneously in both groups.
2) The zero-different line-of-sighjt velocity on the neutral line 
of the magnetic field may be regarded as an indication of the 
gas' moving together with the magnetic field {9}. Line-of-sight 
velocities recorded along neutral lines that pass through the 
area under investigation, and averaged over the length of these 
lines, are represented by a dotted line in Fig.6. We will con­
sider these average values as the radial component of the mag­
netic field velocity. Since the magnetogram that was used to 
determine the position of the neutral line = 0, was taken 
approximately 3 hr before our observations some uncertainty 
remains as to whether the thus determined magnetic field vel­
ocity is accurate. Comparison of the changes of line-of-sight 
velocities in the filament and in its vicinities and of the 
magnetic field velocity with light curves for flares shown
in Fig.2, clearly reveals that, firstly, the line-of-sight 
velocities and magnetic field velocities vary coherently in 
phase and, secondly, short-duration "splashes" of upward mo­
tion of the magnetic field precede the flares.
3) Fig.7 presents a result of spectral analysis of the vari­
ations of smoothed velocity values within the filament. A 
dashed line indicates the 90% confidence level. On the resulting 
correloperiodogram significant periods of 65, 40, 28, 18, and
13 min are 'distinctly seen. Oscillations with such periods 
cannot result from a resonance excitation of MHD-waves in the 
active region corona because their periods are an order of 
magnitude lower {17}.
Thus, it may be concluded that the observed oscillatory 
process, phase-coherent for different portions of a significant 
part of the activity complex, seems to be a response to the 
disturbances which propagate from subphotospheric layers, and 
possibly, determines the impulsive character of uplifting of 
the active region magnetic field. A similar conclusion is 
arrived at by Ogir {14}, who investigated the brightness of
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Fig. 6. The time variation of line-of-sight velocities in and outside
the filament and magnetic field velocity (for details see text).
Fig. 7. Correloperiodogram of line-of-sight velocity oscillations 
in the filament.
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Fig. 8. The flow velocity variation in zones A, B, C, and D and 
brightness variation in adjacent portions of the filament.
0-2 km/s £ 2  2-5 -2-0
Fig.9. Diagrams of velocity Vg and rotation velocity Vcp changes 
along the filament.
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flocculi in relation to flare activity over the entire solar 
disk. As far as the flares are concerned, these are likely as­
sociated with a restructuring of the magnetic field during an 
impulsive emergence of the magnetic field, covering a signifi­
cant area.
4. Some features of the filament dynamics
The series of maps of line-of-sight velocities in the 
filament and in its vicinity reveal identifiable zones, in 
which the velocity did not change sign throughout the observing 
interval. Letters a ,b ,C and d in Fig.l label such four zones. 
Zones a (fall) and s (rise) are located on either side of the 
curved part of the filament. Zone c  (rise) belongs to the seg­
ment, where in the place of its eruption a flare knot appeared. 
Zone D (fall) adjoins zone c and is located within the bounds 
of the S-polarity magnetic field hill. Thus, these zones occupy 
a quite definite place as the elements of the filament's dy­
namic structure.
Examine now the variation in brightness of the velocity 
flow in these zones (Fig.8). The ordinate axis indicates the 
value of an average velocity flow through the area of
zone S , determined for each i-th moment. Curves for flow 
variation in the zones are labelled by corresponding letters.
The behaviour of these curves, on the whole, patterns after 
that of average velocities in Fig.6. Consequently, coherent 
oscillations also manifest themselves in areas on the solar 
surface that are far smaller compared with the activity complex.
The bottom part of Fig.8 presents brightness curves of 
the filament between zones a and s (solid line) and for zone c 
(dashed line). It is worth noting that the stage of maximum 
darkening of the filament, observable prior to flare IV, re­
fers to the period of maximum fall of the gas. Of greatest 
interest is the behaviour of zone c .  The originally gradual 
increase of velocity at 6:59 UT changes to an abrupt uplifting 
and, apparently, to eruption when the velocities exceed 
10 km s_1. It is at that moment that zone C changes from ab­
sorption to emission. Thus, a violent climb of a part of the
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filament which is, beyond doubt, associated with a rearrange­
ment of the magnetic field, gives rise to a flare.
The relatively good phase coherence of the velocity flow 
curves for zones a and b suggests that this part of the fila­
ment is able to have rotation. Following the goal of investi­
gating the possible rotation at 40 points along bands 4" wide, 
symmetric with respect to the N axis, smoothed velocity values 
were determined. The half-sum of a symmetric pair of velocity 
values may be interpreted as a velocity Fg as a whole along 
the line of view. Then, the half-difference would yield a ro­
tation velocity Fjp of the filament. The variation of Fs and 
along the filament with time is plotted in Fig.9, in which case 
Fs and F^ were averaged within five-minute intervals. The cor­
respondence between the shading intensity and the velocity 
value appears below the plots. The Fs plot shows that before 
6:35 UT there is a preferential descent of the gas.Thereafter, 
there appear separate rising portions that gradually expand and 
after the flare IV commencement, include nearly all the fila­
ment. An exception are butt-end of the filament where descent 
is mostly observed.
The Vq, plot proves to be more informative. Individual por­
tions of the filament (along the N axis) do not reverse, as 
is evident from the plot, the direction of their rotation 
throughout the observations. These are portions 1-7 and 13-21 
with an anticlockwise rotation, as viewed from the northward 
end of the filament (F <0) and portions 7-13 and 34-40 with
V
a clockwise rotation (F(p>0). For portions 21-34 the sense 
of rotation reversed during flare IV. This last portion belongs 
to a segment, erupted before the flare. This means that on the 
place of the disappeared part of the filament there remains 
some reversive system of rotational motion.
The value of azimuthal component of magnetic field B^, 
which may result from twisting, will be B ~ B„At where B7
is a poloidal component of magnetic field, At is the time 
of twisting, and AZ is the length of the twisted portion. It 
is known that if B(p exceeds Bz , then a helical instability
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is able to start developing. In our case, according to the 
plot, At = 75 min, and AZ = 14". Taking into account that the 
velocities are underestimated on the plot because the diffi­
culties inherent in the methods made it impossible for us to
B (pmeasure large values, of V we adopt Vw > 4 km s-1. Then ~~ > 1.8
~and, therefore, the conditions become appropriate for 
the helical instability to develop and to lead to a gradual 
rise of the filament, as observed before the flare. In the 
absence of other disturbances, such a metastable state is 
able to persist for any length of time.
The question remains unclear regarding the reason for 
subsequent eruption. One may conjecture that a part of the 
field lines from the surroundings of the leader of SD 462 
close on S-polarity hills of a weak adjacent bipolar region 
and, passing below the filament, sustains the latter. The 
spinning filament must entrain these field lines. If the fila­
ment executes at least one rotation about its axis, then on 
its boundary there must arise a layer, in which a "shear" of 
field lines changes by 180°. As has been shown by Spicer {22}, 
under the action of a wave-like disturbance coming from below, 
such a layer must give rise to a tearing instability, with a 
concomitant gas heating and particle acceleration. For the 
rotation rate 7«, = 4 km s-1 and filament radius of 4" the time 
of one rotation will be 1.3 h. This coincides with the rota­
tion time of the segment before the flare. Consequently, ne­
cessary, but not sufficient conditions for the tearing in­
stability can arise in the segment we observed. Finally, we 
must suppose that a trigger for this instability is represented 
by short-duration violent jump in the upward motion of mag­
netic field, which are only one stage in the entire phase- 
coherent process, covering a significant area within the ac­
tivity complex, or even a greater one. As shown previously, 
there are good grounds for such an assumption because violent 
intensifications of the magnetic field rise are correlated 
with the flare onset.
The mechanism for the filament eruption due to the
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tearing instability is universal with respect to the type of 
flare model, i.e. it is able to "operate" both in models with 
a closed magnetic configuration and in models with an open con­
figuration. The flares under investigation are explainable in 
terms of models of these two types. For example, in flares II 
and IV, occurring in the follower part of the active region, 
the process of filament eruption extends magnetic loops and 
renders the magnetic configuration open {8}. Flare IV occurs 
at the junction of two avtive regions in the already open mag­
netic configuration {24}. In either case the mechanism sug­
gested by Spicer, may account for the filament eruption and 
a subsequent flare.
5. Conclusions
The main results of the present work may be summarized 
as follows.
1. Throughout the observing interval, phase-coherent changes 
of both up- and downward velocities of the gas were taking 
place over a significant portion of the activity complex.
2. A maximum darkening of the filament was observed at maximum 
downward velocity of the gas.
3. The flare onset is associated with particularly abrupt 
changes of line-of-sight velocities and it took place during 
short-duration impulsive upliftings of the magnetic field.
4. Along the filament under study the rotation had different 
direction. In the part of the filament where eruption occurred, 
the rotation reversed direction.
5. The oscillatory process observed over a significant area, 
seems to be a response to a disturbance which propagates from 
subphotospheric layers and determines the impulsive character 
of magnetic field upward motion.
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A NOTE ON FLARE LOOPS
L. D E Z S Ő ,  A. K O V Á C S
Heliophysical Observatory,Debrecen
Abstract:
It is shown that even the flash phase of a typical flare consisted 
mainly of loops, when the bulk of energy release took place, con­
sequently the flare phenomenon may be regarded as a loop system 
temporarily in a highly excited state.
3AMETKA 0 BCnblLLIEMHblX riE T /lflX
Jl. a e w E , a . k o b a m
re/ino(|)n3.06c. .HeßpeqsH
A6cmpa?an:
IloKa3aHO, umo dcace ecnnecK-fa3a munuuHoű ecnvtuiKu cocmoana óoAbiueű 
uacrmo U3 nemenb, Kozda óoAbuiuHcmeo onepeoeudeAenun cocmosuiocb. 
CAedoeameAbHO ecnmueHHoe sienenue Moxem 6nmb paccMompeno k o k 
cucmem. nemeAb epeMenno eo eucoKoeo3ÓyxdeHHOM cocmomuu.
G.W.Pneuman put forward as an "interesting speculation ... 
that perhaps the post-flare loops are not <post-flare> at all 
- rather, they are the flare"{1}. Indeed, the major flare event 
of 11 July 1978, which was by no means exceptional, was pre­
dominantly a bright loop prominence system {2}. This became vis­
ible even in "white" light as proved by the original photos 
listed in Table 1, and demonstrated here in Figs.1-4.
For the sake of brevity, let us simply refer to the paper 
{2} quoted and also use the designations to be found there.
In Fig.l the heavy contours marking the positions of white 
light emission relative to that of the filament and nearby um­
brae, are self-explanatory proof for the existence of white
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N
W
Contours of \  f
\ 1
white light patches and '•brtgb't Nldo']D knot* II A
knots of white light loops
umbrae
penumbra
Flg.1. White light flare loops over the naked eye spot on 11 July 1978 
(cf.Fig.2).
All contours at 10:53:55 UT, with the exceptions of II C'and of 
the filament.
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T A B L E  1
The photographs available to study the white light patches
seen in the great sunspot of 11 July 1978
Numbering
in
chronological
order
Time
of exposure 
UT
Obtained
at
1. 10:44:09 Gyula(Gy)
2/Gy 10:53:55 Gy
2/H-P 10:53:55 Haute-Provence (H-P)
3. 10:54:02 ' H-P
4. 10:54:21 Gy
5. 10:54:52 H-P
6. 10:55:10 H-P
7. 10:55:43 H-P
8. 10:55:45 H-P
9. 10:_56:35 H-P
10. 10:56:35 H-P
11. 10:56:37 H-P
12. 10:56:44 Gy
13. 10:57 circ. Miskolc(M)
14. 10:57:27 H-P
15. 10:58 circ. M
16. 10:59:19 Gy
17. 11:00:56 Gy
18. 11:02:31 Gy
19. 11:02:43 H-P
20. 11:04:34 Gy
The name of observers are as follows:
S.Rostás, Gyula (the Observing Station of Debrecen 0bservatory){2} 
F.Rouvi&re, Haute-Provence (France){3}
J.Kelemen, Miskolc (Hungary){4}
Data of the telescopes, filters, photomaterial, etc. used are given in 
the papers {2} and {3} for Gyula and Haute-Provence respectively, while 
in Miskolc the photographs were taken in the prime focus of a small 
Zeiss refractor (0 8 cm, f=120 cm) on colour film Orwochrom ut 18, 
without any filter.
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10:53:55 UT
Fig.2. Print of photograph 2/Gy 
of Table 1.
Fig. 3. Apparent motion of loop knot II A of the white light flare 
on 11 July 1978.
(Umbra contours at 10:44 UT.)
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10:54:02 UT 10:57:27 UT
Fig.4a. Prints of photographs 3 and 14 of Table 1.
circ. 10:57 UT
Fig. 4b. Print of photograph 13 of 
Table 1.
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light flare loops. We have only taken those white light patches 
into consideration which were distinctly recognizable as ident­
ical at least on one pair of simultaneous (or quasi-simulta- 
neous) photographs, one of them obtained in Hungary, the other 
in France.
The indisputable examples are conspicuous in Figs.2 and 4. 
The nice loop II L could be followed for more than 2 minutes, 
and the faint and short L* probably for twice as long. The 
bright white patches II B and II C reveal the likely impact 
places of loops while IT A is a large knot of a loop. This is 
still moving with high speed at a great distance above the 
photosphere, as disclosed by Fig.3. But I A and J B have also 
reached considerable elevation, since some parts of umbra 1 
and the so-called zero-line was covered by them for a while.
We think that (during the impulsive phase of the flare) 
all the bright white light patches were produced by streams 
of particles accelerated in a restricted part of the active 
region. This view is supported by the simultaneous occurrence 
of white light and strong y-ray emission. The acceleration of 
particles, no doubt, took place just under the zero-filament 
(i.e. on the zero line of the longitudinal magnetic field), 
where a high gradient existed between the p polarity giant 
umbra (1) and the ensemble of umbrae (h, b , b2, ...) of f 
polarity, especially because of their converging motion.
Acknowledgements are due to Drs F.Rouviére and J.Kelemen 
who kindly put their photographs at our disposal.
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CORONAL MAGNETIC STRUCTURES RELATED TO SOLAR FLARES
B . I . R Y A B O V ,  A. R. S P E K T O R
Ra di o a s t r o p h y s .O b s ..Riga
Abstract:
The common properties of active region coronal magnetic field, 
derived from radio data, such as the potential character and the 
relative stability with respect to faint solar flares are dis­
cussed. Active region coronal magnetic field has a tendency to 
form potential structure on the scales >109 cm and to conserve 
this structure during 10l-102 minutes interval, as before and 
after a subflare or a flare of importance 1 in the AR. One of 
the available radio methods for diagnostics of the peculiarities 
in coronal magnetic structure is described. The method based on 
expected polarization effect would permit us to localize the 
neutral point of the coronal magnetic field and to evaluate 
electron density in its vicinity.
MAfHMTHblE CTPYKTYPbl B C0J1HEMH0« KOPOHE CBfl3AHHblE CO BCilbllllKAMH
E.M. PflEOB, A. P.CflEKTOP
P a f lH o a c T p G i ) ) M 3 .0 6 c .  , P n r a
Aőcmpami:
PaccMompenu name oáyue ceoűcmea KoponoAbuoeo MasHumnozo nojin 
axmuenux oÓAacmeü na CoAHye kok nomenuuoAbmiU xapaxmep u omnocu- 
menbHOH ycmoűuueocmb cmpyimypvi npu caxxöux ecnauiKax. ycmaHoeneno 
umo KopoHajibHoe Maanumnoe none AO na Macuoraóax > 109 cm uMeem 
nomeHu,ucuibH.yio cmpymiypy u coxpanxem ee no Kpaűneü Mepe e unmep- 
eane 101-102 Munym k o k do max u nocne cyóecnmmu wiu ecnmum 
6a/ma 1 e AO. Onucan odun U3 603m o x h u x  Memodoe dMaznocmum 
ocoóeHHOcmeü cmpyranypm KoponanbHozo norm, Komopuü ocnoean na 
ooeudaeMOM U3 Modenbumx pacuemoe offexme deoüHoü cMeHtn 3Haxa 
Kpyzoeoü noAApu3au,uu paduou3AyueHun xäpa JIM. Memod no38o/wem 
oÖHapyommb nyAeeyio mouxy Kopona/ibHoeo Masnumnoso noon u oyemmb 
OAeKmpoHHyn KOHu,eHmpau,wo e ee OKpecmHocmu.
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Introduction
It is generally accepted that the flare process is deter­
mined by the storage of "free" magnetic energy (the energy of 
currents above the photosphere, i.e. a non-potential excess of 
the field) in the upper chromosphere and lower corona {1}.
From such a point of view, no fixed connection is seen between 
the flare occurrence and the magnetic field changes on the 
photosphere level {2}. However, the magnetic field changes di­
rectly connected with a flare must be looked for in the solar 
corona because the flare energy is released there {1}. It was 
confirmed by the fact that 90% of the flare radiative energy 
is concentrated in X-rays and UV wavelengths.
For the examination of coronal magnetic field structure 
in a solar active region (AR) radio observations would be 
preferred. This is because of their directivity and unanbiguous 
interpretation {3},{4}. In this paper we draw attention to a 
few common properties of AR coronal field derived from radio 
data, such as the potential character and the relative stabil­
ity with respect to faint flares. One of the available radio 
methods for diagnostics of the peculiarities in coronal mag­
netic structures is described.
As brief review of the existing flare theories {5} shows 
that the search of coronal magnetic structures would permit 
us to clarify not only the flare process, but also the pro­
cesses of energy accumulation and release.
Potential magnetic field
There are two necessary conditions allowing potential mag­
netic field to occur in the solar corona {6}:
(1) (3<1 where ß = -§§yj-
(2) aL <1 where aH = rot H ,
here L is a minimum length at which a potential field still 
exists in the corona. Table 1 lists values of a and ß derived 
from the observations of ARs at various wavelengths. Since 
these values are relatively small and the conditions (1), (2) 
are satisfied at heights of 20 to 100 thousand kilometers
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T A B L E  1
AR coronal magnetic field characteristics 3 (1) and a (2)
a 1 3
10 9 cm
Height above photosphere; 
parameters assumed 
values
Wave­
length
range
Comments
>5 0.18-109cm Ha Model force-free mag­
netic field compared 
with H chromospheric 
patterns {7}.
0.9-5.2 Inner corona 
H = 640 G
Ha Model force-free mag­
netic field compared 
with Ha chromospheric 
patterns (while flares) 
{8}.
2.3-3.3 Inner corona Model simulations {9}.
2•102-103 — Inner corona X,UV Model force-free mag­
netic field compared 
with X and UV patterns 
coronal {10}.
<1.3
<1.2
10i0cm, H = 5 G 
2•109 cm, H = 17 G
X Hot.dense coronal 
loops are assumed {11}.
< 7 • 10-3 < 3»109cm 
H = 100 gs
X Results of model simu­
lations compared with 
AR X-ray observations 
{12}.
8-10“5 4•10®cm 
n = 5•109cm“3 cm Model simulation of 
gyro emission compared 
with AR radio observa­
tions {13}.
4.4-KT5-l*2*10
lO^cm 
2•lO^cm
cm
cm
Model simulation of 
gyro emission compared 
with AR radio observa­
tions {14}.
7•10_1 
1
7•109cm 
£1.8*lO10cm
X
m
Data of radio observa­
tions compared with 
coronal loops X-ray 
observations {15}.
CD1O1—4
11
I
• 
1
< 2•108cm 
2•108cm 
H = 700 G
6 cm 
6 am
Radio observations of 
AR made with the help 
of the radio telescope 
WSRT {16}.
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above the photosphere, the potential magnetic field could exist 
there on the scales a-1 = L > 109cm.
The validity of the potential approximation is addition­
ally confirmed by a comparison of results of potential field 
simulation with real coronal structures, observed at various 
wavelengths {7}, {8}. The data of radiotelescope RATAN-600 ob­
servations with angular resolution 20-50" and radio brightness 
simulated with the help of potential approximation of the AR 
coronal magnetic field are compared in Figs.l, 2. The coinci­
dence of the sign of model circular polarization with the ob­
served one checks the potential approximation (see {9} for 
details).
The conclusion on the potential character of the coronal 
magnetic field in AR seems to contradict both the evidence of 
inhomogeneity of solar corona and the assumption of flare 
energy source, that is, the presence of coronal currents. In­
deed, the estimation of an energy excess for force-free mag­
netic field (fff) over potential one in corona {10}:
allows some authors {10},{11},{12},{13} to suggest that the 
magnetic energy abundance released during a flare is roughly 
equal to flare energy.
Note, it is proposed here that the estimation mentioned 
above (3) should not lead to unambiguous conclusions with re­
spect to the structure of the coronal magnetic field of AR. 
Besides, the accuracy of (3), while a is taken from Ha chromo­
sphere patterns without any coronal data may be expected to 
be poor. Indeed, different methods of the model simulation by 
themselves lead to inaccuracy of one magnitude {14}. However, 
the knowledge of characteristic length of potential field 
(L~109 - io1°cm) eliminates above mentioned contradictions, 
that is coronal currents may exist at smaller lengths.
Stability of magnetic field structure
Former {15} polarizational radio observations made once 
per day with a moderate angular resolution ( ~ 1.5') led to the
(3)
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conclusion that the sign of circular polarization of a local 
source of radio emission (LS) remains unchanged during a flare 
activity in AR. The sensitivity of the radio measurements (by 
the degree of circular polarization) to the coronal structure 
was high enough. Relevant radio observations were made before 
or after a subflare and/or a flare importance 1 in AR. For this 
reason the structure of AR coronal magnetic field at the heights 
4*109 - I01°cm is stable at the time interval 101 - 102 minutes 
and on the scales > 109cm.
Some Ha {16} and radio {17} observations confirm such a 
conclusion. The relative stability of 'the coronal structure is 
pronounced by circular polarization of microwave bursts too.
The sign of the burst circular polarization remains the same 
as the slowly varying component {18}. Possibly, it is not the 
case with a short time interval {19}.
To illustrate relative stability of AR coronal magnetic 
field in Figs.l, 2 radio scans of the LS connected with the 
spot group No 193, 1979 (by Solneohnye dannye ) are shown. It is 
worth drawing attention to none disturbance in the distribution 
along LS of circular polarization while subflare occurs at the 
time of radio observation at 4V 1979 (Fig.lb,{20}). The cor­
responding distribution of total intensity (Fig.la) has a 
clear distortion. Meanwhile, the LS west core circular polar­
ization would be highly sensitive to variations in the struc­
ture of the coronal magnetic field because it is affected by 
quasi-transverse propagation of radio waves in the corona 
(Fig.Id, 2d). However, neither deviation from model potential 
magnetic field, nor any fluctuations of a large scale coronal9field ( > 10 cm are needed to explain the radio observations)..
Diagnostic of magnetic structure peculiarities
As was pointed out in Section 2, non-potential insertions 
to AR coronal magnetic field could be expected at length scale 
of the order of magnitude~10 cm at the heights 2-10 -10 cm.
Therefore, searching for such a peculiarity of coronal mag­
netic structure like a neutral point (NP) or neutral sheet {5} 
demands angular resolution better than a few arc seconds.
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4 0  V 
1 2  V
2.7 V
2.3 V 
2 0 V
Fig.2. Radio scan of spot group No 193, 1979 at five wavelengths was taken 
at 4V with the help of the radiotelescope RATAN-600 in total inten­
sity (a) and circular polarization (b). Spot group No 193 by Sol- 
neohnye dannye (c). Result of model simulation of the OTR (represented 
by dots in the plain of view) and of the source of microwave 
emission (d).
Fig. 2. Radio scan of spot group No 193, 1979 at five cm wavelengths taken 
at 5V with the help of the radio telescope RATAN-600 in circular 
polarization (b). Result of model simulation of the OTR and source 
of microwave emission (d).
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Fig. 3. Coronal magnetic field of two sunspots with the neutral point 
in vertical plane (a). Result of model simulation of microwave 
circular polarized sources above sunspots at five wavelengths 
in the plain of view (b). Note the double sign inversion through 
wavelength range in the case of radio emission passed through 
NP vicinity.
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The neutral sheet and NP diagnostic methods worked out up 
to now {21}, {22} assume radio observations as most direct and 
unambiguous {3},-{4}. Fig.3 illustrates a new one based on the 
effect of double sign inversion of LS circular polarization 
pronounced by model calculations in the case of radio wave 
passage through quasi-transverse region (QTR) in the nearest 
vicinity of NP (r s10s - 109cm, where QTR must be presented).
In QTR the sense of circular polarization depends on the para­
meter {23}: _1
(4) Q~1.8-10_25n H3 Let!**, where La = a
is a characteristic scale at which an angle a between H and 
the direction l of wave propagation vary, X is wavelength. The 
method permits us to estimate not only the position of NP in 
the solar atmosphere, but also the electron density n in the 
vicinity of the NP.
Concluding remarks
Thus, we have considered briefly restrictions on some 
properties of the AR coronal magnetic structure, which may be 
useful with respect to solar flares. On the basis of polar- 
izational radio observations one could suggest a coronal mag­
netic field tendency to form potential structure on the scales
Q  1 2>10 cm and to conserve this structure before and after 10 -10
minutes interval of a subflare or/and importance 1 flare in
the AR. There are some radio observations with a high angular
resolution {24}, {25} which suggest changes related to a flare
8in coronal structure on the small scale <;5-10 cm.
The method presented (Fig.3) should be assistant both in 
the discovery of such a peculiarity as neutral point in coronal 
field and in diagnostics of the coronal plasma in its vicinity. 
In turn, NPs are the characteristics of a total structure of 
AR coronal magnetic field {6}, being possibly, the locus of 
solar flare origin.
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RADIOEMISSION OF WEAK SOURCES AND MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE
S.I. A V D Y U S H I N ?  M.M. A L I B E G O V ?
A.F. B O G O M O L O V ?  V.A. B U R O V ?  E.I. Z A J T S E V?
S.P. L E O N E N K O ?  B.A. P O P E R E C H E N K O 0
+Inst.Appl.Geophys..Moscow 
°Moscow Power Inst..Moscow
PAAH0M3J1YMEHME CJ1ABNX MCTOMHMKOB M CTPYKTyPA MArHMTHOrO nOJlfl
C.M. ABflIOtllMH,+ M.M. AJIWBETOB? A.O. BOTOMO/lOB? B.A. BYPOB? 
E.M. 3A«UEB,° C.n. JIEOHEHKO? B.A. flOriEPEMEHKO0
+ Hhct . flpHH/l . feo4lM3 . , MoCHBa 
0 Mo c h .3nepr.Mh c t MocHBa
AöcmpaKm:
B paóome paccMampueaxmcn pesyAbmarm usMepenuü cmeneuu no jinpusa ifuu  
paduou3Ayuenun Co/tmta 2 4 - 2 8  ukiah 1982 e . HaőntodenuR npoeodunucb  
Ha 64-MempoeaM paduom&necKone THA-1500 e M edeexbux 03epax Ha 
uacmomax 8 .S  u  S .7  TTu. A hoau3 paduoxapm no3aa/mem eudexumb dea  
muna cmpyxmyp: 1 )  oósiacmu csia6oncuw.pu3oeahhoso (P  < 0 . 3  -  0 . 5  %) 
U3siyneHux u 2 )  oósiacmu c  omnocume/ibHO ettcoKOű ( P h i  %) cmenenbio 
noABpu3ai(uu,  coenadaioufue c  epynnoMU nnmeH u faioKicysiaMu. Ha&mo- 
daaMOH cmenenb no jvtpu3a i(uu e cm pyrntypax nepeoeo muna daem (dost 
euópaHHoü Modejm  caAHevHOü arm ache p a ) eeAUHUHy naan e nepexodnoM  
cnoe OKOAO 5 r c .  Cpaenenue cmpyKmypu KpynH am cw uÓ H oeo naan, 
npedcrme/ieHHOű na CmeHcßopdcxux Kapmax, c  KapmoMU nannpu3oeaHHoeo  
u3/iyHßHun na S. 7 FTn noxasueaem u x  xopcnuee coomeemcmeue.
JJuHOMUKa naanpu3anuu paduou3AyueHun AOKOAbmx ucmoHHUKoe Had 
fiAOKKyAom. u moaumu epynnoMU nmen yxa3ueaem na eo3Moxnyw deyx- 
KOMnoHenmnyio cmpywnypy Mae huthhux noAeü e hux: npomnxeHHtte 
oÓAacmu CAaóux noAeű ( B - 1 0 -1 5  rc) c  KOMnarcmntmu ynacrmcam 
cuAbnux noAeü (B ~ 500-1000  Pc).
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July 24-28, 1982 was characterized by a very low level of 
solar activity. Only 3-5 weak sunspot groups covering the area 
less than 100 mh were observed within this period.
The solar disk mapping was carried out at 8.3 and 3.7 GHz 
using the single disk radiotelescope TNA-1500 with a 64 m para­
bolic antenne. In the course of observations Stokes parameters 
I and V were measured. Instrumental characteristics are pre­
sented in Table 1.
Mapping by passage method was carried out 2-3 times a day. 
The scan distance was 2 angular min. Calibration was based on 
an assumed temperature of 220°K for the Moon {1}. 2-3 radio 
images of the Sun were obtained daily. The measured brightness 
temperature of the quiet Sun was equal to 1.1 • lO'HC and 2.3*104K 
for the frequencies 8.3 GHz and 3.7 GHz, respectively. The 
emission polarization degree was calculated according to the 
expression:
P = V T r - Pp (1)
where T^, Tx - measured Stokes parameters;
Pp - parasitic polarization degree (PPD).
Parasitic polarization values were obtained according to mini­
mum solar brightness temperature regions which were usually 
located near the filaments. It was assumed that in mentioned 
regions true radioemission polarization was equal to zero.
Throughout the whole observation period at 3.7 GHz PPD 
appeared practically constant and was equal Pp ~ (2.4 +0.2)55, 
whereas at 8.3 GHz it varied within the range of 2-3%. In gen­
eral, we have solved the problem by means of extracting spa­
tially and temporally stable structures.
The aim of the observations during the mentioned period 
was to reveal the relation between radioemission parameters 
and magnetic field features in the quiet and weakly disturbed 
regions of the Sun. The analysis of solar radiocharts permitted 
the extraction of two types of structures: (i) regions with 
weakly polarized (P< 0.3-0.5%) emission which cover the major 
part of the surface, and (ii) regions with relatively strong 
(P >1%) polarization which coincide with sunspot groups and
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plages. Absolute coordinate calibration of radio images was 
accomplished by measuring sunspot positions on the full-disk, 
image and by using these spots as a reference to determine 
absolute position on the heliograms. Polarization observations 
of undisturbed solar regions showed that the mean polarization 
degree is equal to 0.3-0.4% (for 3.7 GHz). Calculations were 
made to choose solar atmosphere parameters to get a better 
agreement between the calculated and the observed data. On the 
basis of models used in {2}, {3} the solar atmosphere model was 
adopted (see Table 2). It is seen that effective emission 
layers are located at a very narrow height interval of 2199 - 
2247 km above the photosphere and in fact have a common source 
of generation at the observation frequencies. In the presence 
of magnetic field brightness temperature remains practically 
unchanged but polarization degree increases. For example, when 
the field strength is equal to 20 gauss the polarization de­
gree, according to the chosen model, is P(3.7 GHz) ~ 1% ,
P (8.3 GHz) -0.5% . The calculations were made for quasi-longi­
tude propagation of thermal bremsstrahlung. The propagation
equation (2) was solved numerically:
00
TBj “ / W  exP dTj (2)o S
Here Xj = f x^ (l)dl - optical depth along the line of sight;
°  2
M •= — - - - - - absorption coefficient
T3“ (f + f )2
e B of emission with fre­
quency f in the magnetic 
field {4}; 
f„ “ gyrofrequency;D
j = o, e - o-wave, e-wave; minus
sign corresponds to e-wave, 
plus sign to o-wave.
Calculations show that the observed polarization degree cor­
respond to the transition zone field strength 4-6 gauss.
The relation between emission polarization degree at 
3.7 GHz and the large-scale solar magnetic fields becomes
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T A B L E  1
Frequency
GHz
HPBW
Scale
I
K/mm
V
Fluctuation
threshold
K
8.3 '2.r 100 3 3
3.7 4.4' 500 15 8
T A B L E 2
h Te ne
103 km ° K cm~ 3
2.250
J-o0000 4.0-109
2.249 7.9 4.4
2.2482 7.0 5.0
2.2477 6.1 5.7
2.2473 5.3 6.7
2.2469 * 4.4 8.0
2.242 * * 3.2 1.5-101
2.235 * * 2.0 1.8
2.199 * 8.4-103 3.0
* - denote the layers giving the bulk emission at both frequencies
T A B L E  3
Group No 
(date of
central meridian passage)
July
24
July
25
July
26
July
27
July
28
No 248 A mh 0 90 62 0 0
(July 26.3) P(8.3) % 2.1 2.3 0 0 0
P(3.7) % 3.3 3.3 1 1 1
No 253 A mh - - 95 20 0
(July 28.7) P(8.3) % - - 0 0 0
P(3.7) % - - 0.5 0.7 0.5
Here A - area, in millionth of the solar helisphere (mb), 
P(f, GHz) - maximum measured polarization degree
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Fig.l. Radioemission of w e a k  sources and m a g n e t i c  field structure.
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evident when comparing polarization charts with Stanford photo- 
spheric magnetic field maps obtained from optical measurements 
in Fel line on July 25-28, 1982 (see Fig.l). Along with polar­
ization map ("+" - right-hand polarization, - left-hand
polarization), the figure presents zero magnetic field line 
from photospheric observations. The agreement seems to be rather 
good taking into account possible distortions at distances ex­
ceeding 60° from the central point. It becomes still more evi­
dent if individual regions with fixed polarization sign moving 
due to the Sun rotation are considered. However, it should be 
noted that while calculating magnetic field strength on the 
basis of polarization degree, we use, in fact, the gradients of 
concentration (ne) and temperature (Te) of electrons in the 
transition zone. Slight variations of these parameters can es­
sentially change the value of the calculated field, the true 
magnetic field being constant.
A few small sunspot group were observed on the Sun during 
the considered period of July 24-28, 1982. Sunspot groups 
Nos 248 and 253 (according to Solneohnye Dannye ) were found to be 
the most convenient for the analysis due to their isolation 
and location in the vicinity of the central meridian. Data om 
groups Nos 248 and 253 are presented in Table 3. The table 
shows that in group No 248 abrupt polarization changes took 
place on the night of 25-26 July: at 3.7 GHz polarization deg­
ree decreased three times, and at 8.3 GHz it almost disappeared. 
The assumption of gyroresonant nature of radioemission can ac­
count for the observed phenomenon. The existence of increased 
polarization at both frequencies on July 24-25 indicates the 
field strength of about 1000 gauss in the coronal region above 
the group No 248 (radioemission was determined by the 3rd and 
4th harminics of the gyrofrequency). Polarization degree fall 
starting from July 26 accounted for the coronal field strength 
decrease to 500 gauss. The emission at 8.3 GHz became undetec­
table since the 4th gyrolevel is optically thin, and the emission 
at 8.3 GHz is determined by the 3rd harmonic of gyroresonance. 
Assuming that the source was a point one, we can consider the
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influence of HPBW. Calculations provide polarization degree 
which is more than one order of magnitude higher than that pre­
sented in Table 3. Since variations of the integral region 
radio flux were weak it can be inferred that radioemission ex­
poses two components: weakly polarized extended halo and com­
pact highly resonant gyroresonance source. Note that polariz­
ation changes in sunspot group No 248 preceded spot disappear­
ance by a day.
Within the period of observations polarization in group 
No 253 did not undergo any substantial changes. The observed 
polarization degree can be interpreted in terms of both brems- 
strahlung mechanism in the presence of magnetic field with 
H ~ 10-15 gauss, and, as in the above case, gyroresonance 
emission mechanism in the magnetic field of 500 gauss.
The results of radioemission polarization observations at 
3.7 and 8.3 GHz point to the two-component source structure of 
the plages and small sunspot groups: the extended area with a 
weak magnetic field and compact kernels of strong field em­
bedded in the corona. The model combines measurements carried 
out in {5} where the fields up to 400 gauss were registered, 
and in {6} where the fields of several tenths of a gauss were 
reported.
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3BOIBOUHH H BCrifcJWEqHAH AKTHBHOCTb
BOJibiuoB rpynnu c o h h e h h u x iuiteh hkuih 1982 r .
H. C A T T A P O B ,  3.B. K O P O B O B A
A c t p o h .H h c t . . T a u m e m
Adcmpaxm:
MccAedoeana boAbwan apynna coAneunux rumen BBR 18474 wqah 1982 e. 
noKa.3ano, umo spyrma cocmonna U3 omdeAbHtux tfpasMewnoe, nepeona- 
nctAbno HaxoduewuxcA e oóuieű noAymenu, no pa3eueaetuuxcx He3aeucuMO. 
oÓAacmb noABAenuH noeux őunoAApnux cucmeM CMeu#znact> c  eocmoKa na 
3anad. Pa3eumue óunoAApmx cucmeM b6a u 3u a u h u u pa3deAa noAsvp- 
Hocmeű conpoeoxdoAocb nonenenueM deyAenmounux ecntmen, edam om 
nee-"moueh h u x". HauboAee xpxue y3Au deyAenmonnax ecnmuem 
pacnoAazaAucb na apanuyax Mexdy rameMamunecKum oAeMenmaMu 
epynnu.
DEVELOPMENT AND FLARE ACTIVITY 
IN THE LARGE SUNSPOT GROUP IN JULY 1982
I. SATTAROV, Z.B. KOROBOVA
A s t r o n . I n s t . . T a s h k e n t
Abstract:
A large sunspot group in BBR 18474 (July 1982) was studied, at 
the East limb. It consisted of some independently developing 
fragments in the common penumbra. Regions of emergence of new 
bipolar systems drifted westward, f-spots of these systems ap­
peared when p-spots began to decay. Flares occurred in the regions 
of new bipolar systems. The zone of flare appearance expanded 
from the center regions of the group to its borders in accord­
ance with the drift of the region of sunspots emergence. The 
development of the new bipolar systems near the line of polarity 
reversal was usually associated with two-ribbon flares. The 
flares far from the line are small in size. The most intensive 
dots of the flares are situated at the boundaries of the 
kinematical elements of the group.
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Bsefleiffle
H3BecTHO,h t o BorcumenHaH aKTHBHOCTb oöjiacTH 33BHCHT ót ee 
3BOJIWUHOHHO0 (J>a3U {1-2} H MarHHTHOß KOHCjjHrypailHH {3}. ^laCTOTa 
noHBJieHHH BcnumeK nocTHraeT MaxcHMajibHoro 3HaieHHH b 6jih3h MaK- 
CHMyMa njiomaflH rpynnu {1-2}. OflHaxo MomHue BcnuniKH MoryT Haßjiw- 
flaTbCH KaK Ha CTaflHH pocTa, TaK h Ha CTaflHH cnajja njiomann 
rpynnu {4} h hx BosHHKHOBeHHe 33bhcht o t CTeneHH ycjioncHeHHOCTH 
ee MarHHTHOfi KOHflmrypauHH. rpynnu MoryT poKflaracH co cjioxchoíí 
MarHHTHOfi KOHOHrypauneß, (HanpnMep, rpynna hwjih 1961 r.) h 
MoryT CTaHOBHTbCH T3KOBUMH B pe3yJIbTaTe ObpaaOBaHHH HOBUX 
nnep b HyTpn HJiH b 6jih3h cymecTBywmHX nareH (HanpnMep, rpynna 
hwjih 1978 r.){5}. HoBue nsTHa HeycToftnnBu n b6jih3h h hx nacTO 
HaßjiwxtawTCH BcnumKH {5-7} n Bußpocu {8}. H3yneHne nponecca 
$opMHpoBaHHH cjiojkhoH rpynnu nHTeH, BUHBJieHHe aaKOHOMepHocTeß, 
npHBOflHinHx K b cnuiiiK3M, npeflCTaBMeT ßoJibmoß HHTepec. 3flecb m u 
npHBOflHM pe3yjibTaTU H3yneHHH pa3BHTHH ßojibmofl rpynnu cojiHeHHux 
nHTeH n o6cy*naeM nx b c b h3h co Bcnumennoft aKTHBHOCTbio oßJiacTH.
Oßiiine xapaKTepncTHKH axTHBHOft oSjiacTH
BoJibuian rpynna coJiHenHux nHTeH hwjih 1982 rona pa3BHJiacb 
b aKTHBHoS oßjiacTH, npoxojjHBmeß no nncxy CojiHua no xpaßHeß 
Mepe nHTb pa3. 3ia axTHBHaH oßJiacTb npHMUxajia k ßojiee paHHeft 
AO, cymecTBOBaBiueß b TeneHne neTupex coJiHenHux o Bo p o t o b c 
HHBapn no anpejib 1982 r.
H3ynaeMaH aKTHBHan oßJiacTb pa3BHJiacb b sanaflHOM HanpaBJie- 
HKH. Iljioiuaflb $JTOKKyjlbHOrO nOJIH B JIHHHH KajIbllHH HMeJia M3KCHM3JIb — 
Hyw nnomaflb b aBrycTe. rpynna nHTeH flocTnrna Hanfiojibrnero pa3BH— 
THH B Hwjie. B Mae Ha ee MecTe Bujio yHnnojiHpHoe nnTHO, oxpy- 
jfceHHoe caTeJuiHTaMn. B nioHe rpynna npencTasjiHJia coßoß ßojibmoe 
MHoroueHTpoBoe nnTHO npenMymecTBeHHO Benyneß nonnpHOCTH n 
nenOHKH MejIKHX Hflep XBOCTOBOA nOJIHpHOCTH , BHTHHyTOft Ha BOCTOK .
8 hkijih rpynna nnTeH noHBnjiacb Ha b o c t o h h o m xpaw CoJiHna b BHfle 
ßojibiuoro CKonjieHHH H«ep b oßmeß nojiyTeHn. 13 hwjih nnoiuanb 
rpynnu npeBucHJia 3000 M.n.n. (pnc.l). K 19 hwjih njiomaab ee 
yMeHbuiHjiacb a o 1200 M.fl.n., a npoTHMceHHOCTb no flOJiroTe flocTHr- 
jia 27°.
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no M e p e  P33BHTHH aKTHBHOÍl ObJiaCTH CylfceCTBeHHO H3MeHHJIOCb 
HanpaBjieHHe o c h o b h o ä  j i h h h h  pa3flejia n o j m p H o c T e a  (J lP n ) : b HioHbc- 
K O M  npoxoBCfleHHH oHa HMejia MepHflHOHajibHoe HanpaBjieHHe, Toraa 
Kan b HMJie O K a 3aJiacH B H T H H y T O »  Bflojib napajuiejw {9}.
Ma T e p H a m j  H a6jnoneHHft h  h x  oSpaSoTKa
Bojibrnaa rpynna cojiHeHHHX nsTeH hiojih 1982 r. 10 hiojih 6hma 
oObHBjieHa xax o 6beKT jyin HabJnoneHHft n o  nporpaMMe "CojiHenHue 
BcnfcjuiKH" , npexpioweHHOß B.A. KpaTOM. B TannceHTe H a ß m o H e H H H  
npoBOflHJiHCb xax b 6ejioM, Tax h MOHOxpoMaTHnecKOM (Ha ) cBeTe Ha 
H B y x  TenecKonax: xpoMoc<I>epHO-<J>OTOc<I>epHOM A4>P-2,3 (nojiHufi h h c k , 
flHaMeTp H 3 0 6 p a * e H H H  74 H 16 m m ) H r0pH30HTajIbH0M COJIHeHHOM 
TejiecKone AI1Y-5 (H 3 6paHHuft ynacTox n p n  n n aMeTpe H3o6pa>xeHHH 
CojiHna 600 h 160 m m ) . HaHHKie 06 HHTepBajiax BpeMeHH HabJiiOHeHHft 
npHBOflHTCH b  TabJiHue. KoopűHHaTH h njiomanH nsTeH h h x  naep 
H3Mep«jincb Ha KoopflHHaTHo-H3MepHTejibHO0 ManiHHe yHM - 2 3 .  no 
H 3 M e p e H H U M  npHMoyrojibh u m  xoopflHHaiaM na 3 KBM "HcKpa-124" 
Bb W H c n e H H  h x  <J>oTorejiHorpa(I>HHecKHe KoopaHHara. TeM * e  cnocoboM 
6hji npoH3BeíieH obMep x o H T y p o B  Bcnamex 12 h 15 hiojih, c h h t u x  Ha 
TejiecKone AUY-5. njiomanb nnieH h h x  n n e p  H3Mepnjiacb no H3o6pa- 
»eHHio Ha (JioTorejiHorpaMMax, c n p o e x T H p o B a H H O M y  c 3 0 - K p a T H H M  
yBejiHHaHHeM Ha cneunaJibHO nojiroTOBJieHHKift 3xpaH YHM - 2 3 .  Ehjih 
o 6p a 6oTaHu B e e  c h h m k h OTJiHHHoro, x o p o m e r o  h ynoBJieTBopHTejmioro 
xanecTBa. 0TO)KnecTBJieHHe n n e p  Ha c h h m k b x  3a co c e H H H e  a h h  npoH3- 
BOflHJiocb nocjie BtjHHCJieHHH h x  rejiHorpa<i>HHecKHX x o o p u H H a T  h 
coßcTBeHHfcix nBH5KeHH0 b T e n e H H e  xa* n o r o  h h h .
S bojiiouhh rpynnhi n H T e H
P a 3BHTHe rpynnu npoHCxoAHJio B H y x p H  K O H $ H r y p a u H H , c o c t o h b - 
m e ß  h x  Tpex OC H O B H H X  n H T e H , KOTopne k Han a n y  Hiojibcxoro npoxoxc- 
flOHHH AO y*e cymecTBOBaJiH. Tpynny m o j k h o  ycjioBHo pa3neJiHTb Ha 
HeCKOJIbKO íparMeHTOB. O H H  0603HaneHbI JiaTHHCKHMH Ö y X B a M H  Ha 
PHC. 1 b. P a a B H T H e  rpynnta c e h 33Ho  c  0 6 p a 3 0 B a H n e M  h o b u x  nHTeH 
b o  (JiparMeHTax C, E h  n H T e H — caTeJUiHTOB b  D,B,A. no T e M n y  p a 3 b h — 
t h h  $p a r M e H T U  rpynnti OTJiHnaJiHCb flpyr o t  npyra, h  xaixnbift $par- 
M e H T  pa3BHBajICH H e 3 a BHCHMO • C e B e p O - B O C T O H H O e  n H THO F HOCTHrjIO 
MaxcHMajibHoK njiomaflH 14 hiojih (c m .p h c .2), nocjie n e r o  Hanajio
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P u c . l . Chhmkh rpynnbi nnTeH hiojih 1982 r. c 11 no 18 monn.
A, B, C, D, E, F - (fparMeHTbi rpynnu,
Xj , X2 , X 3 , Xi, -  HOBbie BcnribiBaK>mne SunonnpHbie c m c t 6Mbi. 
T o M e M H b iM  n y H K T M p  -  ocHOBHan J1PD.
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yMeHWiiaTBCH. nHTHa $parMeHTa E, cocTaBnanBniHe 6HnonnpHyK c h c - 
TeMy, AocTHrjiH MaxcHManbHoU nnomauH 12 hkwih . OflHaKO yBejiH^eHHe 
oömeß nJiomaflH rpynnH (c m . pnc. 2a) c 11 no 13 h k h h  CBa3aHo c 
pa3BHTHeM ueHTpanbHofl ^iacTH, KOTopan flocTHma MaKCHMyMa nnaiOT
13 HWJiH (c m .phc 2b) . nocjieflHee npoHsomno b pe3ynbTaTe o6pa3o- 
BaHHH h o b h x Hflep Xj , 3anojiHHBiunx becnHTeHHyio obnacTb Meatfly 
6onblUHM HflpOM D H nHTHaMH E (CM.pHC.l) . HOBbie Hflpa X] flOCTHTJIM 
MaKCHMajibHoíi nnomauH (100 M.u.n.) 15 h k h h , nocne Hero CTanH 
6h c t p o pa3pyinaTbCH. í>parMeHT C Hayaji SucTpo pa3BHBaTbcn 12 
H K J IH ,  13 H K J IH  OTflejlHJICH OT D H  flOCTHT MaKCHMajIbHOfl njIOinaflH
14 HKJIH (CH.pHC. 1 H  2) . KaK BHJIHO H3 pHC . 1, OH COeflHHeH C
rojioBHhiM nHTHOM B uenouxofi nop. O t rojioBHoro naTHa B b CTopoHy 
öojibiiioro h u p  a D t h h c t c h  BTopan uenoaxa nop. Me*uy s t h m h  uenoa- 
K3MH npO^OflHJia OCHOBHaa J!Pn H  Hafl H H M H  HaXOflHJIHCb JieHTiJ BCnbl- 
mex 12 h k j i h. CpaBHeHHe $OTorenHorpaMM, nojiyueHHHx no h nocne 
BcnbimeK CBHueTenbCTByeT o t o m , h t o  b s t h x  paüoHax nocne Bcnbi- 
UieK nOHBHJIHCB HOBHe Hflpa X2 (CM.PHC lc) . 3 t h  HOBbie HUP a COCiaB- 
jiHKT TecHyK 6HnonnpHyK CHCTeMy, N-nnpa xoTopoii h o c t h t j i h MaxcH- 
MajibHOfi nnomanH 14 h k w h , a S-Hupa - 14 h k h h . 3a roaoBh h m  nHT— 
h ó m  B, KOTopoe, xax 6y.neT noxa3aHO, 6h c t p o  nsHranocb Ha 3anan, 
14 HKUIH HaHHHaeT 06pa30BHBaTbCH HOBaH TeCHaH SHnOJlHpHaH CHCTe- 
Ma X 3 , (CM.PHC. Id), KOTOpaH B OTnHHHe OT MeHee yCTO'ÍHHBblX Xj
h X2 npeBpaTHJiacb 18 h k m h  b xpynHoe nnTHo 6-KOH$HrypaiiHH. 14 
hiojih MeiKuy A h B HanHHaeTCH npouecc o6pa30BaHHH h o b o ü  ßHnonnp- 
HOft OßjiaCTH Xi, KOTOPHÍ1 npHBejI K OÖbeflHHeHHHJ B OUHy nOJiyTeHb 
(fparMeHTOB A h B. 3ia 6h c t p o  pa3BHBaKinaHCH cncTeMa nocTHrna 
MaKCHMajibHoro p b 3b h t h h  15-16 hkuih h  nocne 17 HKnn Hanana 6h c t - 
po pa3pymaTbCH (c m .p h c . 1 h 2).
IIocneflOBaTenbHOCTB 06pa30BaHHH h  6nH30CTb hobhx Hflep 
pa3HOHMeHHOii nonHpHocTH, a TaKJne, xax 6yneT noxa3aHO HHHce, 
TOHK3H cTpyxTypa xpoMocOeptj naKT ocHOBaHne nonaraTb, h t o  Meacny 
nHTHaMH A h  D b TeneHHe 10-18 h k h h  BcnntinH neTbipe h o b h x  MarHHT— 
HHX noTOxa: Xj B6nH3H Bonbmoro nHTHa 10 h k h h  , X 2 - ceBepo-BOC- 
TOHHee nHTHa B 12 h k h h , X 3-B6nH3H ronoBHoro nHTHa B 14 h ku ih h 
X i, Meacuy A h  B Tax*e 14 h k u i h. 3oHa b cnjiHBah h h  noTOKOB nepeMe- 
manacb c BOCToxa Ha 3anaa. nHTHa (nnpa) npoTHBononoJKHoü nonnp-
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T A E JJ M U A
flaTa
1982
A<t>P-■3,2 Auy-5
4>oToreanorpaMMbi
h m h m
Ha-OmibTporpaMMbi
h m h in
UJupoKono/iocHbie
CHHMKH 
h m h m
Ha-<t>mibTporpaMMbi 
h m h m
10.07 03 100O 11 13 03 20 - 06 00 06 40- 07 35 06 40- 07 35
09 02 - 10 51 09 02 - 10 51
11.07 03 02 - 08 07 03 12 - 06 04 04 30 - 07 30 04 30- 07 30
12.07 07 04 - 12 31 07 17 - 08 35 08 12 - 09 00 08 12 - 09 30
09 31 - 10 54 09 31 - 10 54
13.07 07 15 - 10 20 07 34 - 10 30 07 30- 10 35 07 30 - 10 35
14.07 03 28 - 10 02 06 45 - 07 53 05 45 - 07 53
08 58 - 09 04 08 58 - 09 04
15.07 03 08 - 09 00 04 46 - 06 00 02 48 - 05 30 02 48 - 05 30
06 50- 07 00 06 50 - 07 00
16.07 03 00- 05 55 02 59 - 06 00 04 15 - 04 48 04 15 - 04 48
17.07 03 00 - 10 25
18.07 03 02 - 08 00 03 09 - 06 02
Puc.2. kl3MeHeHne n/iomaflu rpynnu (jieBaa nojioBUHa) m a^ep (npaBaa no/ioBuHa) 
B Te>-ieHMe 11-16 man«: a - cyMMapHaa njioujaflb Bceii rpynnw, b - <J)par- 
MeHTa D, c- OparMeHTOB A+B+C, d - $parMeHTOB B+C, e - (JiparMeHTa F, 
g - OparMeHTa E, i- (fparMeHTa A.
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HOCTH, BxoaHioHe b Ka*flyio cHCieMy X , hjih HaxoflHTCH b obmeft nojiy- 
TBHH (X3, Xi,), HJiH Tax 6jih3Kh npyr K npyry (Xj, X 2) , yto Me*fly 
HHMH BHjjHa jihwb TOHKaH (iuHpHHOfS 1o '*k m ) CBGTJiaH nojiocxa. Cjieay- 
eT OTMeTHTb, TTO b rpynne npeoßjianaioT nnpa N-noJinpHocTH Han 
S-noJiHpHOCTBW. OTHomeHHe h x cyMMapHHX njiomaneft 13 hwjih npeBoc- 
xoflHJio 3,5. B HOBHx öHnojiHpHHix CHCTeMax TaK*e npeobJianaioT nnpa 
N-noJiHpHocTH KOTopue noHBJiHWTCH nepBHMH H HanHHaioT pa3pyiuaTB- 
CH (Xi, X2) Toma, xorna cooTBeTCTByromne h m nnpa S-nojwpHocTH 
HaXOflHTCH B CTajJHH pOCTa. Bee HOBfcie SHnOJIHpHKie CHCTeMH pa3BH" 
jiHCB BHyTpn TpeyrojiBHHKa, o6pa30BaHHoro TpeMH 6ojibiuhmh nuTHaMH 
$parMeHTOB A, D, F.
flBHJKeHHe ngTeH
Ha pHC. 3a h 3b npHBeneHu TpaeKTopHH nsTeH b nepnon c 11 
no 18 HWJiH 1982 r. Bhíjho, h t o oTnejiBHue nacTH rpynnai bxoahjih 
b pa3HHe KHHeMaTHTecKHe sjieMeTHH (K3) . Kaxcnbiíi K 3 , KpoMe c o ö c t - 
BeHHoro HanpaBjieHHH flBH«eHHH, b boJiBiueil hjih MeHtmefi CTeneHH 
ynacTBOBan b obmeM cflBHre k sKBaTopy.
HHflHpyiomaH nacTB rpynnu nBHrajiacb Ha 3anan (K3-I) . B 
OTnejiBHue b hh c k o p o c t b s t o t o K3 npeBbimajia 200 m /c . HeHTpajibHan 
nacTB rpynnu (K3-II) flBHrajiacB k 3KBaTopy. 3to nBHMceHHe oxBa- 
THJio pa3HHe nacTH 6ojibiuoro HenpaBHJiBHoro nnTHa. Fpenejiu 3Toro 
K3 He orpaHHHHJiHCb pasMepara ueHTpajiBHoro nsTHa t .k . cxoflHue 
TpaeKTopHH HMejiH h n«THa, ynajieHHue ot Hero. B wro-BocTOHHofi 
lacTH ueHTpajibroro nnTHa, b ojjHoft nonyTeHH c K3-II HaxoflHJicn 
K3-III, nBHraBtiHílCH Ha b o c t o k . B t o m »ce HanpaBjieHHH flBHrajicn 
K3-IV, coflep*ainHft 6ojibinoe nsiHo JiHflHpyiomeH nonnpHocTH. HoBue 
nnTHa noHBJiHJiHCb Me»cny ynajiHBniHMHcn npyr ot npyra nsTHaMH, 
cjienoM 3a hhmh hjih b paapbBax Me*ny hhmh .
BcnbmienHan aKTHBHOCTB obnacTH
no npenBapHTejibHBiM naHHUM {9}, b AO, conepacameft naHHyio 
rpynny, HabJnonaJiocB 6oJiee 240 Bcnumex, b tom nncjie 2 6ajuia 3,
13 - barma 2,47 - bajuia 1. Hanbonee BcnHmenHo-aKTHBHHM 6bui 
nepHOfl 11-12 hiojih, K o r n a  b TeneHHe 34 nacoB Habjnonajiacb OflHa 
Bcnunnca bajuia 3 h 6 BcnbimeK bajuia 2 (c m .p h c .4). CneflyiomHft, 
bojiee cjiabufi BcnnecK BcnunienHoß axt h b h o c t h oxBaTHJi BTopyio nono-
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BHHy 14 h ku ih H nepByio nojioBHHy 15 hiojih. B KaxflHí? H3 nocjieny- 
ioiuhx «Heft npoHCxoHHJia oflHa B c n u m x a  6ajuia 2 h  n o  Tpn-ueTbipe - 
ßajijia l.B TeMeHHe 10-16 hkuih H a m  6buio a a p e r H C T p n p o B a H o  5 
aByjieHTOuHbix Bcmamex: OflHa 6ajuia 3 (12 h k u i h) , H B e  6ajuia 2 
(12 h  15 hiojih) , «Be 6ajuia 1 (11 h  13 hiojih) h  6ojiee 15 K o m a K T -  
Hux BcnBnueK.
R jih Hay n e H H H  pacnpejjeJieHHH Bcm m i e x  no AO m h  HaHecJiH 
BcnfcjuiKH no h x  K o o p H H H a T a M  {9} Ha rejiHorpa$HuecxHe Kapra. Hsy- 
l e HHe T a K H x  xapT noKa3aJio, h t o  10 h ku ih BcntmiKH KOHueHTpnpoBa-- 
jiHCB b c eBepHux paftoHax D h  b pafionax E, 11 h  12 hkuih b pafl- 
OHax MeiKfly n H T H a m  D h  B, 13 hiojih b w Jk h h x  p a ö O H a x  B. 15 hiojih 
30Ha BcnBnueK o x B a r a B a e T  pafloHH F h  A, xoTopue n o  c h x  nop n o xa- 
3biBajiH Majiyio BcnbniieuHyio a K T H B H O C T i . 17 hiojih b ueHTpajiBHux nac- 
THX (D H B) BCnUlneHHaH aKTHBHOCTB yMeHBUIHJiaCb H BCnbHlIKH n p e o 6- 
JiajiajiH b paftoHax A  h  F . Kax y*e OTMenaJiocb b o  Op a r M e H T e  A  b 
3TOT n e p H O H  06pa30Bajiacb cHCTeMa Xi,, a b F - n e n o i x a  HeycToft- 
h h b h x  n H T e H  h  nop.
BcnbmieHHaH a X T H BHOCTb OÖJiaCTH, nO-BHflHMOMy, CBH3aHa c 
0 6 p a 3 0 B a H H e M  ÖHnOJIHpHblX CHCTeM, T.X. B6JIH3H HHX H a C T O  HaXOJIHT- 
CH HaHßOJiee öucTphie s m c c H O H H u e  neTajiH Bcnnimex. 3 t h  ennojinpHbie 
CHC T e M H  06pa30BajiHCb Ha ocHOBHofi Jipn. M a x c H M y M  BcnnweuHoft ax- 
T H BHOCTH B paítOHaX H O BUX 6HnOJIHpHbIX CHCTeM COBnaflaeT C HanaJIb- 
Hoa CTaflHea pa3 B H T H H  XaiKflOft H3 HHX. Tax 6HJIO 10-11 HIOJIH B 
pafloHe E (MaxcHMyM njiomaflH nHTeH - 12 hiojih) , 12 hkuih b pafioHe 
X i (MaxcHMyM 15 h k u i h ) h  X 2 (MaxcHMyM 14 h k u i h) h  15 hkuih b 
p a S o H a x  X 3 h  Xi, (M a x c H M y M  16 h k u i h ) .
B cjiyuae o 6 p a 3 0 B a H H H  ennojinpHbix CHCTeM y o c h o b h o U J1PIT 
HaejiiouaiOTCH flByjieHTOUHHe BcnmiiKH. Korjia Taxne C H C T e M H  hjih h r - 
pa napa3HTHofi nojinpHOCTH o6pa3yiOTCH BjjajiH o t  JIPn paííoma E , 
Ha6jnouaioTCH x o M n a x T H u e  " ToneuHbie" BcnbnaxH. PaftoHbi o6 p a 3 0 B a H H H  
nocjieflHHX Ha M a r H H T o r p a M M a x  b h j i h h xax BxpanjieHHH napa3HTHOft 
nojinpHOCTH. Ha M a r H H T o r p a M M a x  K h t t  IIh k  {9} T a xne BxpanjieHHH 
HMeioTCH Ha c e B e p o - 3 a n a « e  D, b paftoHax E h  oxpyacaiOT noJiyxojibuoM 
c c e B e p a  pafloH F.
y p o B e H b  Bc n u m e u H o a  3 x t h b h o c t h  noHHataeTCH n p n  y n p omeHHH 
C T p y x T y p u  M a r H H T H o r o  noun h  noBtomaeTCH npn ycjioaceHHH ee. Tax,
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Puc.3a.
TpaeKTopMM n»TeH 
11-18 monn 1982 r. m 
KOHTypu BcnbiuiKM
12 MiojiH, 9:33 UT.
Puc.3b.
TpaeKTopMM nnTeH 
11-18 miojih 1982 r. M 
KOHTypbl BCnblUJKM
15 mkwih, 3:12 UT.
Puc.4.
BcnbiujeMHas aKTMBHOCTb 
rpynnbi b TeneHMe 
11-18 miojih .
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nocjie 11 hiojih N-Hflpa b D pa3pymHJiHCb Ha hx MecTe 15 hiojih nOHBH- 
jihcb S-nupa. C HOBOft S o6jiacTbio cjiHJiHCb paHee cymecTBOBaBuiHe 
b 3TOM OparMeme S-nojiH. OflHOBpeMeHHo b D npoH3oumo saTyxaHne 
Bcnfcame'iHoß aKTHBHOCTH. HanpoTHB, noHBJieHHe 18 hiojih S-Hjiep b F 
conpoBoxmaJiocb ycHJieHHeM BcntnneHHOii 3k t h b h o c t h b stom OparweHTe.
Ha CHHMKax b Ha (cM.pnc.5) 13-15 hiojih b s t h x paKoHax 
HaSjiiojiaeTCH m h o t o apoHHux bojiokoh. Ohh b h h h h Taxié b pafloHax 
06pa30BaHHH HOBfcJX Hflep B E H BÖJIH3H Xi,. IlO-BHflHMOMy, B 3THX 
pafloHax TaiOKe npoHCXOHHT BcmiBiBaHHe HOBoro MarHHTHoro noToxa.
KoHTypu HByx MouiHbix Bcnbniiex 12 h 15 hiojih HaHeceHu Ha xap- 
Ty coScTBeHHHX HBHiKeHHß riHTSH (pHc.3a h 3b). 06pamaeT Ha ceön 
BHHMaHHe TOT $3KT , HTO BCnbUUKH paCnOJiarajIHCb Ha« pafiOHaMH 
OoTocOepHax cflBHroB, npoHCXoflHiiiHX xax BűOJib Tax h nonepex *ry- 
TOB BcnunixH. Han6oJiee npxne xcryTH Bcnbniiex HaxojiHJiHCb Ha rpaHH- 
ue Mexcny xHHeMaTHJiecxHMH sjieMeHTaMH, T.e. b paiioHax pe3xoß 
cMeHH HanpaBJieHHft flBHiseHHH $OTOc<J>epHHx noTOKOB, rjje b najibHeft- 
aieM npoHCxoflHJiH pa3pHBta riHTHa.
B to ixe BpeMH cxopocTb flBHiseHHH iiHTeH b paftoHe Bcnbnaex 
He npeBUCHJia CXOPOCTH HBHJKeHHH ITHTeH BJiajIH OT HHX. He 6bIJIO 06- 
mero yBejIHHeHHH CXOPOCTH flBHJKeHHH IIHTeH H  B JIHH C nOBbmieHHOft 
BcnbnueHHoß axTHBHocTbio. AHajiorHHHoe HBJieHHe OTMenaeTCH h  b  (10).
Kax noxa3UBaiOT OTnenaTKH <J)HJibTporpaMM (c m .p h c . 5) , oöiuhíí 
b hh 3THX h HpyrHX jiByjieHTOHHHx Bcnbmiex b H3ynaeMoü oßjiacTH 
no3BOJiHeT oTHecTH h x  x pa3pHfly roMOJiorHHHux. Taxne BcnmuxH 
Hepesxo HabJiioflaioTCH b rpynnax c eoJibiuHMH cobcTBeHHUMH flBHieHH- 
HMH nHTeH {11,12}. OjiHaxo coBMemeHHe pnc.3a h 3b He noxa3biBaeT 
coBnajieHHH xoHTypoB Bcntnuex. OTXJioHeHHe ot bojiee nojiHoft roMO- 
JIOrHHHOCTH ObbHCHHeTCH H3MeHeHHHMH , npOHCIHejUlIHMH B  CTpyXType 
rpynnbi c 12 no 15 hiojih H3-3a HBHiKeHHH nHTeH. ObiuHfi MepHflHOHajib- 
Huii xtpeßO npHBeJi x cjiBHry x sxBaTopy jihhhh pa3uejia nojinpHocTeit, 
HTo npHBeJio x cflBHry no uinpoTe jieHT Bcntmex. KpoMe Toro, 
oßjiacTb BcnbimxH 15 hiojih npojiBHHyjiacb Ha 3ana,n, h t o CBH3aHO c 
ÖblCTpfcJM flBHXCeHHeM B  3TOM HanpaBJieHHH K3-I H 3anOJIHeHHeM pa3pbl- 
Ba M e w y  K3-I h K3-II hobumh nniHam.
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BUBOflbT
1. rpynna nnTeH cocTonna H3 oTjieJibHHX SparMeHTOB, nepBOHa- 
'laJIBHO HaXOBHBMHXCH B OflHOB nojiyTeHH, HO pa3BHBaBUIHXCH He3 aBH— 
CHMO.
2 . 06jiaCTb nOHBJISHHH HOBHX ÖHnOJIHpHHX CHCTeM B nojiyTeHH 
rpynnH cMemanacb c BOCTOxa Ha 3anan.
3. XBOCTOBbie KOMnOHeHTH HOBblX 6HnOJIHpHHX CHCTeM nOHBJIHJTHCb 
Toraa, Korea hx jiHflepn y>Ke HaHHHajiH pa3pyiuaTbCH.
4. CBK3b BcnbnueHHOß aKTHBHOCTH c pa3BHTHeM rpynnH nnTeH 
npoHBJiHJiacb b cjießyiocieM:
a) BcnbmiKH B03HHKajiH b paftoHax hobhx őHnoJinpHHX CHCTeM.
B cooTBeTCTBHH c nepeMeiueHHeM oUnacTH 06pa30BaHHH hobhx nnieH 
30H3 BCnbUIieHHOfl aKTHBHOCTH paCIUHpHJiaCb OT neHTpanbHHX paftOHOB 
rpynnu k nepnOepHiiHHM.
6) pa3BHTHG HOBHX ÖHnOJIHpHHX CHCTeM B6J1H3H JIPH COnpOBOK- 
Hanocb noHBJieHHeM AByneHToeHux BcnnmeK, a BnaJiH ot RPH - k o m - 
naKTHHx "ToneiHHx" Bcnnmex.
b ) HaHßoJiee npicne y3JiH Bcnbnuex pacnonarajiHCb Ha rpaHHirax 
MeXCfly K H H e M a T H H e C K H M H  3JieMeHTaMH .
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SBOJIIOUHH CTPYKTyPU, COECTBEHHtJX fíBHlKEHHÍl H HEKOTOPHX 
OCOEEHHOCTH BOJIblllHX BCnUUlEK B MOIlJHOft BCIMllEHHO-AKTUBHOa 
OBJIACTH HK3HH-HÍ0JIH 1982 r.
B.H. H 111 K O B* 3.B. K O P O B O B A *
3.H. M O r H J I E B C K H f t *
+ M3MHPAH,TpQMUK 
* A c T p o H .M h c t .,TaumeHT
Adcmparcm:
TTpoeeden npedeapum&nbHtnű ancuiu3 360/mu,uu mouihoű ecnmueuno-arunueHoű 
oónacmu (N203 no C .H .)  e utone-wane 1982a. fíemaAVHO onped&nem i 
coócmeeHHue deuxenun e omoű apynne e meuenue mpex oóopom ax Cojim ja, 
eo ep&MH Komopux ettdeAsmmcH KUHeMamuuecKue oAeMenrm e neHmpoAbHoü, 
aoAoenoü u  xeocmoeoű uacmnx a p y n m . PaccMompeno 3eoAmu,uoHHoe 
pacnpedeAOHue MecmonoAoxenuű ecnmuen om oőopoma k  oóopom y. Paccnom- 
pena eo3MOXHa.fi nonyxoAunecmeenHOA cxeMa oeoAionuu paccMampueaeMoű 
aKmuenoű oŐAacrm.
EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURE, PROPER MOTIONS AND 
SOME PECULIARITIES OF LARGE FLARES IN THE ACTIVE REGION 
OF JUNE-JULY 1982
V.N. ISHKOV? Z.B. KOROBOVA? E.I. MOGILEVSKIJ+
+ IZMIRAN,Moscow 
* Astron.Inst..Tashkent
A b s t r a c t :
A p r e l im in a r y  a n a ly s is  o f  a  la rg e  a c t iv e  r e g io n  o f  J u n e -J u ly  1982 
w i t h  h ig h  f l a r e  a c t i v i t y  (SD No 203) i s  g iv e n .  The s u n s p o ts  
p ro p e r  m o tio n s  d u r in g  th re e  s o la r  r o t a t io n s  were d e te rm in e d .
Some k in e m a t ia a l  e le m e n ts  i n  th e  p re c e e d in g , c e n t r a l  an d  
f o l lo w in g  p a r t s  o f  th e  g ro u p s  were fo u n d . The e v o lu t io n  o f  
th e  f l a r e s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  th re e  r o t a t io n s  i s  shown. A p ro b a b le  
s e m iq u a n t i t iv e  scheme o f  th e  a c t iv e  r e g io n  e v o lu t io n  i s  
d is c u s s e d .
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(1) . B HWHe-HMJie 1982 r. b  ceBepHoß nojiyccfepe (cp=8°il8°N, 
L=305° T 325°) flocTHrjia HaHßojiBiuero pasBHTHH BcnbnueßHo-axTHBHaH 
oßJiacTb c oneHB flHHaMHMHofl rpynno« nsien (rpynnH naieH »» 203- 
B HioHe} 228-229 - b HKuie; 261 - b aBrycTe no "Cfl"). njiomanB 
STOß rpynnu b «Kure nocTHrjia pexopflHoß BejiHßHHbi 3a nocjieH,uHe 
aBa cojiHeßHux UHXJia: sP=3300 e«. B nepnon Maß-aBrycT b  3Toß AO 
3aperncTpHpoBaHo t o j i b k o  yMepeHHux h  6 o j i b i ü h x  peHTreHOBCKHx Bcnu 
uieK 128 6ajuia M h 11 öajuia X, npHHeM caMbie MoruHne npoß3 0üuiH b 
Hiojie (9,12-ro h  np.). Mh  pacnojiarajiH nocTaTOHHo noJiHHMH HaßJiio- 
neHHHMH (ocoßeHHO 3a mojib MecHu) : nojiynaJiH noMra exejiHeBHO pnn 
cepHH (fHJibTporpaMM, e»eflHeBHbie xapra MarHHTHnx noneß Ha 
ßaaeHHOM Tenecxone c MarHHTorpa$aMH b  j i h h h h x  Ba II h  Fe (oflHo- 
BpeMeHHo) , $OToreJiHorpaMMaMH.
HacTonmee cooßineHHe h o c h t  npejiBapHTeJiBHHß x a p a K T e p ,  t . k . 
o ß p a ß O T x a  h  o c o ß e H H o  aHajiH3 Ma T e p x a n o B  c t o j i b  c j i o k h o A  AO H a M H, 
no cyTH, eme t o j i b k o  HanaTU.
(2) . B oTJiHHHe ó t  BHfla rpynnm b Mae (rpynna I# 171 no "Cfl" 
npaBHJiBHoe ngTHO Benymeß nojinpHocTH h Mejixne nuTHa h nopn h 
coceflHHS rpynna nH T eH ) b HWHe rpynna noHBHJiacB H 3 -3 a  E Kpan b 
BHfle oneHB öojibiiioro cjioxcHoro MHoroanepHoro h h t h 3 "6" MarHHTHoß 
KOH$HrypauHH h pnfla nHTeH h nop, xoTopne pacnojiarajiHc b  no 6 ojib 
uioß nyre baojib  jih h h h  cmghh MarHHTHoß nojinpHOCTH (NL) . XapaKTep 
HO, HTO 6OJIBI1JHHCTBO HJiep B  rpynne 6MJ1H BHTHHyTH BflOJIB HyrH 
(onH03axonHoß cnnpanH), b nponojraeHHH xoTopoft pacnonaranocB 
(xax b HioHe Tax h B  Hiojie) yxoHHiuee x öojibuihm  WHpoTaM öojiBiuoe 
BOJioxHO, xoTopoe ßyTxo OTpajxajio BcnnmeßHue HBJieHHH b rpynne 
{1}.
M3 nOCTpoeHHOß XapTH COÖCTBeHHHX flBH*eHHÍ nHTeH B  STOß 
rpynne b HWHe 1982 r. (pHC.l.) b h u h o , h t o BHüeJiHWTCH t p h KHHe- 
MaTHiecxHX 3JieMeHTa: K3-E - ronoBHoß, K3-F - BpeflHHß h K3-G - 
x b o c t o b o A nacTefi rpynnn, b K3-E nnTHa Hflpa HBHrajiHCB x 3XBa- 
Topy h Ha 3anafl (cpeflHHH c k o p o c t b b OTflejiBHHe ahh nocTHrjia 
60 M/cex).B K3-F - Tax*e npeoOnanaji aananHHß upeßcj) h CMemeHHe 
X sxBaTopy. OcoöHß HHTepec npeflCTaBjinji paßoH c xoopflHHaTaMH 
cp—11°N ,L—312° .* B 3t o m MecTe , m e  OTMenaJiHCB rnyöoKHe H3rH&i jihhhh 
pa3flena MarHHTHoß noJinpHocTH (NL) , nonanaBiane Tyna b pa3JiHHHHe
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BHH nHTHa pa3pyuiaJiHCb. B x b o c t o b o m h 6oJiee b h c o x o m h p o t h o m K3-G 
nHTHa nBHrajiHCB BflOJib ßyrH k nojnocy, x o t h nacTb nHTeH, 6jih3k h x 
k K3-F HMejiH TaKJKe TeHfleHUH» CMGiuehhh k axBaTopy h Ha 3anafl.
Kax b HMHe Tax h b HWJie-aBrycTe oTMenanocb o6mee CMemeHne 
(AÍÍ5IO0 3a oöopoT) Ha 3anan Bcea rpynnhi; 3to yxa3bmano Ha 
cymecTBOBaHHe o6inero ycToßHHBoro noű$OTOC<J>epHoro noToxa, npeBH- 
maBiuero pa3Mepu rpynntj.
B Hione, xax s to cnenyeT H3 x a p m  (p h c .2.), BtwenHfOTCH 
Taxate ronoBHan, cepenHHHaH h xBocTOBan nacTH c neTHpbMH KHHe- 
MaTHHecKHMH sneineHTaMH. JlHflHpyKmaH nacTb rpynnti (K3-A) flBHra- 
jiacb npeHMyinecTBeHHO Ha 3anan (cpeflHHH cxopocTb HBH*eHHa nHTeH 
floxoflHJia no 200 M/cex).B ronoBHOft Macra haxoHHjihcb Taxace HOBwe 
nnTHa, xoTopne noHBunncb b HMHe-Hione Ha HeBHflHMOft Macra ConHua. 
BecbMa cnoatHofit no CTpyKType h XHHeMaTHxe 6una cepejiHHHaH nacTb 
rpynnu. B oneHb cnoatmax, TecHo pacnonoateHHHX MHoroanepHax 
nflTHax (HexoTopue - "6" KOH<J>HrypauHn) MoatHO 6bino BbmenHTb nBa 
KHHeMaTHMecxHx sneMeHTa: K3-B - c npeoUjianaHneM flBHateHHft Bnojib 
NL b HanpaBJieHHH Ha SW h K3-C - c BBH*eHHeM Hflep S-nonnpHocTH 
K BOCTOKy. B XBOCTOBOfi M3CTH (3THX ÖOJIbUIHX nHTeH B  HWHe He 
6bino) HaSnwnajiHCb npeoUJianatouiHe CMemeHHH k SE.
nnTHa 'Taxate xax h NL) pacnonarajiHCb Taxate no 6ojib>iio?l 
cnpHMjieHHoft nyre, h o  HaxnoH ee x axBaTopy cymecTBeHHo H3MeHHncn: 
npoH3omeji ee noBopoT nponre MacoBofl CTpenxH. 3Ta TeHneHUHH 
(noBopoT x sxBaTopy) coxpaHHnacb h b aBrycTe (p h c .3.). Hetftop- 
MaiiHH oßmeft CTpyxTypy rpynntä b nwne BOCTarna Taxoro nonoateHHH, 
MTo nHTHa h NL oöpasoBaJiH yate flByx3axonoByio cnnpanb ("S" - 06- 
pa3Horo BHfla).
CnejByeT eme OTMeraTb, m t o  xapaxTepHoíi ocoßeHHOCTbw 3bojiw- 
Uh h rpynnhi (ocoßeHHO b Hione) - s t o  ötJCTpoe 3anonHeHHe pa3PUBOB 
b nonyTeHH nnTHa, B03HHxaBiiiHx H3-3a nBHateHHft nnep, hobbbvih h r - 
paMH h "xjionxaMn" nonyTeHH.
(3). MecTononoateHHH Bcnmiiex, xapaxTepH3yn Haaßonee axTHB- 
Hbie MecTa b rpynne, b npouecce aBonwuHH 3aMeTHo H3MeHHJiHCb. Ha 
PHC. 4 a,d onepneHtj MecTa xoHneHTpauHH Bcntnuex b hkíhicxom h 
HKUibcxoM oßopoTax ConHua. B HWHe OMarn Bcnbnuex nocnenoBaTenbHO 
CMemanHCb o t  ueHTpanbHoR Macra (b nepnon 12M-16 h w h h ) x ceBepo-
357
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— B o c T O K y  (h  k BojioKHy) H Ha 3anafl, rne ocH O B H o e  M a r H H T H o e  nojie 
N-noJiHpHOCTt B3aHMoneftCTBOBano c noJieM S noJinpHOCTH. CJie,qyeT 
non'iepKHyTb, ’‘íto O T M e ^eHHoe Burne MecTO "rHßeJiH" nonaBiunx Tyna 
nnTeH, BUflejuuiocTB TaK*e TeM, *ito b n e p n o n  20-22 h m h h  , Korna 
Ha^ajiCH n e p e x o ß  o t  oflH03axo«Horo k flByx3axoflHOMy pacnoJioxceHHio 
nnieH, pe3KO yBSJiHMHJiocB ^hcjio Bcnumex.
B HioJie npH Buxone H 3 - 3 a  E xpaa o c H O B H H e  h caMtje SoJituiHe 
BcnbmiKH (9, 12-ro h t .h .) KOHueHTpHpoBanHCb' B ueHTpaJibHoft nac~ 
TH AO. Ho n p H M G p H o  c 17 HiojiH BcnbmiKH noHBHJiHCb n p e H M y m e c T B e H H o  
b E yacTH rpynnta b 6jih3h BOJioKHa h b ronoBHOit lacTH rpynnt>i,r,ns y 
NL 6buin neperHßbi. C M emeHHe o ^ a r o B  BcntnuKH Taxié b h h h o  Ha npn- 
M e p e  n p o T e x a H H H  o^eHb öoJibüiHX BCnuuiex. T a x  (c m . p h c . 5d) ManHan 
«ByxjieHTO'iHaH Bcnbnnxa 12 hkwih Ha n e p B O M  3 T ane Haßnioflanacb b 
ueHTpajibHoK h xBocTOBoft nacTefi rpynnu h 3 a TeM noHBHJiHCb bcith— 
me^Hbie jieHTU h pe3 K a n  a K T H B H 3 a u H H  B o n o K H a  y»e 3a n p e n e n a M H  
caMoft rpynnfcj. BoJiee nojiHoe p a c c M O T p e H u e  ocoßeHHOCTeft Shbiiihx 
BcnbmieK b s t o B AO - npejtMeT Hainero n a n b H e B w e r o  HccjieflOBaHHH.
(4). P a C C M a T p H B a e M a H  H a M H  AO MOJICeT n03B0JIHTb BbIHBHTb HeKO- 
TOpbie OC O Ö e H H O C T H  3BOJIIOUHH, KOTOpbie HeOÖXOOTMbl flJIH n o c T p o e H H H  
6y,nyineB KoraraecTBeHHOfi MOflenH BcntaineHHO-aKTHBHbix oönacTeB. 
0 6 p a 3 O B a H H e  h  pa3 B H T H e  AO m o k h o  p a c c M a T p n B a T b  xax CBoeo6pa3Hbifi 
n p o u e c c  caMoopraHHsaiiHH MarHHTOnJia3MeHHbix aneMeHTOB b CTpyKTy- 
pu, xapaxTepHbie ana AO (neTJiH, Bonoxua , apKH h  t .r .) . nonuTKa 
oß o c H O B a T b  Taxol) CHHeprHTH'iecKHfi noAxofl b reJiHO<bH3HKe crtenaH 
b p a ß o T e  oflHoro H3 aBTOpoB {2}. 0 6 p a 3 O B a H n e  h  s b o j b o u h h  MarHHTO- 
— njia3MeHHHx C T p y K T y p  m o j k h o np e n c T a B H T b  cnenywmeß C H C T e M o ß  
ypaBHeHHB:
gmj _  r L r NL
“ät = F i ( “ i » • • •m n . r , t ) + d i v  Z D i j V m j - d i v  m i Z D i j V m j .
j j
3flecb: mi - HCxoflHue sJieMeHTH MarHHTonjia3MeHHux CTpyKTyp c 
KOOpflHHaTaMH r,t - BpeMH;DL H  D^L - COOTBeTCTBeHHO JlHHeilHHit H 
HejiHHeßHbift K034>$HUHeHT HH<2><J>y3HH. HenHHeßHan öyHKUHH F onpenen- 
neT MyjibTHnapHbie B3aHMOfle3cTBHH MeiKfly sneMeHTaMH . 3ia c h c -  
TeMa ypaBHeHHß, BbipaacaH 3axoH coxpaHeHHH, onpenenneT CTpyxTypH- 
3auHio MarHHToruia3MeHHbix sneMeHTOB. B pe3ynbTaTe HenHHeßHHx
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15.06.82 12:54 UT 13:42 UT. 14:20 UT 14:27 UT
Ha + 0.5Á Ha - 2.5Ä Ha Ha
ocHOBaHM fl a p o K  M arian  BcnbiujKa
18.06.82 13:00 UT I9 .O6.82 Ha 4:47 UT 21.06.82 Ha 4:23 UT
Ha-0.5& $ o p M n p o B a H H 6  B T o p o i í  crmpaiiM
Puc.Sa. Obo/holiha BcnwiueMHO - 3 k t h b h o w  oßjiacTM B nKiHe 1982 r.
P a 3 B M T n e  o6meíí CTpyKTypu AO c nepexoflOM o t  oflHcoaxoflHoPi k  flByxaaxoflHOki cnnpajin.
365
14:40 UT Ha
CucTeMbi nocneMaKCMMa/ibHbix 
apoK THna AFFS-b
tue. 56. OparMeHTbi pa3BUTHB öojibwoM (1=2) flByxjieHTOMHOfi Bcnuuixu 12 miopb 1982r.
10:05 UT Ha+l.OÄ 10:19 UT
apKM Hafl n pa3pymeHHbiM"
B O JIO K H O M  n p M  p a 3 B M T M M  
B f lo p b  K a H a n a  B O / io K H a  
B T o p o í í  4 a c T n  f l B y x p e H -  
T O M H O ÍÍ BCnblUJKM
Ha .11:46 UT Ha
CucbeMbi apoK AFFS-a
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Ha 11:37 UT
11:37 UT Ha+1.5 Ä 11:46 Ha+l.OÄ
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B3aHMOfleítcTBHíi H noTOKa 3JieMeHTOB (flsa nocjiejiHHx íJieHa cnpaBa) 
o6pa3yK)TCH ycToßHHBue noflCHCTeMH, c yMeHbuieHHeM HHCJia "c b o6o a ~ 
h u x " 3JieMeHTOB h napaMeTpoB nopHßKa (nepexon o t xaoca k nopnji- 
Ky) .
OitHaxo B 3TOÍ1 c x eMe $HrypHpyioT 6jiH3KOfleftcTByiomHe ajiexTpo- 
MarHHTHtae B3aHMOfleßCTBHH , npil K O T O p a X  MOryT B O S H H K a T b  H 3BOJIW- 
UHOHHp o B a T B  OTjjejEbHbie c T p y K T y p H  b AO. Ecjih p a c c M a T p H B a T b  cjiejiy- 
romyio HHCKpeTHyio H e p a p x H H e c x y w  c T p y x T y p y  (aKTHBHan oßJiacTb, 
KOMnneKC AO, rpynnu nsTeH) , to cjieűyeT ynecTb jjaJibHOHeftcTBy- 
wiime (noJieBHe) chjiu, n p H p o n a  k o t o p h x HaM noxa HeH3BecTHa. B 
3 t om cjiynae mojkho n o n u T a T b C H  Bocnojib30BaTbcn_ Monejibio 0 6 p a30Ba- 
HHH CT p y K T y p  b HeoflHopoflHux HeJiHHeßHHx KOJießaTejiHbix aKmuenax 
cpedax {3}. B HaineM cjiynae Taxoft axTHBHOft cpefloft HBJineTCH x o h - 
B e x THBHäH 30Ha, rfle b pe3yjibTaTe TypSyjieHTHoro xiHHaMO, h h c c h - 
■isthbhux n p o u e c c o B  h jioxajibHoro noflToxa sHepHHH O o p M H p y e T C H  AO 
(rpynnu n n T e H  h t .u .), O T p a s e H H e  x o T o p o r o  H a ß n K w a e T C H  npe x m e  
Bcero b $oToc<J)epe. B xa'iecTBe Taxoft aemoeojiHoeoü MonejiH MoisteT 
cnyjKHTb cnnpajibHaH BOJiHa c p e B e p ß e p a T o p o M  (B0JiH0B036ynHTejieM) 
{3}, K O T o p a a  o n H C H B a e T C H  h ejiH Heft h u m napaßojiHHecxHM y p a B H e H H e M  
KojiMoropoBa-neTpoBcxoro-IlHcxyHOBa.
H3 npHBeneHHoro Bume cfeHOMeHOJiorHHecxoro onHcaHHH p33Bh t h h 
AO cJienyeT, i t o ee oOmyio CTpyxTypy moxcho paccMaTpHBaTb xax 
OTpaxceHHe HenoflBHxcHofl (ToiHee c MejpieHHUM noBopoTOM npoTHB 
nacoBoft CTpenxH) cnHpaJibHoft bojihu. B HWHe bhojib onHoxoflOBoro 
cnHpajibHoro BOJiHOBoro OpoHTa rpynnHpoBanHCb nnTHa. B xoHiie 
HKHbcxoro nepnofla HaßjixijieHHft, a 3aTeM sto ocoöeHHO neTxo o$op- 
MHJiocb B Hxwie, b ueHTpajibHoft lacTH rpynnu npoHBHJicn b u x o a 
flOnOJlHHTejIbHOft 3HepTHH (STO OTpa3HJIOCb B KOHUeHTpaUHH H B xa- 
paxTepe coöCTBeHHux «BHXceHHft nsTeH b rpynne b s t o m  MecTe Bcnu- 
mex) , i t o npHBejio x nepexoay x BByx3axoflHoft cnnpajibHofi aBTOBOJi- 
He. H3BeCTHO, 1TO flJIH MHOTHX BCnUIIieHHO-aXTHBHUX OÖJiaCTeft Taxxce 
xapaxTepHa ocobeHHocTb b pasBHTHH Bcnumex b ueHTpanbHoft ee 
nacTH: juiH BUTHHyTux no flOJiroTe (HanpHMep, A O  b aßrycTe 1979 r., 
xoHnjiexc Man 1981 r. h t .í u ) h juih xoMnaxTHUx rpynn (HanpHMep, 
aBrycT 1972 r. h pp.). CyinecTBOBaHHe cnnpaubHux CTpyxTyp b AO 
xax uejioe h b oTnenbHux ee HacTHx npH HanHHHH BOJiHOB03 6yflHTejiH
366
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B ueHTpe cnHpajiH (HanpHMep, noBopoT 6ojibumro naTHa h t .«.) 
M05KH0 oßHapyjKHTB b o MHorHX c-ny^anx, HanpHMep, no pacnojioaceHHio 
NL H  BOJIOKHa. y CTaHOBJieHHe CTeneHH COOTBeTCTBHH HaCjlIOitaeMKIX 
cnHpajibHHX CTpyKTyp b AO aBTOBOJiHOBtiM npoueccaM - npeflMeT 
nocjienywinero H3yaeHHH. Cmhcji npennaraeMoro noflxona b noHHMaHHH 
3BOJ1IOUHH AO KaK OTpaXCeHHe aBTOBOJIHOBOrO npouecca B KOHBeKTHB- 
HOfl 30He COCTOHT B  TOM, HTOßfcJ npH 3TOM HaftTH KOJIHHeCTBeHHOe 
onacaHHe sbojhouhh h b h h bh t b npnpony chji, (JaopMHpywmHX CTpyKTypy 
AO.
II » t  e p a t  y p a
{1} UlH/ioBa,H.C. .CTapKoea,J1.M., <Ui3.cosiH.a?an. 99, 1983
{2} MornneBCKHM,3.M., <tu3.coAH.aKm. 56, 1983
Í3) C6. AemoeoAHoene npouecca e cucmeMox c du#$y3ueü, Mn<t> AH CCCP,
ropbKklfi, 1981
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RESULTS OF VECTOR MAGNETOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS 
IN THE ACTIVE REGION SD 228/229 ON 15 JULY 1982
G. B A C H M A N N ,  A. H O F M A N N ,  J. S T A U D E
"EinsteinturrrTSolar Obs. .Potsdam
Abstract:
We first present measurements of vector magnetic fields in an ac­
tive region of IS July 1982 obtained with the new code-impulse 
magnetograph working in the wing of Fel 5250 line. Linear polar­
ization down to 0.004 corresponding to transverse magnetic fields 
of about 150 G has been taken into account.
The direction of the transverse magnetic fields is compared with 
dark chromospheric structure elements in Ha filtergrams and with 
the contours of sunspots obtained by means of a heliogram. For 
long-lived stable structures, such as the central part of the 
zero-line filament or systems of fibrils and threads, the cor­
respondence is good, in contrast to short-lived. Also in regions 
with weak magnetic fields no correspondence is found. This 
probably highlights the errors in our results, which are of the 
order of 0.004.
PE3yjlbTATbl HAEJIIOflEHMfl BEKTOPA MAIHMTHOrO HORB 
B AKTMBHOR 0EJ1ACTM C .A .228/229 15 UK)JIB 1982 T. 
r .  EAXMAHH, A. XOOMAHH, Pi. UlTAYAE 
C o h h  .Ode. " S M H W T e H H T y p M "  , floTCflaM
A ó c m p a K m :
15 u k a a 1982 6u a u  nanyuenu c  noewA K odoeoum yA bcurm  Maanumoapafcm, 
paóonifUM e tcptmie a u h u u  Fe 5250, nepette pe3yAbmarm 06 usMepeHuxx 
eewmopnax MaaHumHttx noneü e awnuenoU oŐAacmu. Bbina paccMompena 
AUHeiiHOA noAspu3anuA do npedeAa 0.004, Komopan coomeemcmeyem 150 T . 
HanpaeAenue nonepeunoao noAA cpaenueaemcn c meMHWMu xpoMocfepHUMU 
cmpyxmypHtmu OAeMenmaMU, eudntm u na Ha fr inb rn p o ap a m a x , u c 
KOHmypam m m eu, noAyueHHtmu c  noMoiubn aeAuoapaM m . Una doAao- 
ocueyiyux, cmaöuAbHux cmpyurnyp mamix kok  ueumpoAbHOA uacmb eoAOKHa 
edoAb uyAeeoü a u h u u  npodanbnoeo nonn u a u cucmen fuópuA A  u mm  
cyiyecmeyem xopoiuee coomeemcmeue, e npomueonoAomocmb Koporm o- 
xueyiyuM. Taxxe e paüonax CAaöux w a m m n u x  noAeü coomeemcmeua 
ne cyufecmeyem. B o 3m o x h o  umo omo y xa3ueaem na o u m ó k u e Hcauux 
pe3yAbmamax, xomopue nopadwa 0.004.
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1. Observations
A new code-impulse vector magnetograph was used for 
measurements of solar magnetic fields in selected active re­
gions in July 1982. The optical scheme of the analyzer is the 
same as that given by Stepanov et al.{3}.
Measurements of the Stokes parameters, of the brightness 
in continuum and line core, and of the Doppler shift are 
recorded on magnetic tape, while the active region is scanned 
with an aperture of about 3.6 arcseconds and an integration 
time of 0.03 seconds. The Stokes parameters are measured in 
the red wing of the spectrum line Fel 5250.2 Ä. An exit slit 
of 120 mA selects the light and a photomultiplier EMI 9502 B 
converts it into electric signals.
The calibration of the whole instrumental system is 
carried out by means of polarizer and quarterwave plate in 
front of the first coelostat mirror before and after each 
scanning of an active region. Eight equidistant different po­
sition angles are used to calibrate for linear polarization 
and also eight for circular polarization. This allows the 
elimination of differences in the illumination of the magneto­
graph. After this the intensity crosstalk into the magnetic 
signals is recorded without polarizing optics. For the com­
plete calibration procedure about 10 minutes are necessary.
By means of the calibration measurements information is 
obtained on the sensitivity of the magnetograph and on the 
instrumental polarization of the tower telescope, which de­
pends on time. During the scanning of an active region the 
linear polarization caused by the telescope is compensated 
for by means of a tilted glass plate in front of the spectro­
graph. Without compensation the sensitivity of the magneto­
graph of about 0.001 would not be realizable. The results 
presented are obtained in the active region SD 228/229, which 
on 15 July had the mean position of N12 W02. We use a mag­
netogram recorded at 13:22 to 14:13 UT, a heliogram of 05:34UT 
and a Ha filtergram of 07:33 UT.
370
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Fig,I, Sunspot groups SD 228/229 on 15 July 1982, 05:34 UT.
Photographic positive from heliogram obtained with the Einstein tower telescope.
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Fig.2. Photographic positive from Ha filterpram of the same active region at 07:33 UT obtained 
with the chromospheric telesope of the Potsdam Solar Observatory.
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Fig.3. Contour map of sunspots in the active region, azimuth and strength of the transverse magnetic fiel 
in logarithmic scale (line segments; points mark the position of the measurement), and directions 
of dark chromospheric structure elements (dashed lines).
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Fig.4. Map of the longitudinal magnetic field in the active region SD 228/229 obtained in the Fel line 5250.2 Ä.
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2. Results
By means of the calibrations we calculated the Mueller 
matrix B of our system. B transforms the true Stokes vector S 
into the observed one S' corresponding to S' = B-S. To the 
calculated matrices B a linear least square fit is applied to 
attain more correct results. After this the elements of the 
matrix should be correct within ±0.005.
In each «can across the active region we selected only 
some positions with larger amounts of linear polarization.
The correction of the measurements is carried out with the 
inverse matrix to B, but taking the cbmpensation by the tilted 
glass plate into account. Linear polarizations are found be­
tween 0.001 and 0.072, where the lower limit is determined by 
the noise. In future, smoothing of data by computer should 
diminish the detection limit of polarization to about 0.0001.
The limiting polarizations 0.001 and 0.072 correspond to 
transverse magnetic fields of about 100 and 700 G, respective, 
where the influence of scattered light is not yet taken into 
account. Because this has its maximum influence in sunspots, 
corrections for scattered light should therefore shift the 
upper limit upward. The lower limit is also influenced by 
errors in the matrix B.
Fig.l shows the photoheliogram from which the contours 
of the sunspots have been determined. Relative to these con­
tours we present the transverse magnetic field in a logar­
ithmic scale in Fig.3 and the azimuth in comparison with the 
directions of dark chromospheric structure elements as shown 
in Fig.2. From the magnetographic measurements the isogauss 
map of the longitudinal magnetic field shown in Fig.4 was 
also obtained.
At the boundaries of umbrae respective penumbrae the 
field direction is, in most cases, radially outward. Within 
the sunspot groups the zero-line filament shows the same di­
rection as the transverse magnetic field. The same behaviour 
is to be seen in dark structure elements westward of the large 
sunspot in the NE part of the AR and southward of the large
375
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sunspot in the SE part.
In contrast, the correlation with short-lived loops in 
the SW part and also with spicule bushes is worse.
Already many years ago it was suggested by Foukal {1} and 
Zirin {4} that dark chromospheric structures follow the field 
lines deeper in the atmosphere when the transverse field is 
strong, but higher in the atmosphere when the field is weak. 
Our result gives clear evidence of these earlier suggestions. 
Similar results have recently been found with the vector mag­
netograph of the Marshall Space Flight Center {2}, too. The 
influence of proper motions of sunspots in connection with 
transverse fields is very interesting and should be investi­
gated in more detail.
R e f e r e n c e s
{1} Foukal,P., Morphological relationships in the chromospheric Ha fine 
structure, Solccr Phys.19. 59, 1971
{2} Hagyard,M. J . ,Cumings,N.P.,West,E .A.,Smith,J . E ., The MSFC vector 
magnetograph, S o l a r  Phys. 80. 33, 1982
{3} Stepanov,V.E..Grigor’ev.V.M.,Kobanov,N.I.,Osak,B.F., Electro-optic 
analyzer of polarization with code-pulse control, (in Russ.)
Issl. SibIZMIR, 37. 147, 1975
{4} Zirin,H., Fine structure of solar magnetic fields, S o l a r  P hys.22.
34, 1972
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DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVE REGION MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE 
USING VECTOR-MAGNETOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS
V.M. G R I G O R' E V, B.F. 0 S A K, V.L. S E L I V A N O V
SibIZMIR,Irkutsk
Abstract:
Some methodical questions concerning magnetic field vector 
observations in solar active regions are discussed. The ob­
servation results on the magnetic field configuration of 
the single sunspot of 19 May 1983 (E24, S27) and of the 
leading sunspot in the active region of 24 June 1983 (W08, N17) 
are given.
OnPEflEJIEHME CTPyKTyPbl MArHMTHOrO nOJlfl AKTMBHbIX 0EJ1ACTEK 
no M3MEPEHMAM HA BEKTOP-MArHMTOrPAOE
B .M . TP H rO P bE B , 6.<t>. OCAK, B.J1. CEJ1MBAH0B
CM6M3MMP,klpHyTOH
AócmpaKm:
Oócyxdaím cA nemoduuecKue eonpocw HaóJvodeHun eetanopa MazHumnozo 
norm  e aranuenax 06/iacm ax Ha CosiHne. Upueodamcsi pe3yAt>marrm 
HaóntodeHuü KOH$uzypau,uu MazHumnozo nosin oduHOHHOZO mmna 3a  
19.05.83 (E24, S27) u eedyuiezo nnmna e aKmuenoű oósiacmu 
3a 24.06.83 (W08, N17).
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It is known that in the past decade the development ef­
forts received by vector-magnetographs and observations with 
them have been substantially reduced. This was occasioned by 
a variety of almost insurmountable difficulties, namely the 
need to take into account instrumental polarization and scat­
tered light as well as the complexity of the interpretation of 
magnetographic observations due to the desired accuracy of al­
lowing for the inverse Zeeman effect in the spectral line pro­
file.
For the SibIZMIR vector-magnetograph described by Stepanov 
et al. {1}, investigations were carried through and a technique 
developed for solving these two questions.
An analysis of the errors within the electro-optical modu­
lator of the magnetograph completed by Grigoryev and Selivanov 
{3} showed that for magnetographs with a square modulation the 
influence of instrumental polarization is substantially smaller 
than that for magnetographs with sinusoidal modulation while 
the instrumental miscentering effect of the line (see, e.g.{4}) 
is negligible and it is possible to eliminate it completely.
Taking into account the instrumental polarization and 
calibration of the magnetograph by determining an instrumental 
matrix of the instrument by imposing a known polarization at 
the telescope entrance {2} and by a subsequent correction for 
magnetographic data matrix. As a result, the magnetic field 
parameters are calculated from the equation: i
S' = A • S = A • I •
i
cp (H , y) c o s  2x 
cp(H,y)sin 2x 
/(H,Y)
where S=(I,Q,U,V) is the Stokes vector of emission (dashes 
denote the observed Stokes-vector to distinguish it from the 
true one), H is the magnetic field strength, y is an angle be­
tween the magnetic field strength vector and the line of sight, 
X is the magnetic field vector azimuth in the plane of projec­
tion, and /(H,y), tp(H,y) are the calibration curves for a lon-
378
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gitudinal and a transverse component of magentic field, cal­
culated for a magnetosensitive spectral line using a given 
model of the solar atmosphere.
Scattered light is taken into account following a method 
proposed by Bachman et al.{l}. However, we do not record an 
exact scattering function but make only a crude estimate of 
the fraction of scattered light from the surrounding photo­
sphere in a sunspot by comparing the "umbra-photosphere" con­
trast with a true one (see, e.g. {6}).
A portion of solar image is scanned with a scanning device 
controlled by a CM-2 computer. Information is recorded on mag­
netic disk and after off-time processing, magnetic field para­
meter charts are put into a digital printer.
The time taken for an active region magnetic field to be 
recorded is normally between 30 min and 1.5 h, with a scanning 
rate of 4" sec^1, the spectrograph entrance slit of 4"x2" and 
a step between scans of 4". The time constant of the magneto­
graph is Is. The magnetograph sensitivity is the channels of 
longitudinal and transverse components of the magnetic field 
is 5 *10-** in polarization degree units.
Fig.l presents a chart of magnetic field vector distribu­
tion in a single sunspot for 19 May 1983 (E24,S27). Dotted 
lines show the location of sunspot's umbra and penumbra, while 
arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic field vector in 
the plane of projection H^, their length being proportional to 
the magnitude of Hj^ . For the purpose of easing the represen­
tation, the direction of the arrows is drawn the same as for a 
magnetic field of N polarity, while the true polarity was S 
and the maximum strength Hm in the sunspot umbra was 2830 G. 
Solid lines show isolines of longitudinal component of the 
magnetic field H j( for the following values: 100, 300, 500, 
1000, and 2000 G.
Fig.2 presents a chart of the magnetic field vector dis­
tribution in a leading sunspot of the active region on 24 June 
1983 (W08,N17), the designations remaining the same. Isolines 
of longitudinal component are drawn for the values: 100, 200,
379
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N
F-ig.l. Chart of magnetic field vector distribution for the sunspot 
E24S27 (19 May 1983)
Fig.2. Chart of magnetic field vector distribution for the sunspot 
W08N17 -(24 June 1983)
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Fig.3. Sketch of sunspots in white light.
Fig.4. Radial distribution of magnetic field strength in sunspots.
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500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 G. The magnetic field polarity is N 
and the maximum strength in the sunspot umbra was 2910 G.
One may note a comparatively more complex field configur­
ation in the sunspot, involved in the active region. Here the 
deviations of the transverse field H l from radial distribution 
are very large and there is a well-defined tendency for the 
magnetic field line to concentrate into several flux tubes, 
closing, apparently, on different elements of the active region.
Fig.3 shows sketches in integrated light of a single sun­
spot for iy May 1983 (a), a sunspot in the active region for 
24 June 1983 (b) and of the same sunspot for 25 June 1983 (c).
It is evident from Fig.3 (c) that the sunspot umbra divided 
into several cores.
Fig.4 presents cores of the magnetic field strength H in 
sunspot radius, normalized to H =2700 G. Index 0 denotes the 
relationship H = Hm/(l + r 2 + r 4 + r 8 + r 1 6 ) , proposed by Wittman 
{8} as most realistically reflecting the strength behaviour in 
sunspots. Indices 1 and 2 denote curves for a single sunspot 
and a sunspot in the active region, respectively. An example 
of these two sunspots illustrates that for a sunspot with a 
more complex configuration of magnetic field its deviation of 
radial distribution from curve 0 is significant. On the bound­
ary penumbra-photosphere for both sunspots the magnetic field 
strength is ~ 200 G. Many authors (see, e.g.{5}) pointed out 
that the boundary penumbra-photosphere follows the isogausses 
~ 500*1000 G. In such a case the underestimated values of 
strength seem to be due to the fact that the data were not cor­
rected for light blurring while image motion was =5" in these 
observations.
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30HAJIbH£JE TEqEHHH B COJIHE^HOU KOPOHE
r.B. K y  K J1 H H, B.E. C T E I I A H O B
CHÖMSMMP.MpHyTCH
THE ZONAL STREAMS IN THE SOLAR CORONA
G.V. KUKLIN, V.E. STEPANOV
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
A b s t r a c t :
The  z o n a l  s tre a m s  i n  th e  s o l a r  c o ro n a  w e re  i n v e s t i g a t e d  
u s in g  th e  c o ro n a  r o t a t i o n  o b s e r v a t io n s  d u r in g  th e  y e a rs  
1 9 6 9 -7 1 . The c o r o n a l  z o n a l s t r e a m s  a re  c o m p a re d  w i t h  c o r ­
r e s p o n d in g  s tre a m s  i n  th e  p h o to s p h e r e  d u r in g  t h e  same t im e  
p e r io d .  I t  i s  sh o w n  t h a t  b o th  i n  th e  p h o to s p h e r e  a n d  i n  
th e  c o ro n a  th e  s t r e a m s  o f  th e  sam e d i r e c t i o n  a r e  lo c a te d  
i n  th e  same h e l i o l a t i t u d e  i n t e r v a l s .  H o w e ve r, t h e  a v e ra g e  
c o r o n a l  s t re a m  v e l o c i t i e s  a re  e q u a l  t o  230 m s- 1 ,  t h a t  
m eans th e y  a re  l a r g e r  b y  tw o  o r d e r s  th a n  th e  p h o to g r a p h ic  
o n e s .
F o u r  v a r i a n t s  o f  p o s s ib le  e x p la n a t io n s  o f  s t r e a m s  o r i g i n  
a re  c o n s id e r e d .  I t  i s  show n t h a t  th e s e  s t re a m s  a r e  m o s t 
l i k e l y  t o  a p p e a r  d u e  t o  th e  p re s e n c e  o f  th e  p r e s s u r e  
g r a d ie n t s  c a u s e d  b y  e x t r e m e ly  s m a l l  r e l a t i v e  p r e s s u r e  
v a r i a t i o n s  ( 1 0 - 1* -  1 0 ~ 5 )  a n d  a p p a r e n t l y  a re  a n  e f f e c t  o f  
c y c l o n i c  s tre a m s  o r  o f  h e l i o s t r o p h i c  w in d .  T h e r e fo r e  
o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  th e  z o n a l  s t re a m s  i n  th e  s o l a r  c o ro n a  
c o n f i r m  i n d i r e c t l y  t h e  r e a l i t y  o f  t h e  p h o to s p h e r ic  z o n a l  
s tre a m s  d is c o v e r e d  b y  H o w a rd  a n d  L a  B o n te {!}.
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1. BBejeHHe
ToBapfl H JlaöoHT {1} no Haemoneh h h m  jiyneBbix CKopocTeö b 
jihhhh 5250 A npn noMomn MarHHTorpaOa Ha oßcepBaTopHH MayHT 
ynJicoH o6Hapy>KHJiH 30HajiBHBie BBHieHHH b <I>oToc<I>epe CojiHua. Haßrao- 
fleHHH oxBaTUBawT nepHOfl c HHBaps 1968 róna no neKaßpb 1979 r. 
3oHaJiBHBie BocTO'iHosanaflHue TeneHHH eojibmoro MacniTaßa onpeaejin- 
jiHCb BfcjHHTaHHeM H3 CKopocTH BpaineHHH Ha flaHHoü rnnpoTe, ycpen- 
HeHHOfl 3a 4 KSppHHrTOHOBCKHX OÖOpOTa, CKOPOCTH, COOTBeTCTByiOHeß 
crjiaaceHHOii xapraHB flH$$epeHUHajibHoro BpaineHHH.
Bhjih ycTaHOBJieHbi cnenyioinHe 3aKOHOMepHOCTH:
1. 3o h h SbicTporo h MeflJieHHoro BpaineHHft b o 3h h k 3iot b6jih3h 
nojiiocoB h CMemawTCH k sxBaTopy 3a 22 rona. 3th 30hu HaHHHaiOT 
CBO0 npefl<t> Ha KajtflOM nomoce npHMepHo b oaho h t o *e BpeMH. 
ABTOPU CBH3fcJBaiOT 30Hy 6fcJCTpOrO BpaineHHH OKOJIO nOJTWCOB B 1975 
rofly c Ha^ajioM uHKna cojiHe^Hoit aKTHBHOCM 22 no uiopHXCKOfí Hy- 
MepauHH (c m . xapTy 30HajibHt>ix TeneHHÄ Ha $Hr. 1 {1}).
2. B o 6ohx nojiymapHHX xapTHHa TeneHHß CHMMeTpHHHa o t h o c h - 
TSJIbHO 3KB3TOpa. CpeflHHH BejTHHHHa CKOPOCTH 30HajIbHHX TeHeHHß 
paBHa 3 m /c , x ot h OTneJibHbie 3 HaneHHH nocTHraioT 10 m /c .
3. IleHTp THMteCTH 30HH nHTH006pa30BaHHH, OTOKfleCTBJIHeMblfl
c noJiojKeHHeM MaxcHMyMa MarHHTHoro noToxa, npH6jiH>KeHHO coBnafla- 
eT c nojinpHoß rpaHHueß 30hu öHCTporo BpaineHHH, x.e. c jiHHneft 
MaKCHMyMa CflBnra c none CKopocTeH.
B paÖOTe {2} H {3} STK 30HajIbHbie flBHKeHHH HCTOJlKOBblBaiOTCH 
Kax KpyTHjrbhhs KOJieöaHHH Bojibinoro MacuiTaOa, HMeroinne npxMoe 
OTHouieHHe k 3BOJHOU.HH MarHHTHOü aKTHBHOCTH Ha CojiHue. üpH oecync- 
fleHHH o6Hapy>xeHHoro HBJieHHH b c b s s h  c Monejibio a - a nHHaMo 
aBTOpH npHxoflHT k BbiBOfly, h to HaemonaeMbie 30HajibHhie TeneHHx He 
MOryT 6bITb OÖbHCHeHbl B paMKaX 3 TO fl MOflejIH.
n,ejibw HacTOHiqeii paßoTU HBJineTCH ycTaHOBJieHHe c b h3h 
$OTOC$epHbIX KpynHOMaCIÜTaßHHX 30HajIbHbIX TeHeHHÜ C TaKHMH Ke flBH- 
HCeHHHMH B COJlHeHHOft KOpOHe. fljIH 3TOrO Mbl CpaBHKBaeM H3 6HTKH 
CKopocTH BpaineHHH KopoHbi h <{>OTOC<J>epKi 3a oflHH h tot Ke npoMejxy- 
TOK BpeMeHH (1969-72 rr).
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2. 3oHajtBHbie TeneHHH b KopoHe 
HCCJieHOBaHHH BpameHHH KOPOHH no flOnnepOBCKHM CflBHraM J1HHKH 
FeX X 6374 & oTHOCHTejiBHO jihhhH nornomeHHH b opeojie c BBeneHH- 
eM HeoexoflHMHx nonpaBOK 3a CMemeHne jihhhK opeojia BunojiHeHu no 
HaßjnofleHHHM npoH3BeneHHHM b 1969-72 rr. {4}. Ohh noKa3ajiH, h t o 
b 3TOT nepnon B HHTepBajiax renHorpa<J>HnecKHX mnpoT 5-40°h 65-7C? 
HMeno MecTO yMeHBmeHne c k o p o c t h BpameHHH kopohej. Ha pnc. 1 
npHBeneHa KpHBan 3aBHCHMOCTH BpameHHH k o p o h h ot iiihpotbi no 
HaßjIKfleHHHM, CBeneHHHM B OflHH KBanpaHT. *HpHaH JIHHHH npeaCTaB- 
jineT annpoKCHMauHio naHHux o BpameHHH no H3BecTHoft <J>opMyjie
'l
—  (A+Bsin2cp + Csin^tp) ooscp . (1)
Ko3$$HUHeHTH A ,B H C onpenejieHH no MeTogy HaHMeHBWHx KBajipaTOB 
(c m . npHJi.) . ToHKan JIHHHH npeflCTaBjiHeT Ha6jiwneHHyio 3aBHCHMOCTB 
CKOPOCTH BpameHHH KOPOHH OT LUHpOTH. HeTpynHO BHfleTB HTO B pa3~ 
jihhhhx HHTepBajiax uiHpoT cymecTByeT xax 3aMenneHHoe, Tax h 
ycKopeHHoe BpameHHe k o p o h h .
Hun CpaB HeHHH <J)OTOC$epHBIX H KOpOHaJIBHBIX TeneHHH MBI no 
KapTe H3ÖHTKOB CKOpOCTeft BpameHHH B $OTOC(I)epe ($HT. 1 {1})
nocTpoHJiH H3MeneHHe 3THX BeJiHHHH c siHpoTofl 3a tot ace npoMexcy- 
TOK BpeMeHH, Korna 6hjih BHnojiHeHH Ha6nioneHHH BpameHHH k o p o h h . 
3th pe3yjiBTaTan npHBeneHH Ha pnc. 2a. AHaJiorHHHan KapTHHa H3- 
6h t k o b cKopodea BpameHHH k o p o h h , ycpeflHeHHan 3a BecB npoMe- 
isyTOK Ha6jiK«eHHa 1969-72 rr., npHBeneHa Ha pnc. 2b .
Ha pnc. (2 a,B) cnjioiiiHHe BepTHKaJiBHHe jihhhh cooTBeTCTByioT 
cpeflHHM KapTHHaM flH<I)(I)epeHUHaJiBHoro BpameHHH b $oToc<I>epe h 
KopoHe corjiacHO $opMyjie (1). Cpa3y b h u h o , h to b $oToc*epe 
(pnc. 2 a) 3Ta jihhhh He oSecneTHBaeT paBeHCTBa Hyjiio cpenHero 
3HaneHHH H3öHTKa c k o p o c t h ot SKBaTopa no nonioca h npeoöJianaioT 
BocTOHHHe TeneHHH (3aMeflneHHoe BpameHHe <J>OTOc0epbi} . IlosTOMy 
HeOÖXOnHMO CMeCTHTB HynBnyHKT B CTOpOHy OTpHUaTejlBHHX CKopoc— 
Teö Ha 1 m /C (iUTpHXOBaH BepTHKajIBHaH jihhhh) . B {5} (;c m . pnc.
4 a) , rne oöbennHeHH 30HanbHHe c k o p o c t h ceBepHoro h wxcHoro 
nojiymapHö, 3Ta ouiHöKa b cpenHeil c k o p o c t h BpameHHH 3a Hccjie- 
nyeMHfl nepHon aBTopaMH ycTpaHeHa. UlrpHxoBbie KpHBbie noKa3HBaiOT
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T A E J7 M 11 A 2
IH n p o T a
cp
0
C x o p O C T b  
B pauteH M B K o p o H b i
v x
KM C- 1
C pK B  .
OlUMÖKa M 3M epeH M B
a
KM C~1
M 36b lT O K  CKOpOCTM 
B p a il je H M f l  KOpOHbl
A v x
KM C- 1
CpKB . 
o u in 6 K a  
OUeHKM
a
KM C_ 1
5 2 . 0 7 3 ± 0 . 0 8 6 +  0 . 0 6 9 ±  0 . 0 6 0
15 1 . 9 6 9 + 0 . 0 7 1 +  0 . 0 5 9 ±  0 . 0 5 5
2 5 1 . 6 7 6 ± 0 . 0 7 2 -  0 . 0 4 7 ±  0 . 0 6 2
3 5 1 . 1 6 5 ±  0 . 0 6 9 -  0 . 2 8 7 ±  0 . 0 5 4
4 5 1 . 2 4 0 ± 0 . 0 7 0 +  0 . 1 1 4 ±  0 . 0 5 8
5 5 1 . 0 8 6 + 0 . 0 5 7 +  0 . 2 9 7 ±  0 . 0 4 5
6 5 0 .  1 6 7 ± 0 . 0 7 1 -  0 . 3 2 1 ±  0 . 0 5 8
7 5 0 .  1 3 0 ± 0 . 0 7 0 -  0 . 1 2 2 ±  0 . 0 5 8
8 5 0 . 1 2 6 ±  0 . 0 5 2 +  0 . 0 5 0 ± 0 . 0 4 9
Puc.l. 3aBMCMMOCTb Ha6/iiofleHHbix (V^)0 M cr/iaweHHbix (V^)c CKopocTeü
spameHMH KopoHbi B 1969*72 rr. (npMBefleHHbie k oflHOMy KBaflpaHTy) 
OT UJMpOTbl <p.
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HHTepBaji B03M0SHHX norpeiimocTeö, cooTBeTCTByroinHtt cpeflHeKBaflpa- 
THMeCKOfi OÜIHÖKy H3MepeHHfi, paBHOil ± 7 0  m /c flJIH KOPOHU.
npesfle Bcero m h  b h h h m  Henjioxoe nonoßne TeneHHfi b (J)OTOc$e- 
pe H B KopoHe, KaK no nonaaeiawM H3MeHeHHß 3HaKa h 36h t k o b  c k o - 
pocTeß (AV=0) , Tan h no HanpaBJieHHW TeneHHß. Onsaxo sKcneccH 
CKopocTeß b KopoHe HOCTHraKT no Moűyjiio 350 m / c , T.e. npeBHinaioT 
TaKOBbie b OoTocttepe Ha flBa nopnflKa.
B Taßji. 1 saHH cpeflHHe renHorpaOHnecxHe hihpoth nonoxceHHß 
ToneK nepece'ieHHH k p h b h x  Ha p h c . 2 a, b h CKoppeKTnpoBaHHHx 
HyjibnyHKTOB, T.e. nonoxceHHß MaKCHMyMOB cflBnra cxopocTeß 
(cTOJiöuba 1,3), noJioxceHHß SKCTpeMyMOB cxopocTeß TeneHHß (ctojtö- 
UH 5,7) H HX BejIHHHHU JlflH $OTOC(J)epKI H KOpOHbl (CTOJIÖHH 6,8). 
HaM He ynanocb oueHHTB t o í h o c t b  onpeneneHH« h 36bitkob cxopocTeß 
b $oToc$epe, npHBeneHHHx b {1}, h o , noBHflHMOMy, oiiihökh He 
npeBHiiiawT 1 m /c . B t h k o m  cnynae norpeuiHOCTH oueHOK iiihpot b 
Taßjl. 1 npHMepHO OflHHaKOBH H flJIH $OTOC$epH H flJIH KOPOHBI. Torna 
nojioxceHHH MaKCHMyMOB cflBHra CKopocTeä b <J>OTOC(J)epe h b KopoHe, 
npaKTHHecKH, coBnanaiOT. nonoxceHHH xce sKCTpeMyMOB CKopociefl b 
<J>OTOc$epe h b KopoHe pa3JiHHaioTCH ßojiee cymecTBeHHO, ocoßeHHO 
b HHTepBajie 25-35°, rne b KopoHe MaxCHMyM HMeeT ßonbniyio mnpoTy, 
neM b <t>OToc<J>epe. Cxopee Bcero 3t o  CBHsaHo c MeHbiueß HanejKHocrbio 
onpeuejreHHH BejiHHHH sxcTpeMyMOB h h x  nonoxceHHß no xapxe, xax 
b OoTocifepe, tbk h b KopoHe.
TaxHM o6pa30M, oßiuHß xapaKTep n3MeneHHH c rejinorpaOHHec- 
KOß ÜIHpOTOß 30HaJIBHbIX TeHeHHÖ H B KOpOHe H B $OTOC(J)epe CBHfle- 
TeJIbCTByeT O nHHaMHHeCKOß CBH3H <J)OTOC$epHbIX H KOpOHajlbHHX 
HBHJKeHHß.
Hnen cymecTBOBaHHH b KopoHe 30HajibHbix TeneHHß öHJia BHcxa- 
3aHa b paöoTe {4} h Hcnojib30BaHa b {7} npH HeoßxoflHMOCTH o Sb h c - 
HHTb cpaBHHTenbHo ßiacTpbie HBJieHHH ycKopeHHH h 3aMefljieHHH Bpa- 
ineHHH ceKTopHoß CTpyKTypta MexcnjiaHeTHoro MarHHTHoro nojin. 
npennojiarajiocb h t o  b uihpothoA 30He cymecTBOBaHHH aKTHBHbix 06- 
nacTeß name TeMnepaTypa h naBjieHHe b KopoHe hojdkhh oTJinnaTbcn 
OT TaKOBHX B CnOKOßHOß 30He (Ha OflHOß H TOß xce BHCOTe Han $o t o - 
c$epoß) . Torna hojixchh B03HHKHyxb MepHHHOHajibHue rpanßeHTbi naB- 
jieHHH, oöycjiaBJiHBaioiiiHe Beipa, xoTopae non neßCTBHeM kophothcoboA
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CHJiH npno6peTaioT 30HajibHyio cocTaBJiHiomyio. flefiCTBHTeJibHo, naHHHe 
Ha6jiioHeHH0 {4} noKa3HBaraT, h t o b 1969-72 rr. b KopoHe cymecT- 
BOBajia CTpyKTypa 30HajibHHx TeneHHü (h 3 6h t k o b CKopocTefl Bpame- 
h h h ) , KOTopan KanecTBeHHo corjiacoBKiBajiacb c KapT«HO0 BpeMBHHbix 
H3MeHeHHß BpameHHH ceKTopHoß CTpyKTypu MexcnnaHeTHoro MarHHTHoro 
nojiH { 7 } .
BnojiHe oyeBHflHo, í t o  BHHBJieHHe 30HajibHux TeieHHü, T.e. 
H36UTKOB CKOpOCTH BpameHHH KOpOHbl, HeOßXOflHMO npOH3BOflHTb OTHO- 
CHTejibHo HeKOTopoü rjioßaJibHoft xapTHHu flRiJxIiepeHUHajibHoro Bpame­
HHH, npHHHTOfi 3a peifepeHix-ocHOBy. Kan yxce ynoMHHyro Bbime, m h  
cohjih B03Mo?KHbiM annpoKCHMHpoBaTb mo6ajibHyio KapTHHy íiHáíOepeH- 
UHajibHoro BpameHHH k o p o h h  BBipa^eHHeM THna (1) (c m . npHJi.)
Vx=(Co+Cisin2ö+C2sin‘,ö) sind, 0=-2- -cp . (1')
Haflo HMeTb b BHfly, h t o Hcnojib30BaHHe yKa3aHHoß annpoKcHMauHH 
nonpa3yMeBaeT cymecTBOBaHne HByxypoBeHHOii nepapxHH MepHnno- 
HajiBHOß UHpKyjiHUHH, noflaep>KHBaioineit raoeanbHyio KapxHHy flH<t><|>epeH- 
UHajlbHOrO BpameHHH: UHpKyjiHUHH C BHTKOM OT nOJHOCa flo 3KBaTOpa, 
Ha KOTOpyiO HaKJiaflHBaeTCH BTOpHHHaH, 6H30HaJIbHaH UHpKyjiHUHH c 
flByMH BHTK3MH pa3HUX HanpaBJieHHfl B BbJCOKHX H HH3KHX IlIHpOTaX .
3Ta KäpTHHa B 3 3BHCHMOCTH OT pOCTa HJ1H yßfcJBaHHH C BbICOTOft Ha« 
<I>OTOC<J>epOii aÖCOJHOTHOfl B ejlHU H HM CKOPOCTH npHBOflHT K HCTeTSHHK) 
cojiHeHHoro Beipa h TpaHcnopxy coJiHeuHHX MarHHTHbix noneft b 
MexcnjiaHeTHuio Cpeuy: jih6o H3 cpeflHHX rnnpoT, jihöo H3 npHpoJinpHbix 
h npH3KBaTopHajibHfcjx oöjiacTefi.
3 . B03MQ)KHHe OSbHCHeHHH 3QHajIbHHX TeUeHHfi 
b aTMoepepe CojiHua
Bo 3m o >khh 4 BapnaHTa nonxona k pemeHHW npoßJieMH o KopoHajib- 
Hbjx 30HajibHbix TeneHHHX. Mm nonbJTaeMCH fiaTb h m  rpyßyw oueHKy.
nepBOHanajibHo m u  npeHeßpexceM BHHHHHeM b h 3k o c t h OoTOcOep- 
Horo h KopoHajibHoro BemecTBa h MarHHTHbix nojieft. Hac HHTepecyeT 
xapaxTep H3MeHeHHH uaBJieHHH b oßnacTH 30HajibHux TeTeHHä. B 
UHJiHHHPHHecKHX KoopflHHaTax (o - paccTOHHHe ót o c h BpameHHH,
Z - paCCTOHHHe OT 3KBaTOpHajIbHOit nJTOCKOCTH) ypaBHeHHH yCTaHO- 
BHBinerocH BpameHHH HMewT cjieflywmHß b h h {12,13}
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3flecb p - ruiOTHocTb BemecTBa, P - naBJieHHe, n - noTemiHaji rpa- 
BHTauHOHHHx CHJi, ß - yrnoBan CKopocTB BpameHHH. npH nepexoae 
K COepHMeCKHM KOOpflHHaTaM (r - paflHyC-BeKTOp, O - KOUIHpOTa), 
ywrtJBaH, h t o
o = r sind, z = r cos 9,
nonynaeM
rite = oH = rfi sin 9 - JiHHeßHaH CKopocTB BpameHHH. Ecjih CHHTaTb, 
HTo ypoBeHHan noBepxHOCTb (n = const) HecymecTBeHHo oTJiH'iaeTcn 
OT c$epH, TO
3P = pv£ ctg 0 (4)
30
Torna BapHauHH naBJieHHH &P, c b h 3aHHan c 3ohajibh h m h TeneHHHMH, 
MoxceT 6bJTb HaflneHa HHCJieHHbiM HHTerpHpoBaHHeM cjienywmero ypaB- 
HeHHH
-^-(&P) = p[(vpo-(vJ)c] ctg 9 . (5)
3necb h Hne k c om "0" noMeneHH HaöJiioneHHbie 3 HaneHHH c k o p o c t h 
BpameHHH, a h h a b k c o m "c" - crjraxceHHbie no $opMyjie (1) .
BbiHHCJieHHH HJiH (JjoTocOepu BbinoJiHeHbi npn p=2.89 • lO~7r/cM3 
H
A = 2.86 7 x 1(T6 c~ 1 , r=6.96 x IC^c m ,
B=-0.3415 x 10-!b-1, C=-0.4895 x 10'^T1.
3HaneHHH A,B,C b 3hthi no ToBapny h np. {3}. CrnaKeHHbie 3HaneHHH 
c k o p o c t h BbiHHCJiHJiHCb no OopMyne (1), a HaGjnoneHHbie SbmH nojiy- 
leHa npHöaBjreHHeM k s t h m BennnnHaM h 36h t k o b corjiacHo p h c . 2. a.
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1 3P _ 3 n r\ 2 ~— - - - - - =  -  - - - - - -  +  Si a ,
p 3o 3Ö
1 3 P _ _ 3 n
p 3 z 3 z .
_3P_ + _3n_ _ VA 
p 3r 3r r
(3)
1 1 3P , 1 3n _ V A . „
T  ~  Tö + T I'd - — ctgö-
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Pe3yJIbTaTH BHHHCJieHHÍÍ nOKa3HBaiOT, HTO MaKCHMajTb HH0 BeJIHHHHH 
I AP I B $OTOci>epe HocTHrarcT HecKOJibKHx h h h /c m 2 , T.e. | AP/P | 
HBJineTCH Majioft BejiH^HHofl nopHHKa 10~5 (p h c . 3a).
B cjrynae flBHaceHHit b KopoHe m h HenocpencTBeHHO b 3hjih jraHHHe 
HaöJiiofleHHíl CrenaHOBa h TsiryH {4}, ycpeflHeHHHMH 3a 1969-72 rr. h 
npHBeneHHUMH k oflHOMy KBaspaHTy. flajiee m h Bocnojrb30BaJTHCb 
iiaHHHMH KpaHHßepra h TeruiHUKOft {9} hjih k o p o h h b MaKCHMyMe 
aKTHBHOCTH (1969-70 rr.). Torna ajth b h c o t h 20" Han jthmBom 
(14.5 t h c .k m ) nojiy^aeM cjieflyioiune 3HaneHHH: sjreKTpoHHan tijtot- 
HOCTb ne ~ 5,5 x 108, ra30Boe naBjreHHe P=0.17, BJieKTpoHHaa 
TeMnepaTypa Te~1.15 x lO6 °K, MaccoBas tuiothoctb p ~1.2 x lO”15. 
no ^opMyJiaM flJIH nOJIHOCTiW HOHH3HpOBaHHOÍl BOflOpOflHOK ITJia3MH {10} 
MOJKHO OIieHHTB SJieKTpOnpOBOJlHOCTb CJ0 ~8.4 X 1015CGSE, KHHaMHieC- 
Kyio BH3KOCTB )1~0.15 H KHHeMaTHHeCKyK) BH3KOCTB \J«1.3 X lO1 '* . 
npHHHMan rs7.105 » 101 “c m , mojkho bhhhcjthtb npoH3BOflHyio ra30Boro 
BaBjieHHH Bflojib MepHflHaHa h nocjie HHCJieHHoro HHTerpnpoBaHHH 
oueHHTb BapHaiiHH AaBjieHHH Ha pa3jiinHHx rejinoiimpoTax. CooTBeTCT— 
ByioiqHe oitshkh noKa3HBaiOT, h t o Ha6jnonaeMaH xapraHa h 3 6htk ob 
CKopocTeS BpameHHH Mo*eT 6h tb o6ycjioBJieHa oTHocmejibHuMH Bapna- 
UHHMH HaBJieHHH nopaaKa 10-5 Cp h c .3).
TaKHM 06pa30M, MH BHflHM, HTO OÖJiaCTH MaKCHMajTb Horo H 
MHHHMajIbHOrO HaBJieHHÍÍ COOTBSTCTBylOT AV^=0. npH 3TOM MHHHMyMH 
flaBjieHHil coBnanaioT c rpaHHuaMH nepexoaa ot 3ananHoro 30HajibH0~ 
ro TeneHHH k BOCTOHHOMy npH nepexoae k 6ojree b h c o k h m niHpoTaM. 
üocKOJibKy oflHa H3 rpaHHU nepexoaa, corjiacHo {1}, pacnoJioaeHa 
B "ueHTpe TÍDKSCTH" IT5TTH006pa30BaHHH , CJiejryeT 3aKJTKniHTb, HTO B 
3Tofí oöjiacTH b cpejjHeM b OoTocOepe HMeeT MecTO itohhjkghhog aaB- 
jieHHe. CJieflOBaTejibHo, b stoö oöjiacTH, kbk h b aHaJiorHHHoß 
oOjiacTH b b h c o k h x uiHpoTax, cjieayeT oxcHnaTb rejTHOCTpo*HH:ecKoro 
BeTpa, BoxMOJKHOCTb KOToporo npeflCKa3aHa B.M. PyöameBHM {6}.
B 3t o m cjiyaae {8} i p
—2 ilv x  s in c p = -------- ^—P 3y ,
2 f iv v sincp = —  - P — (6 )
1 3P-g+2S7vy cos(p = — --
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3flecb K - HanpaBJieHHe no KacaTejibHoil Ha rar (b ceBepHofi nonyc- 
Oepe) , y - k b o c t o k y  h  o c b  z - no BepTHKajiH BBepx, g - ycKO- 
peHHe CHJIKI THJSeCTH.
npOH3BeneM OneHKy, KaKOBHM flOJBKHO 6bITb H3MSHeHHe HaBJieHHH, 
HToßbi b $oToc$epe noHBHJiacb 30HaJibHaH cKopocib Vy paBHan 3m /c . 
H3 (6) cjieityeT, hto
3P 0 n= 2pßVy sxncp .
nonaraH p=2.89 x 10~7 r/cM3, fi=2.865 x 10~6 pas/cex h
g= 2.731 x 101* CM/cex2 nony^HM npn cp= 18?5 3P/3k = 1.5 x lO 10.
CJiejroBaTenbHo, Ha npoTnsceHHH KpynHOMacmTaßHBix Te^eHHü (~1O10c m )
npn flaBneHHH b cJ>oTOC<J>epe ~ 1 0 5 a h h  c m - 2 , najjeHHe naBjieHHH b
MecTe Av^=0 cocTaBJiHeT Bcero 1 a h h  c m -2 , h t o  noflTBepxmaeT
BeJlHHHHbl 3KCUeCCOB HaBHeHHH, BHHHCJieHHfcJX Bbttlie.
PaccMOTpHM Tenepb, Kara H3MeHHK>TCH 30HajibHbie TeneHHH b
KOpOHe B 3äBHCHMOCTH OT H3MeHeHHH TeMnepaTypH C BbICOTOfi. Bupa-
Mcah  p b o  b t o p o m  h  TpeTbew ypaBHeHHHX (6) nepe3 T h  P h
peHunpyH v^/T no z , a TpeTte ypaBHeHHe no k h HCK-moHan
3 2InP r o\, nojiysHM c o m a c H o  18>
3 ^ _  Vf 3T g _Jl_ 3T
3z T 3z 2 ßsirnp T 3 k .
HHTerpHpyn b t o ypaBHeHHe o t  z 0 flo zo noJiynHM:
Vy= vy + 2ifsin<p l0 4 2' lfdz- (7)
npeflCTaBJIHH InT B KOpOHe JIOMaHÍJMH JIHHHHMH, MOJKHO nOJiyXIHTb
cneflyioiuyio annpoKCHMauHio:
npH z0<z<zi T = T0 ( z/z0 f‘6 5,
npn zj<z<z2 T = Tj (z/zif•88,
rne z0= 2630 k m , z i ~ 3510 k m , z 2 = 39800 k m , T o =10‘* , Ti=1.2xl05 
h  T2=l06 rpaa.
npH CpeflHHX CKOPOCTHX 30HajIbHHX flBHXCeHHft B MaKCHMyMaX B $OTO- 
ccfepe (c m . Taßji. 1) A v ^  2 m / c  nojiyHHM cneayiomee ypaBHeHHe
A\^0p = 345 + 2.33 x 10-1,<7^> (b m /c )
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Eepn pa3HocTB TeMnepaTyp b KopoHaJibHoß KOHfleHcauHH h b cnoKoß-
3 THOÖ KOpOHe, JierKO OUeHHTB, ^TO <-5— ><<1. IIOSTOMy, CKOpOCTb Bo K
KopoHe soHaJibHbix TeyeHHfi, xax noKa3BiBaioT BHHHCJieHHfl paBHa 
345 m /c , h t o xqpouo corjiacyeTCH c Ha6.moHaeMoß ckopoctbio 30- 
HajiBHtJx Te?eHH(i b KopoHe, paBHoß 300 m /c . TaxHM o6pa30M, onn- 
caHHe HaSjnoflaeMBix 30HajibHHx TeneHHß b KopoHe xopomo corjiacyeT- 
OH c npocToß Teopneß reJiHOCTpoiJ>HHecKoro BeTpa.
Bo B TOpOM BapHaHTe BtraHCJieHHß MH B0Cn0JIB30BajIHCb BapHaH- 
TOM nOCTaHOBKH SaflalH 06 yCTaHOBHBineMCH TeHeHHH BH3KOß HeCKH- 
MaeMoß SKHflKOCTH b c^epH^ecKOH CHCTeMe KoopnHHaT (r,ö,X) corjiac- 
Ho CeflOBy {11}. B 3t om cjiynae, onnpaacB Ha cooßpaüceHHH TeopHH 
pa3MepHocTeß, npe«nojiaraeTCH, h t o Ha6JtionaeMue KOMnoHeHTH c k o- 
pocTH MoryT 6h t b npencTaBJieHH b BHHe
j p - n ^ F ( 9 ) ,  vr=JLf(d),
(8)
Vc> =-^ -(p (ö) , v ^ = -^ -  1>(ö ) = rQ(ö)sincp.
rae F (ö) , f (ö) , cp(ö) h iJj(ö ) - 6e3pa3MepHKie OyHKUHH 6e3pa3Mep- 
Horo apryMeHTa. 0>KHflaeMoe pemeHHe npejjnojiaraeT, h t o  c k o p o c t h  
y6uBaioT c yaajieHHeM o t  Havana KoopflHHaT oöpaTHO nponopuHOHajib- 
HO 3TOMy paCCTOHHHB npH nOCTOHHCTBe V. B HeflCTBHTejIbHOCTH c 
BHCOTOß H CKOpOCTb, H KHHeMaTHTeCKaH BHSKOCTb B KOpOHe B03paC~ 
TatoT. EcTecTBeHHo, HTO noflCTaHOBKa HaöJiioflaeMbix 3HaneHHß no3BO- 
jiHT nojiyHHTb pemeHHe c t o hh o c t b io h o  "HaoöopoT", T.e. c iipothbo- 
nojioJKHBiM 3HaxoM, h o c npHMepHo peaJibHHM 3HaneHHeM nopnflKa Be- 
JIHHHHH HCKOMOrO HeH3BeCTHOrO . Torfla B CJiyHae OCeBOfl CHMMeTpHH 
HexpyflHo noJiyHHTb cooTHomeHHH {11}
<p= (iJj '+i|j ctgö) '/ (iJj ' +UJC-tg ö) ,
f=- (cp'+cpctgö) ,
, C9)F=<pcp'-f'- Ír ctgö,
F= ' ~ [  f 2+(p2+li2 + f"+f ' (ctg ö-cp) ] .
H3 HaÖJHOßeHHß HJIH KOPOHH Mbl paCnOJiaraeM 3aBHCHMOCTbK)
v. (ö) . HenocpeflCTBeHHue BKHHCJieHHH noKa3ajiH, i t o  y^ex ra30Kn-A
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H e T H ^ e C K O a  BH3KOCTH, BbTÍHCJieHHOií no MOflejIH { 9 } ,  npHBOflHT K 
" B03 HHKHOBSHHK}" MepHflHOHaJIBHOft UHpKyjlHUHH B KOpOHe CO CKO p O C T -  
H M H  nopHflKa v q s sI O 2 m / c . flaJiBHeaniHe BbmHcjieHHH noKa3ajiH, h t o  
o u e H K H  BeJiHMHHu ropH30HTajibHoro rpaflHeHTa naBJieHHH b b o j i b 
n O B e p X H O C T H  CoJIHUa np H B O A H T  K OJfCHflaeMfcJM OTHOCHTeJIbHtJM Bapna- 
U H H M  nopHflKa 1 0 -1*, T.e. jihihb Ha nopnnoK Biame, M e M  b cjiynae 
nojiHoro npeHe6pe>KeHHH b h 3K o c t w o . 3 t o t  p e 3 y n b T a T  3 B y nHT BecbMa 
omejioMJiHiome: bjih B o s H H K H O B e H H H  30HaJibHux TeneHHft n o c T a i o ^ H o  
KpaftHe M H s e p H H x  BapHauHß naBJieHHH.
B TpeTbeM BapaaHTe BhnHcneHHft m h  Bocnojib3yeMCH nojiHoß 
CHCTeMOß ypaBHeHHß BpatqeHHH BH3KOfi IHflKOCTH npH npOK3BOJIbHOft 
3 3BHCHMOCTH CKOpOCTeß BpaneHHH H XapaKTepHCTHK cpeitfcj OT C<J>epH- 
BecKHX KoopDHHar. Torna KOMnoHeHTu TeH3opa b h 3khx HanpsoiceHHß 
onpeneJiHKTCH cjienyioiioiMH Bupalehhhmh , 3aHMCTBOB3HHHMH y 
Taccyjin {12},
9v r _ rl 3vr 3 rV9\ iTrr-2y 3r , xrö-Tör-y[- + r-g—  (— ) ],
_ 0ii ,1 3v§ vr sind 3 f v X \Tc,cv=2y (---^  + — ) Iqi = t , o=y ----  «rs (— — s) (10)O O  r 3 0  r O a A O  r 3 0  sin 0  ,
T XX=2p + V  ctg0 ) ' T Xr= T rX=Vr^ (T L) ' 
a c a m  ypaBHeHHH c t aunoHapHoro BBHxceHHH cornacHo {12} HMeioT bub
P(- II  _ xi + Vr^ r  + Zä ^ 1 ) =
r r r 3 r  r 3 0
3 * v 3P , 1 rsin 0 3 , 2  . , 3 , • cx\ i
3 r (pn) 3r r sin 8 [ r 3r'r Trr)+ 3 Q f-Tr 8 sln0)]~
“ 7 (T88+TX X ) '
v? aVa VA VyVa
1 3 1 3P , 1 r sind 3 , 2_ , , 3 • a\ i,
r 38 pn r 38 rsin8 [ r 3 r (r ör* 3 8 ( 88slnd)]
1
+ 7 (Tr8_T XXctgd) ' (11)
,v rv X , V8V X . Q . 3VX , v8 3V X ,P (—  + —  ctg 8  + v r T F - + —  -3q 1=
r sin 8 í-  3 Í (r2TXr )+ 38(TX8SÍnö)  ^+ r (Tr X+T8X ctg d)‘ 
OueHHM $HrypHpyioLipie 3necb BejiHHHHhi, nonaran, h t o  no Bep- 
THKaJiH (no panHycy) xapaKTepHbiM Macurra6oM hbjihstch Bucoia
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ypOBHH HaßjnofleHHfi Haj <JioToc(J>epoft, a nnn koüjhpoth ö ~45° Haflo 
HcnoJib30BaTB 3Ha^eHHe pannyca R0~7.l05 x 1010 c m . OflHOBpeMeHHO 
6yaeM c>iHTaTb, h t o b  rpyßoM npHöJiHJKeHHH HBJieHHe MepHflHOHaJibHofi 
UHpxyjIHUHH MOHCeT SbITb OnHCaHO KaK COJieHOHflaJlbHOe flBH»eHHe 
HecacHMaeMoft raflKocTH. O 603 Ha^as
V0 = U,
HMeeM
v r = 0.08 u.
HHepuHOHHuft HJieH ~ 5.5 x lO-26uw.
KoMnoHeHTu TeH3opa b h 3k h x  HanpH*eHHft
x rr « 1 .1x 10“ 10 y u , . 1x 10” 10 y u , x ^ ~ - 2 .9x10“ n yu,
x r d =xör = 6 .7x10“ 10 yu, xö ^=x^ö ~ l . 9 x 1 0" 6 y, T xr = T rX~ 2 -3x l 0_ 5V1-
3flecb aMnjiHTyfla 30HajibHbix TexeHHfl npHHHTa paBHOil 
Av-^ ~ 3.5 x 10^c m /c . Torna H3 TpeTbero ypaBHeHHH (11) cneflyeT 
u ~ 0.8 x l07y (12). BTOpoe ypaBHeHHe (11) no3BOJiHeT oueHHTb 
ropH30HTajibHuíl rpanneHT ra30Boro naBJieHHH (MaxcHMyM) , o6ecne- 
MHBawioHß Ha6JuoflaeMbie h 36h t k h c k o p o c t h BpaineHHS h cooTBeTCTBy- 
tomne BHsrae HanpHJtceHHH. Bo BTopoM ypaBHeHHH MH nojiarajiH, hto 
noTeHUHaji n He 33Bh c h t ot KoopnHHara d.
Hcnojib3yjx nepBoe ypaBHeHHe (11), m h  nojiynHM, h t o  HjieHfci, 
conepncainHe c k o p o c t h  (flHHaMHnecKHe no $H3HiecKo8 npnpofle) Ha 
HeCKOJIbKO nOpHflKOB MeHbEie OCHOBHHX HJieHOB , KOTOpbje OTpa>KaiOT 
HaJiHHHe b KopoHe rnnpocTaTHxecKoro pasHOBecHH. Cjie.noBaTe.nbHo, 
b uejioM KopoHa cjiaöo pearnpyeT Ha nHHaMHxecKHe stfxbeKTbi, T.e. 
ee CTpaTHCbHKaUHH JJOCTaTOHHO CTaÖHJIbHa.
OyeHHM nOpHHOK BejIHHHHhJ CKOPOCTH MepHflHOHaJIbHOil UHpKyjIH- 
UHH H3 cooTHomeHHH (12). IIoHCTaBJiHH paHee HaifleHHoe sHaneHne 
y, nojiynaeM c k o p o c t h nopnflKa 10 k m/c . Ctojib BHCOKHe c k o p o c t h 
MepHflHOHaJlbHOfl n,HpKyjIHU,HH BbI3bIBaiOT HeKOTOpOe COMHeHHe B CBOeii 
peajibHocTH, T.e. b h 3k oc tb flOJHKHa 6tJTb cymecTBeHHo MeHbine. 
OflHaKO b 3t o m cjiynae hhcjio PeíiHOJibnca 6y.neT MeHee 1 0 3 , T.e.
HeT yCJlOBHfl flJlH pa3BHTHH TypÖyJieHTHOCTH , KOTOpaH Morjia 6bl 
3aMeTHo, Ha 2-3 nopnflKa c h h 3h t b  3<JxJ>eKTHBHyio b h 3k o c t b .
TaKHM 06pa30M, MOJKHO CflejiaTb BHBOn, HTO eCJIK BH3KOCTB B 
KopoHe HMeeT raaoKHHeTHnecKyio npHpony, to aojdkhh HaßmonaTbCH
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Sojibürae c k o p o c t h  MepnAHOHajibHoft uHpKyjiHUHH H flaBJieHHe He Hrpa- 
eT HHKäKOfi CymeCTBeHHOß POJIH B $OpMHpOB3HHH 30HajIbHbIX TeHeHHft . 
no-BHHHMOMy, 3TOT BHBoji HMeeT CHJiy TOJibKo b cayaae npeHeőpejKe- 
HHH BJiHHHHeM MarHHTHfcjx nojieft.
HoniHMypa {2} pa3pa6oTaJi M e x a H H 3 M  K p y thjibhhx KoneßaHHft 
ßojibüioro Macurraßa b p a M x a x  flHHaMO T e o p H H . űjih onpeaejieHHH 
3 $ $ e K T H B H O a  rjiyßHHH fleflCTBHH 3TOrO M e x a H H 3 M a  OH HCn0Jlb30Ba/I 
c o o T H o m e H H e  (5.3) b {2}, K O T o p o e  Mo*eT 6h t b sanncaHo b cneayiofleM 
BHfle
<Av. > =: H2H? —X 6np P t y R 0 , (13)
rae <Av^> - cpeflHHH aßcoawTHaH BeanaHHa H3ßHTKa c k o p o c t h Bpa- 
meHHH, Rq - paflHyc cjioh, Hg h H£ - cpeflHHe 3Ha^ieHHH noaoHaaab- 
h o Pí h  TopoHflajibHoíi KOMnoHeHT o6mero MarHHTHoro nojiH, Y - aeK- 
peMeHT 3aTyxaHHH aan xapaKTepHoro MacniTaßa l (y -v /X.2) h 1-K - 
MHoatHTejib nopHflxa eflHHHuu, 3aBHcaiHHí4 ót xapaxTepa rpaHHHHux 
ycjioBHii (OTKpHTbie min saxpHTHe) . Hoaaraa i,=R0Ad, rne
A9 ~ 0.3(17°), MH nojiy^HM aaa kop oh h
<Avx> =: 1.6 x 109H°Hg (13')
oTKyna caeayeT, aro H°H° ~ 1 0 “ 5 b KopoHe, ecjiH HaöaioflaeMHe 
30HaabHbie TeaeHHH b xopoHe (<Av^> ~ 1 0 1*) oöycjioBjieHH MexaHH3— 
m o m HomHMypu. nocKOJibKy Hg h H£ b xopoHe nopnaxa 1-10 rc, to 
HaeaioaaeMbie 30HaabHbie TeaeHHa b xopoHe He BH3biBai0TCH MexaH«3- 
MOM HoiiiHMyphi, ToiHee, ero aeftcTBHe He pacnpocTpaHaeTcn H3 
noa$OTOc$epHHX caoeB BBepx b xopoHy.
CnefloBaTejibHO, HeoßxoaHMO pacnoaaraTb CBeaeHHHMH o aoKaab- 
HHX MarHHTHHX nOJIHX B KOpOHe (BOJIOKHa, SOeMepHbie AO h np.) B 
OTHOmeHHH K 3OHaabHb0M TeTeHHHM B KOpOHe, Tax KaK OHH MOryT 
npoHBHTb ce6n b xapTHHe 30HajibHux TeyeHHft b xaaecTBe MexaHH3Ma 
3$<J)eKTHBHOí4 BH3KOCTH. 3Ta saflaaa TpeöyeT cneunajibHoro OTßopa 
aaHHbix h onocoSa h x  o6pa6oTKH h b 3to8 CTaTbe He paccMaTpH— 
BaeTCH.
4. OßcyacaeHHe
AHajIHB H36HTKOB CKOpOCTH aH$í>epeHUHajIbHOrO BpameHHH KOpOHH,
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onpefleJieHHbtx no flonjiepoBCKHM cMemeHHHM Kpacnoít KopoHajibHoft 
jiHHHH noKastiBaeT:
1) cyinecTBOBaHHe cpeflHHx 30HajibHux Teyenna b nonjipHHx 
OÖJiaCTHX H Ha HH3KHX [IfflpOTaX B 30He COJIHe'íHOft aKTHBHOCTH B 
xopoHe;
2) b $OTOC<i>epe h b xopoHe noJioiseHHe MaKCHMyMOB cffBHroB 
CKopocTeß h HanpaBJieHHHx TeneHHß coBnaijawT b npenenax o m h 6ok 
H3MepeHH0 nyneBHx cKopocTeH;
3) OUeHKH Be JIHHHH CKOpOCTefl 30HaJIb HUX Te^ieHHft B KOpOHe Ha 
XlBa nopaflKa npeBtamaiOT TaKOBue b $OTOc$epe h 6jih3kh k 300 m /c 
(c m . Taßji. 1 .) .
Ecjih npeHeöpeHb 3$$sKTaMH b h s k o c t h h MarHHTHux nonet!, to 
b paMKax npeflCTaBjieHHft ra30B0ii HHHaMHKH h rHflpoflHHaMHKH 3Be3fl 
flJIH B03HHKH0BeHHH yKa3aHHHX 30HaJIbHUX Te^ieHHÍl H B <foToc<I>epe H 
b xopoHe nocTaTOHHo HMeTb oTHocHTejitHoe noHJoiceHHe rasoBoro 
naBJieHHH Ha 10“ 5 b o6jiacTHx, coBnaflawmux c nepeMeHoit 3Haxa 
30HajlbH0ft CKOPOCTH. Torfla, KaK MU BHflHM, 30HajlbHUe TeaeHHH 
HanpaBJieHu npwMepHO Bnojib H3o6ap, npaaeM oßnacTH h h3Ko f o  naB- 
jieHHH ocTaioTCH cneBa b ceBepHOM h cnpaBa b kdkhom nojiyniapunx. 
IleHTpOÖeHCHOÍÍ CHJlOß, BO3HHKai0meß npH HCKpHB JieHHH TpaeKTOpHfi, 
MOJKHO npaKTaaecKH npeHeöpeHB Ha paccTOHHHax 6ojiee 20 t h c . km 
OT neHTpa KPHBH3HH TpaeKTOpHH . CjieflOBaTejlbHO , B 3TOM IipHßjIiDKe- 
HHH 30HaJiBHue TeaeHKH, HaönsoHaeMue h b $OToc$epe h b KopoHe, 
MoryT 6u t b HCTOJTKOBaHu KaK npoHBJieHHe rejiHocTpoiHHecKoro BeTpa, 
J1H60 KaK lIHKJIOHHHeCKHe H aHTHUHKJIOHHTeCKHe TeaeHHH.
BajKHUM BOnpOCOM HBJIHeTCH - nOTeMy B 30He neHTpa THMCeCTH 
aKTHBHHx oönacTeß b cpenHeM Ha6jnonaeTCH noHHineHHoe flaBJieHHe. 
CKopee Bcero, BnoJiHe npaBflononoßHO CHHTaTt, h to aHTHUHKJioHH- 
HecKan CHTyauHH HaßjnoHaeTCH b nepnon pocTa p 33b h t h h b k t h b h u x 
oOnacTeft, conpoBo>KflaioinerocH yBeJinneHHeM HanpajKeHHocra MarHHT- 
Horo nojiH h noBumeHHeM b c b h 3h c s t h m o6mero ijaBJieHHH, a 
UHKjioHHHecKaH - b nepnon yMeHtmeHHH HanpnaceHHocTH h cooTseTCT- 
BeHHO yMeHBiaeHHH oßmero naBjieHHH. IlocKOJibKy npoflonacHTejiBHocTB 
yracaHHH aKTHBHux oöJiacTeít 3 HaHHTejibho npeBumaeT nponojracHTejib- 
HOCTb HX pocTa, B03M05KH0, 3TO B CpeflHeM H npHBOflHT K yMeHbllie- 
HHK) naBJieHHH. TaK*e BepoHTHo sto oöbHCHHeT, noaeMy cornacHo
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PHHapflcoHy {18} BHxpeBan CTpyKTypa xpoMoc$ephi b oKpecr a o c m  
nHTeH b oöOHx nonyiaapHHX CoJiHua b 75% cjiynaeB cooTBeTCTByeT 
UHKJIOHH'íeCKOÍÍ KapTHHe H B 25% CJiynaeB - aHTHH,HX.nOHHHeCXOft .
Taxate cjiesyeT oatHjtaTb b cpejiHeM noHuacemix naBJieHHH h  Ha b h c o - 
k h x  rejiHorpa(J>HHecKHX nmpoTax, rjie corjiacHo {1} 3apoawaeTCH
HOBBTft UHKJI.
HBJTHeTCH jiH HaßjnoflaeMaB: xapTHHa h 3 6h t k o b  cxopocTefi Bpame- 
HHfl B <t>OTOC(J>epe H B KOpOHe CJiejtCTBHeM 1HCTO 30HaJIbHtJX TeteHHÄ , 
KOTopae flojiacHH noiwepacHBaTBCH MepHAHonaJiBHoft anpxyjiHUHeii co 
CJIOJKHOft CTpyKTypoa HJIH BHXpeft UHKJlOHHHeCKOa H aHTHUHXJIOHHHeC- 
xoK npHpoflH, Bee paBho cjrteflyeT oacHflaTB h t o  Ha6jnofleHHH no3BOJiHT 
oSHapyatHTB BapnaiiHH oömeíí xapTHHu MepHflHOHajiBHoro .qpe&tja,
BejlHHHHH KOTOPHX flOJDKHBI 6bITB nOpjfflXa BfcMBJieHHHX H36HTKOB CKO- 
pocTeS BpameHHs, ecJiH 6yneT peajiH30BaHa cooTBeTciByioinaH npor- 
paMMa HaßJiiofleHHä. KoHeHHO, s t o  flocTaTOMHo cjroatHan 3aflaHa, t .k . 
oöHapyaceHHne b nocneiiHee BpeMH MepHflHOHajiBHBie T e ^ e H M  HMeiOT 
cxopocTH ó t 10 flo 40 m /c {14-16}.
Cxopee Bcero, HBJieHHe h 36bitkob cxopocTet BpameHHs (foTocOe- 
PH, oöHapyaceHHoe Ha o6cepBaiopHH MayHT-YHJicoH, h h x  ítpea$ k 
sxBaTopy HMeiOT onpefleJieHHoe oTHomenne x MexaHH3My cojiHeHHoft 
aXTHBHOCTH, X COJIHeHHHM MarHHTHNM nOilSM. TpyflHO COMHeBaTbCB B 
TOM, H TO O^epeflHOe B03HHXH0BGHHe 30HH 6HCTpOrO BpaneHHH B 
npHnojnocHoft oöJiacTH OoToc$epHi He CBjtsaHo co cjienyioinHM u h xj i o m. 
ECJIH HeftCTBHTejlfcHO 30HajIBHbie TeieHHfl B XOpOHe HHHaMHHeCXH 
OÖyCJIOBJieHKI (JJOTOCtpepHKIMH 3 O H a JIB HHMH TeHeHHHMH, TO H B XOpOHe 
cjienyex oatHjtaTB sxBaTopHajiBHoro ffpeíiiía. K coatajieHHio, cpaBHH- 
TejIBHO XOPOTXHK pHfl HaÖJHOfleHHfl BpameHHH XOPOHBI He ítaeT B03M03K- 
HOCTH onpeaejieHHo cxa3aTB o HanpaBJieHHH CMeineHHH 30HaJiBHKix 
TeaeHHß: x axBaTopy nonoöHo xapTHHe, noJiyneHHOit roBapnoM h 
Ha ŐO HTOM {1} flJIH $OTOC$epH HJIH X nOJHOCaM nOflOUHO BOJIOXHaM H 
HPn xpynHOMacuiTaöHBix MarHHTHBix nojieíi.
B 3axjii0HeHHe aBTopu öJiarojiapHT coipyflHHKOB Ch 6H3MHP h 
H3MHPAH, cnocoßCTBOBaBiiiHX c b o h m h  3aMeaaHHHMH ynyameHHio 3TOÍ4 
paÖOTH.
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npHJio)KeHHe
OueHKa BejiH^iHH 30HajibHHX TeMeHHft H ee norpeiuHocTb
OSblHHO flJIH OUeHKH K03$(t)HUHeHT0B A,B H C B BbipajKSHHH (1)
HJIH K03<I><J>HflHeHT0B C 0, Ci, H C 2 B paB HOCHJIb HOM BbipajKeHHH (1') 
npHMeBaeTCH MeTon HaHMeHbuiHX KBanpaTOB b ero KjiaccHflecKOM 
BapHaHTe: H3 coBoxynHOCTH ycnoBHux ypaBHeHHß BHfla (1) hjih (1') 
COCTaBJIHeTCH CHCTeMa HOPMajIb HfcdX ypaBHeHHft flJIH HeH3BeCTHX, KOTO- 
pan h pemaeTCH. OflHaxo HeTpyflHo 3aMeiHTi h t o  c npHÖJiHJKeHHeM 
K nojitocy (poci <p hjih y6nBaHHe 9) h c p o c t o m  HOMepa Hen3Beet ho— 
ro (C0 , Cj, C2) b ycJioBHHx ypaBHeHHHX K03<J><J>HflHeHTH 6ucTpo y6bi- 
BaioT. B MaipHue HopMaJibhhx ypaBHeHHft sneMeHTbi no 3Toft »ce npniHHe 
öHCTpo yßbiBaiOT c p o c t o m  HOMepa h ctpokh h CTOJißua. B pe3yjibTaTe 
TOiHocib onpenejieHHH Ci h C2 Shictpo yxyflmaeTCH. IIo m h m o 3Toro 
HaHöojiee cymecTBeHHHil BKJiafl b K03<J><J>HflHeHTbi HopMaJib hhx ypaBHeHHft 
naioT ycjioBHue ypaBHeHHH hjih h h s k h x urnpoT. B CHJiy CKa3aHHoro 
noJiyieHHoe s t h m nyTeM BHpa*eHHe BHfla (1) 6yneT Hennoxo npencTB- 
jiHTb xapTHHy pacnpeflejieHHH CKopocTeft BpameHHH c ninpoToft b 
npH3KBaTOpHajIbHO0 30He H C CymeCTBeHHO MeHblliea TOHHOCTbK) B 
npnnojiHpHoil 3pHe
H3 6ejKaTb 3Toro flepetda mojkho nyTeM nepexona o t ycjioBHHX 
ypaBHeHHft BHfla (1) hjih (1') k sxBHBaneHTbiM ycjioBHMM ypaBHe- 
HHHM BHfla.
v^=BQsinO + Bi sin3Q + B 2 sin5ö. (A 1)
Tenepb y»e xosOimuHeHTH npH HeH3BecTHbix B 0, B 2 h B2 b o Bcex 
ycjioBHux ypaBHeHHHX OyflyT HMeTb ohhh nopnflOK h to *e caMoe 
6yfleT BepHO hjih HopMaJib h hx ypaBHeHHil. Boflee Toro, OKa3HBaeTcs 
BbirOflHbIM HCn0JIb30BaTb CBO0CTBO OpTOTOHajlbHOCTH OyHXflHß sin kd 
Ha HHTepBajie (- -j, + 2' •
PaccMOTpHM Tenepb Bonpoc 06 onenxe BejiHHHH h 36h t k o b  c k o - 
pocTeil BpameHHH. n o  cymecTBy h 36h t x h  cxopocTeft cyTb HeBH3KH 
OTfleJibHux ycjiOBHbix ypaBHeHHil BHfla (1) hjih (Al). B oSmeM cjiynae 
K a w o M y  ycjioBHOMy ypaBHeHHio mojkho npnnncaTb cboíI Bee , 
o6paTHonponopu,HOHajibHHil KBaflpaTy norpeiuHOCTH 6  ^ CBo6oflHoro 
HjieHa (HaOJiMfleHHoe 3HafleHHe v. ) . BBefleM o6o3HafleHHH corjiacHO 
(17):
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A  - BeKTOp-CTOJlUeU HeH3BeCTHHX (K03#HUKeHTU B (1) HJIH 
(Al) ),
X - MaipHua ycJioBHUx ypaBHeHHfi,
P - HHaroHaJiBHan MaTpnua BecoB ycjioBHbix ypaBHeHHfi,
L - BeKTOp-CTOJlßeU CBOßOflHblX HjreHOB (HaßJlMBeHHbje v^),
D = L - X A  - BeKTOp-CTOJIÖeiI HeBHBOK (H36HTKH Av ^).
Torna CHcreMa HopMajibHbix ypaBHeHHfi HMeeT b h h
(XTPX)A = x t p l , (A2)
OTKyna
A = (XTPX)_1XTPL. (A3)
CneflOBaTenbHo,
D = (E-X(XTPX)_1XTP)L = FL (A4)
TaKHM o6pa30M, HHTepecywmHe Hac HeBssra (h 36h t k h ) jiHHeöHo Bbipa- 
xceHfci nepe3 CBOßoflHbie njieHbi (Ha6jiioneHHH) . E cjth nojiaraTt ^to 
OTflejibHbie ycjioBHue ypaBHeHHH cooTBeTCTByioT HesaBHCHMtaM H3Mepe- 
HHHM, TO HHarOHajIbHaH MaTpHUa PJ HBJIHGTCH KOppejIHUHOHHOfl MaTpH- 
ueß BeKTopa L. Torna KoppeJiHUHOHHan Maipnua G Bexiopa D onpe- 
flejineTCH cooTHomeHHeM
G = FP_1F T (A5)
h conepatHT Ha rjiaBHoK nnaroHaJiH KBanpara norpeiiiHocTeft oueHox 
HeBHBOK (H3ÖKITKOB) .
Pjih. HaöJiiofleHHíí k o p o h h CTenaHOBa h TaryH {4} BuaHCJieHHH no 
$opMyjiaM 3Toro npHnoateHMs (cM.Ta6ji. 2) yßeflHTejibHo noxa3HBaioT, 
w o  BUflejieHHbie no perynapHOMy xony h 36h t k o b c ko p o c t h 30HajiBHbix 
noTOKOB Av^ snojiHe 3 HaauMtj.
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nPOBJIEMA IlEPBH’lHOrO HCTOHHMKA BHEPrHH H 
BEIIlECTBA COUHEHHbJX BCIMUEK
3 . H .  M O T H J I E B C K H H
H3MHPAH,MocKBa
Aőcmpaum:
OócyxdaKtncn netcomopue noeme pe3yAbmanm HaőAiodeHuű coAHev.Hux ecrwt- 
luex noc/ieduux nem. Cőőaciho 3aK/voueuue o w o m3 umo eudeuHymoH pauee 
aemopoM aunome3a o eoAHoeoM evtxode U3 nodfomocfepbi onepsuu u 
eeiuecmea ecnmuxu (MJJ coawiohclmu, naKemam M~fl b o a h ) coamcyemcH 
C HaÓAJOdeHUAMU.
THE PROBLEM OF THE PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF ENERGY AND 
THE MASS OF SOLAR FLARES
E.I. MOGILEVSKIJ
IZMIRAN,Moscow
A b s t r a c t :
Some r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  s o l a r  f l a r e s  i n  t h e  p a s t  
y e a r s  a r e  d is c u s s e d .  The  a u t h o r  c o n c lu d e s  t h a t  th e  o b s e r v a t io n s  
a r e  i n  a c c o rd a n c e  w i t h  h i s  f o r m e r  h y p o th e s is  a b o u t  t h e  w a v e -  
t y p e  o u t p u t  o f  e n e rg y  a n d  th e  m a t t e r  o f  f l a r e s  f r o m  b e lo w  
t h e  p h o to s p h e r e  (a s  MHD s o l i t o n s ,  MHD w ave p a c k e ts ) .
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1 . OflHOil H3 OCHOEHX npOßjieM npHpOflbJ C OJ1 HeMHHX BCnbllieK HB-
jinexcH 3aAana ycTaHOBjieHHH nepBHXHoro xcTO'JHHKa 3HeprnH h Bane- 
cTBa HMnyjibCMiix h öonHiMx xtByxneHTcyffltix BcnbiueK. Handanee pa3pa6oTaHHoB h 
npHHHTOB 60AbIUHHCTB0M HCCJieflOBaTejieß HBHJlHeTCH MOAeAb npefl- 
Bcnbnue^Horo HaxanneHHH SHeprHH b MarHHTHOM none na BucoTax 
KopoHH aKTHBHOfl oßnacTH (AO) b BHfle TOKOBHX cnoeB c nocneAy- 
wmeft peajiH3auHe0 3t o B "c b o6o a h o B" (t o k o b o B KOMnoHeHTu) MarHHT— 
h ob 3HeprHH b o BpeMH Bcnumex. 3Ty MOAenb ycnoBHO H330BeM 
"CTaHAapTHOÖ" HAH MOflejlbK) "A" . IlOCKOJlbKy, OflHaKO, 3Ta MOAeAb 
BCTpenaeT pan npHHUHnHajibHO HenpeononHMbix TpynHOCTeB, b AacT- 
HOCTH, B OÖbHCHeHHH PHfla Ha6nWflaTejIbHbIX AaHHblX {1}, TO ÖHJia 
npefljioxceHa flpyran ranoTesa (Ha30BeM ee "Monenbio E"), cocTOHinan 
B TOM, MTO nepBHHHKie HCTOAHHKH BCnbUlIKH (3 HeprHH H BeiHeCTBa) 
pacnojioxceHbi noA <J>OTOc<J>epofi. B s t o b  MOAenH npennonaraeTCH, a t o  
He3aflonro a o  h b o BpeMH BcnbmiKH SHeprHH h BemecTBO TpaHcnopTH— 
pyiOTCH BOAHOBfcJMH MOflaMH (Mrfl-COAHTOHH, U,yrH ÖHCTpblX MarHHTO- 
3ByxoBbix bojih) b BepxHww xpoMoc$epy h KopoHy AO, m e  h npoHC- 
xoflHT ocHOBHue npoueccbi BcnmuKH. MeKnyHaponHan nporpaMMa 'To a  
coAHenHoro MaKCHMyTa" (pa3Aen "FBS") cpeAB nepBHx ochobhehx 3a- 
Aan npenycMaTpHBana HCCJieAOBaHHH nepBHAHux h c t o a h h k o b  BcnbmiKH. 
"CaeHapHfl" pa3BHTHH Bcero KOMnAexca HBAeHHfl BcnbnueK, BepoHHTO, 
MO*eT HecycpcTBeHHO H3MeHHTbCH c nepexoAOM k Monenn "E" nepBHA- 
Hhix HCTOAHHKOB. OAHaKO, KaK ŐyAÖT nOKa3aHO HHXCe, npH 3TOM CHH- 
MaioTCH MHorne oTMeneHHue {1} TpynHOCTH, a coBoxynHOCTB h o b h x  
(noAyneHHbix b nocneAHHe ronfcj) flaHHHx nonyAaex ecTecTBeHHoe 
oßbHCHeHHe. Bh h o c  3HeprHH h BemecTBa H3 noA4>oToc$epHtax rnySHH 
b o a h o b h m h  Mrfl MOAaMH BaxceH xax a a h  HCCAeAOBaHHH npeABCnumeAHO- 
ro cocTOHHHH AO, Tax h Boodtne, b onpeAeneHHH 3Hepro6anaHca b 
3BOAWAHH BcnmneTHO-aKTHBHHx oßnacTeB.
2. E[To6bi HCHee npeACiaBHTb ce6e KanecTBeHHoe pa3AHAne 
MOAeneB "A" h "E", paccMOTpHM xpaTKO coBpeMeHHyio m o a s a b reo- 
MarHHTHOfl cy66ypH. AHanornn MeacAy nocAeAHHMH h coahbahkimh 
b cnbniiKaMH HeoAHOKpaTHO odcyxcAanacb b AHTepaType {2,3} h , He- 
CMOTpn Ha cymecTBeHHoe pasAH^ne b MacniTa6ax sthx HBAeHHfl, 
noAe3HOCTb laxofl aHanornn npononxcaeT npHBAexaTb BHHMaHHe h c c- 
AeAOBaTeAeB. H3BecTHO {3}, a t o  t o k o b hB c a oB (hah "a b o Bh oB"
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cjiofi no AnbBeHy) no o c h XBocTa MarHHTocOepa 3eMJin (cornacHO 
npHMHM H3MGpeHHHM Ha KA) HBJIHeTCH HCTOHHHKOM HaflTenjIOBEJX HaC- 
THU, KOTopbie, nonaflaa b b h c o k h g reoMarHHTHae iuhpoth, Bfca3UBaioT 
reoMarHHTHtje B03MyiyenHH (cy66ypH) , nojinpHbie c h h h h h h t .q . 
fle$OpMaUHH MarHHTOC$epbI BO BpeMH B 3 aHMOfleíí CTBHH MarHHTOCOepH 
c 3aMarHH>ieHHOii mia3Mofi cojiHeHHoro Beipa onpenejineT HeycToßHH- 
BOCTb TOKOBOrO CJIOH XBOCTa MarHHTOC<J>epbI H c6poc B npHnojiHpHbie 
30HH HaflTenjIOBHX HaCTHU. OflHaKO (h 3TO npHHUHnHaJIbHO BajKHO!) 
SHeprHH cy66ypH (h Bcefi reoMarHHTHOfl 6ypn) paBHa Toil enewHeű 
no OTHomeHHW k MarHHTOciepe SHeprHH, KOTopan ü p h b h o c h t c h coji- 
HeHHhJM KopnycxyjiHpHHM nojieM. OMnHpHHecKH Axaco^y {2} bbgjt 
HHßeKc:
E=VB2F(0)£§ (spr/c),
(1 )
rue F(9) - (JiyHKUHh nojinpHoro yrjia 0 BeKTopa Me*;nnaHeTHoro Mar- 
HHTHoro noJiH; V - cxopocTb coJiHeHHOfi njia3MH (BeTpa) b oxpecT- 
HocTH 3eMjiH, h ~£o~3$í>eKTHBHaH njiomaflb MarHHTOc$epu, nepe3 k o - 
Topyio npoHcxoflHT nocTynjieHHe BHeprHH H3 cojiHeHHoro noToxa. 
SKcnepHeMTHajibHbie oueHKH flaioT hjih to  3HaHeHHe ~7R6, x o t h , one- 
BHflHO, HTO to HBJIHeTCH <J>yHKUHeß njIOTHOCTH (p), CKOpOCTH (v), 
BejiHHHHbi nojiH (B) h yrjia 9 b cojiHeHHOM noToxe. OneBHflHo, n o  
E ecTb noTOK npHBHeceHHOft b MarHHTOc$epy SHeprnH cojiHeHHoro 
reosO$eKTHBHoro noToxa. nocjienywymHe HCCJieflOBaHHH noxasajiH, hto 
cyMMapHan 3Heprnn MeacnjiaHeTHoro MarHHTHoro nojiH (cojiHenHoro 
KopnycxyjiHpHoro noToxa) , xoTopan npn SJiaropnHHTHOM yrjie 0 (hjih 
nepecoenHHeHHH MMn c nojieM MarHHTOc$epbi 3eMjiH) HanpaBjieHHH Bex- 
Topa noun nocTynHJia b MarHHTOc$epy, paBHa SHepruH reoMarHHTHoro 
B03MyiaeHHH cy66ypH h Bceft reoMarHHTHOfi 6ypn. BejiHHHHa E jijih 
reOMarHHTHfcJX B03MymeHHÜ pa3JIHHHOfl HHTeHCHBHOCTH BapbHpyeT OT 
~10l8S:flO lO20 3pr.c_1. To k o b h B cjioH XBocTa MarHHTOc$epbi cnoco6c- 
TByeT npeo6pa30BaHHM s t oK nocTynnBiuefi 3Heprnn b ycxopeHHue h 
cßpacbiBaeMKie b nojinpHbie 30h h nacTHUbj, oflHaxo reoMarHHTHoe none 
npH 3TOM He aHHHrHJiHpoBajio • CTpyKTypa fleipopMHpoBaHHOft MarHHTOc- 
Oepu (Taxste, xax h ToxoBue cjioh XBOCTa) OTHOCHTejibHO SuCTpo 
BoccTaHaBJTHBaeTCH nocjie npexpameHHH nocTynjieHHH SHeprHH ot npo- 
xoflHiuero b oxpecTHOCTH 3eMiiH cojiHenHoro KopnycKyjiHpHoro noroxa.
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B cjiynae cojiHenHHX Bcnamex t o k h  ( TOKOsne cjioh) , KOTOpue 
cyinecTByKT b xpoMOcOepe h KopoHe AO s t o  noflTBepxcflaeTCH, na- 
npHMep, HaJiH'iHeM neTenbHHX h «pyrax CTpyKTyp k o p o h h  h TeM, 'it o  
B CJIOJKHHX AO none 6J1H3KO K TOKOBOÖ SeCCHJIOBOÍt KOHÍJHrypaiíHH 
HrpawT npuMepHo Ty »e pojib, h t o  h t o k h  b xBOCTe MarHHTOciJjepH 
3eMjiH. Ho ocHOBHan aHeprHs BcnbimKH (h HHxceKTHpoBaHHan b Me»- 
njiaHeTHyio cpeny 3aMarHHHeHHan njia3Ma) c HeofixoflHMOCTbio noJDKHa 
6fcjTb npHBHeceHa H3BHe. Ilo MonenH "B" - s t o SHepran cepHH 
yeHHHeHHbix M rfl B03MymeHHít, KOTopan HseT H3 non$OTOc$epHbix 
rjiyÖHH AO. B 3 TOM H COCTOHT OCHOBHOe OTJlHHHe MOflejieil "A" H "B", 
b pe3yjibTaTe Koioporo m s h h b t c h  noHHMaHHe KOMnneKca HaőnKmaentax 
HBJieHHH B AO, CBH3aHHHX CO BCnbUlIKaMH .
B MOflejiH "A" b o BpeMs BcnbmiKH flOJDKHa peajiH30BaTbCH 3Hep- 
rHH TOKOBOit KOMnoHeHTH nojiH k o p o h h  b AO. HpoBepeHHue paCHeTH 
noKa3biBaiOT {4}, h t o  b o BpeMH OojibuiHX BcnbmieK peanH3anHH Beeil 
"cBo6oflHO0" SHeprHH nojiH AO (t o k o b o í  KOMnoHeHTtj) jiojiacHa 6buia 
6h  3 aMG T HblM 06pa30M OTpa3HTbCH Ha BCe0 CTpyKType MarHHTHoro 
nojiH AO. HoBbie pacneTH {5} noKa3ajiH, h t o  H3MeHeHHH KopoHajibHHx 
TOKOB (nojieft) HenocpeacTBeHHo CBH3aHfcj c nepecTpoiiKoa <J>oTOc<J>ep- 
Horo nojiH sa BpeMH BcnbmiKH (t~103c) . OTCiofla cjienyeT, h t o  H3- 
3a eonHUHx xapaKTepHHx pa3MepoB t o k o b  (T.e. öojibuioíl caMOHHjjyK- 
u,h h ) 3a BpeMH BcnbmiKH MO*eT 6biTb peajiH30BaH0 He ßonnue 10% c b o - 
öoflHofi 3HeprHH AO {6}, h t o  noHTH Ha «Ba nopnflKa MeHbrne SHeprHH 
6ojibüiHX BcnHmeK. HeoflHOKpaTHbie n o n m K H  HSMepHTb b o BpeMH Bcnu- 
meK BapHau,HH MarHHTHHx nojiefi b <J>OTOc<J>epe AO {7,8,9} He no3BO- 
JTHJIH OÖHapyjKHTb TäKHe H3MeHeHHH, KOTOpbie ÖHJIH npHcymH mOAbKO 
BcnbnuKaM. 06l w h o  HaOJtioHaeMHe H3MeHeHHH (Ka'iecTBeHHO h no aMn- 
jiHTyfle) He OTJinnaxtHCb o t  BapHauHfl MarHHTHHx nojieit, KOTopae 
xapaKTepH3yioT HeBcntmienHy» sbojhouhm aKTBHOil objiacra.
OflHaKO b nocneflHHe rosa c noMombio BHfleoMarHHTorpaiJa yjia- 
jiocb oßHapyjKHTb KpaTKOBpeMeHHoe cymecTBOBaHHe MajioMaciiiTa6HHX 
(B3v5") CHJIbHHX (B^lo2 -flo3 G) MarHHTHHx nojiefi BÖJIH3H JIHHHH OVE- 
HH nOJIHpHOCTH . 3 t H "MarHHTHbie TpaHCHeHTH" {10,11} nOHBJIHJIHCb
b 6jih3h Tex MecT h b t o BpeMH, rfle OTMenanacB BcnHiie^Han 3mhcghh. 
XapaKTepHo, i t o  MarHHTHbie TpaHCHeHTH HaSnioaaJiHCb npn BcrtHiiiKax 
BHe ueTHpajibHoll 30h h flHCKa, T.e. y h h x npeo6jiaaajia Hj. KOMno—
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HeHTa nojiH. nocjieflyioinHe cneKTpocKonHMecKHe onpenejieHHH MarHHT- 
Hfcjx nojiefl B MecTax b m h c c h h BcntmieK {12} TaK*e <$HKCHpoBajiH KpaT- 
KOBpeMeHHne 6oJibiiiHe (s:102vl03G) MarHHTHue nonn. 3th noxa eme 
HeöeccnopHbie (c sKcnepHMeHTajibHoil tohkh apeHHH) HaöjiKweHHH 
coőcTBeHHO BcnKimeHHMx HecTauHOHapHHX MarHHTHHx nojieö Majioro 
MaciiiTaßa b Kaxolí-To Mepe HanoMHHawT paHee pacc'iHTaHHbie {1}
CHJIBHfcje JIOKantHije BOJIHOBHe BO3MylljeHHH (MFfl-COJIHTOHhl) , T.e. 
yKa3HBaiOT Ha BO3MOXCHyl0 CnpaBeXUIHBOCTb MOfleJIH "B" O nepBHHHblX 
HCTOHHHxax BcntnueK. npoBejieHHue oijeHKH 3HeprHH sthx HecTaiiHO- 
HapHbix B03MymeHHíl noflH {10} noKa3ajtH, h to MarHHTHhje TpaHcneHTH 
coflepacaT SHepHHio, cpaBHHMyre c SHepraeíl 6ojibniHX BcmaneK.
3. SKCnepHMeHTH Ha KA "SMM" COBMeCTHO C HaßjlKffleHHHMH c 
Ha3eMHHMH TejiecKonaMH b nepHon ocymecTBJieHHH nporpaMMH 'TCM" 
(1979-80 rr) no3BOJiHJin nojiynHTb ajih HecKOJibKHX cojiHenHux Bcnu- 
mex floCTaioTHO noJiHyio Kap-rnny nocjienoBaTejibHOCTH noxBjieHHH 
BcnbmeHHoß s m h c c h h b onraxe, m h t k o m  h jxecTKOM peHTreHe, najie- 
Kofi y<t> oßjiacTH h B paflHOflHana30He. üepeHHCJiHM KpaTKO Te pe- 
3yjibTaTbi nporpaMMu 'TCM", KOTopue conepxcaT HH$opMaiiHio o nep- 
b h h h h x HCTOTHHK3X SHeprHH h BeiuecTBa BCntOUieK .
a) . KoMnjieKC HaßjnofleHHfi npHJiHMöOBOfí BcnntUKH 29.06.80 (peHTre- 
HOBCKHfi 6ajui - M4) , corjiacHO {13}, noflTBepflHJi naHHue npefltj- 
flymHX HaßjiKfleHHfi Ha SMM o tom, hto acecTKan (25t 300 xeB) 3mhcchh
HCXOflHT H3 OCHOBaHHß KOpOHajIbHHX neTejIb (T.e. C BHCOT í>OTOC$e- 
PH HJIH XpOMOC$epH) H HaTHHaSTCX OflHOBpeMeHHO G Hot-3MHCCHeíí 
BcnbmieK paHbrne Ha 2-3 MHHyTBi, neM m s t k s h peHTreHOBCKan s m h c c h h 
C BepiIIHHbJ H B CaMHX neTJIHX. Pa3BHTHe HMnyjtbCHOil Í>a3bl BCnbmiKH 
yítajiocb npocjieflHTb Ha c h h m k b x c b h c o k h m  pa3pemeHHeM b jihhhhx 
nepexojjHOß 30HH 0 V; Te~2.5 • 105) ..h ropmieíí BcnbniieHHOft njia3MH 
(Fe XXI; Te-1.1'107). BHanane noHBHJiacb s m h c c h h b 0 V  (npxaH 
TOTxa, a 3aTeM neTJin c flBHXceHHeM BeiuecTBa BBepx) h jihlub 3aTeM 
no 6onee bbicokoK neTJie (h== 30000 k m ) noHBHJiacb: s m h c c h h b Fe XXI. 
6). B pafle cnynaeB, Kórsa yflaBajioct nojiynHTb cneKTporpaMMH b 
HMnyjibCHOft $a3e b yo h b h a m m o m flHana30Hax OTMenajiCH n.onjiepoBc- 
khíI cflBHr HJiH "rojiyßaji acHMMeTpHH" , yKa3UBaioinHe Ha HanajibHuíl 
noflieM BeiuecTBa.
b ) . B nocjiejiHHe róna onyßjiHKOBaHbi paßora {14,15}, b k o t o p h x no
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psmy HeranbtMx cneKipcxiconiKecacHx flaHHUx noKa3aHo, h t o HenpepuBHan 
3MHCCHH "ßejIBIX Bdlbmiex" CBH3aHa C $OTOC4>epHbIM H3JiyMeHHeM HOHOB 
H . 3Ta 3MHCCHH nOHBJIHJiaCb Ha HeCKOJIfcKO MHHyT (flO 8m) paHbUie 
Marxoß peHireHOBCKOü s m h c g h h xopoHanbHux neien. 
r) . B nepHOfl nporpaMMU TCM «eTanbHO HccnenoBanHCb Henoiopue 
Ha BcnBttüKH b Hflpax SonbmHX conHenHux nsieH {16,17}. 3to othrhb 
He pejjKoe (bo m h o t o x öonbuiHx BcnuniKax Taxié OTMenanacb h 30jih- 
poBaHHan npxaH Ha s m h c c h h b 6onbiofx nHTHax) , ho eme Ma.no Hy- 
íeHHoe HBJieHHe yxa3biBaeT Ha B03M0*H0CTb nonBJieHHH BcnumenHOß 
Ha 3MHCHH Ha Manax b u c o t ax b none nHTHa oflHoß MarHHTHOß nonnp- 
HOCTH (T.e. rne HeT sMexia nepecoeflHHeHHü MarHHTHöx noneß) . 
IIpH 3TOM MHxpoBonHOBHe paflHOBcnnecKH n p a x m e c K H  He HaemcmanHCb. 
fl) . IIpHHUHnHanbHO HOBue pe3ynbTaTbi nonyneHH b nocneflHue ro«H 
Ha KA no Hsy'íeHHio penxTHBHCTCKHX snexTpoHOB (o h h reHepHpywT 
KOHTHHyyM Y“H3JiyXIeHHH) H npOTOHOB . IIOCneflHHe BfcJ3fcJBaiOT MOHO- 
xpoMaTHnecKoe HflepHoe H3nyneHHe b Y-flßana30He: . HaaSonee cnnbHbie 
nflepHbie jiHHHH 2,2 MeB (peaxuHH 3axBaTa HeßTpoHa npoTOHOM) ,
4,4 M3B (^C); 6,1 M s b  (160) . He BflaBaacb b noflpoSHoe paccMOTpe- 
HHe 3TOHO HMewinero caMOCTOHTenbHbiß HHTepec Bonpoca {18,19}, 
OTMeTHM Tonbxo cneflyxinee:
(I) . HaöniofleHHH Ha KA "SMM" h "Hinotori" cymeCTBeHHO yBenHMH- 
jiH nncno cnynaeB Bnamiex c y -nHHHHMH. C noBmueHHeM nyBCTBHTenb- 
HOCTH npneMHHKOB oxa3anocb t to MHorae (ecnH He Bee) BcnbmiXH 
conpoBOMtflaKTCH HMnynbCHofl (it~flecaiKH cexyHfl) htih npononjKH- 
TenbHoft (o t coTeH no nonyTopa t h c h'i cexyHfl) snepHoB SMHCCHeß.
(II) . CnexTp pensTHBHCTCKHX npoxoHOB h snexTpoHOB (E>1 Ms b ) b 
HCTonHHKe oxa3ancH CTeneHHOß h yjiHBHTenbHO nocTOHHHuíí (co CTe- 
neHHbw 2). 06mee nncno ycxopeHHax npOTOHOB b~103 pa3 (T.e. b 
OTHOiiieHHH mp/me) npeBbmiano THcno snexTpoHOB c t o 0 »e SHepraeß. 
3to b coneTaHHH c paSoTai® coBeTCKHX nccneflOBaieneß {20} noxa- 
3ano, MTO ycKopeHHe sneKTpoHOB h npOTOHOB npoHCxoflHT oflHOBpe- 
MeHHO b OTHOCHTenbHO njiOTHHx (>1012c m -3 ) cnoHx AO. flonroe 
BpeMH cymecTBOBano npencTaBneHHe o «ByxcTyneHaaTOM ycKopeHHH 
aacTHU bo Bcntmixe: HMnynbCHoe nepBHHHoe ycxopeHHe snexTpoHOE 
(HanpHMep, npn pa3puBe t o k o b o t o cnon) h BTopHiHoe ycxopeHHe
Ha <J>poHTe BcnmuenHoß yflapHoß BonHbi. HOBue naHHHe no Y-cneK_
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TpOCKOITHH yKa3UBaiOT Ha OflHOCTyneHHaTHÍl MGX3HH3M yCKOpeHHH , 
fleßcTBywinHß Ha oneHb MajiHx BucoTax (b <J>oTOc<J>epe hjih xpcMoafepe)
B AO. yCTaHOBjieHHoe hjih pnna Bcnamex cooTHomeHne T* > T e , rne 
T^ - TeMnepaTypa MHoro3apsflHbix (z>2) h o h o b  (i) , a Te - TeMne- 
paTypa sjieKTpoHOB, CBHfleTeJibCTByeT 06 OTcyrcTBHH (hjih Manoß 
3(í)(J)eKTHBHOCTH) B npOUeCCe yCKOpeHHH TypÖyjieHTHOCTH .
(III). Xo t h  HMeeTCH HeKOTopoe pa 3JiHHHe Mexcny KpaTKOBpeMeHHoft 
H npOflOJIXCHTejIBHOil HflepHfcJMH 3MHCCHHMH BCnBUIieK {19}, OÖÜIHM flJIH 
HHX HBJIHeTCH TO, HTO OHH HaHHHaiOTCH OflHOBpeMeHHO C JKeCTKHM 
peHTreHOBCKHM H3JiyneHHeM, KOTopoe, xax oTMenaJiocb Bume, reHe- 
pnpyeTCH b ocHOBaHHH BcntaiiieHHbix neTejit, T.e. Ha ypoBHe (Joroafe- 
PH HJIH XpOMOCOepta. YTHTHBaS MajIHe BeJIHHHHbl CeHeHHÍÍ HflepHHX 
B3aHMOfleilCTBHi4 (t . e. HflepHue peaxuHH TpeSyioT OTHOCHTejitHO 
SojiBuiHe njioTHOCHTH BeinecTBa) , cjieflyeT 3aKJiio\iHTb, h t o  h HnepHan 
3MHCCHH (OCOßeHHO flJIHTejIbHan) npOHCXOflHT C (JiOTOCOepHOrO ypOBHH 
AO h c caMoro Hanajia HMnyjibCHOfi <J)a3H.
e) . B nporpaMMe Ha6jiwfleHHíi Ha KA "SMM" 6ojibiaoe BHHMaHHe ynejiH-
JlOCb HCCJieflOBaHHIO C BH63aTMeHHHIM KOpOHOrpa<J)OM H flpyrHMH npH-
eopaMH HBJieHHHM KOpOHajIbHHX TpaHCHeHTOB, T.e. BblSpOCa Ha ÖOJIblBHe
BucoTH h puna cjiynaeB - b MexcruiaHeTHyio cpeny orpoMHux 3aMar-
HHTeHHHX njia3MeHHbIX OÖJiaKOB. KOpOHajIbHbie TpaHCHeHTH (b xap-
t h h h o H njioKOCTH) Ha n o M H H a w T  n p e H M y m e c T B e H H O  n o  $opMe BUTHHy-
Tyw apxy. HacTb KopoHajibHbix TpaHCHeHTOB HenocpejiCTBeHHO CBH3aHa
co BcnuuiKaMH. CymecTBeHHO t o , h t o  oueHxa oSiaeft MaccKi xopoHajib-
HMX TpaHCHeHTOB (?1016r) npeBHinajia (Ha 1-2 nopnnKa) Maccy
KopoHajibHoro BemecTBa Bcefi AO. CyMMapHan sHepran h j ih  TpaHcneH-
Ta BcnuniKH 5.09.79 r MarHHTHOro noun E..-,..?'., _ 31Mar>io spr, Torna xax
EM e x ~ ^ 3° 3pr, a cyMMapHan 3Heprnfl s m h c c h h  BcnuniiKH EpaiI-l029
spr. T a K H e  x a p a K T e p u c T H K H  HHxceKTHpyeMhix b MexoiJiaHeTHyio c p e n y
BCnbmieHHHX KOpOHajIb HHX T paHCHeHTOB yKa3fcJBaiOT Ha TO, HTO H X
MaCroa' n áHéprHH TpaHcnopinpoBajiHCb H3 o c h o b 3h h h  AO {(JioTocOepbi
h xpoMoc<í>epb!) . KpoMe Toro Barao nonnepKHyTb, t t o  Ha reHepa-
UHKJ K OpO H ajlb HHX TpaHCHeHTOB paCXOnyeTCH SHeprHH Ha £1-1,5
nopHflKa öojibiue, xeM Ha Bee b h h h  BcnmiieHHoil b m h c c h h . Taxne
Maceta h cooTHomeHHe sHeprníl b xopajibHHX TpaHCHeHTax b o 3m o * h h ,
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ecjiH hx Bbaxofl oőycjioBJieH HCTO'iHHKaMH Ha ypoBHe $OTOc$epu hjih 
non OoTOcOepoftl {21}.
H3 Bcero BumeH3Jio*eHHoro cjienyeT, i t o  coBoxynHOCTb pa3JM- 
Hfcjx Ha6jnofleHH0 nocjieflHHX neT yKa3HBaeT Ha t o , i t o  nepBHTHoe 
SHeproBbweJieHHe BcntnneK nponcxoflHT npenMymecTBeHHo b ocHOBa- 
HHH AO (Ha (J>OTOC$epHO-XpOMOC(J)epHOM ypoBHe) . 3TO MOHteT CJiyjKHTB 
apryMeHTOM b nojiB3y ranoTe3H MonejiH "E". IlpHHUHnHajibHan sa*- 
HOCTB Bfcjßopa MOflejIH nepBHMHOrO HCTOHHHKa TpeSyeT nOCTaHOBKH 
cepHH npHMHX SKcnepHMeHTOB, b KOTOpux c HocTaTo^iHofi onpefle- 
JieHHOCTBK) BHHBHJIHCb 6bJ OCHOBHhje nOJICPKeHHH MOflejIH "E". Ha 
OameHHOM Tenecxone H3MHPAH noaroTOBJieHa h fleflcTByeT xpoMe 
flByxKaHaJiBHoro MarHHTorpa$a TaK*e HByxKaHajibHbift Bbicoxo^iyBCT- 
BHTejlb Hblíí H3MepHTejlb JlyMeBHX CKOpOCTeft (HHTerpajIbHbia HHTepOe- 
peHUHOHHHK $0T03JieKTpH^ieCKHi4 TäXOMeTp) {22}. C nOMOIUbW 3TO0 
annapaTypti npeflnojiaraeTCH npoBecTH cooTBeTCTByiomne cepHH npor- 
paMMHHX HaÖJHOfleHHß , KOTOpne n03B0JIHJIH 6fcJ BHHCHHTb CTeneHb 
cnpaBefljiHBOCTH oOcyamaeMoii MOflejiH "E".
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flHHAMHKA BHEPrHMHUX IIPOTOHOB B COJIHE^HUX MArHMTHUX I1ETJIHX 
3<M>EKTbI flHCnEPCHH AJlbBEHOBCKHX BOJIH
B.A. M A 3 y P, A.B. C T E I I A H O B
CHQHSMklP.MpHyTCK
AócmpaKra:
n0Ka.3a.H0, umo ducnepcun aAbeenoecKux qoah, cest3aHHOH c yuemoM supo- 
mponuu u/oj^ -C 1, npueodum k KaHOAU3au,uu a/ibeenoecKUx eo/iH e neodno- 
podHocmnx n/iormocmu nna.3JW (daranax) KoponaAbHux nemexb. YcmaHoeAeno, 
umo ecAU paduyc daxma R u CKopocmb AAbeena a ydoeAemeopsuan coomuo- 
memw 5 = w2r/w a^ > 1, mo peifipaKuua ne Hapywaem Kea3unpodoAbmü 
xapawnep pacnpocmpaHeHun OAbeeHoecjaa: qoah u ycuAenue boah e nemAHX 
Moxem 6tnmb 3HauumeAbmiM.
Bo ecnmueumx nemnxx E.-102, noamoMy u3omponu3auuA ycKopennux e 
nenuwx npomonoe ua anbeenoecKux boahclx npueodum k óucmpoMy yxody 
npomoHoe e xonyc nomepb u zuóeAU ux e coAHeunoü xpcmoctfepe. Brno 
oóvACHHem HaÓAiodaeMMü. e nexomopux ecnmuKax defuu,um snepzuHHVix npo- 
moHoe e MexnAanemnoü cpede no cpaenenum c ux hucaom, oxudaeMtm no 
aaMMa-u3AyueHwo. B ucmounuKox nyAbcupyiaifux ecnnecuoe IV muna ede 
C~1 mvm-yeAoeaA du$$y3UA npomonoe na aAbeenoecKux eoAHux onpedeAnem 
dAumeAbHocmb nyea nyAbcauuü. "XopoiuuMu" öar ydepacanun onepeuuHwx 
npomoHoe nenHiomcA emcoKue (~1R0) KoponoAbnue Mjenumnue nerrmu 6e3 
dajcmoe.
DYNAMICS OF ENERGETIC PROTONS ON SOLAR MAGNETIC LOOPS 
ALFVEN WAVE DISPERSION EFFECTS
V.A. MAZUR, A.V. STEPANOV
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
Abstract:
It is shown that the Alfven wave dispersion associated with the 
gyrotropy w/io^ « 1, leads to waveguiding of Alfven waves in plasma 
density inhomogeneities (ducts) of coronal loops. It Was found that 
if the radius R of the duct and the Alfven velocity A satisfy the 
condition E, = w 2R/w±a >1 , then refraction does not violate the quasi­
longitudinal propagation of Alfven waves, and wave amplification on 
loops may become substantial.
E.-102 in flaring loops;thus isotropisation of loop-accelerated pro­
tons by Alfven waves forces the protons to escape rapidly into the 
loss-cone and to precipitate in solar chromosphere. This explains the 
deficit of >.10 MeV protons expected from the y-ray emission,in inter­
planetary space observable in some flares as compared to their num­
ber. In sources of pulsations of type IV radio emission where £~I, 
the pitch-angle diffusion of protons due to Alfven waves determines 
the pulse train duration.Large (~1R0) coronal magnetic loops without 
ducts are good candidates for the storage of energetic protons.
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1. BBeaeHHe
ycKopeHHue npn cojiHenHofi BcntmiKe SHeprmiHbie npoTOHH MoryT, 
KaK H3BeCTHO, jyiHTejIbHOe BpeMB ('laCH-flHH) yflepjKHBaTbCH B KOPO- 
HajiBHHX neTJiHX - aflHaßaTHiecKHx Mar h h t h h x  JiOByniKax {8}. C ripy- 
TO0 CTOPOHH, B HeKOTOpfcJX BCIMUIKaX HadjUOflajIOCb HHTeHCHBHOe 
raMMaHSJiy^eHHe, b h b BbiBaeMoe npoTOHaMH c SHepmeil 10 Ms b , a no- 
TOKH npoTOHOB b MeacnjiaHeTHoK cpene 6huih 3HanHTejibHO MeHbine 
OBCHflaeMfcjx {9}. Taxwe HBjreHHH CBHfleTejibCTByioT o dHCTpofi rHöeJiH 
yCKOpeHHHX npOTOHOB B njIOTHHX CJIOHX aTMOC$epbI COJlHUa.
Pa3Hoo6pa3ne b  noBeneHHH 3 Heprnnh h x  npoTOHOB b cojiHenHoil 
aTMocOepe MoxceT 6uTb CBHsaHo c pa3JiHHHbJMH ycjioBHHMH ynepacaHHH 
npoTOHOB B KOpOHajIbHHX neTJiHX. ECJIH SHeprHH njia3MU H 6HCTPUX 
nacTHij, cpaBHHMa c 3HeprHeil MarHHTHoro noun, ß=8irp/B2~l, to 
MarHHTHafl neTJiH pa3pymaeTCH H3-3a OTCyTCTBHH paBHOBecHH hjih 
Mrfl-HeyCTOfi^iHBOCTH . OHeprH'IHbie npOTOHH BHXOflHT H3 JIOBymKH 3a 
BpeMH t~£/A~1-102 c , rjje i,~108-1010 cm - xapaKTepHHfi MacniTad 
neTjiH, A~108 cm/c - cxopocTb AjibBeHa. npn ß «  1 MaKCHMajibHoe 
BpeMH ynepacaHHH onpejaejineTCH KyjioHOBCKHMH coynapeHHHMH h  b 
3aBHCHMOCTH OT 3 HepTHH npOTOHOB COCTaBJIHeT BeJIHHHHy OT He~ 
CKOJibKux nacoB flo HecKOJibKHX flHefl {7}. Wentzel {10} odpaTHJi 
BHHMaHHe Ha TO, HTO SHeprHHHHe npOTOHH B KOpOHajIbHHX neTJiHX 
$opMHpyioT pacnpejieJieHHe c "KOHycoM noTepb". B pe3yjibTaTe pa3- 
BHBaeTCH UHKJIOTpOHHaH HeyCTOftHHBOCTb äJIbBeHOBCKHX BOJIH C 
HaCTOTOil C0~C0^A/V—10_ 2Ci)-£ H C HJ1HHOÍ1 BOJ1HH X—2irv/G)i<107 CM • 3necb 
v - cxopocTb npoTOHOB, oijrlO^c- 1 - THpOHaCTOTa npoTOHOB . 
liHKpeMeHT HeyCTOftHHBOCTH MaK CHMaJieH fflH BOJIH, paenpOCTpaHH- 
KHUHXCH BflOHb MarHHTHoro nOJIH {4}
Y=0,4uri8h 5 r\>o/a^ (1 )
h pe3KO yMeHbuiaeTCH npn k.j. > (o/oi) '/2 k« . 3flecb n - CTeneHb 
aHH30Tponnn 3HeprHHh h x  npoTOHOB, CBH3aHHan c BejiHHHHOft npodon- 
Horo oTHomeHHH 0 =Bmax/Bmin cooTHomeHHeM n = 3/2 (o-l) , ßh=8 irPh/B2, 
Ph - naBJieHHe SHeprHHHHX npoTOHOB, k.x h k„ - nonepenHoe h 
npoflOJibHoe no oTHomeHnio k MarhhtHOMy nojiio BOJiHOBue nncjia. 
H30Tp0nH3aiIHH npoTOHOB Ha ajlbBeHOBCKHX BOJIH aX HOJDKHa npHBOflHTB 
k yxofly npoTOHOB b  KOHyc noTepb h radejiH hx b  xpoMocOepe Comma 
nepe3 HecKOJibKo ceKyHfl nocjie ycKopeHHH, h t o  npoTHBopeHHT namuM 
o fljiHTejibHOM yflepacaHHH npoTOHOB.
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PeniawmHM f a K T o p o M  b  nHH a M H K e  SHepraHHHix npo T O H O B  b coJiHen- 
HO0 K o p o H e  no MHeHHio Wentzel {lO} h b j i h g t c h  k p h b h 3 h s  M a r H H T H o — 
ro nojiH neTJiH. PetfparHpyioiuHe ajiBBSHOBCKHe b o j i h h  6h c t p o  b h x o í h i t  
H 3 pejKHMa KBa3HnpoflOJibHoro fc* < (o/o>i) l/z i, p a c n p o c T p a H e H H H , n p n  
KOT O P O M  yCHJieHHe ajIBBeHOBCKHX BOJIH 3$$eKTHBHO, H X  aMnjiHTy.ua 
o d a e i C H  Ha h h s k o m  y p o B H e  h  o h h  He b j i h h w t Ha flHHaMHKy B H e p r H U -  
HHX npoTOHOB. B p a M K a x  Toft ace Hflen 6ojiee CTp o r o  sbojimuh io pe<t>- 
parHpywiaHX ajIBBeHOBCKHX bojih b KopoHajiBHBix neTJiHX HCCjieuoBaJiH 
Ha ocHOBe npHßjiHKeHHH reoMeipHnecKOft onxHKH M e e p c o H  h u p . {6}. 
O h h  npHimiH k  3aKJnoneHHio, h t o  HaHöojiee BajKHHM c t o u k h  3peHHH 
yflepjKaHHH npoTOHOB n a p a M e T p o M  h b j i h g t c h  n a paMeTp E cjih
MeHBffle H e x o T o p o r o  KpHTHuecKoro, t o  yuepacaHne onpeuejineTcn He 
H30Tp0nH3au;Heft np o T O H O B  Ha ajIBBeHOBCKHX BOJIHaX, a KyjIOHOBCKHMH 
C O y n a p e H H H M H  H MarHHTHBIM HpeiiOOM.
B HacTonmefl p a ß o T e  yuTeHH u B a  h o b h x  oöcTOHTejiBCTBa. Bo- 
nepBBix, HajiHHHe b KopoHajiBHux neTJiHX flaKTOB - HeouHopouHOCTeft 
njlOTHOCTH njia3MBI, B H T H H y T H X  BflOJIB M a r H H T H O r O  nOJIH. Bo-BTOPUX, 
flHCnepCHH ajIBBeHOBCKHX BOJIH, CBH33HHafl C KOHeUHOCTBK) BejIHHHHH 
U = o / o i « l ,  KOTopan n p n  onpeuejieHHHx ycjioBHHX n p H B o u H T  k KaHa- 
JIH3 aiJHH ajIBBeHOBCKHX BOJIH B flaKTaX {5}. B pe3yjIBTaTe BOJIHH 
coxpaHHBT KBa3HnponoJiBHHi0 x a paKTep p a c n p o c T p a H G H H H  h  ycHJieHHe 
BOJIH MOJiCeT 6BITB 3HaHHTejIBHBIM. Ö O S T O M y  flHHaMHKa SHeprHHHBIX n p o ­
TOHOB b cojiHenHoii K o p o H e  onpeneJineTCH He t o j i b k o napaMe i p a r a  
npoTOHOB, h o  , B SoJiBiueii CTeneHH, CB O ß c i B a M H  KopoHajiBHBix neTenB.
2 .  K o p o H a j iB H a n  n e T J iH  -  ajiBBeHOBCKHft b o j i h o b o u
HccjieflOBaHHH peHTreHOBCKoro H3JiyueHHH CojiHua bhhb h j i h 
CymeCTBOBaHHe B KOpOHajIBHBIX neTJiHX flaKTOB - MarHHTHHX TpyÖOK , 
b KOTopBix njioTHOCTB njia3MBi npeBHnuaeT njioTHOcTB oKpyjKaKmeU cpe- 
ffHI {3}. flOnOJIHHTejIBHBIM CBHfleTejIBCTBOM CymeCTBOBaHHH flaKTOB B 
cojiHenHoil KopoHe hbjihhjtch nyjiBcaiiHH panHOH3JiyneHHH IV THna, 
KOTopae, BepoHTHee Bcero, oßycjioBJieHH Mru-KOJie6aHHHMH flaKTOB, 
npH pacnpocTpaHeHHH bojih b nonepeuHO-HeouHopouHofi (no OTHome- 
HHK) k MarHHTHOMy nojno) njia3Me SoJiBinoe 3HaieHHe HMeeT h x  none- 
peHHan HHCnepcHH. 06h u h o  flHcnepcneii ajIBBeHOBCKHX bojih npeHeß- 
peraiOT, nojiaran q =KiiA. B 3 t o m  cnynae b HeoHHopoflHoil rniasMe He
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cymecTByeT c o 6c t b©h h h x aJibBeHOBCXHX xojiedaHHa. Sbojiwijhh cpefl- 
Hero BOJiHOBoro BexTopa naxeia aJibBeHOBCXHX bojih oriHCHBaeTCH 
ypaBHGHHeM
d£ __ 6 o
dt őr . (2)
OTKjioHeHHe BOJiHOBoro BeKTopa ót HanpaBJieHHH MarHHTHoro nojiH 
npn flBHxeHHH naxeia o t sepiimHhi neTJiH, corjiacHO (2), m o i h o xa- 
paKTepH30B3Tb nonepenHUM bojihobhm hhcjiom kJL~ot/R, m e  t~l/A -  
Bp ©m b npoxo*fleHHH naKeTOM nyTH Í./R - pajwyc naxTa. riocxojibxy 
bojihu BfcixoflHT H3 pejKHMa yCHJieHHB npH kA kn , t o naxeT nepec- 
TaeT ycHJiHBaTBCH npoílflH nyTb í,~/üR. Ee3 naKTOB s t o t nyTb 3Ha- 
BHTejiBHO 6ojibiue: í.~/üL, m e  L - npoflOJibHHfi pa3Mep neTJiH (L>>R). 
flaxTH, Ha nepBHfi B3rjiBfl, yBejiHHHBaiOT pe$paxuHK) ajitBSHOBcxHX 
bojih B E - npocTpaHCTBe H, cjieflOBaTejibHO, yxyflmawT ycHJieHHe 
BOJIH B XOpOHaJIbHHX neTJIHX.
CHTyauHB pajiHxajibHO MeHseTci npw yneTe flHcnepcHH ajibBe- 
HOBCKHX bojih. IIpocTeamaH cxeMa no3BOJiHwmaH HccjieflOBaTb 3$0exTH 
HHCnepCHH - 3TO UByjKHflXOCTHaH THJIpOflHHaMHXa, B XOTOpOß npeHeß- 
peraeicH HHepuHeü sjiexTpoHOB h ctojixohob©h h h m h nacTHii. KpoMe 
paccMaTpHBaeMofi 3,qecb "xojioflHoa" «HcnepcHH, nopanox BeJiHHHHH 
xoTopoa u, yneT xoHeiHoro jiapMopoBcxoro paflHyca h oh ob itphboaht 
k "ropHHea" flHcnepcHH, nopmox BejiHHHHtj xoTopoa kJ; p|. npH 
ß<<l "ropHHasi" HHcnepcHH 6oJibiae "xoJiojiHoa" , ecJiH kj. >ß~1/**k,, .
Hac HHTepecyeT XBa3HnpoflOJibHoe k^  <\/uk,| pacnpocTpaHeHHe, T.e. 
"xojioflHaH" flHcnepcHH, cBHsaHHaH c HHepuHea h o h o b . B s t o m npn6- 
JIHMCeHHH H3BeCTHOe SJieXTpOflHHaMHHeCXOe ypaBHeHHe JJJIH KOMnOHeHTH 
sjiexTpHHecxoro nojin bojihh Ex , nepneHflHxyjiHpHoß MarHHTHOMy nojiw 
B=(0,0,B) HMeeT bhr
rot rotEx =-— —---(Ex+iu [Ej.,-5-]) . (3)
rf 1-u2 B
3$$exTbi f lH c n e p c H H  Handojiee npocTO noncHHTb Ha npHMepe oflHopofl- 
Hoa nJia3MH. nojiaraH E~exp(-icot +iEr) H3 (3) noJiynaeM
1 - J* - ^_(j4 + Vi+— )_1 ] - (4)2 2 lé v k*
rjie ko=2uk» . B h j j h o , h t o  flHcnepcHH cymeciBeHHa npn XBa3Hnpo- 
HOJibHOM pacnpocTpaHeHHH, kx^ko» h  iiojihoctbio oSycJiOBJieHa Manoa 
nonpaBxoa u Eo / q j  << 1. 422
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BaacHHM c b o R c t b o m  nonepeHHoR nncnepcHH ajibBeHOBCKHX bojih 
HBJiHeTCH ee nonoacHTenbHOCTb, őu/őkj.>0, T.e. HanpaBJieHHH rpynno- 
b o R CKopocTH H nonepenHoß KOMnoHeHTu BOJiHOBoro BeKTopa coBna- 
flaioT. Torna HeTpyAHO iiohhtb í t o  a aKT Mo*ei HrpaTb ponb BOJibHO- 
BOiia pjih ajibBeHOBCKHX bojih. B caMOM Aene, nycTb b HanajibHHR 
MOMeHT BpeMeHH naxeT ajibBeHOBCKHX BOJIH HaXOflHTCS B CTOpOHe OT 
o c h  flaKTa, Ha k o t o p o R 3HaneHHe cxopocTH AjibBeHa A=B/\/4nm£n0 
MHHHMajibh o . CorjiacHO ypaBHGHHio (2) nonepeHHhiR bojihoboR BeKTop 
naxeia HaHHHaeT yBenHHHBaTbCH b HanpaBJieHHH o c h  aaxTa h noHB— 
jineTCH rpynnoBan cxopocTb b Ty ace CTopoHy. nocjie npoxoacAeHHH 
naxeTOM o c h  naxTa nonepeHHbiR bojihoboR BexTop MeHHeTCH b o6paT- 
TOM HanpaBJieHHH h naxeT noBepHeT Ha3aA. 3 t h cpaBHHTejibHO Mefl- 
jieHHbie KOJieöaHHH HaKnanfcJBaioTCH Ha 6fcjCTpoe flBHaceHHe naxeTa c 
ajIbBeHOBCKOR CKOpOCTbK) BflOJIb MaTHHTHOrO nOJIH . IIpH 3TOM, HTO 
ocoSeHHo BaacHo, nonepeHHoe BOJiHOBoe hhcjio MeHHeTCH b orpaHH- 
ReHHbix npenejiax, h t o  co3«aeT B03MoacHocTb 3HaHHTejibHoro ycnjie- 
HHH ajibBeHOBCKHX BOJIH.
3 . MOfleJIb UHJIHHflpHHeCKOrO BOJIHOBOfla
reoMeTpHRecKan omaxa jjaeT TOJibKO KaHecTBeHHyio xapTHHy 
HBJieHHH. flJiH 6ojiee nojiHoro onncaHHH HyacHO oöpaTHTbCH k ypaBHe- 
HHK) (3) ÍUIH nOJIH. OrpaHHHHBaHCb flJiH npOCTOTH aKCHajIbHO-CHMMeT- 
pHHHfcjMH B03MymeHHHMH Ej. =§j. ( r ) exp (-i Gt + ik|| Z  ) H3 ypaBHeHHH (3) 
HaxoflHM CBH3b Meayiy KOMnoneHTaMH Er h E^:
Er=iu—  [ k,f (1-u2 ) -o2/A2 ] JEj-. (5)
A 2
H3 c o o t  Home h h h  (5) b h a h o , h t o  BOJiHa 6y«eT ajibBeHOBCKoro THna 
(jieBonojiHpH30BaHHaH) npH k(j (1-u2 ) >g 2/A2 .
Bb oa h HOByw nepeMeHHyio iJj=r1'/iES, H3 (3) nonyiaeM ypaBHeHHe
[UpeARHrepa
(6)
flJIH npoOHJlH n a O THOCTH B6AH3H O C H  AaXTa
n0 (r)=n0 (0)(l-r2/R2) (7)
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noTeHUHaji mohcho npencTaBHTb b BHfle
U(r)=q2 (—  + 6 + 2u2 ----- — --) + —  , (8)
F? 6+r 2/R2 4r2
rue q=o/A0 , A 0=B/v/4nm£no fö) . rpaHHHHUMH y cjiobhhmh ajih ypaBHe- 
HHH (6) HBJIHIOTCH TpeßOBaHHH OrpaHHHeHHOCTH (J>yHKIIHH kjj (r ) npH 
r=0 H r*<». YpaBHeHHe (6) , (8) c t3k h m h  rpaHH^HHMH ycjioBHHMH 
paccMaTpHBaeM KaK 3ana>iy Ha cofiCTBeHHae 3HaneHHH. npH o=eonst 
Pont coöcTBeHHoro SHaieHHH nrpaeT napaMeip 6, KOTopoft CBH3aH 
C npOflOJIbHUM BOJIHOBUM HHCJIOM k COOTHOIIieHHeM
kf, = q2-— ■<S- - , 0<<5«1.
1+u2
PaccMOTpHM lacTHuR cjiynaft, Korfla oßjiacTB jioKajiH3auHH pemeHHft 
CTOJib Majia, h t o  r 2/R2<<6. Torna pemeHHe ypaBHeHHH UIpeflHHrepa 
(6) c noTeHUHanoM (8) , yflOBJieTBopHioinee rpaHHHHOMy ycjioBHio npH 
r=0 HMeex b h a
i|j=r^exp[-(l+ — )-ä^-]®f-(e-l) ,2; (1+-^-)—ä£l] , (9)
i? R ( Ó? R )
rne 4>{x,y;z}.- BHpoxcfleHHaH ranepreoMeTpHiecKan <J>yHKUHH, a
e=— (1+ — )_VN —  -6-2u2 ) qR .
4 Ó
PemeHHe ynoBneTBopHeT BTopoMy rpaHHXHOMy ycnoBHio (npH r-*-°°) , 
ecjiH e-l=n, n=0,l,2... . Torna (JjyHKUHH <t ecTb rtojiHHOM 3pMHTa
CTeneHH n. H3 nocjieflHero paBeHCTBa HaxoflHM
r r — 2 2/7(n+l/2) ,in!o=6n=u-u - — --- s----  • (10)qR
XapaKTepHhiß Ma chit a 6 jioKajiH3auHH pemeHHft c MajiHMH HOMepaMH n, 
KaK cjieflyeT H3 ( 9 )  , nopnflKa Ar~vWq. TpeOoBaHHe (Ar)2/ R 2 « 6  
npHBOflHT K HepaBeHCTBy
E=uqR»l. (11)
MacmTaB Ar onpenejineT xapaKTepHoe nonepeHHoe sojiHOBoe hhcjio 
kx~(Ar)-1 -v'q/R. H3 (11) cjienyeT, h t o  ki<<v^u k„ T.e. HaftfleHHue 
pemeHHH yflOBJieTBopHMT ycjioBHio KBa3HnponojibHOCTH pacnpocTpaHe- 
HHH. OTCKwa, b qacTHOCTH, BHTeKaeT 'ito 3TH pemeHHH OÖJiajIalOT 
KpyroBoft nojiHpH3ai;Heft: Er=iE^. B 3t o m  m o * h o yßeflHTbCH, Hcnonb3yH
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COOTHOIIieHHH (5) H (10). MOflbl C HeBOJlbUIHMH HOMepaMH n HMeiOT 
Macnrrae jioKajiH3auHH pemeHHs Ar<<R. npH yBejitneHHH HOMepa n, Kan 
cjieflyeT H3 aHajiH3a ypaBHeHHH (6), MaciiiTaß jiOKann3aiiHH pemeHHH 
B03paCTaeT: Ar~R. HTaK, npH g>>l b njia3MeHHOM flaKTe cymeCTBy- 
eT U6J1HÍ1 Ha6op KBa3HnpOHOJIbHhIX COUCTBeHHblX ajIbBeHOBCKHX MOfl, 
30$eKTHBHO yCHJIHBaiOIUHXCH npH UHKJIOTpOHHOil HeyCTOflTOBOCTH .
JIeoHOBHH h up. {5} noxa3ajiH, h t o b ruiocxofi reoMeTpHH oo6ct- 
BeHHbie ajibBeHOBCKHe MOflu cyinecTBywT npn jko6o m 3HaneHHH napaMeT- 
pa g. B uHJiHHflpn^ecKoii reoMeTpHH HeoßxouHMbiM ycjioBHeM cymecT- 
BOBaHHH COßCTBeHHOrO pemeHHH ypaBHeHHH (6) HBJIHeTCH TpeßOBaHHe
UminCO. 3«ecb Umin - MHHHMajibHoe 3HaneHHe noTeHUHaJia (8) , b h h 
KQToporo npeflCTaBneH Ha pnc. 1. H3 (8) cnenyeT, h t o npw 
g2=u2 ci2R 2 <3/4 noTeHUHaji Be3fle nojioraTejieH h c o6c t b6h h h x peme­
HHH HeT. nocKOJibKy npH g>>l cyaiecHByeT uejibiH Haßop pemeHHH, to 
HCHO, HTO HMeeTCH HeKOTOpOe KpHTHHeCKOe gc Taxoe, HTO npH 
g>gc BOJiHOBOflHbie pemeHHH ecTb, a npn g<gc hx HeT. no nopHflxy 
B eJIHHH HfcJ gc~l. HTaK, npH g<gc 3$<I)eKT flHCnepCHH HeflOCTaTOHHO 
CHJieH flJlH CymeCTBOBaHHH BOJIHOBOflHHX pemeHHft H ajibBeHOBCKHe 
BOJiHH HcnuTHBaioT cHJibHyio pe<5>paKuHio npn pacnpocTpaHeHHH b naK- 
Tax KopoHajibHbix neTejib . B s t o m cjiynae ycjioBHH hjih 3 h an h t e jbHoro 
yCHJieHHH BOJIH OTCyTCTByiOT .
H3J10*eHHKlfl BHBOfl XjyBCTBHTejlGH K npO<J)HJlK) njIOTHOCTH nJia3MM. 
HccjienoBaHHe ypaBHeHHH (6 ) juih cKaHKoo6pa3Horo npo<J>HJiH noKa3H- 
BaeT, HTO coScTBeHHue pemeHHH cymecTBywr ajih jnoßoro 3HaHeHHH 
napaMeTpa g. Bhh noTeHunajia U(r) hjih TaKoro npo<J)HHH noKa3aH Ha 
pHC* 1 mipHxoBoa jiHHHeil. Ha Ham b3Tjihh, npojiHJib (7) jiynme onn- 
ctjBaeT peanbHoe pacnpeneneHHe njia3MH, neM cKaHKOo6pa3HHH npo- 
$HJIb . IlOSTOMy MfcJ COXpaHHM CBOH BtJBOH 0 6  OTCyTCTBHH BOJlHOBOHHblX
pemeHHH npn g<l.
4. OScyiKHeHHe
4.1. BcnbimeHHHie neTJiH
HaöHKfleHHH peHTreHOBCKoro h raMMa—H3JiyHeHHH coHHeHHux 
BcnbnaeK noKa3HBaioT, hto b HeKOTopux cny^anx npoTOHH c aHepran- 
MH nOpHflKa neCHTKOB M3B yCKOpHMTCH, KäK H 3JieKTpOHH, Ha HMnyjlbC- 
h oH $a3e BcnumKH {9}. nepBOHanaJibHoe SHeproBbinejieHHe npoHexo- 
Hh t , no-BHflHMOMy, b MarHHTHHx neuiHX c pa3MepaMH R~10e c m
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H L~109c m h c njioTHOCTBio njia3MH no~lCÍ “-101 tM- 3 , Ha nopnflOK npe- 
BHUiaiomeft njioTHOCTb njia3Mhj BHe neTejib{3}. Bname^Has nexjiH, cjie- 
flOBaTejiBHo, HBJineTCH itaKTOM. Bo BcnbnneHHoß neTJie c B5200 Tc 
napaMeTp £=o 2R/qíA5;102 . 3xo 03HaHaei, h x o ajibBeHOBCKHe bojihh 
He BHxoflHT H3 peiKHMa KBa3HnpoflOJiBHoro pacTpocpaHeHHH no Bcefi 
flJIHHe neTJIH H 3<J><J)eKIHBHO yCHJIHBaiOTCH SHeprHHHKIMH npOTOHaMH , HXO, 
B CBOK) OHepeflb , npHBOflHT K HHTeHCHBHOÉ flHCjOy 3HH npOTOHOB B 
KOHyC nOTepb . IIpeflCXaBHM KOSjuJlHUHeHT nHTH-yrjlOBOa flH$$y3HH B
BH«e DS — Ui (12)
B 2 '
rfle Ba - aMnJiHxyfla MarHHTHoro nojiH ajitBeHOBCKHx bojih. IIpH noc- 
XaXOHHO HH3KOM ypOBHe aJIbBeHOBCKOft Typ6yJieHTHOCTH 3HaneHHe 
MOXCHO OnpefleJIHTb H3 JIHHeilHOH TeopHH
BA = BAfexpr, (13)
rne BAf. - ypoBeHB xenjioBMX anbBeHOBCKHx myMOB, Koxoptafi b o 6- 
jiacTH kx k,i no nopnflKy BejiHHHHH paBeH
B&f~uT(oi/v)3, (14)
T - "TeMnepaTypa" SHeprHHHoB KOMnoHeHTU. Ko3<J<J>HU,HeHX ycHJieHHH 
bojih r=2yL/A c ynexoM (1) HMeeT bhjj r^OjSu^ß^riL/v. nojiaran 
B= 200 rc, n0 = 1010 c m - 3, L=109c m , T=15 M3B HaxoflHM, nxo npH 
D=0.1 H CpaBHHTejlbHO HeßOJIblllOM flaBJieHHH SHeprHHHOfl KOMnOHeHTU 
ßk=l0-3 BejiHHHHa ycHJieHHH r = 30. Torna c yxeTOM (14) nojiynaeM 
B^/Blf-5xl0_8 . noncTaBJiHH nocjienHee 3HaneHHe b K03<t>$HUHeHX 
HH$<J)y3HH (13), HaxoflHM xapaKTepHoe BpeMH ynepxcaHHH npOTOHOB bo 
BcnHineHHOil nexjie: x~D- 1~10 c. OneBHflHO, nxo c p o c t o m ßh BpeMH 
nHTH-yrjioBoö nH$$y3HH x yMeHbmaexcn, oflHaxo b s x o m cjiynae b 
KOsOOnuHeHT ycHJieHHH BMecTo L HyxcHO noflCTaBJiHTb 3HaneHHe Ax, 
nocKOJibKy x cTaHOBHTCH MeHbrne BpeMeHH npoxoffseHHH naxexoM 
HJiHHHi nexjiH ~L/A~10 c. TaxuM o6pa30M, ecjiH npoxoHH ycKopnioxcH 
bo BcnbiiiieHHHx nexjiHx, xo ohh Sbicxpo, 3a BpeMH MeHee ceKyHflu 
flHOiiyHfiHpyiox Ha ajibBeHOBcrax BOJiHax b xonyc noxept h rnöHyx b 
njIOXHHX CJIOHX COJIHeHHOß aiMOC$epM, BH3HB3H npH 3 XOM raMMa-H3- 
jiyneHHe. Oxcwna noHHXHo, noneMy b Hexoxopbix BcnbmiKax HaßJiionaex- 
CH 3HaHHiejibHH0 flectHUHx npoxoHOB b Me*njiaHexHOM npocxpaHcxBe 
no cpaBHeHHB c hhcjiom npoxoHOB, naiomHx raMMa-H3JiyneHHe {9}.
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4.2. Hc t o ^ h h k h  nyjibcauHH paflHOH3nyneHHH IV Tima
H e fla B H O  3 a ß n e B  h  u p  { 2 }  H a o c H O B e  aHajiH3a c b h 3 h  nynbcan,Hß
paflHOH3JiyneHHH IV THna c 3 h epf h h h h m h  npoTOHaMH b MeacnjiaHeTHOM 
npocTpaHCTBe npHimiH k BHBOfly, h t o  cexyHflHbie nynbcaiiHH CBH3aHH 
c Mrfl-KOJie6aHHHMH HCTO^HHKa paflHOH3Jiy^ieHHH. npH 3TOM npennono- 
raeTCH, h t o  iacTt ycKopeHHax b o BcnHiuxy npoTOHOB 3axBaraBaeTCH 
B BhJCOKHe (~1R@) KOpOHajIbHbie neTJIH C nOBbmieHHOß njIOTHOCTblO 
njia3MKi (naxTfcj) , KOToptje hbjihiotch pe30HaTopaMH hjih Sh c t p h x  
MarHHTOSByKOBHx (BM3) BOJiH. npH onpenenemiDM ' ftaBJieHHH 3Hep- 
r m H H X  npoTOHOB ßh B036y>KnaK>TCH EM3-KOJie6aHHH neTJIH, KOTopae 
MOflyjiHpywT paflHOH3JiyneHHe. Ilpn yMeHbmeHHH 3h BM3-xone6aHHH 
neTJIH Sh c t p o  33TyxaiOT, nosTOMy fljiHTejibHOCTb uyra nynbcanHß 
(HecKOJibKO MHHyT) onpenenneTCH OaxTHnecxH BpeMeHGM ynepxcaHHH 
npoTOHOB b KopoHajibHoß neTJie. KyjioHOBCKHe coynapeHHH npHBOflHT 
k BpeMeHH ynepxcaHHH o t HecxonbXHx nacoB no HecxonbXHx flHeß. 
PaccMOTpHM nosTOMy nH<t$y3Hio npoTOHOB b KOHyc noTepb neTJIH Ha 
ajlbBeHOBCKHX BOJIHaX.
nycTb MarHHTHoe none b BepiimHe neTJIH Bl = Ire, b cpeflHeß 
nacTH Bl/2 = 10 Te, a y npoöxH Bm= 100 Tc. nojiaran pannyc nax- 
Ta R-109 c m  v^lO10 c m /c , A ( z ) = 108CM/c=const, HaxoflHM napa- 
MeTp P=o 2R/o i A b pa3JiHHHHix nacTHX neTJIH: EL-10, £L /2 ~1 ' 
Em ^0.1. AJIbBeHOBCXHe BOflHH, CJieflOBaTejIbHO , HaXOflHTCH B XB33H" 
nponoJibHOM pexcHMe pacnpocTpaHeHHH b BepxHeß noJioBHHe h c t o h h h - 
xa nyjibcauHß pannon3JiyneHHH IV THna, T.e. nnHHa ycHJieHHH no- 
Pflflxa pa3Mepa neira L. H3 c o o t  Home HHß (12)-(14) onpenenHM b e jm—• 
HHHy naBjieHHH npoTOHOB, HeoöxonnMyx) nun oe-bncHeHHsi Ha6nionaeMoß 
nnHTeJiBHocTH uyra nynbcannß
3h= — —  i n  (— B-2--- ) . (15)
r |o L  Ton To!*
H a h  r| = 10"'2, B= 1 Tc, v= lO10 c m / c , L= 5xl010 c m , t0 =2xl02c H3 
(15) HaxoflHM ßh~0.1. Taxan BenHHHHa ßh xax noxa3HBawT oueHXH, 
jierxo nocTHraeTCH npn Bcnbmixe.
4 . 3 .  B u c o x H e  x o p o H a n b H H e  noByniXH
H3 panHorenoHorpa$HnecxHx HaöjnoneHHß cjienyeT, h t o  nyjibca- 
UHH paflHOH3JiyneHHH iv THna h c x o a h t  H3 xoMnaxTHoro HCTOHHHxa,
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BJiOHceHHoro B 6ojiee npoTHweHHuB h c t o ^bhk KOHTHHyajibHoro H3Jiy- 
'ieHHB {1}. 3to 03HayaeT, h:to nonepeHHue pa3Mepu b u c o k h x (~1R0) 
KopoHajiBHHix MarHHTHHx noByuiex, yflepxtHBawiuHX SHeprHMHBie 3Jiex-- 
TPOHU H npOTOHH, 3HaHHTSJ7BHO npeBfcjmaWT COOTBeTCTByioinHe pa3Me- 
PH flaKTOB. Ecjih flaKTH c R~108-109c m nJioTHo "ynaKOBaHu" b laxoB 
jioBymxe, t o , xax cjienyeT «3 pa3flejia 4.2, xyiHTeJiBHoe ynepxcaHHe 
npOTOHOB MajIOBepOHTHO H3-3a H30TponH3aUHH npOTOHOB Ha ajIBBe- 
HOBCKHX BOJIHaX. ECJIH B JlOByillKe HeT flaKTOB , JIHÖO flaKTU 33HHMa- 
MT He6ojibiiiyio nacTB oßieMa noByiuxH, to ycHJieHHio ajiBBeHOBCKHX 
BOJiH npenHTCTByeT, xax yxa3HBa.n Wentzel {10}, xpHBH3Ha MarHHT- 
Horo nojiH. fljiHHa ycHJiGHHH CHH*aeTCH: X.-v'üL. H3 cooiHomeHHH 
(15) cjieflyeT, *íto b TaxoM cnynae flH$$y3HH SHeprH'iHHX (S10 M b b ) 
npOTOHOB Ha ajlbBOHOBCXHX BOJIHaX npH n-10_? B= 1 Tc, A=108c m /c 
npHBOflHT x BpeMeHH yflepjKaHHH nopnaxa xynoHOBCxoro x0 ~105c, 
flaxce xorna naBjieHHe SHeprnxHHx npOTOHOB nocTaTOXHO Bucoxoe: 
ßh=0.3. HTax, B BHCOXHX (~lRe ) x op o H a jib HHx noBymxax 6e3 flaxTOB 
HaH6onee BeposTHO juiHTejftHoe ynepjxaHHe BHeprnnHbix npOTOHOB.
P u c . l . <t>opMa noTeHUkiajia U(r) p n  npo0n/ia rwoTHOCTM (7) ripn cneflyioinMx 
3HaMeHnax napaMeTpa £ : (1) 5» 1, (2) £ = /3/2.
IUtpmxoboíí jiHHkieíí (3 )  o6o3HaMena 3aBncnMOCTb U(r) ajib cxanxo- 
o 6 p a 3 H o ro  npoOmiH ruiOTHocTM.
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Abstract:
Extensive model calculations of solar radio emission features were 
presented for the complex of solar active regions Hale No 16862, 
16863, and 17864 on May 27, 1980 using force-free extrapolated mag­
netic fields with constant a and a treatment of radiative transfer 
of S-component emission. The photospheric magnetic field data were 
taken from magnetographic measurements whereas the required height 
distribution of temperature and electron density have been adopted 
from senri-empiriaal sunspot models by Staude {13} and Bromboszcz 
et al. {3] which are based on recent X-, EUV-, optical, and radio 
observations.
In contrast to the simpler magnetic field structure used in other 
studies the complex source structure of the S-component emission 
is clearly represented exhibiting a dip of brightness temperature 
above the sunspot centres, a weakly polarized region with maximum 
intensity surrounding the centres, and broken ring or horse-shoe 
structures of high circular polarization at the outher edges of 
the gyromagnetic source regions. The results of the calculation are 
compared with the observations of the WRST (6 am) and RATAN-600 
(3.2 cm). While a number of typical features are well represented 
in both calculation and observation, the comparison of structural 
details underlines the sensitive dependency of the radio emission 
on the angle 6 between the ray path and magnetic vector. Moreover, 
the existence of hot regions near the tops of magnetic loops con­
necting one polarity with the other is indicated.
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1. Introduction
Observations of solar active regions with high spatial 
resolution (a few arcsec) in the microwave range have stimu­
lated some progress in the field of emission models of the 
S-component (cf. e.g.{4},{2},{9},{7}). Assuming the same main 
radiation processes (gyromagnetic emission and Coulomb brems- 
strahlung) the differences between various S-component models 
are related to the use of different parameter distributions 
(electron density, temperature, and magnetic field vector). 
Because of the strong influence of the magnetic vector on the 
emission quantities (it determines the positions of the gyro- 
resonance layers), recently some attempts were made to use 
magnetic field models based on real photospheric observations 
and theoretical extrapolations of these fields to greater 
heights.
This paper briefly presents the results of model calcu­
lations combining advanced model distributions of thermody­
namic plasma parameters and extrapolated magnetic field dis­
tribution.
2. Model
The model used for our calculations was described by 
Krüger et al.{7}. The electron density and temperature dis­
tributions are based on the sunspot model of Staude{13} which 
is very similar to the more recent model of Lites and Skuma- 
nich {8} using the latest measurements in the EUV-region. The 
extrapolation to the corona was done by assuming a constant 
heat flow (which can be used to influence the thickness of 
the transition layer) according to the work of Alissandrakis 
et al.{2}. The temperature distribution was restricted to a 
maximum value of 1.8*106 K, whereas the coronal density mon- 
otonically decreases with height.
The distribution of the magnetic field can be chosen 
either as an analytical one (e.g. dipole model, cf.{6}) or 
as the non-symmetric distribution of the magnetic field vector 
extrapolated from magnetographic measurements with the method 
of Seehafer {10},{11} assumpting a constant a.
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The equation of radiative transfer is solved numerically 
for an inhomogeneous, horizontally stratified medium assuming 
straight ray paths and vertical incidence.
We assume gyroemission and Coulomb bremsstrahlung as the 
only important emission processes in the microwave range; the 
corresponding absorption coefficients are taken into account 
in a very general manner.
3. Observations
Our model calculations are based on the magnetogram of 
May 27, 1980 obtained with the magnetograph of the Einstein 
tower in Potsdam. The whole magnetogram has an extension of 
374 000 km x 237 000 km with a resolution of about 6" (4000 km) ; 
cf.{12}. The radio observations used for comparison were ob­
tained in the first case with the WRST {1} at 6 cm in the form 
of two-dimensional maps of the Stokes parameters I and V with 
an E-W resolution of about 4" and a N-S resolution of about 11". 
Unfortunately the published data are for May 25, 1980, while 
in our calculations the magnetogram of May 27, 1980 have been 
used. But it seems that most of the structures were stable over 
a period of some days.
In the second xase we compared our results with observa­
tions made with the RATAN-600. These observations are given 
in the form of a profile in E-W direction because of the an­
tenna beam width of 27"x21' at 3.2 cm. After data reduction 
one can obtain integralproperties (flux density, averaged 
degree of polarization) of the sources, which are also compar­
able with the computations at different frequencies (9.4, 11,
13, and 15 GHz).
4. Discussion of results
The results of our calculations are presented in Figs.2 
and 3 (4.9 GHz) and Figs.6 and 7 (9.4 GHz) in the form of
maps of the total intensity (in temperature units corresponding 
to Tb = 0.5(Tb + T^)) and the degree of (circular) polariz­
ation (p = \T° - T®I/(2Tb)*100%), respectively.
Typical features are the dips of the brightness tempera­
ture above the sunspot centres (the ordinary mode is suppressed
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Fi.g.1, Magnetic field strength at a height level of 2000 km above the photosphere 
(position of the transition region to the corona) extrapolated from 
magnetographic data.
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Fig. 2. Calculated total intensity (in temperature units) at 4.9 GHz.
The dip at the spot centre and the ring of m aximum intensity around the centre 
are typical; also the correspondence between the source size and 
the magnetic structure (cf.Fig.l).
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Fig. 3. Calculated map of the degree of (circular) polarization at 4.9 GHz.
The regions with highest intensities correspond to those of weakest polarization 
(optically thick second-harmonic emission in both modes) and at the outer edge 
of the source a more or less broken ring of strong polarization appears 
(third-harmonic emission in the extraordinary mode).
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F i g . 4 . WRST observations of the intensity at 4.9 GHz on May 25, 1980.
For the spot group No 16864 a dip at the centre is also observed; the principal shape of the 
source is in sufficient accordance with the calculations. This cannot be said for group No 16863, 
especially in the eastern part. The much higher observed temperatures (up to 3.8*106K) cannot 
be obtained from the calculations (the temperature model is restricted to T =1.8*106K) and 
indicate the existence of hot regions near the tops of magnetic loops connecting one polarity 
with the other.
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F i g . 5 . WRST observations of the polarization (Stokes parameter V) at 4.9 GHz on May 25, 1980. 
Accordance with the calculation is better for spot group No 16864 as in Fig.4 for the 
intensity. Nevertheless, both groups show the expected ring or sickle-shaped structure 
with maximum polarization at the boundary of the sources.
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig.2 but for 9.4 GHz (3.2 cm).
It can clearly be seen that it is only in a small sickle-shaped part that second-harmonic 
emission occurs; the radiation of the other parts of the sources is mainly caused 
by third-harmonic emission in the extraordinary mode.
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F-Lg.7. Calculated map of the degree of circular polarization at 9.4 GHz (3.2 cm).
The explanation for the weakly or highly polarizes parts of the sources is given in Fig.6 
(the dips in the degree of polarization are associated with maximum intensity).
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at small angles 0) surrounded by rings of maximum intensity 
(second-harmonic emission in both modes) . At the outer boundary 
of the gyromagnetic sources the polarization is strong (third- 
harmonic emission in the extraordinary mode). The fine struc­
tures are mainly caused by the distribution of the angle 0, 
which is a sensitive parameter for gyroemission.
The comparison with the WRST maps (Figs.4 and 5) shows a 
sufficient agreement (in spite of the different observation 
days!) for the spot group No 16864 (also a dip in brightness 
and a broken ring polarization). This is not the case for the 
group No 16863, especially for the eastern part, which is as­
sociated with a plage region. The much higher observed tem­
peratures (more than 3-105 K) cannot be obtained from the cal­
culations (because the temperature model is restricted to 
Tmax = 1.8<106 K) and indicate the existence of hot regions 
near the tops of magnetic loops connecting one polarity with 
the other. Nevertheless, for the polarization both groups 
show the expected ring or sickle-shaped structures with maximum 
values at the boundary of the sources.
At 9.4 GHz (Figs.6 and 7) the source sizes are much 
smaller (only in a narrow sickle-shaped part second-harmonic 
emission with Tb > 10& K occurs); the larger part of the 
source area is associated with third-harmonic emission in the 
extraordinary mode, therefore, the averaged degree of polar­
ization is higher than for 4.9 GHz. The comparison with 
RATAN-600 measurements was possible after integration of our 
discrete temperature values along small strips of 500 000 km 
extent in N-S direction. Of course, the result is largely in 
accordance with the observation, but is only of a qualitative 
nature, since the antenna temperature is not directly compar­
able with our calculated brightness temperature.
The whole fluxes and averaged degrees of polarization 
have also been compared at different frequencies; surprisingly, 
the differences between the calculations and measurements were 
smaller than 20%.
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Fig.8. A comparison between RATAN-600 measurements and our calculations at 
9.4 GHz (3.2 cm). Because of the one-dimensional emission patters of 
the RATAN-600 we have integrated our values along small strips of 
500 000 km extent in N-S direction.The result is only of qualitative 
nature, since the antenna temperature is not directly comparable to 
our calculated brightness temperature.
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VARIATION OF CIRCULAR AND LINEAR POLARIZATION IN BURST EMISSION 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
V.P. N E F E D ' E V
SiblZNIR,Irkutsk
Abstract:
We explore the possibility of assessing the physical conditions 
in the solar atmosphere at the time of flare development, using 
polarization characteristics of bursts. In particular, it is 
shown that during the impulsive phase the magnetic field strength 
in the corona changes by a factor of < 2. An example of a linearly 
polarized burst is given. We discuss some likely processes in the 
solar atmosphere (a change in the magnetic field line orientation; 
expansion of the generation region, etc.) which might be respon­
sible for the linear polarization sign change.
M3MEHEHHE KPYrOBOPi M JlMHEHHOPi nOHflPH3AI4HM B H3iiyMEHMM 
BCn/lECKOB KAK CJlEflCTBHE flHHAMM4ECKMX Í1P0UECC0B B ATMOC<t>EPE COXIHUA
B.n.  HE<t>Eflb'EB
CmöHSMMP,HpKyTCK
A6cmpaKm:
Oőcipoöaemcn eosMcacHocmb ou,enKu fu 3 u u e c K u x  ycAoeuű e a rm ocfepe  
CoAHpa so  e p e m  pa3eumuR ecntmetc no u3MeneHum nojw .pu3co4uoHH.u3:  
xapatanepucmuK ecnnecK oe. B uacmnocmu, noKa3ano, nmo eo epeMn 
umyAbCHOü tf>a3u HanpsaceHHOcmb Maenumnoeo no/in e Kopone usHenHemcn 
e <2 pa3a. ripueeden np im ep  ecnnecKa c  AUHeűHoű nojmpu3ai4ueű. 
OócyxdaKmcA eosMcamue npoueccu  e a rm o c fe p e  Connyp. (u3MeneHue 
opuenmauMu cw ioew x auhuű Maammuoao n o jin ;  paam peH ue oójiacmu 
zeHepaiiuu u m .d . ) ,  Komopue Mosym eu3eamb U3MeneHue 3H am  
AUHeünoü nojwpu3au,uu.
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Disturbances arising at the time of flare development 
cause alterations in physical conditions at various levels of 
the solar atmosphere. The present paper explores the possibil­
ity of assessing the character of these changes by analysing 
the polarization characteristics of the radio burst emission.
Several bursts with a polarization sign change were re­
corded at 5.2 cm wavelength at SibIZMIR in August 1981. An 
example of such bursts is shown in Fig.l. Some of the bursts 
recorded by us were observed at other cm wavelengths in Japan 
and in Switzerland. In response to our request, co-workers 
from these observatories provided us with copies of recordings 
of these bursts. We have been able to investigate the polarized 
component at other wavelengths during a reversal of the circular 
polarization at 5.2 cm wavelength.
It turned out that in all cases, as the burst progressed, 
the polarization sign change at 5.2 cm wavelength was accom­
panied by a sign change of the circular polarization over the 
frequency range. An example of the bursts is given in Fig.2.
It is known {4} that the polarization sign change can occur 
over the wavelength range as a result of radio wave propagation 
through a quasi-transverse magnetic field. Fig.3 is a schematic 
of the burst generation region and of the structure of a quasi- 
transverse magnetic field along the path of propagation of the 
radio emission. The circular polarization changes sign at the 
frequency of the observations f = ft
3 3
K  Bo
ft Irf M (Dda i
I I
In this case, at the frequency f »  / , the polarization sign 
remains unchanged, whereas at frequencies f «  ft it is reversed. 
The sign change of circular polarization over the frequency 
range will be accompanied by that at a fixed frequency when the 
conditions in the region of quasi-transverse propagation will 
be changed so that f 2 < / . From (1) it is evident that ft 
is the most critical with respect to the change of H. When 
the degree of polarization goes to zero at 5.2 cm wavelength,
444
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f 5 2 = f . Specifying the value of ffe~108cm~3 ; ^  ~10_1° will 
yield for the magnetic field strength a value ~ 10 Gs. A fluc­
tuation of the magnetic field strength around this value will 
lead to a sign change of the polarization at a fixed frequency. 
Using burst recordings taken at other frequencies we are able 
to determine the upper bound of the oscillation amplitude of 
the magnetic field strength. A sign change of the circular 
polarization is observed only at one wavelength, namely at 5.2 cm. 
At longer and shorter wavelengths, different from the 5.2 cm 
wavelength by less than a factor of 2, there is no circular po­
larization reversal. From this it follows that fluctuations of 
the magnetic field strength in the region of quasi-transverse 
propagation certainly do not exceed a factor of 2 in the im­
pulsive phase.
Apart from the circular polarization the radio burst 
emission exhibits on occasions, a linearly polarized component 
(Stokes parameters Q,U ). It is known that the linearly polar­
ized emission is very critical to physical conditions both in 
the generation region and along the propagation path. A depar­
ture of these conditions from optimum ones causes the degree 
of linear polarization either to change (decrease) substantial­
ly or to disappear totally. The strong dependence of the degree 
of linear polarization on physical conditions leads to the fact 
that the linear polarization in the radio burst emission is 
rarely observed {1}. However, in cases where it is nevertheless 
recorded, there is an additional possibility of making an ana­
lysis of short-time processes, occurring in the solar atmosphere 
at the time of a flare.
With the purpose of recording the four Stokes parameters 
(J,Y,Q,and U){2}, observations at 3.2 cm wavelength were carried 
out at SibIZMIR during 1968-1970. A linearly polarized compo­
nent was recorded in the emission of a number of bursts. Fig.4 
shows an example of such bursts. The observations obtained at 
SibIZMIR did not only confirm the fact that the radio burst 
emission involves linearly polarized components but also they 
revealed some interesting features in the manner of variation
445
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F-ig ,  2 . Example of a burst in which 
a sign change of the circu­
lar polarization at 5.2 cm wave­
length was accompanied by that 
over the frequency range.
Fig.l. 5.2 cm  burst with a sign change 
of the circular polarization.
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Fig.3. Radio wave propagation in a quasi-transverse magnetic field.
l!
- Fig. 4. Example of a burst, whose emission exhibited a linearly 
polarized component.
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of the linearly polarized emission flux. It is evident from 
the example shown in Fig.4 that the flux of linearly polarized 
emission arose and gradually increased before the impulsive 
phase of the burst. During the impulsive phase the character 
of variation of the linearly polarized emission flux changed 
dramatically, namely, a threefold sign change is observed.
An enhancement of the radio emission flux with a linear 
polarization before the impulsive phase of burst development 
was attributed to processes occurring in the current sheet at 
the flare onset {3}. Estimates were also made of the electron 
density in the current sheet (ffe~1012 cm-3) , of its thickness 
(<l03cm) and of the characteristic scale of electron density 
variation (~10 cm). The impulsive phase of development of the 
burst was preceded by a gradual change in these parameters.
The fact that the linear polarization changes sign during 
the impulsive phase of burst development offers evidence that 
the burst impulsive phase is not merely an increase in bright­
ness of pre-existing generation regions. The brightness en­
hancement is accompanied by a development of large-scale pro­
cesses and a substantial change in physical conditions in the 
atmosphere above the flare on a time scale of about 10 s.These 
processes may include: I. A change in the orientation of mag­
netic field lines by 90°. The orientation change of field lines 
may result from magnetic field line reconnection in a current 
sheet. II. The displacement of the region of burst generation 
from the top of the arch down to its base, giving rise to a 
generation region within the region with a different orienta­
tion of magnetic field lines. III. A change in the thickness 
of the emitting region as the result of its expansion or con­
traction. This will result in a change of the phase difference 
between normal waves (ordinary and extraordinary) which will 
cause the polarization plane to rotate under the action of the 
Cotton-Mouton effect {5}.
In this paper it was not our intention to conduct a 
thorough study and make quantitative estimates of the condi­
tions in the solar atmosphere, using data on radio burst
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polarization. This would require information about the spec­
trum of a polarized radio emission. The examples given here 
and their qualitative consideration show, however, that the 
polarized radio emission is a sensitive indicator od the de­
velopment of dynamical processes in the solar atmosphere. 
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A MODEL OF THE OSCILLATIONS IN THE CHROMOSPHERE 
AND TRANSITION REGION ABOVE SUNSPOT UMBRAE
Yu.D. Z H U G Z H D A ,  J . S T A U D E ,
IZMIRAN,Troitsk ”Einsteinturm"Solar Obs.,Potsdam
V. L O C Á N S  
Radioastrophys.Obs. .Riga
Abstract:
In an earlier paper the present authors proposed a model for the 
interpretation of velocity and intensity oscillations with periods 
between 2 and Z minutes observed above umbrae. The oscillations 
are explained by the resonant transmission of slow mode magneto­
acoustic waves which are semi-trapped in a chromospheric cavity.
The model has now been improved by more detailed calculations and 
corroborated by recently published observations: Our calculations 
are in good agreement with a) the height dependence of the observed 
phase difference between velocity and intensity oscillations, and 
with b) the frequency spectrum of oscillations in the transition 
region above sunspots observed on the SMM spacecraft during the SMI.
MOflEJlb KOJIEEAHMR B XPOMOC<DEPE M riEPEXOflHOM C/lOE 
HAfl TEHbK) CO/lHEMHbIX ilflTEH
lO.fl. KyrWflA, R. WTAyflE
HSMMPAH.TpoHLiH Co /ih.06c . ”3HHUJTeHHTypM".lloTOflaM
B. J10UAHC
PaflHoacTpo(}>M3.06c., Pnra
Aócmpawn:
B npedudymeü paóome aemopoMU 6wia npednoxena ModeAb dnn unmep- 
npemquuu KOAeóanuü CKopocmu u unmeHcuenocmu c nepuodaMU om deyx 
do rrrpex Munym, naóAioöaeMux Had menswu. Smu KOAeóanim m m  m o x c m  
oÓDxcHumb pe3onaHCHm nponymanueM 3aMedAennMx MaznumoseyKoenx 
sonn, uacmuuHO saxeauennux e xpoMocfepnoM pe3onamope.B dannoü pa­
óome ModeAb ővuia ycoeepiuencmeoeana óonee nodpoőmiMu evmucAenusmu 
u nodeepxdena nocAednuMu pe3yAt>mamaMU naóAKdenuű. Xopouio cozAacy- 
rnicH Mexdy coőoű etmucAemiH u HaóAMdenun CAedymtux eeAuuun: 
a) 3aeucuMocmb pa3Hocmu $>a.3 KOAeóanuü CKopocmu u unmeHcuenocmu om 
ewcorm36) cneKmp uaanom KOAeóanuü e nepexodnoM CAoe nad coAneunuMu 
mmucuAu, naOAmdennux. na cnymnuxe "SMM" eo epeMS ÍCM. ■
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1. Introduction
Velocity and, often, intensity oscillations have been ob­
served in spectral lines formed at different levels in the at­
mosphere of sunspot umbrae. In the chromosphere and the tran­
sition region to the corona the periods of these oscillations 
range from P± ~ 120 to 200 sec (s). There is no correlation 
with the oscillations observed at lower, photospheric levels 
in a much broader range of Pi ~ 2 to 8 min. Moreover, a clear 
correlation among the parameters Pi, the oscillation amplitude, 
the umbral area, and the magnetic field B does not exist for 
the oscillations in the chromosphere and transition region, 
which will be considered in particular.
In a recent paper of the present authors {6} observations 
and different suggestions for the interpretation of the umbral 
oscillations have been discussed; this will not be repeated 
here. We proposed an interpretation by the resonant trans­
mission of slow mode magneto-acoustic waves in the strong mag­
netic field of an umbra v\, where os is the sound speed
and vA the Alfvén speed). These waves are semi-trapped in a 
chromospheric cavity. The model provides an independent method 
of checking semi-empirical models of the umbral chromosphere 
because the resonant periods depend on the extent of the 
chromosphere.
The model proposed in {6} has now been improved by new 
calculations and checked by recently published observations.
We shall see that our model is well corroborated by recent 
observations. Finally we outline possible improvements which 
should be considered in future model calculations.
2. Numerical calculations
2.1. Model atmospheres
Our method to derive the sunspot model atmospheres has 
been described by Staude {3} and summarized briefly in {6}; 
a more detailed description of the used computer programs and 
examples of umbral atmospheres in tabular form can be found 
in a report by Staude {4}. The semi-empirical model atmospheres 
are based on spectroscopic observations including recent EUV
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data. The procedures consider non-LTE radiative transfer 
effects, the formation of molecules as well as positive and 
negative ions of hydrogen, moreover. He and 9 other elements 
are taken into account with two steps of ionization. The 
equations of state, of radiative transfer, and of hydrostatic 
equilibrium are solved in a self-consistent way by iterations.
A turbulent velocity v^ is included in the hydrostatic equi­
librium computation as a turbulent contribution to the total 
pressure.
Starting from the original umbral model atmosphere of 
Staude {3}, three different grids of model atmospheres have 
been derived. The first grid SO is an extension of that from 
our earlier paper {6 } from 3 to 6 models; these models are 
derived by changing linearly the extent of the chromosphere 
between the temperatures T= 3000 K (the minimum Tmin) and 
T = 22 000 K, while the models are unchanged at photospheric 
levels. Two other grids SI and S2 have been derived assuming 
different models of v^ (T) (v^j = 0 in S2; a monotonous increase 
of v (z) with increasing geometrical height z in SI) and dif­
ferent masses at the base of the corona for the different 
models. Fig.l shows T(z) for SI and S2.
The height dependence of all physical quantities such as 
os, Vjj, mass density p, gas pressure P, and y the ratio of 
specific heats, have been calculated separately for each model 
using the procedures mentioned above.
2.2. Wave propagation
The basic physical assumptions and the method for the 
computation of the propagation of slow mode magneto-acoustic 
waves though the sunspot umbral atmosphere have been described 
by Zugzda and Locäns {5} and in {6 }. The calculations are 
based on an analytic solution of the equations of ideal mag­
netohydrodynamics assuming a compressible stratified medium
with constant values of B, gravity g (both assumed in parallel
2 2direction), y, and B = dT/dz, moreover, es<&cA . The solution 
does not dependend on the horizontal wave number kj_. Wave 
energy can propagate only in a direction along B while the
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Fig.l. Height dependence of temperature for different 
sunspot model atmospheres:
(a) grid of models SI with a turbulent velocity 
monotonously increasing with height;
(b) grid S2 with zero turbulent velocity.
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Fig.2. Resonance periods P^ versus height zt of the transition
region for the grids of models SO ( x ) ,  Si (o), and S2 (A ). 
The horizontal straight line indicates the cutoff fre­
quency C00 = cs/(2Ho) for acoustic waves; our calculations 
for larger are less reliable.
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phase velocity could show an arbitrary angle to B depending 
on kj_; in the special case kj_ = 0 the slow mode is similar to 
a pure acoustic wave. We consider only vertically propagating 
waves. The model atmosphere is subdivided into a sufficiently 
large number of layers which are connected to each other by 
appropriate boundary conditions; in each layer the assumptions 
for the analytic solution ( e.g., ß = const.) are supposed to 
be strictly valid.
Compared to our earlier computations {6 } the following 
modifications have been introduced: The equations have been 
formulated in Lagrangian coordinates instead of Eulerian coor­
dinates.
This choice facilitates an exact treatment of boundary 
conditions in the thin transition region which in practice 
oscillates as a whole. vtu has been considered in the compu­
tation of wave propagation by using an effective gravity. 
Finally, we also publish values of the height dependence of 
amplitudes and phases of the oscillations.
3. Discussion of the results
3.1. Dependence on the model atmosphere
The main results of our earlier investigation {6 } are 
confirmed by the present more detailed calculations. For each 
model we get a spectrum of resonances, that is, the trans­
mission of the atmosphere for wave propagation has sharp maxi­
ma at a number of discrete periods . A special period, e.g. 
the fundamental resonance Pj, generally increases with in­
creasing extent of the sunspot chromosphere for a given grid 
of model atmospheres (see Fig.2). This provides a method of 
checking empirical model atmospheres by comparing calculated 
and observed spectra of oscillations, that is, a "sunspot 
seismology". However, the dependence of the P± on the chromo­
spheric extent is somewhat different for the different grids 
of model atmospheres, therefore more detailed and simultaneous 
observations of both oscillations and spectro-photometric data 
are required in order to reduce the remaining ambiguities in 
the construction of sunspot model atmospheres. In the following
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subsection we will show that SMM observations of oscillations 
in the sunspot transition region could help to progress in 
this direction.
Fig.2 shows some examples for P..(zt), for i =0,1,2,3 and 
for the grids SO, SI and S2 (zt is the height at the base of 
the transition region with T =42 000 K, for Tmin we have 
z ~ 500 km for all models) which are used for this approach.
The resonance P0 is mainly of photospheric origin (see the 
discussion in (6 )), it is not considered in the further dis­
cussion. Fig.3 gives the height dependence of amplitudes and 
phases for the oscillations of T, P, z, and velocity u for the 
period P_j of model S15 as an example. The oscillations are de­
fined as follows:
z = z0 + h with h = I h |cos(cph - o^t) ,
T = T0 + T' with T' = I T'|cos(cpT - a) t) , etc. 
with 03^  = 2n/P^. The subscript o indicates a guantity in the 
equilibrium state, and a dash marks a Lagrangian variation.
The height dependence is similar for other model atmospheres 
and periods. In Subsection 3.3. these results will be compared 
with recent observations.
3.2. Comparison with observatuons in the transition 
region
Velocity and, sometimes, simultaneous intensity oscilla­
tions in transition region lines have been observed with high 
accuracy on the SMM spacecraft {1}. Periods of 129-173 s, vel­
ocity amplitudes of 0.8-3.5 km s_1, and intensity variations 
of 6% - 9% have been reported. Maximum intensity is in phase 
with maximum blue shift. In some cases also oscillations of 
the line widths with the some periods and with amplitudes of 
about 1 km s_1 have been observed.
The observations of u show significant power at one ot 
two periods P^, if the 0.999 confidence level (approximately 
3a in a normal distribution) of {1} is applied. This seems to 
contradict the results from our model calculations which pro­
duce a spectrum of resonances. The use of a less strong con­
fidence level, however, results in a larger number of resonant
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Fig. 3. (a) relative amplitudes of the oscillations with period Pj
of velocity |u/cg| , pressure |P'/P0 |, temperature |T'/T0 |, 
and the plasma displacement |h| versus height z;
(b) phases cp(z) for these oscillations (the phases for T ’, P', 
and p' coincide). All calculations refer to sunspot model 
S05, an energy flux of F0 = 101* erg cm~2s_1 from the convective 
zone and an amplitude of u = 5.0 km s-1 for Pj in the transition 
region, but the results are similar for other models, periods, 
and amplitudes.
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peaks; e.g., a 0.977 level (2a) shows 5 significant peaks in 
Fig.6a of {1}. The observed periods P i could be determined with 
a relative error of 6% - 8%. Within this accuracy the resonant 
peaks in each time series in {1} could be identified with the 
calculated spectrum of oscillations for at least one of our 
models. For instance, in Fig.4 of {1} the periods Py = 173 s 
and P2 = 139 s (136 s in the intensity power) show significant 
power in u; this could be identified with our models S12 
(Pj = 173 s, P2 = 14 3 s), S24 (P2 = 170 s, P2 = 140 s), or 
S17 (Pj = 222 s, P2 = 176 s, P-j = 147 s) ; the latter case could 
be realized if Pj is weakly excited and P2 is the first visible 
resonant peak. Similarly, Fig.6a of {1} shows peaks at 154 s, 
137 s, 113 s, 100 s, etc.; this could be identified with spec­
trum of our models S22 (Pj = 155 s, P2 - 133 s, P3 = 109 s, etc.) 
or S15 (starting with P2 = 154 s, P3 = 135 s, etc.). In this way 
our "sunspot seismology" provides at least a restriction in 
the number of possible umbral models. Considering in addition 
the results from spectroscopic observations {4},{6},the models 
with larger chromospheric extent and weakly excited period Pi 
seem more reliable. The small number of observations of the 
umbral chromosphere and transition, region available at present, 
however, does not yet allow us to exclude the other models 
under discussion.
We also estimated the influence of the waves (fluctuations 
of thermodynamic parameters, of the thickness of the transition 
region, shift of the line - emitting region, etc.) on the 
oscillations of EUV line intensities. The calculated ampli­
tudes and phases are in good agreement with the observed ones 
if we assume isothermal (y ~ 1) rahter than adiabatic (y ~ 5/3) 
oscillations; this could be a hint of the importance of radi­
ative relaxation.
3.3. Height dependence of phases
Crucial observations for a test of our model assumptions 
are the height dependence of the phases cp(z) and in particular 
the phase differences Acp(z) between oscillations in velocity 
u and intensity J', the latter being produced by variations
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of P' and T'. Such data have been reported by Kneer et al.{2}, 
who observed a number of chromospheric lines in an umbra (Ca H 
H, K, and IR lines, Na I D1 and D2, Ha); these data could be 
completed by the SMM observations of {1} (transition region). 
The relevant results could be summarized as follow: The 
measured phase velocity is <5C vA thus indicating slow mode waves. 
In the lower chromosphere Acp » n, the phases quickly change with 
increasing height. Acp « ti/2 at the level of D1 formation, there­
upon it decreases slowly to 0.42n at the level of D2, to 0.38n 
at the level of Ha formation, and finally to Acp = 0 in the tran­
sition region.
For comparison with our model calculations we computed 
height levels of line formation for different chromospheric 
lines, at first in our original sunspot model. Ascribing these 
heights to the observations mentioned above and comparing them 
with the cp(z) curves from our model calculations (Fig.3) we 
get an excellent agreement.
This gives strong evidence for having considered the most 
important physical features in our model, while the simplifying 
assumptions obviously do not disturb the picture.
4. Conclusions
In the present paper we considered an isolated chromo­
spheric resonator for slow mode magneto-acoustic waves being 
excited by a broad band, incident flux. In a real sunspot 
umbra we have three resonance layers (they will be described 
in more detail in another paper) which are coupled to each 
other by a level of wave transformation. Two resonators exist 
in the layer, photospheric and subphotospheric layers of the 
sunspot. For one of these resonators the properties of the 
waves in the convective zone are similar to those of pure 
acoustic waves, for the other they are more similar to slow 
mode waves which in a weak magnetic field hardly differ from 
pure Alfvén waves. A comparison between observations and cal­
culations of the differences in amplitudes and phases of dif­
ferent harmonics becomes greatly complicated by the interaction 
of the different resonators. The height dependence of ampli-
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tudes and the phase relations for the slow mode waves in our 
calculations, however, do not depend on the type of excitation 
of oscillations in the chromospheric resonator, that is, no 
matter whether it results from coupling with the complicated 
system of resonance layers or not.
Therefore, the good agreement of our computations with ob­
servations points to our model for the structure and dynamics 
of the umbra at chromospheric layers reflecting essential fea­
tures of the nature of sunspots, notwithstanding our various 
simplifying assumptions. Possible improvements for our analysis 
suggest themselves. The computations should be carried out for 
more realistic models of the umbral transition region, also 
taking its assumed inhomogeneous structure into consideration 
which seems necessary to understand multiple wavelength ob­
servations. The influence of a 'plateau-type' chromosphere 
in comparison with our 'gradient' model atmosphere should be 
studied. The calculations should include the contribution of 
the fast mode waves, effects of radiative relaxation, and the 
coupling with the other resonators. Finally, the variations 
of B and of all thermodynamic quantities by the waves should 
be considered in line profile computations in order to enable 
an improved comparison with observations. Some such improve­
ments are being prepared.
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A POSSIBLE MODEL FOR GLOBAL OSCILLATIONS OF THE SUN 
ACCORDING TO HILL'S OBSERVATIONAL DATA
V.E. M E R K U L E N K O ,  V.I. P O L Y A K O V
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
A b s t r a c t :
A  sequence o f  periods in a  spectrum, obtained b y  Hill and c o ­
workers f r o m  s olar diam e t e r  m e a s u r e m e n t s , agre e s  to a high d e g r e e  
o f  probability with e i g en-frequencies o f  a s p h e rically sy m m e t r i c  
layer, located at the bas e  o f  the convection zone. The p a r a m e t e r s 
o f  the layer are: thickness 10h km, depth o f  o ccurrence 0.56 R@, 
density 2.5>10 lg  c n r 3, temperature 2 . 5 ‘10^K,and f i e l d  strength 
4 . 2 ’10'G. The f i e l d  is c o m p o s e d  o f  individual r o p e s  with a p r e ­
f e r r e d  orientation in coordinate cp. The condition f o r  resonance e x ­
citation on eigen-frequencies o f  the system is s a t i s f i e d  for o s ­
cillations in  the layer in c oordinate 0, owing to small damping.
A response to these oscillations is s u g gested by strength f l u c ­
tuations o f  the poloidal component o f  the g eneral magnetic f i e l d  
o f  the Sun as well as by some small pla s m a  d ensity variation at  
the photospheric level.
B03M0)KHAfl MOflEJlb H lOEAJlbHblX K0J1E6AHMR COTIHUA 
n o  AAHHbIM HA5/1I0AEHM« XHJU1A 
B . E . HEPKYJ1EHK0, B .M .nO J lflK O B
CKdHSMMP.HpHyTCH
Adcmpawn:
noc/iedoeame/ibhocmb nepuodoe e cnexmpe, noxynennaM spynnoü X w i n a  
n p u  U3Mepenuu duaMempa CoAHya, c e m c o K o ű  cmenenbK aepoxmnocr-ai 
coe/iacyemcíi c coócmeeHHWtu uacmomoMu ctfiepuuecKu-cuMMempuuHoso c a o h  
c M a z H u m m m  nonen, A0K0A U 3 0 e a H H 0 S 0  n o d  Konee?cmueHoü 30h o ű. U a p a -  
M e m p u  CAOA.-moAiyuHa l O ^ ^ S A y d u n a  s o A e e a n u x  0.56 R e  , nnomnocmb 
2 . 5 - l o ~ lg c m ~ 3, meMnepamypa 2.5'10^K, HanpxxeHHoemb noAR 4.3-1 0 7sc. 
floAe cocmoum us o m d eAbnux x s y m o e  c n p e u M ymecmeeHHoü opueumauueü n o  
K oopduHame cp. JJa a  KOAeóanuü no Koopd u n a m e 0 eeudy m o a o s o  3 a m yxaHUH 
ocyiyecmeARemcR ycAoeue pe30HancK0ü pacx a u K u  Ha codcmeeHHvix u a c m o m a x  
c u c m e m i . OmxA U K O H  Ha ornu KOAeóanuR, 803m o x h o  , AeAJVOmcR nyAbcauuu 
HanpsaceHHoemu noAoudaAbuoü KcmnoneHrm oótyeso M a s n u m n o s o  noAX 
CoAHua, a mn.Kxe He3HauumeAbHax eapuauux n n a s m  na ypoene fomocfepoi.
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1. Introduction
In 1975 Hill and co-workers detected small oscillations 
of the solar diameter {10 } ,{ 11},{12}. The spectrum of these 
oscillations is displayed in Fig.l. The periods vary from 6.5 
to 110 minutes (m){3}. At the same time Severny's group made 
measurements of the difference between the velocities of the 
central part of the solar disk and the outer annular zone.Their 
study resulted in a reliable determination of a 160.01m period 
{25},{26} , { 27}. That same period of oscillations was recorded 
independently by Brookes et al. {2} and further confirmed by 
Snider et al.{28} as well as by Scherrer et al.{21},{22}.
Until now no unambiguous interpretation of the 160.01 m 
period and of the Hill spectrum have been reported.The period 
160.01 m may be associated with the p-mode at n = 11 and 1 = 2 
for a standard model of the Sun, in which case,however, the 
periods 147 m and 171 m should be observed with the same pro­
bability but such is not the case {25}. The value 160.01 m is 
close to the fundamental harmonic of the pulsations of nearly 
uniform sphere having mass Mw and being of radius Rq , but the 
luminosity of such a sphere must be a factor of 105 lower than 
that of the Sun {25}. The theoretically predicted p-modes of 
radial oscillations of the Sun, for which 1 = 0, may be associ­
ated with a distribution of the periods in the Hill spectrum. 
Such calcultations were performed by Scuflaire et al.{23}, 
Christensen-Dalsgaard and Gough {5}, Hill and Stebbins {11}, 
Iben and Mahaffy {14}, and Rouse {19}. The first column of 
Table 1 lists the observed periods of solar diameter oscilla­
tions according to data reported by Brown et al. {3} over the 
period range 6.5-110 minutes. An asterisk denotes periods 
that do not reach the 0.95 significance level in the spectrum. 
Columns 2 through 6 present values of periods of radial acous­
tic modes, inferred in terms of various models of the Sun. As 
is evident from the table, the observed periods of oscillations 
for each model cannot be fully identified with radial p-modes. 
In relation to this Rouse {19}, Boury et al. {1} and Johnson 
et al. {15} associate the Hill spectrum with nonradial oscil­
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lations (Z / 0) , by confronting it with individual harmonics se­
lected from a large set of theoretically predicted values of 
periods. However, the question remains open as to why prefer­
ence should be given to one or another mode of oscillations.
The aforementioned difficulties in interpreting the Hill 
spectrum can be avoided, assuming that the separation of indi­
vidual modes is brought about by a resonance excitation of 
these oscillations through some spherically-symmetric layer in 
the Sun's interior with physical parameters, dissimilar to the 
environment. Vainshtein et al. {29} pointed out that at the 
base of the convection zone the strength of the azimuthal (B<p) 
component of the magnetic field is able to reach 106 G. As 
claimed by the authors of the last reference, it is necessary 
to account for the mechanism of field enhancement in terms of 
the effect of diamagnetic expulsion of the field out of the 
region of turbulent convection. In relation to this it is of 
interest to determine the parameters of a layer with a magnetic 
field, residing at the base of the convection zone, for which 
the eigen-frequencies of oscillations are close to those in 
the Hill spectrum.
2. Spectrum of eigen-frequencies of oscillations of a 
spherically symmetric layer with an azimuthal field 
component
The equation for plasma oscillations within a spherically 
symmetric layer with a magnetic field may be written as {16}
(1 )
where £ is plasma shift from the equilibrium position, is 
the gravitational potential, B0 is the magnetic field strength, 
and Y = Cp/cv. The "zero" index stands for values of unper­
turbed parameters. Assume that B0 = e(pBo/x ; £ = er£r (r,0) +
+ e0£0(r,0 ), where x = r/a and a is a radius of the layer base.
First we shall examine the condition where the parameter
2ß = 8nP/B0 « l ,  i.e. the plasma is magnetized. Equation (1) then
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becomes:
where n = 0,1,2 , . . .
The solution to this equation has the form:
R ( x ) = x 3/2 Iv(io)|\ x2) (7)2 v a
where Iv is the Bessel's function, v = j/9 + n (n+1) . Generally 
the spectrum u must be derivable from relationships that de­
fine the absence of a pressure jump on the boundaries of the 
layer and of a continuity of a normal component of the per­
turbed field. However, when the layer's thickness 7. is sub­
stantially smaller than the wavelength X, i.e. 7<K X = Vaxn , 
where xn is the period of oscillations, during radial pulsations 
the layer will displace as an entity without any substantial 
deformation. This permits us to neglect derivatives with 
respect to x in equation (6). Moreover, because Z«a, the 
variable x can be represented thus: x = l  + y, where y<3Cl. As a 
result, equations (6) and (7) yield to a first approximation:
Ur, = —  /n(n +1) cl u>o/n(n +1 ) (8)
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3tz a2 x2 3x 3x x 36
32Eg _ vj J_ 1 3 3Er £ 3Eg (3)
3t2 a2 x 3 sin© 3© 3x x 30
where Va = B0//4up~ is the Alfvén velocity. Upon substitution
3 E r  1  ^E 0of the variable U = r—  + — 7-3—  equations (2) and (3) then yield:o X X o fc)
^  + -L l-f-i—  (U sin ©) (4)
91 9x x29Xj X^ 9© sin© 9©
We seek a solution in the form: U = AelutR(x)S(0). For a func­
tion that depends on ©, the solution will have the form:
Sn(©) = sin©Pn (cos©) (5)
where Pn ( cos©) is the first kind .Legendre polynomial. The 
equation for the R(x) function assumes the form:
2d2R „ dR fü)2a2xi* , . s ] D n ,,,xz— --2x3—  + ----7—--n(n+l)R=0 (6)dx dx { v2 J
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Rn = Iv |y/n(n+l)j= c o n s t .  (9)
Accordingly, taking (5) into account, the solution for U 
becomes:
Un = cn exp /n( n+ 1) t j sin © Pncos 0 (10)
whence ?
g0 n = cnexp |i^- Ai(n+l)tj sinu P cosy, dy (11)
0
Thus, a layer with an azimuthal magnetic field, for which 
Z<5C X, must be dominated by pulsations with a shift in the co­
ordinate 0 and with a peak amplitude in the equatorial region. 
The spectrum of eigen-frequencies of oscillations of the layer
must, to a first approximation, be defined by the relationship~ — 4(8). Assuming that to0 = Va/ä = 6.54 • 10 s_1 which corresponds to
a period T °^= 160.01, as inferred by Severny from solar radial 
pulsation measurements, we will define the spectrum thus:
Tn = T (o) [n(n + l)]”1/2
The computational result is presented in the seventh col­
umn of Table 1, where the last column gives the relevant values 
of n. One can see that these periods confidently agree both in 
the number of maxima and in the values of Hill spectrum periods. 
An exception is the period 35.78 m with n=4. It appears to 
correspond to an average taken of two maxima on the spectrum 
with the periods 39.0 m and 32.1 m. Then this maximum would 
refer to the period 35.5 m which compares well with the pre­
dicted value. Fig.2 is a plot of lgTn against n, also showing 
corresponding values of periods from the Hill spectrum.
The confidence of the agreement between the theoretical 
and observed spectra was evaluated using the following scheme: 
the value of T Í°^=Tj/j(j +1) was determined for each value of
the period in the Hill spectrum. Hence the r.m.s. deviation
o = ^ E T ^ 0^- q^0) k qs 3 _5g mi qn which case T^°^= — E T =LN V
= 160.086 m and N = 24. As a result, the parameter of Student
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Fig.l. P ower spectrum of oscillations of the solar d i a m e t e r 
according to observations of Brown et al.{3}
T
2.C
1.75 
1.50- 
1.25 - 
1.00
075- 5 10 15 20 n
Fig.2. Comparison of the computed valu e s  of periods w i t h  periods of Hill 
spectrum ( * • -• - theory, * * * - experiment).
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is 0.19. Thus, it can be asserted that theoretical and experi­
mental values of the periods agree to within 0.85 probability.
Oscillation periods of solar diameter were calculated in 
{3} only up to 6.5 m (n=24). If we examine a theoretical spec­
trum for large values of n, then for the 5 minute oscillation 
region the frequency difference between the adjacent harmonics 
of the spectrum becomes constant Av = 0.1041•10-3 Hz. The dis­
creteness of the spectrum with equally-spaced peaks was found 
by Claverie et al. {6}. However, the frequency spacing of the 
peaks in the power spectrum of the observed 5 min oscillations 
is smaller, namely 0.0678•10- 3H z . Such a frequency difference 
is observable if T^°^ = 245.82 min is assumed as the principal 
period of oscillations in formula (12). Dittmer {8 } found a 
period of 256 m, in close proximity to this period.
3. Physical parameters of a spherically symmetric layer 
with magnetic field
Now, we shall determine the parameters of a layer with a 
magnetic field, acting as a resonator at Hill frequencies. At 
its lower boundary the equilibrium condition may be written as:
2
“§§+ (Pi -Pe>gZ + Pi = pe (13)
where is an averaged value of the density through the radial 
cross-section of the layer. The indices i and e denote the 
parameter values within and outside of the layer.
The last equation yields:
Vge + YgZ-5--— --- -------  (14)
-e Va (0.5y + a) + YglPc
2 y Pwhere Vs = -— - is the square of sound velocity outside the 
*-*e 2 2layer and a = Vgi/Va is the ratio of the squared sound 
velocity within the layer to the Alfvenic velocity. In order 
to eliminate the action of the hydrostatic force on the layer
it should be assumed that B. - p  . This results in
2 1 e Vse = V3(0.5y + a). Assume that a = 0.1 and y = 5/3. In doing
so, in accordance with the expession (8) we find:
Vse = = 2.3-108Te = 0.9Vg = 0.9a2u* (15)
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Allowing for the value of co0, this last expression will take 
the form:
Te = 8.1-106K2 (16)
where x is the distance■from the center of the Sun in fractions 
of solar radius. We will avail ourselves of a model {24} of the 
distribution of physical parameters of the Sun with depth. The 
Te versus x curve intersects the temperature variation curve 
at xo = 0.56 from solar radius. For this depth pe = =
2.5*10-1g cm-3. Taking into account that a = xoR0 from equation 
(15) we find: Va = 2.4-107g cm-3. According to the adopted con­
dition for oscillations of the layer, X »7, hence the layer's 
thickness i may be assumed to be of the order 109 cm. The field
strength within the layer must be B0 = Vg/inp^ = 4.3•107 G. When
2 2a =0.1, i.e. Vsi = 0.1Va , the condition of plasma magnetization 
is satisfied. Correspondingly, the temperature within the layer 
will be 2.5*105 K. Outside the layer, according to the model of 
Sears {24}, it is 2.5-106 K.
Thus, equilibrium in the layer must be realized through a 
substantial temperature drop. A deficit of radiant energy flux 
in the layer can be compensated for only by convective transfer. 
In a horizontal magnetic field convection has the form of ex­
tended rolls {4}. A variation of the angular rotation rate, as 
a result of convection along the length of the rolls, must 
cause the layer to split into a system of twisted quasi-paral­
lel ropes. Presumably, this process must have no effect on os­
cillations in the layer in coordinate 0 because in between the 
ropes the sound velocity is comparable to Alfvén velocity.
A temperature decrease in magnetic ropes as compared to 
the ambient medium may be associated with the thermal insta­
l l )  ' < 0, where L(T) 
only. From the
bility {17} which develops whenever -r™O 1
is a function that depends on temperature 
form of the L(T) function {7}, with proper account of the 
temperature distribution according to the model of Sears {24} 
it follows that the condition for the instability to develop 
will be satisfied. Possibly, this process is analogous to the 
production of prominences in the corona.
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4. Discussion
The sequence of periods in the Hill spectrum can, to a 
high degree of probability, be brought into agreement with 
eigen-frequencies of oscillations of a spherically symmetric 
layer with a magnetic field, located below the convection zone 
at a depth of 0.56 Re. The thickness of the layer is order 
of 101* km. The density in the layer coincides with that of the 
surrounding plasma but the temperature is an order of magnitude 
lower. The field seems to consist of individual ropes, oriented 
in coordinate cp, with a strength of order 4.3-107 G. Global 
oscillations in the layer must proceed preferentially in coor­
dinate 0, i.e. across the magnetic field. Since for these os­
cillations the Alfvén velocity substantially exceeds the sound 
velocity, the damping will, therefore, be minimal which will 
determine their excitation on resonance frequencies. For radial 
oscillations the wavelength is an order of magnitude longer 
than the layer's thickness. On its boundary Va > V se, and there­
fore a shock wave must arise which will substantially decrease 
the amplitude of radial oscillations as compared to those in 
coordinate 0. The following variant of a reconciliation between 
the oscillations on the solar surface and those within the 
layer seems to be plausible. Plasma shift near the poles in 
the layer must lead to simultaneous oscillations of the poloidal 
component strength of the general magnetic field of the Sun, 
the component being undoubtedly associated with the layer. In­
deed, the period 160.01 m has been discovered by Severny's 
group in the oscillations of the general magnetic field of the 
Sun {18}. It should be noted that near the poles in the photo­
sphere there must be oscillation of plasma density resulting 
from plasma entrainment by a poloidal field during axially 
symmetric tangential shifts in coordinate 0. Possibly, this 
effect was making the crucial contribution at the time of os­
cillation measurements in Hill's experiment. On the whole, it 
must be suggested that the global oscillations of the Sun with 
the period 160.01 m, as detected by Severny's group, cause a 
resonance excitation of meridional oscillations in a spheri-
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167 160.01
110 113.14 i
66. 16 62.71 62.22 66.14 75.82 65.32 2
44.66 41.98 46.9 45.50 46. 19 3
39.0 41.10 40.81 'IS 78 432.1 31.26 32.32 30.0 30.67 33.06
28.7 29.21 5
24.8 24.75 26.00 24.18 25.66 24.69 6
21.0 20.42 21.51 22.3 20.97 21.38 7
19.5 18.33 17.84 19.95 18.86 8
17.0* 17.36 16.90 17.81 16.87 9
15.1* 15.12 15.95 15.55 15.26 10
14.3* 14.13 14.75 13.93 11
13.3 13.38 14.88 13.05 13.84 12.81 12
12.1 12.02 12.64 12.77 12.49 11.86 13
11.4 11.54 11.19 11.72 11.38 11.04 14
10.7 10.94 10.60 9.96 10.65 10.44 10.33 15
9.9 10.05 9.81 9.77 9.67 9.70 16
9.3 9.30 9.12 8.98 9.03 9.00 9. 14 17
8.5 8.65 8.52 8.17 8.39 8.41 8.65 18
8.0* 8.08 8.21 19
7.8 7.94 7.83 7.89 7.81 20
7.6 7.59 7.53 7.50 7.34 7.45 7.44 21
6.9 7.12 6.92 7.06 7.11 22
6.7 6.75 6.93 6.69 6.81 23
6.5 6.41 6.44 6.54 6.37 6.53 24
cally symmetric layer with a strong magnetic field below the 
convection zone with a spectrum of the form oin = to0/n(n+l) . In
the last years, apart from these basic frequencies in the os­
cillations of the solar diameter Hill obtained a number of ad­
ditional peaks of the harmonics {30}.
Possibly, in the future, they can be associated with a 
more exact solution to the problem of oscillations of this 
layer.
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ON THE EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC ENERGY INCREASE 
IN THE SUNSPOT CHROMOSPHERE
V.N. D E R M E N D J I E V  
Acad.Astron.Dept. .Sofia
Abstract:
A  two-dimensional, hydromagnetic, time-dependent model is d e ­
veloped, w h i c h  simulates the response o f  the sunspot umbral 
chromosphere plasma i n i t i a t e d  by  the emerging magnetic f l u x  at 
the "foot" o f  a n  existing m a g n e t i c  loop structure. The effects 
o f  the thermal conduction, g r a v i t y  and Joule h eating are t aken 
into account a n d  separate ion a n d  electron temperatures are c a l ­
culated. The increased m a g n e t i c  f l u x  leads to a  somewhat m o d e s t  
collapse in the lower c h r o m o s p h e r e  a n d  causes the plasma to f l o w  
upwards. It is hypot h e s i z e d  that such effects m a y  provide a 
reasonable simulation o f  s m a l l - s c a l e  transient phenomena in the 
lower chromosphere, often in  c l o s e  relation to chromosphere 
p l a s m a  ejec t i o n  events.
OB 3O0EKTAX POCTA MATHHTHOPi SHEPTHM 
B CO/1HE4HOK XPOMOC0EPE HAfl ilflTHAMM
B.H. flEPMEHfllKHEB
AcTpOH.OTfl.AKafl. , C O 0 M fl
Adcmpaxm:
Pa3pa6omana deymepnasi, eudpaMasHumHOR Modesit>, xomopan cuMyAupyem 
ormuwiK xpaMoccßepHoü nsiasMM Had con.Hev.Htm nnmnoM Ha ecnmeanue 
MaenumHozo nomoxa e "Home" yoce cyuiecmeyiaiteü MazHumHO-nemneeoü 
cmpyxmypu. Sffexrm mennonpoeodHocmu, c w m  mnxecmu u dxoyneeoü 
ducunauuu npunnmu so enuManue u omdenoHo evmucAsmmca űohhor u 
osiejanpoHHOR mejmepamypu. Bo3pacmaKUiuü MaenumHU nomox npoeodum 
K eo3HUKHoeeHwo HeóoAbuiozo Kon/ianca e mameű xpoMocfepe u eu3ueaem 
deuxenue nnasMU eeepx. Bvtcxa3ueaemcA npednoAcacenue, vmo maxue 
sftfiexmi dann npueMAume cuMynmiuu MeAKO-Macwmaómx HecmauuoHapHwx 
MBAeHuű e Hwtmeü ocpcmocfepe, xomopbie uacmo mecHO cen3ami c 
HenenusiMU euópactteaHun xpoMocfepnoű nnasm.
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1. Introduction
The increase of magnetic energy in the solar atmosphere 
is an object of considerable observational and theoretical in­
terest and is usually explained with magnetic.flux emergence. 
When such emergence occurs at the base of a pre-existing mag­
netic loop structure, it is treated as a possible mechanism 
of solar flares formation {6},{5}. However, a number of ob­
servations show that surges, sprays and bright points (Eller- 
man bombs) can also be formed.
As a rule, surges are observed in the regions of the solar 
atmosphere with relatively fast variations of the magnetic 
flux. The analysis of high resolution on- and off-band Ha fil- 
tergrams of disk solar surges and their comparison with mag­
netic data {9} shows that surges are clusters of a large number 
of fine jets, thickness of 1" in diameter, apparently connected 
with the bright knots, or bombs in the lower chromosphere. Ac­
cording to Rust {11} the Ellerman bombs mainly appear in the 
regions with "satellite" polarity in close proximity to already 
existing strong magnetic field at photospheric level.
Bruzek {1} supposes that the cause of formation for both 
the bombs and the accompanying arch filaments is closely con­
nected with the propagation through the chromosphere of ex­
panding and increasing active region magnetic fields.
The aim of this paper is to model the magnetic energy in­
crease in regions of strong local magnetic field with suitable 
equations and to investigate numerically the behaviour, i.e. 
the dynamical response of the plasma in the chromosphere above 
this region.
2. Magneto-hydrodynamic model
The model in cartesian coordinates describes an initial 
potential magnetic field configuration of bipolar sunspot 
groups at the "foot" of which a new magnetic flux emerges.This 
situation is expressed by equations (1) and (2)
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where D is the diameter of the foot, Bq - the magnetic induc­
tion at the base of the magnetic arch system of a semiwidth of 
xm , B* - the initial value of magnetic induction of the new 
field at the photosphere, - the growth of the magnetic field 
and X - the duration of the magnetic pulse. In accordance with 
the observational data {2} we assume B0 =1500 G and xm =15 l03km. 
The Bx component is tangent to the solar limb, while the By - 
component is radially directed upwards to the corona. The per­
turbations {2} increase linearly with the time and are con­
tinuously maintained throughout the time-dependent calculations.
To describe the behaviour of the chromosphere plasma 
above the place of magnetic flux emergence, we proceed from 
the equations in cartesian coordinates of two-dimensional mag­
neto-hydrodynamics of a cpmpressible media, making the fol­
lowing assumptions: 1) the investigated media is a completely 
ionizated hydrogen plasma, 2) the velocity and magnetic field 
have only two components, 3) Joule heating is limited to the 
electrons, 4) separate thermal conductivities are computed for 
electrons and ions, 5) viscosity and radiation are neglected,
6) the transport coefficients are isotropic and 7) the thermo­
dynamic properties of the media are described by the equation 
of the ideal gas.
Since we are studying plasma of a very low value of the 
parameter beta, ß<3C 1 (ß is the ratio of gas pressure to mag-
477
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netic pressure), when computing the magnetic field small errors 
might increase, leading to fictitious effects of anomalous 
heating or cooling. Therefore, instead of the equation of 
total energy in conservative form, we use the equation of ther­
mal energy in which all terms describing heating are obviously 
included.
Taking into account all these assumptions, time dependent 
equations can be written as follows:
H = - ^ ( pU) - A ( p V ) '
y t (pU) = " Ä (pu2)
_8
81
_3 
81
8 Bx
8 P 8 . Tnn ByfaBy 8B?
- a5E - 8^ (puv) - 4n (ax " 8y~
, . . .  8 , „ 2 .  3 P
t (pV) = " 87(PV > "87 8 x
_  = c _8_ 
8t ~~ ”3 n  8y
8By _ c f  _8_ 
8t ~~ 4ti 8y
8Bx _ 8By
3y 8x
Í SB y _ 8B x
I 8x 8y
4-(p u v ) f e - - 3®y3x 4nl8y
-  ^ - ( B x V  -  B yU ) ,a y
Pg®
8x ( B y U -  BxV ) ,
at
8U , 8V7r(pTe) = - (h - l)pTe — - + -J- (pTeU) -■£- (pTeV) - Y — 18x 8yJ 8x 8y
8y ix 3Te)
ge2 f 8Bx 8ByIi . p(Ti-Tp)[ ay J (4u)2 lay 8x J ' T 'leq
- (K- 1)pTi!^ +8U , 3V
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) 
(7)
JLÍ 8Te8x(Xe8x
(8)
8TP 
8y[Hl8y
8x 8y
p(Te-Tj) 
Teq
87(pTiU) 8y
x-1 8
(pTiV)--ir 7* *
8Tj
l 8x
(9)
P = pR(Ti+T e), (10)
where the independent variables are x and y coordinates 
directed tangent to the solar limb and radially upwards to the 
corona respectively, x is the ratio of specific heats, R is 
the gas constant, n is the electrical resistivity, xe and x-^  
are electron and ion thermal conductivity, xeq is the electron- 
ion temperature equilibration time, c is the velocity of light 
and g@ is the gravity on the surface of the Sun. The dependent 
variables are the density p, gas pressure P, horizontal, U, and 
vertical, V, velocity, horizontal, Bx ? and vertical, By, com­
ponents of the magnetic field induction, and electron, Te, and 
ion, T^, temperatures. Spitzer {12}formulas are used for pro­
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perties p, xe, x-^ , and xeq and a value of x = 5/3 is used for 
all calculations.
For the numerical solution of the model (1)— (10) we used 
a variation of Richtmyer's two-step method {10}. The prin­
cipal advantage of the method is the fact that it is of a sec­
ond order accuracy and that it is capable of a sharper shock 
resolution compared to other second order approaches. To over­
come instability due to the time centering of the second space 
differences, we use the Dufort-Frankel scheme {4} which is un­
conditionally stable.
3. Results and discussion
We place a two-dimensional 60x100 network with a step A x = 
Ay=10 km at the lower chromosphere immediately over the 
photosphere at the foot of the magnetic loop structure, simu­
lated with equation (1). This network forms the basic staggered 
spatial array for the computations. The network step is chosen 
so that high resolution in the regions of fast changing to be 
achieved, while the time step - to satisfy the Courant-Fried- 
rich-Lewy condition for stability of the solution in every node 
of the network. The initial atmosphere is assumed ot be motion­
less, with temperature and density satisfying the empirical 
sunspot chromosphere model of Lites and Skumanich {7}.
The model allows the current component in z direction.
From the physical point of view, it is supposed that initially, 
the plasma has a zero velocity, whereupon it gains acceleration 
due to an impulsive increase of the magnetic pressure in a thin 
layer at the lower boundary (photosphere). This magnetic press­
ure jump, equivalent to a weak current at the boundary, is 
given by the perturbation {2} which simulates the emergence of 
a new magnetic flux.
The boundary conditions, except for the magnetic pulse on 
the lower boundary, are engaged in the calculations in such a 
way that the first-order extrapolation is satisfied {3}.
To demonstrate the possibilities of the model we give 
B* = 1000 G 9 and ^ = 1 0  G sec-1. Of particular interest are 
the thermodynamic response of the solar chromosphere and the
479
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magnetic and velocity fields, established by the emerging flux.
The problem of displaying the output values has always 
been very difficult. The complete set of profiles for all rep­
resentative times is an excessively large body of data. There­
fore, we have selected four consecutive sets for the electron 
temperature, density and magnetic field profiles and three sets 
of velocity profiles to indicate the type of data available 
from this solution.
In Figs.l and 2, a modest collapse can be traced, appearing 
immediately to the lower boundary around the axis of symmetry.
We have to point out that due to the symmetry, the respective 
figures show only the right-hand part of the investigated re­
gion. The imperturbed regions are not shown either.
The magnetic field (Fig.3) remains imperturbed at larger 
heights, but it shows zigzags and is strongly deformed close 
to the place of the new magnetic flux emergence. The picture 
of the velocity field is also interesting (Fig.4). The plasma 
moves upwards in pulses, showing a vortex-like movement.
4. Conclusion
As Parker {8} suggests, the magnetic buoyancy in an elec­
trically conductive atmosphere is large enough to bring a 
strand of flux from the general toroidal magnetic field up in­
to the photosphere. This mechanism probably acts in the sub­
photosphere layers, while above the photosphere, the electro­
magnetic processes are becoming substantial.
With the help of a two-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamic 
numerical experiment we investigate in our work the behaviour 
of the chromosphere plasma above the sunspot during the emerg­
ence of a new magnetic flux, taking the dissipation processes 
(neglecting the viscosity) into account. The essential result 
obtained is that an area of increased density and temperature 
is being created which may be interpreted as a bright point or 
bomb. The created temperature gradient can serve as an initial 
pulse which may produce a plasma flux in the direction of the 
lines of force of the quasistatic magnetic loop structures in 
the form of a surge or spray events.
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CHHEPTHTMUECKOE nOHHMAHHE 3BOJIIOU,HH CTPYKTYP 
MArHHTHUX nOJlEíl HA C0J1HU,E
3.n. m o t h h e b c k h K
H3MMPAH,TpoMUH
SYNERGIC EXPLANATION OF THE EVOLUTION 
OF SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURES
E.I. MOGILEVSKIJ
IZMIRAN,Troitsk
1. IIpHHIiHnajIBHOe OTJIHHHe KOCMHV e C K O ß  njia3MH (B TOM MHCJie 
3 a M a rHHHeHHO0 nna3MKi Ha CoJiHue) o t  jiaßopaTcpHQä c o c t o h t  npexfle 
Bcero b t o m , MTo oT c y T C T B H e  b Koc M o c e  orpaacflaiomHx CTeHOK, k o t o  
pue pjiH. n a ß o p a T o p H o ß  njia3MHt oßycjnaBJiHBawT BunoJiHeHHe Bceii 3aKo 
HOB C O X p a H e H H H , n p O B O H H T  K TaKOfi C a M O O p r a H H 3 aUHH (o6pa3OBaHHI0 
TaKHX C T p y K T y p ) njia3MH b KOCMOcy, KOTopaa ofiecneansaeT ee 
c 3 M o o p r a H H 3 a u H H . 3 t o  03HavaeT, b aacTHOOTH, h t o  b HaßTtwnaeMoß 
aT M o c J e p e  CojiHua aothkhki cyinecTBOBaTB Taxae t o m k h  , MarHHTHtie 
nojtH, CKopocTH B e m e c T B a  (B03M0>KH£je npn onpefleJieHHHx C T p y K T y p a x  
b nJia3Me) , KOToptae oßecneHHBaioT K B a 3 H C T a u H O H a p H O C T B  coJiHeHHOß 
aTMOc^epbi. CyneprpaHyjiH no Bceft n o B e p xHOCTH CoxiHua, co o T B e T C T -  
BywmHe K O H B e K T H B H H M  nne ß K a M  EeHapa, neTeJiBHHe h  apKaHHHe h  
npy r n e  C T p yKTypu b K o p o H e  h  xpoMoccJiepe, TOHKOCTpyKTypHtae $HJia- 
MeHTapHHie MarHHTOiuia3MeHHHe sneMeHTH, H3 k o t o p h x  c o c t o h t  Haßjiio 
Hae M u e  HBJieHHH coJiHenHoß 3K t h b h o c t h  (nHTHa, (faneJiH h  t .h .) -
Bee 3 t o  HJiJiiocTpHpyeT cymec T B O B a H H e  Ha CojiHue npoueccoB c aMoop- 
raHH3au;HH.
YKa3aHHyio xapaKTepHyw ocoßeHHOCTt coJiHenHoß MarHHTonna3Mbi 
KOTopaa onpefleJineT OyHflaMeHTajibHbie ee CBoßCTBa, m o h c h o BbiBecTH 
H3 npefljiojKeHoro A.A. BjiacoBHM {1} cooTHomeHHH CTpyKTypHocTH:
/f(r,p)dT? 0(B,J,Ü,p,.. . ,t) , (1)
rue - cTaTHCTHaecKaa JyHKUHa pacnpenejieHHH m h k p o sjieMeHTOB
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MarHHTonjia3MH b $a3 0 B O M  n p o c T p a H C T B e  (v); O - O y h k u h h , ycTaHaB- 
JIHBaiOmaH B 3aHMOCBH3b BeK T O p O B  nOJIH (B) , TOKOB (J) , M a K p O C K O ” 
pocTH (U), njioTHOCTH (p) H T.fl. H B p e M e H H  (t), K O T o p a s  oßecne- 
qHBaeT c a M o c o x p a H H e M o c T b  KocMHHecKOfi (cojiHenHofl) njia3MH. C o o t - 
HotueHHG (1) onpefleJineT HepacxoflHMocTt <J>v h k h h h p a c n p e n e n e H H H  h 
ee MOMeHTOB, T.e. Bee 3 a K O H H  c o x p a H e H H H  npn y c j i o b h h  o6pa30BaHHH 
pnna n H C K p e T H H x  CTpyKTyp. XapaKTepHoft o c o ö e H H O C T B W  ypaBHeHHH 
(1) HBJIHeTCH TO, ^TO npH 3aflaHHOM nOTeHUHajie B 3 a H M O n e 0 C B H H  flJIH 
coBOKy n H O C T H  3JieMeHTOB JHo6oro M a c m T a ß a  o6pa3y e T C H  p h h  HHCKpeTfHX 
CTpynpyp (no BjiacoBy - "njia3MOKHOB") , npn cyiqecTBOBaHHH k o t o p h x
B03MoxcHa caMa coxpaHHeMocTB Beeil CHCTeMbi (b HanieM cnynae 3aMar- 
HHneHHan axMocOepa CoJiHua) .
3aMenaTejT£HEiM OTKpHTHeM b rejiHDtonxe rjoc.nenHe.ro neCHTH- 
jieTHH HBHJiocb o6Hapy*eHne c noMombw BaxyyMHHx cojmenHHX Tenec- 
KonoB BJieMeHTapHbix t o h k o c t p y h h h x  OHJiaMeHTOB-cySrpaHyji (sgf) , 
KOTopbie b jiHTepaType Ha3BiBaiOT "MarHHTHHMH TpyőKaMH noTOKa" , 
"JjHJiHrpH" h  T.H. Ha ypoBHe $OTOC(J>ep£i o h h  HaönionaioTCH b BHne 
pe3Ko onepneHHux HHCKpeTHbix Tonex cmiBHoro nonn b ceneHHH<0','2 
(T.e. Bcero HecKonbKO c o t  KHJiOMeTpoB, h t o  HaxoflHTCH Ha npenene 
pa3pemaiomeit b o 3m o >k h o c t h  Ha3eMHHx TenecKonoB) . HanpHiseHHocTt nojiH 
b HHX =60011000 G (b cnoKoilHbix oßnacTax) h h o  1,513KG (b aKTHB- 
HblX OSjiaCTHX) . Bee H 3 B e C THbie HaM HBJI6HHH COJIHenHOK aKTHBHOCTH 
(nsTHa, $aKenH, $jioKKyjibi, KopoHan£HO-xpoMoc<J>epHbie neTJin h t .h J 
COCTOHT H3 COBOKynHOCTH pHfla 3THX B3aHMOfleÜCTByK)iaHX SHeMeHTap- 
HfcJX MarHHTOnjia3MeHHbIX BOnOKOHeH, Sgf. ÄKTHBHbie OÖJiaCTH BbwejiH- 
WTCH cymecTBeHHo öojibiueíl noKajiBHoil (b TeneHne onpeneneHHoro 
nepHona) KOHueHTpaunea (a cjienoBaTejibHO - cooTBeTCTByiomHMH 
CTpyKTypHHMH o6pa30BaHHHMH) aneMeHTapHbix cyOrpaHyn (sgf). B 
cnoKoilHbix oßjiacTHx cyörpaHyjribHHe BjieMeHTH cocpenoToneHu b rpa- 
h h i h h x  ysejiKax k o h b 6k t h b h h x  cyneprpaHyn CaHaJior sieex EeHapa) .
A no'iTH b Cio n oBepxHOCTB C o n H n n  3aHHMaiOT KpynHOMacniTaßHbie yHnno- 
JinpHbie OoHOBbie nojiH, cjiaßoe (?5ilOG) M a r H H T H o e  n o n e  k o t o p h x  
p a c n p e n e n e H o  p a É H O M e p H O  6 e c c T p y K T y p H o  . A k t h b h h g  oßnacTH, Kax 
npaBHJIO, B03HHKaK)T H pa3BHBaiOTCH Ha rpa H H U S  $ O H O B H X  MarHHTHHX 
nonea npoTHBonoJioxcHoii nonnpHocTH. OoHOBbie M a r H H T H H e  norm Taxse
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KaK MarHHTHtje noJiH aKTHBHHX o6JiacTeS (AO) h 3m g h h k)t c h b Tenei-me 
22-jieTHero uHKJia no 3aKOHy XafiJia. H3 H3Jio>KeHoro cnenyeT, h t o  
BnonHe onpaBflaHa nonMTKa C H H e p r a m e c K o r o  paccMOTpeHHH sbojiiouhh 
Ha6jiwflaeMKix Ha Cojimie HHCKpeTHKix CTpyKTyp MarHHTHHX noJieil, coo- 
TOÍIIHHX H3 pHfla B3aHMOfleÜCTByKmHX CaMOOpraHH3y»HHXCfl 3 JieMeHTOB 
H, KOTopue onpe,neJiHK)T npaKTHHecKH Bee xapaKxepHbie CBOitCTBa 
HBJieHHH COJIHeHHOfl aKTHBHOCTH {2}.
2. Kan noKa3HBaioT Ha6jiioneHHH, ajieMeHTapHbie cyörpaHyjibi 
HMeioT o r p a H H H G H H o e  BpeMH c y m e c T B O B a H H H  Ha ypoBHe <t>OTOc<J>epbi: o t  
HeCKOJIBKHX HaCOB (flJIH H30JIHp0BaHHHX BHe AO 3JieMeHTOB) flO fleCHT- 
Ka H a C O B  H HeCKOJIBKHX flHeil - npH BXOJKHeHHH Sgf (T.e. npH HaJIH- 
HHH HX TeCHOrO B 3 aHMOJiefí C T B H H ) B COCTaB nHT e H  , (paKeJIOB H T.n. 
(HBJieHHH B AO) . B TO >Ke BpeMH H3BeCTHO, 1 T O  MarHHTHbie nOJIH B AO
cymecTByioT, no KpafiHeft Mape, Ha nopnaoK flanbine. 3t o o3HanaeT, 
HTO b AO npoHcxoflHT HHHaMHHeCKHfl npouecc: flHCCHnauHH HJiH nor- 
pyateHHe "ciapax sgf" h BcruibiBaHHe "h o b h x  sgf", KOTopnie jiojijkhbi 
reHepnpoBaTBCH b non$OToc$epHux cjiohx (b KOHBeKTHBHofí 30He). 
TeopHH TypöyjieHTHoro flHHaMo no3BOJineT nojiyHHTB jyiH KpynHOMac- 
üJTaßHBix MarHHTHbix nojieft B<10G{3}, Torna KaK b sgf Ha6jnoflaioTCH 
nojiH B^103G. B HacToainee BpeMH HeT noKa yflOBJiexBopHTejiBHOfi 
rHnoTe3H ctojib chjibhoto ycHJieHHH MarHHTHoro nojiH b cyßrpaHyjiB- 
h h x  3JieMeHTax {4}. OflHaKO cpeflH h h x  HaHöoJiee nepcneKTHBHoft 
HBJineTCH rnnoTe3a ycHJieHHH nojiH npn aBTOMOflejiBHux KOJie6aHHHX 
b aKTHBHOÉ OKpyjKaSmefi cpene (njia3Me) , npoHHaaHHoft KpynHOMac- 
üiTa6HbiM ((Jj o h o b h m) noJieM.
3. H3 ypaBHeHHH CTpyKTypHOCTH (1) BMeCTe C ypaBHeHHHMH 
MaKCBenjia ruh. ocecHMeTpHHHoro cjiynan nojiynaeTCH cjienytomee Bwpa- 
jseHHe BJiH (JiyHKiiHH pacnpejiejieHHH cyörpaHyjiBHtax sjieMeHTOB (sgf)
B $ O H O B O M  nOJie B H KOHBeKT H B H O f i  C K O P O C T H  U:
f(r,p)=Ap(r,z-ut) exp(- JE— + al) , (2)
rne
I=r sind (Uco + —  Acp) . (3)me
3necB p - npocTpaHCTBeHHan njioTHOCTB cyörpaHyjiBHBix ajieMeHTOB 
(sgf) c KoopflHHaTaMH r, d, z, o6tqeil SHeprHeil e, MaKpo3apnnoM 
e h  c Maccofi M; A<p - KOMnoHeHTa BeKTop-noTeHunajia MarHHTHoro
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noJiH, k0m - 3HeprHH cjiynaflHBix flBHXceHHfi sgf; A n a -  nocTOHHHue 
HOPMHPOBKH. 0COŐSHHOCTBK) (JyHKUHH (2) <B OTJIHHHH OT TOrO , ^TO 
HMeeT MecTO b 3aMarHHyeHHOft na6opaTopHofi nna3Me) HBjineTCH t o , 
t t o  OHa aHU3omponnaji, T.e. CTauHOHapHoe OoHOBoe MarHHTHoe none 
(B)h CKopocTb KOHBGKUHH (U) onpe.ne.mnoT b BujiejieHHOM HanpaBJie- 
hhh pacnpeflejieHHH h HH$$y3Hio cyOrpaHyjiBHfcjx sneMeHTOB sgf. Ecjih 
<f> - cpejtHHH HanpH)KeHHOCTB MarHHTHoro nojiH sgf, t o , npoHHTer- 
pxpoBaB $yHKuHto pacnpeflejieHHH (2) no sHeprasM, MoxceM npeftTH k
C O B OKynHOCTH flHCKpeTHblX M a r H H T H H X  SJieMeHTOB
n
<h> J f de-»-£m j (4)
j=1
ÍIOTOK 3THX 3 JieMeHTOB (c yTeTOM BHfla (JjyHKUHft ) (2) H (3)):
3fleCB DL - JIHHeilHUfl K03<J)<I>HU.HeHT HH$(J)y3HH , KOTOpbTfi OnpeflejIHJICH
npn HH$OepeHUHpoBaHHH b cfyHKUHH (2) mneHa njioTHocra p. HejiHHeft-
NLHHß K03<J)<t>HIJ,HeHT nH<t>4>y3HH D MOJKHO nOJiyHHTb flH(lHl)epeHUHpyH AyHK- 
UHH (2) c yneTOM (3) no k oopnn h a t aM (y Hac no z) . OneBHflHO,
HTo npn 3t o m  noHBHTCH flBa cnaraeMBix (H3-3a rpajHeHTOB c k o p o c t h  
[ VU ]) , nponopuHOHajibHhix m, T.e.
D ^ a - C m , - (a V Ü  +  ß V B ) = m i S i  (6)J
m e  C, a, ß, - cooTBeTCTBywmHe K03(J)$HnHeHTbi nponopuHOHanbHocTH. 
OyHKUHH Si onpenenneT HejiHHeßHBie noTOKH mj - 3jieMeHTOB npn 
HaJIHHHH rpaflHeHTOB CKOpOCTH , nOJIH H B3aHMOfleÄCTBHH Me«ny n - 
3JieMeHTaMH Ha Manux paccTOHHHsx (rd ) no opaBHeHHK) c xapaxTep- 
HHMH pasMepaMH (L) paccMaTpHBaeMOi CTpyKTypbi. CymecTBeHHO nofl- 
TepKHyTB ITO aHH30Tp0nH0CTB (J)y HKIJHH paCnpefleiieHHH 3 JieMeHTOB 
(2) onpenejiHJia cmu.MyAupoea.HHyn nH$<J>y3HK> no rpajjneHTaM c k o p o c t h  
h  norm h  B3aHMone*CTBHeM Me*ny cyßrpaHyjibHHMH sneMeHTaMH.
Bb o j h o u h w CHCTeMu sgf MOKHO, cjienyu paßOTe {5}, npencTaBHTB 
HejiHHeSHfcjM ypaBHeHHeM THna:
-i- +  div P  =  F i  (rn , 1 2 , ..., m n , r, t ) ,  ^
rue mi - HHHaMHnecyne nepeMeHHue Haiaeft CHCTeMhi MarHHTHHX
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sjieMeHTOB f r - h x KoopaHHara, t - BpeMs, a ^y h k u h h - onpe- 
AejineT MyjiBTHnjiHKaTHBHyio HeJiHHeitHocTb B3anMoneficBHH n - sjieMeH- 
T O B . noflCTaBHB B (7) BHpajteHHe (5), (6), nony'íHM HeJiHHeitHoe
ypaBHeHHe sbojiiouhh:
4. HT06h  BHHCHHTb <J>H3HH:eCKHfi CMbICJI HejIHHeftHOä $yHKHHH 
B3aHMOflefícTBHH CP-^ ) b HaiiieM KOHKpeTHOM cnynae (T.e. npn o6pa30- 
BapHH CTpyKTyp 3 k t h b k h x  oßjiacTeH Ha CojiHue) , cnenyeT cnenaTb 
cjienyromne 3aMe>iaHHH.
a) AKT H B H a n  oßxtacTb (AO) H a  CoJiHiie, 3aHHMaiomaH o t h o c k t g j t b h o  
M ajiyro íacib noBepxHocra, m o j k h o  p a c c M a T p H B a T t  KaK oTBeTBjieHKe 
"Majioro ceneHHíi" o t  o6meít k o h b g k t h b h o ö  3 0 h h  (cOepHHecKHíí cjtofí 
M e * n y  HflpOM H 3)OTOCd)epOft TOJUlíHHOfí > 0 , 2 R ® ) .  B KOHBeK T H B H O Í  
30He (KpOMe , B npHHHHHe, M H O r o a p y C H O ä  KOHBeKIXHH) reHepHpyiOTCH 
H p a c n p o c T p a H H W T C H  KpynHOMacniTaßHbie KOJieöaHHH pa3jniHHbix m o h : 
BOJIHH POCCÖH, C T O H a n e  BOJlHbl KOJieÖaHHÍÍ COJIHUa KaK 3Be3flbI, Mar- 
H H T 0 3 B y K 0 B H S  BOJlHbl, KOTOpUe reH6pxpyiOTCH TypÖyjieHTHOCTBK).
Torna, corjiacHO {6 }, b y 3 K O M  KaHane c b h 3H AO c KOHBeKTHBHOft 
a o Hoß öynyT p a c n p o c T p a H H T B c a  n p o c T u e  bojihbi, T.e. b o j i h m c 
npoH3BOJibHOil aMnJiHTynoH. 3 t h  BOJiHOBue n p o u e c c H  MoryT cnocoöcT- 
BOB a T b  yCHJieHHK) Ma r H H T H O r O  nOJlH H npHBOflHTb K H3TH6HfcIM KOJie&a- 
H H B M  cyörpaHyjibHbix $HJiaMeHTOB, onpenejiHH Taxiié h x  B 3 a H M o n e ö c -  
B H e . HHxce 6y neT TaxjKe o T M e a e H o , n o  s t h  BoxiHOBbie n p o u e c c H  
H r p a w T  cyiijecTBeHHyio pojib b BHeproöajiaHce AO, ocoßeHHo, Korna 
p e n b  HfleT 06 OTHOCHTeJTbHO ŐblCTpblX HBJieHHHX TaKHX KaK COJIHeMHHe 
BCnbHHKH .
6) PaccMOTpHM xapaKTep napHbix B3aHMOfleftcTBHfi mi h m 2 sjieMeHTOB. 
Hx yCJIOBHO MOIKHO pa3ÖHTb Ha CTaTHHeCKyiO H BOJIHOByiO aaCTH, T.e. 
MarHHTHaa sHepras napa mi h m 2 6yneT c o c t o h t b  h x  flByx aacTeü:
(9)
3necb E i2 :
Ei~n§ ; E 2-n?2 ; E i2 =//m i(r)m2(r)Gi2 (rd)dT (10)
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rje Gi2 (rd)=Gi2 (| r i —r2 I ) - (fyHKUHH rpHHa THna noTemiHana fleßan. 
E cjih 3jieMeh t h  mi h m 2 KOJieöJiíiTCH c 'lacTOTaMH 01 h 02 h <I)a3aMH 
(Pl H (P2 TaK , HTO fi = Oi-G32; <P=Cpl-CP2, a 3JieKTpOMarHHTHOe TpeHHG 
c OKpyiKaioineß roiasMOfl^e-^ , t o  Torna {2}:
cosco- (— -) sinip
E12 -I ini (r )m2 ( r )------  o------  dT 'l+(-^ -) 2
y
OCOÖeHHOCTbK) 3TOTO HHTep<J>epeHUHOHHOrO njieHa JIBJISjeTCH TO, HTO 
B 3 aBHCHMOCTH ó t  3HaneHHft napaMeTpoB (p y , 3HGprHH BOJIHOBOrO
B3aHMOfleftCTBHH MOJKeT 6bJTb>HJIH<0 , MTO OnpeneJlHT (b COBOKynHOCTH 
c npyrHMH nneHaMH [9]) npHTHrHBaHHe hjih OTTaJiKHBaHHe B3anMO— 
netlcTByioinHx sjieMeHTOB. 3 t o  03HanaeT, h t o  CTpyKTypw MoryT h He 
o6pa30BaTBCH npH HexoTopax ycjioBHnx KOJießaHHß B3aHMOfleßcTBy- 
K)mHX 3JieMeHTOB . B 3TOÜ CXeMe C BOJIHOBblM HejIHHeÜHblM BSaHMOfleííCT- 
BHeM 06pa30BaHHe CTpyxTyp TpeßyeT, h t o 6bi CHCTeMa 6bina pnepse- 
m UUeCKU O m KpUmOÜ , HTO OßyCJIOBJieHHO CBH3bI0 C SHepTOHCTOHHHKaMH 
(b T.H. KOJießaHHHMH) B KOHBeKTHBHOÉ 30He. 3TO 03HaHaeT, HTO
npoH3BOflCTBo SHTponHH (E)— '<0, T.e. HMeeT MecTO caMoopraHHsa-at;
U.HH CTpyKTyp. 3 t o t  npouecc, Kan, HanpHMep, noKa3aHo b {5},
HOCHT noporoBHfi xapaKTep h MoxceT ö h t b  onncaH no cxeMe c|)a30Bbix 
nepexoflOB {5,7}.
B ycjioBHHX CojiHna, rne H3-3a orpoMHoii HenpospaiHocTH Be- 
mecTBa nepeHoc 3HeprnH H3JiyneHHeM HBJineTCH KpaßHe MertneHHbiM 
nponeccoM.B o6pa30B3HHH AO (h ocoßeHHO MarHHTonna3MeHHbix CTpyx- 
Typ, npeflonpeneniiiomHX Tanne HBJieHHH xan c ojt h en HHie b cnbHiiKH) , 
cymecTBeHHyK) pojib (Hapnny c 6oJiee MejyieHHbiM npoueccoM - KOHBen- 
U,Heß) HrpalOT HH3KOHaCTOTHfcje BOJIHOBHe Mrfl HBJieHHH. E cjik b 
pe3yj7BTaTe neßcTBHH cooTBeTCTBywmHx chji, HanpHMep, bjihhhhh chji 
KopHOJiHca, HH<l>(i>epeHUHajibHoro BpameHHH h t .h ., o6pa3yeTCH b 
npouecce bbojikduhh b nonioTocOepHoß 30He AO SeccHJioBan MarHHT- 
nan CTpyKTypa (T.e. [BrotB]=0 hjih rot B = kB) .OTMeTKM, h t o  reHe- 
pHpyromHß 3<J><I>eKT - cnnpajTbHocTb [ a-3<J><t>eKT ] npn TypßyjreHTHOM 
HHHaMo, o6pa3yeT t o k napaJineJibHo MarHHTHOMy nomo B {3}, t o 
npH ycjioBHH paBHopacnpeneneHHH SHeprnK (E^n = E^ag ) HOJWHa 
HMeTB MecTo cooTBeTCTBywiaaH CTpyKTypa nBHXieHHß THna rpoMeno- 
BejibTpaMH, T.e. rotU=kU . B b t o m  cjiynae, Kas noKa3aHo b Hamefi
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pa6oTe {8}, BosMymeHHH (U) onucbiBaioTCH ypaBHemieM KapTeBera 
fle-BpH3a THna:
Hi + nili + 1 83U = _,1U , U 3 3U . .. 3U
3t 3z k z 3z 3 3z T 7 3z 3 3z . (12)
ripaBan íacTB xapaKTepHsyeT cjiaöoe norjiomemie MPH B03MymeHHß. 
ypaBHeHHe (12), Kan H3BecTHo, HMseT coJiHTOHHoe peraeHHe
U = Uo sech2 z (13)
3 t o  03Ha^aeT, h t o  HanajibHoe noflOoTocOepHoe BOJiHOBoe BOSMymeHHe 
npH pacnpocTpaHeHHH k $oToc<J)epe nepexoaHT b yejjHHeHHoe B03Myme- 
HHe, npn Ko t o p o m  HejiHHefíHocTB ypaBHOBeiüHBaeTCH cjia6oft sncnep- 
cneil b cpefle. CymecTByeT h 6oJiee oöinee paccMOTpemie npoöJieMbi 
ßHCTporo BUHoca nona h BemecTBa b aTMOc$epy CoJTHiia Mrfl BOJiHaMH
(b T.H. flo H BO BpeMfl COJIHeHHHX BCnbElieK) , KOTOpOe BbinOJTHeHO 
E.A. PyfleHWHKOM {9,10} . B oflHOMepHOM (a 3aTeM b ítByMepHOM) 
npHöjiHKeHHH paccMaTpHBajiacb 3ana>ia o pacnpocTpaHeHHH öucTpoH 
MarHHTO3ByKOBO0 BOJIHH B CTpaTH$HUHpOBaHHOfí aTMOC$epe B ropH30H- 
TajibHHM (h apoHHHM) MarHHTHHM n o j i e M .  nojiy^eHHoe b oömeM cjiynae 
pemeHHe 3Tofi HemmePiHoPi 3anaHH noKa3ajio, ^ t o b cjiynae u.yroBoro 
xapaKTepa HanajibHbix KOJießaHHü npoHcxoflHT a^OeKTHBHtjfi b h h o c  
BemecTBa h 3HeprnK HocTaTOHHbißr, h t o ő h  itpohcxo#hjih cojiHeHHbie 
BCnbHÜKH .
3 t h HOBbie pe3yjibTaTM Haxoflsi cBoe nouTBepscfleHne b Hexo- 
Topbix HaßjuojieHHHX ("MarHHTHbie TpaHcneHTbi" , iiyroBHX xapaKTep 
KOJießaHHß b AO h t .í u ). npHmiHmiajibHaH h x  BaxcHocTb c o c t o h t
TaKJKe H B TOM, HTO 3$$eKTHBHHÍl BHHOC 3 HGpFHH M BeiUeCTBa BOJ1HO- 
b h m h  npoueccaMH no3BOJiHeT oSecneTHTb noHBJieHHe xapaxTepHHx 
HHCKpeTHHX MarHHTOnjia3M0HHbIX CTpyKTyp B AO B TÓM HHCJie H Tex 
(apOTHHe XpOMOC$epHO-KOpOHajIbHHe CTpyKTypH H T.fl.), KOTOpne 
HaöJUOflawTCH b o speMH BcmmeK. TaxHM oöpa30M, aBTOBOJihobbie npo- 
ueccH b aKTHBHoíl cpene HrpaioT BaxcHyio pojib b o6pa30BaHHH h sboji- 
lOUHH MarHHTOnJiaSMeHHHX nojieö H flBHIKeHHfl B aKTHBHHX OÖJiaCTHX Ha 
CojiHue.
OTMeTHM Taxxce, h t o  pacnafl CTpyKTyp h caMHx 3k t h b h h x  oöjiac- 
Teß yxa3HBaeT Ha npexpameHHe nocTynjieHHH 3HeprnH b BHne MPfl 
bojih. 3 t o nonTBep*flaeTCH H3MepeHHHMn Oypbe cneKTpoB m o híhocth
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KBasHnepHOflH'iecKHx KOJieSamift norm h cxopocTeíi Ha $a3e pacnaaa 
AO.
H3 npHBeneHHoro BectMa HenojiHoro aHaJiH3a npoöJieMH CHHep- 
reTHaecKoro rroHHMaHHH sbojiioiíhh MarHHTHbix nonefl Ha CojiHue cjie- 
nyeT, i t o naxce HacTonmee Ha^ajibHoe pacMOTpeHHe MoxceT cnocoßcT- 
BOBaTb CTaHOBJieHHW OÖOCHOBaHHOß KOJIHMeCTBeHHOft MOflejIH 3BOJHOUHH 
aKTHBHHx oönacTeií Ha CojiHue. 3to BectMa BaxtHo He tojibko b nnaHe 
ifyHflaMeHTajiBHHx, ho Taxace h ann npHKjiaflHHx sanari nporH03HpoBa~ 
HHH COJlHeHHHX H COJTHe^HO-OÖyCJlOBJieHHHX reO$H3HaeCKHX BBJieHHÍt. 
Ba»Ho TaKjxe, aro Taxofl noaxoa no3BOJiHeT ycTaHOBHTB xapaKTep 
Tex cojiHeHHbix HaöJiioíieHHft (HCCJienoBaHHe KOJieőaTexibHoro pe»HMa 
b AO, b onTHKe, panno h t .í u ), KOTopne hojdkhh c 6ojibinefi onpe- 
fleJieHHOCTbio oBocHOBaTb pa3BHBaeMyw Toaxy 3peHHH Ha npnpofly 
3BOJHOUHH AO Ha CoanHue.
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NEW COMPUTATION RESULTS FOR THE SOLAR DYNAMO
I.K. C S A D A
Konkoly Ob se r v a t o r y ,Budapest
Abstract:
The analytical solution to the solar dynamo equation leads to 
a relatively simple algorithm for the computation in terms of 
kinematic models. The internal and external velocities taken 
to be in the form of axisyrmetric meridional circulation and 
differential rotation, respectively. Pure radial expanding 
motions in the corona are also taken into consideration. Nu­
merical result are presented in terms of the velocity para­
meters for the period of the field reversal, decay time, mag­
nitudes and phases of the first four multipoles.
HEKOTOPblE MMCJlEHHblE PE3Y/lbTATbl f lU fl COJIHEMHOTO flMHAMO
M .K . 4 A flA
OßcepeaTopMfi H o h k o / i m  , ByflanewT
Aőcmparan:
BupcacenuR, no/iyuennue npu aHa/iumuuecKOM pemenuu ypaenenuü, 
onucmeamfux Modena KunemüuecKoao coAHeunoso ö u h o m o , npueoäxm 
k omnocumeAbHo npoärtom amopurrmaM. ö a r  evmucnenusi na 3EM. 
BnympeHURR u eneiunsm cKopocmu onucueaxmcR e eude. aKcuajWHo- 
cuMMempuHHoeo Mepuduannoeo nomoxa u duffepenuuaAbHoeo epauteuuR. 
yHiameamcR marace u uucmo paduoAbHO-oxcnancuemae äeuxenun 
coAHeuHoü KopoHU. Ylepuod u epeMR 3amyxanuH nepeeopoma, MOMenm 
nepewx uemupex Mynbrnunoneü u &z3a u3MeneHUR MaaHumnoso nojw 
ewpaxatomcR uucAeHHtmu äanmiMu e 3aeucuMocmu om napaMempoe 
cKopocmu.
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The basic ideas of this report have already been presented 
in symposia and colloquia as well as being published in Solar 
Physios {1},{2},{3}. Now, some new results obtained in this 
field will be summarized with respect to solar research.
The physical conditions of the continuous existence of the 
magnetic field are formulated in terms of a solar dynamo. The 
present paper contains some new results in a simplified version, 
introduced as "kinematic dynamo" {4}. In this dynamo the vel­
ocity is supposed to be given and in the analysis it is con­
sidered to be able to generate a sizeable field from a small 
initial field.
A further, more generally known simplification of the 
dynamo is the "axisymmetric" model in the framework of the 
kinematic concept. Critical statements concerning the applica­
tion of this model to the theory of the solar and stellar mag­
netism can be summarized by two objections.
The first objection points tö the "negative feedback" 
which arises in this kind of model. The effect of this field 
induction results in an extremely short decay time of the in­
itial field, i.e. for an unpublished model which has a reversal 
period of 22 years, the initial field dcreases below a physi­
cally negligible level after two or three months. The analysis 
in terms of this model can overcome this breakdown. To have 
solutions with field reversal but without decay, the charac­
teristic tensor in the dynamo solutions must be transformed to 
have skew symmetry. The answer to the objection is that the 
elimination of the negative feedback (i.e. of the induction 
generated dissipation) is an analytical problem and requires 
the transformation of the characteristic tensor.
The second objection points out that no "positive" in­
duction effect exists in the axisymmetric dynamo to compensate 
for the Ohmic loss. In the solar case the Ohmic dissipation is 
small, being equivalent to a decay time of 109 years. The com­
pensation for the Ohmic loss is expected from a small modifi­
cation of the characteristic tensor in the general, non-sym- 
metric dynamo. It can be shown that any test of application
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of the axisymmetric concept can give useful physical informa­
tion on the mechanism of large scale variations in first ap­
proximation.
The transformation of the characteristic tensor to a skew 
symmetric form achieved in the internal field by force-free 
vectorial forms of the eigen-functions. A simple term in the 
series of the magnetic field can be written as
Hn = An + r 7 x An n
where the solenoidal vector A is defined (in the internal
field) by — -»
AA„n + k^A™ = 0 .
In the transformation scheme for the external field the 
solenoidal vector - in the absence of coronal expansion - is
governed by -
aA*x = 0.
To eliminate the dissipation effect due to the Ohmic loss 
we start in the framework of the non-symmetric dynamo with the 
identical transformation
v * H n = knHn - k n (A® +jfAA^) ,n
i.e. we express Hn as a force-free vector with an additional 
term symbolizing the deviation of Hn from the force-free struc­
ture. In the external field A A ^  = 0 and thus, the deviation 
vector reduces in the present case ~knA^x .
Substituting now and V x H. for the characteristic ten­
sor, we have
The first term on the right side forms a skew tensor 
which permits the reversal periods of the dynamo and the zonal 
coefficients of the eigen-functions to be computed. The second 
term stands for the deviation of the characteristic tensor 
from the skew symmetry. The inductive effect due to this term 
should be able to compensate for the Ohmic dissipation if the 
tensorial relation
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Fig.l. The radius of the spherical boundary of the internal and external 
fields of the solar dynamo (dynamo radius) is larger than the 
optical radius. The vertical scale shows the distance from the 
solar center (r0 = 1). The Reynolds numbers on the horizontal scale 
are defined as the ratio of the expansion velocity and the resis­
tivity. The diagram shows that the dynamo radius increases with 
the Reynolds numbers.
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Y E A R
Fig.2. The variation of the shorter and the longer periods of the 
dynamo in terms of Reynolds numbers. The shorter period is 
tested by two fit values as 16 and 22 years at Rj^  = 0 and 
computer results are 58 and 75 years, respectively for the 
longer period.
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w í H j x A j J d v  + H 6 ij k i = 0
is fulfilled. This relation is equivalent to a quadratic system 
for the tesseral and sectorial harmonics of the eigen-functions 
and its solution presents the basic problem of the non-symmetric 
dynamo.
Computations are relatively simple for the dipole and the 
quadrupole. Some results and their interpretation from the 
point of view of solar research have been reported {1} and the 
thus predicted field variation is similar to the observed be­
haviour.
Computation by use of the axisymmetric model and the 
interpretation of the new results shows that in the absence 
of the effect of the solar wind there are two reversal periods 
22 years and 75 years. In the case of increasing expansion vel­
ocity the two periods tend to approach the same value which 
tends to be about 55 years for both.
The 22 year period was obtained by a fit of the numerical 
parameters of the dynamo mechanism. There are the velocity of 
the internal large scale meridional current and the shearing 
of the differential rotation. In this paper the radius of the 
dynamo is applied as a new parameter and it is obtained as 
larger than the optical radius. The optical radius defines the 
surface where the law of differential rotation agrees with that 
observed.
Computation results are shown in Figs.l and 2.
R e f e r e n c e s
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(Il.assemblée européenne de la physique solaire) 69. Toulouse, 1978 
and Dn the non-symmetric solar dynamo. Solar Phys.74. 103, 1981
{2} Csada.l.K., Large-scale magnetic dipole and multipole progressive 
waves in the photosphere, Solar Phys.47. 555, 1976
(3) Csada.l.K., Evidence for the phi-dependent rotation-oscillation of the 
Sun (and for the driving mechanism of the asymmetric dynamo),
Solar Phys. 82. 439, 1983
{4} Cowling,T.G., The present status of the dynamo theory, 
Ann.Rev.Astron.Astrophys. 19. 113, 1981
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STABILITY OF THE PHOTOMETRIC OUT-OF-ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS 
OF THE SOLAR CORONA AND VARIATIONS OF ITS INTENSITY 
IN THE 21st SOLAR CYCLE
M.N. G N E V Y S H E V ,  V.P. M I K H A J L U T S A
Kislovodsk Station,Pu 1 kovo ObsKislovodsk
Abstract:
A comparison of the results of measurements of the intensity 
of the coronal line 5303 Ä at the observatories at Norikura, 
Kislovodsk and Lormicky Stit is used to determine the stability 
of photometric systems and cancel the effect of its variations. 
The graphs of the variation in the intensity of the solar 
corona during the 21st solar cycle are given. It is confirmed 
that the 11-year solar cycle consists of two maxima of activity: 
the first one is characterized by a simultaneous enhancement 
of activity in all latitudes and the second one shows up only 
in the equatorial zone.
CTAEMJlbHOCTb 0OTOMETPM4ECKOR CUCTEMbl BHE3ATMEHHUX HABJUOflEHM« 
C0J1HEMH0« KOPOHbl M BAPMALIMM EE MHTEHCMBHOCTM B 21 - m UMKJ1E
M .H . THEBblLUEB, B . n .  MHXAtUlYLlA
TAG fAC, Hnc/ioBOflCH
AőcmpaKm:
nymeM cpaenenuH pe3yjibmamoe U3Mepenuü unmeHcuenocrnu KopoHajibHoü 
auhuu 5303 Ä Ha oócepeamopunx HopuKypa, KucAoeodcK u JJqmhuukuü 
Iitnum onpedenena cmaóiuiüHocmb fomoMempuuecKux cucmeM u u c k a k m c h o 
eAUHue ee u3MeneHuű. riocmpoenu eapuau,uu uHmeucuöHocmu cosmev.HOü 
KopoHu e meuenue 21-zo u,wcna. nodmaepucdeno, umo ll-Aemnuű 
MUKA cocmoum u3 deyx MaxcuMyMoe aumuenocmu: nepeoeo, xapaxme- 
pu3ytouieaocA odnoepeMeHHUM ycuAenueM aKmuenocmu na ecex 
luupomax u emopoeo, npoABAsmuieeocA moAbKo e 3KsamopuanbHoü 3one.
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1. Introduction
The solar corona has been photographed during every total 
solar eclipse since 1860. However, for the 120 years the total 
time of the observations does not exceed one hour.
Essential progress in the physics of the solar corona 
began in 1930 when B.Lyot first took photographs of the solar 
corona at times other than at solar eclipses.
Regular observations of the solar corona in the 5302.8 Ä 
and 6374.5 Ä lines were published in the Quarterly Bulletin on 
Solar Activity by the following observatories: Pic du Midi (1947— 
1974), Árosa (1947-1978), Climax (1947-1966), Pic Sacramento 
(1953-1966), Kanzelhöhe (1948-1961). So far the observations 
have been carried out at Wendelstein since 1947, Mt.Norikura 
since 1951, Kislovodsk since 1957, Lomnicky §tit since 1966.
The intensities have been given in the units of energy in 
the range of the spectrum within 1 Á near the measured line in 
the solar disc center. The measurements have been performed at 
a distance of about 40' from the limb in steps of 5°.
These data are used for investigations of short periodic 
and cyclic variations in the corona, the coronal structure and 
the relationships of coronal features with other solar and geo­
physical phenomena.
For these problems it is very important that the system 
of measurement of the coronal strength be stable, i.e. it should 
known to what extent the observed measurement characterizes the 
real solar phenomena, they should be independent of instrumen­
tal and personal errors.
2.A comparison of observations
This problem can be solved through a comparison of the 
data of various observatories. The first comparisons were de­
scribed by M.N.Gnevyshev {1},{2},{3}. Later on,such work was 
done by V.Letfus and J.Sykora {4}.
Since the days when the corona can be observed are far 
from being numerous, it is practically impossible to have a 
sufficient number of common observational days, i.e. simul­
taneous observations at various observatories. The data of ob-
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servatories may differ not only due to different photometric 
system, but also because the time of observation may be dif­
ferent, the heights of the photosphere where the measurements 
are made may also differ, moreover, there can be small errors 
in positional angles. As a result, at different observatories 
the observations may be made at different places of the corona 
with different intensities, for instance, near a coronal ray 
or arc.
That is why it is advisable to determine systematic dif­
ferences in photometric systems not by a comparison of measure­
ments made on common days, but by comparison of half-year av­
eraged intensities from the data of different observatories.
For half a year at each observatory sufficient data are 
collected to characterize the mean intensity of the corona for 
that particular period. The above mentioned accidental errors 
are excluded by averaging, thus, only systematic differences 
will be present. It is important to find to what extent these 
differences are constant, i.e. the stability of the photomet­
ric systems.
A method like this for the comparison of the data at dif­
ferent observatories was proposed by M.N.Gnevyshev and adopted 
at the conference of the observers of the solar corona, which 
took place at the Pic du Midi observatory in 1967, by the ma­
jority of the observatories of the world.
A comparison of semi annual coronal intensities for each 
positional angle between two observatories in any combination 
shows a definite linear relationships between them.
It is evident that in the case of the absence of the 
systematic difference between the data of two stations, the ■ 
regression line should pass the frame origin at the angle of 
45°. Actually it happens in few cases and as a rule the line 
passes the frame origine at a distance a and is inclined by 
the angle whose tangent b f 1.
These values a and b are parameters in regression equa­
tion between the data of two observatories, a characterizes 
the difference in zero points of photometric systems due to
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the difficulty to take the scattered light into account, and 
b characterizes different methods of reduction of the inten­
sities to the absolute system. These two parameters are inde­
pendent of each other and their variation with, time reflects 
the stability of the systems.
Table 1 gives parameters a and b of regression equations 
for intensities of the 5302.8 A line determined by least square 
method on the basic of the data of the following observatories: 
Norikura, Kislovodsk and Lomnicky Stit for each half of the 
year beginning with 1973 to 1982. The r correlation coefficient 
is also given for the observatories compared. This coefficient 
is also shown in Fig.l. Solid curves refer to the 5302.8 A 
line and the dashed line to the 6374.5 A line.
It is seen from Fig.l that the correlation coefficients 
are rather high in all the years except for the period of the 
minimum (1975-1976). This confirms the linearity and close re­
lationship between any two observatories. During the years of 
the minimum, the relationship becomes less close, probably 
due to the fact that the measured values become as small as 
their errors.
Table 1 shows that the parameters a and b vary with time. 
Since each of them depends on the data of the two observatories to 
be compared it can be found at what observatory the error took 
place only by including the data of another observatory on the 
assumption that identical errors at two observatories are 
hardly possible.
Assuming this Kislovodsk expressions can be written using 
the parameters a and b from Table 1:
N = a]+fciK and L = a2 + ^2K
where N is the intensity of the corona in the system of Nori­
kura and K of Kislovodsk, L of Lomnicky Stit.
Believing that half sums of N and L are closer to true
values than either of them separately we shall have:
N + L a i + fl2 b 1 + b 2— 2—  =<2k + ^ kk where aK = ------  and bK = — — —
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Fig.l. Variations of the correction
coefficients between the results 
of the intensity measurements of the 
coronal lines at Norikura,Kislovodsk 
and Lomnicky Stit.
Fig. 2. Variations of the h para­
meter characterizing the 
stability of the scale of the 
coronal intensities.
Fig. 3. Variations of the a para­
meter characterizing the 
quality of correction for the 
scattered light.
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are parameters tor reducing the Kislovodsk data to "true" 
values of the coronal intensities.
Similarly, we can find values of aN and bN for Norikura 
and aL, bL for Lomnicky Stit for each half year.
Fig.2 shows the variation in the parameter b and Fig.3 
parameter a for each of the observatories.
It can be seen (Fig.2) that the parameter b is most stable 
for Kislovodsk, i.e, all calibration parameters of coronal in- 
tansities are constant. It can be seen (Fig.3) that parameter 
a is most stable for Norikura. This parameter characterises 
the quality of estimation of the effect of the scattered light, 
in particular, 5302.8 Ä line blending the 5302.8 Ä coronal 
line. The stability of the b parameter is particularly impor­
tant, because it is the multiplier in our formula, while a 
affects the intensity only additionally.
3. The variation of the coronal line 5302.8 Ä intensity 
during the 21st cycle
Using the above method for determining parameters aK, bK, 
aN, bN and aL, bL (Figs.2,3) the "personal" intensities (de­
termined at each observatory) can be reduced to "true" ones, 
i.e. free from the systematic errors and most valuable. For 
this reduction the data of any observatory should be multip­
lied by b and a should be added to the result.
Fig.4 gives the corrected intensities of 5302.8 Ä line 
during the' 21st cycle.
4 . Conclusions
Using the data of at least three observatories it is 
possible to eliminate the systematic errors of observations 
and to get the most reliable results. Unfortunately there are 
only three observatories performing regular coronal observa­
tions .
From Fig.4 we conclude:
1) The presence of two maxima {1},{2},{3},{5} is confirmed on 
the data of the 21st solar cycle. The beginning of the growth 
of the coronal intensities during the first maximum begins at 
25-30°, afterwards expanding simultaneously to the poles and
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equator.
After the decay of the first maximum the other maximum 
begins, but at low latitudes only.
2) In the 2lst solar cycle as in both the 19th and 20th, the 
first maximum in the circumpolar region is detected more de­
finitely in the amplitude and location in the northern hemi­
sphere than in the southern hemisphere. The difference between 
both hemispheres also lies in the fact that traces of the 
second maximum are seen in the southern polar latitudes that 
are absent in the northern latitudes.
Fig.4. Variations of the intensity of the coronal line 5303 Ä during the 
21st solar cycle after excluding the effect of the instability of 
photometric systems N - Northern hemisphere, S - Southern hemisphere, 
cp - heliographic latitudes; the vertical line above shows the scale 
of the intensity.
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T A B L E  1
The parameters a and b and r-correlation coefficient 
in regression equations of the half-year averages of the coronal line 
5302.8 & intensities for the observatories: N-Norikura, K - Kislovodsk, 
L - Lomnicky Stit.
L = a + bN K = a + 7>N K = a + bL
Year a b r a b r a b r
1973 -3 0 87 0 94 7 1 39 0 92 13 i 51 0 88
0 0 91 0 97 9 1 35 0 85 11 i 36 0 78
1974 -1 1 27 0 87 0 1 48 0 92 4 0 95 0 83
5 0 66 0 84 4 1 52 0 89 1 1 66 0 77
1975 9 0 34 0 61 9 0 91 0 75 -1 1 45 0 64
1 0 45 0 72 3 1 36 0 93 7 1 96 0 82
1976 0 0 35 0 59 7 1 15 0 61 12 1 10 0 62
1 0 35 0 77 9 1 32 0 87 11 2 36 0 70
1977 0 0 45 0 75 11 0 80 0 71 14 1 17 0 61
-2 0 93 0 91 15 1 58 0 89 20 1 39 0 81
1978 -5 1 34 0 92 14 1 58 0 86 23 1 04 0 83
-2 1 38 0 95 14 1 71 0 92 20 1 11 0 88
1979 -6 1 39 0 97 13 1 65 0 95 22 1 11 0 92
-1 1 10 0 93 21 1 29 0 90 26 1 08 0 87
1980 0 0 80 0 91 12 1 82 0 97 19 1 90 0 89
0 0 50 0 94 8 1 47 0 95 10 2 74 0 94
1981 -3 1 59 0 95 0 1 97 0 97 7 1 17 0 97
-2 1 79 0 97 7 1 92 0 95 11 1 03 0 95
1982 -12 2 77 0 94 -2 2 44 0 95 9 0 88 0 96
-10 2 64 0 86 -2 2 28 0 95 12 0 72 0 91
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PERIODIC VARIATIONS OF 530.3 nm CORONAL LINE
M. M I N A R O V J E C H ,  V. R U S I N ,  M. R Y B A N S K Y
Astron.Inst. ,Tatranska Lomnicá
Abstract:
Periodic Doppler shift fluctuations were observed in 530.3 nm 
coronal line between two active regions on October 31, 1982. 
The oscillations have a period of 6.3 ±0.5 min. A technique 
for the study of this fluctuation is also described.
nEPMOflMMECKME H3MEHEHMA KOPOHAJlbHOfl 1 5 3 0 .3  hm
M. MWHAPOBEX, B . PYU1MH, M. Pbl6AHCKM(i
A c t p o h  . H h c t  . , T a T p a H C H a  l l c m H H u a
Aőcmparan:
0AKnmyauuu donnnepoecKux cxopocmeü Haósuodasiucb, e cneK- 
mpanbHoü KopoHanbHoű AUHUU 530.3 hm Meocdy deynn aranue- 
m m u  oÓAacmbAMU 31-ao OKrmópA 1982 a. ilepuod nyAbcau,uuű 
6.3 ± 0.5 Munym. npueodumcA MemoduKa HaÓAtodenuH omux 
nyAbcauMUü.
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Introduction
The problem of coronal heating, mass and energy transport 
from the underlying layers into the solar corona has not yet 
received a satisfactory answer (for example see {4}), and we 
return to it here. The study of fluctuations of different types 
of emission, mainly the short duration waves, could help in a 
better understanding of this problem.
Attempts to detect this fluctuations have been carried 
out for more than 20 years, but results are not uniform. In 
white light no short waves were detected during the total solar 
eclipse on June 30, 1973 {3}. As reported by Vernanzza et al.{5} 
no short waves were detected over the disk at the transition 
level in Xi/F-region. From this time on all work uses spectral 
observations of the 530.3 nm coronal line, which were obtained 
with the 40 cm coronagraph at Sacramento Peak Observatory. A 
technique for the analysis of this spectral line was developed 
by Tsubaki {1}. Later he studied three parameters of the green 
line: the total intensity, the half width and the wavelength(X) 
{6}. No periodic oscillations were detected at the first and 
second parameter at a standard deviation of 3.5%. The variation 
of Doppler shift showed a period of 300 s with an amplitude 
+1 km s~1 in several places. Egan and Schneeberger {2} have 
found that the half width and the central intensity of the 
530.3 nm central line have the period of 6.1 min., the ampli­
tude of 2.0 ± 1.4 % , and are 180° out of phase with the width 
oscillations. No detections in the Doppler shift (velocity) 
were found.
Koutchmy et al. {7} detected the Doppler velocity oscil­
lations with periods of 43 s, 80 s and 300 s with an amplitude 
of ± 2 km s~1 for the 530.3 soronal line.
Recently Athay and White {8} confirmed the existence of 
5 min type oscillations in the mid-chromosphere.
The present work deals with an attempt to detect oscil­
lations in the wavelength of 530.3 nm coronal line. The spectra 
were taken with an 20 cm coronagraph at Lomnicky stit Observ­
atory. In order to undertake such an attempt, we had to im-
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prove the coronagraph and equipment for the measurement of 
wavelength of spectral lines.
This adjustments were as follows:
a) A photoelectric guide. It works with an accuracy greater 
than 0.8 arcsec in a and 6, respectively.
b) The modification of spectrograph. A new grating permits ob­
servations with a dispersion of 0.58 nm/mm at 530.3 ran, 
and the instrumental resolution 0.01 nm.
c) An automatic crystal-controlled time switch; it opens or 
closes the shutter at one or more predetermined times.
Observations and method of analysis
A sequence of 530.3 nm coronal emission line was obtained 
between two sunspot groups - Mt.Wilson 23412 (N22) and 23416 
(N10) - at P;A ; 76° on October 31,1982. The sequence of 88 
spectra was observed at 20 s time intervals. Exposure time 
was 6 s per one frame. The first one was taken at 09:59:21 UT. 
All observations lasted 29 min; The slit in the spectrograph 
was given radially to the solar limb during the sequence.
Establishment of wavelength was carried out with the Abbe 
comparator, where a TV camera was used instead of a microscope. 
Apart from this, supplementary electronic equipment was added. 
So we can see the direct and mirror shape of the intensity 
course of the spectral lines on the TV screen. An exact desti­
nation of the searched line can be obtained by the identifica­
tion of the direct and mirror ones. The accuracy of measurement 
in this manner is of 0.003 mm. As wavelength standards we em­
ployed photospheric absorption of X 528.1798 nm and X 532.4191 hm 
Fe I lines of background. These lines are "clean" and they are 
not blended by any absorption line. The average value of back­
ground sky brightness was 85 millionths of the disk center 
brightness and changes ± 5 percent during the sequence.Measure­
ments were made 40 arcsec above the photosphere.
Emission of 530.3 nm coronal line is blended by the 
530.2314 nm absorption line. Superposition of these two lines 
causes a peak of emission line to shift to the longer wave­
lengths. This shift grows when the intensity of the background
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Fig.l. A superposition of absorption and 
emission coronal lines in the 
spectrum. Other see in text.
Fig.2. Observed course 
of Doppler shift 
of the wavelength 
of 530.3 coronal 
line.
Fig.3. An autocorrelation
function of the time 
sequence of wavelength 
of 530.3 coronal line.
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is greater and the intensity of emission line lower (see Fig.l) 
For elimination of this influence we used the following 
method: the slit in the spectrograph was set to 0.03 nm, in 
this case both the emission and coronal lines can be expressed 
by a gaussian profiles and, thus, the course of spectra in the 
surroundings of the emission line may be expressed by the fol­
lowing equation:
where •£ = central intensity, i a = intensity of background, 
k  = relative depth of the absorption line,
wavelength of lines, 6^ = half halfwidths of the lines 
After differentiation of the equation (1) we determined numeri­
cally A., where the course of intensity reaches a maximum (a 
peak of the emission line) for each frame, and, values were 
reduced to the average intensity of background. In our case 
we have fa = 85-10~6, aA ~ 0.0017 nm, and the maximum reduction 
is 0.0006 nm.
Results and conclusion
Results obtained in this manner are given in Fig.2. The 
average value of the wavelength of coronal emission line is 
530.2820 nm. The dispersion of values is 3.7 nm, which cor­
responds to radial velocity +2.1 km s-1, and, it is in good 
agreement with the results of Tsubaki {6} and Koutchmy {7}.
An autocorrelation function of time sequence values of the 
wavelength is given in Fig.3. It can be seen that if the 
changes are periodic, then the period is of 380 s, i.e.6.3 min. 
This result is in good agreement with the period which Egan 
and Schneeberger {2} have established for a half width at half 
maximum (HWHM) intensity and for a central intensity.
We are of the opinion that periods which we can obtain 
from this type of observations will be various for different 
places in the solar corona and will be dependent on the shape 
of the active region, the size and orientation of coronal loops 
and the intensity and orientation of magnetic field and others. 
Apart from this, we can observe anywhere in the spectrum
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single coronal features. There are several projected generally, 
all in the line of sight. For this reason it will be necessary 
to do the observations in a single active region during a time 
of minimum activity of the Sun.
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ASCENT MOTIONS IN THE MONOCHROMATIC CORONA 
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Shternberg Astron.InstMoscow
J. S Y K O R A
Astron.I n s t Tatranská Lomnicá
A b s t r a c t :
U s in g  p i c t u r e s  o f  th e  m o n o c h ro m a t ic  c o ro n a  t a k e n  i n  FeXTV  
5 3 0 3  A a n d  FeX  6 3 7 4  A , s p e c t r a l  l i n e s  a t  tw o  p o i n t s  o f  th e  
p a t h  o f  t o t a l i t y ,  d i f f e r i n g  b y  o n e  h o u r  i n  t im e  o f  o b s e rv a ­
t i o n ,  we w e re  a b le  t o  d e t e c t  m o t io n s  o f  some s t r u c t u r a l  
d e t a i l s .
nOflHM M AKW ECfl flBMKEHMfl B MOHOXPOMATMMECKOR KOPOHE 
BO BPEMfl nOJIHOrO COJIHEMHOrO 3ATMEHMB 31 WOJia 1981  V.
A . B .  flEJIO HE, E .A .  MAKAPOBA
TAHLÜ, MocHaa
R. CMKOPA
Ac t p o h .Mh c t .,TaipaHCHa /taMHnpa
Aócmparan:
Upu ucnoAt>3oeaHuu c h u m k o b  MOHOxpaMamuuecKoü K o p o m  nosiy- 
u e n m x  e ceeme cneTcmpajibnux jtu h u ű  F e X IV  A u F eX  6374  A 
e d e y x  nymanax n o /io cu  3cameHun, pa3deAeHuux o ö h u m  uacoM 
no epenenu, hom  yd a jio cb  onpede/iumb dewcenux nexomopux 
cmpyKmyp Kopom t.
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Similar to the eclipse of 1936, the solar eclipse path of 
totality crossed almost all the Soviet Union from the west to 
the east on July 31, 1981, and gave an outstanding opportunity 
to determine motions in the solar corona as projected into the 
image plane.
During the eclipse both the green line corona FeXIV 
5303Ä and the red line corona FeX 6374Ä were observed from two 
points on the path of totality, differing by one hour in time. 
The expedition of the Astronomical Institute of the Slovak 
Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia, performed its observation 
near the town of Bratsk, Siberia, while the expedition of the 
Sternberg State Astronomical Institute, USSR, observed from 
Mariinskoe on the lower part of the Amur river. In Bratsk the 
monochromatic pictures of the corona were taken by two ident­
ical F = 1950 mm, D = 120 mm telescopes, equipped with inter­
ference filters of 2Ä bandwidth for the green line and 3Á for 
the red line. In Mariinskoe, about one hour later, simultaneous 
pictures in the green and red lines were taken by a double 
telescope (F = 1500 mm) equipped with Fabry^-Perot etalons (and 
also without them) and with interference filters of 15Ä and 
30Á passbands, respectively.
During the solar eclipse on July 31, 1981 the corona was 
most active at the west limb, where on the white light pic­
tures (courtesy; V.I. Charugin, I.F. Nikulin and P.V. Scheglov) 
three coronal formations were identified as follows: A : N20°,
B : Nl°, C: S25° (Fig.la). The details of these structures dif­
fer remarkably from pictures taken in white light and in green 
and red coronal lines. The structures are more distinctly seen 
in the monochromatic pictures - some are visible only in the 
green line, some others only in the red line. For example, a 
more dense region in C formation is seen at a height of about
0 . 2  R & in the green line picture. At the same time, the red 
line radiation i's practically absent in formations A and B ,  
exist in C and is most intensive between formations B and C 
(for this see Fig.3 in {1}). Many structural details of the 
monochromatic images disappear in white light.
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The green and red line pictures of the corona, obtained 
near Bratsk by one of the authors (J.S.), with narrow band 
filters are a good contrast and give a nice image of structure 
of the corona in those lines. Details of interest are schemati­
cally drawn in Figs.lb and lc. As an example of identification 
of the details, we present Fig.2 here, which shows the green 
line image obtained in Bratsk, then processed by the digital­
ization techniwue with application of the procedure of in­
creasing the local contrast. The numbering in Fig.2 is the 
same as in Fig.lb.
Using observations at two points, the motions in the im­
age plane were determined by measurements of the position of 
some distinct details, relative to the center of the Sun. In 
the green line images we have chosen loop 1 and the small con­
densation 4 in formation C (Figs.lb and 2). In the red line 
images the most outstanding seemed to be curve-like features 
5 and 6 . The position of these details, according to filter- 
grams obtained in Mariinskoe, is drawn by dashed lines.
In green corona the loop 1 and the small condensation 2 
on this loop moved with a velocity of about 10 km s_1. The 
curve-like feature 3 and the small condensation 4 moved in 
WS direction with approximately the same velocity and they 
successively rose up. When determining velocity uniform motion 
has continuously assumed. According to the analysis of Kleczek 
and Topolová {2}, velocities in the order of 10 km s^1 are 
quite usual for the green corona structures or rather such 
velocities are not necessarily related to some eruptive pro­
cesses in the corona.
Somewhat higher velocities - of about 25 km s~1 - have 
been found for the curve-like features 5 and 6 of the red line 
corona (Fig.lc) and, furthermore, the ascent velocity was not 
the same for different parts of these features. Namely, the 
south-west ends moved with a velocity of 11 km s-1, and fea­
ture 5 successively caught feature 6 . At the same time the 
basement of features 5 and 6 moved with higher velocity (up 
to 25 km s~1) and it is probable that a loop at latitudes
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Fig.l. Schematical drawings of the parts of a) white light corona,
b) green line 5303 Ä corona and c) red line 6374 Á corona, as 
recorded during total solar eclipse on July 31, 1981.
For details see text.
Fig.2. Green line 5303 Ä image 
processed by digitaliza­
tion technique to in­
crease contrast of the 
local structural details. 
The same numbering as 
in Fig.lb is adopted.
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Sll° - S25° was successively created. It is possible that this 
was just that loop which was somewhat later observed by a co- 
ronagraph abroad satellite P 78-1 as a transient, originating 
at latitude S17° {3}. If a relatively low velocity of the 
transient - about 50 km s~1 - is extrapolated backwards, then 
we found possible identity with a "red" loop which we observed 
in Mariinskoe at 0400 UT. At that time the basement of the 
loop was at a height of 1 . 2 3  R ^ and at a latitude of Sll°. 
Taking the velocity of 25 km s_1 found by us further into 
account, we came to the moment of origin of the transient on 
the Sun's surface at 18-19 UT July 30, 1981. At that time, at 
the mentioned latitude, the Hale region No 17751 just set be­
hind the west limb. Being on the solar disk this region was a 
source of a number of flares, though they were not of great 
importance. It is probable that activity of the AR also con­
tinued behind the limb. The following scheme can be imagined: 
the flare or an eruptive filament initiated the rising of a 
relatively cool plasma. This process could probably be observed 
in H a if located on visible Sun's disk. Ascent of a hotter 
plasma was observed in a 6374Ä line during the solar eclipse 
and after that in white light at heights of more than 2 . 5  R .
It would be, of course, interesting to investigate using the 
data of satellites SMM and P 78-1 whether there was some other 
similar chronology of the events.
R e f e r e n c e s
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CORONAL HOLE AS A PROBABLE SOURCE OF THE HIGHEST GEOACTIVITY
IN 1S81
J. S Y K 0 R A
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A b s t r a c t :
The l a s t  de ca de  o f  J u l y  1981 was c h a r a c t e r i z e d  b y  e x c e e d in g ly  
h ig h  g e o a c t i v i t y . F ro m  o b s e r v a t io n s  o n  th e  Sun 's  d i s k  no  
c l a s s i c a l  s o u rc e  o f  t h i s  g e o a c t i v i t y ,  i . e .  no la r g e  s o l a r  
f l a r e  o r  some e r u p t i o n  o f  f i l a m e n t ,  w as  r e c o r d e d .  The  a u th o r  
c o n c lu d e s  t h a t  on th e  b a s is  o f  th e  m o n o c h ro m a tic  c o ro n a  o b ­
s e r v a t io n s  c a r r i e d  o u t  d u r in g  th e  t o t a l  s o la r  e c l i p s e  o f  
J u ly  3 1 , 1981 i t  i s  p r o b a b le  t h a t  a  l o w - l a t i t u d e  c o r o n a l  h o le  
c o u ld  a c t  a s  th e  s o u r c e  o f  th e  m e n t io n e d  o u t s t a n d in g  g e o ­
a c t i v i t y .
KOPOHAJIbHAfl flbIPA, KAK B03M0)KHblfi HCTOMHMK HAMBORblUOfl 
rEO300EKTMBHOCTM.B ig8l V.
V\. CMKOPA
AcTpoH . M h c t  . , TaTpaHcta Ho m h  m 14 a
AócmpaKm:
nocnedHJiR dexada ujoah 1981 soda 6vuia xapaxmepna ucxAKMumeAbHO 
6WCOKOŰ zeoaxmueHoemo. M3 HaÓAwdeHuű na ducxe cosmya He 
ydajiocb omcacdecmeumb hu oduH K/iaccuuecKuü ucmouHux 3moű 
seoaKmueHocmu,mo ecmv hu odny, uau necxoAbxo óoAbucux ecntmex, 
hu odnozo 83pu6Hoao eoAOKHa. HaoChoeanuu HaÓAiodenuü Monoxpo- 
i-lamuuecKoű Kopom npoeedenmix eo epewbji noAbnozo 3armenuH 
coahu/i  31-zo wann 1981 zoda moocho 6vuio cderamb 3aKAKmenue, 
umo muKiM ucmouHUKOM eeposmno MozAa 6umb HU3XomupomHOA 
KoponaAbHOA dupa.
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For some time it has been more or less clear that from the 
point of view of solar-terrestrial relations solar activity is 
not much more important than solar inactivity. Both realize 
themselves in complicated travel from the Sun to the Earth 
by the proper mechanism. In the literature covering the field 
of solar-terrestrial relations, a good number of cases is known 
when: (a) an active region on the Sun containing about 100 in­
dividual sunspots was very quiet and caused no geoactivity(such 
active regions were described by Sykora {1} and Ishkov et al. 
{2} among others), and on the contrary, (b) during evidently 
inactive periods on the Sun, disturbances in the Earth's mag­
netosphere and ionosphere were unexpectedly large.
For an example of the above affirmation we will illustrate 
one case of productivity of the active region which we have ob­
served and analysed abnormal to the classical imagination. We 
have in mind Hale region No 17751 (7 = 337.5°, cp = -8.5°) and 
its surroundings (Fig.l). Although this AR kept its typical 
6-configuration of the magnetic field for several days: the 
whirl chromospheric structures, changes in the magnetic flux, 
large horizontal gradients of the magnetic field, as well as 
remarkable vertical motions of the chromospheric matter were 
present {3},{4}, still no large manifestations of the eruptive 
activity were observed. No flare of an importance larger than 
1 was detected; of about 60 flares only 4 were of importance 1 ,  
others were subflares.
Despite these facts, and as a result of the AR 17751 and 
its surroundings, transit through the Sun's central meridian 
(CMP date 24.2), a huge geoactivity on July 24-27, 1981, was 
involved. According to the Kp planetary indices it was prob­
ably the largest geoactivity in 1981 (Fig.2). Preliminary ana­
lysis of the ionospheric data {5} shows extremely high SID 
activity, while radio wave absorption was rather unusual 
a weak response in the low ionosphere but, on the whole, ex­
pected strong responses in the upper ionosphere. A detailed 
analysis of the geophysical data in relation to the solar ac­
tivity of the last decade of July 1981 is now in progress.
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It seems that our observations of the solar corona taken 
in the light of the spectral lines FeXIV 5303Á and FeX 6374Á, 
during total solar eclipse on July 31, 1981, offer some reason­
able explanation of the high geoactivity mentioned in the ab­
sence of the eruptive processes on the Sun. It is a well known 
fact that emission in the "green" line 5303Ä is very much po­
sitively related to the activity on the Sun's surface, while, 
on the contrary, emission in the "red" line 6374Á is much less 
sensitive to the activity and is often stronger just above in­
active areas of the Sun's surface. After processing the 
eclipse's original images by the digitalization technique and 
subsequent substraction of the "inactive" component (6374Ä) 
from the "active" component (5303Ä), we have obtained Fig.3.
From this figure it is evident that emission 6374Ä (dark) pre­
vails at both poles of the Sun (in fact, it probably identifies 
areas familiar to the polar coronal holes), but at the same 
time clear domination of this emission above the emission in 
5303Á 1 ine, indicates a remarkable inactivity just at the time 
where the AR 17751 set behind the Sun's west limb.
Taking the said facts into account, we are of the opinion 
that the so-called low-latitude coronal hole, located in the 
vicinity of the AR 17751, was very probably a source of the 
conspicuous geophysical disturbances. Such small coronal holes 
are known from the Skylab period (1973-74) and it has been de­
scribed (including a figure illustration) in {6} by Letfus et al 
for example, where we have investigated the possibilities of 
identifying the coronal holes in our own green (5303Ä) emission 
corona synoptic charts {7}. Of course, in our assumption we 
also have in mind the well known fact that the lifetime of the 
coronal holes is several months (at least weeks) and so it is 
quite reasonable to assume that our dark formation (if it can 
be identified with the coronal hole) existed and was located, 
together with AR 17751, on July 23 near the central meridian. 
Probably it is just this formation of the open magnetic field 
which was the source of the solar wind which caused an express­
ive geomagnetic storm on July 25, 1981.
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Fig.l. Hale region No 17751 as seen In the center of the Ha line near 
the central meridian of the Sun (north is above and east is to 
the left). Picture was taken at 20:45:39 UT, July 23, 1981 at 
Ottawa River Solar Observatory (Courtesy by V.Gaizauskas).
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Fig. 2. Copy of the Planetary Magnetic Three-Hour-Range Indices Kp
(after Bartels) as issued for 1981 by Gottingen Observatory. 
Interval of interest is on the right side of the central line.
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Fig.3. The pictures taken in green 5303 & and red 63J4 A lines (2 Ä and 
3 Á B-13 Baird Atomic filters were used respectively) were 
combined to this resulting picture by the digitalization technique. 
The original images were obtained by two identical 120/1950 
telescopes with an exposure time of 25 seconds on high sensitive 
(1000 ASA) film during total solar eclipse on July 31, 1981 
(Bratsk, USSR). Hypothetical coronal hole is the dark region 
on the west limb. For details see text.
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OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF A SET OF LIMB EVENTS
OF SEPTEMBER 2,, 1979
J. P A C I 0 R E K, T. C I U R L A ,  B. R O M P O L T
Astron.Observatory,Wroclaw
A b s t r a c t :
A num ber o f  a c t i v e  p h e no m e n a , t h a t  a p p e a re d  a b o v e  th e  W e s t-  
l im b  f r o m  S 37  t o  N15 w e re  o b s e rv e d  a n d  a n a ly s e d .  M o s t o f  
th e  e le m e n ta r y  e v e n ts  w e re  r e c o r d e d  i n  tw o  l im b  r e g io n s .  I n  
th e  f i r s t  o n e ,  b e tw e e n  N02 a n d  N 05 , f o r t y  r e c u r r e n t  s u rg e s  
a n d  an  a c t i v e  p ro m in e n c e  w e re  o b s e rv e d .  I n  th e  s e c o n d  o n e ,  
b e tw e e n  S 30  a n d  S 3? , a b o u t  f i f t y  k n o ts  o f  m a t t e r  m o v in g  down  
w e re  r e c o r d e d .  The d e t a i l e d  s tu d y  o f  a l l  o b s e rv e d  e v e n ts  
s u g g e s t  t h e  e x is t e n c e  o f  a  p h y s ic a l  c o n n e c t io n  b e tw e e n  th e s e  
tw o  d i s t a n t  l im b  r e g io n s .
MCC/lEflOBAHMfl KOMIUIEKCA JIHMBOBblX flBJlEHMfi HAETOflEHHbIX  
2 C E H TflE P fl 1 9 7 9  TOflA
f l .  riA U H O PEK , T .  UblPJlfl, E . PO M ilO ilbT
AcTpoH.Oőc. , Bpop/iaB
AócmpaKm:
B  paóome uccA edyem cH  óosibuioü KOjmneKC xe /ie H u ű , n p o u 3 o w e d im x  
na  3anadnoM  siuM óe M exd y  S 37 u  N 15 . BoAbucuncmeo s ieA enuü  e o 3 -  
HUKAO e d e y x  oóA acm nx -  e n e p e o ű  M exd y  N02 u  N 05, ade  
HaÓAKdaAocb c o p o K  n o e m o p fu a m xcx  e o s e p a m m x  e u ó p o c o e  u  aranuennű  
n p o rn yő e p a ne ii, u  s o  emopoű -  M e xd y  S30 u  S 37 , ade  3apeaucm pupoeaH o  
OKOAO nnmudecsrntu o n ycK o m fu xcH  y3A oe  ceemmneüCA M am epuu. IJodpoßHoe  
u ccA e ä o e a n u e  e c e x  HaÓAiodaeiuuxcA M A e n u ű  no3eoAsiem  cdexam b  
n p e d n o A o xe n u e  o  tfiu3uuecK oü  8 3 a uM o ce ji3 u  om ux d e y x  omäa/ieHHUx 
oÓAacmeű.
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1. Introduction
The exceptional features of the complex of active phenom­
ena observed in Ha with the Small Coronagraph of the Wroclaw 
Observatory on 2 September 1979 have given reason of the de­
tailed study of these phenomena. Forty recurrent small surges 
were observed in a four-hour period at the W-limb region N02- 
N05, what means that the average time interval between success­
ive surges amounted six minutes only. According to Bruzek {2} 
the small surges show a tendency to recur at a rate ~l/hour, 
which disagrees with the mentioned short time interval. The 
appearance of several clouds of weakly emitting matter along 
a huge arch between the two distant sites of strong activity 
was the second interesting feature of the observed complex of 
events. Two hours after the strong eruptions of the active 
prominence, taking up a position near the base of the recurrent 
surges, two very small but observable expansions of a stable 
prominence occurred at S34. This fact was the third unusual 
feature of the observed set of events.
2. Observations and results of measurements
The whole complex of events was observed from 7:46 UT to 
11:54 UT and recorded on 4 films (F468-471; 13 frames 7:46-7:58 
32 fr. 8:01-8:57; 38 fr. 9:01-10:18; 32 fr. 10:23-11:54). The 
limb region S30 - S37 was observed from 8:02 UT to 11:54 UT only 
Because the film F469 has a poor quality the results for all 
events recorded on this film are of less value. The measure­
ments were performed by an Ascorecord and reduced with the 
KSR 4100 computer.
Fig.l shows a general schema of the observed limb events. 
The areas hatched mark the position of two stable prominences. 
The synoptic map of the Sun (Fig.2) reveals,that the limb re­
gions N02 -N10 and S30-S37, which at the moment of observa­
tion were close to the W-limb, are connected to two sunspot 
groups. The northern group, Mt.Wilson No 20835 belongs to 
McMath region 16239, and the second group, Mt.Wilson No 20836 
to McMath region 16241. The lines of sight (LOS) marked in the 
map show the location of all significant limb events.
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Fig.l. General schema indicating the events observed at Sun's W-limb 
on 2 September 1979.
In Tables 1-3 the results of measurements of all recurrent 
surges are given. Moreover, Table 1 contains one surge, which 
occurred a little north to the base of the recurrent surges. 
Table 2 contains the less accurate data. Table 3 summarizes 
the data of all great surges. Some parameters for all events, 
observed in the vicinity of the stable prominence, between S30 
and S37 are presented in Table 4. In this limb region two 
surges occurred only and the predominant events were knots of 
down moving matter.
It was possible to determine the trajectories of motion, 
seen in the plane of the sky concerning the surges and knots 
recorded on the films F468, F470, and F471. These trajectories 
are shown in Fig.3 and 4, marked with the numbers of identifi­
cation given in the first column of Table 1 and 3.
Fig.5 (A - G) shows selected frames of F470 and F471 in 
which one can see seven great surges marked by capital letters. 
Earlier these photographs were already mentioned by Rompolt{3}.
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Fig.2. Synoptic map of the Sun. The lines of sight (LOS) point to the 
locations of all important limb events.
Fig.4 shows also the remnant of the active prominence, and 
matter moving down along a big loop. At 9:01 UT this matter was 
seen in a form of two arches parallel with the limb at heights 
lO'lO^km and 9.5-101* km (the top of the big loop). Approximate­
ly for one hour these two arches were moving down to the 
chromosphere along the northern arm of the big loop mentioned. 
The elongated structures of matter, which filled the big loop 
present the final phase of the last strong eruption of the ac­
tive prominence. The parameters of four recorded prominence 
expansions are given in Table 6. These expansions occurred be­
tween 7:46 UT and 8:36 UT. Two other small expansions of the 
stable prominence were observed at 10:18 UT and 10:39 UT.
Table 7 contains the data of these expansions.
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T A B L E  1
Data of the surges observed in the period 7:46-7:58 UT
Surge Limb Height Time Velocity Life
No position max. Start Maximum time
103 km UT km s~ 1 min.
1 N 02.5 35 _ 0749 100 6
2 N 02.5 30 0753 0755 80 5
3 N 03 10 - 0748 - 4
4 N 03 23 0751 0755 50 5
5 N 03.5 37 - 0746 - 5
6 N 03.5 25 0756 0758 #00CN 4
7 N 04 32 - 0751 - 10
8 N 10 65 - 0748 - 6
T A B L E 2
Data of the surges observed in the period 001OCO 57 UT
Surge Limb Height Time Velocity Life
No position max. Start Maximum time
103 km UT km s -1 min.
9 N 04.5 55 0756 0802 100 7
10 N 03 20 - 0802 - 3
11 N 04 25 - 0803 - 3
12 N 02.5 25 0806 0809 100 5
13 N 03.5 20 - 0808 - 4
14 N 04 25 - 0809 - 4
15 N 04.5 40 - 0809 - 6
16 N 03 20 0811 0821 - 10
17 N 02 15 0812 0819 30 8
18 N 03.5 35 0819 0821 - 4
19 N 04 15 0819 - - 3
20 N 03 30 - 0829 - 7
21 N 03.5 25 - 0828 - 3
22 N 04 25 - 0835 100 5
23 N 03 25 0829 0832 80 7
24 N 04 25 0834 0837 100 7
25 N 03 20 0837 0839 - 4
26 N 03 25 0842 0846 60 13
27 N 04.5 15 0842 0843 - 3
28 N 03 15 0845 0850 - 7
29 N 03 15 0847 0849 - 3
30 N 04.5 35 0851 0856 100 7
31 N 03 - 0856 - - 3
Between these two sites of strong activity, in the limb region 
SOI -S20, knots and clouds of weakly emitting matter were ob­
served. Table 5 summarizes the result of measurements.
Several knots were observed propagating from the stable 
prominence at S21 towards the prominence at S34 between 10:24 UT 
and 11:48 UT. The trajectory of this movement is indicated in Fig.l.
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T A B L E  3
Data of the surges observed in the period 9:01-11:41 UT
Surge
No
Limb
position
Height 
max 
103 km
Time
Start Maximum
UT
Velocity Life 
time
km s-1 min.
32 N 04 66 _ 0902 _ _
33 N 04 80 0920 0929 90 28
34 N 03 25 - 0906 - -
35 N 03 45 0924 0934 70 19
36 N 03.5 30 0923 0928 85 7
37 N 04 65 0948 1008 50 38
38 N 03 55 1028 1040 60 22
39 N 04.5 80 1030 1043 105 29
40 N 03 75 1051 1101 70 19
41 N 04 70 1112 1122 90 20
T A B L E  4
Events observed in the limb region S30 - S37
a) Surges
Surge Limb Height 
No position max.
103 kin
Time Velocity Life
Start Maximum time
UT km s~1 min.
1 S 36 50 0802 17
2 S 36 50 0835 115 25
b) Knots observed in the period 9:06 - 11::54 UT c) Clouds
Limb Life Height of Number Height Time Limb Height
position time appearance of knots decrease position
min. 103 km UT 103 km
40-80 15 No or 1107 S 32-S 36 95
N 31 - N 37
1-6 10-39 18 very small 1124 S 30-S 32 55
40 - 88 123-42 16 - 39 6 large _
T A B L E . 5
Events observed in the limb region S 01 - S 20
a) Knots moving down
Appearance Limb position Height Life
Time Height Initial Final change time
UT 103 km 103 km min.
0901 75 S 08 S 040904 50 S 06 67 60
0927 80 S 08 No change 10
1110 50 S 03.5 S 001110 45 S 02.5 33 21
b) Clouds
Time Limb Height
UT position 103 km
1116 S 04- S 08 190
1124 S 15- S 18 95
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T A B L E  6
Expansions of the active prominence at N 07.5
T i m e Change Loop of detached matter
Start Maximum End of top height Time Top Limbheight extension
UT UT UT 103 km UT 103 km 103 km
0746 0754 0757 10 0755 20 -
0802 0808 0810 15 0809 30 30
0819 0828 0835 25 - 40 42
0836 0845 0847 25 0838 Disappearance
of the loop
T A B L E 7
Expansion of the stable prominence at S 34
T i m e Height Limb
Start Maximum End extension
UT UT UT JO3 km 103 km
1018 1023 1027 5 3
1039 1118 1130 10 28
In the region N10 - N15 several micro-surges occurred but 
because of their very small lifetime and small maximum height 
their data were not included in the tables.
3. Discussion and conclusions
The result of measurements presented in the previous sec­
tion allow to describe the whole evolution of the events. The 
complex of the phenomena begins with five small surges and the 
first small expansion of the active prominence. At the end of 
the expansion the prominence returns to its initial position. 
The matter detached from top of the prominence at the maximum 
phase of the event fills a small loop above the prominence.
Each of the subsequent expansions appeared to be increasingly 
stronger and the detached matter filled more and more the loop 
lying above the prominence. The size of the loop became larger. 
After the fourth eruption the active prominence disappeared and 
the detached matter was observed at the top of a big loop at a 
height of 105 km above the limb. The comparison of Table 1 and 
Table 3 demonstrates, that the strength of surges increased 
also.
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F i g . 2 . Trajectories of moving matter (surges and knots) according to
measurements. Period os observation 7:46 - 7:58 UT. The areas hatched 
show the expanding prominence. The surges trajectories are marked 
with numbers given in the first column of Table 1.
Near the end of the observational period very small surges ap­
peared again (measurements impossible because of bad seeing) 
and the remnants of the active prominence disappeared com­
pletely.
Thnong the events observed near the stable prominence at 
S34 the knots of slowly moving matter prevailed, besides of 
two surges at the very beginning of observation of that promi­
nence. The knots appeared quite high above the limb and the 
long lived knots were moving towards the chromosphere forming 
elongated structures.
The first of the two measured expansions of the stable 
prominence at S34 occurred about two hours after the third 
eruption of the active prominence at N07.5. The second expan­
sion of this stable prominence took place two hours after the 
last eruption of the active prominence. The stable prominence 
returned to its initial size and shape.
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Fig.4. Trajectories of motion of surges and downward moving matter ac­
cording to measurements. Period of observation 9:01-11:54 UT.
The loop hatched marks the remnant of the active prominence. The 
trajectories of surges have the denotations given in the first 
column of Table 3.
During the end phase of the second expansion the 
clouds of weakly emitting matter appeared in the vicinity of the 
stable prominence, and also between the two sites of the strong 
activity. The location of these clouds is shown in Fig.l. The 
most important properties of the discussed set of events are: 
a) the strong surge activity (forty surges during four hours) ,
the strength of which increased simultaneously with the growing 
strength of the prominence expansions, b) the appearance of the 
clouds at large heights between two distant sites of active 
events, and c) two small expansions of the prominence at S34, 
which followed the eruptions of the prominence at N07.5. These 
properties capable of being used as evidence that the active 
events observed in these distant limb reqions are interconnected.
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Fig,5, (A G). Selected frames of films F470 and F471 showing several large 
surges. The capital letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
successively correspond to the surge nos 32, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41 
given in Table 3.
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One may have the right to believe that some kind of a dis­
turbance, which propagated from the site of the recurrent surges 
and of the active prominence towards the southern limb region 
resulted in the activity observed in this region as well as be­
tween these two limb regions.lt is interesting to note that 
this supposed disturbance crossed the equator.
Rust and Svestka {5} and Rust {4} found the existence of 
"slowly-moving coronal disturbances" propagating with velocities 
under 100 km s~1 and extending over distances of the order of 
one solar radius. Among the reported properties of these dis­
turbances there are three very interesting ones for the reason
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of activity discussed in this paper: a) The disturbances start 
with activation of dark Ha filaments, b) In many cases there 
are no flares associated with the filament activation, and,
c) The moving disturbances themselves are not visible. Their 
existence was revealed only through brightening of pre-existing 
coronal structures. Rust and Svestka {4} reminded also of the 
slow wave hypothesis proposed by Bruzek{l)as an explanation of 
the activation of filaments at great distances from flares. 
Finally the very rough estimation of the velocity of the hypo­
thetical propagating disturbance between the two distant limb 
regions, discussed in this paper, gives a value between 50 and
100 Jon s-1. This value is in accordance with the one given by «/Rust and Svestka.
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THE CARD INDEX OF EJECTIONS OBSERVED AT THE WROCLAW OBSERVATORY
I.N. G A R C Z Y N S K A ,  P. M A J E R ,  B. R O M P O L T
Astron.Obs..Wroclaw
KA TA JlO r BblEPOCHbIX nPOTYBEPAHUEB HABJlIOflEHHblX BO BPOlfTlABE
M.H. rAPMMHCKAfl, n. MAEP, B. POMilOJlbT
Actpoh . 06c., Bpoq/iaB
The regular observations of the solar corona have been 
carried out at Astronomical Observatory of the Wroclaw Univer­
sity by means of the Small Ha Coronagraph since 1966. A number 
of ejections of bright material (sprays, surges and eruptive 
prominences at the limb) have been observed. Some of these events 
have already been analysed, and the results were published.
Recently, a homogeneous method of treatment of the observa­
tions has been devised and a card index of strong ejections has 
been initiated. This method is based on measurements performed 
with the Ascorecord measurement system and computation done with 
the Odra 1305 computer.
The coordinates, trajectories and velocities of knots of 
the mass ejections have been calculated and placed in the card 
index. The locations of bright material, the inferred trajec­
tories and the velocities are given as projections against the 
plane of the sky. Each event has been described 'carefully from 
the point of view of its evolution. The data of the accompaning 
events are taken from the S o la r - G e o p h y s ic a l  D a ta and S o ln e o h n y e  D a n n y e . 
A set of data and information concerning each event is put in 
the card index and is available on request. The basic character­
istics of each cataloged event are given in Table 1.
Hjjj - is the maximum height reached by the matter, projected on the sky plane, 
Vh and Vs are the maximum projected velocities of the mass ejections, per­
pendicular to solar limb and along the trajectory, respectively.
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T A B L E 1
No Data Start
UT
End
UT
Object Pos. «m
lO^km
vh
km s-1
vs
km s-1
1 6.07.68 0717 0723 SPR N12-E 290 1150 _
2 6.07.68 0944 0955 SPR N12-E 700 720 -
3 18.08.70 0823 0829 SPR N20-W 86 970 970
4 11.09.70 0816 0828 SPR N15-W 80 210 250
5 15.10.70 0959 1011 BSL N15-E 48 190 320
6 7.07.71 0810 0814 EPL S12-E 60 75 100
7 23.09.74 1156 1207 SPR N07-W 200 500 700
8 4.07.77 0857 0924 BSL S22-E 55 70 72
9 9.04.78 0919 0940 SPR N38-E 73 200 290
10 24.04.78 0749 0800 SPR N25-E 53 150 160
11 11.07.78 1102 1105 SPR N17-E 980 1350 -
12 9.03.79 1020 1035 SPR N16-E 115 500 900
13 10.04.79 0709 0741 BSL N32-E 100 185 185
14 10.04.79 1030 1245 EPL N03-E 210 270 -
15 11.04.79 0836 0900 SPR N15-E 132 200 246
16 6.05.79 1035 1050 SPR S23-E 63 380 380
17 8.05.79 0830 1130 EPL S55-W 400 150 -
18 16.05.79 1038 1042 SPR N15-W 30 230 320
19 29.05.79 0851 0948 EPL N10-E 35 14 14
20 29.05.79 1055 1105 SPR N10-E 215 300 310
21 27.06.79 1001 1029 EPL S16-E 150 125 210
22 14.08.79 1140 1216 EPL S32-E 230 270 300
23 17.08.79 0905 0910 EA N05-E 35 70 70
24 17.08.79 0920 0941 SPR N05-E 122 330 330
25 2.09.79 0746 1154 BSL N05-W 82 120 120
26 13.09.79 1035 1053 SPR N19-E 100 320 320
27 10.10.79 1117 1123 SPR S31-W 70 360 600
28 13.04.80 0834 0842 BSL N27-W 72 120 120
29 13.04.80 0902 0918 SPR N03-W 100 240 330
30 13.04.80 0902 0918 BSL N23-W 150 330 330
31 17.04.80 1006 1021 BSL Sll-E 30 38 38
32 5.05.80 0912 1050 EPL S23-W 242 200 210
33 13.05.80 0738 0827 BSL S26-W 57 . 60 60
34 16.05.80 0859 0925 SPR N30-E 52 90 120
35 8.06.80 0815 0904 EPL S18-E 247 170 200
36 18.08.80 0953 1224 EPL S'34-E 635 294 295
37 9.09.80 1130 1142 SPR N13-W 62 100 160
38 20.09.80 0807 1112 EPL S40-W 350 250 250
39 11.04.81 0836 0945 SPR N06-W 45 75 150
40 10.05.81 1211 1234 SPR N03-E 125 150 175
41 22.05.81 0636 0656 SPR N16-W 165 170 250
Here: BSL - bright surge at the limb, SPR - spray, EPL - eruptive prominence 
at the limb, EA - eruptive arch.
Time of the "Start" and "End" of an observation is given in UT. If underlined 
by a full line, the real time of the start and/or the end of an event is re­
corded; if underlined by a broken line, an approximate time of the start 
and/or the end of the event is given.
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FLARE GEOEFFICIENCY IN RELATION TO PHOTOSPHERIC MAGNETIC 
FIELD ORIENTATION OF ACTIVE REGIONS
B. R U Z I C K O V  Á - T  O P 0 L O V A, 
Astron.Inst.,Ondrejov
L. B U F K A 
Astron.Soc. .Prague
Abstract:
The objective of this study was to investigate the geoefficiency 
of a set of flares which had occurred in solar cycles Nos 19 and 
20, and were followed by the most severe geomagnetic storms with 
sudden commencements. Flares with simultaneous occurrence of 
type II radio bursts, observed in the years 1970-1976, were taken 
as comparison data. More frequent occurrence of geoeffective flares 
was found at the location where direction of the photospheric mag­
netic field was southward. Furthermore, flares occurring at the 
site with the dividing line between polarities oriented approxi­
mately perpendicular to the solar meridian and also flares at the 
site with polarity reversed against the normal bipolar distribution 
of photospheric magnetic field according' to Hale 's law display a 
tendency toward higher geoefficiency. Location of flares in the 
central zone at the solar disc is more favourable with regard to 
their effect on disturbing the geomagnetic field.
rEO30<t>EKTMBHOCTb BCIUIUJEK B CBA3H C OPWEHTAUMEfi 
0OTOC0EPM4ECKHX MArHMTHbIX ílO JlE fi AKTMBHbIX 0EJ1ACTER 
B. PyWMMKOBA -  TO nO /lO BA, J l. BY0KA
AcTpoH. Hhct ., OH/ipwenoB AcTpon.Odiu.,flpara
Adcmpaxm:
3adaueű omoü paóorrm óviao uccjiedoeamb aeooffeKmuenocmb naóopa ecnmueK 
noHeAsmupxcA e meuenuu coAH.ey.Hvix uuKAoe No 19 u 20, emueamux 
naüóoAee Kpynnme geoMaenummie 6ypu c enesannuM HauaAOM. Bcyoxuiku 
odHoepeMeHHO conpoeoxdaeMue paduoecnnecuam. muna II U3 1970-19 76 es. 
CAyoauiu Oar cpaenenue. BoAee yacmoe nofierenue eeooffeKmuenvix 
ecnmueK ecmpeuanocb ua Mecmax, ede nanpaeAenue tfomocfepHozo Mae- 
HumHoeo noAR 6uao tamoe. JJaree ecnmmcu ua maKux Mecmax, sde opuen- 
mai4im auhuü pa3deAHWiuux N u S noARpnocmu 6vma npu0AU3umeAbHO nep- 
nenduKyARpna k coAHeunoMy Mepuduany, u moxe ecnvmiKU na Mecmax 
c noAftpHocmRMu nepeepauteHHtmu no cpaeuenun c HopManbHUM pacnpede- 
AenueM fomocfepnvix Maenummux noAeü e coomeemcmeuu co 3aKOHOM Xeüna, 
fi.6AR.Kxn mendewuMK k eucuieű seosffeKmueHocmu. noxeAenue ecnmueK e 
ueHmpanbHOü 3one coAHeunoso duma Kaxemcfi őoAee npusodntm U3 mouKU 
3penuH ux SAUfiHUH na pa3pymeHUfi aeoMasHumnoso noAR.
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1. Introduction
The authors started out with the hypothesis that the con­
figuration of photospheric magnetic fields affects the geoeffi­
ciency of flares. This problem has been dealt with e.g. by Pu- 
dovkin and Chertkov {5} who found that lines of force of the 
photospheric magnetic field oriented southward at the flare lo­
cation result in enhanced geomagnetic activity, whereas if 
oriented northward no adequate enhancement is observed. Nega­
tive (S) polarity is assumed to be inward and positive (N) 
polarity outward; the direction of the photospheric magnetic 
field (i.e. the direction of the lines of force) is perpen­
dicular to the line dividing the two polarities. Also Lundstedt 
et al. {4} found a relation between the southward orientation 
of the magnetic lines of force at the flare site and the solar 
wind velocity. This effect is the result of the different situ­
ations which occur when magnetic clouds of different orienta­
tions interact with the Earth's magnetosphere.
The objective of this study was to investigate the geo­
efficiency of a set of flares which had occurred in solar 
cycles Nos 19 and 20, and were followed by the most severe 
geomagnetic storms with sudden commencements (SC) in depend­
ence on the orientation of the lines of force of the photo­
spheric magnetic field, on the preceding polarity in the ac­
tive region (AR) at the flare site, as well as the distribu­
tion of geoeffective flares in heliographic longitude on the 
solar disc.
2. Observation Data
The basic observation data were flares with subsequent 
severe geomagnetic storms as shown in the catalogue of Kraj- 
covic and Krivsky {3} for the solar cycles Nos 19 and 20.
These storms had SC's and exceptionally high values of geomag­
netic planetary Kp-indices (>7+). The magnetic field data were 
adopted from the maps of the Mount Wilson Observatory, pub­
lished in the ESSA publications Solar-Geophysical Data, and sup­
plemented with data from the Catalog of Solar Particle Events 
1955-1969 {1}. The choice of events was quite limited due to the
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lack of data, or due to difficult or unreliable localization 
of the flare in the region. The total numner of cases con­
sidered was 62 (GMS).
Flares with simultaneous occurrence of tyne II radio 
bursts, observed in the years 1970-1976, were taken as compari­
son data. Their selection from the catalogue of Krivsk^ and 
Lukác {3} again depended on the required magnetic field data. 
The selected flares were divided into two groups:
a) flares suspected of being the cause of enhanced geomag­
netic activity, i.e. an SC occurred or the Ao-index reached a 
value > 25 within four days of their occurrence, or of contri­
buting to these geomagnetic effects (Suspect); 105 cases were 
considered;
b) flares after which the level of geomagnetic activity 
defined above was not achieved (No effect); 164 cases.
We took the fact that the comparison sets, as opposed to 
the GMS stes, contain flares from a part'of one solar cycle 
only into account.
3. Field direction and dividing line orientation 
at flare site
At the site of each flare, we determined the direction of 
the photospheric magnetic field relative to the projection of 
the Earth's axis of rotation onto the solar disc, because we 
are dealing with interaction with the Earth's magnetic field.
By field direction we shall understand the direction of mag­
netic line of force which represent the lines joining the N 
and S polarities on the Mt.Wilson maps, perpendicular to the 
dividing line. We divided the flares depending on whether the 
field was directed to the north or south (Fig.l).
In determining the direction of the lines of force at the 
flare site, a rough simplification is made which may possibly 
introduce errors into the data. The positions of flares, al­
though they represent extensive and complicated formations, 
are defined by the coordinates of their centre of gravity 
in Ha. Localizing the flares in magnetic field maps and deter­
mining their positions on the frequently complicated shape of
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Fig.l. Diagram for determining the direction of the photospheric magnetic 
field at the flare site: A - southward direction, B - northward 
direction. Hatched area is N polarity. The flare site is marked by 
a cross. Light straight line corresponds to the projection of Earth's 
rotation axis.
n
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Fig. 2. Distribution of source-flares (GMS) and flares of the comparison 
sets (Suspect, No effect) in heliographic longitude.
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T A B L E  1
No effect Suspect GMS
Southward/northward
ratio 0.38 0.61 1.64
£ n 54 58 37
T A B L E 2
Dividing line 
orientation No effect Suspect GMS 100%
nt s , „
S|N and D 61% 46% 33% 137, 108, 55
N
S 7% 8% 18.5%
S
N 12% 15% 18.5% 90, 66, 54
£ 19% 13% 37%
T A B L E  3
No effect Suspect GMS
Reversed preceding 
polarity 26% 32% 40%
100%
T
54
A B L E
47
4
43
No effect Suspect GMS
Central zone 28% 40% 63% '
100% 164 105 62
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dividing lines was not always unambiguous. Moreover, until 1967 
no systematic measurements of photospheric magnetic fields were 
available. The time lag between flare occurrence and the time 
the magnetic maps were drawn cannot be disregarded either. We 
know that substantial changes sometimes occur in the distribu­
tion of polarities before, during and after the flare. Conse­
quently, we are of the opinion that there is no sense in de­
termining the direction of the lines of force with a higher 
accuracy.
The ratio of the number of flares with southward field 
direction to the number of flares with northward field direc­
tion increases with the geoefficiency of the flares (Table 1). 
The table only contains the flares with which the field direc­
tion was distinctly southward or northward; naturally, cases 
in which no decision could be made about the direction pre­
vailed somewhat.
In contrast to the authors referred to above, our result 
concerning the relation between southward field direction and 
geomagnetic activity is statistically proved, but the effect 
did not display such a large statistical predominance as we 
expected.
It was also found that the percentage of flares with 
field direction approximately perpendicular to the solar mer­
idian (N!S and SjN orientation) and of flares distant from the 
line dividing the polarities CD) decreases with increasing 
flare geoefficiency. On contrast, the percenfage of flares
with field direction approximately parallel with the solar
N Pmeridian, both southward and northward (-^ and ^ orientation),
b w Nincreases with geoefficiency (Table 2). The values for andC^ in Table 2 were derived from the number of active regions 
regardless of the number of flares which occurred in them.
They were divided depending on whether at least one Susnect 
flare occurred in them, or at least one GMS flare. The number 
of cases considered is given in the last column of the table.
Table 2 indicates that the orientation of the line di­
viding opposite polarities perpendicular to the solar meridian,
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regardless of southward and northward field direction, is 
quite important for producing geoeffective flares in the ac­
tive region. Consequently, even the northward field direction, 
provided that it makes a small angle with the meridian, does 
not prevent flares from affecting the geomagnetic field. This 
result also follows from the experience that a magnetic field 
configuration with the dividing line pointing against the 
usual orientation (by "usual" we understand slightly tilted 
to the meridian), indicating the complicatedness of the mag­
netic situation ("twist" or "shear" of the magnetic field), is 
always dangerous with regard to producing large, or even proton 
flares with geomagnetic response. Sakurai {6} found that the 
rotating motion of the dividing line in sunspots was related 
to the occurrence of mighty flares generating subcosmic and 
cosmic rays, namely, anticlockwise when viewed from the Earth 
in the northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemi­
sphere. This is due to the convective flow in subphotosoheric 
layers which causes the lines of force to twist over the sun­
spot groups. Our GMS set contains mostly flares of this type.
4. Preceding polarity at the flare site
The mutual orientation of magnetic field polarities in 
the AR in the E-W direction, i.e. the preceding polarity at 
the flare site, is investigated in relation to flare geoeffi­
ciency. According to Hale's law, the preceding polarity of 
sunspots changes at the beginning of each solar cycle and 
alternates in the hemispheres.
In our three sample (No effect, Suspect, GMS) cases in 
the northern hemisphere predominate. This need not correspond 
to the normal distribution of flares on the disc. Even the 
comparison sets may be subject to the selection effect (occur­
rence of type II radio bursts). The GMS set contains flares 
of cycles Nos 19 and 20, the No effect and Suspect sets only 
those from cycle No 20. In cycle No 19, the preceding polar­
ity in the northern hemisphere was N, in cycle No 20 S. Never­
theless, preceding N polarity predominates in all sets, if re­
ferred to the solar meridian. The number of cases with pre­
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ceding N and S polarity become balanced if we refer the dis­
tribution to the orientation of the Earth's axis. All the cases 
in which no decision could be made about the preceding polar­
ity, were eliminated from the statistics. We shall now only 
deal with preceding polarities referred to the solar meridian.
We considered the number of preceding polarities reversed 
with respect to the normal orientation according to Hale's law, 
at the flare site. Table 3 shows that the percentage of cases 
of reversed polarity increases with the geoefficiency of flares. 
We also tried other criteria for determining the rate of re­
versed polarity, e.g., AR's in which our three categories of 
flares occurred and their main dividing lines were considered, 
regardless of the flare site, or the polarities at the flare 
site were considered, but each AR was counted only once. We 
always arrived at a large difference between the reversed 
polarity numbers of the No effect sample, on the one hand, and 
the Suspect and GMS samples, on the other, which agrees with 
the results of Sakurai {6}.
The tendency of flares, occurring in AR's or in those 
parts of AR's where the polarity of the photospheric magnetic 
fiels is reversed, to greater geoefficiency is thus proved.
5. Source-flare distribution in heliographic longitude
Pudovkin and Chertkov {5} considered the possible rela­
tion between the position of a flare on the solar disc and 
its geoefficiency; they came to the conclusion that the po­
sition of flares only affects the intensity of subsequent 
geomagnetic storms, but has no bearing on whether the flare 
causes or does not cause significant geomagnetic disturbances. 
Our material, consisting of 331 flares divided into the three 
samples mentioned, shows the distribution in heliographic 
longitude as demonstrated in Fig.2: the GMS sample has maximum 
flare occurrence in the central zone (CZ), A30°E - 30°W, where­
as the No effect sample shows a minimum there. The Suspect 
flares in this heliographic longitude interval display a flat 
maximum. Numerically, this result is expressed by the percen­
tage of the number of flares which occurred in the CZ for each
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T A B L E  5 
List of source-flares (GMS)
Date Position
O O
Start 
h m
Class
UT
Date Position 
o o
Start
h m
Class
UT
1956 Feb 23 N23 W80 3 31 3 1965 Apr 16 (N04 E20) -
1957 Jan 20 S30 W18 <11 00 3 1966 Aug 28 N21 E04 15 22 2B
Jul 3 N14 W40 7 20 3 Sep 2 N24 W56 5 42 3B
Aug 31 N25 W0 2 13 21 3 1967 Feb 13 N21 W10 17 49 3B
Sep 11 N13 W0 2 < 2 36 3 May 23 N28 E25 18 02 3B
Sep 18 N21 E08 17 22 3 Jun 3 N23 E13 2 26 IB
Sep 26 N23 E16 19 07 3 Sep 18 N16 W60 23 16 2B
1958 Feb 9 S12 W14 21 08 2+ 1968 Jun 9 S14 W09 8 30 3B
Jun 4 N14 W58 <21 47 2 Oct 30 S14 W37 23 40 3B
Jul 7 N25 W0 7 0 20 3+ 1969 Feb 1 Nil E70 21 25 IB
Aug 16 S14 W49 4 32 3 Mar 21 N20 El 7 1 39 2B
Aug 22 N18 W13 14 17 3 Sep 27 N09 E02 3 50 3B
1959 May 10 N20 E47 20 55 3+ 1970 Mar 7 Sll E09 1 40 2B
Jul 10 N21 E64 2 15 3+ Jul 7 S09 W13 16 54 -F
Jul 16 N16 W31 21 14 3+ Jul 22 N06 E18 19 40 -B
1960 Mar 29 N12 E31 6 50 2 Dec 11 (N10 E37) -
Apr 1 N12 W09 8 35 3 1972 Mar 5 S07 E42 ( 8 07 IB)
Apr 29 N14 W21 1 07 3 May 12 N21 W48 19 28 -B
May 4 N15 W90 9 56 3 Jun 15 S10 Ell 9 51 IN
May 6 S09 E08 <14 04 3 Aug 2 (N09 W17) -
Sep 3 N20 E87 0 37 3 Aug 7 N13 W37 14 49 3B
Nov 10 N29 E20 10 09 3+ Sep 11 N19 W0 7 10 14 IB
1961 Jul 11 S06 E32 16 15 3 Oct 28 S10 E10 18 05 -N
Jul 12 S07 E22 10 00 3+ 1973 Feb 18 S09 W0 6 21 05 IB
Jul 15 S07 W21 15 08 2 Apr 11 S09 W10 18 38 IB
Jul 24 N18 E18 4 10 3 May 11-13 (S10 W40-60) -
Sep 28 N14 E29 22 02 3 1974 Jul 3 S15 E08 7 58 2B
Sep 20 N14 E07 < 7 06 2 Sep 13 Sl3 E24 14 58 2B
Sep 20 N13 W09 23 14 2 1976 Mar 23 S05 E90 8 37 -B
Oct 22 Nil E50 13 21 2 Mar 28 (S07 E28) -
Oct 28 N12 W24 < 1 35 3 Apr 30 S08 W46 20 47 IB
Coordinates in parentheses give either positions of sources which are not 
unambiguous in time, i.e. there were more than one flare approximately at 
the same location, or positions of source-regions without any known flare
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set, see Table 4.
Considering the criteria used in this paper, it seems 
that there exists a relation between the position of the flare 
on the solar disc not only with the intensity of the geomag­
netic effect, but also with the occurrence of the geomagnetic 
response itself.
6. Conclusions
The results of this study may be summarized as foliows:
1) The southward direction of the photospheric magnetic 
field seems to be more effective in interacting with the geo­
magnetic field than the northward orientation.
2) Flares occurring at the site with the dividing line 
between polarities oriented approximately perpendicular to the 
solar meridian, display larger geomagnetic effects than flares 
at sites where the dividing line is rather parallel with the 
meridian.
3) Flares which occur at a site with the oolarity reversed 
against the normal bipolar distribution of large-scale photo- 
spheric magnetic fields display a tendency towards higher geo- 
efficiency.
4) Tne study of the distribution of flares in helio­
graphic longitude implies that the occurrence of flares in 
the CZ is more favourable with regard to their effect on dis­
turbing the geomagnetic field.
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FLARES OF TYPE II AND IV RADIO BURSTS 
IN MAGNETIC TYPES OF SUNSPOT GROUPS
S. K N O S K A,
Astron.I nst.,Tatranská Lomnicá
L. K R I V S K Y  
Astron.Inst..Ondrejov
Abstract:
The occurrence of flares was statistically processed,for those 
with type II and type IV radio bursts separately, in relation to 
the sunspot groups in which these flares took place. The period 
in question is cycle no. 20, 1966 ~ 1976. Zurich and magnetic 
classifications were taken into account. The results are given 
in graphs. As compared with flares accompanied by type II bursts, 
flares with type IV display an enhanced tendency to occur in 
more complex active regions in which more magnetic energy is 
accumulated in a small space (type S).
BCnbltUKM C PAflHOBCRTlECKAMH TMÍ1A II M IV 
B rpynnAX c o r h e m h u x  naTEH p a 3 jim m h i>ix  h a e h m t h u x  TkinoB
Ul. KH0U1KA Jl. KPÄMBCKMR
A c t poH . Hh CT . , T a T p a H e n a  / l o m - i u p a  A c t p o h  . H h c t  . , Oh a w c m o b
AócmpaKm:
npoeedena cmamucmuuecKaH oópaóorma ecnmteK conpoeoxdaeMux 
paduoecnnecKaMu muna II u omdesibHO rmnoM IV (Komopue npedcmae/LH- 
xm MouiHue U3eepxemui wamepuu) e C6X3U c munaMU zpynn nnmen, 
moxe no MazHemuuecKoű KnaccufuKau,uu. Oópaóoima Kacaemcn u,UK/ia 
No 20 (1966 - 1976). Ilo cpaenenuto c ecrmnuxctMu c munoM II, 
ecmnuxu c munoM IV noaerjiKmcH e noemuennoM KOAUuecmee e an- 
mueHbix oósiacmHX ude MazHumnasi onepzufi naKonnena e mojíqm 
npocmpancmee (mun &).
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Flares accompanied by type II and IV radio bursts represent 
shock waves and matter ejections passing through the solar co­
rona {6} and are the most energetic manifestation of a whoie 
series of solar activity phenomena.
The occurrence of flares was statistically processed, for 
those with type II and type IV radio bursts separately, in re­
lation to the sunspot groups in which these flares took place. 
The period in question is cycle no. 20, 1966-1976. Zürich and 
magnetic classifications were taken into account.
1. Sources of data
The catalogue, published by L.Krivsky and B.Lukac {3} and 
covering nearly the whole of cycle no. 20 (1966-1976), was used 
as the source of data on type II radio bursts (coronal shock 
wave) and flares.
As the source of data on type IV radio bursts (magnetic 
plasma cloud) and flares, the authors used catalogues covering 
the whole of solar cycle no. 20 {4>,{5}.
The basic observational data for selecting sunspot groups 
and their Zürich classification were adopted from the Helio­
graphie Maps of the Photosphere {7}. The magnetic types were 
determined by comparison with the daily maps published in the 
Solar Geophysical Data, Boulder (1966-1976), and with the mag­
netic classification from Mt.Wilson, given therein.
2. Occurrence of flares with type II radio bursts
in relation to sunspot group types
The total number of cases n = 354.
Fig.l shows the frequency matrix of flares with type II 
bursts for Z-types and magnetic types; the number and isolines 
mark the areas of enhanced occurrence: the largest accumulation 
occurs in Dß(45), in F6(27) and in ffa(19).The isolines were 
used for the sake of illustration and their use is not,strictly 
speaking, justified because of field discontinuity.A reference 
comparison with the occurrence of all groups processed can be 
made by comparing this matrix with the matrix in Fig.5.
With regard to the matrix of occurrence of flares with 
type IV bursts (Fig.3), there is a predominance of maxima
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in the lower areas with type II flares.
The percentage occurrence of flares with type II radio 
bursts is shown separately for Z-types and for magnetic types 
of sunspot groups in Fig.2. The largest occurrence is in types 
D, E (20-25%) and in type ß (40%). The curve in the left-hand 
histogram represents the reference values of types in terms 
of percentage calculates for the interval of heliographic lon­
gitude ±70° using all sunspot groups observed in the years 
1965-1976 (i.e. from the whole of cycle no.20){2}. The refer­
ence curve of occurrences n in the right-hand histogram was 
derived from the processed sunspot groups (whose magnetic 
fields were measured) and, consecruently, is not perfectly rep­
resentative, particularly as regards the number of type a 
which is largely underestimated {1}.
It can be seen that the occurrence of flares with type II 
bursts corresponds to the normal observed frequency distribu­
tion of magnetic types, only the more conspicuous excess being 
displayed by type 6. The highest accumulation can be observed 
with type ß (40%).
3. Occurrence of flares with type IV radio bursts 
in relation to sunspot group types
The total number of cases n= 141.
Fig.3 shows the frequency matrix of flares with type IV 
bursts for Z-types and for magnetic types; the number of iso­
lines mark areas of increased occurrence: the largest accumu­
lation is in E6 (22) and also in Cß (16), subsidiary accumula­
tions are in H6 (11) and Ha (5). A reference comparison can be 
made with the occurrence of all sunspot groups processed by 
comparing this matrix with the matrix in Fig.5. One can see 
that there is a relative transfer of maxima with the type IV 
flares to upper positions (F6 ,H& ).
As compared to the matrix of occurrence of flares with 
type II emissions (Fig.l), there is a conspicuous relative 
transfer of the maximum of the type IV's to the upper positions 
(E6,H6).
The percentage occurrence freqeuncy of flares with type
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typeH
Fig.l. Matrix of occurrence frequencies of flares with type II 
emission according to the Z classification and magnetic 
types. Isolines in steeps of 5. Period 1966-1976.
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n %
Fig. 2. Left-hand side:
Histogram of percentage occurrence of flares with type II 
emission (1966-1976) in the individual sunspot types (Zurich). 
The curve connects the percentages of the occurrence distri­
bution of all types of sunspot groups within the whole cycle 
(1965-1976).
Right-hand side:
Histogram of percentage occurrence of flares with type II 
emission (1966-1976) in the individual sunspot group types 
according to magnetic classification. The curve connects 
the numbers (n) of magnetically determined types of sunspot 
groups in the same cycle.
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Fig. 3. Matrix occurrence frequencies of flares with type IV
emission according to the Z and magnetic classifications. 
Isolines in steps of 5. Period 1966-1976.
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Fig.4. Left-hand side:
Histogram of percentage occurrence of flares with type IV 
emission (1966-1976) in the individual types of sunspots 
(Zurich). The curve connects the percentages of the occurrence 
distribution of all types of sunspot groups throughout the 
whole cycle (1965-1976).
Right-hand side:
Histogram of percentage occurrence of flares with type IV 
emission (1966-1976) in the individual sunspot group types 
accord ing to the magnetic classification. The curve connects 
the numbers (n) of magnetically determined types of sunspot 
groups within the same cycle.
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(1452)1(1811) I 2449 I 2187 1 771 I 1«8 I 258 I 1328 1(1072)
(4180)
H J
Fig.5. Occurrence of sunspot groups by Z-type and magnetic classification 
for the period 1966-1976. Since only magnetically measured groups 
are involved, the data of small types of group are frequently 
lacking, the values for these groups are considerably under­
estimated and are in parentheses. The occurrence isolines have 
only been plotted up to the value 1000 in steps of 100, above 
that they are lacking.
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IV radio emission separately for Z-types and for magnetic types 
of sunspot groups is shown in Fig.4. The largest occurrence 
accumulation is in type E (-25%) and in type 6 (over 40%) .
The curve in the left-hand histogram represents the re­
ference value of occurrence in % derived from the occurrence of 
all types of sunspot groups (for details refer to concluding 
part of Section 2) . The curve in the right-hand histogram rep­
resents the reference values of occurrence (n) derived from the 
processed sunspot groups (whose sunspot magnetic field was 
measured) and is, therefore, not perfectly representative, name­
ly, the number n for type a is severely underestimated {1}.
4. Reference matrix of occurrence of all processed 
sunspot groups according to both classifications
Using the data in {1}, a matrix of occurrence of the 
Z-types and magnetic types was constructed, and the sums of the 
lines (magnetic types) and columns (Z-types) were calcultated, 
see Fig.5. Since only magnetically measured sunspot groups are 
involved, the data pertaining to small groups of types A and B 
(which are however most numerous, see Fig.4) and to type a do 
not reflect reality within the matrix and, therefore, the sums 
are in parentheses to indicate this. Since magnetic measurements 
of small groups, mainly types A, B and j, are missing, the 
values pertinent to these groups show considerably underesti­
mated occurrences (particularly if type a occurs simultaneously) 
Particularly unrealistic values of occurrence in the matrix 
are in parentheses.
For the reason given above, the matrix was constructed 
using occurrence frequencies and not percentages, because the 
latter would partially distort the correct values for type C,
V, E, F, G, H and for types ß, ßy, y, 6. The occurrence values 
are underestimated with respect to reality, especially in the 
case of the combinations 4a, 4ß, Ba and Ja, and partly in the 
case of Bß and Jß.
5. Conclusion
The series of results presented here indicates that flares 
with shock waves (with type II emissions) are generated in
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sunspot group types which, do not display a particularly extreme 
accumulation of magnetic energy.
Flares associated with the emission of magnetic plasma 
cloud (type IV radio emissions), on the other hand, display a 
greater tendency to originate in more complicated active re­
gions in which there is a larger accumulation of magnetic 
energy (type 6) within a small space.
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THE POSITION OF FLARE SEATS IN SUNSPOT UMBRAE
V.P. M A K S I M O V
SiblZMIR,Irkutsk
A bstract:
Some morphological features of flares that cover sunspot 
umbrae, their possible classification and the importance 
of studying these events for the construction of flare 
models, are discussed.
nOJlOMEHME OMArOB BCflbllllEK B TE H flX  C0JlHE4HblX FI3TEH 
B.n. MAKCMMOB
CHUHSMMP.HpKyTGH
A ó c m p aKm:
OócifincdaKmcn Mopforoauuecnue ocoóenHocmu ecmmeK, 
noKpbieanujux menu nsmen, ux &03M o x h o h  KnaccufuKauun 
u ecamocmb u3yuenufi omux coóumuű dsw nocmpoenusi 
Modstneű ecmmeK,
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Generally, flares occur in active regions with well-deve­
loped sunspots. According to data {1} covering the period 
1956-1968, of all flares of importance >2 only seven percent 
occurred in regions with small sunspots or without them alto­
gether.
Previous studied of the location of flare seats with re­
spect to sunspots showed that the flare knots usually avoid 
the sunspot umbra. They are always produced outside sunspots 
and, once expanded, they even prefer areas of an active re­
gion devoid of sunspots {2}. Also, tne motion of ribbons of 
large two-ribbon flares frequently ceases on the boundary of 
large sunspots {2},{3}.
The aforementioned is widely known and has frequently 
been reported, albeit without comments, in tne literature.
Most probably, the observable motion of flare ribbons is not 
the product of an actual motion of a plasma emitting in Ha at 
the cnromospheric level but is caused by a drain-off of plasma 
and high-energy particles from ever higher magnetic field 
lines. In such a case it might be expected that an Ha flare 
is not the result of the development of some instabilities 
within flux tubes of magnetic fields residing in the sunspot 
umbra. Neither do these flux tubes serve as channels of
energy transfer from the source to the chromospheric flare 
proper, in other words, the energy of a flare is delivered 
by weaker, more "ruffled" fields than those emanating from sun­
spot umbrae but a flare situation is created"under the action 
of precisely these latter fields. Since flare ribbons are not 
oDserved on the outer boundary of sunspots, the source of 
energy release of a flare must underlie the loops that inter­
relate the sunspot umbrae of a given active region.
However, there is evidence that flares do indeed cover 
sunspot umbrae and are characterized by a variety of important 
features in the. optical {2},{4} ,. {5 } , X-rays {2} and in the 
microwave range {6},{7},{8},{9},{10} as well as by the gener­
ation of low-energy cosmic rays and by proton absorption in 
the polar cap {11}. These features may ail be summarized as
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follows. Other conditions being equal, flares that cover sun­
spot umbrae are more powerful.
Investigations of Búmba et al.{12},{13} showed that large 
flare seats located in the sunspot umbra, coincide in position 
with umbral gulfs and photosphere-like light bridges. These 
regions are intrinsically related to the convective network, 
and the magnetic field value there is smaller than that in the 
main umbra. According to {12}, the emission above the sunspot 
umbra avoids fields with a strength over 2000 G or somewhat 
higher. There also exists, however, other observational evi­
dence for no bridges or gulfs of penumbra observable in places 
of flare emission in the sunspot umbra {14}.
From the aforegoing it follows that the emission from the 
location of flare seats in the sunspot umbra may be useful in 
the determination of spatial structure of a flare in a complex 
active region and of the height location of the source of 
energy release in a flare. In order to carry out such investi­
gations it is appropriate to classify the flares in sunspot 
umbrae. According to data from the literature it is advisable 
to categorize the flare distribution into the following classes.
X. Coverage of the umbra as a result of the development 
of large flares.
A. Full or partial coverage of the umbra by a flare rib­
bon, where systems of flare loops pass above the umbra in a 
later stage of development. An example is provided by the 
coverage of sunspot in the 4 August 1972 flare {15}(Fig.1,a).
B. Partial coverage of sunspot umbrae with expanding 
flare ribbons. Such flares occur in groups with sunspots, in 
close proximity to the polarity inversion line. Here the seats 
are often located in penumbral gulfs and photosphere-like 
light bridges. Examples of such flares are provided by the 
events of 4 August 1972 {13}, 4 July 1974 {16} and 11 July 
1978 {17} (Fig.1,b) .
C. Penetration of the flare into the sunspot umbra. The 
emission penetrates the umbra, spreading along the polarity 
inversion line or the filament. The seats reside in penumbral
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6
Fig.l. Umbral coverage as a result of the development 
of large flares
a - the flare of 4 August 1972 {15} 
b - the flare of 4 July 1974 {16} 
c - the flare of 16 May 1981.
Solid lines - sunspot umbra contours, shaded areas - 
flare seats, dash-dot line - polarity inversion line, 
and segments of lines in Fig.la - systems of flare 
loops.
F'tg.2. Flares arising in the sunspot umbra and not leaving it in the 
course of development, 
a - the flare of 29 June 1975 
b - the flare of 29 October 1972 
c - the flare of 1 March 1978
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gulfs and photosphere-like light bridges. In contrast to IB, 
these seats do not form the main parts of flare-ribbons. 
Examples: flare of 6 October 1979 {18} and 16 May 1981 (Fig.l, 
from a picture in Ha ±0.75 A).
II. Flares produced in the sunspot umbra and not leaving 
it in the course of development.
A. The flare is composed of two small ribbons. One is in 
the sunspot umbra and the other is in the plage area outside 
the sunspot {14},{19},{20},{21}. The umbra shows neither 
patches of opposite polarity nor umbral bridges and penumbral 
gulfs (Fig.2,a, from a picture taken in Ha, from {14}).
B. The flare consists of one seat in the umbra without 
any conjugate seat outside the umbra. The only one recorded 
event of such a type distinguishes itself by a long lifetime 
of the emission, of about 8 hr (Fig.2,b, from a picture in Ha, 
from {22}) .
C. Seat in the sunspot umbra arisin'g at the time of a 
large flare. There is no conjugate seat near the sunspot. The 
flare process does not precludes a separation of the seat into 
seyeral parts (Fig.2,c, after a picture in Ha from {23}).
In conclusion we will briefly discuss a possible inter­
pretation of individual types of flare. For class IA the 
sunspots appear to have some peculiar properties, namely a 
large inclination of the sunspot axis to the photosphere and 
a weaker, diverging with height, magnetic field. Class IC 
may be explainable by a consecutive excitation of a system of 
small loops, unreláted to the main flare ribbons.
Class II events are of particular interest and they are 
hard to explain in terms of current flare models. At present 
two interpretations are available for the umbral flare, viz. 
as the result of emergence of MHD-solitons {19} and as the 
result of filament activation {21},{22},{23}. At the same time 
the absence in the umbra of magnetic field patches of opposite 
polarity, the position of the emission on boundaries of ker­
nels, noncoincidence of seat loci in a sequence of flares 
occurring in the same sunspot as well as the motion of cores
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prior to the flare find a natural and a consistent explanation 
in a model, suggested by Parker {24} and developed by Vainshtein, 
for energy release during an interaction of magnetic flux 
tubes with equidirectional longitudinal and oppositely directed 
azimuthai magnetic fields. In this case azimuthal magnetic 
fields of the tubes annihilate as a result of equilibrium loss.
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ASYMMETRY OF NON-SPLITTING SPECTRAL LINES IN SUNSPOTS 
A. L U D M Á N Y
Heliophysical Observatory, Debrecen
Abstract:
~ Instead of the usual C-shape of the photo spheric line asymmetries, 
an opposite tendency seems to be present in sunspot umbrae for 
the \5713.896 Til line in most cases.
ACHMMETPMfl HEPACIUEnilEHHbIX CnEKTPAJIbHbiX J1HHHÍÍ B COJIHEMHbIX riflTHAX
A. RYflMAHb
fe/ikiocJ)M3HHecHas OficepeaTopnn, UeöpeueH
AócmpaKm:
BMecmo oówuhoü C-fopMU acwmempuu fpaymofepoeux auhuü neeosMyuien- 
hoű fomoctfieptt, Kaxemcx, oópanmaH mendenuun nocmynaem e menxx 
coAHeHHux numen e auhuu X5713.896 T U  e óoAtMiuHcmee cnyuaee.
Introduction
As is widely accepted, in sunspots the convective motions 
are inhibited, or at least essentially altered. So such mani­
festation of the convection as the limb-effect is proven to be 
absent in sunspots on the basis of Abbe-comparator measurements 
made by Beckers {1}. But the convective motion field has an­
other effect in the undisturbed photosphere: the well known 
C-shape of the bisector of the asymmetric lines, see e.g. 
Dravins {2}. On the other hand, the umbral dots have a granu- 
lation-like pattern. Obridko {3} has given more arguments in 
favour of the two-component model of sunspot umbrae, similar 
to Schröter's "Zweistrom-Modell" of the limb-effect {4}. So, 
the study of line-asymmetry, which is a sensible indicator of 
intensity- and velocity inhomogeneities, may be of importance 
in umbrae too.
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Observations
The asymmetry of a line can be used for velocity field 
investigations in sunspots only if there are no disturbing 
circumstances, such as blending or magnetic splitting. The most 
complete list of g=0 lines is given in {5}. So far, mainly the 
well known X5576.099 Fel line has been used for this purpose, 
see e.g. {6}, {7}, {8}, but it is not very suitable because it 
is blended in sunspot umbrae. The most suitable line for asym­
metry measurements in sunspots is the X5713.896 Til. Its main 
advantages are: g=0, no blend, W=5mX in the undisturbed photo­
sphere and considerable strengthening in sunspots. This last 
point is rather useful, because if there were an asymmetrical 
line present in the surrounding photosphere, the occasional 
different photospheric asymmetry could disturb the measurements 
in the umbrae on account of scattered light.
The observational material has been collected in the Main 
Astronomical Observatory of the USSR Academy of Sciences in 
Kiev with the ACU-5 horizontal telescope. I used the spectro­
graph in the fourth and (later) fifth order (dispersion 2.28 
and 4.02 mm/8 respectively). The photographic material was 
ORWO WO-3 or WP-3, width of spectrograph slit 50 micron, 
exposures ranging from 2 sec to 24 sec depending on the 
circumstances.
During the observations special care was taken to ensure 
that the slit was always across the center of the umbrae.
During the photometric evaluation a slit height corresponding 
to 1" was chosen. After photometric- calibration the instrumen­
tal profile was taken into account.
Presumably the asymmetry, if it exists at all, depends on 
the size and position (0) of the spot, they have been deter­
mined on the basis of the observational material of the 
Debrecen Heliophysical Observatory.
Discussion '
Fig.l shows the view of two spots, and the size of one 
millionth of the solar hemisphere (mh) and the corresponding 
registrated titan line profile with the bisector, the wave-
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length scale is centered on the line bottom. These two spots 
were just on the center of the solar disc at the moment of 
observation. In Fig.2 the measured bisectors are plotted in 
different groups according to the size of the spot (cosG>0.9). 
The first group contains little spots, (A<8 mh), the second 
contains medium size spots, (8 mh<A<15 mh) and the third 
contains large spots (A>15 mh). Spots with different 0 are 
shown in Fig.3 independently of their sizes.
It is remarkable that there is a tendency for an asym­
metry opposite to that of the photospheric C-shape to develop 
almost independently of the size of the spot considered. This 
suggests that the umbral dots could be the reason for line 
asymmetry. It is shown by model computations that in granular 
patterns differing from the solar photospheric one, the sense 
of asymmetry of lines may be opposite to that of the solar 
photospheric ones, if little bright elements and larger dark 
intergranular lanes are present {2}. According to the avail­
able information on umbral dots {9}, they do have a geometry 
like this. The variability may be caused by the fact that in 
the relatively small sunspots a slight change in the bright 
dots may considerably alter the asymmetry, unlike the quiet 
photosphere where larger, averaged areas are always considered.
I would like to express my gratitude to the members of 
the Kiev Institute for their assistance and I am particularly 
indebted to E.A. Gurtovenko for his encouragement and help, 
and to S.I. Gandzha for taking the instrumental profile into 
account.
*
An additional note
During the discussions following the presentation of the 
above study, V.N. Obridko mentioned that Makita reported
similar results to him (to be published) concerning the 
inversion of asymmetry in sunspots.
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Fig. 1. The view of two sunspots with the titan line profiles 
with bisectors registrated in the spots.
Fig.2. Bisectors of the Ti line registrated in sunspots of different sizes 
close to the center of the solar disc.
Fig. Z. Bisectors of the Ti line registrated in sunspots of different sizes 
at different position angles.
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OnPEflEJIEHHE PACCESHHOrO CBETA B MAJ1ÍJX COJIHEqHUX IIHTHAX
M. C O B O T K A  
A c t p o h .M h c t ..OHflpmeBB
Adcmpaxm:
P/m npaeuAbHozo ancuiu3a Konmypoe cnexmpaAbHNX auhuü e coAHeuHvtx 
namnax HeoóxoduMo onpedeAumb doAn a pacceannozo fomocfepuuecxozo 
ceema. Uah mozo moxho noAb3oeambCA uau npuóAuxeHHOű tßopMyAOü 
Meuibmőu, uau MemodoM eeedenntm lleanoM u CmaeeAaHdoM.
Bmopoü Memod mpeóyem onpedeAenue HecxoAbKux napanempoe dpamnux u 
paccenHUH. B cAyuae HaőAJodeHuű , npoeedenHux na hobom zopu30HtnoAb- 
HQM coAHeuHQM meAecKope u cnermpozpafe e Ondpuceeee, BKnadoM pacce- 
HHUH moxho npeneópeub. napcLMempu dpoxanun onpedeAHwmcx no naÓAiodae- 
MQMy tfomaMempuuecKOMy npofuAK Kpan ducxa. 3mom npofuAb xeAnemcA 
ceepmxoű ucmuuHozo npotfrunu ?cpaH u coomeemcmeynueü fyHKu,uu dpoomnun 
(m.e. B3aemeHHOü cy/wai deyx uau HecxoAbKux zayccuan c pa.3Htma 
napciMempaMu b^).
M3 npedeapumeAbHtxx u3Mepenuű 12 cnermpoe mimen ernnexaem, umo 
3HaueHUH a, noAyueHHue emueyxa3aHHtM MemodoM, e cpedneM Ha 15 % 
MeHbiue 3Hauenuü eunucAennux npu noMoiqu npuÓAWceHHoü $opKynu Mxnbmóu.
STRAY LIGHT DETERMINATION IN SMALL SUNSPOTS 
M. SOBOTKA
Astron.Inst..Dndrejov
Abstract:
Correct analysis of spectral line profiles arising from the spot 
requires a determination of the fraction a of photospheric stray 
light. To do the latter, either an approximate formula derived by 
Maltby, or the method introduced by Zwaan and Staveland can be 
used. The second method needs a determination of .several blurring 
and scattering parameters. In the case of the observations made 
by a new horizontal solar telescope spectrograph in Ondregov, 
the amount of scattering is negligible. The blurring parameters 
can be determined from an observed photometric profile of the 
solar limb. Such a profile is the convolution of a real limb pro­
file and an appropriate spread function (i.e., weighted sum of 
two or more Gaussian profiles with various parameters b^). 
According to preliminary measurements of 12 sunspot spectra, the 
values of a5 computed by the above method, are an average lower 
by a factor 0. 85 as compared to those obtained from Maltby ’s 
approximate formula.
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H3nyHeHHe npHxoflHiuee H3 cojiHeHHbix nHTeH k Ha3eMHOMy Ha6nw- 
naTejiio Bcerna ncxastaeTCH CBeTOM oxpy^aioineö OoTocOepti BcnencT- 
BHH paCCeHHHH H TypßyjieHTHOCTH B aTMOC(J)epe 3eMJIH. HHTeHCHB-
HOCTB HaßjnoflaeMaH b H e x o T o p o f l  T o ’í x e  cneKTpa t g h h Iobs C O C T O H T
C O f l H O Ö  C T O P O H K I  H 3  H H T e H C H B H O C T H  1 ^  H 3 J T y H e H H H  ,  K O T O p O G  f l e f t C T B H -  
T e J I b H O  B 0 3 H H K 3 G T  B  T G H H ,  H C  f lp y r O f t  C T O p O H H  H 3  H G K O T O p O f t  H a C T H  
H H T G H C H B H O C T H  ( J jO T O C lJ ie p b !  Iph
robs I + ai u
u  ph (1 )
fljiH npaBHJibHoro aHajiH3a KOHTypoB cneKTpaJibhhix jihhhü b riHTHax 
HeoßxoflHMo onpGflGJiHTb nonio a paccesHHoro <J>oToccJ>epHoro CBeTa.
K paCCeHHHOMy CBGTy 0C06g HH0 HyBCTBHTeJIbHbl CnGKTpH MarttJX nHTGH 
c «HaMGTpoM 4"-l0". B HacToamefl paßoTe m h 6ynGM 3aHHMaTbca 
HMGHHO 3THM CJiyHaeM.
K03<J)$HUHGHT a MOKHO OnpeflGJlHTb pa3 HblMH MGTOnaMH. OflHH 
MGtOfl, HanpHMGp , HCnOJlb3yGT HOHH3HpOBaHHHX SJieMGHTOB ,
KOTpbie BepoHTHo He npHcyTCTByioT b TeHH (c m . Hanp. {5}) . OflHaxo 
TaKHe JIHHHH MOryT nOHBJIHTbCH B flpKHX TOHKaX TeHH H cymecTBeHHO 
HCKaacaTb 3HaUeHHa a. HaniH HaßjnoneHHH h p h b o a h t k 3aKjnoyeHHio, 
aTO b cynae Manux nsTeH stot MeTon hbjihgtch HenonxonHi4HM.
B ocHOBe Hpyrnx MeTonoB ne)KHT H3MepeHHe xo«a h h t g h c h b h o c - 
th Ha K paw flHCxa CojiHua. IlBaH {6} onpenenHn nse cocTaBJiHioinHe 
pacceaHHoro CBeTa: npoxcaHHe h pacceHHHe (b 6oJiee y3k o m CMHcne). 
flpoacaHHe, npHHHHOfi KOToporo hbjihgtch rnaBHbiM o6pa30M aTMOc$ep- 
Has TypöyjieHTHOCTb, npeoßnanaeT h o paccTOHHH« okojio 20". 3ro 
MoxcHO BBipasHTb cyMMOft HByx BByxMepHHx pacnpeneJieHHfl Taycca
cp^  (r ) = m( rtb2 ) exp (-r 2/b2 ) +(1-m) ( nb2 ) ^xpC-rVbj )
(2)
rne r - pannanHan KoopflHHaTa h  m, bi,b2 - napaMeTpu npoxcaHKH. 
PacceHHHe b  őonee y3k o m CMHcne /(ps(r)/ neftCTByei h o paccTOHHHH 
HecKOJiKHX MHHyT nyrn. O h o  oßycnoBJieHO pacceHHHeM CBeTa Ha o f i t h— 
qecKHX noBepxHocTHX npnßopa, h j ih  b  aTMoc<J>epHoß flHMKe. Oßman 
cpyHKUHH - cyMMa oßenx cocTaBjiHiomHx:
cp( r )= (1-e )cpb ( r )+eq3s (r ) . (3)
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Ee napaMeTpu mojkho onpeaejiHTb no x o n y  HHTeHCHBHOCTH Ha K p a w  
coJiHenHoro flHCKa.
3tot noflxofl nonpobHo pa3pa6oTaji CTaBenaH« {4} h ero MeTon 
uiHpoKO npHMGHfleTCs (c m . Hanp. {1,2}). HeaocTaTKOM MeTona
HBJIHeTCH 3 HaHHTejlb Haji TpynOeMKOCTB H TpeÖOBaHHÄ Ha BhHHCJfflTejtb- 
Hyw TexHHKy, ocoßeHHO b cjiynae 6oJibmoro KOjnmecTBa HaöraonaTeJib- 
Horo MaTepaaJia.
3aTpynHeHHB b onpenejieHHH napaMeTpoB 4>y hkiihh pacceaHHH Ha 
HaßjiMflaeMoro xona HHTeHCHB hocth Ha Kpaw nncxa mohcho npeoflOJieTb 
npH noMomH npocxoro rpaifH^ecxoro Meiona. CHanana Mbi oCpaTHM 
BHHMaHHe Ha nepByio cocTaBJiHwmyw - npo*aHHe. napaMeTpbi m,b! ,1)2 
MH ycTaHOBHM no rpa(J)HHecKo0 3anHCH xona HHTeHCHBh o c t h Ha Kpaw 
BHCKa. Ann Toro MH npHMeHHM tph napaMeTpa TGI, TG2, D, KOTopae 
mcjkho HenocpeacTBeHHo H3MepHTb Ha rpa$HKe (pnc.l). H3MepneMbie 
HHTeHCHBHOCTH OTHOCHTCH K eflHHHHHOft HHTeHCHBHOCTH I0 Ha paCC- 
TOHHHH 30" OT KpaH flHCKa. TGl - HaKJIOH npHMOft (1), anpOKCHMH- 
pywmeíl Ha6jiw,naeMbifl xon HHTeHCHB h o c t h  b oöjiacTH caMoro 6ojibmoro 
rpanaeHTa. Tonxa nepernfia b neHTpe 3Toft OBJiacTH coBnanaeT (c 
TOHHOCTbW ±0,2") c HCTHHHHM KpaeM flHCKa. TG2 - HaKJIOH BTOpOft 
npHMoft (2), KOTopas npoKJiaflUBaeTCH TOHKaMH b objiacTH 2,8"-4,7" 
ót Kpan flHCKa. BocnoMoraTejibHHít napaMeTp D - paccTOHHHe Mexcny 
MaKCHMyMaMH BTopux npoH3BOflHHx xofla HHTeHCHBHOCTH. Henocpe.ncT- 
BeHHo H3MepneMHe napaMeTpa moxcho npHcoeuHHHTb k napaMeTpaM 
flpOJKaHHH m , "b 1 ,"b 2 nyTeM HHCJieHHOrO MOneJIHpOBaHHH <J>OTOMeTpHHeC- 
Koro npo$HJiH Kpan flHCKa (nporpaMMa SEEING 2) . npo$HJib HBjineTCH 
CBepTKoft HCTHHHoro xona HHTeHCHBHOCTH Ha Kpaw
C  O f l H O M e p H O f t  O y H K U H e f t  n P O H a H H H
4)^ (x ) = m  ( n 1 /2 b ) W p  (-  x 2 / b 2 ) +  ( l - m ) ( n 1/4b2 )- ' e x p - x  2 / b 2 ) . (5)
BeJiHHHHbi C ,  a, d x a p a K T e p H 3 H p y i o i n H e  n o T e M H e H n e  k  K p a w  m o i h o  
H a ß T H  B p a b O T e  { 4 } .
0 K a 3 a j i o c b  H T O  n o n a B j i H w m e e  B o j i b u i h h c t b o  B c e x  c n y n a e B  n p o x c a -  
H H H  , K O T O p b i e  H O n y C T H M b I  HJIH B h J C O K O K a H e C T B e H H O r O  H a S j l W H e H H H  n H T e H ,
I (x )=0 
I (x)=C+d•xa
HJIH X < 0 (BHe JJHCKa)
fljiH x > 0  (H a  flHCKe) (4)
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T A E JI H U, A 1
riapaMeTpu flpomaHMn (M, Bl, B2) m b+enocpeflCTBeHHO M3MepaeMbie 
napaMeTpu (TGI, TG2, D).
BenkiMnHa 1 / (1—U) — 1 - KO30(J)MLiMeHT npMMeHBiomnííCH k BbiMuc/ieHmo florin a paccenH- 
Horo cBeTa npn 3aflaHHOM paflkiyce TeHM (c m . 0opMyny 6). 
teHM (umbra) 0 = 8.0" (ceK.flyru)
TG1 TG2 D M B1 B2 tV 1 TG1 TG2 D M Bl B2 tV 1
1.5964 0.1092 3.1 0.9 2.0 6.0 0.088 1.2070 0.2657 4.0 0.7 2.5 6.'o 0.327
1.5818 0.1063 3.1 0.9 2.0 8.0 0.104 1.1628 0.2559 3.8 0.7 2.5 8.0 0.404
1.5731 0.1024 3.1 0.9 2.0 10.0 0.113 1.1363 0.2437 3.8 0.7 2.5 10.0 0 .449
1.5683 0.0989 3.1 0.9 2.0 12.0 0.119 1.1206 0.2333 3.8 0.7 2.5 12.0 0 .476
1.3541 0.2150 3.8 0.9 2.5 6.0 0.154 1.0711 0.3507 4.7 0.7 3.0 6.0 0.451
1.3394 0.2117 3.8 0.9 2.5 8.0 0.173 1.0268 0.3397 4.7 0.7 3.0 8.0 0.543
1.3307 0.2077 3.8 0.9 2.5 10.0 0.183 1.0001 0.3271 4.6 0.7 3.0 10.0 0.597
1.3257 0.2042 3.8 0.9 2.5 12.0 0.189 0.9839 0.3166 4.5 0.7 3.0 12.0 0.631
1.1791 0.3217 4.6 0.9 3.0 6.0 0.276 0.9689 0.4164 5.5 0.7 3.5 6.0 0 .618
1.1644 0.3181 4.5 0.9 3.0 8.0 0.299 0.9245 0.4041 5.4 0.7 3.5 8.0 0.734
1.1556 0.3139 4.5 0.9 3.0 10.0 0.311 0.8976 0.3910 5.4 0.7 3.5 10.0 0.803
1.1503 0.3104 4.5 0.9 3.0 12.0 0.319 0.8812 0.3804 5.4 0.7 3.5 12.0 0 .845
1.0474 0.3834 5.4 0.9 3.5 6.0 0.445 0.8895 0.4444 6.3 0.7 4.0 6.0 0 .818
1.0326 0.3797 5.4 0.9 3.5 8.0 0.474 0.8450 0.4322 6.2 0.7 4.0 8.0 0 .965
1.0237 0.3756 5.3 0.9 3.5 10.0 0.490 0.8181 0.4191 6.1 0.7 4.0 10.0 1.054
1.0184 0.3721 5.3 0.9 3.5 12.0 0.500 0.8014 0.4086 6.1 0.7 4.0 12.0 1.110
0.9455 0.4396 6.1 0.9 4.0 6.0 0.653 1.2966 0.2289 3.1 0.6 2.0 6.0 0 .365
0.9307 0.4355 6.1 0.9 4.0 8.0 0.692 1.2358 0.2060 3.1 0.6 2.0 8.0 0 .476
0.9217 0.4311 6.1 0.9 4.0 10.0 0.713 1.2007 0.1905 3.1 0.6 2.0 10.0 0.543
0.9163 0.4276 6! 1 0.9 4.0 12.0 0.726 1.1799 0.1767 3.1 0.6 2.0 12.0 0 .585
1.4957 0.1452 3.1 0.8 2.0 6.0 0.167 1.1334 0.2910 4.0 0.6 2.5 6.0 0 .434
1.4665 0.1395 3.1 0.8 2.0 8.0 0.205 1.0744 0.2780 3.9 0.6 2.5 8.0 0 .557
1.4491 0.1318 3.1 0.8 2.0 10.0 0.227 1.0389 0.2618 3.8 0.6 2.5 10.0 0 .632
1.4393 0.1248 3.1 0.8 2.0 12.0 0.240 1.0175 0.2479 3.8 0.6 2.5 12.0 0 .679
1.2806 0.2403 3.8 0.8 2.5 6.0 0.235 1.0170 0.3652 4.7 0.6 3.0 6.0 0.557
1.2511 0.2338 3.8 0.8 2.5 8.0 0.278 0.9579 0.3505 4.7 0.6 3.0 8.0 0 .703
1.2336 0.2257 3.8 0.8 2.5 10.0 0.303 0.9222 0.3337 4.7 0.6 3.0 10.0 0 .793
1.2233 0.2187 3.8 0.8 2.5 12.0 0.317 0.9003 0.3197 4.6 0.6 3.0 12.0 0 . 8 5 0
1.1251 0.3362 4.7 0.8 3.0 6.0 0.358 0.9296 0.4228 5r6 0.6 3.5 6.0 0.721
1.0956 0.3289 4.6 0.8 3.0 8.0 0.410 0.8703 0.4065 5.5 0.6 3.5 8.0 0.901
1.0779 0.3205 4.5 0.8 3.0 10.0 0.440 0.8344 0.3889 5.4 0.6 3.5 10.0 1.014
1.0673 0.3135 4.5 0.8 3.0 12.0 0.458 0.8121 0.3748 5.4 0.6 3.5 12.0 1.085
1.0082 0.4099 5.4 0.8 3.5 6.0 0.527 0.8615 0.4617 6.4 0.6 4.0 6.0 0 .913
0.9786 0.4018 5.4 0.8 3.5 8.0 0.594 0.8022 0.4437 6.3 0.6 4.0 8.0 1.138
0.9608 0.3930 5.4 0.8 3.5 10.0 0.632 0.7661 0.4254 6.2 0.6 4.0 10.0 1.281
0.9498 0.3685 5.4 0.8 3.5 12.0 0.655 0.7436 0.3990 6.1 0.6 4.0 12.0 1.373
0.9175 0.4420 6.2 0.8 4.0 6.0 0.732 1.1958 0.2646 3.1 0.5 2.0 6.0 0 .492
0.8879 0.4338 6.1 0.8 4.0 8.0 0.818 1.1221 0.2483 3.1 0.5 2.0 8.0 0 .663
0.8700 0.4251 6.1 0.8 4.0 10.0 0.868 1.0779 0.2280 3.1 0.5 2.0 10.0 0.771
0.8589 0.4181 6.1 6.8 4.0 12.0 0.899 1.0495 0.2028 3.1 0.5 2.0 12.0 0 . 8 4 0
1.3951 0.1813 3.1 0.7 2.0 6.0 0.258 1.0597 0.3163 4.0 0.5 2.5 6.0 0.561
1.3512 0.1727 3.1 0.7 2.0 8.0 0.327 0.9860 0.3001 4.0 0.5 2.5 8.0 0 . 7 4 8
1.3250 0.1611 3.1 0.7 2.0 10.0 0.367 0.9415 0.2799 3.8 0.5 2.5 10.0 0 . 8 6 8
1.3098 0.1507 3.1 0.7 2.0 12.0 0.391 0.9141 0.2626 3.8 0.5 2.5 12.0 0 .946
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TGI TG2 D M Bl B2 tV 1
0.9630 0.3797 4.9 0.5 3.0 6.0 0.681
0.8890 0.3614 4.7 0.5 3.0 8.0 0.901
0.8442 0.3404 4.7 0.5 3.0 10.0 1.043
0.8163 0.3229 4.7 0.5 3.0 12.0 1.136
0.8902 0.4293 5.7 0.5 3.5 6.0 0.838
0.8161 0.4088 5.6 0.5 3.5 8.0 1.105
0.7711 0.3869 5.4 0.5 3.5 10.0 1.281
0.7429 0.3692 5.4 0.5 3.5 12.0 1.397
0.8336 0.4632 6.6 0.5 4.0 6.0 1.018
0.7594 0.4406 6.4 0.5 4.0 8.0 1.344
0.7142 0.4178 6.3 0.5 4.0 10.0 1.564
0.6857 0.3997 6.2 0.5 4.0 12.0 1.713
1.0949 0.3003 3.3 0.4 2.0 6.0 0.645
1.0065 0.2807 3.1 0.4 2.0 8.0 0.903
0.9530 0.2565 3.1 0.4 2.0 10.0 1.077
0.9202 0.2355 3.1 0.4 2.0 12.0 1.194
TGI TG2 D M Bl B2 tV 1
0.9867 0.3557 4.1 0.4 2.5 6.0 0.71 1
0.8975 0.3221 4.0 0.4 2.5 8.0 0.993
0.8438 0.2980 3.9 0.4 2.5 10.0 1.184
0.8104 0.2773 3.8 0.4 2.5 12.0 1.314
0.9089 0.3942 5.0 0.4 3.0 6.0 0.826
0.8201 0.3722 4.8 0.4 3.0 8.0 1.150
0.7661 0.3470 4.7 0.4 3.0 10.0 1 .375
0.7321 0.3260 4.7 0.4 3.0 12.0 1.529
0.8509 0.4357 5.9 0.4 3.5 6.0 0.973
0.7619 0.4112 5.7 0.4 3.5 8.0 1.356
0.7077 0.3849 5.6 0.4 3.5 10.0 1.629
0.6734 0.3636 5.4 0.4 3.5 12.0 1.819
0.8057 0.4646 6.8 0.4 4.0 6.0 1.136
0.7166 0.4376 6.6 0.4 4.0 8.0 1.594
0.6623 0.4102 6.4 0.4 4.0 10.0 1.928
0.6277 0.3884 6.3 0.4 4.0 12.0 2.165
(EflMHMUbi Bl, B2, D - ceK.flyrn. M - OTHOCMTenbHbiCi Bee. TGI, TG2 BbiMMcneHbi 
fl/lB eflMHMMHOrO paCCTOBHMB paBHOTO 10" M eflMHMMHOM MHTeHCM BHOCTH paBHOM 
MHTeHCMBHOCTM M3/iyMeHMB $OTOC(J)epbl Ha paCCTOHHHM 30" OT Kpa« flMCKa.
T A E J1 M U A 2
f lp e flB a p M T e /ib H b ie  p e 3 y /ib T a T b i
m, b-,, b2 - napaMeTpbi apohohhb, ru - paflktyc TeHH, I°bs/I , - OTHomeHMe
Ha6xiKjflaeMbix HHTeHCHBHOCTew HenpepuBHoro cneKTpa TeHM h 0oToc0epbi,
a = (1 -I°  S/Ip j,) [1 /(1-U )-1] - MOfln(J)npnpoBaHHbiH MeTOA CTaBenaHfla, 
aM = 4Ir /I^g - MeTOfl MapbTßy.
fljiac-
THHKa
No
AaTa
UT
X
nm
m b,
»1
b2
II
ruII
_obs aj.1u /±ph a a M
25 82,VII,10 05:56 517.7 0.7 2.5 10 3 0.629 0.29 0.22
29 82,VII,10 06:49 614.9 0.7 2 6 3 0.502 0.22 0.23
44 82,VII,15 07:11 543.4 0.8 3 8 4 0.653 0.14 0.28
45 82,VII,15 07:34 530.6 0.8 3.5 10 4 0.662 0.21 0.33
3 0.784 0.13 0.2958 82,VIII,12 07:04 517.7 0.6 2 6 7 0.093 0.09 0.09
3 0.401 0.25 0.2167 82,VIII,13 05:55 517.7 0.9 2.5 6 4 0.386 0.09 0.09
3 0.568 0.10 0.0768 82,VIII,13 07:00 543.4 0.9 2 12 4 0.506 0.06 0.05
3 0.531 0.10 0. 1769 82,VIII,13 07:30 589.3 0.9 2 6 4 0.319 0.06 0. 12
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MCOKHO anpoKCHMHpoBaTb 120 KOMßHHauHHMH napaMeTpoB B npeflenax 
2"^bi^4", 6<b2<12", 0,4<m^0,9. flJin s t h x  cnynaeB BbrHHCflHJiCH xofl 
HHTeHCHBHOCTea Ha Kpaio flHCKa H c erő noMombw HenocpencTBeHHo 
H3MepHeMBie napaMeTpu TGl, TG2, D. Pe3yjibTaTU yxasaHH b TaöjiHue 
I. íIojib 3 y h CB 3t oB TaßjiHfleii, MH cnocoöHU HaöTH napaMeTpu flpo- 
)KaHHH cooTBeTCTByioinHe HenocpencTBeHHo H3MepneMUM napaMeTpaM 
TGI, TG2, D. OniHÖKa onpefleneHHH K03(I)(I)HTj;HeHTa a BUTexaioinaH H3 
B03MOKHOÖ HeoflH03HanHOCTH He npeBKUnaeT 6%.
H ojih a pacceHHHoro CBeTa onpeflejineTCH no H3BecTHUM napa­
MeTpaM j5po3K3HHH npH noMoiUH MeTOfla CTaBenaHfla {4}, kotopuíí 
m o * h o cymecTBeHHo ynpocTHTB An« cnynaH Majioro Kpyrooőpa3Horo 
nHTHa He oßnaflaiomero pasBHToa nonyTeHbio. Hu h  nsTHa c AHaMeTpoM 
TeHH ru (2"<ru<5") m u  npocTO HaxoflHM
a=(l-Iuobs/ Iph) (1/(1-U) (l-Z)-l) . (6)
I ^ s h Iph - HaöJiioflaeMue h h t 6h c h b h o c t h  HenpepuBHoro cneKTpa 
TeHH h <J>OTOc<J>epu a $yHKUHH U xapaKTepH3HpyeT BJiHHHHe npojtaHHH:
U=m exp(-r^ /bj ) +(1-m) exp(-ry/t^). (7)
BejtHHHHa Z BupaacaeT BKJian pacceHHna b 6oJiee y3k o m  cMucjie. Ee 
MOJKHo HaxoflHTB Hanp. no HHTeHCHBHocTHM HenpepuBHoro CneKTpa B 
ueHTpe flHCKa h b opeone Ha paccTOHHHH 1' h 5' o t  Kpan flHCKa 
(CTaBejiaHfl, 1972) . Ha h  6onBiiie0 nacTH HaOfliofleHHK noJiyneHHux c 
noMomBK) eoflBiuoro ropH30HTajiBHoro coflHeflHoro TenecKona h cneK- 
Tporpana (HSFA 2) b OHflpaceeBe HaOnioflaeMue 3  HaneHHH Z npaKTH— 
necKH nocTOHHHH h paBHH 0,0l±0,002. floflH e paccesHHH (c m . Öop- 
Myjiy 3) Bcerfla MeHBüie 0,1. üoaTOMy b OopMyne (6) BejiHTHHoí Z 
MOXHO npeHeßpeHB.
MaflBTöH onyöflHKOBafl oneHB npocToií MeTOfl onpeneneHHH 
pacceHHHoro CBeTa ocHOBaHHuft Ha H3MepeHHH HHTeHCHBHocTH H3Jiy- 
HeHHH TOJIBKO B flByX TOHKaX - Ha flHCKe, Ha paCCTOHHHH 30" OT 
Kpan (I30) h BHe flHCKa - Ha paccTOHHHH coBnaflaromeM c pannycoM 
TeHH (Ir ) {3}.
u a = 41ru /13o . (8)
B TaöflHfle II npHBefleHu npeflBapHTeJibHue pe3yjibTaTu, nojiy- 
HeHHUe KäK MOflH$HflHpOBaHHUM MeTOflOM CTaBejiaHfla , TaK H MeTOflOM
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Puc.l. O np e fle jieH ke  HenocpeflCTBeHHO M3MepneMbix napaM eTpoB m 3  rpa<J>MKa 
XOfla HHTeHCHBHOCTH B OKpeCTHOCTM KpaH flMCKa C o/lH pa .
IQ - eflMHMMHaa MHTeHCMBHOCTb , TGI - HaKJlOH npBMOÍÍ 1, TG2 - HaKJlOH 
npaMoiS 2, D - paccTOHHMe, Ha kotopom xoa mhtghcmbhocth Mano 
OT/lMMaeTCH OT npBMoii 1.
MajibTöH. nojn>3yHCi> o6eHMH MeTOflaMH, MH o6pa6oTajiH 8 nnacTHHOK 
c 12 cneKTporpaMMaMH naTen b  pasjiH'iHhJx fljiHHax b o j i h . Bee Haßjno- 
fleHHH npoBOHHJiHCb Ha ropH30HTajibHOM cojiHe^HOM Tejiexone HSFA 2 
OHßpHCeeBCKOft oöcepßaTopHH.
B 6oJibmeft wacTH cnynaeB pe3yjibTaTH noJiyyeHHue oöeHMH MeTo- 
flaMH oneHb 6 j i h 3 k h  flpyr k  flpyry. OflHaxo, Ha HexoTopax cneKTpor- 
paMMax nojiH pacceHHHoro CBeTa BbrHHCJieHHaH npH noMoiuH m o h h $ h u h -  
poßaHHoro MeTOfla CTaBenaHfla b  cpaBHeHHH c MeTOflOM MojibTön 
HeflooueHHBaeica. OöiHCHeHHe MonceT saiemonaTbCH b  cjienywineM: 
MOHH$HUHpOBaHHbßi MeTOfl CTaBejiaHfla CHJIbHO 3 aBHCHT OT Ha6jlKOTae- 
Moro OTHomeHHH HHTeHCHBHoexefi HenpepuBHoro cnexTpa xeHH h  
$OTOc$epbi. B cjiy^ iae BbwepjKex nopHflxa 10 ceKyHn Majioe nsTHO m o -  
3KeT B TeyeHHe SKCnOHHpOBaHHH nofl BJIHHHHeM flpOHCaHHH H HeTYyiHOCTH 
rHEHpoBaHHa yxoflHTB c menu cneKTporpa$a. B cjiencTBHe Toro 
pacTeT HaöJnonaeMoe OTHomeHae I°bs/Iph H YMeHI>raaeTC51 ot (cM.<l>op- 
Myjiy 6). H3 npHBefleHHHX flaHHfcJX BHTeKaeT, 'ITO MOflH<J)HUHpOBaHHH0 
MeTOfl CTaBeJiaHfla naeT b  cpenHeM 3HaaeHHe a  Ha 15% MeHbwe no 
cpaBHeHHH) c MeTOflOM MajibTöy.
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HccneflOBaHHH, oriHcaHHue b s toB paöoTe, npoxonsT b paMKax 
HayjHHoü acnHpaHTypa b JleHHHrpaflCKOM rocyflapcTBeHHOM yHHBepcn- 
TeTe non pyKOBOflCTBOM B.B. CoSoneBa. MHKpoOoTOMeTpH'íecKan 
o6pa6oTKa SoJiBiiiea MacTH MaTepnana npoBonH-nacb b KpHMCKOft acTpo- 
$H3HMecKO0 oöcepBaTopHH. Ab t o p xoTen 6u BupaaHTb rjiyöOKyw 6jia- 
roflapHocTi H.H. CTenaHHH 3a ueHHue coBera h noMomb.
J l M T e p a T y p a
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M I N I M U M  I N S T R U M E N T A L  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  A T  C O E L O S T A T  T E L E S C O P E
G .  B A C H M A N N ,  K .  P F L U G
"Einsteinturm"Solar Obs..Potsdam
Abstract:
A new vector magnetograph, now in operation, permits measurements 
to the amount of polarization of 0. 0005 and thus demands the appli­
cation of precautions with respect to the instrumental polarization 
caused by the mirrors of the tower telescope. Within the calibration 
measurements in 1982, we also carried out measurements of the instru­
mental polarization in the meridian position of the coelostat. In 
the channels for the transverse magnetic field we obtained as strong 
signals as from magnetic fields of 1000 G. This was the reason why, 
as a first precaution, we introduced the compensation by means of a 
tilted glass plate. With the necessary large inclination angles, 
however, it produced losses in brightness and image quality. There­
fore, we prepared further precautions searching for optimum azimuth 
angles of the auxiliary coelostat mirror which provide less instru­
mental polarization. The results have shown that for each hour angle 
an auxiliary azimuth exists,where one of the three components of 
instrumental polarization caused by intensity crosstalk is zero. This 
offers the opportunity to diminish the two linear components or to 
eliminate the circular component,which is very difficult in any 
other way.
MMHMM AJlbHAfl M H C T P yM E H T A JlbH A fl nO J lflP M 3A I4M íl HA U EJ10C TATH 0M  TE J lE C K O nE  
r .  E A X M A H H , K .  r t w i y r
C o j i h  . 0 6 c  . ” 3 ki H U J T e n  H T y  pM  "  , P l o T C f l a n
Aőcmpatan:
Beedennnü e oKcnnyamanuto noeuü eeTanopmtű Maanumozpatfi no3eoAnem U3- 
Mepjvnb e&nuuuHy noAxpu3au,uu ceema do 0.0005 u yuema UHcmpyMeHmaAbHoü 
nojinpu3au,uu, eo3HUKanmeü na 3epn<anax uejíocmama. B 1982 a. m m npoeenu, 
odnoepeMeHHO c KOAußpoeoummu usMepenustMu, usMepenun uHcmpyMeHrnanbHoü 
nojixpu3auuu uesiocmama e Mepu&uane. B kohcuiox öah nonepeunoso Maanim- 
H020 nojiH óu/iu nonyueHM maKue cuAbnae cuzhoam, Katcue coomeemcmeoea/iu 
e. MazHumnoMy nonio a 1000 r. 3mo neunocb npuuuHoű mozo, umo, kük nep- 
ean Mepa, óvuia eeedena KaimencanuR c noMouibm hokaohhoü cmeKAímnoű 
nnacmuHKu. Odnaxo, Heoßxodwme npu smoM óoAbwue yzAM HaKnona nnacmun- 
ku, ocoóeHHO e noAdenb, npueodxm k nomepe npKocmu u yxydaienwo nanecmea 
u3o6paxenuH. Mm nodzomoeunu dajibneüime Mepa nanpomue UHcmpyMeHmaAbHoű 
noAHpu3ai(uu nyméM ormuMOAbHux a3UMymoe noMozameAbnozo 3epKana. JJah 
Kaxdozo uacoeozo yzxa cyiyecmeyem a3UMym, zde odún U3 mpex KOMnoHenmoe 
8M3eaHHMX npeepatueneM H.e-nooHpu3oeaHHOzo ceema e noAHpu3oeanhmu. 
paeen nyAxt. Tax moxho nonw/camb AuneüHme KOMnoneHrrni unu ycmpansmb 
UupKyAstpHttű KOMnoHenm, umo dpyzuM oópa30M ouenb mpydno.
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1. Introduction
Polarization measurements at solar tower telescope are in 
general strongly disturbed by instrumental polarization orig­
inating by reflexion on the mirror surfaces. The problem has 
already been extensively discussed for the Einstein tower by 
Jäger and Oetken {1},{2}. It was shown that the mirrors produce 
a variable instrumental polarization depending on hour angle 
and declination of the Sun, and that especially weakly polar­
ized solar radiation is strongly changed. The authors proposed 
to take precautions by using special analyzers and compensators, 
by applying differential elimination methods, and by restric­
tions of special azimuth angles of the coelostat. In the fol­
lowing we want to describe in detail the results of measure­
ments carried out with such special azimuth angles.
2. Instrumental polarization and its compensation
As already mentioned above, in the Einstein tower the 
image forming system is a coelostat telescope. Because of its 
variable instrumental polarization it is necessary to calibrate 
the system telescope plus magnetograph before and after mag­
netic field measurements. Such calibrations are carried out 
using linear polarizer and quarterwave plate above the main 
mirror of the coelostat. Sunlight of the undisturbed disk 
centre provides then total polarized light of a definite polar­
ization state. For the elimination of illumination errors we 
chose 16 different polarization states of the light entering 
the telescope. The corresponding output signals of the mag­
netograph are recorded on magnetic tape. For such measurements 
about 5 minutes are necessary.
In 1982 we got many calibrations in this way and were able 
to calculate, by means of the method of least mean squares, 
the matrix of the system tlescope plus magnetograph. The re­
sults have distinctly shown the influence of temporal vari­
ations of the instrumental polarization.
The calibration measurements always included measurements 
without polarizing optics above the coelostat to find the 
contribution of the intensity to the instrumental polarization.
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These measurements were carried out in the meridian position 
of the coelostat. In Fig.l the results are shown. We can see 
that this contribution to the instrumental polarization has a 
maximum perpendicular to the plane of incidence of auxiliary 
coelostat mirror and third mirror. From morning to noon this 
portion grows to about 5 percent and then decreases again. The 
second portion in the plane 45° to the former changes the sign 
at noon, but has a comparable amount in the morning and the 
afternoon. The circularly polarized portion was always about 
one percent.
The results of our measurements in Fig.l have shown that 
the instrumental polarization attains a value just like a 
transverse magnetic field of about 1000 G. In this way the 
determination of weak transverse magnetic fields is, in prac­
tice, impossible. Before the scanning of an active region it 
was, therefore, necessary to compensate for the main linear 
portion of the instrumental polarization by means of a glass 
plate which can be tilted about two axes, perpendicular to one 
another. Compensation of 5 percent requires, however, large 
inclination angles of the glass plate, resulting in a loss of 
brightness and image quality. Moreover, in the morning the 
instrumental polarization changes so quickly that the compen­
sation only holds for about 10 minutes. Thus, the reduction of 
magnetic field measurements is complicated.
3. Minimization of instrumental polarization
The construction of our coelostat with the two mirrors 
mounted on a rotating ring with axis in the optical axis of 
the telescope offers the opportunity to turn the auxiliary in 
different azimuth angles relative to the main mirror. In this 
way we have a certain freedom choosing the relative angle be­
tween the planes of reflexion and thus in the amount of instru­
mental polarization. Corresponding to calculations the mirrors 
of the tower telescope produce in the meridian position, gen­
erally used until now, about 5 percent of instrumental polar­
ization at noon and about 1 percent in the morning (hour 
angle -6 h). Moreover, it is shown that azimuth angles of the
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Fig.l. Instrumental polarization transformed from 
unpolarized sunlight by the tower telescope 
for declination 20° and meridian position 
of the coelostat.
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Fig.2. The behaviour of the elements b2i , b3i
and bi*i of the system matrix at its minimum.
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auxiliary different from 0° can also provide smaller instru­
mental polarization at noon.
The success in measuring the instrumental polarization in 
the meridian encouraged us also to determine it for more fa­
vourable positions of the auxiliary. On two days in September 
and October 1982, the azimuth angle of the auxiliary was 
searched for different hour angles, where the contribution of 
intensity to the instrumental polarization attains a minimum.
For different azimuth angles the degree of polarization is 
measured as a function of hour angle. The Sun's declination 
was -2° resp. -4°.
In Fig.2, the matrix elements b 2i, £31 and bui presented as 
a function of the hour angle. One can see that they change 
their sign for some azimuth angles of the auxiliary,i.e. they 
are zero for certain hour angles. However, the zero points are 
not attained at the same time, therefore the total polarization 
is not zero, but attains amounts of about 0 .001.
We suppose that for the other azimuth angles there also 
exist hour angles, where one of the two parameters becomes 
zero. We estimated these hour angles from the results shown in 
Fig.2 by interpolation or extrapolation. The results are pre­
sented in Fig.3. In the morning positive azimuth angles should 
be preferred, but later negative angles provide better results. 
For some combination of azimuth and hour angle we calculated 
bzi, b3i and bui by interpolating between measurements.
For hour angles between -2 and +2 hours negative azimuth 
angles of the auxiliary furnish the smallest linear polarization. 
At hour angles less than -3 hours it is necessary to proceed 
to positive auxiliary azimuth angles.
An important problem now is the behaviour and the value 
of the instrumental polarization for larger declinations than 
0°, because magnetic field measurements are usually carried 
out at declinations larger than 10°.
By applying these results we hope to attain the sensitiv­
ity of 0.0005 in our polarization measurements, which is set 
by the magnetograph.
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The method described here is generally recommended for 
two-mirror system, too.
t.
Fig. 3. Combinations of auxiliary coelostat mirror azimuth and hour angle 
of the Sun for minimum linear instrumental polarization at the 
Einstein tower telescope.
R e f e r e n c e s
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SYNTHESIS OF Ha-PROFILES FROM FILTER TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS
T. B A R A N Y I ,  A. L U D M Á N Y
He 1 icphysica1 Observatory, Debrecen
Abstract:
A method of obtaining spectral information from filtergrams is 
described. The transmission features of the Halle-type Lyot-filter 
are investigated and the process of analytical representation of 
Ha-profiles from transmission functions is studied.
CMHTE3 ílPObMJlEfí Ha M3 0YHKUM« ílPOnYCKAHMJl bMJlbTPA 
T .  EAPAHM , A. JlYflHAHb
re / i H0( t ) M3 MHe cHa f l  O S c e p B a t o p H F i , . H e dp ep eH
A6cmpa?m:
npedcmaeAena nemoduxa npuoópemeHun cnewmpajibHvtx uwßopMauuü U3 
fu/ibrnpoapoMM, Mcc/iedoeaHtn ceoücmea nponycKanun cßuntmpa JTuo muna 
Xajuio u pa3paőomaHO ananumuHecKoe npedcmaenenue npocfiwzeű Ha U3 
fyHKu,uü nponycKOHUH.
Many attempts have been made to obtain spatial and spec­
tral information on solar features simultaneously. There are 
two types of approach: 1./ sampling by wavelengths - the in­
formation is mainly of a spatial nature as, for instance, in 
the well-known velocity field-investigations in {1} and {2} 
where monochromatic images were made in both of the red and 
blue line wings and then compared; another type is the sub­
tractive spectrograph, see e.g. {3} and {4}; moreover it is 
possible by tunable birefringent filters, as was shown by 
LaBonte B. {5}, who has built up the line profile on the basis 
of a series of filtergrams taken by 0.15 Á steps? 2 . /  spatial 
sampling - the information is mainly of spectral type, this is 
the case in the multi-slit spectrographs, see e.g. {6}.
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The main dilemma is the same in all cases: it is practi­
cally impossible to achieve high spectral, spatial and temporal 
resolving power simultaneously. The present paper deals with 
the following problem: what are the principal limitations of 
the birefringent filters from a spectroscopic point of view, 
how can we build up Ha-profiles from filtergram-photometry 
most reliably?
We used the large coronograph-spectrograph of the Debrecen 
Heliophysical Observatory for the determination of the trans­
mission function of the Halle-type Lyot-filter of the observa­
tory. The method and results are similar to those in {7}. We 
illuminated the filter with a lamp of continuous spectrum and 
obtained the "filter-spectrum" on the spectral plate with solar 
reference spectrum. Then the spectra were measured with a 
microphotometer, the results are presented in Fig.l. It is 
remarkable that in the 0.5 Á mode the halfwidth of the filter 
profiles is about 0.4 Ä, and by tuning the filter off-band, a 
secondary maximum appears on the other side of the Ha-line.
The following dilemma in building up the Ha-profile from 
filtergrams was encountered: on the one hand the usual 0, ±0.5, 
±1 Á series is not fine enough, on the other in a series by
0.1 Ä steps there is a lot of overlapping and so the same spec­
tral part is taken into account many times. Generally, much 
spectral information seems to be lost by the fact that the 
transmission function covers quite a wide spectral interval, 
where the incoming distribution may have considerable changes.
We think that this incident intensity distribution can be 
partly reconstructed if we deal not only with the photometric 
densities but with the transmission functions as well. For this 
purpose these functions have to be expressed analytically. As 
is well known from the theory of the Lyot-type birefringent 
filters, the general form of these functions is:
m . i . m n . X
(1) T ( A ) = n c o s 2 [tv j ■ y  ■ ] = n cos2 [ir 01 ]
j=l j=l
where j is the number of units in the filter and d . ( e - t o )  is j 3
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the optical path difference between the ordinary and extra­
ordinary rays in the consecutive j units. We obtained the 
best fit with the measured profiles by using the following 
series of n^ parameters:
6272, 3136, 3136, 1568, 784
The resulting analytical filter profiles are plotted in Fig.2. 
They match the measured profiles within the accuracy of the 
measurement. Fig.3 shows a whole series of transmission func­
tions shifted by 0.1 A steps.
We are looking for a <f> function approaching the profile 
Ha(X) with the condition:
X 2
(2) M = / [Ha( X )-<J> ( X ) ]2 dX - min
X,
Denote by <J>^ ( X ), the different transmission profiles 
shifted to given X^ wavelengths and consider the following 
representation:
n
(3) 4>(X) = I a.<(>. (X)
i=0 1 1
so, with the (2) condition we get:
(4) I I ?  = Í a. /%■ (X)(J), (X)dX - /2 Ha( X )((),(X )dX = 0
2 3ak i=0 1 X, 1 k X-i K
k=0,....,n
In words: we represent an approximation of the Ha-profile by 
the linear combination (3). The a^ combining constants are 
determined by the inhomogeneous linear equation system (4), 
where the coefficients of the a. variables are the inneri
products of the transmission functions and the constant members 
are the inner products of the transmission profiles with the 
Ha-profile, these constants are the measurable intensities 
transmitted by the filter.
As a test, make a trial with the 0, ±0.5, ±1 Á series.
Let the constants in the eq. (4) be computed values, namely 
the inner products of <f>k~s with the Ha-profile from the {8}
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solar spectrum atlas, and try to reconstruct the original line 
with this method. The result (for ah improperly installed fil­
ter, shifted by 70 mÁ) is plotted in Fig.4. Rather ugly!
The <f> function can be smoothed by using more <Jk functions 
(Fig.5), but the deviations from the Ha still remain consider­
able. The main reason for this differences is the presence of 
the parasitic secondary maxima mentioned above. A much better 
fit can be achieved by diminishing the considered spectral 
interval. Fig. 6 shows the <j> for the (-0.8Ä) - (+0.8Á) interval 
by a dotted (....) line, there are already deviations from the
atlas-profile (--- ) only at the limits of the interval. The
figures 7. and 8. show the reconstructions of arbitrarily con­
structed Ha flare profiles.
The spectral resolving power has been estimated as follows: 
as an incident distribution we considered a pseudo delta func­
tion, a rectangular intensity distribution (AX=0.01Ä, 1=1) 
and tried to reconstruct it with this method. The result is 
shown in Fig.9. So the principal resolving power can be defined 
as the difference between the maximum and the first minimum 
(here 0.3Ä).
A possible improvement in the result can be made by recon­
structing the constant unity function (Fig.10). If we take the 
deviations of the unity function from the reconstructed one 
into account, the combination perfectly fits the Ha-profile 
(Fig.6 continuous line, here only the little blend remained 
unaccounted for).
The constants in the eq. (4) will be determined relatively 
to the undisturbed intensities and so it is extremely crucial 
that the measured densities of the quiet chromosphere represent 
the real intensities. The filter central wavelength changes by 
its temperature, some preliminary data are given in Fig.11 for 
this dependence. The proper installation of the filter has to 
be checked photoelectrically before every observation, by 
shifting the transmission maximum and measuring the resulting 
intensity distribution. The temporal resolving power is limited 
by the fact that by automatic cameras a speed of about
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1.4 exposure/sec can be attained, so the required 22 exposures 
can be made in about 16 sec.
In spite of the spectral and temporal restrictions, the 
above method may be recommended in such cases, when high spa­
tial resolution is needed as, for instance, in the case of so­
lar features, which can hardly be installed on the spectrograph 
slit.
We are indebted to Dr Béla Kálmán, head of Heliophysical 
Observatory, for his continuous interest and help in this work, 
and thanks are due to Dr István Mezei from the Department of 
Mathematical Analysis of Eötvös University, Budapest for his 
helpful comments.
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Fig.2. Computed filter transmission functions
Fig. 3. Computed filter transmission functions by O.lX steps.
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of the Ha-profile from the 0,±0.5,±lX series
Fig. 5. Reconstruction of the Ha-profile from the functions shown in Fi<j> 3.
Fig. 6. Reconstruction of the Ha-profile from 17 functions 
on the restricted -0.8& - +0.8X interval.
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Fig. 7., 8. Reconstructions of arbit­
rarily constructed Ha-flare 
profiles.
Fig.10. To the definition of the 
spectral resolving power
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Fig.9. Reconstruction of the 44.4 44.6 44.8constant unity function. [C°]
Fig.11. Temperature dependence of the 
filter central wavelength.
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ACTIVE REGION CHARACTERISTICS FROM TWO-FREQUENCY MAPPING 
WITH A TELESCOPE TNA-1500
S.I. A V D Y U S H I N ?  M.M. A L I B E G O V ?
A .F . B O G O M O L O V ?  V.A. B U R O V ?  E.I. Z A J T S E V?
S.P. L E O N E N K O ?  B .A. P O P E R E C H E N K  0°
+ I n s t .App 1.Geophys.,Mo scow 
° Moscow Power Inst..Moscow
XAPAKTEPHCTMKH AKTMBHbIX OEJ1ACTE0 Í10 flAHHbIM flBYXHACTOTHOrO KAPT0rPA<DMP0BAHMfl
HA PAflMOTEJIECKOnE THA-1500
C.H. ABfltOUlMH? M.M. ARMEETOB? A.O. EOTOMOROB? B.A. EYPOB?
E.H. 3A«UEB? C . n .  J1E0HEHK0? E.A. nonEPEMEHKO°
+ MhCT . ripHH/l . reO(J)+13 . , MoCHBa 
° Mo c h .SHepr.Hh c t .,MocKBa
Aőcmpatím:
B padomé npedcmaejvmmca dannue HaóAtodenuü am uenux oónacmeü 
No (228+229) u No 237 c 13 no 21 wann 1982 e. PaccMampueaemcA 
neAenue CMenm 3Hm a noAnpu3au,uu e omux oÓAacmnx u daemon eo3Moman 
UHmepnpemamin HaÓAwdeHuű. Oiena snana noAnpu3au,uu nadAtodcuiacb 
npanrnuuecKu odnoepeMenno e oóeux apynnax: e apynne No 237 do 
nepecev.eH.un em uenmpaAbHoao Mepuduana, a e apynne No (228+229) - 
nocAe npoxcacdenuA u,eHmpcuibHoao Mepuduana. CMena 3Haxa navunoAacb 
necKOAbKO panbiue Ha óoAee Kopormcoű ÖAune qoahm (X-3.6 cm) ,  a 
nepuod cMenu 3Haxa óvia necKOAbKO Kopove na donee öauhhoü eoAHe 
(X = 7.7 cm) .  Ou,en?<u ewcomi oóAacmu 33auMoäeücmeun dämm eenuvuHU 
160 - 270 rm c. km. nad ypoeneM (fiomoctfiepw. Bo3moxhcla cmpytanypa 
Maenumnoeo noAA, omeevamtan naÓAtodeHum, xapaKmepu3yemcn 
naKAOHQM nemeAb e uopoHe u npednoAazaem 83auModeücmeue Maznumnux 
noAeü apynn Meacdy coóoü.
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The period of July 13-21, 1982 was characterized by ex- ' 
tremely large and developed sunspot groups. Sunspot groups 
No. (228+229) and No.237 were the most striking ones (the numer­
ation is given according to Solnechnye Dannye). Sunspot groups 
No. (228+229) passed through the central meridian on July 15.1, 
and its area amounted 2700 m.h., sunspot group No.237 passed 
through the central meridian on July 18.4 covering the area up 
to 700 m.h. Both groups are located in the northern hemisphere 
on latitude 10-20°. Numerous flares were registrated in the 
groups, including rather large events.
During the mentioned period, solar radiation characteris­
tics were observed by means of a TNA-1500 radiotelescope 
equipped with a 64-m parabolic antenna. HPBW makes 2.1' for 
the wavelength A=3.6 cm and 4.4' for X=7.7 cm.These wavelengths 
were chosen for the parallel registration in the sum channels 
(radiation intensity) and in the difference channel (polariz­
ation) , i.e. Stokes parameters I and V were measured. The Sun 
mapping was carried out three times a day (at 6-7 U.T.,11-12 U.T. 
and at 14-15 U.T.), and in the intervals the chosen active re­
gions were observed.
The work deals with the reversal of polarization in the 
active regions and the possible interpretation of the observed 
events.
Besides groups No. (228+229) and No.237 within July 12-21 
a number of polarized radioemission sources related to group 
No.226 (northern hemisphere) and to groups No.227 and 232 
(southern hemisphere) were distinct. Group No.226 was observed 
from the moment it passed the central meridian till it turned 
over the limb. Its polarization did not reverse, remaining 
positive. Group No.227 was observed from 10°E till its turning 
over the limb, its polarization remaining negative. Group 
No.232 was observed from 45°E till its turning over the limb. 
Polarization reversed from negative to positive within a day 
after the group crossed the central meridian. Polarization 
reversal in groups No. (228+229) and No.237 took place on July 
16-19, these groups being located on both sides of the central
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meridian, and polarization itself having a number of peculiar­
ities.
The possibility of polarization reversal was first pointed 
out in {1}, the theory of the process was worked out in {2,3}, 
and theoretical developments were used in estimating a number 
of coronal plasma parameters according to the observed polar­
ization characteristics {4}. In recent years some studies {5,6} 
have been carried out in the field of individual active region 
modeling and coronal field estimation according to character­
istics of the observed polarization reversal.
Registered emission polarization depends on source polar­
ization and the conditions of the propagation. If one assumes 
that source polarization hardly changes during the observational 
period, polarization reversal is connected with the change of 
the angle of sight during the Sun's rotation. Polarization 
reversal can occur when while propagating the wave enters the 
region where the two following conditions are simultaneously 
fulfilled:
k x B = 0 (1)
-1
aüjlt ái = i (2)NB3 da
k - wave vector 
where a -3-10-21 c.g.s.
The first condition implies the transverse wave propagation 
towards the direction of the magnetic field, the second points 
to a combination of plasma parameters (N - concentration,
B - field strength and the length scale jgi ) which for the 
given frequency "u" leads to the breach of geometrical optics 
approximation and to the coupling modes of waves. If (2) is 
valid the radioemission is linearly polarized, the degree of 
circular polarization being equal to "0". Naturally, at small 
deviations of (2) from the unit the degree of circular polar­
ization is too small to be registered by means of our instru­
ment with such a HPBW. The corresponding polarization chart 
presents the image of a depolarizing strip. The passage of 
this depolarizing strip connected with the direction change
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k permits the revealing of some geometrical and physical 
characteristics of mode coupling region.
Within the period of July 12-16 both groups have one and 
the same sign of circular polarization, then, on July 16-18 
depolarizing strip movement is registered in both groups, and 
since July 19 till turning over the limb the reversed polariz­
ation sign preserves. Figs.1-4 present polarized emission 
charts typical for the given period. Reversal of polarization 
in group No.237 took place before the group had passed the 
central meridian, and in group No.(228+229) after its passage 
through the central meridian. It is essential that polarization 
reversal in both groups began somewhat earlier on a shorter 
wavelength (\=3.6 cm), while the period of polarization rever­
sal was shorter on a longer wavelength (7.=7.7 cm).
The work {4} suggests formula for estimation of the dis­
tance from the source to coupling region which is determined 
by (1)-(2) :
T, _  n r l  Qi“ Ql I , _ Q2- Ql i Q2+ Ql ]R = U.b 1 cos — ctg — 5---h tg — 2—
Q-i - angle from the central meridian corresponding to 
the beginning of polarization reversal;
Q2 - angle corresponding to the end of polarization 
reversal;
"1" - standard dimensions of the source.
Assuming that for group No.(228+229) "1" = 10°~1.2.101°cm
and for group No.237 "1" = 7.5°~9-109cm and substituting ob­
servational values Q and Q for each wavelength and each group, 
we obtain: for group No. (228+229)
R 3.6 cm = 1.9-1010 cm 
R 7.v cm » 3.3*1010 cm 
for group No.237
R 3.6 cm ~ 1.9*101° cm 
R 7.7 cm ~ 2.2*1010 cm
Let us note that the reversal of polarization was observed 
once, though the observational period covered the whole passage 
of the groups over the disk. This fact, as well as the high
Vol.5 CONSULTATION ON SOLAR PHYSICS
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values of "R", make it possible to assume that the reversal of 
polarization takes place near the tops of magnetic field loops. 
Simultaneous polarization reversal in groups on both sides of 
the central meridian accounts for the fact that the loops are 
inclined towards each other. The good coincidence of mode coup­
ling heights for \=3.6 cm (H=160 and 175"103km) and substantial 
deviation for \=7.7 cm (H=270 and 200-l03km) are worth noting. 
Fig.5 presents schematic magnetic field structure corresponding 
to observations and obtained values of "R". Each group is shown 
in the form of a bipolar structure. Loop inclination corre­
sponds to the observed one, arrows with numbers show the angles 
at which the groups are observed on the given day. Mode coup­
ling regions are cross-hatched. Loop inclination and field line 
configuration in closed regions coincide with the observations. 
Such configuration assumes group magnetic field interaction 
and posssibly the formation of neutral layer. The value of the 
magnetic field in coupling regions was estimated according to 
(2) to be 5 gauss for k=7.7 cm and ~10 gauss for k=3.6 cm 
with the assumption that N = 5*108+ 109cm-3 and X=10_1°. Evi­
dently, propagation of such large fields for 200*103km from the 
photosphere can be attributed to the existence of powerful 
magnetic fluxes in the active region and/or coronal currents. 
Note that no polarization reversal was observed in weak groups 
(No.226 and 227).
Active region magnetic field interaction can lead to the 
transmission of information on flare processes in one active 
region to another. Typical transmission velocity is Alfvén 
velocity:
Va = /4np ~ where "p" - plasma density.
As follows from Fig.4, Va~108cm/s, distance R0= 7*l01ocm, 
time of information transmission ~10 min. Indeed, a number of 
flares with a characteristic time interval of 5-30 min between 
them were observed in these groups.
In such a configuration the majority of groups is located 
in closed magnetic field which impedes energetic particle input.
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In this respect the western part of group No. (228+229) is in 
a most favourable position: flux input is promoted there, the 
injection line being shifted eastward from the possible flare, 
and injected flux propagation being similar for the flares in 
both groups.
In conclusion it should be stressed that configuration in 
Fig.5 is merely a scheme which may perhaps exist in certain 
stages of active region development, being broken up and re­
stored depending on the processes taking place in active 
regions.
Fig. 5.
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OBSERVATIONS OF RAPID VARIATIONS OF THE POLARIZED AND 
NON-POLARIZED RADIO EMISSION OF LOCAL SOURCES WITH THE RATAN-600 
AT A. = 2.3 AND 4.5 cm BY THE "RELAY-RACE" METHOD
O .A . G O L U B C H I N A ,  V.N. I K H S A N O V A
S p e c .A s t r o p h y s .O b s .,L e n ingrad Pulkovo Obs.,Leningrad
Abstract:
Two sets of observations have been carried, out with the RATAN-600. 
Solar radio emission has been observed at X = 2.3 and 4.5 cm using 
a new method of observations enabling Stokes parameters I and V 
registration every 14 minutes during several hours. Rapid variations 
of emission parameters were observed in flare-active regions. On 
the basis of the observations the authors suggest that chromospheric 
flares are observed in active regions whose radio emission give 
larger variations of emission parameters in the short-wave range 
of the spectrum in comparison with the long-wave range of the 
spectrum.
HAEJlIOflEHMfl BbICTPbIX M3MEHEHMR (10JViPM30BAHH0r0 H HEriOJlflPH30BAHHOrO 
PAflM0M3HyMEHMfl JlOKAilbHblX MCTOHHMKOB HA B0J1HAX 2.3 H 4 .5  cm 
HA PATAH-600 METOflOM "3CTA0ETA"
0 . A. rOJlYEHMHA B.H. HXCAHOBA
<t>H.riMa.n CAO./leHMHrpafl rAO,/leHMHrpafl
AócrnpaKm:
Ha paduomesiecKone PATAH-600 npoeedenw dee cepuu naómodeHuü paduo- 
u3AyueHusi Coahu/o. na b o a h o x  2.3 u 4.5 c m e noeoM pexuMe, no3eoAmaiieM 
peeucmpupoeamv napaMempu CmoKca I u V cnocoóoM npoxcacdenun u.epe3 
14 Munym e meuenue necKOAbKux uacoe. Bo 6cntmeu.Ho-aKmu6H.ux o6pa- 
3oeaHunx HaÓAndawmcft óucmpue u3MeHenuH napoMempoe u3AyuenuH. Ha 
ocHoee HaÓAtodameAbHux dannux deAaemcn npednoAoxeHue, umo xpoMo- 
cfepnue ecnuuiKU HadAtodatomcx e axmuenux oÓAacimx, paduou3Ayuenue 
Komoptux daem óoAee cunvHue eapuauuu napaMempoe u3Ayv.eHun e 
KopomKoeoAHoeuű uacmu cnemnpa no cpaeneHwo c äAUHHoeoAHoemü.
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A new method of solar radio emission observation was elab­
orated and used with the RATAN-600 telescope in 1980. The 
method was called the "relay-race" method {1}. The peculiarity 
of the method lies in not using all the working surface of the 
radio telescope, but its separate sections, which automatically 
join the work in such a way that the arc of the ellipse, which 
is the reflecting surface profile, as if it ran along a circle, 
i.e. a relay-race switching on each of the following reflecting 
elements (Fig. la). Thus, the relay-race method permits the 
carrying out of multi-fold solar drifts (passages) every 14 
minutes during 10-15 hours. It is clear that the resolving 
power decreases. In our case it was equal to l.l'xl4' and 
2.1'x28' at A =2.3 cm and A =4.5 cm respectively.
These significant observations were made at 2.3 cm in 1980 
{2}. Stokes parameters I and V were recorded. On February 9 
and 10 fourteen solar passages following one after the other 
were observed.
The new method of observation enabled us to construct a 
two-dimensional pattern of the radio brightness distribution 
on the solar disc and to determine both the heliographic coor­
dinates of local sources (accuracy to 0.5°). The latter were 
found to average out over the measurements at various posi­
tional angles of solar passages (drifts) (Fig.lb).
The identification of local sources with events on the 
photosphere was carried out using photoheliograms of the Kis­
lovodsk station of the Pulkovo Observatory. The coordinates of 
active regions were measured with the "Ascorecord" measuring 
machine with an accuracy of 1".
The new technique allows the making of observations for 
several hours, and hence the following of the migration of 
active regions, and the study of rapid variations of physical 
parameters of local sources, and the observations of the dy­
namics of their evolution.
As an example the local source associated with bipolar 
sunspot group No 69 (number from the Solnechnye Dannye ) observed 
on February 9 and 10, 1980, can be given. On those days the
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29-07-1951 No 32?
Fig. S.
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30-CJ7-19S1 No 329+332.
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local source consisted of two parts coinciding in position with 
the leading and trailing sunspots. The polarized emission of 
the local source showed polarities in full correspondence with 
the polarities of separate sunspots. On February 9 and 10,1980, 
the variation of the leading sunspot structure was observed.
An intensive development of the corresponding local radio 
source was observed both in polarized and non-polarized emission 
(Fig.2). Fig.2 shows the variation of emission parameters of 
the source, connected with the leading sunspot of group No 69.
On February 10, 1980, a chromospheric flare was observed in 
this region. It should be noted that, while the variation of 
Stokes parameters I and V was similar on February 9, on Feb­
ruary 10 it was oppositely phased.
A number of sunspot groups whose local sources manifested 
strong time variations were observed during the series of ob­
servations in the third decade of July 1981 (the pre-eclipse 
period and the day of the total solar eclipse of July 31).Thus, 
sunspot group No 325 located on the west limb on July 30,showed 
radio emission fluctuations in I and V parameters at both wave­
lengths. The contrast of the variation at A =2.3 cm consider­
ably exceeds that at A =4.5 cm (Fig.3). A similar pattern was 
observed in the sunspot group complex 329+332. That multi- 
centered active region was about 20° in longitude and was sep­
arated into the leading part of the S polarity and the trailing 
part of the N polarity. Similarly, the local source observed 
at A = 2.3 cm, also had two polarities. As is "seen in Fig. 4 
a considerable variation of emission parameters is observed 
at A = 2.3 cm while at A =4.5 cm this variation is small in the 
sunspot group complex 323+332.
During the whole period of observation rapid variations 
of the per cent of polarization took place, which was indica­
tive of the structural variations of the magnetic field of the 
source.
A number of chromospheric flares were given in the Solar- 
Geophysical Data for the same period and region whose time and 
duration are indicated at the bottom of Fig.4 by separate hori­
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zontal lines. It is of importance that the moments of maxima 
of the development of the flares throughout correspond to maxi­
mum variations of radio emission parameters.
On the basis of the above examples and some additional 
authors' material the following suggestion is possible: 
Chromospheric flares are observed in active regions whose radio 
emission give larger variations of emission parameters in the 
short-wave range of the spectrum in comparison with the long­
wave range of the spectrum (in particular, 2.3 cm and 4.5 cm).
R e f e r e n c e s
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ON THE HEIGHT SCALE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS ABOVE SUNSPOTS 
DERIVED FROM RATAN-600 OBSERVATIONS AND MODEL CALCULATIONS
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J. H I L D E B R A N D T
ZISTP ( H H I).Berlin (GDR)
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Abstract:
Model calculations of the S-component emission have been compared 
with observations of the RATAN-600 telescope at the operating fre­
quencies 7.5, 9.4, 11, 13, and 15 GHz for different active regions 
of the SMY and surrounding periods. The spectral variations of the 
flux density, degree of polarization and source diameters are used 
to derive the scale heights of the magnetic field in the lower 
solar corona. The field distribution was-concluded in accordance 
with magnetic dipole distributions and the assumption of advanced 
temperature and electron density models according to most recent 
EUV observations and photospheric magnetic field measurements.
0 UJKAJ1E BbICOT H Afl COJlHEHHblMM nilTH AM M , 
nOJlYMEHHOPi M3 HAEHIOflEHMM HA P A T A H -6 0 0  M M3 MOAEJIbHbIX PAC4ET0B
A . K P Io rE P , 0 .  (WOPCTEHBEPr, f l .  XM JlbflEEPAHflT
UMC3cU,Bep/iHH(r7]p]
111. E . AXMEflOB B.M. EOrOfl, A . H . KOPWABMH
fAO,/leHHHrpafl CAO,/leHHHrpafl
Aócmpgrm:
Mod&nbHue pacuemi U3AyueHun S-KOMnoneHma cpaentuiucb c HaÓAtodeHwmu 
PATAH-600 Ha uacmomax 7.5, 9.4, 11, 13, u 15 PPu, dsin pa3AUHHbtx 
aKmuemx oónacmeű TMC u OKpyotooawx nepuodoe. CnemipaAbHue eapuauuu 
nomoKa U3/iyueHUH, cmenenu nojmpu3au,uu u duaMempoe ucmounuKoe 
ómsiu ucnoAb3oeam>t c u,e/ibK> onpedenenun emcommx iukoa MaanwriHoeo 
norm e HUXHOŰ coAHeuHOű Kopone. PacnpedeAenue MazHumnoeo noAH 
onpedeAUACs e coomeemcmeueM c pacnpedenenueM dunoAbs u coepeMen- 
rnmu ModeAbAMu mejmepamypu u eAetcmpoHHOű nnomnocmu e cozAacuen c 
caMUMU nocAedHUMU HaőAiodeHUHMU e SyB duana30He u tfiomoctfiepmix 
MazHumnux noAeű.
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1. Introduction
Radio methods provide a possible access to the basic 
problem of deriving magnetic field parameters in the solar 
chromosphere and corona. The present report makes use of the 
conception of gyromagnetic radiation emanating from solar 
S-component sources in order to determine magnetic scale 
heights above the centre of regular sunspots by comparison of 
model calculations with observations by the large RATAN-600 
radio telescope.
2. Method
The model used here was described by Kriiger et al.{5} and 
first applications were described by Akhmedov et al.{l},{2}.
Now we present results using a somewhat broader material cover­
ing observations from the SMY.
The applied model calculations are essentially based on 
the assumption of a rotational-symmetrical source volume of 
gyroresonance emission permeated by the field of one pole of 
a magnetic dipole situated at a depth R below the photo- 
spheric centre of a regular sunspot (Fig.l). In this way the 
field is determined by two parameters Bm (this is the maximum 
magnetic field at the centre of the source region at the 
photospheric level) and the value of Rd , whereas the latter 
mainly influences the magnetic scale height
i = J m ] -1
b (A s J (s - geometrical height).
The application of dipole fields should be considered merely 
as a practical approximation which is less computer-time 
consuming than other more realistic distributions, deviating 
from rotational symmetry. The consistency of these results, 
e.g. with calculations using force-free magnetic field extra­
polations of magnetograms for regions above strong sunspots 
and of not too large coronal heights (where loop structures 
may become dominating), is to be checked by investigation of 
individual regions (cf.{7>).
For solving the equation of radiative transfer the cal­
culation of the emission and absorption coefficients was re­
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lated to the sunspot model of Staude {8}, which is very similar 
to the more recent model of Lites and Skumanich {6},using the 
latest measurements in the EUV-region. The extrapolation to 
the corona was done assuming a steep gradient and thin transi­
tion zone. (Models with finite thickness of the transition 
zone were also tested and discussed elsewhere (cf.{4}).
Some characteristic results of the calculations on the S- 
component model are shown in Fig.2, where the position of the 
gyroresonance layers of the radio emission at different fixed 
frequencies are shown in comparison with corresponding intensity 
profiles, the dependency of the occurrence of different gyro- 
harmonics and different source radii on the magnetic field and 
the test frequency. After integration over the source region 
of the gyromagnetic radiation, the spectra of the radio flux 
density Sv, the degree of polarization p, and the frequency 
distributions of the source radii R s were obtained for differ­
ent sets of the magnetic field parameters, Bm and Rd , which 
can now be used for the diagnostics of active regions (Figs.3a-c).
3. Observations
For the purpose of a preliminary discussion 14 cases of 
suitable active regions observed with the RATAN-600 radio 
telescope have been selected and the soectra of the quantities 
Sv , p, and Rs for the five observing frequencies of the 
RATAN-600 in the range 7.5 - 15 GHz derived. Some examples of 
the measured spectral distributions are shown in Fig.4.
4. Discussion of results
As derived from a best fit of the observed and theoretical 
distributions of the parameters Sv, p, and R the related mag­
netic field parameters Bm and Rd have been obtained.The results 
are shown in Table I. Hence it follow that the range of our 
results is restricted by the fact that the B -values (in ac- 
cordance with optical observations) of the present sample vary 
only in the range between 2 and 3 kG (0.2 - 0.3 T) . Neverthe­
less, the related ff^-values scatter in wider range between 
1*107 and 3*107 m indicating a greater variation of magnetic 
scale heights than formerly expected. Most frequently.however,
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T A B L E  1
Results of RATAN-600 observations
Date Rs(7.5 GHz) 
106 m
,max 
s . u.
Rd
107 m
Bm
T
24.09.77 14.2 4.2 1.5 0.3
28.01.79 9.6 1.1 2 0.2
01.05.79 12.1 4. 1 1.5 0.3
01.05.79 10.4 5.2 1.5 0.3
05.10.79 6.7 0.9 1.5 0.25
23.04.80 21.4 19 3 0.25
24.04.80 26.5 16 3 0.25
25.04.80 26.5 23 2 0.3
27.05.80 > 12.3 1.4 1.5 0.3
27.05.80 > 22.2 6.9 2.5 0.3
15.07.80 6.8 1.9 1 0.25
15.07.80 14.1 1.9 1.5 0.25
12.08.80 7.0 0.05 1.5 0.2
25.11.80 ~ 3.8 0.9 1 0.3
Fig.l. Cross section of the magnetic structure of the S-component 
emission model
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Fig.2. Position of gyro-resonance levels for Bm = 0.25 T, Rj = 1.5'107 m 
at different frequencies; the horizontal dotted line marks the
bottom of the corona (left). This is compared with e-mode ( --  )
and o-raode (—  • — ) intensity profiles, the sum of both (---),
and the degree of circular polarization (. . .) (right).
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Bm -0.1 T
I 1 --- 1--
to - -
[su]
10
~Rd [107rT,]
-
i0 9 10
Bm -0.15T
Fig.3a.
Fig. 3a - a. Calculated spectra of the flux density Sv (top), degree 
of polarization p (middle), and source radius Rg of 
gyromagnetic emission (bottom).
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Bm " 0 . 2 T  Bm =0.2?T
VtQHz]
Fig. 3b.
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Fig. Sa.
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Fig.4. Examples of results of RATAN-600 observations for comparison 
wit h  F i g . 3.
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Fig. 5. Plot of derived R<j values over the source 
radii Rg at 7.5 GHz.
log z [m]
G 7 8 9
Fig.6. Magnetic field distribution inferred from S-component observations 
(S) compared with other estimates compiled by Dulk and McLean {3} 
by application of microwave bursts (p), potential field expansion 
(P), type II and type III radio bursts (II,III), and the Razin 
effect (RE).
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we find R . = 1.5 ... 2-107 m which corresponds to scale heightsa
at z =107 m (10 000 km) of about
LB = (0.3 ... 0.4)-107 m.
In the frame of the discussed limited material, no dependency 
between Bm and Rd can be stated. But such a relationship is 
clearly established between Rd and i? for a given observing 
frequency (cf. Fig.5).
Finally, it can be remarked that the derived height dis­
tributions of the magnetic fields are roughly within the frame 
of Dulk and McLean {3}, who compiled estimates of coronal mag­
netic fields by various radio methods. A more detailed study 
of these and other features of RATAN observations is in prep­
aration.
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ON THE R E L A T IO N  BETWEEN SPECTRAL C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S  OF THE 
MICROWAVE E M IS S IO N  FROM SOLAR A C T IV E  REGIONS AND 
P H Y S IC A L  C O N D IT IO N S  OF THE SO LAR ATMOSPHERE
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3ABMCMM0CTb CnEKTPAUbHblX XAPAKTEPUCTMK MHKPOBOJIHOBOTO M3JiyMEHMfl 
COAHEMHbIX AKTMBHbIX 0EJ1ACTER OT 0M3M4ECKMX yCJlOBMR 
B CODHEMHOPi ATMOC0EPE
H.C. KABEPHH, M.M. KOBPMH, A.M . KOPUJyHOB, B.B . UiyiliyHOB
HMPtf>M , POpbHMM
X. AyPAC, $ . (MOPCTEHBEPT, H. XMAbfl3BPAHflT, A . KPIOrEP, H. 3EEXA0>EP
l4 H C 3 t i,B a p ^ H H [rH P )
Abstract:
Spectrographic observations of the microwave emission from se­
lected active regions were analysed and compared with S-component 
emission models. The observations were obtained by spectrographs 
of the NIRFI working in the ranges 12-8 and 7-5 GHz covering 
the high-frequency part of the S-component spectrum. The measure­
ments were carried out at the RT-22 radio telescope of the FIAN 
Radio Astronomy Station at Pushtshino with an angular resolution 
of about 9 arc minutes.
The conclusions obtained mainly relate to
- the reversal of the slope of the flux spectrum in the short 
am-region by the change of the emission mechanism
- an excess of the observed flux spectrum at long cm-waves, which 
is probably due to hot loop structures, and
- the interpretation of the proton-flare criterion of Tanaka and 
Kakinuma on the basis of model calculations.
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1. Introduction
Spectral measurements of the solar microwave emission from 
local active regions are still quite rare in spite of the fact 
that spectrographic observations provide more complete infor­
mation on the details of the spectrum than is obtained from 
observations at fixed frequencies. Based on known emission pro­
cesses and extensive model calcultations the spectral informa­
tion can be used e.g. for the diagnostics of solar active re­
gions and the search for new physical processes.
2. Observations
The observations used in the present study were obtained 
by NIRFI-radiospectrographs working in the range 5-7 and 8-12 GHz 
covering the high-frequency side of the spectrum of the S-com- 
ponent suitable for diagnostics of active regions up to heights 
of about 10 000 km and more above the photosphere. The spectro­
graphic observations were carried out at the RT-22 radio tele­
scope of the Radio Astronomy Station of FIAN at Pushtshino 
near Serpukhov. The spatial resolution ranges between 8.5' and 
10' in both spectrographics bands with an average value of 
about 9'. This means that the details of single active regions 
or complexes of them are not resolved by the antenna beam. The 
mean error of the absolute flux determination is in the order 
of 20 per cent.
From a total of 16 observations the following three days 
have been selected for the purpose of the present study,where­
as the position of the source region, not tod far from the 
centre of the solar disk, and the complete coverage of the 
spectrum played a major role:
1 June, 1979 McMath No.16046 and 16051,
2 June, 1979
29 July, 1980 McMath No.17008 (cf.Figs.1,2,and 3).
3. Discussion
The present observations are now to be compared with cal­
culations of S-component emission models. For the sake of a 
more general discussion possible fine structure effects of the 
spectra have been ignored here. Theoretical spectra of the
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S-component sources assuming a rotationally symmetric magnetic 
(dipole) field distribution are shown in Figs.4 and 5 according 
to the model described by Krüger et al.{4}. The series of full 
and dashed spectral curves refer to gyromagnetic emission de­
pending on two parameters, viz. the maximal magnetic field at 
the spot centre Bm and the scale of the magnetic field described 
by the assumed dipole depth Hd below the photosphere.The broken 
line, labeled B,is due to coulomb bremstrahlung, its superpo­
sition with the gyromagnetic spectra is marked by dotted lines. 
In order to demonstrate the dependency on special model condi­
tions, two models of different distributions of the thermody­
namic plasma parameters above sunspots were used, one with a 
very thin transition zone to the corona, and the other (per­
haps more realistic) with an extended transition layer (in our 
case corresponding to a conductive flux Fc-10k cgs,{1} (cf.Fig.6).
From Figs.4 and 5 it is evident that the change in the 
slope of the flux spectrum is due to the transition between 
the regions of a dominating action of the two competing emission 
mechanisms. The position of this transition on the frequency 
axis depends on both the level of gyromagnetic emission and of 
bremsstrahlung,i.e. on the magnetic field parameters in the 
gyromagnetic source region and the temperature (density dis­
tributions of the surrounding plage region governed by brems- 
strahlung, as well as by the beam width of the antenna also 
collecting bremsstrahlung from areas outside active regions. 
Despite the wide range of theoretical possibilities thus 
arising, it seems obvious that most of the spectrographic ob­
servations, available here, show the flux minima in a narrow 
range between 11.5 and 12 GHz, a feature that is not exclus­
ively represented by RATAN observations {2}. Apparently, more 
observations connected with model calculations adapted to in­
dividual active regions are needed for further conclusions.
Comparing theoretical and observed spectra an excess of 
observed radiation at frequencies smaller than 6 GHz becomes 
evident (Fig.7). This effect (if it is real) is not surprising 
and could be interpreted by higher temperatures in coronal
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loop structures which have not been accounted for in the 
present sunspot model which already terminates at a temperature 
in the order of 2-106 K (cf.Fig.6).
Finally, we briefly consider the conditions of the proton 
flare critereon of Tanaka and Kakinuma {6} which predicts 
S9^  > 25 s.u. and S9.4 > 6’3.b for proton active regions. In con­
text with our model calcultations, these conditions merely 
imply large spotgroups and large fields Bm 0.3 T together 
with large scale heights corresponding to > 2*157 m. Deep 
and thin transition layers between chromosphere and corona 
(and correspondingly great conductive fluxes) are in favour of 
the criterion, but do not seem to be necessarary at all, as 
was argued by Jao Jin Xing {3}. High coronal temperatures are 
also in favour of this criterion; this feature is nicely 
displayed by the catalogue of Lubyshev {5}.
—1----------- 1------------------1----------------1----------------1__________ 1_____________ 1_____________ .
42. 40 9 B 7 6 ?
F'ig.l. Radio spectrum of active regions McMath No 16046 and 16051 
on June 1, 1979.
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Fig.2. Same as Fig.l but for June 2 1979.
v>[GHz]
Fig. 3. Radio spectra of McMath No 17008 for different 
days.
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Fig. 4. Calculated spectra of S-component fluxes, 
Fig.5. Same as Fig.4, but small transition layer
Fc = 10 cgs (Full line: Rj = 1.5’107 m, 
assumed (Full line: R(j=1.6*107 m,
dotted line: R<j = 2-107 m) , description 
dashed line: Rj = 
1.9• 107 m) .
cf. text.
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Fig. 7. Smoothed observed spectra
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Abstract:
The present paper contains the main results of a diagnostic ana­
lysis of proton events during January - October,1980. The aims of 
this analysis are (i) the consideration of the radio emissions of 
the largest flares in a wide frequency range, (ii) the estimation 
of the expected parameters of proton fluxes of the order of some 
tens MeV on that basis, and (Hi) the comparison of the obtained 
estimations with the data of direct measurements of the proton 
fluxes in the interplanetary space near the Earth.
Our paper is a continuation of a series of previous papers in which 
the method of quantitative analysis of proton flares according to 
their radio emission was elaborated from data from the years 1965- 
1969 (cf. {1},{3},{4} and there cited literature) and applied to the 
events of the years 1970-1977, and 1979 {2},{5}.
3<M>EKTbl XAPAKTEPM3bH0mHE CB83b PAflHOBCíUlECKOB H nPOTOHHbIX BCnbllllEK 1980 l\
C.T. AKMHflH, B.B. 0OMM4EB, M.M.4EPT0K
M3MHPAH, TpoHUH 
X. AYPAC, A. KPIOrEP
Z IS T P  (HHI), 6 e p j in H ( r / ]p )
AócmpaKm:
B daHHOM doK/iade u3Aoxem ocnoemie pe3yAbmana>i duazHoemuuecKozo ana- 
AU3a npomoHHtix coótumuü 3a HHeapb-oKmnópb 1980 z. Ue/ib maxozo aHa- 
AU3a - paccMompenue paduou3Ayuemifi nauóonee Kpynnux ecnmueK e \m- 
poKOM duana30He uacmom, oueHtai na smoü ocnoee oomdaejmx na^oMempoe 
nomoKoe npomonoe c onepzueü nopndKa decHtmcoe MsB u conocmaenenue 
noAyueHHmx ouenon c äanntmu npnmx u3Mepenuű nomoKoe npomonoe e 
0K0A03eMH0M KocMuuecKQM npoompaHcmee. B omaM cMvicAe dorcnad nennerncn 
npodoAxenueM cepuu paőom, e Komopux Memoduxa KOAunecmeeHHOü duaznoc- 
muKU npomoHHbix ecromeK no paduoecnaecxaM, paspadomannan no dannm 3a 
1965-1969 zz. npuMenena k coóumum 1970-1977 zz., a maratce 1978 u 
1979 zz. Ahoau3 npomoHHvix coóumuü 3a 1980 z. npedcmaeAnem donoAHumenb 
HUÜ unmepec, nocKOAbKy omo 6ua nepuod Hauóonee oóiuupnux KOMnneKcmix 
HaÓAtodeHuü no npozpaMMe 'Tod CoAneunozo MaxcuMyMa" u dnn mhozux 
ecnviiueK uMeemcx mupoKUÜ naóop dannux.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of proton flares for 1980 bears a special 
interest because it covers the period of complex observations 
of the SMY program, thus providing rich data material for nu­
merous events.
The scheme of the treatment of the events of 1980 was the 
same as for the events of the previous years which was de­
scribed in detail by Akinyan et al.{2} and Avdyushin et al.{5}.
The diagnostic method applied here contains two steps of the 
flare analysis; According to previously investigated radio 
burst data of a great number of cases in the first step, all 
those bursts 1980 were selected which are expected to be a 
source of a remarkable increase in the proton flux at the 
Earth's orbit, e.g. with intensities I(E>10 MeV)>l - 5 cm-2s_1ster_1. 
For this purpose the so-called proton flare criterion was es­
tablished: It considers an estimate of a sufficiently high 
radio flux density (some hundreds s.u.), hard spectrum (i.e. 
the spectral maximum should be situated at v > 5 GHz), not ex­
clusively impulsive character of the related microwave burst 
component (i.e. the duration at a level of 0.5 of the peak 
flux at the frequencies 3, 5 - 7 ,  and 9 GHz should be 
d3 > 3.0 - 3.5 min, d 5_7 > 2.5 - 3 min, d 9 > 2.0 - 2.5 min, 
respectively), and also remarkable meter-wave burst components, 
including the spectral type II and IV bursts. In essence, a 
characteristic U-shaped radio spectrum is likely for proton 
flux associated events.
For the flares satisfying the proton flare criterion, the 
transition to the second step of the diagnostics can be ful­
filled - the estimation of the expected proton flux parameters 
near the Earth, viz. the maximum intensity and time parameters 
for E >10, >30, and >60 MeV. For this purpose the heliographic 
longitude of the flare site and information about the number 
and energy spectrum of the accelerated particles which are 
contained in the energetics (time profile) and, frequency 
spectrum of the associated microwave burst are taken into ac­
count, as well as data on the escape conditions of the par-
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tides from the flare region via the meter-wave components of 
the radio emission. Basic parameters for these estimations are 
the burst peak fluxes at frequencies 3, 9, and 15.4 GHz, the 
integral of the time profil during the increaseing phase as 
well as the total energy of the microwave burst at 3 and 9 GHz.
In the present study, observations of proton fluxes of 
the satellite IMP 8 in the energy range 13.7 - 25.2, 20 -40, 
and 4 0 - 8 0  MeV were used for a comparison with the calculations, 
taken from Solar-Geophysical Data. The observed intensities Iq and 
calculated intensities IQ refer to the text and the figures 
to energies E > 10 MeV, as far as no other remarks are given.
In all our figures, where time profiles of proton fluxes are 
given, the scales are chosen in such a way that the proton 
fluxes in the ranges E-13.7-25.2 MeV in units of [cm_2s_1x 
x ster-1MeV~1]( left ordinate scale) correspond to the proton 
fluxes at E > 10 eV in [cm_2s_ 1ster-1](right ordinate scale).
A lot of radio data were also obtained from the Solar- 
Geophysical Data. In addition, dynamic spectra and time profiles 
of radio bursts at fixed frequencies were used, these were 
taken from observations of IZMIRAN and Tremsdorf Observatory. 
Special data of the investigated bursts are listed in Table 1.
2. General characteristics of the investigated period
During the period January -October 1980 a total of 58 
radio bursts with peak fluxes Sv>500 s.u. at v > 3 GHz was re­
corded by world-wide observations. Among these events 26 bursts 
reached Sv >1000 s.u. and hence 9 events even Sv >2000 s.u..
The estimations, according to the method sketched above showed, 
however, that the correspomding flares should not be accom­
panied with remarkable proton flux increases: Firstly, for 
the majority of the events the proton flare criterion was not 
satisfied (mainly due to the time parameters of the radio 
bursts); this means that for such flares the calculated proton 
intensities are Ic < 1 - 5 cm-2s-1ster- 1.Secondly, for 8-12 
flares, for which the proton flare criterion was fairly well 
satisfied, the calculated proton fluxes did not exceed 
Ic~ 30 cm~2s-1ster-1 due to the heliolongitudinal decrease
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T A B L E  1 
List of events in 1980
No Date Time
UT
Flare
Importance
Position Region
1 3 Febr. 1333 1B/M3 S15 E15 2266
2 8 Febr 0906 1B/X2 N13 W80 2262
3 11 Febr. 2037 1B/M4 N13 E62 2281
4 28 Febr. 1206 1B/M4 S23 E28 2294
5 3 June 2130 1B/M7 S14 E67 2490
6 4 June 0655 1B/M6 S14 E59 ? f
7 4 June 0832 1N/M4 S14 E58 I t
8 4 June 2301 1B/X2 S14 W69 2478
9 7 June 0118 1B/M3 N13 W72 2495
10 7 June 0313 1B/M7 N12 W74 I I
11 21 June 0118 1B/X2 N19 W90 2502
12 24 June 2322 IN S25 W14 2522
13 27 June 1616 SB/M7 S25 W64 I I
14 29 June 1041 1F/M4 S27 W90 I I
15 1 July 1627 1B/X2 S17 W37 2544
16 6 July 0444 SB/M2 N27 W33 2550
17 8 July 1922 SB/C2 N20 E87 2559
18 11 July 2216 2B/M5 S08 E65 2562
19 12 July 1543 1B/M3 S10 E60 I I
20 17 July 0605 2N/M3 S U  E06 I I
21 21 July 0256 1B/M8 S14 W60 I I
22 23 July 0057 3B/M8 S19 El 7 2579
Fig.l. Time profiles and radio flux spectra of events in June 1980.
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in the proton fluxes, a relatively small energy content of the 
bursts, or not favourable escape conditions. Hereby only 3-4 
cases exhibited Ic 10 cm-2s-1ster- 1.
The conclusion on the weakness of the proton events during 
the considered period as obtained from the analysis of the 
radio bursts is fully consistent with the direct proton flux 
observations in the vicinity of the Earth. This can be re­
garded as an important positive result, which demonstrates the 
effectivity of the method of quantitative proton flare diagnos­
tics applied. Indeed, according to the IMP-8 data only 11 
events exhibited proton fluxes with I0>1 cm~2s~1ster-1.With 
this, 6 cases showed IQ <5 cm_2s_ 1ster-1 and of the remaining 
5 events 4 exhibited I0 <20 cm-2s~1ster-1. Only the strongest 
event reached an intensity of IQ ~ 150 cm_2s_ 1ster-1. However, 
as the analysis shows (cf. below) it was not associated with 
any distinct flare but was a corotating event. The comparison 
between calculated and observed parameters of the proton 
fluxes shows,furthermore, that in the given case only 2-3 
events deviated. Hereby, it should be stressed that these, and 
also some other cases, less rapidly deviating between calcu­
lation and observation, correspond to a very low level of 
proton flux intensity.
3. Special results
Now we turn to the main effects which were detected as a 
result of the diagnostic analysis of the proton event in 1980.
a) Impulsive bursts
There is a great number of flares with a strong electro­
magnetic radiation in all spectral regions which, however, 
exhibit an impulsive character at centimetre waves (cf. the 
above mentioned quantities d3 , d5_7 , d9) and therefore do not 
lead to an essential increase in the proton flux. The calcu­
lation of the expected proton flux parameters can be carried 
out for such bursts according to our method, but in these 
cases the method only reveals that the proton fluxes will not 
exceed a given level of Ic ~ 1 - 5 cm_2s'1ster- 1.
The importance of the consideration of the time para-
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meters of the radio bursts, in particular their impulsive form, 
for the diagnostics of proton flares is clearly demonstrated 
by the analysis of the main events of June 1980. Here, the well 
known flares No 10, 11, and 14 of Table 1 are of special in­
terest, the first two of these being connected with a y-ray 
line emission, and the last one with a y-ray continuum emission 
All three flare centres were situated at the western solar hemi 
sphere. The radio data show intense burst components with an 
U-shaped spectrum as characteristic of proton events, and re­
lated type II and IV bursts (for the flare No 14 type II, III, 
and V bursts were recorded). However, the time profiles of the 
radio bursts undoubtly showed that in the given case the 
microwave emission (and also the soft X-ray burst) displayed 
an impulsive character in the sense of our method. The proton 
flux profile, shown in Fig.l, allow us to stress two points 
once more. There is, firstly, a general confirmation of the 
method for those flares, for which the proton flare criterion 
is not satisfied, in particular concerning impulsive flares.
For events of this kind the proton flux should not exceed the 
above mentioned values and this is confirmed by the results of 
direct measurements. Secondly, if the impulsive character 
would be neglected in the first stage of the estimation of the 
proton efficiency in the diagnostic method, then the calcu­
lated values of the particle intensity would be found to be 
much higher than observed (dotted line in Fig.l and the fol­
lowing figures). In this respect the situation is the same as 
for yline radiation. For impulsive flares the observed proton 
fluxes were found to be somewhat smaller than expected, if only 
the peak fluxes (and even integrated parameters) of the radio 
and Y-ray burst would be taken in consideration. This means 
that pure impulsive flares form a special class in which the 
connection between burst and proton flux parameters reveal a 
more complex character than for flares satisfying the proton 
flare criterion. Therefore, these events should be taken sepa­
rately, already at the stage of the estimation of the proton 
efficiency of the flares, as was done in the present method.
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Fig.2. Time profiles and radio flux spectra of events in February 1980.
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Fig. S. Selected proton flux spectra (cf. text)
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Fig. 4. Time profiles and radio flux spectra of events in July 1980.
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b) Anomalous retardation effect
In some cases an anomalous temporal delay of relatively 
weak proton fluxes took place with regard to a most probable 
flare association. One example of this kind is the event series 
of the first half of February 1980.
Among the events of this month flare No 1 exhibited proton 
flare characteristics. It was accompanied by a comparatively 
weak radio emission and according to our calculations should 
give an unimportant proton flux increase of Ic~4.6 cm_2s_1ster_1 
and a time of maximum on 2 February 07:30 UT (full line in 
Fig.2). From the IMP-8 observations no proton flux increase 
can be found on 2 February, data for 6 and 7 February are not 
available and beginning with 7 February, 05 UT a part of the 
proton flux decline was observed. According to Avdyushin et al. 
{5}, the maximum of the proton flux increase took place on 
6 February, 14 UT with an amplitude of Iq ~ 7.7 cm~2s-1ster~1.
If the observed weak proton flux increase is related to 
flare No 1 in this way, one can state that the proton flux in­
tensity is near the one calculated but an anomalous strong 
delay in the flux maximum of about 3 days of this flare took 
place. Commonly such a delay is characteristic of flares lo­
cated near the East limb of the Sun, but in the given case 
flare No 1 was observed in an active region not far from the 
central meridian at E15; It should be mentioned that on the 
day of the flare the active region No 2266 revealed a 6-con- 
figuration of the magnetic field which is usually character­
istic of proton flares.
In such a situation it is necessary to look in more de­
tail for other possible sources which could have generated the 
proton flux increase with the maximum on 6 February. During 
the two previous days the most remarkable flare occurred on 
5 February, 17:27 UT (importance 1B/M3) in the same active re­
gion No 2266. But this was a pure, impulsive microwave burst 
with a peak flux Sv = 430 s.u. at v = 9 GHz and not associated 
with any radio emission at meter waves. Therefore, this flare 
can scarcely be considered an potential source of the proton
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event examined. An association with other flares during this 
period appears even less likely.
One should pay attention to the fact that the discussed 
proton flux increase took place during a geomagnetic storm 
with an sc on 6 February, 03:20 UT which very probably was ge­
nerated by a disturbance coming to the Earth from flare No 1, 
with the proton flare characteristics of its radio emission.
In the present case the proton energy spectrum was not as soft 
as can be seen from the majority of proton events associated 
with sc1s . At the beginning of the IMP-8 observations on 7 Feb­
ruary the spectral index was ys2 . 0  (Fig.3, cf. also Avdyushin 
et al.{5}). Such a sufficiently hard energy spectrum does not 
account for a reliable interpretation of the considered proton 
flux increase as corotational event. Nevertheless, except for 
the considered active region No 2266, generating flare No 1 on 
a favourable heliographic longitude 20-60W on February 6-7, 
there was another active region with a 6-configuration, No 2262, 
in which, on 8 February, another strong but impulsive flare 
No 2 originated.
The present discussion does allow us to prefer unambigu­
ously one of the considered variants of the interpretation of 
the considered event, and all factors mentioned must be con­
sidered among them the connection of the proton event to flare 
No 1 and the subsequent anomalous delay of the particles.
An analogous situation was observed for three compara­
tively weak proton events on January 10-11, April 3-4, and 
October 13-15,1980.
c) Corotating proton flux increase
In July 1980 a proton flux increase with remarkable in­
tensities was observed, which mainly exhibited a corotational 
charcter.
During July a large proton flux increase was observed 
with the intensity I0 ~ 130 cm~2s“1ster~1 which was not pre­
dicted by the radio data (Fig.4). The character and the para­
meters of this event (cf. below) exclude a connection with a 
behind-limb activity with high probability. Examining all
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flares observed on the solar disk on the foregoing days event 
No 20 was the most remarkable one. However, the associated 
radio burst (cf. Fig.4) clearly does not satisfy the conditions 
of a high proton effectivity: Its peak flux at v > 3 GHz was 
Sv <300 s.u., the spectrum had a maximum in the range 1.4-2 GHz, 
where the fluxes were also not very high, Sv ~ 440 -590 s.u. 
at centimetric waves the flux decreases with increasing fre­
quencies and obtains at 9 GHz only Sv ~ 100 s.u., the time pro­
file is of impulsive nature. The meter-wave burst components 
were rather intense and contained a type IV burst continuum 
without clear type II burst connection.
The above mentioned data allow us to conclude that flare 
No 20 could scarcely be the main source of the considered pto- 
ton flux increase.
On the other hand, one has to pay attention to the long 
phase of the proton flux increase and especially to the very 
soft energy spectrum of the protons. According to the IMP-8 
data (cf. Fig.3), during the proton flux maximum a spectral 
index of v - 5.2 was observed in the energy range E ~ 13-25 MeV, 
and in the range E > 25 MeV the spectrum was steeper (y ~ 5.2) .
The conclusion on the soft particle spectrum of this event is 
also confirmed by other data. According to Avdyushin et al.{3}, 
the spectral index was y -3.6 in the energy range E > 5  till 
E>40. Further it is important to note that the beginning of 
the proton flux increase was near the onset time of the sc 
(which was on July 17,19:36 UT) and the proton flux maximum 
coincides in principle with another sc observed on 16 July,
19:26 UT.
All these facts lead to the conclusion that the discussed 
event refers to a corotating proton flux increase connected 
with the active region No 2562. This region clearly dominates 
on the solar disk and exhibits a magnetic 6-configuration.
During this period flares connected with most intense radio 
burst occurred, cf. in particular the events No 18-21, and 
also a series of flares associated with somewhat weaker micro- 
wave bursts (Sv :3 some hundreds s.u.) but strong radiation in
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the optical and soft X-ray ranges. At the time of the maximum' 
of the proton flux the active region No 2562 was located at a 
favourable heliographic longitude ~W30. It is also possible 
that a transport and acceleration of particles between two 
shock waves associated with the sc of 17 and 18 July play a 
certain role in the increase of the low energetic proton flux.
In this way the passage of the discussed proton event, 
combined with a consideration of the radio emission explains 
that the event was not due to any specific flare but had the 
character of a soft corotational proton flux increase con­
nected with the active region No 2562.
A more detailed analysis of the events of 1980 will be 
published later.
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SPECTROGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR MICROWAVE BURSTS 
IN THE 5.3 -7.4 GHz RANGE
N.S. K A V E R I N ,  A.I. K O R S H U N O V ,
V.V. S H U S H U N O V
NIRFI,Gorkij
H. A U R A S  S, H. D E T L E F S ,  H. H A R T M A N N ,
A. K R Ü G E R ,  J. K U R T H S
ZISTP (HHI),Béri in(GDR)
Abstract:
Two 5.3 - 7.4 GHz microwave burst spectral diagrams are shown 
having 20 s time resolution.
CnEKTPOrPAOM4ECKME HABJlIOflEHMil COJIHEMHbIX MMKPOBOJIHOBbIX BCnjlECKOB 
B flMAriA30HE 5 .3  -  7 .4
H.C. KABEPMH, A.M. KOPIUYHOB, B.B. wyiDYHOB
HMPTH.r ophHMM
X. AYPAC, X. AETJ1E0C, X. XAPTMAHH, A. KPIOEEP, Pi. KYPTC
14HC341, Bep/iMH t f/1.P 3
Aőcmpami:
noKa3anu pe3ynbmarm naómodeHun deyx Mwcpoeojinux ecnnecme e 
duanasone 5.3- 7,4 FTu, co epeMennuM pa3pemenueM 20 cex.
The Gorky-type microwave spectrograph, working at Trems- 
dorf solar radioastronomy observatory (HHI)[1), was recon­
structed to get a higher time resolution for the spectral 
observations. Turning from observations of the S-component and 
gradual bursts the aim now is to observe microwave burst 
spectra more generally and to include the results in burst 
model calculations, as discussed for instance, in {2}.Table 1 
gives the technical parameters now implemented.
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A  critical inspection of the actual state yields that at 
present the achieved time resolution of 20 s is still too low 
for observing possible flare related drifting fronts being 
supposed e.g. by {3} and for a fine spectral resolution of the 
impulsive phase.
Nevertheless, the accuracy of the equipment and general 
properties of the burst emission could be checked, so, two 
examples of microwave burst spectral observations can be pre­
sented here - considered as the next step towards satisfactory 
results. Besides the spectrographic equipment, essential tools 
for present and future development are the fast digital re­
cording system and the SM 4 computer of the observatory.
Illustrating the observations Fig.l gives the time profile 
of the December 8, 1982 microwave burst IHHI single frequency 
records).
Fig.2 shows the observed spectral diagram. In the top of 
the figure the mean flux in the 5.3 - 7.4 GHz range is given 
in relative units. The spectral diagram was computed from re­
lative spectra, where each spectrum is given as the ratio to 
the spectrum observed 20 s before. Further, a 3% confidence 
limit for spectral changes was defined. The resulting picture 
is given in a printer plot. Numbers denote positive changes, 
capital letters indicate negative changes.
Space marks no change ±1% (1 = +1 ... +3%; A = -1 ...-3% 
and so on). The three abscissae columns give: the number of 
spectra with relative changes (constant spectra have been 
omitted): the absolute number of the spectra; and the time 
in UT. The frequency scale is given to the left of the figure.
Figs.3 and 4 give the same data for the December 9, 1982 
burst. Unfortunately, due to some sensitivity scale problems, 
parts of the diagram are off-scale.
From an inspection of Figs.1-4 the following summary of 
the first observations can be given:
1) Broad-band spectral structures of the microwave burst deve­
lopment have been observed. They are mostly wider than the 
range of the receiver (i.e. 2.1 GHz).
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Fig.l. Single frequency records of the December 8, 1982 burst.
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M 11 in
Fig. 2. Printer plot of the microwave spectral diagram of the 
December 8, 1982 event.
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Fig.3. Single frequency records of the December 9, 1982 burst.
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T A B L E  1
Technical parameters of the microwave spectrograph
Frequency range, used for the
burst observations
HF -  B an dw id th
Sensitivity, given for the 3 possible 
time constants
Modulation frequency 
Possible sweep periods
Actual operation mode
5.3 - 7.4 GHz 
80 MHz
T • = min 23.5 K
T . = m m 7.1 K
T . = 2.0 Kmin
1.58
(0.01
(0.1
(1.0
kHz
s)
s)
s)
arbitrary in the 
range 10.0 - 999 s 
or 0.01 - 1.9 s
sweep period 20 s,
80 sample points/sweep
2) Some "pseudo-drift" structure during the enhancing flux 
intervals of the burst profile in Fig.2 is caused by the 
onset of individual peaks of the time profile of the burst 
which happens during the spectral scan with sec time scale 
and shorter.
3) The reality of spectral fine structures smaller than 500 MHz 
can not be checked with the given mode of observation.
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Formal Opening
by M. Kopecky, Chairman of KAPG Project 4
Respectful tribute was paid to
Gennadij Mikhailoviteh Nikol'skij 
and
Vladimir Alekseeviteh Krat, 
whose untimely deaths prevented them from attending 
the Consultation.
Welcome on behalf of the Debrecen Academy Committee
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of the Debrecen Academy Committee
Opening Address
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L.Dezső: A Brief History of Solar Astronomy in Hungary 
B.Kálmán: The Present State of Solar Physics in Debrecen 
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